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Part 1: Preface  

1.1  On 22 July 2014 the Secretary of State for Home Affairs, the Rt Hon Theresa May MP, 
announced, in a written statement laid before the House of Commons, that an Inquiry 
under the Inquiries Act 2005 was to be held into the death of Alexander Litvinenko. 
I was appointed to chair the Inquiry. 

1.2  The Terms of Reference for the Inquiry, upon which I was consulted prior to my 
appointment, are to be found at Appendix 3 to this Report. I was invited by the 
Secretary of State to complete the Inquiry by December 2015. I opened the Inquiry 
on 31 July 2014. The oral hearings were completed on 31 July 2015, and my Report 
was duly delivered to the Secretary of State in January 2016. 

1.3  The Inquiry has been completed substantially within the budget prepared by the 
secretariat, and adopted by the Secretary of State in setting a budget cap. 

1.4  I am indebted to Counsel to the Inquiry, Robin Tam QC, Hugh Davies QC and Andrew 
O’Connor QC, and to the Solicitor to the Inquiry, Martin Smith, and his assistant, Abigail 
Ｖｆｋｒｏｈｈｏｇ／＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｌｑｙｄｏｘｄｅｏｈ＃ｄｖｖｌｖｗｄｑｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｏｏｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｌｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗｄｗｌｒｑ＃
of the evidence, and in the preparation of this Report. 

1.5  I must also record my appreciation of the work of the Inquiry secretariat, Lee Hughes 
ＦＥＨ／＃Ｖｈｆｕｈｗｄｕ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜／＃ｋｌｖ＃ｇｈｓｘｗ｜＃Ｉｕｄｑｆｈｖ＃Ｆｘｕｕｌｈ／＃Ｓｕｈｖｖ＃Ｒｉｆｈｕ＃Ｐｌｎｈ＃Ｚｌｆｎｖｗｈｈｇ＃
and Paralegal Amy Nicholls. They have organised the administration of the Inquiry in 
ｄ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｈｉｆｌｈｑｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｐｄｑｑｈｕ１＃

1.6  I am indebted to the Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis, who authorised his 
ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｑｗｌｑｘｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｙｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃
provided to me as Assistant Coroner charged with the conduct of the inquest into the 
death of Alexander Litvinenko following the establishment of the Inquiry. I place on 
ｕｈｆｒｕｇ＃ｐ｜＃ｄｓｓｕｈｆｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｈｗｕｒｓｒｏｌｗｄｑ＃Ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃Ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈ＃
(MPS) who carried out an exemplary investigation into the death of Mr Litvinenko, and 
who provided the greatest assistance to me in providing investigative and evidential 
services in the course of the Inquiry. I should in particular pay tribute to the work 
carried out by Commander Ball, Detective Inspector Craig Mascall, Detective Chief 
Inspector Mike Jolly and all members of the Operation Avocet team. 

1.7  I was greatly assisted by Solicitors and Counsel for the Core Participants who took 
part in the Inquiry: Ben Emmerson QC, Adam Straw and Elena Tsirlina for Marina 
and Anatoly Litvinenko; Richard Horwell QC, Saba Naqshbandi, Jenny Leonard and 
Prit Mandair for the MPS; Neil Garnham QC, Robert Wastell, Paul Bishop and 
Catherine Turtle for the Secretary of State; and David Evans QC, Alasdair Henderson 
and Simon Ramsden for AWE plc. 

1.8  My conclusions on the central issues in this Report are to be found at Parts 8, 9 and 
10. Those Parts of the Report, and the conclusions they contain, are based on the 
totality of the evidence that I have heard – that is, both the ‘open’ and the ‘closed’ 
evidence. The conclusions are mine and mine alone. 

7  
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Part 2: Introduction  

2.1  In August 2012, over three years ago, I was appointed to conduct what were then the 
inquest proceedings concerning the death of Alexander Litvinenko. 

2.2  I have described the procedural history of both the inquest and this Inquiry in some 
detail at Appendix 1, but I propose shortly to summarise the position by way of 
introduction. 

2.3  The inquest proceedings into Mr Litvinenko’s death had been resumed by Dr Andrew 
Reid, the then Coroner for Inner North London, in late 2011. A considerable amount 
of work was undertaken in preparation for the inquest, both prior to and following my 
ｄｓｓｒｌｑｗｐｈｑｗ１＃Ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｔｘｈｖｗ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｈｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｕｄｑ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗｌｈｖ１＃Ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｑｇ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｗ＃
my request, the inquest was replaced by the Public Inquiry that I have now conducted. 
The preparatory work was not wasted – almost all of it was simply carried over to the 
Inquiry. 

2.4  Ｗｋｈ＃ ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗｌｈｖ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｑｔｘｈｖｗ＃ ｆｈｑｗｕｈｇ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｈ｛ｌｖｗｈｑｆｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｖｈｑｖｌｗｌｙｈ＃ ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃
documents that were relevant to the investigation that I was conducting. More 
particularly, the documents raised an arguable case that the Russian State bore 
responsibility for Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

2.5  The law does not allow evidence to be taken in what are known as ‘secret’ or ‘closed’ 
sessions at an inquest. But the government material was so sensitive that it could 
not be adduced in any form of public or ‘open’ session. The material was therefore 
excluded from the inquest proceedings under the legal principle known as public 
interest immunity. 

2.6  It has always been my view that the question of possible Russian State responsibility 
for Mr Litvinenko’s death is one of the most important issues arising from his death. It 
was an issue that I had intended to investigate at the inquest, but it did not seem right 
to me to investigate this issue in the knowledge that government material that was 
of great relevance had been excluded – albeit that it had been excluded for a good 
reason. 

2.7  I therefore asked the Home Secretary to establish a Public Inquiry to replace the 
inquest. The advantage of a Public Inquiry over the inquest was that the rules governing 
an inquiry allow for sensitive evidence to be heard in closed session. 

2.8  The Home Secretary initially refused to establish a Public Inquiry. She subsequently 
agreed to do so after her refusal had been successfully challenged in the High Court 
by Mr Litvinenko’s widow, Marina Litvinenko. I agreed to serve as the Chairman of the 
Inquiry. 

2.9  The Inquiry was formally set up on 31 July 2014. I was at that time a serving High 
Court Judge; I retired from that post in September 2014. 

2.10  The Inquiry’s Terms of Reference are to be found at Appendix 2 to this Report. In 
broad terms, the issues that have been investigated by the Inquiry pursuant to the 
Terms of Reference replicate the matters that I would have investigated at the inquest. 
The issue of Russian State responsibility, in particular, has been fully examined. The 
sensitive government material that was excluded from the inquest on the ground of 
public interest immunity has been considered. 

9  
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2.11  The Inquiry sat to conduct open hearings at the Royal Courts of Justice on 34 days in 
January, February, March and July 2015. 

2.12   Closed hearings were also conducted. 

2.13  As I trust the detail of this Report will demonstrate, I took evidence from a very wide 
range of sources. The witnesses who gave evidence to the Inquiry included not only 
Mr Litvinenko’s family, friends and business associates, but also medical professionals, 
ｑｘｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｖｗｖ／＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｈ｛ｓｈｕｗｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｈｏｇｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｇｌｙｈｕｖｈ＃ｄｖ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｋｌｖｗｒｕ｜＃
and polygraphy. 

2.14  Transcripts of the open hearings, together with the very considerable volume of 
documentary evidence that I adduced, are available on the Inquiry website. 

2.15   There were, however, several important witnesses from whom I did not hear. 

2.16  Boris Berezovsky, who was a close friend of Mr Litvinenko and whom some have 
blamed for his death, died himself in 2013. I did, however, have access to a large 
quantity of documentary material – principally police witness statements and interview 
transcripts which contain detailed accounts given by Mr Berezovsky regarding the 
matters under investigation. I adduced all this material into evidence. 

2.17  Andrey Lugovoy and Dmitri Kovtun, both of whom are wanted by the British authorities 
for the murder of Mr Litvinenko, declined my invitation to give evidence to the Inquiry. 
That is a matter of regret to me. Both men took some part in these proceedings. 
Mr Lugovoy was represented for a time during the preparations for the inquest, but 
declined to take any further part when the inquest was converted into an Inquiry. 
Mr Kovtun made contact with the Inquiry towards the end of the scheduled hearings 
and indicated that he wished to give evidence. He provided a witness statement and 
arrangements were made for him to give oral evidence by videolink from Moscow. In 
the end, however, he decided not to do so. 

2.18  The decision was, of course, a matter for them. Since both men were out of the 
jurisdiction I could not compel them to attend the Inquiry and give evidence. Their 
decision not to give oral evidence means that I do not have the answers to the 
questions that they would have been asked, and I have noted in the course of the 
Report several points in the evidence that demand an explanation from them. 

2.19  Finally on this point, I should emphasise that, in the end, the fact that Mr Lugovoy 
ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｒｕｄｏ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｇｒｈｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｐｌｑｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃
ｐｄｇｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ１＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃
ｈｑｗｌｕｈｏ｜＃ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｐｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈｐ１＃

2.20  Ｄｖ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋｖ＃４５５０４５６＃ｒｉ＃Ｄｓｓｈｑｇｌ｛＃４／＃ｌｑ＃ｐｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃
Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｇｒｓｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ﾵｈ｛ｌｅｏｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｙｄｕｌｄｅｏｈﾶ＃ｄｓｓｕｒｄｆｋ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｑｇｄｕｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｒｒｉ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃
formulated by Sir William Gage in the Baha Mousa Inquiry. I add that where in this 
Report I state that ‘I am sure’ I will have found a fact to the criminal standard. When I 
ｘｖｈ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｈ｛ｓｕｈｖｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｄｖ＃ﾵＬ＃ｑｇﾶ＃ｒｕ＃ﾵＬ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇﾶ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｑｇｄｕｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｒｒｉ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃
the ordinary civil standard of proof, namely the balance of probabilities. Where it is 
obvious that I have found a fact but I have not used one of these terms, the standard 
will have been the civil standard. All other expressions, such as a reference to a state 
ｒｉ＃ｄｉｉｄｌｕｖ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ﾵｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈﾶ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｄ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｉｄｆｗ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｌｑｇｌｆｄｗｈ＃ｐ｜＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｌｑｇ＃
in respect of the issue being considered. 

The Litvinenko Inquiry
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2.21  References in the footnotes such as ‘INQ123456’ or ‘HMG345678’ are to documents 
that I have adduced in evidence and that can be found on the Inquiry website. A 
reference such as ‘Mascall 30/83-92’ is to the hearing transcript, which is also available 
on the website; that particular reference is to the evidence of Detective Inspector 
Mascall on Day 30 of the hearings, at pages 83 to 92 of that day’s transcript. 

2.22   Ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｕｘｆｗｘｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｕｈｈｆｗｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈｇ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｒｓｈｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃
evidence relating to the issues that I must determine. 

2.23  Part 3, Part 4, Part 5 and Part 6 contain an analysis of the open evidence that I have 
heard regarding Mr Litvinenko’s life in the United Kingdom and Russia; theories and 
ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｐｒｗｌｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｎｌｏｏ＃ｋｌｐ＞＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｈｑｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｚｈｈｎｖ＃
of his life, including the so called ‘polonium trail’; and the circumstances of his illness 
and death. 

2.24  Part 7 concerns the closed evidence that I have received. Because of the sensitivity 
of this evidence, I do not anticipate that any of this Part (other than the introductory 
section) will be published. This Part also contains the single recommendation that 
I have made. Because the recommendation relates to the closed material, I do not 
expect it to be published. 

2.25  Part 8 and Part 9 ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑ＃ ｐ｜＃ ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ ｏｌｑｎｈｇ＃ ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｖ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｚｋｒ＃ ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃
Mr Litvinenko and who directed his killing. Part 10 ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｖ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｄｏ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃
analysis and conclusions in these Parts are founded on the totality of the evidence 
that I have heard – that is, both the ‘open’ and the ‘closed’ evidence. 

2.26   I have had the provisions of section 2 of the Inquiries Act 2005 very much in mind 
ｌｑ＃ ｉｒｕｐｘｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃ ｐ｜＃ ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｐｄｗｗｈｕ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ ｆｒｕｈ＃ ｉｄｆｗｘｄｏ＃ ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃
made, which are summarised in Part 10, are those which I consider it necessary to 
make in order to discharge my responsibility under paragraph 1(ii) of the Terms of 
Reference to identify where responsibility for Mr Litvinenko’s death lies. I have no 
power to determine any person’s civil or criminal liability and I have not done so. 
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Part 3:  Alexander Litvinenko – his life in 
Russia and the United Kingdom, his 
illness and death 

Chapter 1: In Russia 

3.1  I received detailed evidence regarding the history of Alexander Litvinenko’s life in 
Russia before he left to travel to the United Kingdom (UK) with his family in November 
2000. Very little of this evidence was contentious and much is already in the public 
domain. For example, a detailed account of Mr Litvinenko’s life in Russia is to be 
found in Alex Goldfarb and Marina Litvinenko’s book Death of a Dissident, and I am 
of course aware of other books that have been written about Mr Litvinenko’s life, such 
as Martin Sixsmith’s The Litvinenko File and Alan Cowell’s The Terminal Spy. 

3.2  Although many of these matters are well known, I have set them out here in outline 
ｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｄｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｅｏｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｈ｛ｗｘｄｏ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃
charged with investigating. The events that took place during Mr Litvinenko’s life in 
Russia, and in particular the last years before he left, cast a long shadow over his 
ｏｌｉｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ１＃Ｐｄｑ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｓｏｄ｜ｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｈｑｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｚｈｈｎｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃
months of Mr Litvinenko’s life in 2006 were old friends and adversaries from his days 
in Russia. 

Childhood 

3.3  Alexander Litvinenko was born on 4 December 1962 in the Russian city of Voronezh. 
His parents, Walter and Nina Litvinenko, divorced when he was very young, and it 
appears that his childhood, in consequence, was not easy. I heard that as a young 
child Alexander spent periods of time living with his father and his father’s parents in 
Nalchik in the North Caucasus, with his mother in Moscow and with an aunt in another 
city called Morozovsk. When he was about 12 he returned to Nalchik to live with 
his grandparents, with whom he spent the rest of his childhood.1 Nalchik is located 
towards the south of the old USSR, in the foothills of the Caucasus Mountains. It is 
close to Chechnya. This region and its people would later play an important part in 
Mr Litvinenko’s life. 

3.4  Both Mr Litvinenko’s parents remarried. His mother had a daughter, Svetlana, with 
her new husband. Mr Litvinenko’s father, Walter, had three children with his new wife, 
of whom the youngest was a son named Maxim.2 As we shall see, Maxim lived in Italy 
later in his life, where he spent some time with his older half-brother Alexander.  

3.5  Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｑｌｖｋｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｆｋｒｒｏｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃４＜；３＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｊｈ＃ｒｉ＃４：１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃
Litvinenko (who of course had not yet met Mr Litvinenko at that time) was that he 
applied to go to university, but did not get a place,3 and decided instead to go to 
military college. He took that decision in part because he would have been required to 
undertake military service at some point in any event. However, she said that he was 
ｄｏｖｒ＃ｌｑｘｈｑｆｈｇ／＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃｜ｒｘｑｊ＃ｄｊｈ／＃ｅ｜＃ｄ＃ｇｈｖｌｕｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｈｕｙｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｇｈｉｈｑｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜１＃

1 Marina Litvinenko 3/19-20; INQ017734 (page 2 paragraph 6) 
2 Marina Litvinenko 3/20-23 
3 Marina Litvinenko 3/23-24 

13  

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_19-20.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_20-23.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_23-24.pdf
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She said that he regarded his grandfather, who had fought in the Second World War, 
as a model in this respect. I note this evidence because Mr Litvinenko’s sense of duty 
to his country – initially to Russia and latterly also to the United Kingdom – is a strong 
theme of the evidence that I heard about him. 

Early military career 

3.6  The military college that Mr Litvinenko attended was a training centre for Interior 
Ministry forces, located in a city in North Ossetia then called Ordzhonikidze (now called 
Vladikavkaz). It is about 80 miles from Nalchik – as Marina Litvinenko observed, not 
ｗｒｒ＃ｉｄｕ＃ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ１＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｓｈｑｗ＃ｙｈ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ＃
training at Ordzhonikidze, graduating in or about 1985 as a lieutenant. 

3.7  Mr Litvinenko then served in the Dzerzhinsky Division of the forces of the Interior 
Ministry between 1985 and 1988. His duties appear to have included intelligence 
work relating to the protection of trains carrying gold bullion. In 1988 Mr Litvinenko 
was recruited to join what was then still called the Committee for State Security (KGB). 
He underwent a period of intelligence training at a KGB facility in Siberia, and in 1991 
was posted to KGB headquarters in Moscow.4 

3.8  During this period, as well as securing professional advancement, Mr Litvinenko had 
ｖｗｄｕｗｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｉｄｐｌｏ｜１＃Ｋｈ＃ｐｄｕｕｌｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｚｌｉｈ／＃Ｑｄｗｄｏｌｄ／＃ｚｋｌｏｖｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｘｇｈｑｗ１＃Ｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃
child, a son named Alexander, was born in January 1985.5 His daughter Sonya was 
born in August 1991. 

ＮＪＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃
3.9  These were times of considerable instability in Russia. 1991, the year in which 

Mr Litvinenko was posted to KGB headquarters in Moscow, saw the attempted 
coup against President Mikhail Gorbachev and the dissolution of the Soviet Union. 
The KGB was dismantled in November 1991. A series of successor organisations 
inherited much of its staff and took over responsibility for Russian internal security and 
counterintelligence. Mr Litvinenko worked for each of these organisations throughout 
this period. The last of these organisations, which was created in 1995 and which still 
exists, was the Federal Security Service (FSB). 

3.10  In 1991 Mr Litvinenko was assigned to the Economic Security and Organised Crime 
Unit of what was then still the KGB. He continued to work in that department until 
about 1994, when he was transferred to the Anti-Terrorism Department of what had 
by then become the Federal Counterintelligence Service (FSK).6 

3.11  The evidence I have heard is that one of the main focuses of Mr Litvinenko’s work 
during this period was in combating organised crime. In her witness statement, Marina 
Litvinenko refers, by way of example, to Mr Litvinenko investigating crimes that were 
then being committed against wealthy Georgians who had moved to Moscow to 
escape the civil war in their newly independent country. She describes Mr Litvinenko’s 
part in saving the life of a 19 year old boy who had been kidnapped and ransomed for 

4 Marina Litvinenko 3/24-25; INQ017734 (page 3 paragraph 7); there are some small points of difference 
ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗ／＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｓｕｈｗｈｕ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｖｈｖｖｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃
November 2006 police interviews – INQ002076 (page 3)
5 Marina Litvinenko 3/15 lines 14-16 
6 Marina Litvinenko 3/27-29; 4/80 
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US$1 million. She stated; “I saw that Sasha gave himself to his job without reservation 
ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈｏｓｈｇ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｐｖｈｏｙｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗｌｈｖ１ﾴ＃7 

3.12  I heard that it was whilst working for the Economic Security and Organised Crime 
Ｘｑｌｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｅｈｊｄｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｗｄｐｅｒｙ＃ｆｕｌｐｌｑｄｏ＃
group. This was an organised crime group based in St Petersburg. It was led by 
Vladimir Kumarin, also known as Barsukov, and another man called Alexander 
Malyshev. In the course of his investigations, Mr Litvinenko discovered evidence that 
the Tambov group was engaged in smuggling heroin from Afghanistan via Uzbekistan 
ｄｑｇ＃Ｖｗ＃Ｓｈｗｈｕｖｅｘｕｊ＃ｗｒ＃Ｚｈｖｗｈｕｑ＃Ｈｘｕｒｓｈ１＃Ｈｙｈｑ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗｏ｜／＃ｋｈ＃ｅｈｆｄｐｈ＃ｆｒｑｙｌｑｆｈｇ＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｚｌｇｈｖｓｕｈｄｇ＃ｆｒｏｏｘｖｌｒｑ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｗｄｐｅｒｙ＃ｊｕｒｘｓ＃ｄｑｇ＃ＮＪＥ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ／＃
including both Vladimir Putin and Nikolai Patrushev. 

3.13  This was the start of what was to become one of Mr Litvinenko’s abiding concerns. 
As we shall see, he continued to investigate and to seek to publicise links between 
the KGB/FSB and organised crime both before and after he left Russia. Following his 
arrival in the UK, he made these allegations in his book The Gang from the Lubyanka, 
and also in the shorter essay The Uzbek File.8 

Marriage to Marina Litvinenko 

3.14  It was in June 1993, and as a result of another case on which he was working, that 
Mr Litvinenko met his future wife Marina. 

3.15  Marina Litvinenko has been an interested person and a core participant throughout 
the life of, respectively, the inquest and Inquiry proceedings. As I have described at 
paragraphs 46 and 50 of Appendix 1, it was her action in bringing a judicial review 
ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｋｒｐｈ＃Ｖｈｆｕｈｗｄｕ｜＃ ＋ｄｗ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｅｏｈ＃ｑｄｑｆｌｄｏ＃ ｕｌｖｎ＃ ｗｒ＃ｋｈｕｖｈｏｉ，＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｕｈｖｘｏｗｈｇ＃
in this Inquiry being established. Marina Litvinenko’s legal team has engaged with 
both sets of proceedings in a most constructive manner, and I have been impressed 
throughout by the dignity and composure that she has shown during what must have 
been at times a deeply distressing process. Above all, she has demonstrated a quiet 
determination to establish the true facts of her husband’s death that is greatly to be 
commended. When she gave oral evidence before me, which she did over the course 
of two days at the Inquiry hearings, I found her to be an impressive witness who 
gave careful and considered responses to the questions that she was asked, many 
concerning events that took place ten years and more ago. 

3.16  In 1993 Marina Litvinenko was a dance teacher living in Moscow. She had been born 
in Moscow in 1962 and had grown up and been educated there. She had studied at 
ｘｑｌｙｈｕｖｌｗ｜＃ｉｒｕ＃ｙｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄ＃ｋｄｏｉ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ／＃ｊｕｄｇｘｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｑ＃ｈｑｊｌｑｈｈｕ＃ｈｆｒｑｒｐｌｖｗ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃
time that she graduated, she had already become heavily involved in dancing. On 
leaving university she became a professional dancer. She married her dance partner 
and for several years the couple took part in competitive ballroom dancing and also 
worked as dance teachers. The marriage ended in 1989. She stopped competitive 
dancing at that point, but carried on with her teaching job.9 

3.17  Two of Marina Litvinenko’s friends from her dancing days, a couple, were receiving 
demands for money and threats of violence from a former business associate. They 
had reported the matter to the authorities and Mr Litvinenko was investigating the 

7 INQ017734 (page 3 paragraph 8) 
8 Goldfarb 26/28-35 
9 Marina Litvinenko 3/3-6 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_28-35.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_3-6.pdf
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case. The couple got on well with Mr Litvinenko and invited him to a dinner at Marina’s 
ｄｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｈｏｈｅｕｄｗｈ＃ｋｈｕ＃ｅｌｕｗｋｇｄ｜＃ｌｑ＃Ｍｘｑｈ＃４＜＜６１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ｐｄｕｕｌｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃Ｑｄｗｄｏｌｄ＃ｄｗ＃
ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｌｐｈ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｕｕｌｄｊｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗｌｈｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｈｑｇｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｇｌｙｒｕｆｈ＃ｖｋｒｕｗｏ｜＃ｗｋｈｕｈｄｉｗｈｕ１10 

3.18  Mr Litvinenko and Marina began a relationship. Their son Anatoly was born in June 
1994. Alexander and Marina Litvinenko married in October 1994.11 

Developing friendship with Boris Berezovsky 

3.19  Ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ﾱ＃４＜＜７＃ﾱ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｗｄｕｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃
develop what was to become a close friendship with Boris Berezovsky. Mr Berezovsky 
ｌｖ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｎｈ｜＃ｊｘｕｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｈｑｗｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｉｒｕｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜／＃ｄｑｇ＃
it is appropriate to say a few words of introduction about him at this point. 

3.20  Boris Berezovsky was born in Moscow in 1946. He was a mathematician by training. 
Ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｏｌｉｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｎｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｖｗ＞＃ｋｈ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗｈｇ＃
research and published academic articles. Mr Berezovsky became an extremely 
ｖｘｆｆｈｖｖｉｘｏ＃ ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖｐｄｑ＃ ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｏｌｅｈｕｄｏｌｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｒｉ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄﾶｖ＃ ｌｑｗｈｕｑｄｏ＃ ｐｄｕｎｈｗ／＃ ｕｖｗ＃
under President Gorbachev and then under President Yeltsin, with whom he had a 
ｆｏｒｖｈ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑｖｋｌｓ１＃Ｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｋｈ＃ｉｒｘｑｇｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｄｗｈ＃４＜；３ｖ／＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｄｕ＃
dealership named LogoVAZ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗｖ＃ｇｌｙｈｕｖｌｈｇ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｅｕｒｄｇｆｄｖｗｌｑｊ／＃
airlines and the oil industry. 

3.21  During the 1990s Mr Berezovsky acquired both great wealth and considerable political 
ｌｑｘｈｑｆｈ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｕｈｐｒｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｒ＃ｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ﾵｒｏｌｊｄｕｆｋｖﾶ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｓｈｕｌｒｇ１＃Ｄｗ＃
the end of that decade, Mr Berezovsky apparently played a role in facilitating the rise 
to power of Vladimir Putin. However, he fell out with Mr Putin shortly after the latter’s 
election as President in March 2000. He left Russia permanently at the end of 2000 
and claimed asylum in the UK. Thereafter, Mr Berezovsky became a vociferous critic 
of Mr Putin. Repeated attempts by Russia to secure his extradition were unsuccessful, 
and Mr Berezovsky was granted asylum in the UK in 2003. He spent much of his 
wealth in opposing President Putin’s regime, and in supporting others who did the 
same – one of whom, as we shall see, was Mr Litvinenko. 

3.22  When the inquest into Mr Litvinenko’s death was resumed in 2011, Mr Berezovsky was 
granted interested person status. He was entitled to such status not least because, as 
we shall see, allegations had been made that he had been involved in Mr Litvinenko’s 
death. Those acting for Mr Berezovsky played a constructive part in the early stages 
of the inquest proceedings, making submissions at directions hearings and disclosing 
documentation. Mr Berezovsky’s involvement in these proceedings was, however, cut 
short by his own death in March 2013. 

3.23  Had Mr Berezovsky been alive at the time of the Inquiry hearings, he would undoubtedly 
have been an important witness. Although I was not able to hear Mr Berezovsky 
give oral evidence, I did adduce a substantial quantity of documentary evidence 
emanating from and relating to him.12 It included statements given by Mr Berezovsky 
to the Metropolitan Police team investigating Mr Litvinenko’s death and transcripts of 
interviews. In considering this documentary evidence, I have of course taken account 
ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｈｑｈｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃
tested in oral evidence. I have also borne in mind the fact that Mrs Justice Gloster 

10 INQ017734 (page 1 paragraph 1) 
11 INQ017734 (page 2 paragraph 4) 
12 Berezovsky 25/3-30 
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found Mr Berezovsky to be a highly unreliable witness in the proceedings that he 
brought against Mr Roman Abramovich in the High Court in London.13 In fact (and in 
contrast to the Abramovich case), a large proportion of Mr Berezovsky’s account has 
been either uncontentious or well supported by the evidence of others. In reaching my 
conclusion on the question of Mr Berezovsky’s alleged involvement in Mr Litvinenko’s 
death (see Part 9), I have been able to rely on a considerably wider array of evidence 
than Mr Berezovsky’s own (untested) denial. 

3.24  Ｕｈｗｘｕｑｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ ｌｑ＃ ４＜＜７／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ ｊｄｙｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｕｖｗ＃
meetings with Mr Litvinenko was in the following terms: 

ﾳＬ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｗ＃Ｄｏｈ｛ｄｑｇｈｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｎｑｒｚｑ＃ｄｖ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｌｑ＃４＜＜７＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｋｈ＃
ｚｄｖ＃ｄｑ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃＋ＮＪＥ，１＃Ｋｈ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｐ｜＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃
ｄｖ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｒｕｇｈｕｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｏｒｒｎ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｎｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｐ｜＃ｆｒｐｓｄｑ｜１＃Ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｈ＃
ｐｈ＃ ｓｈｕｖｒｑｄｏｏ｜／＃ ｅｘｗ＃ ｄｑ＃ ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃ ｋｒｚ＃ ｐ｜＃ ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｑｊ１＃ Ｗｋｌｖ＃
ｚｄｖ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｕ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋ＃ｋｒｚ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃
ｗｕｄｑｖｉｒｕｐｈｇ１＃

Ｌｑ＃Ｍｘｑｈ＃４＜＜７＃Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕ＃ｄｗｗｄｆｎ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｐｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｄｕ＃
ｅｒｐｅ１＃Ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｌ＃ｏｈｉｗ＃ｐ｜＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｕ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｒｇｈｇ１＃Ｐ｜＃ｇｕｌｙｈｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ／＃ｐ｜＃ｅｒｇ｜ｊｘｄｕｇ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ Ｌ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ ｌｑｍｘｕｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ Ｌ＃ ｖｓｈｑｗ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ｚｈｈｎｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ｋｒｖｓｌｗｄｏ＃ ｌｑ＃Ｖｚｌｗ｝ｈｕｏｄｑｇ１＃Ｗｋｌｖ＃
ｌｑｆｌｇｈｑｗ＃ｕｈｖｘｏｗｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｅｈｆｒｐｌｑｊ＃ｆｏｒｖｈ＃ｉｕｌｈｑｇｖ１ﾴ＃14 

3.25  Marina Litvinenko had only known Mr Litvinenko for a year in June 1994, but in her 
oral evidence she recalled that he had been involved in investigating the assassination 
attempt against Mr Berezovsky, which she described as having been front page news 
at the time.15 She also stated that Mr Litvinenko had been ordered at that time to (as 
she put it in her witness statement) ﾳｐｄｌｑｗｄｌｑ＃ｕｈｊｘｏｄｕ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗﾴ with Mr Berezovsky.16 

The precise scope and purpose of this duty was not clear – Marina Litvinenko did not 
think, for example, that he was acting as a bodyguard. It may be that this was simply 
a continuation of the attempts by the FSB (or FSK as it was at this time) to keep tabs 
ｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｋｈ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋｖ＃ｔｘｒｗｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃
his statement above. 

3.26  Marina Litvinenko recalled that at that time Mr Litvinenko had a number of meetings 
with Mr Berezovsky, and that he accompanied Mr Berezovsky on a trip to Switzerland 
in 1995. Her evidence was that Mr Litvinenko travelled on that occasion on a diplomatic 
passport provided by the FSB; so it would appear that the trip had the blessing of his 
superiors. 

3.27  Putting the matter shortly, the evidence seems to support Mr Berezovsky’s assertion 
that the assassination attempt in June 1994 was the start of the process by which he 
and Mr Litvinenko became close friends. 

3.28  A second important incident in the development of the relationship between the two 
men took place in March 1995, following the murder in Moscow of a man named 
Vlad Listyev. Mr Listyev was at that time the most popular TV presenter in Russia; he 
was also the head of the independent television station ORT, which was controlled 
by Mr Berezovsky. Marina Litvinenko’s account of this episode was that police came 

13 Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｙ＃Ｄｅｕｄｐｒｙｌｆｋ＃[2012] EWHC 2463 (Comm), paragraphs 97-112 
14 Berezovsky 25/6-7
15 Marina Litvinenko 3/35-36 
16 INQ017734 (page 3 paragraph 9) 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_6-7.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_35-36.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
http:Berezovsky.16
http:London.13
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ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｕｕｈｖｗ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｖｗ｜ｈｙﾶｖ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕ＞＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｊｒｗ＃ｄ＃
ｐｈｖｖｄｊｈ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｚｋｒ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｓｕｈｙｈｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｄｎｌｑｊ＃
Mr Berezovsky away. She explained that both Mr Berezovsky and Mr Litvinenko feared 
that Mr Berezovsky might be murdered in police custody had he been arrested. In 
Mr Berezovsky’s account of this incident, he said that Mr Litvinenko had taken out his 
gun and said to the police, ﾳＬｉ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｗｕ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｆｄｗｆｋ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｑｒｚ＃Ｌﾶｏｏ＃ｎｌｏｏ＃｜ｒｘ１ﾴ 17 Marina Litvinenko 
emphasised that Mr Litvinenko’s intervention on behalf of Mr Berezovsky had been 
ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｖｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｄｗ＃ ｏｈｄｖｗ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｘｓｈｕｌｒｕｖ／＃ｑｄｐｈｏ｜＃Ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ＃Ｄｑｄｗｒｏ｜＃Ｗｕｒｐｒｙ／＃ｚｋｒ＃
was then the head of the Moscow regional directorate of the FSK. 

3.29  Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｆｏｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｑｒｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｌｊｋｗｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｕｒｑｊｖ＃
of this affair, including as to whether Mr Berezovsky was in fact involved in any 
way in Mr Listyev’s death (a subject which I am aware remains controversial). Nor 
is the determination of such matters within the proper scope of this Inquiry. What I 
think can be said, which certainly is of relevance for present purposes, is that this 
episode marked a further stage in the developing friendship between Mr Litvinenko 
and Mr Berezovsky. More than that, it put Mr Berezovsky in Mr Litvinenko’s debt. As 
Marina Litvinenko put it during her oral evidence, ﾳＤｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｖｄｌｇ＃
ｐｄｑ｜＃ｗｌｐｈｖ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｖｄｙｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｏｌｉｈ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｊｕｄｗｈｉｘｏ１ﾴ 18 The repayment of that 
debt is an important backdrop to the story of Mr Litvinenko’s subsequent escape from 
Russia to the UK, and his life here. 

Involvement in the First Chechen War 

3.30  The First Chechen War started at the end of 1994. By this time, Mr Litvinenko was 
attached to what Marina Litvinenko described as the Anti-Terrorist Centre of the FSK. 

3.31  Ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｄｓｓｈｄｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｅｏｈ＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑ＃ｆｒｑｌｆｗ／＃ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃
not for the main part in combat operations. Marina Litvinenko described Mr Litvinenko 
making frequent operational trips during this period to Nalchik, the city where he had 
ｊｕｒｚｑ＃ｘｓ１＃Ｑｄｏｆｋｌｎ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｌｗｘｄｗｈｇ＃ｆｏｒｖｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｘｗ＃ｄｚｄ｜＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｋｗｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｑ｜ｄ／＃ｄｑｇ＃
in her written evidence Marina Litvinenko stated that Mr Litvinenko, ﾳｇｌｇ＃ｄｑｄｏ｜ｗｌｆｄｏ＃
ｚｒｕｎ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｕｄｑ＃ｄｊｈｑｗｖ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｋｈｄｇｔｘｄｕｗｈｕｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｑｄｏｆｋｌｎﾴ. She added that he was 
well suited to that type of work, knowing as he did the customs and traditions of the 
region from his childhood.19 

3.32  This account tallies well with the evidence received by the Inquiry from 
Akhmed Zakayev. 

3.33  By the time of Mr Litvinenko’s death in 2006, he and Mr Zakayev were neighbours in 
London and close friends. A decade earlier they had been on opposite sides of the 
ｆｒｑｌｆｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｑ｜ｄ１＃Ｐｕ＃］ｄｎｄ｜ｈｙﾶｖ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｄ＃ｖｈｑｌｒｕ＃
ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｕｈｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ ｒｉ＃ Ｌｆｋｎｈｕｌｄ／＃ ｄｖ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｅｕｈｄｎｄｚｄ｜＃ Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑ＃ ｕｈｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｋｈｑ＃
known. Following the death of the Chechen President Ozhokhar Dudaev in April 1996, 
his widow left Chechnya and was then detained by Russian authorities in Nalchik. 
Mr Zakayev explained in his oral evidence to the Inquiry that the Chechen leadership 
ｋｄｇ＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｆｒｑｆｈｕｑｈｇ＃ ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｌｐｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｇｌｖｆｒｙｈｕ＃ ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ ＩＶＥ＃ ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｌｑｊ＃
Mrs Dudaev; he said that they had established through informants that she was 
being interrogated in Nalchik by Mr Litvinenko, who was using the pseudonym 

17 Berezovsky 25/7
18 Marina Litvinenko 3/40 lines 24-25 
19 INQ017734 (page 4 paragraph 12) 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_7.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_40.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
http:childhood.19
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Alexander Volkov. Mr Zakayev added that when, years later, the two men met on 
ｉｕｌｈｑｇｏ｜＃ ｗｈｕｐｖ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ ｌｑｇｈｈｇ＃ ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｈｇ＃
Mrs Dudaev in Nalchik at that time.20 

3.34  Mr Litvinenko’s immediate superior in the anti-terrorist unit at this time was a man 
named Alexander Gusak. Marina Litvinenko remembered him well. She said that he 
and Mr Litvinenko had had ﾳｄ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｗｘｕｅｘｏｈｑｗ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑｖｋｌｓﾴ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗｌｈｖ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃
two men appear to have arisen from their very different styles of work. Mr Litvinenko 
had, she said, a careful and precise approach to his work, whereas Mr Gusak, in 
Marina Litvinenko’s words, ﾳｚｄｖ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｄ＃ｋｈｕｒ＃ｐｄｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｊｋｗｌｑｊ＃ｐｄｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｇｌｇｑﾶｗ＃
ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｒ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｍｒｅ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｓｕｈｆｌｖｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｆｒｕｕｈｆｗ＃ｚｄ｜ﾴ. Although they clashed 
at work, it appears that the two men got on well on a personal level – Mr Gusak 
attended Alexander and Marina Litvinenko’s wedding in 1994 and in 1996/7 the 
two families built dachas close to each other, making them neighbours.21 Mr Gusak 
was subsequently to play an important role in the events that led to Alexander and 
Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ１＃

3.35  Although Mr Litvinenko’s principal involvement in the hostilities in Chechnya appears 
to have consisted of conducting intelligence operations from FSB headquarters in 
Nalchik, the evidence is that there was at least one occasion when he took part in 
combat. 

3.36  I am aware of allegations reported in at least two of the books that have been written 
about Mr Litvinenko’s life and death to the effect that he physically mistreated prisoners 
whilst serving in Chechnya. It would appear that the source of those allegations was 
Mr Gusak, who, at least by the time he made them, had a declared animosity towards 
Mr Litvinenko. I have no further evidence one way or the other regarding these 
allegations.22 

3.37  As I have said, the evidence is that Mr Litvinenko did spend at least some time on 
combat operations inside Chechnya. He was present at the siege of Pervomayskoye 
in January 1996. Marina Litvinenko recalled that Mr Litvinenko sustained frostbite to 
his hands and feet at this time. She also stated that Mr Litvinenko’s experiences at 
Pervomayskoye caused him to start to change his views about the rights and wrongs 
of the Chechen War. She referred in particular to Mr Litvinenko interrogating a 17 year 
old Chechen prisoner and realising that all the pupils in the boy’s class had taken up 
arms. She said that he began to compare the Chechen defence of their country with 
the heroic actions of the Russian army, including his grandfather, in the Second World 
War.23 Mr Zakayev also recalled this incident, which he had discussed years later with 
Mr Litvinenko in London. He said that it was at this time that Mr Litvinenko, “started to 
ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜ﾶｕｈ＃ｊｋｗｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ１ﾴ 24 

Department for the Investigation and Prevention of 
Organised Crime 

3.38  In the summer of 1997, Mr Litvinenko was transferred within the FSB to the Department 
for the Investigation and Prevention of Organised Crime, known as URPO. 

20 Zakayev 26/137-138; 26/140-141
21 Marina Litvinenko 3/41-43 
22 Sixsmith The Litvinenko File (pages 78-79); Cowell The Terminal Spy (pages 103-104)
23 Marina Litvinenko 3/31-35; INQ017734 (page 4 paragraph 13) 
24 Zakayev 26/142 lines 9-11 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_137-138.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_140-141.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_41-43.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_31-35.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_142.pdf
http:allegations.22
http:neighbours.21
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3.39  Ｗｋｈ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｋｈｄｕｇ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ＸＵＳＲ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｄ＃ ｖｈｆｕｈｗ＃ ｘｑｌｗ１＃ Ｌｗｖ＃ ｒｉｆｈｖ／＃ ｉｒｕ＃
example, were not situated at the ‘Lubyanka’, the main FSB headquarters. In her 
witness statement, Marina Litvinenko stated that URPO members, “were tasked with 
ｖｓｈｆｌｄｏ＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑｖ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｕｇｈｕｏｌｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｏｈｊｄｏｌｗ｜ﾴ１25 In his police interview 
Mr Litvinenko himself put the matter rather more directly. He described URPO as a 
“ｗｒｓ＃ｖｈｆｕｈｗ＃ｇｈｓｄｕｗｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ＮＪＥﾴ whose role was, ﾳｎｌｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｌｊｋ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＃
ｐｈｑﾫ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｙｈｕｇｌｆｗ１ﾴ＃26 

3.40  When he moved to URPO, Mr Litvinenko was put in charge of a section of some eight 
ｒｕ＃ｗｈｑ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ１27 Some of these men, in particular Victor Shebalin and Andrei Ponkin, 
were to play an important role in the events that brought Mr Litvinenko’s career in the 
FSB to an end. Mr Litvinenko found that his immediate superior in his new unit was 
to be Alexander Gusak, with whom he had served in Chechnya. The head of URPO 
was a man named General Khokholkov, and his deputy was Captain Alexander 
Kamyshnikov. The overall head of the FSB at the time was Nikolay Kovalyev.28 

Order to kill Boris Berezovsky 

3.41  Marina Litvinenko stated that, by the end of 1997, Mr Litvinenko had been tasked 
with the conduct of a number of URPO operations that he regarded as unlawful. This 
account is supported by claims that Mr Litvinenko himself made at the time. 

3.42  Marina Litvinenko referred to three operations in particular. 

3.43  Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｆｒｑｆｈｕｑｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｑｄｐｈｇ＃Ｐｌｎｋｄｌｏ＃Ｗｕｈｓｄｖｋｎｌｑ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｗｕｈｓｄｖｋｎｌｑ＃
was a critic of the FSB, as Mr Litvinenko was subsequently to become. In 1997 
Mr Trepashkin had recently resigned from his post and had brought proceedings 
against the FSB. The evidence before me was that Mr Litvinenko and his URPO 
section were ordered to assault Mr Trepashkin, and to take his bag and his FSB 
identity card away from him.29 Mr Trepashkin and Mr Litvinenko subsequently became 
friends, and I will refer to him further below. 

3.44  The second of these operations concerned a man named Umar Dzhabrailov. 
Mr Dzhabrailov was a wealthy Chechen businessman living in Moscow. In his book The 
Gang from the Lubyanka Mr Litvinenko described his section being tasked: “to kidnap 
a prominent businessman Umar Dzhabrailov [to get money] to pay ransom for our 
ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑ＃ｆｄｓｗｌｙｌｗ｜ﾫﾴ１30 The book went on to assert, and Marina Litvinenko 
also made this point in her oral evidence, that Mr Litvinenko and his section were 
authorised to shoot policemen who had been tasked with guarding Mr Dzhabrailov if 
it became necessary in the course of the kidnapping.31 

3.45  The last, and most important, of these three operations related to Mr Berezovsky. In 
ｏｈｊｄｏ＃ｇｒｆｘｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｏｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｌｑ＃４＜＜；／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃
what he had been told to do on this occasion. Referring to “the order to assassinate 
Ｅ１Ｄ１＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾴ, Mr Litvinenko stated: ﾳＬ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｌｑｖｗｕｘｆｗｈｇ＃ ｅ｜＃Ｄ１Ｓ１＃ Ｎｄｐ｜ｖｋｑｌｎｒｙ＃ ｗｒ＃
ｓｋ｜ｖｌｆｄｏｏ｜＃ｈ｛ｗｈｕｐｌｑｄｗｈ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｚｒｕｇｖ＃ｄｑ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ１＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｖｒｅｈ｜ｈｇ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｏｏｈｊｄｏ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ１ﾴ 32 

25 INQ017734 (page 5 paragraph 15) 
26 INQ002076 (page 4)
27 Marina Litvinenko 3/44 lines 19-20 
28 Goldfarb 27/108 lines 8-15 
29 Marina Litvinenko 3/47-50 
30 BLK000253 (page 3)
31 BLK000253 (page 4); Marina Litvinenko 3/50-51
32 HMG000115 
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3.46  Marina Litvinenko’s witness statement describes Mr Litvinenko being tasked with 
ﾳｏｒｒｎｌｑｊ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｓｒｖｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ ｒｉ＃ ｄｖｖｄｖｖｌｑｄｗｌｑｊ＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾴ＃33 and in her initial oral 
evidence before me she stated that she did not believe that Mr Kamyshnikov had 
given Mr Litvinenko a formal instruction to kill Mr Berezovsky; the substance of the 
exchange, in her view, was limited to Mr Kamyshnikov asking Mr Litvinenko whether 
he could kill Mr Berezovsky.34 Ｌｑ＃ｏｄｗｈｕ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｌｑｊ／＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｄ＃ｕｐｈｕ＃ｏｌｑｈ／＃
accepting the proposition from her counsel that Mr Litvinenko understood that he had 
received, ﾳｄｑ＃ｘｑｈｔｘｌｙｒｆｄｏ＃ｌｑｖｗｕｘｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｐｐｌｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕ＃ｅ｜＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｘｓｈｕｌｒｕ＃ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｖｈｆｕｈｗ／＃ｘｑｄｆｆｒｘｑｗｄｅｏｈ＃ｘｑｌｗﾴ.35 

3.47  I do not regard these distinctions as being of great importance. I am not in a position 
ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｆｌｖｈ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｄｐ｜ｖｋｑｌｎｒｙ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｋｄｙｈ＃
discussed the killing of Mr Berezovsky with Mr Litvinenko and his section in late 1997. 
And that issue, moreover, is not of central importance to this Inquiry. Of much greater 
importance for my purposes are the decision that Mr Litvinenko took to expose what 
he regarded as an FSB plot to murder Mr Berezovsky, and the events that were then 
triggered – events that, as we shall see, may have contributed to Mr Litvinenko’s 
death in London nine years later. 

Whistleblower 

3.48  The evidence I heard was that Mr Litvinenko and his colleagues, including Mr Gusak, 
were unhappy with the orders they had been given. They were particularly concerned 
about the orders relating to Mr Berezovsky. They took a number of steps in response, 
the culmination of which was the well known press conference on 17 November 1998, 
in which Mr Litvinenko and others publicly denounced the FSB in front of the world’s 
ｐｈｇｌｄ１＃Ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｇｈｄｏｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｖｖ＃ｆｒｑｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ／＃Ｌ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｅｕｌｈ｜＃ｒｘｗｏｌｑｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
I have heard regarding the escalating events that led up to it. 

3.49  Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｄｆｗ／＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｌｑｊ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ｇｒ＃
for several weeks, was to go to see Mr Berezovsky, and tell him about the orders 
that he had received. It seems that Mr Berezovsky did not initially take the matter 
seriously, but this changed when Mr Litvinenko went to see him again (in March 1998), 
ｄｆｆｒｐｓｄｑｌｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｈｆｗｌｒｑ１36 

3.50  Acting on Mr Berezovsky’s advice, Mr Litvinenko and his colleagues raised their 
complaints with Evgeny Savostianov, who was at that time President Yeltsin’s Deputy 
Chief of Staff. He referred the case to the Military Prosecution Service, and told them 
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｏｈ＃ｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｆｒｐｓｏｄｌｑｗ１37 

3.51  Mr Litvinenko and his colleagues were concerned at what steps might be taken against 
them. There were discussions as to what to do. The men decided to make a video 
record of their allegations, which could be released, as Marina Litvinenko put it in her 
oral evidence ﾳｌｑ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｖｒｐｈｅｒｇ｜＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｕｕｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｒｕ／＃ｚｒｕｖｈ／＃ｖｒｐｈｅｒｇ｜＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇﾴ１38 

Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｄｕｕｄｑｊｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｇｒｑｈ＃ｅ｜＃ｐｈｄｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｏｐｈｇ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗｈｇ＃
by Sergei Dorenko, who was a well known broadcaster at his television station ORT. 
Ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｏｐｈｇ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｌｊｋｗ＃ｒｉ＃４＜＃Ｄｓｕｌｏ＃４＜＜；＃ｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｇｄｆｋｄ１＃

33 INQ017734 (page 6 paragraph 16(c))  
34 Marina Litvinenko 3/53 lines 20-22; 3/55 lines 4-9  
35 Marina Litvinenko 4/85 lines 10-14  
36 Marina Litvinenko 3/55-56; INQ017734 (page 6 paragraph 18)  
37 INQ017734 (pages 6-7 paragraph 19)  
38 Marina Litvinenko 3/69 lines 22-23  

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_53.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_55.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_85.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_55-56.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_69.pdf
http:killed�.38
http:complaint.37
http:section.36
http:unit�.35
http:Berezovsky.34
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Marina Litvinenko was there. The interview (which featured Mr Litvinenko, Andrei 
Ponkin and Alexander Gusak) was not, in the event, broadcast until November 1998, 
shortly after the press conference.39 

3.52  In his account in The Gang from the Lubyanka, Mr Litvinenko stated that by this 
stage both he and Mr Berezovsky had spoken separately to Mr Kovalyev, the head of 
the FSB, about the order to kill Mr Berezovsky. Mr Litvinenko recorded that after his 
meeting he heard from Mr Gusak that Mr Kovalyev was ﾳｙｈｕ｜＃ｘｑｋｄｓｓ｜ﾴ＃that he had 
told Mr Berezovsky about the order: ﾳＫｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ﾱ＃ｄ＃ｅｈｗｕｄ｜ｄｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ１＃Ｗｒ＃ｊｒ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｈｙｈｕ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｕｄｑｊｈｕ１ﾴ 40 

3.53  On Marina Litvinenko’s account, Mr Kovalyev summoned Mr Litvinenko and all the 
ＸＵＳＲ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｏｄｌｐｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｐｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃
Mr Dorenko had taken place. He demanded that they withdraw their allegations. They 
refused to do so.41 

3.54  Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｑｈ｛ｗ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｇｙｌｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｄｙｒｖｗｌｄｑｒｙ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｏｈｇ＃ｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｆｒｐｓｏｄｌｑｗ＃
ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｏｌｗｄｕ｜＃Ｓｕｒｖｈｆｘｗｌｒｑ＃Ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈ１＃Ｖｒｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｓｄｓｈｕｖ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｒｐｓｏｄｌｑｗ＃
are in evidence before me. They show that Mr Litvinenko complained of having received 
illegal orders relating to Mr Trepashkin, Mr Dzhabrailov and Mr Berezovsky.42 It would 
appear that at this stage both Mr Litvinenko and his colleagues and URPO commanders, 
including General Khokholkov, were suspended from the FSB. In May and June 1998 
Mr Litvinenko gave evidence to the Military Prosecution Service.43 

3.55  On 7 June 1998 President Yeltsin dismissed Mr Kovalyev as head of the FSB and 
replaced him with Vladimir Putin. Mr Berezovsky arranged for Mr Litvinenko to meet 
Mr Putin, in order that he could tell him what he knew about FSB corruption and 
unlawful conduct. The meeting between the two men took place in or about July 1998. 
Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｑｒｗ＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃
Mr Putin would be an agent of change within the FSB. His view, she said, was 
that Mr Putin was inexperienced, and also probably mixed up in criminal activity 
himself from his days in St Petersburg.44 

3.56  Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｌｑ＃The Gang from the 
Lubyanka. He said: 

ﾳＫｈ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｅｈｋｌｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｖｎﾫ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｕｈｈｗ＃ｐｈ１＃Ｄｓｓｄｕｈｑｗｏ｜／＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｋｒｚ＃
ｄｑ＃ｒｓｈｑ／＃ｏｌｎｈｄｅｏｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｄｏｌｗ｜１＃Ｚｈ／＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｙｈｖ／＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄ＃ｖｓｈｆｌｄｏ＃ｖｗ｜ｏｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｅｈｋｄｙｌｒｘｕ１＃
Ｚｈ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｅｒｚ＃ｗｒ＃ｈｄｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ／＃ｇｒ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｓｏｈｄｖｄｑｗｕｌｈｖ＃ﾱ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｒ＃ｈｙｈｕ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｌｖ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ１＃
Ｍｘｖｗ＃ｏｒｒｎ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｈｄｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕﾶｖ＃ｈ｜ｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｅｈｆｒｐｈｖ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ／＃ｇｒ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｗｕｘｖｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｒｕ＃
ｑｒｗ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｌｐｐｈｇｌｄｗｈｏ｜＃ｋｄｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｐｓｕｈｖｖｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｌｑｆｈｕｈ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｏｒｒｎｈｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃
ｄｑ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｒｕ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｄ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｓｏｄ｜ｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｒｕ１ﾴ＃45 

3.57  The evidence was that in October 1998 the URPO investigation by the Military 
Prosecution Service was closed. The conclusion of the investigation was that no 

39 INQ017734 (page 7 paragraphs 20-21)  
40 BLK000253 (pages 7-8) 
41 INQ017734 (pages 7-8 paragraph 23)  
42 HMG000115  
43 INQ017734 (page 8 paragraph 24)  
44 Marina Litvinenko 3/71-74; INQ017734 (pages 8-9 paragraphs 27-29) 
45 BLK000253 (page 10)  
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crimes had been committed. Put shortly, as I understand it, the allegations made by 
Mr Litvinenko and the others had been rejected.46 

3.58  Although Marina Litvinenko did not recall this when giving oral evidence,47 the 
documents before me indicate that Mr Litvinenko almost immediately made a formal 
application to have the investigation reopened.48 

3.59  On 13 November 1998 an open letter from Mr Berezovsky to Mr Putin was published 
in the Russian media. A copy of this letter is in evidence. The letter detailed the 
allegations made by Mr Litvinenko and the others and was critical of what it described 
ｄｖ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｗｗｈｐｓｗｈｇ＃ｆｒｙｈｕ＃ｘｓ１＃Ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｗｗｈｕ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｐｄｇｈ＃
a direct appeal to Mr Putin: 

ﾳＹｏｄｇｌｐｌｕ＃Ｙｏｄｇｌｐｌｕｒｙｌｆｋ／＃ｑｒ＃ｇｒｘｅｗ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｊｄｆ｜＃｜ｒｘ＃ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｓｕｈｇｈｆｈｖｖｒｕｖ＃
ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｈｄｖ｜１＃Ｆｕｌｐｌｑｄｏｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｆｒｕｕｘｓｗｈｇ＃ｉｘｑｆｗｌｒｑｄｕｌｈｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｇｌｉｉｈｕｈｑｗ＃ｏｈｙｈｏｖ／＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｌｑ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃
ｌｑｖｗｌｗｘｗｌｒｑ／＃ｄｕｈ＃ｋｌｗｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｚｄｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｒ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｌｊｖｗ｜１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｚｄｙｈ＃
ｒｉ＃ｆｕｌｐｌｑｄｏ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕ＃ｌｖ＃ｕｌｖｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜１＃Ｐｄｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ﾵｕｈｇ０ｅｕｒｚｑﾶ＃ｈｏｈｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃
ｖｗｕｌｙｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｓｒｚｈｕ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃
ｗｋｈｐ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｉｕｈｈ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｇｈｐｒｆｕｄｆ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｕｐｏ｜＃ｖｈｆｘｕｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｏｄｚ１＃

Ｌ＃ ｇｒ＃ ｑｒｗ＃ ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｉｄｆｗｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｓｕｒｅｏｈｐｖ＃ ｕｄｌｖｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｐ｜＃ ｏｈｗｗｈｕ＃ ｌｖｒｏｄｗｈｇ／＃ Ｌ＃ ｖｈｈ＃ ｄ＃
ｗｈｑｇｈｑｆ｜＃ｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｈｑｇｈｑｆ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｐｒｕｗｄｏｏ｜＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕｒｘｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ１＃

Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｄｖｎｌｑｊ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｗｒ＃ｘｖｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｚｈｕ＃ｙｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｖｗｌｗｘｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ１ﾴ 49 

3.60  Mr Berezovsky’s open letter made a clearly worded request to Mr Putin to reform 
the FSB. A few days later, on 17 November 1998, Mr Litvinenko went public with 
his criticisms of the FSB at a press conference in Moscow that was attended by the 
world’s media. It appears likely that the press conference was part of a larger reform 
strategy directed by Mr Berezovsky. 

3.61  The press conference was held at the RIA Novosti international news agency in 
Moscow. Mr Litvinenko appeared before the press without a mask and was the main 
speaker. Also present and unmasked was Mr Trepashkin, with whom Mr Litvinenko 
had by this time struck up a friendship.50 Ｉｒｘｕ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｉｈｏｏｒｚ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃
URPO, including Mr Shebalin and Mr Ponkin, also appeared, wearing either skiing 
masks or sunglasses. Marina Litvinenko described the press conference in the 
following terms: 

ﾳＱｈｙｈｕ＃ ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｌｖｗｒｕ｜＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｈ｛ｓｈｕｌｈｑｆｈｇ＃
ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｈ｛ｓｒｖｘｕｈ１＃ ＾Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ｀＃ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｒｗｋｈｕｖ＃ ｗｄｏｎｈｇ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｆｒｕｕｘｓｗｌｒｑ／＃
ｆｕｌｐｌｑｄｏｌｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖ｜ｖｗｈｐ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｈｗ＃ｘｓ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｕｒｗｈｆｗ＃
ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｘｕｑｌｑｊ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｖ｜ｖｗｈｐ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃ｑｈｈｇｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｓｕｒｗｈｆｗｈｇ１＃
Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｄｌｕｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｗｄｌｏｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｄｍｘｇｌｆｌｄｏ＃ｄｆｗｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｆｒｑｖｓｌｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｗｄｎｈ＃
ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃Ｗｕｈｓｄｖｋｎｌｑ／＃Ｇ｝ｋｄｅｕｄｌｏｒｙ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜１ﾴ 51 

46 Marina Litvinenko 3/74-75; INQ017734 (page 9 paragraph 30)  
47 Marina Litvinenko 3/75 lines 10-12  
48 HMG000115  
49 BER002661  
50 INQ017734 (page 9 paragraph 30)  
51 INQ017734 (page 10 paragraph 33)  

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_74-75.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_75.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/HMG000115x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/BER002661x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
http:friendship.50
http:reopened.48
http:rejected.46
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3.62  The press conference received widespread publicity in the broadcast and print media. 

3.63  At the time of the press conference, Yuri Felshtinsky was in Moscow, undertaking 
preparatory work on a biography of Boris Berezovsky. In his evidence he emphasised 
that Mr Berezovsky and Mr Putin were still friends at this point. He said that 
Mr Berezovsky was, ﾳｋｒｓｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｘｖｈ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｐｄｍｒｕ＃ｆｋｄｑｊｈｖ＃
ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥﾴ. According to Mr Felshtinsky, it was Mr Berezovsky’s hope: “that as 
ｄ＃ｕｈｖｘｏｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｓｕｈｖｖ＃ｆｒｑｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ／＃ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｒｏｇ＃ＮＪＥ＃ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏｖ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｕｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ＩＶＥ＃ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｑｈｚ＃ ｊｈｑｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ ｑｈｚ＃ ｓｈｒｓｏｈ／＃ ｏｌｎｈ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｕｈｓｏｄｆｈ＃ ｗｋｈｐ１ﾴ 52 

Mr Putin’s reaction to the open letter and the press conference was not, however, 
as Mr Berezovsky had hoped. 

3.64  Professor Robert Service was until 2014 Professor of Russian History at Oxford 
University; he gave expert evidence to the Inquiry on matters of Russian history (see 
below 9.41 – 9.43). He suggested that, far from seeing the press conference as a 
ｚｈｏｆｒｐｈ＃ｖｗｈｓ＃ｗｒｚｄｕｇｖ＃ｕｈｉｒｕｐ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｓｕｒｅｄｅｏ｜＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｈｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｖｈｕｌｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃
occasions on which Mr Litvinenko was guilty of breaching the FSB code of loyalty.53 

As we shall see, there were some in the FSB who certainly did take that view. 

Dismissal, arrest, prosecution, imprisonment 

3.65  The period between the press conference in November 1998 and Mr Litvinenko’s 
decision to leave Russia for good in September 2000 saw his position gradually 
deteriorate. 

3.66  Ｌｑ＃Ｇｈｆｈｐｅｈｕ＃４＜＜；＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｖｖ＃ｆｒｑｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃
were dismissed from the FSB. Mr Berezovsky gave them jobs as consultants. 

3.67  Ｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｒｓｈｑｈｇ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ ｕｈｆｒｕｇ１＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
recalled that he told her that the situation would develop in one of two ways, “they will 
ｎｌｏｏ＃ｋｌｐ／＃ｒｕ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｕｕｈｖｗｈｇﾴ１54 

3.68  Mr Litvinenko was arrested on 25 March 1999. He was charged and detained in 
the FSB Lefortovo prison in Moscow. The charges against Mr Litvinenko were of 
exceeding his authority by assaulting a suspect. However, Mrs Litvinenko stated that 
the investigator, named Nikolay Barsukov, had told her that the charges had been 
brought in response to the press conference, and that; ﾳｌｉ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｘｑｖｘｆｆｈｖsful in 
ｐｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｋｄｕｊｈｖ＃ｖｗｌｆｎ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｌｐｈﾫ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｆｒｐｈ＃ｘｓ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｈｏｖｈﾴ１55 The 
events that followed certainly lend credence to this threat. 

3.69  Mr Litvinenko spent eight months in detention at Lefortovo prison. Marina Litvinenko 
stated that Mr Berezovsky made representations to Mr Putin on Mr Litvinenko’s behalf, 
but without success. She also stated that Mr Litvinenko’s former colleagues were 
pressured to give false evidence against him, but refused to do so. When the trial 
eventually took place before the Moscow Regional Military Court on 26 November 
1999, Mr Litvinenko was acquitted of all charges.56 

3.70  Ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ｚｄｖ＃ｉｄｕ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｑｇ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗｌｈｖ１＃Ｄｖ＃Ｐｕｖ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ／＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｐｒｐｈｑｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｉｒｕｐｄｏｏ｜＃ｄｆｔｘｌｗｗｈｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃

52 Felshtinsky 23/127 lines 11-17  
53 INQ019146 (page 15 paragraph 46)  
54 Marina Litvinenko 3/82-84; INQ017734 (pages 10-11 paragraphs 35-36)  
55 INQ017734 (page 11 paragraph 37)  
56 INQ017734 (pages 10-11 paragraphs 36,39-40)  
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set of charges: ﾳｌｐｐｈｇｌｄｗｈｏ｜＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｘｕｗｕｒｒｐ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｄｕｈ＃
ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｐ｜＃ｋｘｖｅｄｑｇ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｑｈｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃
ｄｕｕｈｖｗ＃ｋｌｐ１ﾴ＃57 

3.71  Marina Litvinenko’s evidence was that the new charges against Mr Litvinenko 
concerned allegations of mishandling suspects and stealing goods during an operation 
at a Moscow market in which he had been involved several years previously. The 
investigator was again Mr Barsukov. Mr Litvinenko was again detained, but in a 
different prison. He was released on bail in mid December 1999.58 

3.72  The evidence before me was that these new proceedings collapsed before trial when 
Mr Litvinenko produced evidence that he had not been at the market on the day in 
question. A third set of proceedings was then brought against Mr Litvinenko, again at 
the instigation of Mr Barsukov. The charge on this occasion was that Mr Litvinenko 
had planted evidence on a suspect. Mr Litvinenko was not arrested but his passport 
ｚｄｖ＃ｆｒｑｖｆｄｗｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｏｈｄｙｈ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｓｈｕｐｌｖｖｌｒｑ１59 

3.73  There is evidence that on this occasion as previously an associate of Mr Litvinenko 
was put under pressure to give false evidence against him.60 I have also seen evidence 
that Mr Litvinenko’s father, Walter, was complaining of being harassed by the Russian 
authorities at this time.61 

3.74  This third set of proceedings was still in train when Mr Litvinenko left Russia in October 
2000. Mr Litvinenko was ultimately convicted on those charges in 2002.62 

57 Marina Litvinenko 3/87 lines 16-18 
58 INQ017734 (page 12 paragraphs 40-41) 
59 INQ017734 (page 12 paragraphs 42-43) 
60 Marina Litvinenko 4/102-105; HMG000122 
61 Marina Litvinenko 4/105-110; BER002750; HMG000120 
62 Marina Litvinenko 3/94 lines 9-18 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_87.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_102-105.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/HMG000122x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_105-110.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/BER002750x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/HMG000120x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_94.pdf
http:permission.59
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Chapter 2: Leaving Russia  

3.75  The evidence I have received suggests that Mr Litvinenko became increasingly 
concerned for his safety and that of his family in Russia during 2000. 

3.76  Mr Felshtinsky gave evidence about a meeting that he had with General Khokholkov, 
the former head of URPO, in Moscow in May 2000. According to Mr Felshtinsky, 
his purpose in speaking with General Khokholkov was to try to establish whether 
the authorities would let Mr Litvinenko leave Russia, in particular now that he had 
served nine months or so in prison. General Khokholkov’s response, as reported by 
Mr Felshtinsky, was uncompromising: 

ﾳＫｈ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｑｌｑｈ＃ｐｒｑｗｋｖ／＃ｒｕ＃ｚｋｄｗｈｙｈｕ／＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗｋｌｑｊ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｆｒｐｐｌｗｗｈｇ＃
ｗｕｈｄｖｒｑ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ｗｒﾫ＃ｓｕｌｖｒｑ＃ｄｑ｜ｚｄ｜／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｉ＃ｋｈ＃＾ｌ１ｈ１＃Ｎｋｒｎｋｒｏｎｒｙ｀＃ｄｆｗｘｄｏｏ｜＃
ｖｈｈｖ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｅ｜＃ｆｋｄｑｆｈ／＃｜ｒｘ＃ｎｑｒｚ／＃ｖｒｐｈｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｇｄｕｎ＃ｆｒｕｑｈｕ／＃ｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｎｌｏｏ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃
ｋｌｖ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｋｄｑｇｖ１ﾴ＃

Mr Felshtinsky explained that General Kohkholkov had gestured with his hands as 
he had said this – he said that, ﾳＮｋｒｎｋｒｏｎｒｙ＃ ｋｄｗｈｇ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｙｈｕ｜＃ ｐｘｆｋ／＃ ｄｑｇﾫ＃
ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｈｇ＃ｋｌｐﾫ＃ｄ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｆｒｐｐｌｗｗｈｇ＃ｗｕｈｄｖｒｑ／＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｖｘｕｈ１ﾴ＃63 

3.77  Mr Felshtinsky immediately reported this conversation to Mr Litvinenko, and told him 
that he should consider leaving Russia.64 

3.78  Nor was this the only threat that Mr Litvinenko received. Marina Litvinenko said that 
her husband had been approached by an FSB colonel who had said words to the 
following effect: ﾳＺｈ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｆｒｑｗｌｑｘｈ＃ｇｌｖｆｘｖｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃｜ｒｘ／＃ｚｈ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｎｌｏｏ＃｜ｒｘ／＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ＃
ｚｈ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｎｌｏｏ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｖｌ｛＃｜ｈｄｕ＃ｒｏｇ＃ｖｒｑﾫ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｓｕｒｖｈｆｘｗｈｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｆｕｌｐｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
｜ｒｘ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｆｒｐｐｌｗｗｈｇ１＃Ｈｙｈｕ｜ｅｒｇ｜＃ｎｑｒｚｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｆｒｐｐｌｗ＃ｗｋｈｐ１＃＼ｒｘ＃ｄｕｈ＃
ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｓｕｒｖｈｆｘｗｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｅｈｗｕｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖ｜ｖｗｈｐ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｓｈｑｏ｜＃ｄｆｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖ｜ｖｗｈｐ１ﾴ＃65 

3.79  Marina Litvinenko also gave evidence that when the third set of charges was brought 
against Mr Litvinenko in early 2000, they were told that the case would be heard not 
ｌｑ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ／＃ｄｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｖｈｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｈｇｌｑｊｖ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｌｑ＃＼ｄｕｒｖｏｄｙｏ／＃ｖｒｐｈ＃６３３ｎｐ＃
from Moscow. They were also told that the trial would be closed to the press and 
the public. Their concern was that, away from the public attention that the earlier 
proceedings had received in Moscow, the authorities would be able to implement 
what Mr Litvinenko believed to have been the direct order to “put him in prison and 
ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｏｈｗ＃ｋｌｐﾫ＃ｒｘｗﾴ１66 

3.80  It would appear that it was a combination of all these fears that led Mr Litvinenko to 
decide to leave Russia for good. Mr Felshtinsky’s evidence was that Mr Litvinenko had 
decided to leave Russia by the time of a meeting between the two men in Moscow 
on 24 September 2000, at which they discussed Mr Litvinenko’s proposed escape.67 

3.81  This was not, however, a decision that Mr Litvinenko initially shared with his wife 
or his son. Mrs Litvinenko’s evidence was that in September 2000 (presumably in 
late September, after his meeting with Mr Felshtinsky), Mr Litvinenko suddenly left 
Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｑｄｏｆｋｌｎ／＃ｖｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃Ｑｄｏｆｋｌｎ＃ｗｒ＃ｙｌｖｌｗ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｙｈｖ１68 

63 Felshtinsky 23/141
64 Felshtinsky 23/143 lines 14-17 
65 INQ017734 (page 22 paragraph 76); Marina Litvinenko 4/101 
66 INQ017734 (page 12 paragraph 43); Marina Litvinenko 3/90-91 
67 Felshtinsky 23/143-144
68 Marina Litvinenko 3/94-95; Felshtinsky 23/145 lines 13-16 
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http:relatives.68
http:escape.67
http:Russia.64
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3.82  Having arrived in Nalchik, Mr Litvinenko crossed into neighbouring Georgia. Once he 
had made his way to Tbilisi, Mr Litvinenko passed a message to Mr Berezovsky, who 
in turn contacted Mr Felshtinsky. Mr Felshtinsky then travelled from Boston to Tbilisi 
to meet Mr Litvinenko.69 

3.83  Next Mr Litvinenko got a message to Marina Litvinenko instructing her to buy a new 
mobile phone. He then called her on the new phone and told her that she and Anatoly 
must go on holiday anywhere she liked as soon as possible – they decided on Malaga 
in Spain. Mrs Litvinenko explained that the suggestion of a holiday was unexpected 
ｄｑｇ＃ｌｑｆｒｑｙｈｑｌｈｑｗ＞＃ｅｘｗ＃ｖｋｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｕｕｄｑｊｈｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｈｚ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｄｏｄｊｄ＃ｒｑ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃
17 October 2000.70 

3.84  Mr Felshtinsky recalled speaking to Marina Litvinenko from Tbilisi about her travel 
ｄｕｕｄｑｊｈｐｈｑｗｖ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｈｚ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｗｅｌｏｌｖｌ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｄｏｄｊｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐｈｗ＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｒｑ＃ｋｈｕ＃
ｄｕｕｌｙｄｏ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｗｄ｜ｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｋｈｕ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｇｄ｜ｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｈｚ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｗｒ＃ｍｒｌｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
in Tbilisi.71 

3.85  I should mention at this point that the evidence I heard was that this entire exercise 
ｚｄｖ＃ｉｘｑｇｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜１＃Ｋｈ＃ｓｄｌｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄｌｕ＃ｌｊｋｗｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｄｆｆｒｐｐｒｇｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｋｈ＃
ｄｏｖｒ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｓｕｌｙｄｗｈ＃ｍｈｗ＃ｄｙｄｌｏｄｅｏｈ／＃ｉｒｕ＃ｈ｛ｄｐｓｏｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｉｈｏｖｋｗｌｑｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｌｊｋｗｖ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃
Tbilisi and Malaga.72 

3.86  Marina Litvinenko’s evidence to me was that she spoke to Mr Litvinenko at length whilst 
she was in Malaga. He explained that he was not in Nalchik but in Georgia, and that 
they now had to decide whether they would ever return to Russia. He said that if she 
wished to go back, he would go back with her, but he feared that if he did return he 
would be arrested, jailed and killed in prison. He was worried, she said, not only for his 
own safety in Russia but also for her and Anatoly, whom he would be unable to protect 
from the FSB. In the end, Marina Litvinenko explained, they decided not to return.73 

3.87  Back in Tbilisi, Mr Felshtinsky and Mr Litvinenko were concerned for their safety. 
Ｐｕ＃ Ｉｈｏｖｋｗｌｑｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｘｑｌｗｈｇ＃ Ｖｗｄｗｈｖ＃
(US) embassy in Tbilisi to grant Mr Litvinenko political asylum, but without success 
(he also said that they had not, contrary to Mr Goldfarb’s evidence, approached the 
British embassy in Tbilisi). They were worried that the FSB might have realised that 
Mr Litvinenko had left Moscow, and that they might have traced him to Georgia. By this 
stage, Mr Litvinenko had acquired a false Georgian passport. The two men travelled 
to Antalya in Turkey.74 

3.88  Mr Felshtinsky then took Mr Berezovsky’s plane back to Malaga, where he collected 
Marina and Anatoly Litvinenko and brought them back to Antalya. 

3.89  At this stage Mr Felshtinsky returned to the US, but he was replaced by Mr Goldfarb, 
ｚｋｒ＃ｈｚ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｋｒｐｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｑｈｚ＃＼ｒｕｎ＃ｗｒ＃ｍｒｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｉｄｐｌｏ｜＃ｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃
request. Mr Felshtinsky recalled that the two men had spoken by telephone whilst 
they were both in London on their respective journeys, although they did not have 
time to meet.75 

69 Felshtinsky 23/145
70 Marina Litvinenko 3/95-96 
71 Marina Litvinenko 3/97; Felshtinsky 23/145-146
72 Felshtinsky 23/149 lines 15-19 
73 Marina Litvinenko 3/98-101 
74 Felshtinsky 23/146-150
75 Felshtinsky 23/150-151 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_145.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_95-96.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_97.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_145-146.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_149.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_98-101.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_146-150.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_150-151.pdf
http:Turkey.74
http:return.73
http:Malaga.72
http:Tbilisi.71
http:Litvinenko.69
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3.90  Mr Goldfarb described how, after his arrival in Turkey, he had travelled with the 
Litvinenko family to Ankara. He had arranged an approach to the US embassy there, 
ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕｖ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｈｇ＃ｖｈｓｄｕｄｗｈｏ｜＃ｅ｜＃ＸＶ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ１76 

3.91  Ｗｋｈ＃Ｄｐｈｕｌｆｄｑ＃ ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ ｕｈｖｓｒｑｇｈｇ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ ｇｄ｜＃ ｖｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ ｑｒｗ＃
assist. By this time, the Litvinenko family and Mr Goldfarb were in Istanbul, having 
driven there overnight, again because they were concerned that they might be in 
danger from the FSB. 

3.92  The group were now desperate to reach a place of safety. Mr Goldfarb’s evidence was 
that Badri Patarkatsishvili, Mr Berezovsky’s friend and business partner, suggested 
sending a boat to pick them up in Istanbul, but that was considered too dangerous. 
Mr Goldfarb researched which destinations could be reached by air without the 
ｑｈｈｇ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｙｌｖｄ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｖｒｏｘｗｌｒｑ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ｈｙｈｑｗｘｄｏｏ｜＃ｋｌｗ＃ｘｓｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｒ＃｜＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ＃ｅ｜＃
purchasing tickets from Istanbul to Tbilisi via London, a trip that did not require any 
transit visas. As had been the case throughout this period, Mr Berezovsky met the 
costs – Mr Goldfarb’s evidence was that the costs that he had incurred amounted to 
US$130,000.77 

3.93  On 1 November 2000, Ｄｏｈ｛ｄｑｇｈｕ／＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｄｑｄｗｒｏ｜＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｈｚ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｊｒｏｇｉｄｕｅ＃ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ ｏｈｊ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ ｖｘｓｓｒｖｈｇ＃ ｍｒｘｕｑｈ｜＃ ｗｒ＃Ｗｅｌｏｌｖｌ１＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
described in her evidence how, having landed at Heathrow Airport, Mr Litvinenko 
ｄｓｓｕｒｄｆｋｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｚ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｕｄｑｖｌｗ＃ｄｕｈｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃ﾳＬ＃ｄｐ＃ＮＪＥ＃
ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌﾶｐ＃ｄｖｎｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｄｖ｜ｏｘｐﾴ.78 

76 Goldfarb 5/92-95; Marina Litvinenko 3/105-106
77 Goldfarb 5/97-98
78 Marina Litvinenko 3/108 
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Chapter 3: In the United Kingdom 

3.94  The Litvinenko family lived in the UK for six years before Mr Litvinenko’s death on 
23 November 2006. I heard a great deal of evidence about Mr Litvinenko’s work and 
campaigning activities during this period, together with other aspects of his life that 
may have been connected to his death. I will address these matters in detail in due 
course. In this chapter I propose to give a brief outline of the evidence that I have 
heard about the family’s life during those six years. 

Immigration status 

3.95  As I have indicated, Mr Litvinenko claimed asylum on behalf of himself and his family 
ｚｋｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｕｖｗ＃ｄｕｕｌｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ１＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
ｚｄｖ＃ ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｈｇ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｄ＃ ｏｈｑｊｗｋ｜＃ ｓｈｕｌｒｇ＃ ｅ｜＃ ｌｐｐｌｊｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ ｄｗ＃ Ｋｈｄｗｋｕｒｚ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
day of their arrival. Thereafter he worked with George Menzies, the solicitor whom 
Mr Goldfarb had contacted whilst they were on their way to the UK, to prepare his 
ｆｏｄｌｐ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃Ｋｒｐｈ＃Ｒｉｆｈ＃ｊｕｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｐｌｏ｜ﾶｖ＃ｄｖ｜ｏｘｐ＃ｆｏｄｌｐ＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｄ｜＃５３３４１79 

3.96  Marina Litvinenko gave evidence that when they were granted asylum, the family 
took up the option of changing their names. She took the name of Marie Anne Carter, 
Mr Litvinenko the name of Edwin Redwald Carter and Anatoly that of Anthony Carter.80 

3.97  In 2002 the family were issued with travel documents (in their new names), which 
ｈｑｄｅｏｈｇ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｕｄｙｈｏ＃ｄｚｄ｜＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ１＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｋｒｏｌｇｄ｜＃
they took, in the summer of 2002, was back to the hotel in Spain where she and 
Anatoly had stayed in 2000, and where they had taken the decision to leave Russia 
permanently.81 

3.98  In 2006 the family became eligible for naturalisation as British citizens. They made 
an application and were granted citizenship at a ceremony at Haringey civic centre 
on 13 October 2006. One thing that is clear on the evidence that I have heard is that 
Mr Litvinenko was delighted to have become a British citizen. Marina Litvinenko said 
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｈｚ＃ｄｑ＃Ｈｑｊｏｌｖｋ＃ｄｊ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｅｄｏｆｒｑ｜＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｚｒｕｏｇ＃Ｆｘｓ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｘｐｐｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃
2006 – he was, she said, ﾳｙｈｕ｜＃ｓｕｒｘｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ／＃ﾫ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｓｕｒｘｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｋｌｖ＃
ｖｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｉｘｗｘｕｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｈｑｊｏｄｑｇﾴ.82 There was, of course, a darker 
side to this moment. As we shall see, one of the reasons that Mr Litvinenko was so 
pleased to be granted British citizenship was that it made him feel safer. Ironically, the 
ceremony took place only a few weeks before he was fatally poisoned. 

Accommodation 

3.99  I have already referred to the evidence that Mr Berezovsky funded the Litvinenko 
family’s escape from Russia. Marina Litvinenko stated that, while she had been in 
Spain and trying to decide whether or not the family should leave everything behind 
them in Russia, she had spoken to Mr Berezovsky, who had promised that he would 
support them.83 On the evidence that I have heard, this was a promise that, at least in 
ｅｕｒｄｇ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｉｘｏｏｏｈｇ１＃

79 Marina Litvinenko 3/108-110 
80 Marina Litvinenko 3/110-111 
81 Marina Litvinenko 3/111-112 
82 Marina Litvinenko 3/112-113 
83 Marina Litvinenko 3/114 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_108-110.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_110-111.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_111-112.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_112-113.pdf
file:///\\Poise.Homeoffice.Local\the
http:England�.82
http:permanently.81
http:Carter.80
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3.100  Mr Berezovsky provided accommodation for the family. After a few days in a hotel and 
ｗｋｈｑ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｓｄｕｗｋｒｗｈｏ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｐｌｏ｜＃ｐｒｙｈｇ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｑｗｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ ｌｑ＃Ｎｈｑｖｌｑｊｗｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｄｌｇ＃
for by Mr Berezovsky. They stayed there for two years. In about 2002 they moved to 
the house in Muswell Hill, 140 Osier Crescent, where they were living at the time of 
Mr Litvinenko’s death. Marina Litvinenko’s evidence was that this house was owned 
by one of Mr Berezovsky’s companies. They did not pay any rent for the house, but 
they did pay all the bills.84 

3.101  I also heard evidence that Mr Berezovsky employed Mr Litvinenko to work for him. Both 
Marina Litvinenko and Mr Goldfarb said that payments were made to Mr Litvinenko 
by way of regular grants from the International Foundation for Civil Liberties, which I 
have heard was funded by Mr Berezovsky and operated by Mr Goldfarb.85 There was 
also some evidence that in due course Mr Berezovsky reduced the payments that 
he was making to Mr Litvinenko. It has been suggested that this led to a falling out 
between the two men. I will return to that issue below. 

Medical history 

3.102  Mr Litvinenko was, according to the evidence that I have heard, an extremely healthy 
man. In contrast to many of his colleagues in the FSB, he did not drink or smoke. He 
took regular exercise. Marina Litvinenko said that she had registered the family with 
a local medical practice following their move to Muswell Hill in 2002, but she did not 
think that Mr Litvinenko had ever been to see the general practitioner (GP) in the 
subsequent years, although she did remember one occasion when a private doctor 
had come to see him about a lower back problem.86 

3.103  A statement was read to the Inquiry from Dr Rebecca Hatjiosif, who is a GP at that 
practice. She produced Mr Litvinenko’s medical notes, which I received in evidence.87 

Dr Hatjiosif stated that Mr Litvinenko had been registered with her practice in May 
５３３６＃ｄｑｇ＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｕｈｆｒｏｏｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃
not thereafter had any contact with the surgery.88 

Work and school 

3.104  Marina Litvinenko stated that both she and her husband attended language school in 
Ｎｈｑｖｌｑｊｗｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｚｒ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ１＃Ｅ｜＃５３３７／＃ｋｈｕ＃Ｈｑｊｏｌｖｋ＃ｚｄｖ＃
good enough to enable her to secure a job as a dance teacher at a David Lloyd club 
in Finchley. She said that she also taught at a language school for Russian children. 

3.105  All the evidence I have heard is that Mr Litvinenko’s spoken English was markedly 
worse than his wife’s, and that she was being over modest when she told me that 
her English was ﾳｐｄ｜ｅｈﾫ＃ｄ＃ ｏｌｗｗｏｈ＃ｅｌｗ＃ｅｈｗｗｈｕﾴ＃ than his.89 Ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｇｈｄｑ＃Ｄｗｗｈｚ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｗ＃
Mr Litvinenko in 2004, he found his English to be ﾳｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｈｏ｜＃ ｏｌｐｌｗｈｇﾴ. Mr Attew did 
think that Mr Litvinenko’s English had improved considerably by 2006, but he observed 
that: 

84 Marina Litvinenko 3/114-116 
85 INQ017734 (page 17 paragraph 59); Goldfarb 5/102-107 
86 Marina Litvinenko 3/122-123 
87 INQ015541 
88 Hatjiosif 2/99-101 
89 Marina Litvinenko 3/121 lines 18-19 
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ﾳｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｚｄ｜ｖ／＃ ｌｉ＃ Ｌ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｖｄ｜／＃ ｄ＃ｇｌｖｗｌｑｆｗ＃ ｇｌｉｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃
ｆｏｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｅｒｄｕｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｈｑｊｏｌｖｋ＃ｏｄｑｊｘｄｊｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｓｕｒｊｕｈｖｖｈｇ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｔｘｌｆｎｏ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃
Ｖｄｖｋｄ／＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ／＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｄ＃ｏｌｗｗｏｈ＃ｅｌｗ＃ｏｒｑｊｈｕ１ﾴ 90 

It appears from the evidence of other witnesses, for example Tim Reilly and Alexander 
Tabunov, that even in 2006 Mr Litvinenko was still in the habit of seeking out Russian 
speakers in order to talk in his mother tongue. And when Mr Litvinenko was interviewed 
by the Metropolitan Police Service when he was in hospital after the poisoning, it was 
necessary for him to be assisted by an interpreter. 

3.106  Anatoly Litvinenko started school in London in 2001. Marina Litvinenko’s evidence 
was that his school fees were met by Mr Berezovsky, although she added that there 
was a reduction in these payments after 2003.91 

Close friends 

3.107  Mr Litvinenko had a number of friends and associates in London, including some, 
such as Mr Berezovsky and Mr Goldfarb, who have already featured in this narrative. 
I will refer to others in due course. 

3.108  At this stage, I propose simply to introduce two men with whom Mr Litvinenko 
developed particularly strong friendships during this period. 

3.109  Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｐｈｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｙｏｄｇｌｐｌｕ＃Ｅｘｎｒｙｖｎ｜１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｘｎｒｙｖｎ｜／＃ｚｋｒ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃
to the Inquiry, was a Russian dissident who had spent many years in detention in 
Soviet Russia before being released to the West in 1976 in exchange for the general 
secretary of the Chilean Communist Party. It seems that either Mr Goldfarb or 
Mr Berezovsky put Mr Litvinenko in touch with Mr Bukovsky shortly after the family’s 
arrival in the UK. The evidence from both Marina Litvinenko and Mr Bukovsky himself 
was that, thereafter, the two developed a very strong friendship. Mrs Litvinenko 
described Mr Bukovsky as Mr Litvinenko’s ﾳｊｘｕｘﾴ／ and the ﾳｊｕｈｄｗｈｖｗ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗﾴ that he 
had.92 Mr Bukovsky said that he talked to Mr Litvinenko about the history of KGB 
repression during the twentieth century, of which Mr Litvinenko had previously been 
unaware. He said that Mr Litvinenko would sometimes telephone him ﾳ５３／＃６３＃ｗｌｐｈｖ＃
ｄ＃ｇｄ｜／＃ ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｑｌｊｋｗ＃ ｗｌｐｈﾴ and that Mr Litvinenko also travelled to see him at 
his home.93 It is clear to me that Mr Litvinenko’s discussions with Mr Bukovsky were 
ｋｌｊｋｏ｜＃ｌｑｘｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｙｈｏｒｓｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｙｌｈｚｖ１＃

3.110  The second of Mr Litvinenko’s very close friends was Akhmed Zakayev. Mr Zakayev 
arrived in London in 2002 and claimed asylum. Like Mr Litvinenko, he was supported 
by Mr Berezovsky. Mr Zakayev was introduced to Mr Litvinenko by Mr Berezovsky, 
and Mr Zakayev subsequently chose to live with his family in a house very close to the 
Litvinenko’s house in Muswell Hill. As Mr Zakayev put it in evidence, ﾳＦｋｈｆｋｈｑ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃
ｕｖｗ＃ｆｋｒｒｖｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｈｌｊｋｅｒｘｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｅｘ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｒｘｖｈ１＃Ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃ｈ｛ｄｆｗｏ｜＃ｚｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｇ１ﾴ＃
He said that the two families became ﾳｙｈｕ｜／＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｅｌｊ＃ｉｕｌｈｑｇｖ／＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｆｏｒｖｈ＃ｉｕｌｈｑｇｖﾴ, who 
would see each other almost every day.94 Again, it is clear to me that his friendship with 
Ｐｕ＃］ｄｎｄ｜ｈｙ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｗ＃ｌｑｘｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｏｌｉｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃
2002 and 2006. It was during this period, and no doubt a result of this friendship, that 

90 Attew 13/15-16
91 Marina Litvinenko 3/119-120 
92 Marina Litvinenko 3/142-143 
93 Bukovsky 26/87-88; 26/92-93
94 Zakayev 26/143 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_15-16.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_119-120.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_142-143.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_87-88.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_92-93.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_143.pdf
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Mr Litvinenko became increasingly committed to the Chechen cause, a cause for 
which he campaigned publicly. On a more personal level, Mr Litvinenko decided at 
the end of his life to convert to Islam, a process that Mr Zakayev arranged for him on 
his deathbed. 

The Litvinenko Inquiry
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Chapter 4: Illness and death 

3.111  Mr Litvinenko was taken ill during the night of 1 November 2006. After a few days he 
was admitted to Barnet Hospital. He spent two weeks there before being transferred 
to University College Hospital (UCH) on 17 November. His condition gradually 
deteriorated and he died on 23 November. 

3.112  The purpose of this chapter is to record the evidence that I heard, much of it 
uncontentious, regarding the events, and the course of Mr Litvinenko’s symptoms, 
between 1 November and his death some three weeks later. 

Onset of symptoms 

3.113  Marina Litvinenko’s evidence was that Mr Litvinenko fell ill suddenly and unexpectedly 
during the night of 1 November. I have referred above to the evidence that Mr Litvinenko 
was generally in very good health. Although he had been sick a fortnight or so earlier 
on the evening of 16 October (a subject to which I shall have to return in some 
detail below), it seems that he had recovered from that episode within a couple of 
days.95 Mrs Litvinenko recalled that Mr Litvinenko had been ﾳｄｅｖｒｏｘｗｈｏ｜＃ｑｒｕｐｄｏﾴ on 
31 October,96 and was again ﾳｄｅｖｒｏｘｗｈｏ｜＃ｑｈﾴ on the evening of 1 November when he 
returned from meetings in central London.97 Because it was the anniversary of their 
ｄｕｕｌｙｄｏ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄｑｑｌｙｈｕｖｄｕ｜＃ｖｌｑｆｈ＃ｄｆｔｘｌｕｌｑｊ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑｖｋｌｓ／＃
Mrs Litvinenko cooked a special meal, which she and Mr Litvinenko ate together. 
Mr Litvinenko ate with a healthy appetite and suggested that they did not have a late 
night because he had promised to take one of Mr Zakayev’s grandsons to school the 
next day, as well as having more meetings in London.98 

3.114  Marina Litvinenko’s evidence was that Mr Litvinenko started vomiting in the early 
hours of 2 November. He spent the rest of the night in the spare room, but carried on 
vomiting. Mrs Litvinenko recalled that when she went to check him the next morning 
he looked ﾳｙｈｕ｜＃ｈ｛ｋｄｘｖｗｈｇﾴ and was vomiting ﾳｄｊｄｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｊｄｌｑﾴ.99 

3.115  Mr Litvinenko’s condition worsened during the day on 2 November. He could not 
keep any food or drink down. Mrs Litvinenko recalled telephoning a doctor in the 
local Russian community, a man called Yuri Prikazchikov, who recommended that 
Mr Litvinenko take salt and mineral solutions. She went to the chemist to buy the 
suggested treatments, but Mr Litvinenko simply vomited them back up again.100 

3.116  By the middle of the next night, i.e. the early hours of 3 November, Mrs Litvinenko 
decided to call an ambulance. She recalled that the ambulance came and that the 
paramedics examined Mr Litvinenko, but that they said that he was probably suffering 
ｉｕｒｐ＃ ｄ＃ ｅｘｊ＃ ｒｕ＃ ｘ／＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｄｇｙｌｖｈｇ＃ ｋｌｐ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｖｗｄ｜＃ ｄｗ＃ ｋｒｐｈ１101 Statements from the two 
ｐｈｐｅｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｐｅｘｏｄｑｆｈ＃ｆｕｈｚ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｅｕｒｄｇｏ｜＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗ／＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｕｈｄｇ＃ｗｒ＃
the Inquiry.102 

95 Marina Litvinenko 4/37 lines 11-16 
96 Marina Litvinenko 4/45 line 9 
97 Marina Litvinenko 4/48 line 17 
98 Marina Litvinenko 4/48-49 
99 Marina Litvinenko 4/49-51
100 Marina Litvinenko 4/50-53 
101 Marina Litvinenko 4/53-54 
102 Cole 17/119-122; Ｖｆｋｒｈｏｇ＃４：２４５５０４５７＃

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_37.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_45.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_48.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_48-49.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_49-51.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_50-53.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_53-54.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/17_119-122.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/17_122-124.pdf
http:again�.99
http:London.98
http:London.97
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3.117  Mr Litvinenko was worse again on the following day, 3 November. He started to 
complain of pain, and to experience bloody diarrhoea.103 Mrs Litvinenko’s evidence 
was that it was on this day that she prevailed upon the Russian doctor to whom 
she had previously spoken on the phone to come and visit.104 Mr Prikazchikov, 
who gave evidence to the Inquiry, thought that he had visited on the previous day, 
but in light of the chronology he is probably wrong about that. Mrs Litvinenko and 
Mr Prikazchikov were, though, agreed on what he said when he visited. He said that 
Mr Litvinenko was probably suffering from either food poisoning (no other form of 
poisoning was mentioned) or an infection, but that either way he ought to be taken 
straight to hospital.105 

3.118  Accordingly, Mrs Litvinenko again rang for an ambulance. The ambulance arrived 
just after 4.00pm on 3 November and, on this occasion, took Mr Litvinenko to Barnet 
Hospital, where he was immediately admitted.106 

Treatment in Barnet Hospital 

3.119  Dr Andres Virchis, a consultant haematologist at Barnet Hospital, gave evidence 
about Mr Litvinenko’s care and treatment for the fortnight that he was a patient at 
that hospital.107 I also admitted into evidence Mr Litvinenko’s medical notes from 
Barnet Hospital.108 

3.120  The evidence that I received from such sources as to Mr Litvinenko’s symptoms whilst 
in Barnet Hospital, about the care and treatment that he received, and in particular 
about the attempts made by the medical staff to diagnose the condition from which he 
was suffering, may be summarised as follows: 

a.  Mr Litvinenko had been suffering from abdominal pain, profuse diarrhoea and 
vomiting for two days when he was taken to hospital.109 An initial diagnosis of 
gastro-enteritis with mild dehydration was made;110 and Mr Litvinenko underwent 
a wide range of tests over the following days to try to identify the cause of his 
symptoms. The results of the initial blood tests showed that although the platelet 
count was normal, both haemoglobin and the white blood cell count were high.111 

The blood test results also revealed that Mr Litvinenko had abnormally high levels 
of creatine and urea, indicating that he was dehydrated from the vomiting and 
diarrhoea112 

b.  Ｒｑ＃ ７＃ Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｖｗｄｕｗｈｇ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｄ＃ ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ Ｆｌｓｕｒｒ｛ｄｆｌｑ／＃ ｄ＃
relatively strong broad spectrum antibiotic.113 However, further samples of 
Mr Litvinenko’s blood were analysed over the next few days; and doctors observed 
that the platelet count fell to an abnormal level and the red and white blood cell 
counts fell further. The continuing decline in blood cell count caused increasing 
levels of concern114 

103 Marina Litvinenko 4/54 lines 22-23 
104 Marina Litvinenko 4/54-55 
105 Prikazchikov 17/110-115 
106 Marina Litvinenko 4/55-56; Baxter 17/125-127
107 Virchis 18/2-74 
108 INQ006741 
109 Virchis 18/6-7 
110 Virchis 18/13 
111 Virchis 18/19 
112 Virchis 18/20-21 
113 Virchis 18/16-17 
114 Virchis 18/20; 18/26-31 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_54.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_54-55.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/17_110-115.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_55-56.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/17_125-127.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_2-74.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ006741x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_6-7.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_13.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_19.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_20-21.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_16-17.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_20.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_26-31.pdf
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c.  On or around 9 November, Marina Litvinenko asked Mr Litvinenko’s consultant, 
Dr Dean Creer whether Mr Litvinenko’s infection could have been the result of 
ｓｒｌｖｒｑｌｑｊ１＃Ｖｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈｕ＃ｋｘｖｅｄｑｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｘｖｘｄｏｏ｜＃ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｈｏ｜＃ｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈｄｏｗｋ｜／＃
but, “he knew of dangerous people and a friend of theirs had been poisoned and 
ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈﾴ, hence her anxiety. Dr Creer told her that the symptoms 
were common and that intentional infection/poisoning was not likely115 

d.  Dr Virchis took over Mr Litvinenko’s care on 13 November. He was aware of 
Mrs Litvinenko’s previously expressed concerns about possible poisoning,116 and 
ｋｈ＃ｒｅｖｈｕｙｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｆｒｑｇｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｙｌｒｘｖ＃ｈｙｒｏｙｌｑｊ＃
ｇｌｄｊｑｒｖｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｊｄｖｗｕｒ０ｈｑｗｈｕｌｗｌｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｒｉ＃Ｆｌｓｕｒｒ｛ｄｆｌｑ＃ｗｒ｛ｌｆｌｗ｜１117 Further attempts were 
made by medical staff to identify a cause for Mr Litvinenko’s declining condition 
and various investigations were carried out involving toxicology colleagues at 
Guy’s Hospital poisons unit118 

e.  When considering the signs and symptoms with which Mr Litvinenko was 
presenting, it struck Dr Virchis that his presentation was similar to that of a 
patient suffering from acute leukaemia who had been treated with intensive 
chemotherapy and total body irradiation prior to a bone marrow transplant.119 

The clinical notes reveal that radiology was to be asked to, ﾳｆｋｈｆｎ＃ｕｄｇｌｒｄｆｗｌｙｈ＃
ｖｒｘｕｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｌｑｊ１ﾴ＃Testing with a Geiger counter on 15 November did not 
detect radioactive emissions120 

f.  On 16 November Dr Virchis spoke to Mr Ivan House at the poisons unit. Mr House 
stated that preliminary results showed that Mr Litvinenko’s condition should be 
treated as ﾳｖｘｖｓｌｆｌｒｘｖ＃ｗｋｄｏｏｌｘｐ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｌｑｊﾴ; and treatment with Prussian blue was 
started that evening121 

g.  Dr Virchis was concerned that tests showed that Mr Litvinenko’s bone marrow had 
degenerated and contained no discernible normal blood forming elements. He 
considered a bone marrow transplant to be the only means of restoring meaningful 
bone marrow function,122 and discussed the possibility of such a transplant with 
staff at University College Hospital (UCH). Mr Litvinenko was transferred to UCH 
on 17 November123 

The hair sample 

3.121  An incident of some importance to this Inquiry that took place whilst Mr Litvinenko was 
in Barnet Hospital was the collection of some hair from his head. He had begun to 
lose his hair a few days after his admission to hospital. Marina Litvinenko explained in 
evidence that he found it very uncomfortable when his hair started to fall out, and she 
asked a Russian friend, Valentina Michenina, to come to the hospital and shave his 
head.124 Mrs Michenina gave oral evidence and had a clear memory of this incident. 

115 Virchis 18/37-39 
116 Virchis 18/41-42 
117 Virchis 18/50; 18/52
118 Virchis 18/51-53 
119 Virchis 18/55-58 
120 Virchis 18/59-60 
121 Virchis 18/67-68 
122 Virchis 18/70 
123 Virchis 18/72 
124 Marina Litvinenko 4/58-59 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_37-39.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_41-42.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_50.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_52.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_51-53.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_55-58.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_59-60.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_67-68.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_70.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/18_72.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_58-59.pdf
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Her recollection was that when she went to the hospital for this purpose, a doctor 
asked her to pull out some of Mr Litvinenko’s hair for testing, and gave them a clear 
ｓｏｄｖｗｌｆ＃ｅｄｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｏｏ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｘｕｓｒｖｈ１＃Ｖｋｈ＃ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕｈｇ＃ｓｘｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｒｘｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｋｄｌｕ＃
ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｖｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｄｊ／＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｖｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｋｈｄｇ１＃Ｖｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｖｋｈ＃
gave the bag to Mrs Litvinenko.125 Mrs Litvinenko did not recall being directed by 
ｖｗｄｉｉ＃ ｗｒ＃ｏｏ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｅｄｊ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｖｋｈ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｄｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｋｄｌｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｓｘｗｗｌｑｊ＃ ｌｗ＃ｒｑ＃
Mr Litvinenko’s bedside table with his other possessions. 

3.122  To complete this part of the story, I also heard evidence from a nurse at UCH named 
Gemma Trout.126 Ms Trout stated that she found a plastic bag of hair in the room 
on her ward that Mr Litvinenko had occupied before being moved to intensive care. 
She assumed that it was his. Her description of the bag broadly matched that given 
by Marina Litvinenko and Mrs Michenina. Ms Trout’s evidence tallies with that of 
Marina Litvinenko, who remembered the bag of hair being transferred to UCH, and 
seeing it on Mr Litvinenko’s bedside table there.127 Ms Trout gave the bag to the 
police. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) tests performed much later demonstrated to an 
extremely high degree of likelihood that the hair in the bag was Mr Litvinenko’s.128 

3.123  Ｄｖ＃ ｚｈ＃ ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ ｖｈｈ／＃ ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ ｋｄｌｕ＃ ｖｄｐｓｏｈｖ＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｖｒｐｈ＃ ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｆｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃
investigations that were subsequently carried out. 

Visitors 

3.124  Marina Litvinenko stated in evidence that she had visited Mr Litvinenko every day that 
he was in hospital, often taking Anatoly with her.129 Mr Zakayev, too, said that he had 
visited every day.130 

3.125  Both Mr Goldfarb and Mr Berezovsky were out of the country when Mr Litvinenko 
was taken ill. Mr Goldfarb stated that he had been in Paris since 9 November. He 
ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃４６＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｙｌｖｌｗｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｒｑ＃
15 November. He appears thereafter to have visited Mr Litvinenko on a more or less 
daily basis.131 

3.126  Ｐｕ＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ Ｖｒｘｗｋ＃Ｄｉｕｌｆｄ／＃ ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ ｒｚｑ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ＋ｄｖ＃ ｚｈ＃ ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ ｖｈｈ，＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
evening of 1 November. The evidence that he gave in his police witness statement 
ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ＃ｒｑ＃４９＃ｒｕ＃４：＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｙｌｖｌｗｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
at Barnet Hospital on the day after he arrived back.132 This account tallies with 
Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ１＃ Ｖｋｈ＃ ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕｈｇ＃ ｋｌｐ＃ ｙｌｖｌｗｌｑｊ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｖｗ＃ ｗｌｐｈ＃ ｒｑ＃
17 November.133 Mr Berezovsky told the police that he then visited Mr Litvinenko 
daily.134 

125 Michenina 18/89-93 
126 Trout 18/75-83 
127 Marina Litvinenko 4/64-65 
128 Mascall 24/10-13 
129 Marina Litvinenko 4/56 lines 5-10 
130 Zakayev 26/153 lines 10-11 
131 Goldfarb 5/133-145 
132 Berezovsky 25/19
133 Marina Litvinenko 4/60-61 
134 Berezovsky 25/19 lines 20-21 
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Transfer to UCH and treatment there 

3.127  As noted above, Mr Litvinenko was transferred to UCH late at night on 17 November. 
He was an inpatient there for a little less than a week before his death on 23 November. 

3.128  I heard oral evidence about Mr Litvinenko’s medical treatment at UCH from 
Dr Amit Nathwani, a consultant haematologist at that hospital.135 As with Dr Virchis, I 
also admitted into evidence the relevant medical notes.136 

3.129  In summary: 

a.  Following Mr Litvinenko’ s arrival at UCH, he seemed to be responding well to the 
treatment with Prussian blue and reported feeling much better  since the treatment 
had started 

b.  Professor John Henry, an internationally renowned toxicologist with an interest in 
rare poisons, became involved in advising on Mr Litvinenko’ s treatment. He died 
in 2007, but statements that he had given to the police were read into the record 

c.  Professor Henry stated that he had received a telephone call from Mr Goldfarb  
on 17 November. They discussed Mr  Litvinenko’s case and Mr  Goldfarb told 
Professor Henry that Mr  Litvinenko had been poisoned by thallium.137 Professor 
Henry visited Mr Litvinen ko at UCH on 18 November and examined him with the 
agreement of the haematology team. Professor Henry stated that he agreed with 
the diagnosis of thallium poisoning138 and Mr  Litvinenko continued to be treated 
with Prussian blue 

d.  Despite the early improvement in Mr Litvinen ko’s symptoms, he began to 
vomit blood; and Dr Nathwani thought that   this might be an adverse reaction 
to one of the antibiotics with which he had been treated.139 Medical staff were 
also concerned that Mr Litvinenko appeared  to have an irregular heartbeat, his 
temperature was raised, he continued to vomit and he had abdominal pain.140 An 
ｈｏｈｆｗｕｒｆｄｕｇｌｒｊｕｄｐ＃＋ＨＦＪ，＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｕｕｈｊｘｏｄｕ＃ｋｈｄｕｗｅｈｄｗ１141  Dr Nathwani felt  that 
he and his colleagues were in “uncharted territory” with the suspected thallium 
poisoning. Dr Nathwani  therefore wanted to monitor Mr Litvinenko  closely and 
considered the possibility of transferring him to a high dependency or intensive 
care unit (ICU) where his heart rate could be monitored continuously142 

e.  On 19 November, a bed became available for Mr Litvinenko  on the ICU. The 
police expressed concerns as to security with regard to a transfer to the ICU. But 
Dr Nathwani decided that  Mr  Litvinenko should be moved for his own well being; 
he was transferred to the ICU later that evening143  

f.  Dr Nathwani assessed Mr Litvinenko’  s condition again on 20 November. He was 
concerned about Mr Litvinenko’ s bone marrow failure and raised temperature 

135 Nathwani 18/93-129 
136 INQ006652 
137 Henry 18/132 
138 Henry 18/137 
139 Nathwani 18/99-100 
140 Nathwani 18/101 
141 Nathwani 18/103 
142 Nathwani 18/103-105 
143 Nathwani 18/107-108 
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and noted that his falling platelet count created a risk of bleeding. In order to 
maintain the platelet count, Mr Litvinenko was given a blood transfusion. 
Dr Nathwani noted that, although the level of thallium in Mr Litvinenko’s blood 
had been abnormal before his transfer to UCH, it was not elevated to the level 
that would indicate that he had been poisoned. The clinical picture at that time 
was one of bone marrow failure together with mucosal gut damage and hair 
loss; and Dr Nathwani was surprised to note that, given such serious symptoms, 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｇｄｐｄｊｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｑｈｕｙｈ＃ｈｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｄｇ＃
relatively low thallium levels.144 Fundamentally, Dr Nathwani remained puzzled by 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｆｏｌｑｌｆｄｏ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｒｑｆｈｕｑｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗ＃ｖｔｘｄｕｈｏ｜＃
with a diagnosis of thallium poisoning145 

g.  Mr Litvinenko’s renal function then began to deteriorate and his blood was 
ｄｕｗｌｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｏｗｈｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｐｒｙｈ＃ｗｒ｛ｌｑｖ１＃Ｗｋｌｖ＃ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｆｒｐｓｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｇｇｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｘ｝｝ｏｈ＃
but Dr Nathwani observed in evidence that it is not unusual for patients with a 
persistent infection and a high temperature that is unresponsive to antibiotics to 
present with a gradual deterioration of other organs; he added that this is quite 
common in patients with bone marrow failure. But he was more surprised to note 
that Mr Litvinenko’s liver function was also decreasing146 

h.  Ｇｕ＃Ｑｄｗｋｚｄｑｌ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｖｋｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｇｌｄｊｑｒｖｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｌｑ＃
order to look for chromosomal changes.147 His registrar, Dr Kim Ryland discussed 
Mr Litvinenko’s condition with Dr Dargan at Guy’s Hospital poisons unit. She 
noted her colleagues’ concerns that, clinically, Mr Litvinenko was not behaving 
like a patient with thallium poisoning because of the absence of neurotoxicity and 
the profound pancytopaenia (the absence of all types of blood cells). A further 
urine sample was sent to Guy’s and the registrar at Guy’s advised continuing 
with ‘Berlin blue’ (which Dr Nathwani explained is the same as Prussian blue) 
for seven to ten days and until urinary levels returned to normal, and that other 
causes of Mr Litvinenko’s clinical presentation should be considered as thallium 
poisoning did not appear to be the primary cause148 of his condition 

i.  Dr Nathwani discussed Mr Litvinenko’s condition again with Dr Dargan at 
Ｊｘ｜ﾶｖ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｘｑｌｗ＃ｒｑ＃５４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ１＃Ｇｕ＃Ｇｄｕｊｄｑ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃
Mr Litvinenko had thallium poisoning. Dr Dargan advised that Dr Nathwani 
investigate whether radioisotopes could be a potential cause, and gave 
Dr Nathwani the contact details for the Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE). 
The poison unit’s note of this conversation records the unit’s view that there are 
only a few agents that would cause isolated mucositis and bone marrow failure149 

j.  Mr Litvinenko’s condition continued to deteriorate on 21 November and during 
that night, he suffered two cardiac arrests from which he was resuscitated.150 On 
22 November, doctors stopped treating Mr Litvinenko with Prussian blue as they 
were by then certain that he was not suffering from thallium poisoning 

144 Nathwani 18/109-110 
145 Nathwani 18/111 
146 Nathwani 18/111-112 
147 Nathwani 18/113 
148 Nathwani 18/114-117 
149 Nathwani 18/123-124 
150 Nathwani 18/127 
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k.  Dr  Nathwani recalled that it was on 21 November that the idea that  
chemotherapeutic agents or radioisotopes could have been used to poison 
Ｐｕ＃＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｋｄｕｐｄｆｌｖｗ＃ｄｗ＃ＸＦＫ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｆｒｏｏｈｄｊｘｈｖ＃ｄｗ＃
the poisons unit151  

l.  On the same day, Professor Henry was interviewed by journalists outside UCH,  
after visiting Mr Litvinenko for a second time. During the televised interview ,  
Professor Henry expressed the opinion that Mr  Litvinenko had been poisoned with  
radioactive thallium.152  Mr  Clive Timmons (a Detective Superintendent in 2006)  
recalled speaking to DS Mike Jolly, who had seen Professor Henry’s televised  
interview, later on 21 November. DS Jolly suggested to Mr  Timmons that it would be  
useful to try to establish if radioactivity was affecting Mr Litvinenko. Consequently ,  
samples of Mr Litvinenko’ s blood and urine were sent to AWE for testing153 

m.  The blood and urine samples arrived at AWE in the early evening of 21 November. 
Tests were conducted overnight154  

n.  Ｄ＃＃ ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ ｒｉｆｈｕｖ／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｉｒｕｈｑｖｌｆ＃ ｖｆｌｈｑｆｈ＃ ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈ／＃ ＤＺＨ＃ ｄｑｇ＃
Dr Nicholas  Gent from Porton Down had been arranged for the following day,  
22 November. During the meeting, the results of the urine tests at AWE, which 
revealed that polonium was present in Mr Litvinenko’ s urine, were discussed. 
However, it was thought that this reading was an anomaly caused by the plastic 
bottle in which the sample had been stored155 

o.  Mr Timmons had requested that a ‘living post mortem’ be carried out on Mr  Litvinenko  
in order to try to establish the cause of his condition. In the course of the meeting  
Ｇｕ＃＃Ｊｈｑｗ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗｈｇ＃ｙｈ＃ｆｄｘｖｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏ｜＃ｆｒｑｗｕｌｅｘｗｌｑｊ＃＃
to his condition.156 ＃ Ｒｑｈ＃ ｓｒｖｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜／＃ ｄｑ＃ ｌｑｗｈｕｑｄｏ＃ ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｖｒｘｕｆｈ／＃ ｄｓｓｈｄｕｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗ＃＃
ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｓｌｎｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｈｖｗｖ＃ｄｗ＃ＤＺＨ１＃Ｅｘｗ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃＃
present at the meeting were of the view that this was an unlikely cause. It was  
decided that further investigation was needed. At AWE’s request, a further sample  
of one litre of Mr Litvinenko’ s urine was sent to AWE for further testing157 

p.  The further urine sample arrived at AWE in the early afternoon of 23 November.  
Ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｈｖｗｌｑｊ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗｈｇ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｘｏｗｖ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ／＃＃
were communicated to the police between about 3.00pm and 5.00pm158   

q.  At 8.51pm on Thursday 23 November, Mr  Litvinenko suffered a third cardiac 
arrest. Mr James Down,  ICU consultant, was on duty at the time and attempted 
to resuscitate Mr  Litvinenko. But it became clear to him that Mr  Litvinenko was 
not going to regain spontaneous cardiac output. The attempts to resuscitate 
ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｈｕｐｌｑｄｗｈｇ＞＃ｄｗ＃＜１５４ｓｐ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｇｒｚｑ＃ｓｕｒｑｒｘｑｆｈｇ＃ｏｌｉｈ＃ｈ｛ｗｌｑｆｗ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ 
Mr  Litvinenko died from  multiple organ failure including progressive heart failure159 

151 Nathwani 18/124 
152 Henry 18/139-140 
153 Timmons 22/7; INQ022258 
154 INQ022258 
155 Timmons 22/7 
156 Timmons 22/8 
157 Timmons 22/9-10; INQ022258 
158 Timmons 22/10; INQ022258 
159 Down 18/144 
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Police interviews 

3.130  The Metropolitan Police Service conducted lengthy interviews with Mr Litvinenko for 
ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ｇｄ｜ｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｗ＃ＸＦＫ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｖ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｉｒｘｕ＃ｖｈｖｖｌｒｑｖ１＃
Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｖｈｖｖｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｒｑ＃４；＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃ﾱ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｐｌｇｑｌｊｋｗ＃ｘｑｗｌｏ＃
2.45am; this would have been only a few hours after Mr Litvinenko arrived at UCH. 
The second session took place at the end of the same day, from 7.24pm to 11.49pm. 
The third and fourth sessions took place in the late afternoon and evening of 19 and 
20 November respectively. 

3.131  Ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｑｌｒｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｌｑｊ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ／＃Ｇｈｗｈｆｗｌｙｈ＃Ｌｑｖｓｈｆｗｒｕ＃＋ＧＬ，＃Ｋ｜ｄｗｗ／＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｒｕｄｏ＃
evidence to the Inquiry.160 

3.132  The interviews were transcribed and I adduced the entirety of the transcripts into 
evidence. It is, to put it mildly, unusual when inquiring into a death to have available 
lengthy transcripts of interviews with the deceased conducted shortly before his death. 
I regard these transcripts as being of great value to this Inquiry. 

Mr Litvinenko’s own explanation for his illness 

3.133  It would appear that Mr Litvinenko was alive to the possibility that he had been 
ｇｈｏｌｅｈｕｄｗｈｏ｜＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｇｄ｜ｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｌｏｏｑｈｖｖ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｕｌｎｄ｝ｆｋｌｎｒｙ＃ｕｈｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
Marina Litvinenko asked him whether Mr Litvinenko might have been poisoned when 
he visited the house, probably on 3 November.161 Mr Zakayev recalled discussing with 
Mr Litvinenko the possibility that he had been poisoned on either 4 or 5 November.162 

3.134  Ｚｋｒ＃ ｇｌｇ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ ｐｌｊｋｗ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ ｋｌｐＢ＃ Ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｖｗ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃
interviews, in the early hours of 18 November, Mr Litvinenko told DI Hyatt that one 
of three people must have been the poisoner.163 The three men that he named were 
Mario Scaramella, with whom he had eaten at itsu during the early afternoon of 
1 November, and Andrey Lugovy and Dmitri Kovtun, whom he had met later that day 
in the Pine Bar at the Millennium Hotel. Mr Litvinenko told DI Hyatt something else. 
He said that, although he had spoken publicly about his meeting with Mr Scaramella 
on 1 November, he had deliberately not said anything in public about his meeting with 
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun.164 His explanation to DI Hyatt, put shortly, was that he 
ｋｒｓｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｐｌｊｋｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃
not suspects to return to London, where they could be arrested. In his oral evidence to 
me Mr Zakayev stated that this was a strategy that he and Mr Litvinenko had devised 
together.165 

3.135  Shortly before Mr Litvinenko left Barnet Hospital, probably on 17 November, he gave 
an interview to the journalist David Leppard. Mr Leppard wrote an article on the basis 
of the interview which appeared in the Sunday Times on Sunday 19 November. I 
admitted both a transcript of the interview and a copy of the article into evidence.166 

It is apparent from those documents that Mr Litvinenko implied to Mr Leppard that he 
thought he had been poisoned by Mr Scaramella; he did not mention Mr Lugovoy or 
Mr Kovtun at all. The strategy that Mr Litvinenko described to DI Hyatt in his subsequent 
interview would appear to explain what would otherwise be a puzzling omission. 

160 Hyatt 4/137-170; 5/1-55
161 Prikazchikov 17/114 lines 16-20 
162 Zakayev 26/153
163 INQ002470 (page 14)
164 INQ002470 (pages 12-13)
165 Zakayev 26/154-155
166 INQ016789; INQ018413 
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3.136  There is, however, a further related point. It was a recurring feature of the evidence 
that I heard from a number of Mr Litvinenko’s friends and associates that during 
the time that he was in hospital he told them that he believed that Mr Scaramella 
had poisoned him on 1 November, and that he either delayed in telling them, or did 
not tell them at all, about his meeting with Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun on the same 
day. Evidence to this effect was given by Yuri Shvets,167 Vladimir Bukovsky168 and 
Akhmed Zakayev;169 and Boris Berezovsky’s witness statement is to a similar effect.170 

3.137  The reluctance on the part of Mr Litvinenko to tell his friends about his meeting with 
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun on the day that he became ill cannot be explained by 
his strategy to try to lure the two men back into the jurisdiction, since these were 
private conversations with trusted friends. The answer seems to lie in what Mr Shvets 
described as Mr Litvinenko’s ﾳｚｒｘｑｇｈｇ＃ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｓｕｌｇｈﾴ. He said: 

ﾳＫｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｊｒｑｌｖｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｋｈ＃ｉｄｌｏｈｇ１＃ﾫ＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｄｏｚｄ｜ｖ＃ｖｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｉ｜＃ｐ｜＃ｈｑｈｐ｜＃ｄ＃ｐｌｏｈ＃ｄｚｄ｜／ﾫ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｄ＃ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｌｒｑｄｏ１＃
Ｅｘｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｌｗ＃ｆｒｐｈｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｏｌｉｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｅｄｇｏ｜＃ｉｄｌｏｈｇ１ﾴ＃171 

Ｐｕ＃］ｄｎｄ｜ｈｙ／＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｖｌｐｌｏｄｕ＃ｙｈｌｑ／＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ／＃
had advised him on his personal security and had warned him that; “they might 
ｖｈｑｇ＃ｄ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ｐ｜＃ｓｄｖｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ｐｈ／＃ｖｒｐｈｒｑｈ＃ｚｋｒ＃ Ｌﾶｇ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｊｒｒｇ＃ ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｚｌｗｋﾫ＃ ｌｗ＃
＾ｚｄｖ｀＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｋｕｈｄｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｆｒｐｈ＃ｉｕｒｐﾴ. He said that Mr Litvinenko was 
ﾳｈｐｅｄｕｕｄｖｖｈｇﾴ that, ﾳｈ｛ｄｆｗｏ｜＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｆｈｑｄｕｌｒﾫ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｘｕｑｈｇ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｋｌｐ１ﾴ＃172 

3.138  These insights are, in my view, convincing. They are also valuable, because they 
suggest that Mr Litvinenko’s accounts of his meetings with Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun 
– in particular, perhaps, his description of their meeting on 1 November – must be 
approached with some caution. It may be that these accounts contain some infelicities, 
added by Mr Litvinenko in an attempt to salve his wounded pride. 

3.139  If the contemporaneous documents give rise to some uncertainty as to whom 
Mr Litvinenko believed had poisoned him, there is no ambiguity as to whom he 
thought bore ultimate responsibility. Mr Berezovsky recalled that when he visited him 
in hospital Mr Litvinenko ﾳｌｑｖｌｖｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑﾴ, although at that 
stage Mr Berezovsky disagreed with him.173 Several days later, towards the end of his 
interviews with DI Hyatt, Mr Litvinenko stated: 

ﾳＬ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｑｒ＃ｇｒｘｅｗ＃ｚｋｄｗｖｒｈｙｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｇｒｑｈ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｖｈｆｕｈｗ＃Ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ１＃
Ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｎｑｒｚｏｈｇｊｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｖ｜ｖｗｈｐ＃Ｌ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄ＃ｎｌｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃
ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜＃ｒｑ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｗｈｕｕｌｗｒｕ｜／＃ｈｖｓｈｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｌｉ＃ｌｗ＃＾ｌｖ｀＃ｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｒ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃
Ｊｕｈｄｗ＃Ｅｕｌｗｄｌｑ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｅ｜＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｒｑｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ１ﾴ＃

When DI Hyatt asked who that person was, Mr Litvinenko replied, “That person is the 
Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃Ｙｏｄｇｌｐｌｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑﾴ１174 A few days later, as we shall 
ｖｈｈ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｄ＃ｖｌｐｌｏｄｕ＃ｄｆｆｘｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｄｖ＃
published and widely circulated after his death. 

167 Shvets 24/89-93
168 Bukovsky 26/100-101
169 Zakayev 26/153-154
170 Berezovsky 25/20-21
171 Shvets 24/92-93
172 Zakayev 26/156-157
173 Berezovsky 25/19-20
174 INQ016642 (page 5) 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_89-93.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_100-101.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_153-154.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_20-21.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_92-93.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_156-157.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_19-20.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016642x.pdf
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The photo and the deathbed statement 

3.140  On Tuesday 21 November 2006, a photographer visited UCH and took the photograph 
of Mr Litvinenko lying in his bed that became the iconic image of this case.175 I heard 
some evidence about the circumstances in which the photograph was taken. 

3.141  Mr Goldfarb said that the idea for the photograph was his. He said that there had been 
a ﾳｆｕｒｚｇﾴ of press outside UCH following the publication of Mr Leppard’s article on 
Sunday 19 November, and he thought that a photograph would be a way of creating 
extra interest in the story. He said that Mr Litvinenko was ﾳｄｇｄｐｄｑｗﾴ＃about, “letting the 
ｚｒｕｏｇ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｎｕｈｐｏｌｑﾴ, and that he approved the idea 
of the photograph.176 Marina Litvinenko stated that she was against the idea because 
ｄｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｖｋｈ＃ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ｋｒｓｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｖｘｕｙｌｙｈ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｖｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
Mr Litvinenko agreed both to the photograph being taken and to it being published.177 

Lord Bell, whose agency arranged for the photograph to be taken, gave evidence 
before me. He recalled that Mr Litvinenko had been ﾳｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕｏ｜＃ｎｈｈｑ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃
ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｖｈｈ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｋｄｓｓｈｑｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐﾴ, and that, to that end, he had pulled his hospital 
gown to one side when the photograph was taken so that all the medical equipment 
was visible.178 

3.142  It was on the same day, 21 November, that Mr Litvinenko signed what has become 
known as his deathbed statement. On the day after Mr Litvinenko’s death, the 
statement was read to the media by Mr Goldfarb at a press conference held outside 
UCH, and was thereafter published widely. 

3.143  The statement was short, and was in the following terms:179 

ﾳＬ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｄｑｎ＃ｐｄｑ｜＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ１＃Ｐ｜＃ｇｒｆｗｒｕｖ／＃ｑｘｕｖｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｒｖｓｌｗｄｏ＃ｖｗｄｉｉ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｄｕｈ＃
ｇｒｌｑｊ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｆｄｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐｈ＞＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃Ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｓｘｕｖｘｌｑｊ＃ｐ｜＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｕｌｊｒｘｕ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｌｒｑｄｏｌｖｐ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｚｄｗｆｋｌｑｊ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃ｐｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐ｜＃ｉｄｐｌｏ｜１＃Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｄｑｎ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｄｎｌｑｊ＃ ｐｈ＃ ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ ｆｄｕｈ１＃ Ｌ＃ ｄｐ＃ ｋｒｑｒｘｕｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｄ＃
Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑ１＃

Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｄｑｎ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｐｈｖｖｄｊｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｋｒｚｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｐ｜＃ｓｏｌｊｋｗ１＃

Ｌ＃ｗｋｄｑｎ＃ｐ｜＃ｚｌｉｈ／＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ／＃ｚｋｒ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｖｗｒｒｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｐｈ１＃Ｐ｜＃ｏｒｙｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｋｈｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｘｕ＃ｖｒｑ＃ｎｑｒｚｖ＃
ｑｒ＃ｅｒｘｑｇｖ１＃

Ｅｘｗ＃ｄｖ＃Ｌ＃ｏｌｈ＃ｋｈｕｈ＃Ｌ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｇｌｖｗｌｑｆｗｏ｜＃ｋｈｄｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｈｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｚｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｑｊｈｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ１＃Ｌ＃
may be able to give him the slip but I have to say my legs do not run as fast as I 
ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｏｌｎｈ１＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ／＃ｗｋｈｕｈｉｒｕｈ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｗｋｌｑｊｖ＃ｗｒ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｕｈｖｓｒｑｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐ｜＃ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗ＃ｆｒｑｇｌｗｌｒｑ１＃

＼ｒｘ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｖｘｆｆｈｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ｖｌｏｈｑｆｌｑｊ＃ｐｈ＃ｅｘｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｖｌｏｈｑｆｈ＃ｆｒｐｈｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｓｕｌｆｈ１＃＼ｒｘ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃
ｖｋｒｚｑ＃｜ｒｘｕｖｈｏｉ＃ ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｖ＃ｅｄｕｅｄｕｌｆ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｕｘｗｋｏｈｖｖ＃ｄｖ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｋｒｖｗｌｏｈ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｖ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃
ｆｏｄｌｐｈｇ１＃

＼ｒｘ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｋｒｚｑ＃｜ｒｘｕｖｈｏｉ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｑｒ＃ｕｈｖｓｈｆｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｏｌｉｈ／＃ｏｌｅｈｕｗ｜＃ｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｆｌｙｌｏｌｖｈｇ＃ｙｄｏｘｈ１＃

175 INQ019299 
176 Goldfarb 5/155-156
177 Marina Litvinenko 4/66-67 
178 Bell 6/22
179 INQ017399 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019299x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/5_155-156.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_66-67.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/6_22.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017399x.pdf
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＼ｒｘ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｋｒｚｑ＃｜ｒｘｕｖｈｏｉ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｘｑｚｒｕｗｋ｜＃ｒｉ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｒｉｆｈ／＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｘｑｚｒｕｗｋ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｕｘｖｗ＃
ｒｉ＃ｆｌｙｌｏｌｖｈｇ＃ｐｈｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｒｐｈｑ１＃

＼ｒｘ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｖｘｆｆｈｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｖｌｏｈｑｆｌｑｊ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｐｄｑ＃ｅｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｒｚｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｒｗｈｖｗ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｄｕｒｘｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｚｒｕｏｇ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ ｕｈｙｈｕｅｈｕｄｗｈ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ／＃ ｌｑ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｈｄｕｖ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｈｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ ｏｌｉｈ１＃Ｐｄ｜＃Ｊｒｇ＃
ｉｒｕｊｌｙｈ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｇｒｑｈ／＃ｑｒｗ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ＃ｅｘｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈｏｒｙｈｇ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｗｖ＃
ｓｈｒｓｏｈ１ﾴ＃

The statement was signed in manuscript by Mr Litvinenko, and dated 
21 November 2006. 

3.144  Doubts have been expressed as to the authenticity of this statement, or at least as 
to the extent to which it represented Mr Litvinenko’s views. I therefore took detailed 
evidence on this subject. The key witnesses, who all gave oral evidence, were George 
Menzies, who was Mr Litvinenko’s solicitor,180 Mr Goldfarb,181 Marina Litvinenko182 and 
Lord Bell.183 

3.145  My conclusions regarding the so called deathbed statement are as follows: 

a.  The witnesses were agreed that the idea of the statement did not originate from 
Mr Litvinenko. Mr Menzies recalled the idea being suggested to him by a press 
consultant (not Lord Bell); Mr Goldfarb thought that the idea had emerged, 
ﾳｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｐｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｊｈｒｕｊｈ＃Ｐｈｑ｝ｌｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄﾴ＃

b.  Mr Goldfarb emphasised that the idea had emerged ﾳｑｄｗｘｕｄｏｏ｜ﾴ＃ because 
Mr Litvinenko ﾳｚｄｖ＃ ｖｒ＃ ｄｇｄｐｄｑｗ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｕ｜ｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｊｈｗ＃ ｄｆｕｒｖｖ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｐｈｖｖｄｊｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
Ｎｕｈｐｏｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ｋｌｐﾴ１＃This is certainly consistent with other evidence 
that I have heard about Mr Litvinenko’s thinking at this time 

c.  Marina Litvinenko was opposed to the idea of the statement because, as with the 
photograph, she still believed that Mr Litvinenko would survive – she said that 
preparing the statement was like giving up 

d.  Mr Menzies drafted the statement. The draft was prepared in English; there was 
never a Russian version. Mr Menzies dictated the statement and had it typed by 
his secretary. He had not discussed the statement in terms with Mr Litvinenko 
at that point, but he had visited him in hospital and discussed the possible 
ｆｄｘｖｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｌｏｏｑｈｖｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｕｄｉｗ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｕｈｈｆｗｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｐｈｑ｝ｌｈｖﾶ＃
understanding of Mr Litvinenko’s state of mind 

e.  Mr Menzies and Mr Goldfarb initially took the statement to Lord Bell. He was 
against the idea of the statement because he felt it read like a deathbed statement, 
and he still hoped that Mr Litvinenko would recover 

f.  Mr Goldfarb and Mr Menzies took the statement to UCH on 21 November. They 
showed it to Marina Litvinenko, who approved it and agreed that it should be 
shown to Mr Litvinenko 

g.  All three then went into Mr Litvinenko’s room. Mr Goldfarb read the statement 
to him in Russian. Mr Litvinenko then asked for a pen and signed the statement 

180 Menzies 6/6-17 
181 Goldfarb 5/148-155
182 Marina Litvinenko 4/67-69 
183 Bell 6/23-25 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/6_6-17.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/5_148-155.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_67-69.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/6_23-25.pdf
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Ｐｕ＃Ｐｈｑ｝ｌｈｖ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｊｒｏｇｉｄｕｅ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃
that Mr Litvinenko agreed with the content of the statement. I would add in this 
regard that the statement is consistent with views expressed by Mr Litvinenko to 
others at around this time, notably in his police interviews 

Alexander Litvinenko’s death 

3.146  Tuesday 21 November and Wednesday 22 November were the last days that 
Mr Litvinenko was conscious. He had lost consciousness by Thursday 23 November 
and died that evening. 

3.147  At some point during this period Mr Zakayev brought an imam to Mr Litvinenko’s 
bedside. The evidence of both Marina Litvinenko184 and Mr Zakayev185 was that 
Mr Litvinenko, who had been baptised into the Russian Orthodox church, had expressed 
a desire to convert to Islam after talking with Mr Zakayev about his faith whilst he was 
still in Barnet Hospital. Mr Zakayev spoke the shahada with Mr Litvinenko, and later 
arranged the visit of the imam to UCH, with Marina Litvinenko’s consent. Mr Zakayev’s 
evidence to me was that he believed Mr Litvinenko died as a Muslim. 

3.148  Mr Litvinenko’s father, Walter, travelled from Russia and arrived at the hospital on 
21 November. 

3.149  As Marina Litvinenko was leaving Mr Litvinenko’s bedside on the evening of 
22 November, he told her that he loved her.186 Those proved to be the last words that 
he spoke to her. He remained unconscious throughout the next day. 

3.150  Mr Litvinenko suffered a fatal cardiac arrest at 8.51pm on 23 November. The evidence 
of Mr Down, an intensive care consultant on duty at UCH that evening, was that 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) was commenced but was terminated when 
it became clear that Mr Litvinenko would not regain spontaneous cardiac output. 
Ｐｕ＃ Ｇｒｚｑ＃ ｓｕｒｑｒｘｑｆｈｇ＃ ｏｌｉｈ＃ ｈ｛ｗｌｑｆｗ＃ ｄｗ＃ ＜１５４ｓｐ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｈｙｈｑｌｑｊ１＃ Ｋｈ＃ ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃
Mr Litvinenko died from multiple organ failure including progressive heart failure.187 

184 Marina Litvinenko 4/69-71 
185 Zakayev 26/157-159
186 Marina Litvinenko 4/73 
187 Down 18/144 
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Chapter 5:  Scientific examination of 

Alexander Litvinenko’s body 

3.151  Ｐｄｑ｜＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｈｖｗｖ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｅｒｇ｜／＃
and on samples taken from it. This process started before Mr Litvinenko’s death with 
the array of tests that were commissioned by the treating clinicians. At the same time, 
frequent observations were taken and recorded in Mr Litvinenko’s medical notes. I 
have referred to some of the tests and observations above. I have also referred to 
the tests conducted on samples of Mr Litvinenko’s blood and urine at AWE, which 
ｕｈｙｈｄｏｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｈ｛ｆｈｖｖ＃ｏｈｙｈｏｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｅｒｇ｜１＃

3.152  Ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｖｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｈｖｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｆｒｑｗｌｑｘｈｇ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ／＃ｕｖｗ＃
with a post mortem examination and thereafter with a series of tests on samples taken 
from his body. This process has generated a considerable quantity of data, which has 
been set out and analysed in a series of statements and reports written by a variety 
of experts. All this material has been in evidence before me. 

3.153  Ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏ＃ ｋｄｖ＃ ｑｒｗ＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｓｘｗ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ ｇｒｐｄｌｑ＃ ｓｕｌｒｕ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈｖｈ＃
proceedings (although some of it was used as the basis for a paper published in a 
ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｍｒｘｕｑｄｏ＃ｌｑ＃５３３：，１188 

3.154  I am aware that some commentators have suggested that there may be something 
sinister about the fact that this material has not so far been presented publicly – for 
example, that it may be part of a cover up orchestrated by the British government. 
Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｖｌｐｓｏ｜＃ｒｅｖｈｕｙｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｕｐｄｏ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｍｘｕｌｖｇｌｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐｈｇｌｆｄｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃
reports and records of this type not to be made public until they have been used in 
ｆｒｘｕｗ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｈｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ１＃Ｌｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｆｄｖｈ／＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃
substantive set of proceedings that has taken place with regard to his death. I would 
not therefore have expected this material to have been published prior to my Inquiry. 
I should add that my team and I have studied thousands of government documents 
that relate to Mr Litvinenko’s death. They do not contain anything to suggest that 
there has been deliberate concealment of relevant material. The fact that this material 
has not hitherto been put into the public domain is simply a consequence of normal 
procedures being followed, albeit that in this case – given its exceptional features – it 
has taken longer than normal for those procedures to run their course. 

3.155  Further and in any event, all this material has now been published by the Inquiry. 
Ｄｑ｜ｒｑｈ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｚｌｖｋｈｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｉｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｗｄｌｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃
place may now access the underlying documents by means of the Inquiry website. 
The key documents are tabulated at Appendix 8. 

3.156  What I propose to do in the remainder of this section of the Report is to identify 
the more important conclusions that the scientists have reached as a result of their 
analysis, and to consider the evidence that I received in respect of those conclusions. 

The raised levels of polonium 210 in Mr Litvinenko’s body 

3.157  Ｄｖ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ｑｒｗｈｇ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｈｖｗｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｕｄｌｖｈｇ＃ｏｈｙｈｏｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｌｑ＃
Mr Litvinenko’s body were the tests conducted at the AWE in Aldermaston on 21 and 
22 November 2006 – i.e. very shortly before Mr Litvinenko’s death.189 

188 “Polonium-210 as a poison” by Harrison et al – Journal of Radiological Protection 27, 17-40; 2007 INQ017269 
189 INQ022258 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017269x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ022258x.pdf
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3.158  Following Mr Litvinenko’s death, measurements of polonium 210 were taken using 
tissue samples from Mr Litvinenko’s lung, spleen, kidneys and liver, using gamma ray 
spectrometry. These tests showed raised levels in each of the organs, with the highest 
result (49,000Bq per g of tissue) in the kidney sample and the lowest (3,500Bq per g 
ｒｉ＃ｗｌｖｖｘｈ，＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｘｑｊ＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈ１＃Ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｕｈｆｒｕｇｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃Ｇｕ＃Ｋｄｕｕｌｖｒｑﾶｖ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗ＃
dated 26 April 2007.190 

3.159  In a further statement dated 27 October 2010,191 Dr Harrison reported the results of 
similar gamma spectrometry tests on other samples taken from Mr Litvinenko’s body 
after his death, namely samples of mesentery, testicle, muscle, brain, bile, heart, skin 
and blood. The results of these tests appear to have been consistent with those of the 
earlier tests. 

The total intake of polonium 210 

3.160  Dr Harrison used the results of the gamma ray spectrometry tests on tissue samples 
to estimate Mr Litvinenko’s likely total intake of polonium 210. He described his 
calculations, and the assumptions that he made in performing this exercise, in his 
statement of 26 April 2007.192 He stated that the best estimate of intake was 4.4Gbq 
of polonium 210. 

3.161  The further testing reported in 2010 broadly supported the earlier estimate, although 
the test on the blood sample indicated that the intake might have been slightly lower 
at 4.1Gbq. 

3.162  This analysis is also discussed at paragraphs 5 to 9 of the experts’ joint report dated 
February 2014.193 

The route of intake: ingestion or inhalation? 

3.163  I have already referred to the fact that Dr Harrison’s gamma ray spectrometry testing 
in 2007 indicated a relatively low concentration of polonium 210 in lung tissue. 
Dr Harrison calculated that, given these values, only about 5 per cent of the total 
amount of polonium 210 in Mr Litvinenko’s body could have been inhaled. 

3.164  On this basis, Dr Harrison explained that he, “dismissed inhalation as a route of intake 
ｄｑｇ＃ｆｒｑｆｈｑｗｕｄｗｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ ｌｑｊｈｖｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｕｒｘｗｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｌｑｗｄｎｈ１ﾴ＃194 The fact that polonium 210 
was discovered in the lung tissue, albeit in relatively low quantities, did not require a 
ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｌｑｋｄｏｈｇ＝＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｈｔｘｄｏｏ｜＃ｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗ＃
with polonium being distributed through blood following ingestion.195 

3.165  The formal conclusion expressed by Dr Harrison on this point in his report dated 
26 April 2007 was that, ﾳＷｋｈ＃ ｏｒｚ＃ ｆｒｑｆｈｑｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ０５４３＃ ｌｑ＃ ｏｘｑｊ＃ ｗｌｖｖｘｈ＃
ｌｖ＃ ｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｌｑｋｄｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃ｐｌｑｒｕ＃ ｕｒｘｗｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｌｑｗｄｎｈ１ﾴ He then proceeded to 
calculate the likely total intake on the basis of intake solely by ingestion. In his oral 
evidence, Dr Harrison stated that the low value for retention in lung tissue, ﾳｌｑｇｌｆｄｗｈｖ＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｑｋｄｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖｑﾶｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｗ＃ｕｒｘｗｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｑｗｄｎｈﾴ.196 

190 INQ007633 
191 INQ007656 
192 INQ007633 
193 INQ016745 (pages 3-5)
194 Harrison 19/26 
195 Harrison 19/34 
196 Harrison 19/34 
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3.166  As I understand Dr Harrison’s evidence on this point, his view is that in this case there 
was certainly a major intake of polonium 210 by ingestion. There may have been an 
additional, but minor, intake by inhalation, or there may in fact have been no intake by 
inhalation at all. 

3.167  I also note in this regard an observation made in the course of oral evidence by 
Dr Swift, one of the two pathologists who conducted the post mortem. He stated that, 
whilst it was not possible to state with certainty the route by which the polonium 210 
had entered Mr Litvinenko’s body; ﾳｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｏｌｑｌｆｄｏｏ｜＃ｕｈｆｒｊｑｌｖｈｇ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｈ＃ｓｋｄｕ｜ｑｊｈｄｏ／＃
ｖｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｋｕｒｄｗ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｈｖｒｓｋｄｊｈｄｏ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｒｇ＃ｓｌｓｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｊｘｏｏｈｗ／＃ｌｑｄｐｐｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｌｗ＃
ｋｄｖ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｏｌｎｈｏ｜＃ｈｑｗｈｕｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｇ｜＃ｗｋｕｒｘｊｋ＃ｒｕｄｏ＃ｐｈｄｑｖ１ﾴ＃197 

3.168  The conclusion that most if not all of the polonium 210 found in Mr Litvinenko’s 
body had been ingested rather than inhaled is relevant, amongst other things, to the 
question of whether Mr Litvinenko’s death could have been an accident. Put shortly, 
it seems less likely that he could have accidentally eaten something than that he 
accidentally inhaled something. I shall return to this point in due course. 

The medical cause of Mr Litvinenko’s death 

3.169  Ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖｖｘｈ＃ｆｒｐｓｕｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｏｌｑｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｌｖ／＃
which were, to an extent at least, interdependent. 

The pathologists 

3.170  First, there was the evidence of the two pathologists, Dr Cary and Dr Swift, who 
conducted Mr Litvinenko’s post mortem.198 The post mortem took place at the Royal 
London Hospital on 1 December 2006. Special safety precautions were taken 
because of the radioactivity that was then still present in Mr Litvinenko’s body. Even 
so, Dr Cary stated that the procedure had been: ﾳｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕｒｘｖ＃ｓｒｖｗ０
ｐｒｕｗｈｐ＃ｈ｛ｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｈｙｈｕ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｚｈｖｗｈｕｑ＃ｚｒｕｏｇﾴ１199 

3.171  Ｇｕ＃Ｆｄｕ｜＃ｖｘｐｐｄｕｌｖｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｕｐ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｌ｛＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑｖ／＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｇｕ＃Ｖｚｌｉｗ＃
agreed. I shall record those conclusions here. 

3.172  First, Dr Cary stated that: 

ﾳｗｋｈ＃ ｆｋｄｑｊｈｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｑｗｈｕｑｄｏ＃ ｒｕｊｄｑｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ ｗ｜ｓｌｆｄｏ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ ｖｈｈｑ＃ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｈｑｇ＃ ｖｗｄｊｈ＃
ｒｉ＃ ｐｘｏｗｌ０ｒｕｊｄｑ＃ ｉｄｌｏｘｕｈ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｄｑ＃ ｌｑｗｈｑｖｌｙｈ＃ ｆｄｕｈ＃ ｖｈｗｗｌｑｊ１＃ Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｑｒ＃ ｐｄｆｕｒｖｆｒｓｌｆ＃
ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｐｈｄｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｎｈｇ＃ｈ｜ｈ／＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｘｑｇｈｕｏ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｑｄｗｘｕｄｏ＃ｇｌｖｈｄｖｈ＃
ｓｕｒｆｈｖｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｓｕｈｆｈｇｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｄｑ＃ ｄｆｘｗｈ＃ ｌｏｏｑｈｖｖ＃ ｒｑ＃
６＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３９１ﾴ 200 

3.173  Second, Dr Cary noted that due to the hazardous nature of the tissue samples that he 
had taken from Mr Litvinenko’s body, he was unable to follow what would otherwise 
have been the routine procedure of examining these samples under the microscope 
to try to obtain further information about the cause of death. That said, Dr Cary 
observed that the medical records from Mr Litvinenko’s time in hospital provided 
useful information in this regard – there was clear documentation, for example, of 

197 Swift 2/90-91
198 INQ003002; Cary 2/17-82; INQ003187; Swift 2/82-99
199 Cary 2/42
200 Cary 2/64 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/Day-2-pages-90-to-91.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ003002x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2_17-82.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ003187x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2_82-99.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2_42.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2_64.pdf
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bone marrow failure, multi-organ failure and the development of alopecia. Dr Cary 
stated; ﾳｚｋｈｑ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｏｒｒｎ＃ｄｗ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｗｒｊｈｗｋｈｕ／＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈ＃ｆｏｌｑｌｆｄｏ＃ｆｒｕｕｒｅｒｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｆｈｄｖｈｇ＃ｖｘｉｉｈｕｈｇ＃ｄｆｘｗｈ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｈ｛ｓｒｖｘｕｈ＃ｇｘｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｑｊｈｖｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃
５４３ﾴ１201 

3.174  Ｗｋｌｕｇ／＃Ｇｕ＃Ｆｄｕ｜＃ｑｒｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ／＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｗｋｕｒｘｊｋ＃ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈｖ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃
and after Mr Litvinenko’s death, that he had ingested a quantity of polonium 210.202 

3.175  Ｉｒｘｕｗｋ／＃Ｇｕ＃Ｆｄｕ｜＃ｑｒｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｇｕ＃Ｋｄｕｕｌｖｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｏｏｈｄｊｘｈｖ＃＋ｗｒ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｌ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃
refer further below), to the effect that Mr Litvinenko had ingested a quantity of polonium 
210 that was far in excess of known survivability limits. 

3.176  Fifth, Dr Cary concluded: 

ﾳＬ＃ｄｐ＃ｈｑｗｌｕｈｏ｜＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｅｄｖｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｏｆｘｏｄｗｈｇ＃ｈ｛ｓｒｖｘｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
ｌｑｗｈｕｑｄｏ＃ｒｕｊｄｑｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｆｈｄｖｈｇﾶｖ＃ｇｒｚｑｋｌｏｏ＃ｆｏｌｑｌｆｄｏ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ｄ＃ｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃
ｇｈｄｗｋ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｆｘｗｈ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｖ｜ｑｇｕｒｐｈ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｕｈｆｒｕｇｈｇ１ﾴ 203 

3.177  Ｖｌ｛ｗｋ／＃Ｇｕ＃Ｆｄｕ｜＃ｏｌｖｗｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｌｏｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｐｒｇｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ／＃
namely: 

ﾳ＋ｌ，＃ Ｇｘｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｒｑｈ＃ｐｄｕｕｒｚ＃ｉｄｌｏｘｕｈ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｈｓｌｖｒｇｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｈｓｖｌｖ／＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃
ｓｒｖｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｇｘｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｉｘｑｊｄｏ＃ｌｑｉｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｈｓｖｌｖ＃ｕｈｖｘｏｗｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃ｆｄｕｇｌｒｕｈｖｓｌｕｄｗｒｕ｜＃
ｄｕｕｈｖｗ１＃

＋ｌｌ，＃ Ｇｘｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｐｈｗｄｅｒｏｌｆ＃ ｆｒｑｖｈｔｘｈｑｆｈｖ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｒｕｊｄｑ＃ ｉｄｌｏｘｕｈ＃ ＋ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕｏ｜＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｏｌｙｈｕ＃ ｄｑｇ＃
ｎｌｇｑｈ｜，＃ｆｄｕｇｌｒｕｈｖｓｌｕｄｗｒｕ｜＃ｄｕｕｈｖｗ＃ｒｆｆｘｕｕｈｇ１＃

＋ｌｌｌ，＃Ｇｘｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｕｌｐｄｕ｜＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｈｄｕｗ＃ｌｗｖｈｏｉ＃ｄｑ＃ｘｏｗｌｐｄｗｈｏ｜＃ｉｄｗｄｏ＃ｋｈｄｕｗ＃
ｕｋ｜ｗｋｐ＃ｇｌｖｗｘｕｅｄｑｆｈ＃ｇｈｙｈｏｒｓｈｇ＃ｕｈｖｘｏｗｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃ｆｄｕｇｌｒｕｈｖｓｌｕｄｗｒｕ｜＃ｄｕｕｈｖｗ１＃

＋ｌｙ，＃Ｄ＃ｆｒｐｅｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ１ﾴ 204 

Dr Harrison and his colleagues 

3.178  In one of his written reports, Dr Harrison explained the mechanism by which the alpha 
particles emitted by polonium 210 cause damage within the human body. He said: 

ﾳＬｒｑｌ｝ｌｑｊ＃ ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑｖ／＃ ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃ ｊｄｐｐｄ＃ ｕｄ｜ｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｄｏｓｋｄ＃ ｓｄｕｗｌｆｏｈｖ＃ ｆｄｑ＃ ｎｌｏｏ＃ ｆｈｏｏｖ＃ ｅ｜＃
ｇｄｐｄｊｌｑｊ＃ ｅｌｒｏｒｊｌｆｄｏ＃ ｐｒｏｈｆｘｏｈｖ＃ ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈｐ／＃ ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃ ＧＱＤ１＃Ｄｏｓｋｄ＃ ｓｄｕｗｌｆｏｈｖ＃ ｄｕｈ＃
ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕｏ｜＃ ｈｉｉｈｆｗｌｙｈ＃ ｄｗ＃ ｎｌｏｏｌｑｊ＃ ｆｈｏｏｖ＃ ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ／＃ ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ ｒｑｏ｜＃ ｗｕｄｙｈｏ＃ ｖｋｒｕｗ＃
ｇｌｖｗｄｑｆｈｖ＃＋ｄ＃ｉｈｚ＃ｆｈｏｏ＃ｚｌｇｗｋｖ，／＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｇｈｓｒｖｌｗ＃ｄ＃ｏｒｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｈｑｈｕｊ｜＃ｄｏｒｑｊ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｓｄｗｋｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃
ｆｄｑ＃ｅｈ＃ｗｋｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｗｒｐｌｆ＃ｅｘｏｏｈｗｖ／＃ｆｄｓｄｅｏｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｎｌｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｆｈｏｏｘｏｄｕ＃ｏｈｙｈｏ１＃Ｈｑｒｘｊｋ＃
ｄｏｓｋｄ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｏｈｖ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｎｌｏｏ＃ｈｑｒｘｊｋ＃ｆｈｏｏｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｊｕｒｖｖ＃ｗｌｖｖｘｈ＃ｇｄｐｄｊｈ／＃ｒｕｊｄｑ＃ｉｄｌｏｘｕｈ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ１ﾴ 205 

3.179  Having ascertained (see above) that Mr Litvinenko had ingested approximately 4.4Gbq 
of polonium 210, Dr Harrison was able to calculate the quantity of radiation that would 
ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｊｈｑｈｕｄｗｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｅｒｇ｜／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｐｓｄｕｈ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｊｘｕｈｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃

201 Cary 2/64-66 
202 Cary 2/66
203 INQ003002 (page 7); Cary 2/67
204 INQ003002 (page 7); Cary 2/67-68
205 INQ007633 (page 5) 
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Part 3 | Chapters 1 to 5 | Alexander Litvinenko
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ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ ｗｄｅｏｈｖ＃ ｊｌｙｌｑｊ＃ ｈ｛ｓｈｆｗｈｇ＃ ｖｘｕｙｌｙｄｏ＃ ｓｈｕｌｒｇｖ＃ ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ ｈ｛ｓｒｖｘｕｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ１＃
Dr Harrison explained this analysis in detail in both his written and oral evidence.206 

3.180 The conclusion that Dr Harrison drew from this analysis was clear. He stated: 

ﾳＧｈｄｗｋ＃ ｌｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｑｈｙｌｗｄｅｏｈ＃ｒｘｗｆｒｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｇｒｖｈｖ＃ｈｖｗｌｐｄｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃
ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈｇ＃ ｅ｜＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ ｕｈｇ＃ ｅｒｑｈ＃ ｐｄｕｕｒｚ／＃ ｎｌｇｑｈ｜ｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｏｌｙｈｕ１＃ Ｅｒｑｈ＃ ｐｄｕｕｒｚ＃
ｉｄｌｏｘｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｏｌｎｈｏ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｗ＃ｆｒｑｗｕｌｅｘｗｒｕ｜＃ｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ＃ｒｆｆｘｕｕｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃ｄ＃
ｉｈｚ＃ｚｈｈｎｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｑｗｄｎｈ／＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｐｓｒｑｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｘｏｗｌｓｏｈ＃ｒｕｊｄｑ＃ｉｄｌｏｘｕｈ１ﾴ 207 

3.181 The experts’ joint statement comments, at paragraph 25:208 

ﾳＬｗ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｅｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｆｈｕｗｄｌｑｗ｜＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｇｌｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｑｖｈｔｘｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ＃
ｌｑｗｄｎｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３１ﾴ＃

The number and timing of the doses of polonium 210 ingested 
by Mr Litvinenko 

3.182 Ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｋｄｌｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃
been more than one intake of polonium 210. The hair analysis suggested that there 
had been two intakes, the earlier being about a hundred times smaller than the later.209 

3.183 Ｗｋｈ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｈ＃ｄ＃ｇｈｑｌｗｌｙｈ＃ｗｌｐｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｏｄｕｊｈｕ＃
intake of polonium. That said, I heard that Mr Litvinenko’s medical records, and in 
particular the rise in levels of circulating neutrophils (white blood cells) recorded on 
3 November and 5 November, were consistent with the fatal intake having taken place 
on 1 November.210 As we shall see, there is independent evidence which strongly 
indicates that that is when the second intake occurred. 

3.184 Ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｄｕｏｌｈｕ＃ｌｑｗｄｎｈ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｖｘｐｐｄｕｌｖｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃
follows: 

a.  It was common ground that it was not possible to determine the precise date upon 
which the earlier intake had occurred. As the experts put it in their joint report: 

ﾳ＾ｗｋｈ｀＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｇｒｈｖ＃ ｑｒｗ＃ ｈｑｄｅｏｈ＃ ｓｕｈｆｌｖｈ＃ ｌｑｗｈｕｓｕｈｗｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｕｈｏｄｗｌｙｈ＃
ｗｌｐｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｑｗｄｎｈ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｘｑｆｈｕｗｄｌｑｗｌｈｖ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｄｗｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｄｌｕ＃ｊｕｒｚｗｋ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｈ｛ｓｒｖｘｕｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｋｄｌｕ＃ｊｕｒｚｗｋ１ﾴ＃

b.  Accordingly, the scientists estimated a period during which the earlier intake had 
taken place, assuming that the later intake had occurred on 1 November 

c.  Dr Harrrison, Dr Gent and   A1 concluded that the earlier intake had probably taken 
place between 18 October and 23 October  211 

d.  Dr Black,  who conducted his analysis on a different basis, estimated that the 
earlier intake had taken place between 14 and 18 October  212  

206 INQ007633; Harrison 19/32-67
207 INQ007633 (page 7)
208 INQ016745 (page 9)
209 INQ016745 (page 10)
210 INQ007633 (page 7)
211 INQ016745 (page 10)
212 INQ014291 (page 8) 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ007633x.pdf
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016745x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016745x.pdf
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e. The evidence that Mr Litvinenko vomited and was feeling unwell on the evening 
ｒｉ＃４９＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｕｒｑｊ＃ｌｑｇｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｌｑｗｄｎｈ＃ｒｉ＃
polonium had occurred on that day. The scientists were cautious as to whether 
the similar ‘prodromal’ symptoms that Mr Litvinenko suffered on the evening of 
1 November had been caused by the very much higher intake of polonium on that 
day.213 The symptoms that Mr Litvinenko suffered on 16 October must, therefore, 
be an even less reliable indicator of a postulated weaker intake of polonium on 
that day 

213 INQ016745 (page 9) 
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Part 4:  Why would anyone wish to kill 
Alexander Litvinenko? 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

4.1  On the evidence that I have heard, Alexander Litvinenko lived a most eventful life in the 
United Kingdom (UK) between 2000 and 2006. He involved himself in a wide range of 
activities, many, as before, focused on challenging corruption in the Federal Security 
Ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈ＃＋ＩＶＥ，＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｆｒｐｅｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｈｇ＃ｆｕｌｐｈ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｕ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｑｇ＃ｄ＃ｚｄ｜＃ｒｉ＃
making a living in the UK using the skills and contacts that he had acquired as an FSB 
ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗｌｈｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃
as he had in Russia, Mr Litvinenko may have made some dangerous enemies. 

4.2  The purpose of this Part of the Report is to review the evidence that I have heard, both 
as to what Mr Litvinenko was doing during this period, and as to whom his activities 
might have upset. The question that underpins this exercise, and that I will come to 
address later in this Report, is simple: could any of Mr Litvinenko’s activities during 
this period have provided a motive for murder? 

51  
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Chapter 2: Enemy of the Russian State?  

4.3   On 24 November 2006, the day after Mr  Litvinenko’s death, Sergey Abeltsev, a 
ｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｖｗｄｗｈ＃Ｇｘｐｄ／＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｄ＃ｖｓｈｈｆｋ＃ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｒｒｕ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｇｘｐｄ＃ ｌｑ＃
which he said: 

ﾳＯｄｖｗ＃ ｑｌｊｋｗ＃ Ｄｏｈ｛ｄｑｇｈｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｇｌｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｄ＃ Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ ｋｒｖｓｌｗｄｏ１＃ Ｗｋｈ＃ ｇｈｖｈｕｙｈｇ＃
ｓｘｑｌｖｋｐｈｑｗ＃ ｕｈｄｆｋｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｕｄｌｗｒｕ１＃ Ｌ＃ ｄｐ＃ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｗｈｕｕｌｅｏｈ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ ｅｈ＃ｄ＃
ｖｈｕｌｒｘｖ＃ｚｄｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｕｄｌｗｒｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｆｒｏｒｘｕｖ＃ｚｋｈｕｈｙｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｄｕｈ＃ｏｒｆｄｗｈｇ１＃Ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ／＃ｗｋｈ｜＃
ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｓｄｕｇｒｑ＃ｗｕｈｄｆｋｈｕ｜１ﾴ＃1 

4.4  On the same day, President Putin made comments to the media about Mr Litvinenko’s 
death with what Professor Service described as, “a verbal levity that border[ed] on the 
ｐｄｆｄｅｕｈﾴ１ For example, President Putin observed that, “the people that have done 
ｗｋｌｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｑｒｗ＃Ｊｒｇ／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｌｖ／＃ｘｑｉｒｕｗｘｑｄｗｈｏ｜／＃ｑｒｗ＃Ｏｄ｝ｄｕｘｖ１ﾴ 2 

4.5  Mr Abeltsev is a member of the Liberal Democratic Party in Russia. The leader of 
that party, Vladimir Zhironovsky, described Mr Litvinenko following his death as a 
ﾳｖｆｒｘｑｇｕｈｏﾴ and a ﾳｗｕｄｌｗｒｕﾴ and suggested that he had been killed by MI6 on behalf of 
the FSB.3 

4.6  During a radio interview in February 2007, Mr Gusak, Mr Litvinenko’s former colleague 
in the FSB, expressed the view that Mr Litvinenko had deserved to be executed.4 

4.7  The language that I have quoted in these paragraphs is couched in the strongest 
terms. But it appears that, although extreme, such language does not misrepresent 
the way in which a section, at least, of the Russian people and government regarded 
Mr Litvinenko. Professor Service, who approached his analysis of these matters with 
commendable caution, gave oral evidence to the effect that, by the time of his death, 
Mr Litvinenko had come to be regarded as an enemy of the Russian State.5 

4.8   What was it that Mr Litvinenko had done to earn such posthumous opprobrium?  

Perceived betrayal of the FSB 

4.9  There is strong evidence that Mr Litvinenko was regarded by those within the FSB as 
someone who had betrayed that organisation. 

4.10  The starting point is the sequence of events that culminated in the November 1998 press 
conference. As I have described above, (see paragraph 3.60 – 3.62) Mr Litvinenko’s 
escalating protest against what he regarded as the unlawful orders that he and his 
colleagues in the Department for the Investigation and Prevention of Organised Crime 
(URPO) had been given, was challenged at every stage by his superiors. There is 
evidence that Mr Kovalyev, the Head of the FSB, regarded Mr Litvinenko’s actions in 
telling Mr Berezovsky of the order that he claimed to have received to kill him as a, 
ﾳｅｈｗｕｄ｜ｄｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖﾴ (see paragraph 3.52 above). I also 
heard evidence that Mr Putin, Mr Kovalyev’s successor as head of the FSB, publicly 
criticised Mr Litvinenko and his colleagues for going public with their allegations at the 

1 Goldfarb 26/123; Emmerson 1/147
2 INQ019146 (page 14-15 paragraph 45)
3 HMG000358 (page 3)
4 HMG000353 
5 Service 28/71 lines 1-4 
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November 1998 press conference,6 and that the prosecutor, Mr Barsukov, told Marina 
Litvinenko that the charges he was bringing against Mr Litvinenko were a response to 
the press conference (see paragraph 3.68 above). 

4.11  Marina Litvinenko’s evidence was that the decision that she and her husband made to 
leave Russia was based in part on a fear that the FSB retribution against Mr Litvinenko 
ｉｒｕ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｄｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｅｈｗｕｄ｜ｄｏ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｈｑｇ＃ｈｌｗｋｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｌｑｇｈｑｌｗｈ＃ｇｈｗｈｑｗｌｒｑ＃
or, worse, in his death. I have referred to Mr Felshtinsky’s evidence that General 
Kokholkhov told him in May 2000 that if he came across Mr Litvinenko in a dark 
corner, ﾳｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｎｌｏｏ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｋｄｑｇｖﾴ (see paragraph 3.76 above). 

4.12  Ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｒｉｗｈｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｑ｜＃
way the FSB’s view of him. During the course of his interviews with Detective Inspector 
(DI) Hyatt, Mr Litvinenko described a phone call that he had received on his mobile 
telephone from his former URPO colleague Mr Ponkin. He said that he had received 
the call in April or May 2001 (i.e. a few months after his arrival in the UK), whilst 
visiting Mr Bukovsky at his home. Mr Litvinenko recalled that Mr Ponkin had said that 
ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｏｌｗｄｕ｜＃Ｓｕｒｖｈｆｘｗｒｕﾶｖ＃Ｒｉｆｈ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｄｕｖｘｎｒｙ１＃Ｋｈ＃
told DI Hyatt: 

ﾳＳｒｑｎｌｑ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｅｄｕｖｘｎｒｙ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｐｈ＃ｄ＃ｐｈｖｖｄｊｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｖｒｒｑ＃
ｄｖ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｐ｜＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜＃ｅ｜＃ｐ｜ｖｈｏｉ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｑｒｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｋｄｓｓｈｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ１＃
Ｄｑｇ＃ｌｉ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑ＃｜ｒｘｕｖｈｏｉ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｈｌｗｋｈｕ＃ｅｈ＃ｅｕｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｅｒｇ｜＃ｅｄｊ／＃
ｒｕ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｓｘｖｋｈｇ＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｕｄｌｑ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｈｏｏ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗﾫ＃ｐ｜＃ｚｌｉｈ＃
Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇｑﾶｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｉｕｄｌｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｕｄｙｈｏ＃ｉｕｈｈｏ｜／＃ｑｒ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｗｒｘｆｋ＃
ｋｈｕ１＃Ｌ＃ｕｈｓｏｌｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃Ｓｒｑｎｌｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｑｌｆｈ＃ｒｉｉｈｕ＃ｅｘｗ＃Ｌ＃ｕｈｉｘｖｈ＃ｌｗﾫ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃
Ｌ＃ｖｗｕｄｌｊｋｗ＃ｄｚｄ｜＃ｕｈ０ｗｒｏｇ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｘｎｒｙｖｎ｜１ﾴ 7 

4.13  When he gave oral evidence to me, Mr Bukovsky recalled what sounded very much 
like the same incident. He described Mr Litvinenko receiving a call from “some former 
ｆｒｏｏｈｄｊｘｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｏｘｅ｜ｄｑｎｄﾴ whilst visiting him at his home in around 2002 “very soon 
ｄｉｗｈｕﾫ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｈｖｆｄｓｈ.ﾴ He said that Mr Litvinenko had become “ｕｄｗｋｈｕ＃ｊｏｒｒｐ｜ﾴ as the 
call went on, and he had inferred from hearing one side of the conversation that 
Mr Litvinenko was being threatened. He recalled that, when the telephone conversation 
ｋｄｇ＃ｑｌｖｋｈｇ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｕｈｆｒｘｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｘｅｖｗｄｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｏｏ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃
terms, ﾳｇｒ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｉｈｈｏ＃ｖｄｉｈ／＃ｖｈｆｘｕｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｅｕｌｗｄｌｑ＞＃ｆｒｐｈ＃ｒｑ／＃ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃Ｗｕｒｗｖｎ｜ﾴ. 8 

4.14  A continuing interest in Mr Litvinenko on the part of the Russian authorities may also 
perhaps be evidenced by the continuation (indeed, it appears the escalation) of the 
criminal proceedings against him in Russia following his departure. I admitted into 
evidence a letter dated 3 May 2002 sent by Mr Litvinenko’s Russian lawyer, named 
Mr Marov, to Mr Menzies, the British lawyer assisting Mr Litvinenko with his asylum 
claim.9 Mr Marov’s letter indicated that a further (i.e. a fourth) set of proceedings had 
been instituted against Mr Litvinenko, and that the prosecutor wished to proceed with 
a trial in Mr Litvinenko’s absence. The letter also cited a number of what were said to 
be instances of lack of due process on the part of the prosecutor. I am aware that the 
ongoing proceedings against Mr Litvinenko in Russia gave rise to at least one attempt 
on the part of the Russian authorities to secure his extradition. Unsurprisingly given 
Mr Litvinenko’s successful asylum claim, the request was not granted. Mrs Litvinenko 

6 INQ017734 (page 10, paragraph 34); Marina Litvinenko 3/137 lines 4-11 
7 INQ016642 (page 7)
8 Bukovsky 26/95-96
9 HMG000078 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_137.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016642x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_95-96.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/HMG000078x.pdf
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gave evidence that Mr Litvinenko was convicted on one of the extant sets of 
proceedings against him in Russia during 2002.10 

4.15  Just as the evidence suggests that the FSB’s anger at what some at least of its 
members appear to have regarded as Mr Litvinenko’s betrayal of his old organisation 
did not diminish on his departure from Russia, so it is reasonable to speculate that 
such feelings of betrayal in fact increased over the following years. As I shall describe 
below, Mr Litvinenko wrote books that accused the FSB of corruption and also of 
responsibility for the mass murder of hundreds of Russian citizens in the so-called 
‘apartment bombings’ of 1999. Further, there was certainly a belief amongst some 
ＩＶＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｗｋｈｕｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｖｗｄｕｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｒｕｎ＃ｉｒｕ＃ＰＬ９＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｖ＃
arrival in the UK. 

4.16  Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｈｕｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｏｈｄｖｗ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｓｕｒｏｈ＃ｄｐｒｑｊｖｗ＃ｐｈｐｅｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃
FSB (and also perhaps amongst the wider military establishment) as an insider who 
had betrayed his own organisation did not decline following the press conference and 
Mr Litvinenko’s departure from Russia, but in fact increased between 2000 and 2006. 

4.17  There is one striking piece of evidence that seems to corroborate this point. I saw video 
evidence of Russian soldiers using targets featuring Mr Litvinenko’s face for target 
practice.11 Mrs Litvinenko gave oral evidence about this.12 She said that both she and 
Mr Litvinenko had heard that this was going on at some point in 2006, certainly before 
his death. Police enquiries suggested that the video footage was taken at the Vityaz 
special forces training centre in Balashikha.13 Mrs Litvinenko said that Mr Litvinenko 
had been a member of the Vityaz force in his early career before joining the FSB. 

Membership of Boris Berezovsky’s circle 

4.18  I have referred several times to the close relationship between Mr Litvinenko and 
Boris Berezovsky. It began in the mid 1990s when Mr Litvinenko was assigned to 
investigate an attempted assassination of Mr Berezovsky. Mr Litvinenko subsequently 
earned Mr Berezovsky’s gratitude when he protected him from arrest in connection 
with the murder of Mr Listyev. I have explained in Part 3 above the role that 
Mr Berezovsky played in the whistleblowing saga, and in particular his attempts to 
support Mr Litvinenko’s demands for reform of the FSB. 

4.19  Ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｈｙｈｑｗｖ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｈｑｍｒ｜ｈｇ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｅｏｈ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｌｑｘｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｖ＃
a close associate of President Yeltsin. As I indicated above, at the time of the November 
1998 press conference, Mr Berezovsky regarded himself as a friend of Mr Putin, who 
had replaced Mr Kovalyev as head of the FSB. Moreover, as Mr Felshtinsky explained 
in evidence, Mr Berezovsky appears to have had (or at least claimed to have had) a 
role in the events that led to Mr Putin being elected President in 2000.14 

4.20   This friendship, however, did not last. As Professor Service has explained: 

ﾳＷｈｑｖｌｒｑ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎｌ＃ｖｗｄｕｗｈｇ＃ｄｏｐｒｖｗ＃ｄｖ＃ｖｒｒｑ＃ｄｖ＃＼ｈｏｗｖｌｑ＃ｕｈｖｌｊｑｈｇ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｆ｜＃ ｌｑ＃ Ｇｈｆｈｐｅｈｕ＃ ４＜＜＜１＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎｌ＃ ｕｈｏｌｖｋｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｈｓｘｗｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｎｌｑｊ０
ｐｄｎｈｕ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｆｏｄｌｐｈｇ＃ｕｈｖｓｒｑｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑﾶｖ＃ｕｌｖｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｆ｜／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｑｒ＃ｇｒｘｅｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃

10 Marina Litvinenko 3/94; COM00002001; COM00003001 
11 INQ017680 [video]
12 Marina Litvinenko 4/31-32; 4/41; 4/112-114 
13 Marina Litvinenko 4/113; INQ016447 
14 Felshtinsky 23/128-131 
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ｅｒｘｑｆ｜＃ｆｒｑｇｈｖｆｈｑｖｌｒｑ＃ｊｕｄｗｈｇ＃ｘｓｒｑ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ１＃Ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｇｈｆｌｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｏｄｖｋｈｇ＃
ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎｌﾶｖ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗｖ／＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎｌ＃ｌｑｖｗｕｘｆｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ＷＹ＃ｖｗｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ｋｌｖ＃
ｆｒｑｗｕｒｏ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｌｖｈ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ１＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎｌ＃ｔｘｌｆｎｏ｜＃ｏｒｖｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｈｖｗ１＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｏ｜＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｑｒ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖｐｄｑ／＃ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ＃ｋｌｊｋ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐｌｊｋｗ｜／＃ｚｄｖ＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ｇｈｗｈｕｐｌｑｈ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃
ｓｒｏｌｆ｜＃ｄｑ｜＃ｏｒｑｊｈｕ１ﾴ＃15 

4.21  Mr Berezovsky left Russia at the end of 2000 and became a political exile in London, 
where he claimed, and was ultimately granted, asylum. I heard evidence from Professor 
Service, Mr Goldfarb and others that, following his arrival in London, Mr Berezovsky 
used his great wealth to become a vocal critic of President Putin, and to fund others 
to do likewise. It was also clear that Mr Litvinenko played a leading role in this respect 
– as Professor Service put it, ﾳＥｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎｌ＃ ｈｑｆｒｘｕｄｊｈｇ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｑｄｑｆｈｇ＃ ｈｐｌｊｕｈｖ＃ ｚｋｒ＃
ｖｋｄｕｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｋｒｖｗｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｗｒ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｓｕｒｐｌｑｈｑｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｈｅｘｏｏｌｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃
them.ﾴ＃16 Another of this group of emigres in Mr Berezovsky’s circle was the Chechen 
leader Akhmed Zakayev. As I have mentioned above, Mr Litvinenko and Mr Zakayev 
became very close friends, and their two families lived so close to each other that they 
regarded themselves as neighbours. 

4.22  I will turn shortly to consider the various activities upon which Mr Litvinenko became 
engaged during this period, and the causes that he espoused. Before doing so, 
however, it is worth noting a point that Mr Goldfarb made in evidence, namely that 
Mr Litvinenko was putting himself at risk simply by associating with two men who 
were, as he put it, ﾳｇｈｐｒｑｌｖｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｓｕｒｓｄｊｄｑｇｄ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｕｆｋ＃ｈｑｈｐｌｈｖ.” Extradition 
requests in respect of both Mr Berezovsky and Mr Zakayev were vigorously pursued 
by the Russian government. Mr Zakayev was, in Mr Goldfarb’s words, ﾳｆｋｄｕｄｆｗｈｕｌｖｈｇ＃
ｅ｜＃＾ｗｋｈ｀＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｉｒｕｈｌｊｑ＃ｐｌｑｌｖｗｈｕ＃ｄｖ＃＾ｗｋｈ｀＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｒｖｄｐｄ＃Ｅｌｑ＃Ｏｄｇｈｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｆｆｘｖｈｇ＃ｒｉ＃
gross terrorism,ﾴ＃while Mr Berezovsky was, ﾳｇｈｓｌｆｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｓｕｒｓｄｊｄｑｇｄ＃ｄｖ＃
somebody who sponsors terrorism.ﾴ＃Mr Goldfarb said that, ﾳｄｑ＃ｄｖｖｒｆｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃］ｄｎｄ｜ｈｙ＃ﾫ＃ｚｄｖ＃＾ｄ｀＃ｎｌｑｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｎｌｖｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ／＃ｌｉ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｚｄｑｗﾴ. 17 

4.23  I note, of course, that this is no more than a contextual matter, and that Mr Goldfarb is 
not (and would not, I think, claim to be) a neutral commentator on these events. But 
the point that he makes has a resonance with a point made by Professor Service in 
the expert report that he prepared: 

ﾳＶｒｐｈ＃ｎｌｑｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎｌ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｄｖｖｒｆｌｄｗｈｖ／＃ｈｖｓｈｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃
Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｚｄｖ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｏｌｎｈｏ｜＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｖｘｖｗｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｐｈｇｌｄ＃ｆｄｐｓｄｌｊｑ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃
ｄｇｐｌｑｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｕｐ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｓｕｈｇｌｆｗｈｇ１ﾴ＃18 

4.24  I also note that, on the evidence I have heard, there appear to have been at least two 
occasions during this period on which Mr Litvinenko became involved in potentially 
dangerous incidents as a consequence of his connection with Mr Berezovsky. 

4.25  First, in 2003, MrLitvinenko was one of those in MrBerezovsky’s entourage who became 
involved with a man named Mr Terluk. Mr Litvinenko made a lengthy contemporaneous 
statement about these events for the purposes of Mr Berezovsky’s asylum appeal, 
which I have admitted into evidence.19 According to that statement, Mr Terluk claimed 
ｌｑ＃５３３６＃ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｌｑｖｗｕｘｆｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｈｐｅｄｖｖ｜＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃

15 INQ019146 (page 24 paragraph 75)
16 INQ019146 (page 25 paragraph 77)
17 Goldfarb 26/122
18 INQ019146 (page 25 paragraph 79)
19 BER000167 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_122.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/BER000167x.pdf
http:evidence.19
http:want�.17
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to conduct what appeared to have been some form of reconnaissance exercise for 
a possible attempt to assassinate Mr Berezovsky, perhaps by poisoning him. I am 
aware that, in more recent years, Mr Terluk has given a very different version of these 
events, which was the subject of contested defamation proceedings in the High Court 
in London.20 I should make it clear that, whilst I have read and taken into account 
ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｍｘｖｗｌｆｈ＃Ｈｄｇ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｉｄｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｈｇｌｑｊｖ／＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｗｒ＃
investigate the true facts of this episode, which are highly contentious and of only 
peripheral importance to my Terms of Reference. 

4.26   The second incident that I have in mind took place in October 2004, when the houses 
ｒｉ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃］ｄｎｄ｜ｈｙ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｕｈｅｒｐｅｈｇ／＃ｄｓｓｄｕｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｅ｜＃ｗｚｒ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑ＃
men who were in dispute with Mr Berezovsky. The evidence that I have about this 
episode, which is limited, suggests that the dispute had arisen over a payment that 
one of the Chechen men claimed he was owed for a trip to Paris, which he said he 
had made at Mr Berezovsky’s request, in connection with a deal relating to the plans 
ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ﾵｑｘｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｖｘｌｗｆｄｖｈ＃ｅｒｐｅﾶ１＃Ｓｕｌｒｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｅｒｐｅｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｋｒｘｖｈ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃
been attempting to mediate on Mr Berezovsky’s behalf.21 

4.27   Ｄｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｗｈｕｏｘｎ＃ｈｓｌｖｒｇｈ／＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｌｊｋｗｖ＃
and wrongs of this episode, which took place more than ten years ago. I refer to the 
ｗｚｒ＃ｌｑｆｌｇｈｑｗｖ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｇｒ＃ｓｈｕｋｄｓｖ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｄ＃ｄｙｒｘｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｌｉｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃
living, and the risks that he was running, as a member of Mr Berezovsky’s entourage 
during this period. 

Criticism of President Putin and his regime 

4.28  Ｌｗ＃ ｌｖ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｏｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋｈｇ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃
time that he lived in London was considerably greater than simply as a member 
of Mr Berezovsky’s circle. He had a reputation of his own as a campaigner and 
commentator, and an outspoken one at that. I have already referred to Professor 
Service’s characterisation of Mr Litvinenko as the ﾳｐｒｖｗ＃ｓｕｒｐｌｑｈｑｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｈｅｘｏｏｌｈｑｗﾴ of 
the critics of President Putin around Mr Berezovsky. Professor Service added that 
ﾳＯｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｑｘｑｆｌｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｈｕｆｈﾴ. 22 

4.29  I heard from a number of witnesses, including Marina Litvinenko, Mr Goldfarb 
and Mr Bukovsky, about the way in which Mr Litvinenko’s political understanding 
and convictions developed following his arrival in London. It was, of course, such 
convictions that underpinned his campaigning activities. Mr Bukovsky, in particular, 
gave compelling evidence regarding the new understanding of Russian history in 
general and the history of the KGB/FSB in particular that Mr Litvinenko developed 
after he arrived in this country.23 

4.30  Ｓｈｕｋｄｓｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｓｌｈｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｆｄｐｓｄｌｊｑｌｑｊ＃ｚｒｕｎ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
ｗｚｒ＃ｅｒｒｎｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｆｒ０ｄｘｗｋｒｕｈｇ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｈｄｕｏ｜＃｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ／＃ｓｘｅｏｌｖｋｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃
Russian in 2001, was subsequently published in English as Ｅｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃Ｘｓ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ. The 
second, which Mr Litvinenko wrote in 2001 and 2002, was never published in English, 
but its Russian title translates as The Gang from the Lubyanka. 

20 Berezovsky v RTR & Terluk [2010] EWHC 476 (QB); Terluk v Berezovsky [2011] EWCA Civ 1534 
21 Knuckey 7/38-44; see also Mr Knuckey’s report and timeline relating to this incident: INQ019304; INQ019301 
22 INQ019146 (page 25 paragraph 77)
23 Bukovsky 26/86-90; 26/109-110 
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4.31  Mr Litvinenko researched and wrote Ｅｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ Ｘｓ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ with Mr Felshtinsky, who 
had helped him and his family escape from Russia. The subject of the book was the 
apartment bombings that had taken place in Russia in September 1999. Enormous 
bombs had exploded, several days apart, in four apartment blocks. Nearly 300 people 
ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐｄｑ｜＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｌｑｍｘｕｈｇ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｅｏｄｐｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｐｅｌｑｊｖ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃
attributed to Chechen separatists; this formed an important part of the context for the 
start of the Second Chechen War shortly thereafter. Mr Putin was Prime Minister 
at the time of the apartment bombings, having been promoted from his position as 
Head of the FSB in August 1999. The reaction to the bombings and public support for 
the war was one of the factors that assisted his political rise in the following months, 
culminating in his election as President in March 2000. 

4.32  The theory that Mr Litvinenko and Mr Felshtinsky proposed in their book was that 
the apartment bombings had not been the work of Chechen terrorists at all. They 
asserted, rather, that the bombings had been the work of the FSB, designed to 
ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈ＃ｄ＃ｍｘｖｗｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｚｄｕ＃ｌｑ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｑ｜ｄ＃ｄｑｇ／＃ｘｏｗｌｐｄｗｈｏ｜／＃ｗｒ＃ｅｒｒｖｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑﾶｖ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃
prospects. 

4.33  On the evidence I heard, the book was more than a political tract – it was the product 
of careful research. Professor Service’s view was that the two men had ﾳｆｕｈｇｌｅｏ｜＃
ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｈｇﾴ the issue and, although their contentions about it had not been “proved 
４３３＃ｓｈｕ＃ｆｈｑｗ,ﾴ he considered they were more likely than not to be accurate. He said 
that: ﾳｗｋｈ＃ Ｉｈｏｖｋｗｌｑｖｎ｜＃ ｄｑｇ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｅｒｒｎ＃ ｓｌｏｈｇ＃ ｘｓ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｓｒｌｑｗｌｑｊ＃ ｄ＃ ｙｈｕ｜＃
ｇｄｐｄｊｌｑｊ＃ｑｊｈｕ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｒｖｌｒｑｖﾴ. 24 

4.34  Ｐｕ＃Ｉｈｏｖｋｗｌｑｖｎ｜＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｒｕｄｏ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｋｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｇｌｖｆｘｖｖｈｇ＃
the apartment bombings when they were together in Moscow in September 2000, 
at about the time that Mr Litvinenko was deciding to leave Russia forever. They 
subsequently worked on the book together after Mr Litvinenko’s arrival in London 
(although the evidence was to the effect that Mr Felshtinsky took the leading role).25 

The evidence was that the funding for the work that both men did in writing the book 
was provided by Mr Berezovsky.26 

4.35  Ｐｕ＃Ｉｈｏｖｋｗｌｑｖｎ｜＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｒｎ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｖｋｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃Ｄｘｊｘｖｗ＃５３３４＃ｄｖ＃
a special edition of the journal Novaya Gazeta, which Mr Felshtinsky described as 
ﾳｄ＃ｐｄｍｒｕ＃ｒｓｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑｌｖｗ＃ｑｈｚｖｓｄｓｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ.ﾴ 27 One of the journalists who wrote for 
Novaya Gazeta was Anna Politkovskaya, to whom I shall return. Mr Felshtinsky 
said that the book’s publication: ﾳｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｅｌｊ＃ｇｈｄｏ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｈｚｖｓｄｓｈｕ＃ｓｕｌｑｗｈｇ＃ﾫ＃
４３３／３３３＃ｆｒｓｌｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｖｈｏｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｈｖｗ＃ｆｋｄｓｗｈｕｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｖｒ／＃｜ｈｖ／＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃
a big deal.ﾴ 28 

4.36  The publication of the book did not, however, mark the end of Mr Litvinenko’s 
campaigning work on this issue. 

4.37  As I understood Mr Goldfarb’s evidence, the publication of the book was only one 
part of a larger strategy, supported and funded by Mr Berezovsky, to publicise the 
allegations regarding the FSB’s responsibility for the apartment bombings. Apart from 
ｓｕｒｇｘｆｌｑｊ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｓｕｒｐｒｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｒｎ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｉｘｑｇｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｏｐ＃

24 Service 28/30-31; 28/69-70; Felshtinsky 23/175-177
25 Goldfarb 27/109-110 
26 Felshtinsky 23/135-137; Goldfarb 5/113-114 
27 Felshtinsky 23/136-137
28 Felshtinsky 23/175 lines 14-17 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/28_30-31.pdf
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_175-177.pdf
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_135-137.pdf
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_175.pdf
http:Berezovsky.26
http:role).25
http:explosions�.24
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that rehearsed the allegations – which he arranged to be shown (with some fanfare, 
it would seem) in March 2002 at the Royal United Services Institute in London.29 

Mr Berezovsky commissioned Mr Felshtinsky and Mr Litvinenko to try to gather further 
evidence about what had happened in 1999. In Moscow, Mr Berezovsky encouraged 
and supported the establishment of a Commission to conduct a public investigation 
into the allegations. I heard that the Commission had about 15 members, including 
politicians, lawyers and journalists, as well as the daughter of one of the victims of the 
bombings. The Commission was founded jointly by a Member of Parliament (MP) and 
ﾳｒｏｇ０ｗｌｐｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｇｌｖｖｌｇｈｑｗﾴ＃30 named Sergei Kovalyov and another MP named Sergei 
Yushenkov. Another of its members was Yuri Shchekochikhin, a journalist who had 
written for Novaya Gazeta about corruption in URPO at the time of Mr Litvinenko’s 
press conference.31 

4.38   The evidence shows that Mr Litvinenko  was very much involved in this activity. 
Ｌ＃ｖｘｐｐｄｕｌｖｈ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｋｈｏｓｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｕｒｐｒｗｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｐ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｗｒｒｎ＃ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃
Mr Felshtinsky, including travelling with him to Georgia to try to interview a Chechen 
named Ahmed Gochiyaev, who was said by the Russian authorities to have been 
the mastermind behind the bombings.32 He publicly supported the Commission in 
Moscow by appearing at its hearings via videolink. He drew his friend Mr Trepashkin 
into working with Mr Yushenkov; Mr Trepashkin undertook his own investigations in 
Moscow and discovered, for example, evidence that Mr Gochiyaev had been framed.33 

Mr Litvinenko also made initial enquiries into separate allegations that the FSB might 
have been involved in perpetrating the Moscow theatre siege in October 2002, another 
mass casualty event that had been blamed by the Russian authorities on Chechen 
terrorists. Mr Litvinenko’s enquiries into this matter involved trying to trace a Chechen 
named Mr Terkibayev; I heard that these enquiries were subsequently pursued by 
Mr Yushenkov, and later by Ms Politkovskaya.34 

4.39   It appears that not only was Mr  Litvinenko deeply involved in these interrelated 
ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗｌｈｖ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｅｈｆｄｐｈ＃ｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｊｘｕｈｋｈｄｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｋｒｏｈ＃ｈｑｗｈｕｓｕｌｖｈ１＃
Mr Goldfarb referred, in this context, to: ﾳｄｑ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃ｒｘｕ＃ｆｌｕｆｏｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃
ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｈｖｖｈｑｗｌｄｏｏ｜＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｐｓｄｌｊｑ＃ｗｒ＃ ｌｑｉｒｕｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｒｓｌｑｌｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
powers that be that the FSB might have been involved in the apartment bombings.ﾴ 35 

4.40  I heard that Mr Litvinenko’s second book was written between 2001 and 2002. It was 
written in Russian and, although subsequently translated into Polish and Bulgarian, an 
English translation has never been produced.36 Its title translates as The Gang from 
the Lubyanka. Like Ｅｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃Ｘｓ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ, this book was also funded by Mr Berezovsky. 
I heard from Marina Litvinenko and from Mr Goldfarb that the book took the form of 
transcripts of interviews between Mr Litvinenko and a Russian journalist named Akram 
Murtazaev, which had been edited by Mr Goldfarb. The book contained a record of 
Mr Litvinenko’s own experiences in Russia in the years before he had left, as well 
as allegations of corruption and other criminality on behalf of the FSB in general and 
Mr Putin in particular.37 The book was published in early 2002 by a company that 

29 Goldfarb 26/17; Bell 6/18
30 Goldfarb 5/122
31 Goldfarb 5/122-123; 26/17-18; 26/26
32 Goldfarb 26/19-21; Felshtinsky 23/153-157
33 Goldfarb 26/20-21
34 Goldfarb 5/128; 26/23-25
35 Goldfarb 27/110 
36 Marina Litvinenko 3/133
37 Marina Litvinenko 3/133-134; Goldfarb 5/77-79 
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Ｐｕ＃Ｊｒｏｇｉｄｕｅ／＃ｑｄｑｆｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜／＃ｋｄｇ＃ｖｈｗ＃ｘｓ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｘｕｓｒｖｈ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｕｌｑｗｈｇ＃
in New York and also in Latvia, in the latter case with the intention of transporting the 
books into Russia.38 I will return below to what happened when this was attempted. 

4.41  I should add that I heard that Mr Litvinenko, with assistance from Mr Goldfarb, 
subsequently wrote an extended essay that was described as, “a distilled version 
of what he had said on The Gang from the Lubyanka.ﾴ 39 That document, which was 
never published, was titled The Uzbek File, and I have admitted a translated copy into 
evidence.40 

4.42  Unsurprisingly, these activities on the part of Mr Litvinenko and others do not appear 
to have gone unnoticed by the authorities in Moscow. 

4.43  I have referred above (at paragraphs 4.12 – 4.13) to the threat from Mr Barsukov 
that Mr Litvinenko received whilst visiting Mr Bukovsky in about May 2001, by way of 
a phone call from his former subordinate, Mr Ponkin. In a witness statement dated 
10 October 2003, Mr Litvinenko suggested that he had in fact received a number of 
calls from Mr Ponkin at around that time, and that Mr Ponkin had conveyed warnings 
about Mr Litvinenko’s activities in the UK. In his statement Mr Litvinenko said that: 
ﾳＳｒｑｎｌｑ＃ｓｄｖｖｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｕｈｄｗｖ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｗｒ＃ｎｌｏｏ＃ｐｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｄｕｑｌｑｊｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｕｌｗｈ＃
books or to speak out against various matters.ﾴ 41 There were other similar incidents. 

4.44  Ｐｕｖ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｑｆｌｇｈｑｗ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｈｐｅｄｖｖ｜＃ｌｑ＃
Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｒｒｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｈｕ＃ｄｗ＃ｇｈｐｄｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｈｈ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１42 This evidence 
appears to correspond with a letter, dated 22 March 2002, written by Mr Menzies, 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｖｒｏｌｆｌｗｒｕ／＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｋｒｐｈ＃Ｒｉｆｈ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｗｗｈｕ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｖ＃ｗｒ＃ﾳｕｈｓｈｄｗｈｇ＃ｙｌｖｌｗｖﾴ＃being 
ｐｄｇｈ＃ｅ｜＃ｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｈｐｅｄｖｖ｜／＃ｚｋｒｖｈ＃ｐｄｑｑｈｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃“persistent 
and harassing.ﾴ＃43 

4.45  Later in 2001, on 12 October, Mr Litvinenko received an email from his friend 
Mr Trepashkin in Moscow. The email gave news of a more explicit threat that 
Mr Trepashkin said he had heard from Victor Shebalin, another of Mr Litvinenko’s 
ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ｆｒｏｏｈｄｊｘｈｖ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ＸＵＳＲ＃ｇｄ｜ｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｐｄｌｏ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｄ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗ＃
reference to Mr Litvinenko’s book The Gang from the Lubyanka. It went on (in 
translation): 

ﾳＬ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｒｇｄ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｙｌｆｗｒｕ＃Ｖｋｈｅｄｏｌｑ／＃ｚｋｒ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｚｌｇｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃
ｈｐｓｏｒ｜ｈｈｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ｆｒｏｒｑｈｏ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ１＃Ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｒｘｕ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｇ／＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｄｕｈ＃ ﾵｖｈｑｗｈｑｆｈｇﾶ＃ｗｒ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｄｍｘｇｌｆｌｄｏ＃ｈｏｌｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｐｈｄｑｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｇｈｑｌｗｈｏ｜＃
ｚｌｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ ｏｄｖｗ＃ｅｒｒｎ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｗｕｈｖｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃
ｚｌｏｏ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｒ＃ｄｑ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕ＃＾ｖｌｆ｀１＃Ｋｈ＃ｕｈｓｈｄｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃ｗｌｐｈｖ１＃
Ｖｋｈｅｄｏｌｑ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｚｋｒ＃ｈ｛ｄｆｗｏ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｈｏｌｐｌｑｄｗｈ＃｜ｒｘ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｌｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃
ｓｈｕｖｒｑｖ＃ｇｒ＃ｈ｛ｌｖｗ１＃＋Ｖｒ／＃｜ｒｘ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｚｕｌｗｈ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｏｄｖｗ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｇｙｄｑｆｈ１，ﾴ 44 

Amongst the documentary evidence there is a further letter from Mr Menzies to the 
Ｋｒｐｈ＃Ｒｉｆｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ｈｐｄｌｏ１＃Ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｏｈｗｗｈｕ＃ｕｈｆｒｕｇｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｕｈｖｓｒｑｖｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃
email, namely that he, ﾳｇｒｈｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｏｌｎｈｏ｜＃ ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｖｘｅｖｗｄｑｆｈ＃

38 Goldfarb 5/79-80
39 Goldfarb 26/28-30
40 INQ017384 
41 INQ014928 
42 Marina Litvinenko 4/18-20
43 HMG000307 
44 INQ015366 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/5_79-80.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_28-30.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017384x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014928x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_18-20.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/HMG000307x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ015366x.pdf
http:Litvinenko.42
http:evidence.40
http:Russia.38
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behind this threat.ﾴ＃45 Subsequent events may have proved him wrong. That is one of 
the matters that I have to decide. 

4.46  I heard evidence from Marina Litvinenko that the FSB may have gone a step beyond 
issuing threats to Mr Litvinenko, and may have tried to implicate him in a crime in 
London. She recounted how, in early 2003, Mr Ponkin came to London and tried 
to involve Mr Litvinenko in a plot to kill President Putin. She said that Mr Litvinenko 
quickly came to the view that this was a provocation orchestrated by the FSB, and 
reported the matter to the British police. Mr Ponkin and another man with whom he was 
travelling were deported.46 If Mr Litvinenko was right about what Mr Ponkin was trying 
ｗｒ＃ｄｆｋｌｈｙｈ／＃ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｖｈｈｐ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｗ＃
target for the FSB that they were prepared to take action against him overseas. 

4.47  I referred above to the arrangements that were made to print copies of The Gang from 
the Lubyanka ｌｑ＃Ｏｄｗｙｌｄ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｊｒｏｇｉｄｕｅ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｕｄｏ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｅｄｗｆｋ＃
of these books was successfully smuggled into Russia in mid 2002:47 

ﾳﾫｚｈ＃ｇｈｖｌｊｑｈｇ＃ｄｑ＃ｈｏｄｅｒｕｄｗｈ＃ｖｆｋｈｐｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｗｕｘｆｎ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｅｒｒｎｖ＃ｊｒ＃ｅ｜＃ ｏｄｑｇ＃
ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｕｌｊｄ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｒｐｈｋｒｚ＃ｚｈ＃ｐｄｑｄｊｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｈｗ＃ ｌｗ＃ ｗｋｕｒｘｊｋ＃ｆｘｖｗｒｐｖ＃ｄｖ＃
ｓｕｌｑｗｈｇ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ﾱ＃ｑｒｅｒｇ｜＃ｏｒｒｎｈｇ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｐｈｗ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｗｕｈｓｄｖｋｎｌｑ＃
ｌｑ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｄｕｕｄｑｊｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｚｄｕｈｋｒｘｖｌｑｊ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃ｎｌｒｖｎｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｈｑｗｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃
Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｈｏｏ＃ｌｗ／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｗｄｗｈ＃Ｇｘｐｄ１＃Ｖｒ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｗｒｗｄｏ＃ｖｘｕｓｕｌｖｈ＃ｗｒ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｌｗ＃ｖｘｇｇｈｑｏ｜＃ｄｓｓｈｄｕｈｇ１ﾴ＃

Mr Goldfarb went on, however, to describe how the second shipment in early 2003, 
which contained copies of both Mr Litvinenko’s books, was stopped on the highway 
ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ／＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｒｎｖ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｆｒｑｖｆｄｗｈｇ１＃

4.48  Ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｖｌｐｌｏｄｕ＃ｙｈｌｑ／＃Ｌ＃ｋｈｄｕｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｗｗｈｐｓｗｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｌｖｗｕｌｅｘｗｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｋｒｚ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｏｐ＃
about the apartment bombings in Russia, which were led by Mr Yushenkov, were 
also disrupted. As Mr Goldfarb put it in his oral evidence, “people got beaten up and 
ｗｋｈｄｗｕｈｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｕｈｄｗｈｇ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｖｆｄｑｇｄｏｖ.ﾴ＃48 

4.49  I also heard evidence that these interrelated campaigns, in which Mr Litvinenko played 
a key role, were disrupted by more than the seizing of books or the breaking up of 
ｏｐ＃ｖｆｕｈｈｑｌｑｊｖ１＃Ｅｒｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃＼ｘｖｋｈｑｎｒｙ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｋｆｋｈｎｒｆｋｌｎｋｌｑ＃ｏｒｖｗ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｏｌｙｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃５３３６＞＃
Mr Yushenkov was shot dead in a Moscow street49 and Mr Shchekochikhin died in 
suspicious circumstances, suspected to have been poisoned50 (I shall return to this 
later). In December 2003, Mr Trepashkin, in Russia, was arrested for illegal possession 
of a weapon (Mr Goldfarb suggested that the weapon had been planted by the FSB) 
shortly before he was due to represent two Muslims accused of involvement in the 
apartment bombings.51 When Mr Litvinenko and Mr Felshtinsky visited Georgia in an 
attempt to meet Mr Gochiyaev, their driver was killed and they were told to leave the 
country immediately for their own safety. Mr Terkibayev was killed in a car accident 
shortly after Ms Politkovskaya had published an interview with him in Novaya Gazeta 
in which he had implicated the FSB in the Moscow theatre siege.52 Ms Politkovskaya, 

45 HMG000308 
46 INQ017734 (pages 24-55 paragraphs 82-85); Marina Litvinenko 4/26-27 
47 Goldfarb 5/81-82
48 Goldfarb 5/120; 26/19
49 Goldfarb 5/123
50 Goldfarb 5/123; 26/26
51 Goldfarb 5/125; 26/21-22
52 Goldfarb 26/25 
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ｄｖ＃ｚｈ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ｋｈｄｕ／＃ｚｄｖ＃ｋｈｕｖｈｏｉ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕｈｇ＃ｒｘｗｖｌｇｈ＃ｋｈｕ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｄｗ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｄ＃ｉｈｚ＃ｚｈｈｎｖ＃
before Mr Litvinenko himself was killed. 

4.50  I heard evidence about a number of other strands to Mr Litvinenko’s campaigning 
activity during the time that he lived in London. There are two of these to which I shall 
ｅｕｌｈ｜＃ｕｈｉｈｕ１＃

4.51  First, there was clear evidence that Mr Litvinenko had a role, although not a central 
one, in a project to transcribe and publicise what are sometimes referred to as the 
Kuchma tapes. Put shortly, I heard that these were tapes of conversations between 
Leonid Kuchma, who was then President of Ukraine and various other people. The 
tapes had been secretly recorded by a member of President Kuchma’s security staff 
named Nikolai Melnychenko. Mr Berezovsky became involved as one of the funders 
of a project to transcribe the tapes. It appears that for a time in 2002 and again in 2005 
work on the transcription was carried out in London. Although Mr Litvinenko was not 
involved in the actual transcription, he met and became friendly with Mr Melnychenko 
and also a man named Yuri Shvets, who had come to London from his home in the 
USA for this purpose. Mr Felshtinsky also said that he was himself involved.53 We will 
hear more of Mr Shvets in due course. 

4.52  As Mr Goldfarb explained in his oral evidence, the particular reason for Mr Litvinenko’s 
involvement in this project was the possibility that, ﾳｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ＃ ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ ｒｑ＃
ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｗｄｓｈｖ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｈ＾ｇ｀＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｖｌｗｘｄｗｌｒｑﾴ. 54 The evidence was to the effect 
that some of the content of the tapes was indeed thought relevant to ﾳｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃
ｖｌｗｘｄｗｌｒｑﾴ. In particular, there were passages on the tapes that suggested links 
between President Putin and organised crime, in particular Semion Mogilevich and a 
company named the St Petersburg Real Estate Holding Company (SPAG), believed 
to be a front company for the Tambov Group.55 

4.53  Of particular importance for present purposes, I heard evidence that Mr Litvinenko 
made no secret either of his involvement in this process, or of his view of what the 
transcripts showed. When Mr Goldfarb was asked whether Mr Litvinenko’s involvement 
with the tapes was open knowledge, he replied, “Ｌ＃ ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｖｒ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｊｌｙｌｑｊ＃
ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｖ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕｏ｜＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ＶＳＤＪ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｒｊｌｏｈｙｌｆｋ／＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ.” 56 

4.54  The other strand of Mr Litvinenko’s activism that deserves mention at this stage is his 
involvement with the Chechen cause. 

4.55  I have referred to Mr Litvinenko’s growing sympathy for the Chechen cause, which 
appears to have started with his experiences in the First Chechen War, and developed 
as a result of his friendship with Mr Zakayev following his arrival in London. The 
evidence is that he took up issues related to Chechen independence and the conduct 
of the Russian authorities in resisting it, and indeed much of his campaigning work 
from London was done via the medium of the Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑｓｕｈｖｖ website.57 

4.56  Beyond that, Mr Zakayev gave evidence that, at his request, both Mr Litvinenko and 
Ms Politkovskaya served on a War Crimes Commission that had been established 
under his chairmanship in 2004 by Chechnya’s President Maskhadov. Mr Zakayev 
explained that both took an active part in the Committee’s work of attempting to 

53 Marina Litvinenko 4/28-31; Goldfarb 26/35-37; Shvets 24/49-54; Felshtinsky 23/160
54 Goldfarb 26/37
55 Goldfarb 26/38-50
56 Goldfarb 26/50
57 Marina Litvinenko 3/135-136 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_28-31.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_35-37.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_49-54.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_160.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_37.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_38-50.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_50.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_135-136.pdf
http:website.57
http:Group.55
http:involved.53
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gather evidence of Russian war crimes in Chechnya. Mr Zakayev’s evidence was 
that the fact that Mr Litvinenko and Ms Politkovskaya were serving on the Committee 
was public knowledge, and that, in his view, the Russian military and FSB would 
have been ﾳｄｉｕｄｌｇﾴ that they might have faced charges in an international war crimes 
tribunal as a result of the Committee’s work.58 

58 Zakayev 26/144-146 
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Chapter 3: Work for UK intelligence agencies 

4.57  Ever since Mr Litvinenko died, there has been speculation that he may have worked 
for the UK intelligence agencies. MI6 is the agency most commonly suggested. As 
we shall see, such speculation was in part the result of public comments made by 
Mr Lugovoy. I heard evidence on this topic from a number of witnesses. 

4.58  Before turning to that evidence, I observe that the questions this issue raises with 
regard to the matters that I am investigating are more complex than the binary question 
of whether or not Mr Litvinenko was working for the agencies. In terms of the risks 
that Mr Litvinenko may have faced, the detail is critical. If Mr Litvinenko did work for 
the agencies, what type of work did he undertake? What information may he have 
passed? What (and whose) secrets may he have betrayed? What may have been the 
consequences? More fundamentally, the question of what Mr Litvinenko was or was 
not actually doing may be less important than that of what his enemies thought he 
was doing. For if there was a distinction between the two, Mr Litvinenko was unlikely 
ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｈｑｈｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｗ１＃

4.59  Marina Litvinenko answered questions about this issue in her oral evidence.59 Her 
evidence can be summarised as follows: 

a.  She knew that Mr Litvinenko undertook work for one of the agencies – she was 
unsure whether it was MI5 or MI6. Mr Litvinenko had told her about this work. She 
was also aware of monthly payments being made into their joint bank account 
that she understood was payment for Mr Litvinenko’s work with the agencies 

b.  This work had started after Mr Litvinenko’s arrival in the UK. She did not believe 
that Mr Litvinenko had had any involvement with UK agencies while he was still 
living in Russia 

c.  She stated that Mr Litvinenko had shared with her some of the information he 
was supplying to British intelligence, “but not the details”. She believed that the 
information Mr Litvinenko gave to the agencies related to Russian organised 
crime, including its presence in the UK. But, as I have said, she did not know the 
details of what Mr Litvinenko had been doing. She had no idea, for example, as 
to the accuracy or otherwise of an allegation that he had passed the names of 
Russian sleeper agents in the UK to UK intelligence agencies 

d.  Mr Litvinenko received a payment of £2,000 per month for this work. The payments 
had started in about 2004 and were made into the joint bank account that Mr and 
Mrs Litvinenko shared 

e.  Her understanding was that Mr Litvinenko had worked for the agencies on a 
consulting basis, as opposed to being one of their employees or agents (terms 
that she regarded as synonymous). To her, this was an important distinction. 
This was the explanation for a statement that she had given to the press in 2007 
asserting that Mr Litvinenko, ﾳｚｄｖ＃ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｊｈｑｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃ＰＬ９ﾴ＃– she did not believe 
that he had been an ‘agent’, as opposed to a consultant. As she put it, “I knew 
Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｚｒｕｎ＃ｉｒｕ＃ＰＬ９／＃ｒｕ＃ＰＬ８／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｊｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ＰＬ９.ﾴ＃She had 
earlier explained that she understood the term ‘agent’ to mean: “work[ing] with 
ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃Ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｇｒｌｑｊ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｆｒｙｈｕ＃ｍｒｅ／＃ｇｒｌｑｊ＃ｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｄｅｕｒｄｇ＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃
ｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｊｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ＰＬ９ﾫ＃Ｅｘｗ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｗ＃ｌｗﾶｖ＃ｅｈ＃ｈｐｓｏｒ｜ｈｇ／＃ｈｐｓｏｒ｜ｈｇ.ﾴ＃

59 Marina Litvinenko 3/146-155; 4/119-120 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_146-155.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_119-120.pdf
http:evidence.59
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4.60 The evidence of others who were close to Mr Litvinenko was to a similar effect. 

4.61  Mr Goldfarb stated that Mr Litvinenko had told him sometime in early 2003 that he 
was working for MI6; he added that, ﾳｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｕｒｇｘｆｈｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｐ.ﾴ＃He said that 
Mr Litvinenko had told him that he was consulting for MI6 on Russian organised crime 
in Europe and travelling to various countries in the EU to assist their law enforcement.60 

4.62  Mr Berezovsky told the Metropolitan Police Service that Mr Litvinenko had worked for 
what he described as ﾳｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈﾴ and ﾳｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖﾴ (terms that 
he appears to have used interchangeably), but added that he did not know any details 
of his relations with them. He stated that: 

ﾳＤｉｗｈｕ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｗｒｓｓｈｇ＃ｚｒｕｎｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐｈ＃Ｌ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｎｈｓｗ＃ｚｒｕｎｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃
ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｓｄｌｇ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗ＃ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｉｄｐｌｏ｜１＃ﾫ＃ｋｈ＃ｏｄｗｈｕ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｇｌｖｄｓｓｒｌｑｗｈｇ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｚｒｕｎｌｑｊ＃ ｄｕｕｄｑｊｈｐｈｑｗｖ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃
ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈ１ﾴ＃61 

4.63  There were others of Mr Litvinenko’s associates who appear to have been unaware, 
prior to his death, that he had any possible connection with UK intelligence agencies. 
Mr Reilly62 and Mr Bukovsky63 fall into this category. 

4.64  I note that none of the witnesses from whom I heard and who knew Mr Litvinenko 
ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｖ＃ ｏｌｉｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｕｈｖｖｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｕｐ＃ｙｌｈｚ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｇｌｇ＃not have a relationship with UK 
intelligence agencies. 

4.65  The Home Secretary was a core participant in the Inquiry, acting in a representative 
capacity for Her Majesty’s Government generally, as well as in her own right. Since 
the factual issue was whether or not Mr Litvinenko worked for, or with, a government 
agency, it would have been open to the Home Secretary to provide evidence 
answering the point one way or another. No such evidence was provided in the open 
ｖｈｖｖｌｒｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｋｒｐｈ＃Ｖｈｆｕｈｗｄｕ｜＃ｑｈｌｗｋｈｕ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｑｒｕ＃ｇｈｑｌｈｇ＃
this allegation. Mr Garnham QC, who appeared on behalf of the Home Secretary, 
explained the position in his opening statement, in the following terms: 

ﾳＷｋｈ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｑｄｗｘｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｊｈｑｆｌｈｖ＃ｕｈｔｘｌｕｈｖ＃ｖｈｆｕｈｆ｜＃ｌｉ＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗｌｙｈ／＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｒｅｙｌｒｘｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｌｇｈｏ｜＃ｕｈｆｒｊｑｌｖｈｇ＃ｑｈｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｕｙｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗｌｙｈｑｈｖｖ１＃Ｌｗ＃
ｋｄｖ＃ｅｈｈｑ／＃ｗｋｈｕｈｉｒｕｈ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｏｌｆ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｆｆｈｖｖｌｙｈ＃ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｑｈｌｗｋｈｕ＃ｆｒｑｕｐ＃ｑｒｕ＃
ｇｈｑ｜＃＋ｗｒ＃ＱＦＱＧ／＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｍｄｕｊｒｑ，＃ｄｖｖｈｕｗｌｒｑｖ／＃ｄｏｏｈｊｄｗｌｒｑｖ／＃ｒｕ＃ｖｓｈｆｘｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｊｈｑｆｌｈｖ１＃

Ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｐｈｄｑｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ／＃ ｄｖ＃ ｄ＃ ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ＃ ｕｘｏｈ／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ ｚｌｏｏ＃ ＱＦＱＧ＃ ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
ｄｊｈｑｆｌｈｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｆｄｕｕ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｒｕ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｆｄｕｕｌｈｇ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｕ＃ ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃
ｄ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃ ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｒｕ＃ｊｕｒｘｓ／＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄ＃ ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑｖｋｌｓ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃ ｓｈｕｖｒｑ／＃ｋｒｏｇ＃
ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｄ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｒｕ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｋｄｕｈｇ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃
ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｄｊｈｑｆｌｈｖ／＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ＃ｒｕ＃ｈｏｖｈｚｋｈｕｈ１＃

Ｌｑ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗｌｙｈ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ＱＦＱＧ＃ｓｕｌｑｆｌｓｏｈ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｓｓｏｌｈｇ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗｏ｜／＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃
ｚｋｈｑ＃ｑｒ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜＃ｋｄｖ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄ＃ｇｈｑｌｄｏ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｓｈｕｉｈｆｗｏ｜＃ｓｕｒｓｈｕｏ｜１＃
Ｌｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｑ｜＃ｄ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｌｑｖｗｄｑｆｈ／＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｌｑｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｐｌｊｋｗ＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｇｕｄｚｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｅｖｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｇｈｑｌｄｏ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｄｐｒｘｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃

60 Goldfarb 5/128-129
61 Berezovsky 25/10; 25/12
62 Reilly 10/196
63 Bukovsky 26/94 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/5_128-129.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_10.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_12.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/10_196.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_94.pdf
http:enforcement.60
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ｆｒｑｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｏｏｈｊｈｇ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜１＃Ｌｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｉｒｕｆｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｓｄｕｗ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ＱＦＱＧ＃ｓｕｌｑｆｌｓｏｈ＃ ｌｑ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｆｄｖｈ／＃ ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｆｕｈｄｗｈ＃ｄ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ＃ ｕｌｖｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｈｕｌｒｘｖ＃ｋｄｕｐ＃ｗｒ＃
ｈｖｖｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ＸＮ＃ｑｄｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗｖ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ／＃ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕｐｒｕｈ／＃ｓｒｗｈｑｗｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｓｘｗ＃ｏｌｙｈｖ＃
ｄｗ＃ｕｌｖｎ１ﾴ＃64 

Later in the opening statement, Mr Garnham quoted a passage from the judgment of 
Lord Carswell in the Ｖｆｄｓｓｄｗｌｆｆｌ case:65 

ﾳＷｒ＃ ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｄ＃ ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｄｑ＃ ｄｊｈｑｗ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｏｌｎｈｏ｜＃ ｗｒ＃ ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ ｋｌｐ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｌｐｐｈｇｌｄｗｈ＃
ｇｄｑｊｈｕ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｗ＃ ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｄｗｌｒｑｖ１＃ Ｗｒ＃ ｇｈｑ｜＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｄｑ＃ ｄｊｈｑｗ＃ ｐｄ｜＃ ｌｑ＃ ｖｒｐｈ＃
ｆｄｖｈｖ＃ｈｑｇｄｑｊｈｕ＃ｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ｖｘｖｓｌｆｌｒｑ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｗｖ１＃Ｐｒｖｗ＃
ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ／＃ｒｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃
ｄｑ＃ｄｊｈｑｗ／＃ｄ＃ｕｈｉｘｖｄｏ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｐｐｈｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｕｌｖｈ＃
ｗｒ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｐｐｈｇｌｄｗｈ＃ｖｘｖｓｌｆｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｄｗｗｈｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｊｈｑｗ／＃ｖｒ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏ｜＃ｓｏｄｆｌｑｊ＃
ｋｌｖ＃ｏｌｉｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｊｕｄｙｈ＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕ１＃

ﾫ＃Ｌｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｑ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｆｄｖｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｖ＃ｑｄｐｈｇ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｄｊｈｑｗｖ／＃
ｗｋｈ＃ ｇｈｑｌｄｏｖ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｅｈｆｒｐｈ＃ ｐｈｄｑｌｑｊｏｈｖｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｆｄｕｕ｜＃ ｑｒ＃ ｚｈｌｊｋｗ１＃ Ｐｒｕｈｒｙｈｕ／＃
ｌｉ＃ｄｊｈｑｗｖ＃ｅｈｆｄｐｈ＃ｘｑｈｄｖ｜＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｕｌｖｎ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈｐｖｈｏｙｈｖ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ ｌｑｆｕｈｄｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｕｒｘｊｋ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗｖ／＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｚｌｏｏｌｑｊｑｈｖｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｖｘｓｓｏ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃ｙｌｗｄｏ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｄｕ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｐ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｊｕｄｙｈｏ｜＃ｕｈｇｘｆｈｇ１＃
Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｐ｜＃ ｍｘｇｊｐｈｑｗ＃ ｖｘｅｖｗｄｑｗｌｄｏ＃ ｉｒｕｆｈ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ ｓｕｒｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ ｉｒｕｐ＃
ｓｒｚｈｕｉｘｏ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐｄｌｑｗｄｌｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＱＦＱＧ＃ｓｒｏｌｆ｜１ﾴ＃66 

Mr Garnham concluded the statement by emphasising the consequence of the NCND 
approach that the Home Secretary was taking: 

ﾳＤｏｏ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｖｌｕ／＃ｋｄｖ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｐｐｈｇｌｄｗｈ＃ｆｒｑｖｈｔｘｈｑｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｌｕｆｘｐｖｗｄｑｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｒｓｈｑ＃
ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｌｏｘｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｈｌｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｑｕｐ＃ｒｕ＃ｇｈｑ｜＃ｄｑ＃ｄｖｖｈｕｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｕ＃
ｄ＃ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｈｙｈｑｗｖ＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｗｈｏｏｖ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｓｕｈｆｌｖｈｏ｜＃
ｑｒｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｕｘｗｋ＃ｒｕ＃ｒｗｋｈｕｚｌｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｖｖｈｕｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｕ＃ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｐｈｄｑｖ／＃ｖｌｕ／＃
｜ｒｘ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｏｒｒｎ＃ｈｏｖｈｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｗｈｕｐｌｑｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｕｘｗｋ＃ｒｕ＃ｉｄｏｖｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄｏｏｈｊｄｗｌｒｑｖ１ﾴ 67 

4.66  So much for the question of what relationship Mr Litvinenko may actually 
have had with the agencies, and what his family and friends understood 
to be the position at the time. As I indicated above, for the purposes of this 
Inquiry it is at least as important, perhaps more important, to assess what Mr Litvinenko’s 
enemies thought he was doing. Did, for example, the FSB believe that Mr Litvinenko 
was or may have been working with the UK intelligence agencies? 

4.67  There is some evidence before me to suggest that that is precisely what the FSB 
believed. The source of that evidence is Mr Lugovoy. 

4.68  In public statements and interviews that post-dated Mr Litvinenko’s death, Mr Lugovoy 
ｖｗｄｗｈｇ＃ｕｐｏ｜＃ｑｒｗ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｚｒｕｎｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ＰＬ９／＃ｅｘｗ＃
that Mr Litvinenko had tried to recruit him as an MI6 agent. For example, at the press 
conference that Mr Lugovoy gave (with Mr Kovtun) in Moscow on 31 May 2007, he 
stated that, during meetings that he had held in London during 2006, Mr Litvinenko 
had been involved in an attempt, ﾳｗｒ＃ｗｕ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｕｈｆｕｘｌｗ＃ｐｈ＃ｒｓｈｑｏ｜＃ｄｖ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｊｈｑｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃
Ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ.ﾴ Mr Lugovoy went on to describe what it was that, as he understood it, 

64 Garnham 1/172-173
65 (2003) NIQB 56
66 Garnham 1/174-175
67 Garnham 1/178-179 
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he was being recruited to do. On Mr Lugovoy’s account, the intention was that he 
would take part in an operation to gather incriminating information about President 
Putin and his family – he stated that one element of this plan was that a Russian state 
ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｏｘｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｅｏｄｆｎｐｄｌｏｈｇ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｇｌｖｆｏｒｖｌｑｊ＃ｌｑｆｕｌｐｌｑｄｗｌｑｊ＃
information about Mr Putin. Mr Lugovoy said that he had rejected the approach. 
Mr Litvinenko, he said, ﾳｚｄｖ＃ｈｑｕｄｊｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｇｈｆｏｌｑｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｉｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｒｕｎ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ｖｈｆｕｈｗ＃
ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ.ﾴ 68 

4.69  Mr Lugovoy returned to this theme in an interview with the Spanish newspaper Ｈｏ＃Ｓｄｌｖ＃
in 2008. On that occasion, he repeated his claim that Mr Litvinenko had been involved 
in an attempt to recruit him on behalf of British intelligence. He also claimed in this 
interview that Mr Litvinenko had encouraged him to join him in work that he was 
ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｓｄｑｌｖｋ＃ｖｈｆｕｈｗ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｐｄｄ＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃
Ｖｓｄｌｑ＃ ﾱ＃ ｄ＃ ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ Ｌ＃ ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ ｕｈｗｘｕｑ＃ ｅｈｏｒｚ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃ ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃
interview for present purposes lies in what Mr Lugovoy said he did in response to 
Mr Litvinenko’s attempt to recruit him for British intelligence. As to this, Mr Lugovoy 
stated that: ﾳｚｋｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ｄｊｈｑｗｖ＃ｖｗｄｕｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｓｓｕｒｄｆｋ＃ｐｈ／＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｋｌｑｊｖ＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｖｒ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｒｘｏｇｑﾶｗ＃ｄｆｆｘｖｈ＃ｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃ｗｕｄｌｗｒｕ＃ｒｕ＃
a spy.ﾴ＃69 

4.70  If these accounts are true (and I will address the subject of Mr Lugovoy’s credibility 
below), the FSB received directly from Mr Lugovoy not only information that 
Mr Litvinenko was working with UK intelligence agencies, but also some idea of the 
type of work he was conducting. 

4.71  It may not take much imagination to consider how the FSB would have reacted to 
ｄ＃ ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｒｑｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｌｗｖ＃ ｒｚｑ＃ ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｚｒｕｎｌｑｊ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃ Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ／＃
ｈｖｓｈｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｌｉ／＃ｄｖ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｆｏｄｌｐｈｇ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｑ＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃
targeting President Putin. 

4.72  It may be that comments made by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Gusak after Mr Litvinenko’s 
death provide an indication of the FSB’s likely reaction to a report that Mr Litvinenko 
was working with UK intelligence agencies. 

4.73  Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ／＃ｄｖ＃ｚｈ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ｖｈｈ／＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｄｑ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ１＃Ｅｘｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ｄ＃
military background and served in the KGB before it was broken up, and thereafter in 
the Federal Protection Service. He gave his view of Mr Litvinenko’s conduct in acting 
for British intelligence in the Ｈｏ＃Ｓｄｌｖ interview that is referred to above, which is printed 
as a question and answer session: 

ﾳＤ１  ﾫ＃ ＾Ｗｋｈ＃ Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ｀＃ ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
ｆｕｌｗｌｆｌｖｈｇ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ１＃

Ｔ１＃ Ｅｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｗｕｄｌｗｒｕ１＃

Ｄ１＃ Ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｖｒ＃ｄｖ＃ｚｈｏｏ１＃Ｅｘｗ＃ｖｒ＃ｚｋｄｗＢ＃Ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｒｈｖｑﾶｗ＃ｐｈｄｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｗｕｄｌｗｒｕ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃
ｌｐｐｈｇｌｄｗｈｏ｜＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇＢ＃

Ｔ１＃ Ｇｒ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｖｒｐｈｒｑｈ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃
Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｖｗｄｗｈＢ＃

68 INQ001886 (pages 2-3)
69 INQ017684 
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Ｄ１  Ｌｉ＃｜ｒｘﾶｕｈ＃ｗｄｏｎｌｑｊ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｘｕｈｖｗ＃ｖｈｑｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｇ／＃Ｌ＃ｐ｜ｖｈｏｉ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ１＃Ｌﾶｐ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｄｏｎｌｑｊ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃
ｅｘｗ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｆｄｘｖｈｖ＃ｖｈｕｌｒｘｖ＃ｇｄｐｄｊｈ１＃Ｉｒｕ＃ｈ｛ｄｐｓｏｈ／＃ｌｉ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃
ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ／＃Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｒｕｇｈｕｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｖｖｄｖｖｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃Ｖｄｄｎｄｖｋｙｌｏｌ１＃

Ｔ１＃ Ｖｄｄｎｄｖｋｙｌｏｌ＃ｌｖｑﾶｗ＃ｄ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑ／＃ｋｈﾶｖ＃ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｈｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｒｉ＃Ｊｈｒｕｊｌｄ１＃

Ｄ１  Ｚｈｏｏ／＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ／＃Ｒｏｈｊ＃Ｊｒｕｇｌｈｙｖｎ｜＃＋ｆｒｏｒｑｈｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＮＪＥ，／＃ｄ＃ｉｕｌｈｑｇ＃
ｒｉ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ／＃ｚｋｒ＃ｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ＃＋ｌｑ＃４＜；８，＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｈｑｗｈｑｆｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃
Ｖｘｓｕｈｐｈ＃Ｆｒｘｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＶＶＵ１＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｘｑｌｖｋｐｈｑｗ＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｈｑｄｆｗｈｇ１＃Ｌｉ＃
ｋｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｆｄｘｊｋｗ／＃ｋｈ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｅｕｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｏｒｆｎｈｇ＃ｘｓ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｏｌｉｈ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃ｌｉ＃ｖｒｐｈｒｑｈ＃
ｋｄｖ＃ｆｄｘｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｖｈｕｌｒｘｖ＃ｇｄｐｄｊｈ／＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｈ｛ｗｈｕｐｌｑｄｗｈｇ１＃
Ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｐ｜＃ｕｐ＃ｅｈｏｌｈｉ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｈｏｌｈｉ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｑｒｕｐｄｏ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ１ﾴ＃

4.74  In February 2007, before either Mr Lugovoy’s press conference or his interview with 
Ｈｏ＃Ｓｄｌｖ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｊｘｖｄｎ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ ｉｕｌｈｑｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｘｓｈｕｌｒｕ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｄｑ＃
interview to the Ｈｎｋｒ＃Ｐｒｖｎｙ｜ radio station.70 The interview appears to have been 
a follow up to an earlier interview that he had given to the British Broadcasting 
Corporation (BBC). The interviewer asked Mr Gusak: ﾳＷｈｏｏ＃ ｘｖ／＃ ｓｏｈｄｖｈ／＃ ｜ｒｘ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃
ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｗｕｄｌｗｒｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｌｑｇｈｈｇ＃ｌｑｌｆｗ＃ｖｈｕｌｒｘｖ＃ｇｄｐｄｊｈ＃
ｒｑ＃ｒｘｕ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜／＃ｋｈ＃ｕｈｙｈｄｏｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｒｘｕｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｅｈｗｕｄ｜ｈｇ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃
＾ｘｑｇｈｕｆｒｙｈｕ｀＃ｄｊｈｑｗｖ１＃Ｌｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｖｒＢﾴ Mr Gusak responded: ﾳＷｋｈ＃ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｌｖ／＃ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｄｏｈｎｖｄｑｇｕ＃
Ｙｄｏｗｈｕｒｙｌｆｋ＃ ＾Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ｀＃ｇｈｉｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｄｅｕｒｄｇ／＃ｋｈ＃ｑｄｗｘｕｄｏｏ｜＃ｋｄｑｇｈｇ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｆｒｙｈｕ＃
ｄｊｈｑｗｖ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗｖ.ﾴ Later in the same interview, Mr Gusak was asked, 
ﾳＥｘｗ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃Ｖｒｙｌｈｗ＃ｏｄｚｖ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｇｈｖｈｕｙｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｈ｛ｈｆｘｗｈｇ／＃ｕｌｊｋｗＢﾴ＃
Mr Gusak replied ﾳＺｈｏｏ／＃ｋｈ＃ｇｌｇ／＃｜ｈｖ.ﾴ＃

70 HMG000353 
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Chapter 4: Work for the Mitrokhin Commission 

in Italy 

4.75  Vasili Mitrokhin was a senior KGB archivist who defected to the UK in 1992. He 
brought with him a very large collection of handwritten notes of KGB records that he 
had made over many years. Much of the material contained in what became known 
as the Mitrokhin Archive has subsequently been published in books jointly written by 
Mr Mitrokhin and the British historian Professor Christopher Andrew. 

4.76  The Mitrokhin Archive contained details of historic KGB operations throughout the 
world. It included details of such operations in Italy. In 2002 the Italian Parliament 
established a Commission to investigate matters arising from the Mitrokhin Archive. 
It was known as the Mitrokhin Commission. Mr Litvinenko took part in its enquiries. 
Could anything that Mr Litvinenko did in relation to the Mitrokhin Commission have 
had a connection with his death? 

4.77  Before considering the evidence available to the Inquiry that bears on that question, 
it is important that I enter a number of caveats. It is apparent even from the limited 
evidence that I have heard about it that the Mitrokhin Commission was and remains 
highly controversial, both in Italy and beyond. It seems that there are many who have 
ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｊｌｗｌｐｄｆ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｚｒｕｎ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｙｄｏｘｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ１＃Ｌ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｌｗ＃
clear at the outset that it is no part of my function to investigate, far less to make any 
ｑｇｌｑｊｖ／＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｕｒｙｈｕｖｌｈｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｖｆｒｓｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜ﾶｖ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃
Mitrokhin Commission is sharply limited. Put simply, it is to investigate what it was 
that Alexander Litvinenko did for and in connection with the Commission, and whether 
there could have been any link between those matters and his death. 

4.78  I heard oral evidence from two witnesses who had a direct connection with the 
Mitrokhin Commission, and with the work that Mr Litvinenko undertook for it. 

4.79  First, I heard from Mario Scaramella. Mr Scaramella is an Italian lawyer who has held 
a number of posts during his career. He was a consultant to the Mitrokhin Commission 
and conducted certain investigations on its behalf. It was in this capacity that he was 
introduced to Mr Litvinenko; and Mr Litvinenko subsequently assisted Mr Scaramella 
by providing him with information. The two men became friends. Mr Scaramella also 
has a second part to play in the narrative because he met Mr Litvinenko in London 
on 1 November 2006, shortly before Mr Litvinenko’s meeting with Mr Lugovoy and 
Mr Kovtun at the Pine Bar; I will return to his evidence about events on that day at a 
later stage of the Report (see paragraphs 6.293 – 6.300 below). 

4.80  The second witness was Paolo Guzzanti. At the time of the events in question, 
Mr Guzzanti was a member of the Italian Senate, having previously spent many 
years as a journalist, including a lengthy period as editor in chief of the newspaper 
Ｏｄ＃Ｕｈｓｘｅｏｌｆｄ. Mr Guzzanti was the Chairman of the Mitrokhin Commission. 

4.81  I am aware that both these two men have been caught up in the controversies 
surrounding the Mitrokhin Commission (to which I referred above), and that in that 
context questions have been raised in the public domain about their conduct and their 
credibility. Although the oral and written evidence that Mr Guzzanti and (in particular) 
Mr Scaramella have provided to the Inquiry has extended to cover a range of issues, 
the evidence that they have given that is of central relevance to this Inquiry – i.e. 
their evidence concerning their dealings with Mr Litvinenko and his dealings with the 
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Mitrokhin Commission – is of a much narrower compass. Both men gave evidence 
to the Inquiry voluntarily – since they both live out of the jurisdiction, I could not have 
compelled them to give evidence. I accept that what they have said about the core 
issues to which I have referred was reliable. It is unnecessary for me to make any 
ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｌｇｈｕ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕｖ１＃

4.82 Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｌｑ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｑ＃Ｄｉｇｄｙｌｗ＃ｖｚｒｕｑ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｌｑ＃５３３９＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈｖ＃ｄｑ＃
outline account of his dealings with the Mitrokhin Commission.71 

Factual context 

4.83 Ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｋｈｄｕｇ＃ｈｑｄｅｏｈｖ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｒｘｗｏｌｑｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃
the Mitrokhin Commission and Mr Litvinenko’s involvement with it. I will set out those 
ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｅｈｏｒｚ＝＃

a.  The Mitrokhin Commission was established by the Italian Parliament in 200272 

b.  The Commission had 40 members – 20 from the lower house of the Italian 
Parliament and 20 from the Senate. Mr Guzzanti, a senator, was elected as 
Chairman of the Commission73 

c.  The Commission was initially tasked with investigating how the Italian secret 
service had dealt with papers and information from the Mitrokhin Archive after it 
had received them from the authorities in the UK. The Commission’s report on 
that matter was completed in April 2004. However, the Commission then decided 
to widen the scope of its enquiries to cover all possible KGB activities in Italy – it 
continued investigating these broader issues until it was wound up in 200674 

d.  Mr Scaramella was not a member of the Commission. He was hired by the 
Commission in 2003 as a consultant to conduct investigations on its behalf. The 
scope of the investigations that Mr Scaramella conducted in this capacity appears 
to have been very broad; Mr Guzzanti told me that they covered matters such as 
ｗｋｈ＃ｌｏｏｈｊｄｏ＃ｑｄｑｆｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｒｐｐｘｑｌｖｗ＃Ｓｄｕｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃Ｌｗｄｏ｜＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｒｙｌｈｗ＃Ｘｑｌｒｑ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｌｑｎｖ＃
between Russian secret services and organised crime and terrorism in Italy, and 
the KGB’s power to manipulate Western media75 

e.  Mr Scaramella was introduced to Mr Litvinenko in late 2003 by a mutual 
acquaintance, Victor Rezun, also known as Victor Suvorov. Mr Scaramella asked 
for Mr Litvinenko’s help in the enquiries that he was conducting for the Mitrokhin 
Commission, and Mr Litvinenko agreed76 

f.  Mr Litvinenko assisted Mr Scaramella by providing him with information. Their 
ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｑｄｓｏｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｍｄｑｘｄｕ｜＃５３３７＃ｄｑｇ＃ｏｄｖｗｈｇ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｙｈ＃ｇｄ｜ｖ１77 

Mr Scaramella told me that they had a number of subsequent meetings at 
which Mr Litvinenko provided him with information. He thought that they met on 
three or four occasions in Italy and also on three or four occasions in London.78 

71 INQ015669 
72 Guzzanti 29/10
73 Guzzanti 29/10; 29/14
74 Guzzanti 29/9-18; Scaramella 27/30-32
75 Guzzanti 29/18-20
76 Scaramella 15/93-94
77 INQ015669 
78 Scaramella 27/57-58 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ015669x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/29_10.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/29_10.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/29_14.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/29_9-18.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/27_30-32.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/29_18-20.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/15_93-94.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ015669x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/27_57-58.pdf
http:London.78
http:Commission.71
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phone79 

g.  Mr Scaramella arranged for Mr Litvinenko’s expenses to be paid, but Mr Litvinenko 
did not receive any further remuneration for his assistance80 

h.  Mr Litvinenko introduced Mr Scaramella to Mr Limarev. Mr Litvinenko told 
Mr Scaramella that Mr Limarev knew more than he did about Russian organised 
crime. This introduction appears to have taken place in January 2004. Thereafter 
Mr Limarev became a further source of information for Mr Scaramella. The two 
corresponded regularly by email81 

i.  The Mitrokhin Commission was wound up in April 2006. Mr Scaramella and 
Mr Litvinenko ended their regular contact at that time82 

4.84  It is apparent from the evidence that I have heard and seen that Mr Litvinenko 
provided Mr Scaramella with a very large volume of information. There is a transcript 
ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｆｄｕｄｐｈｏｏｄ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｕｘｑｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃４３３＃ｓｄｊｈｖ＃
and covers a wide range of topics.83 

4.85  The information that Mr Litvinenko gave to Mr Scaramella included some on what 
might be thought to have been particularly sensitive topics. I will give two examples. 

4.86  First, Mr Litvinenko made various claims to Mr Scaramella about a man called Semion 
Mogilevich. The written closing submissions served on behalf of Marina Litvinenko 
describe Mr Mogilevich as: ﾳｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄﾶｖ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｑｒｗｒｕｌｒｘｖ＃＾Ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｈｇ＃Ｆｕｌｐｈ＃Ｊｕｒｘｓ｀＃
ｏｈｄｇｈｕｖ１＃ﾫ＃Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｕｈｖｓｒｑｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｆｒｑｗｕｄｆｗ＃ｎｌｏｏｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｐｘｊｊｏｌｑｊ＃ｚｈｄｓｒｑｖ.ﾴ 84 

Mr Mogilevich was, at least at one stage, one of the FBI’s most wanted men.85 

I have seen the text of a speech given by the US Attorney General in 2008 in which 
Mr Mogilevich is said to have, ﾳｈ｛ｈｕｗ＾ｈｇ｀＃ｌｑｘｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃ｏｄｕｊｈ＃ｓｒｕｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｗｘｕｄｏ＃
gas industry in parts of what used to be the Soviet Union.ﾴ＃86 

4.87  Mr Litvinenko passed on to Mr Scaramella information about Mr Mogilevich that he 
said had emerged from the transcription of the Kuchma tapes. Mr Litvinenko told 
Mr Scaramella that Mr Mogilevich (whom he described as a ﾳｚｈｏｏ＃ ｎｑｒｚｑ＃ｆｕｌｐｌｑｄｏ０
ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｗﾴ＃) was. ﾳｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｊｒｒｇ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑｖｋｌｓ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｖｈｑｌｒｕ＃
ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑﾴ ; that Mr Mogilevich and President Putin had, 
ﾳｄ＃ｆｒｐｐｒｑ＃ｆｄｘｖｈ／＃ ｌｑ＃ｐ｜＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃ｆｕｌｐｌｑｄｏ＃ｆｄｘｖｈﾴ＃; that Mr Mogilevich was 
an arms dealer who was selling weapons to Al-Qaeda; and that he knew: “beyond 
ｇｒｘｅｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｒｊｌｏｈｙｌｆｋ＃ｌｖ＃ＩＶＥﾶｖ＃ｏｒｑｊ０ｖｗｄｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｄｊｈｑｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｄｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｄｏ０Ｔｄｈｇｄ＃ｄｕｈ＃ ｆｒｑｗｕｒｏｏｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ＩＶＥ＃ﾫ＃Ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｙｈｕ｜＃ ｕｈｄｖｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ ｌｖ＃
ｋｌｇｌｑｊ＃Ｐｒｊｌｏｈｙｌｆｋ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ＩＥＬ.ﾴ＃These allegations were contained in a written statement 
ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｖｈｑｗ＃ｅ｜＃ｉｄ｛＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｗｕｒｎｋｌｑ＃Ｆｒｐｐｌｖｖｌｒｑ１87 

79 Guzzanti 29/22
80 Scaramella 27/72-73; Guzzanti 29/23
81 Scaramella 15/94-95
82 Scaramella 15/100-101
83 INQ019473; Scaramella 27/60-73
84 Marina Litvinenko written closing submissions, page 46 paragraph 142
85 Mascall 29/84
86 BLK000241 (page 4)
87 INQ018922 (page 3); Scaramella 27/73-79 
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/15_94-95.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/15_100-101.pdf
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2015/10/ML-Closing-Submissions-Non-MLA.pdf
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http:Commission.87
http:topics.83
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4.88  Second, in the course of his discussions with Mr Scaramella, Mr Litvinenko claimed 
to have evidence that Romano Prodi, the senior Italian politician, was a KGB agent. 
Mr Scaramella said that: “Litvinenko presented this information as the most important 
information in his hands.ﾴ＃88 

4.89  Information of this character was clearly highly sensitive. It is possible to imagine 
that, if it became known that Mr Litvinenko was making this type of allegation to a 
formal body such as the Mitrokhin Commission, attempts may have been made to 
ｖｌｏｈｑｆｈ＃ｋｌｐ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｆｄｕｄｐｈｏｏｄ＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｖ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃
that Mr Litvinenko had given him were locked away, but that on at least one occasion 
ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｅｕｈｄｆｋ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｘｑｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｖｈｇ＃ｆｒｓｌｈｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｖ１89 

4.90  Another person whom Mr Litvinenko discussed with Mr Scaramella was a man 
named Alexander Talik. Mr Talik was a Russian living in Naples in or about 2005. 
Mr Scaramella said that he knew him, indeed that he had employed him to do some 
work for his organisation, the Environmental Crime Prevention Programme (ECPP). 
Precisely what took place between Mr Talik, Mr Scaramella and Mr Litvinenko is not 
at all clear on the evidence. I would add that these matters have also been the subject 
of proceedings in the Italian courts. 

4.91  Ｐｕ＃Ｖｆｄｕｄｐｈｏｏｄ＃ ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｒｒｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｗｄｏｌｎ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＞＃
he also appeared to believe that Mr Talik was connected to an incident when he 
(Mr Scaramella) had been shot at in Naples by hooded men. There is evidence 
that Mr Litvinenko also believed that Mr Talik had links with the FSB, and that he 
told Mr Scaramella this. I also heard evidence about a consignment of arms, which 
Mr Litvinenko thought may have been destined for Mr Talik, being intercepted in Italy.90 

88 Scaramella 27/97-99; LUG000092 
89 Scaramella 27/94-97
90 Scaramella 27/78-93; INQ018922 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/27_97-99.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/LUG000092x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/27_94-97.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/27_78-93.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ018922x.pdf
http:Italy.90
http:files.89
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Chapter 5:  Work for the Spanish security 

services 

4.92  I have made reference at paragraph 4.69 above to the assertion made by Mr Lugovoy 
to the effect that Mr Litvinenko told him that he was working with the Spanish secret 
ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｐｄｄ＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃Ｖｓｄｌｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐｒｕｈｒｙｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
suggested to Mr Lugovoy that he join him in this work. 

4.93  This account was corroborated by evidence that I heard from Marina Litvinenko and 
others during the oral hearings. 

4.94  Marina Litvinenko said that she believed Mr Litvinenko’s work with the Spanish 
authorities had started in 2005 or at the end of 2004. She had been aware that he was 
making trips to Spain for that purpose, and also that at least one payment in respect 
of this work had been made into their joint account. She knew, too, that Mr Litvinenko 
was helping the Spanish authorities in combating Russian organised crime in Spain. 
She also knew that Mr Lugovoy had become involved in this exercise, because 
she knew that he had been due to accompany Mr Litvinenko on a trip to Spain on 
10 November 2006. But Mrs Litvinenko was not aware of the detail of the work that 
Mr Litvinenko was doing in Spain – she said that, ﾳＶｄｖｋｄ＃ｇｌｇｑﾶｗ＃ｗｈｏｏ＃ｐｈ＃ｄ＃ｏｒｗ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃
he tried to save me.ﾴ＃91 

4.95  It would appear from a witness statement that Mr Berezovsky gave to the Metropolitan 
Police Service in December 2006 that Mr Litvinenko had shared at least some of 
these details with Mr Berezovsky. The statement included the following passage: 

ﾳＬ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃＾ｌ１ｈ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ｀＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｆｒｏｏｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｆｒｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃
ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｓｄｑｌｖｋ＃ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｋｈｏｓｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃
ｐｄｄ１＃Ｌ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｚｌｉｈ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈｇ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜１＃

Ｗｚｌｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｖｈｓｗｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３９／＃ｋｈ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｋｈｏｓｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｓｄｑｌｖｋ＃ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃
ｄｊｈｑｆ｜＃ ｗｒ＃ ｄｕｕｈｖｗ＃ ｄ＃ ｗｒｓ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ ｐｄｄ＃ ｅｒｖｖ＃ ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｑｊ＃ ｌｑ＃ Ｖｓｄｌｑ＃ ｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ Ｖｋｄｎｘｕｒ１＃
Ｋｈ＃ ｄｏｖｒ＃ ｗｒｏｇ＃ ｐｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｚｒｕｎｌｑｊ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｖｒｐｈ＃ ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃ ｕｈｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ Ｕｒｐｄｑ＃
Ｄｅｕｄｐｒｙｌｆｋ１＃Ｗｋｌｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ ｏｌｎｈｏ｜＃ ｗｒ＃ｖｈｈ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｄｕｕｈｖｗｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃Ｖｓｄｌｑ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜＃ ｏｄｘｑｇｈｕｌｑｊ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｅｘ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｏｄｑｇ＃ｌｏｏｈｊｄｏｏ｜１＃Ｗｋｌｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｖ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ１ﾴ 92 

4.96  Mr Goldfarb gave evidence that he had had two conversations with Mr Litvinenko 
about the work that the latter said that he was undertaking with the Spanish security 
services. First, Mr Goldfarb said that in 2005 Mr Litvinenko had suggested that 
Ｐｕ＃Ｗｕｈｓｄｖｋｎｌｑ／＃ｚｋｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｕｌｈ｜＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｕｈｏｈｄｖｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｓｕｌｖｒｑ／＃ｐｌｊｋｗ＃ｏｈｄｙｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃
go to live in Spain, where he would be able to arrange work for him with the Spanish 
authorities.93 The second conversation that Mr Goldfarb recalled took place in 2006. 
The notable feature of that conversation was that Mr Litvinenko told Mr Goldfarb that 
ｒｑｈ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｆｒｘｕｗ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑﾶｖ＃ｏｌｑｎｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｄ１94 

4.97  The evidence that Mr Litvinenko may have been assisting the Spanish authorities 
ｚｌｗｋ＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｈｇ＃ｆｕｌｐｈ＃ｊｘｕｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｖｓｄｌｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃
Mr Goldfarb’s recollection that he was anticipating giving evidence in court about 

91 Marina Litvinenko 3/155-157; 4/120
92 Berezovsky 25/13
93 Goldfarb 5/129; 26/58-59
94 Goldfarb 26/59-60 
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these matters, is also consistent with a number of documents that I admitted into 
evidence. Mr Goldfarb referred to the contents of these documents when giving oral 
evidence.95 

4.98  A US diplomatic cable dated 31 August 2009 published on the Ｚｌｎｌｏｈｄｎｖ website96 

described two operations, codenamed Avispa and Troika, that the Spanish authorities 
carried out against members of Russian organised crime groups in or about 2005 and 
2006. The cable referred to allegations made in the Spanish press that Mr Litvinenko 
had; ﾳｗｌｓｓｈｇ＃ ｒｉｉ＃ Ｖｓｄｑｌｖｋ＃ ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｏｒｆｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ ｕｒｏｈｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗｌｈｖ＃ ｒｉ＃
ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃ﾵＵｘｖｖｌｄｑﾶ＃ｐｄｄ＃ｊｘｕｈｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｌｈｖ＃ｗｒ＃Ｖｓｄｌｑ.ﾴ＃The cable went on to assert that 
Mr Litvinenko ﾳｄｏｏｈｊｈｇｏ｜＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈｇ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃Ｌ｝ｊｘｌｏｒｙ／＃］ｄｎｋｄｕ＃Ｎｄｏｄｖｋｒｙ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｗｄｕｌｈｏ＃
Ｒｑｌｄｑｌ＃ｗｒ＃ＪＲＶ＃＾Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃Ｖｓｄｌｑ｀＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃Ｐｄ｜＃５３３９＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ.ﾴ＃

4.99  A further US cable published on Ｚｌｎｌｏｈｄｎｖ＃appears to provide further support to the 
idea that Mr Litvinenko was assisting Spanish authorities in their investigations into 
Russian organised crime. This cable, dated 8 February 2010,97 refers to the Spanish 
prosecutor heading the investigation, named Jose Grinda Gonzales, quoting what he 
described as a “thesis” by Mr Litvinenko. The ‘thesis’ was that: ﾳｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ﾫ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ＶＹＵ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＪＵＸ＃ﾱ＃ｆｒｑｗｕｒｏ＃ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｈｇ＃ｆｕｌｐｈ＃
ｌｑ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ.ﾴ＃The cable further records Mr Grinda as having stated that he himself, 
ﾳｅｈｏｌｈｙｈｖ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｋｈｖｌｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｆｆｘｕｄｗｈﾴ. 

4.100  If Mr Litvinenko did provide the type of assistance to the Spanish authorities that was 
described in the evidence that I have summarised above – and in particular if it is 
true that he was due to give evidence about these matters in court – the question that 
arises for the purposes of this Inquiry is whether there could have been any connection 
between those matters and his death. Is it possible, for example, that Mr Litvinenko 
was killed in order either to punish him for assisting the Spanish authorities, or to 
prevent him offering any further assistance, including perhaps giving evidence in 
court? I shall return to this issue below. 

95 Goldfarb 26/61-67
96 BLK000049 
97 INQ015639 
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Chapter 6: Private security work 

4.101  Mr Litvinenko was not, on the evidence that I have heard, readily employable following 
his arrival in the UK. His English was poor and the skills that he had developed over 
20 years in the FSB and before that the KGB were highly specialised. In the early 
years, it would appear that Mr Berezovsky funded the family more or less entirely. He 
provided accommodation, paid for Anatoly’s school fees and made regular payments 
to Mr Litvinenko, for example, for his work on the two books. Mr Berezovsky was, 
ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ｎｈｈｑ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈｆｒｐｈ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｖｈｏｉ＃ ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ１＃Ｄｖ＃ｚｈ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃
hear, he encouraged Mr Litvinenko to try to obtain other work. He also cut the level of 
payments that he made to the Litvinenko family. 

4.102  I shall return to this point in due course because it relates to the question of whether 
there was a falling out between the two men in mid 2006, and if so whether this could 
be relevant in any way to Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

4.103  The important point for present purposes is that in 2005 and 2006, in part no doubt 
due to Mr Berezovsky’s encouragement and the reducing payments, Mr Litvinenko 
appears to have started undertaking more work in what might loosely be described 
ｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｌｙｄｗｈ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｈｏｇ１＃

4.104  Ｖｒｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｎ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｗｒｒｎ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｈｏｇ＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃
of so called ‘due diligence’ reports. I heard that these reports were at the time (and, 
no doubt, continue to be) routinely commissioned by one company or businessman 
ｖｈｈｎｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｑｇ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｆｒｐｓｄｑ｜＃ｒｕ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖｐｄｑ１＃Ｖｘｆｋ＃
reports were often obtained at an early stage of a proposed transaction. I heard that 
ｖｘｆｋ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗｖ＃ｐｌｊｋｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｖｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｊｈｑｘｌｑｈ＃ｚｌｖｋ＃ｗｒ＃ｑｇ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃
about the target, but might also serve a more formal compliance purpose. Either way, 
a negative report might lead to a proposed transaction being cancelled. 

4.105  The evidence I heard was that in the period 2005-6, there was a strong demand in 
London for ‘due diligence’ reports to be prepared on Russian targets. As we shall 
see, Mr Litvinenko sought to establish himself as someone who could provide such 
reports, using both his own knowledge and his contacts in their preparation. 

4.106  Could it be that Mr Litvinenko’s death was connected in some way to the work that he 
undertook in this sphere? Is it possible that a disgruntled subject of a negative report 
prepared by Mr Litvinenko might have wished to punish him? Or might Mr Litvinenko’s 
need to establish a network of sources in order to assist with this work have drawn 
him into the company of people who wished him ill for other reasons? 

4.107  I heard evidence that there were three private security companies with which 
Mr Litvinenko became involved in this period. They were RISC Management Limited, 
Titon International Limited and Erinys UK Limited. I propose to review the evidence 
relating to each in turn. 

RISC 

4.108  RISC Management Limited (RISC) was a private security company that had grown 
out of an earlier business named ISC Global. I heard evidence from Keith Hunter, who 
was CEO of RISC in the period 2005–6.98 He explained that ISC had been set up in 

98 Hunter 11/1-47 
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2000 by Stephen Curtis and Nigel Brown. Mr Curtis was a lawyer with a large network 
of high net worth clients, whom he introduced to ISC. Mr Curtis’ clients included the 
so called oligarchs Mr Berezovsky, Mikhail Khodorkovsky and Vladimir Gusinsky. 
Mr Curtis was killed in a helicopter crash in 2004. As I understood the evidence, the 
business of ISC was thereafter split between Mr Brown, who went to work in Israel, 
and Mr Hunter, who set up RISC in London.99 

4.109  Ｐｕ＃ Ｋｘｑｗｈｕﾶｖ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｕｖｗ＃ ｐｈｗ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｌｑ＃ ５３３４＃ ｒｕ＃ ５３３５／＃ ｚｋｈｑ＃
introduced to him by Mr Berezovsky. He recalled that Mr Berezovsky thought that 
Mr Litvinenko might be useful to his business. He remembered meeting Mr Litvinenko 
on subsequent occasions, such as at other meetings with Mr Berezovsky. He appears 
to have formed a fairly low opinion of Mr Litvinenko’s value as a possible source of 
intelligence – his view was that Mr Litvinenko’s sources were likely to be historic and 
also that the views he offered might contain a political slant.100 

4.110  There was evidence from others that Mr Litvinenko did undertake some work for RISC 
in 2005 and 2006. Mr Hunter said that he had not been directly involved in such work, 
and that it would have been handled by Mr Knuckey, RISC’s managing director, and 
by Garym Evans and Daniel Quirke, the investigators who were, successively, the 
people at RISC with whom Mr Litvinenko dealt on a day to day basis. 

4.111  Ｚｕｌｗｗｈｑ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｑｘｆｎｈ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ ｕｈｄｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜１＃Ｋｈ＃ ｕｈｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃
Mr Litvinenko in the summer of 2004, when he conducted an investigation into the 
ｕｈｅｒｐｅｌｑｊ＃ｄｗｗｄｆｎ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｒｘｖｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃］ｄｎｄ｜ｈｙ＃＋ｖｈｈ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ｄｗ＃
paragraph 4.26). He added, ﾳＬ＃ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｎｑｒｚｑ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ＦＨＲ＃Ｎｈｌｗｋ＃Ｋｘｑｗｈｕ＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃
then.ﾴ 101 

4.112  Later in the same statement, Mr Knuckey stated that, ﾳｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ ５３３８＃ ｒｘｕ＃ ｆｒｐｓｄｑ｜＃
ｇｈｆｌｇｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｘｖｈ＃＾Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ｀＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｖｒｘｕｆｈﾴ. 102 He said that he asked a member of 
his staff, Mr Evans, to manage Mr Litvinenko, and that when Mr Evans left RISC in 
February 2006, he ﾳｓｄｖｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｑｄｊｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｗｒ＃Ｇｄｑ＃Ｔｘｌｕｎｈﾴ, 103 another 
member of staff at RISC. 

4.113  Mr Evans gave oral evidence to the Inquiry, and his evidence was broadly consistent 
with that of Mr Knuckey. He recalled being introduced to Mr Litvinenko by either 
Mr Hunter or Mr Knuckey, or both, in about the middle of 2005.104 Although he was told 
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｚｒｕｎｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｐｈｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＵＬＶＦ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃
London about seven or eight times over the next few months, it does not appear that 
Mr Litvinenko was actually engaged to conduct any enquiries for RISC during the time 
that Mr Evans was managing him. Mr Evans said that when the two met they spent 
time discussing Russian politics. Mr Evans thought that Mr Litvinenko was keeping 
himself occupied, and also trying to build a relationship with RISC.105 There must have 
been some substance to the relationship between RISC and Mr Litvinenko, because 
Mr Evans remembered giving Mr Litvinenko two mobile phones and SIM cards at the 
latter’s request – Mr Evans assumed they were to help him keep in touch with his 
ﾳｑｈｗｚｒｕｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗｖ.ﾴ＃106 Mr Knuckey’s evidence was that RISC had gone further and 

99 Hunter 11/4-9
100 Hunter 11/25-29 
101 Knuckey 7/36
102 Knuckey 7/45
103 Knuckey 7/45-46
104 Evans 7/20
105 Evans 7/33
106 Evans 7/26 
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paid Mr Litvinenko £1,000 in cash to mark the start of their relationship. He said that 
Mr Evans would have made the payment, but, whilst Mr Evans did have a “vague 
ｕｈｆｒｏｏｈｆｗｌｒｑﾴ of paying Mr Litvinenko a much smaller amount for expenses, he had 
no memory of this.107 The other notable feature of Mr Evans’ evidence was that he 
ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕｈｇ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜／＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＵＬＶＦ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃
at some stage in the last quarter of 2005.108 

4.114  Mr Quirke also gave oral evidence to the Inquiry. He said that he was introduced to 
Mr Litvinenko in February or March 2006, shortly before Mr Evans left the company, 
and took over as Mr Litvinenko’s handler from that time.109 His understanding was that 
Mr Litvinenko was: 

ﾳﾫ＃ ｗｕ｜ｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋ＃ ｄ＃ ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ／＃ ｋｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｚｒｕｎｌｑｊ＃ ｋｄｕｇ／＃ Ｌ＃ ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｖｋｒｕｗ＃
ｒｉ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜１＃ Ｌ＃ ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｐｒｑｌｈｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈﾶｇ＃ｓｕｈｙｌｒｘｖｏ｜＃ｊｒｗ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ﾱ＃ｄｖ＃ ｏｌｎｈ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｗｄｌｑｈｕ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｋｄｇ＃ｆｈｄｖｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｏｈｉｗ＃ｄ＃ｋｒｏｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｑｄｑｆｈｖ１ﾴ 110 

4.115  Ｐｕ＃Ｔｘｌｕｎｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｐｈｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｙｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｖｌ｛＃ｗｌｐｈｖ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｄｑｇｒｙｈｕ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ１＃
The last of those meetings was on 17 October 2006, a meeting to which I shall return 
in due course. 

4.116  Ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃Ｌ＃ｋｈｄｕｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｉｒｕｐｄｏｏ｜＃ｗｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｌｈｆｈ＃
of investigative work for RISC at around the time of the handover from Mr Evans to 
Mr Quirke. Mr Knuckey asserted in his statement that he gave Mr Litvinenko this piece 
ｒｉ＃ｚｒｕｎ＃ｄｗ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｓｒｌｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｔｘｄｕｗｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃５３３９１111 Mr Quirke’s evidence was broadly 
consistent – he thought that the tasking had commenced shortly before he took over 
from Mr Evans.112 The case on which Mr Litvinenko was tasked was a long-running 
case in which RISC acted for Stolichnaya vodka. Mr Quirke explained that RISC 
were undertaking investigations on behalf of Stolichnaya into what he described as a 
scheme sponsored by the Russian government to put the company out of business 
by, as he put it, ﾳｒｒｇ＾ｌｑｊ｀＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｕｎｈｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｎｑｒｆｎｒｉｉ＃ｙｈｕｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｕｄｑｇ.ﾴ＃The task 
that Mr Litvinenko was given, apparently by Mr Knuckey, was to make enquiries into 
the Russian agriculture minister, named Mr Gordeyev.113 

4.117  Mr Litvinenko did not conduct this investigation alone. Rather, he enlisted the 
assistance of Mr Lugovoy. The evidence of both Mr Knuckey and Mr Quirke was that 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｗｗｈｑｇｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃ＵＬＶＦﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃
April or May 2006 when they presented the fruits of their investigation. Mr Knuckey 
and Mr Quirke were not impressed. Mr Quirke explained that the information, “was 
ｑｒｗ＃ｘｓ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｑｇｄｕｇ＃ｚｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｈｆｗｈｇ＃ﾫ＃＾ｌｗ｀＃ｄｓｓｈｄｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｆｘｏｏｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃
internet sites.ﾴ Mr Lugovoy demanded US$10,000 for the information – Mr Quirke 
said that Mr Knuckey agreed to make a payment of US$7,500 to an account operated 
by Mr Lugovoy in Cyprus, in part because, ﾳＺｈ＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ｆｘｏｗｌｙｄｗｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｅｘｌｏｇ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃
relationship.ﾴ＃114 

107 Knuckey 7/45-46; Evans 7/26-27
108 Evans 7/31
109 Quirke 11/60 
110 Quirke 11/68 
111 Knuckey 7/49
112 Quirke 11/73 
113 Quirke 11/70-74 
114 Quirke 11/82; Knuckey 7/46-49; Hunter 11/45-46 
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4.118  As we shall see, this would not be the last occasion on which Mr Lugovoy would 
provide Mr Litvinenko with substandard material when purportedly assisting him in 
making enquiries into Russian targets. 

4.119  Mr Quirke’s evidence was that he had one further formal meeting with Mr Litvinenko 
and Mr Lugovoy. That meeting took place on 17 October 2006.115 Also present on that 
occasion was Mr Kovtun. I shall return to that meeting in due course. 

Erinys/Titon 

4.120  The other two London private security companies with which Mr Litvinenko became 
involved in the last year of his life were linked to each other. The two companies 
ｖｋｄｕｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｒｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｄ＃ｖｘｌｗｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｄ｜ｉｄｌｕ＃ﾱ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｏｄ｜＃ｄｑ＃
important part in the events that led to Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

4.121  Mr John Holmes, who gave oral evidence to the Inquiry, was a director of a large 
multinational security company named Erinys International. He operated its UK 
subsidiary, Erinys UK. He was assisted in doing so by Mr Tim Reilly, who was employed 
by Erinys UK as a consultant. The major business of both Erinys companies was the 
provision of physical security services to the oil industry.116 

4.122  Mr Holmes was also a co-director of an investigative due diligence business called 
Titon International Limited. The other director, who managed the day to day work of 
the company, was called Mr Dean Attew. 

4.123  Ｅｒｗｋ＃ｆｒｐｓｄｑｌｈｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｅｄｖｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｄｗ＃５８＃Ｊｕｒｖｙｈｑｒｕ＃Ｖｗｕｈｈｗ／＃Ｐｄ｜ｉｄｌｕ１＃

4.124  Ｐｕ＃Ｄｗｗｈｚﾶｖ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｌｑ＃５３３７＞＃ｗｋｈｕｈｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｐｈｑ＃
became close personal friends and, latterly, business associates.117 Mr Attew stated 
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｚ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ ｗｌｐｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｌｐｈ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｗ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ｅｈｆｄｐｈ＃
friends, but that they did not start to work together until about six months before 
Mr Litvinenko died – that is, about May 2006. It is clear that during those six months 
the two men became even closer – Mr Attew said that Mr Litvinenko would often pop 
ｌｑｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｄ｜ｉｄｌｕ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｖｋｒｕｗ＃ｆｋｄｗ＃ﾱ＃ｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｒｐｈｗｌｐｈｖ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃
times a week.118 

4.125  Mr Attew described how another investigator for whom he sometimes worked needed 
some enquiries conducted on Russian targets, and that he asked Mr Litvinenko to 
ｘｑｇｈｕｗｄｎｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｎ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｅｄｅｏ｜＃ｕｈｔｘｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗｖ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃
Mr Litvinenko in August 2006. Mr Attew’s evidence was that Mr Litvinenko produced 
a total of four due diligence reports.119 It was apparent from the evidence of Mr Attew 
and others that, as with the work that he did for Mr Quirke relating to Mr Gordeyev, 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｒｅｗｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｄｖｖｌｖｗｄｑｆｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｒｗｋｈｕｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗｖ１＃Ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃
draft of one of the reports, Mr Litvinenko sought assistance from Mr Lugovoy. For the 
second draft of that report, and for all the others, Mr Litvinenko was assisted by Yuri 
Shvets.120 

115 Quirke 11/86-87 
116 Holmes 7/50-53
117 Attew 13/15-17
118 Attew 13/17-22
119 Attew 13/25-26; 13/28-32. (There was a small degree of inconsistency between the evidence of Mr Attew 
and that of Mr Shvets as to the subjects of the reports, but I did not consider this inconsistency to be material.)
120 Attew 13/28-30 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/11_86-87.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/7_50-53.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_15-17.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_17-22.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_25-26.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_28-32.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_28-30.pdf
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4.126  Mr Shvets was a former member of the Committee for State Security (KGB) who 
emigrated to the United States (US) in 1993. From there, he wrote and published a 
book that was highly critical of what he described as the Russian ﾳｖ｜ｖｗｈｐﾴ, which, he 
told me, he regarded as ﾳｐｒｕｈ＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕｒｘｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜＃ｗｋｄｑ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｈ｛ｗｈｕｑｄｏ＃ｈｑｈｐ｜ﾴ. 
He received threats following the publication of the book and he subsequently claimed 
and was granted asylum in the US.121 As I have described at paragraph 4.51 above, 
Mr Litvinenko and Mr Shvets had met and become friends in 2002 when they were 
both involved in the project relating to the so called ‘Kuchma tapes’. 

4.127  Mr Shvets told me that he had a telephone conversation with Mr Litvinenko in about 
July 2006. Mr Shvets was already producing due diligence reports and he suggested 
ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｕ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｑｇ＃ｆｘｖｗｒｐｈｕｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ１＃Ｋｈ＃
said that he would pay Mr Litvinenko 20% of the fee for each report.122 

4.128  One of the reports that Mr Attew commissioned Mr Litvinenko to provide is of particular 
ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜１＃Ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｇｕｄｉｗ＃
and Mr Shvets the second. The target of that report was a senior Russian politician 
named Victor Ivanov. Mr Attew explained that Mr Litvinenko had introduced him to 
Mr Lugovoy prior to the report being commissioned, and he had disliked him. 

4.129  The view of Mr Attew and others was that the reports prepared by Mr Shvets were of 
very high quality. Mr Litvinenko appears to have been paid thousands of pounds for 
each report,123 although the evidence was that the larger part of that money was sent 
by Mr Litvinenko to Mr Shvets. 

4.130  Mr Reilly, who was employed by Mr Holmes as a consultant to Erinys UK, was a 
specialist in oil and gas and a Russian speaker. His evidence was that Mr Attew 
introduced him to Mr Litvinenko at some point during the early summer of 2006 in 
ｗｋｈ＃ ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ ｆｒｐｓｄｑｌｈｖ＃ ｖｋｄｕｈｇ１＃ Ｗｋｈ｜＃ ｖｓｒｎｈ＃ ｗｒｊｈｗｋｈｕ＃ ｌｑ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ ｄｑｇ＃
ｖｘｅｖｈｔｘｈｑｗｏ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｒｉｗｈｑ＃ｇｕｒｓ＃ｅ｜＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｖｒ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｄｏｎ＃ｌｑ＃
Russian. Mr Reilly thought that he was one of the few people whom Mr Litvinenko 
knew who could speak Russian but was not a member of the Russian community in 
London. He estimated that he saw Mr Litvinenko between 20 and 30 times in 2006, 
between the early summer and November when Mr Litvinenko was taken ill.124 

4.131  Mr Reilly’s role at Erinys UK at the time was to attempt to secure contracts for the 
Ｈｕｌｑ｜ｖ＃ｆｒｐｓｄｑｌｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｒｌｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｊｄｖ＃ｈｏｇｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｗｗｈｐｓｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃
cultivate contacts that he had made in the security department at Gazprom. According 
to Mr Reilly, Mr Litvinenko told him that he had a Russian friend who might be able to 
help, and that he should meet him. He put it in this way: 

ﾳ＾Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ｀＃ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｉｕｌｈｑｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃
ｈ｛０ＮＪＥ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｚｒｕｏｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｑｇｈｈｇ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｆｒｐｓｄｑ｜＃
ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ＃ｄｐｒｑｊｖｗ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｘｖｈｉｘｏ＃ｓｈｕｋｄｓｖ＃
ｗｒ＃ｐｈｈｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｊｘ｜＃ｚｋｒ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｑｗｕｒｇｘｆｈ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｒｌｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｊｄｖ＃ｌｑｇｘｖｗｕ｜＃
ｌｑ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｇｈｓｄｕｗｐｈｑｗｖ１ﾴ＃125 

121 Shvets 24/44-47
122 Shvets 24/58-59
123 Holmes 7/63-64
124 Reilly 10/11-13 
125 Reilly 10/61-62 
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4.132  Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｇｘｏ｜＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｄ｜ｉｄｌｕ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｗｒ＃ｐｈｈｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｕｈｌｏｏ｜１＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｕｈｌｏｏ｜＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊｖ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｍｘｑｈ＃ｒｕ＃Ｍｘｏ｜＃５３３９１126 The 
next meeting, at which Mr Lugovoy was accompanied by Mr Kovtun, took place on 
16 October 2006; that is a meeting to which I shall return. 

4.133  Mr Reilly’s evidence was that, although the question of money was never discussed 
between him and Mr Litvinenko and Mr Lugovoy, it was understood that they would 
be paid if, and only if, Erinys won a contract.127 

Might this work have been linked to Mr Litvinenko’s death? 

4.134  As I suggested at the beginning of this Part, Mr Litvinenko’s apparent keenness 
to develop his work with private security companies in the period 2005-6 may well 
be explained by a desire, and/or a need, to establish sources of income that were 
independent of Mr Berezovsky. I heard evidence that Mr Litvinenko was exploring 
other similar ventures – for example, he asked for Mr Reilly’s advice about a project 
to import ethanol from the Ukraine,128 and also discussed a possible deal involving 
copper trading with Mr Attew.129 

4.135  Mr Litvinenko’s life, then, was starting to move in a new direction. He was meeting 
and doing business with people outside the close circle around Mr Berezovsky. He 
ｚｄｖ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ／＃ｒｉｗｈｑ＃ｌｑｘｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ／＃ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｈｈｎｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｈｏｏ＃ｗｋｈ＃
fruits of those investigations to their business partners and rivals. 

4.136  The question that I must address is whether, in taking these steps, Mr Litvinenko 
was placing himself at risk. In particular, I must consider whether the new work that 
Mr Litvinenko was undertaking was in any way connected with his death. 

4.137  Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｒｌｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｈｄｕｇ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｆｒｐｐｌｖｖｌｒｑｈｇ＃ｇｘｈ＃
diligence type work from Mr Litvinenko took careful steps to preserve his anonymity 
as the source of information that they then relayed to their clients. Mr Quirke stated 
ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｑｄｐｈｖ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｖｒｘｕｆｈｖ＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｎｈｓｗ＃ ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ ｈｙｈｑ＃ ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｒｉｆｈ／＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃
Mr Litvinenko’s name would not have been written on any report or mentioned orally 
to any of their clients.130 Mr Evans131 and Mr Hunter132 gave evidence to similar effect, 
and the same basic principle was implicit in Mr Attew’s evidence. 

4.138  It follows that, at least as regards most of the reports that Mr Litvinenko was involved 
in preparing, there is no particular reason to think that his role in providing what may 
have been damaging information ever became known to anyone affected by it. One 
exception to this is the Ivanov report that I have referred to above. There is reason 
to think that this report might have found its way back to Mr Ivanov and others in the 
Kremlin, together with the fact that Mr Litvinenko had been responsible for preparing 
it. I will return to this particular report in the next Part (see below, Part 5, chapter 4). 

126 Reilly 10/67-68
127 Reilly 10/78-79
128 Reilly 10/50-58
129 Attew 13/64
130 Quirke 11/54-59 
131 Evans 7/18-19
132 Hunter 11/46 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/10_67-68.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/10_78-79.pdf
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_64.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/11_54-59.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/7_18-19.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/11_46.pdf
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4.139  Moving on, the question that I posed at paragraph 4.106 above was whether 
Mr Litvinenko’s need to establish a network of sources to assist him in this investigative 
work may have led him to associate with people who wished him harm. 

4.140  The summary of the evidence relating to Mr Litvinenko’s private security work 
that I have set out above contains references to Mr Litvinenko seeking to involve 
Mr Lugovoy in a number of different projects. Mr Litvinenko and Mr Lugovoy were 
old acquaintances; but the evidence is clear that it was this work that led to them 
becoming closer in the period 2005. 

Andrey Lugovoy 

4.141  Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｈｑｗｕｄｏ＃ｊｘｕｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｖｖｘｈｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｕｌｖｈ１＃Ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃
he did not give oral evidence, I heard a good deal of oral evidence about him. I also 
admitted into evidence a number of the accounts that he has given about the events 
in question. It will be convenient to say a little by way of introduction about him at this 
point. 

4.142  I heard that Mr Lugovoy was born in Baku in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
(USSR) in 1966, which made him four years younger than Mr Litvinenko.133 Not unlike 
Mr Litvinenko, Mr Lugovoy was born into a family that was proud of its military history 
and its record of service to Russia. At a press conference in May 2007, Mr Lugovoy 
said this about his family: 

ﾳＬ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｅｒｕｑ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃ｄ＃ ｉｄｐｌｏ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｐｌｏｌｗｄｕ｜＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ１＃Ｐ｜＃ｊｕｄｑｇｄｇ＃ ｉｒｘｊｋｗ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｒ０
Ｍｄｓｄｑｈｖｈ＃ｚｄｕ＃ｒｉ＃４＜３７１＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｚｄｕｇｈｇ＃ｄ＃Ｖｗ＃Ｊｈｒｕｊｈﾶｖ＃Ｆｕｒｖｖ／＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｌｊｋｈｖｗ＃
ｐｌｏｌｗｄｕ｜＃ｋｒｑｒｘｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｈｐｓｌｕｈ１＃Ｐ｜＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｊｕｄｑｇｄｇ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｒｕｐｌｑｊ＃
ｒｉ＃Ｅｈｕｏｌｑ１＃Ｐ｜＃ｉｄｗｋｈｕ＃ｖｈｕｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｕｐ｜＃ｉｒｕ＃６＜＃｜ｈｄｕｖ１＃Ｐ｜＃ｅｕｒｗｋｈｕ＃ ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｈｈｕｖｐｄｑ＃
ｒｑ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｗｒｐｌｆ＃ｖｘｅｐｄｕｌｑｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｄ＃ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｐｌｏｌｗｄｕ｜＃ｐｄｑ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｕｄｌｑｌｑｊ１＃Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｅｕｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｘｓ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｗｕｄｇｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｄｏ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ１＃ Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｓｕｒｘｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｏｄｖｗ＃
ｉｈｚ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｐ｜＃ｒｓｌｑｌｒｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｖｗｄｕｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｄｌｑ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｏｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｄｊｈ＃
ｒｉ＃ｊｈｒｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｆｈ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｄｏｚｄ｜ｖ＃ ｌｑｘｈｑｆｈｇ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ Ｌ＃ｋｒｓｈ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃
ｌｑｘｈｑｆｈ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｖ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｒ＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃ｕｈｙｒｏｘｗｌｒｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｌｗ１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｄ＃ｖｐｄｏｏ＃ｓｈｕｌｒｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｑｒｅｒｇ｜＃ｗｒｒｎ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｈｑ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ１＃Ｑｒｚ／＃
ｊｈｑｗｏｈｐｈｑ／＃｜ｒｘ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗ１ﾴ＃134 

4.143  In the passage that I have quoted Mr Lugovoy said that he was a military man by 
training, and I heard some further evidence on that subject. I heard that he attended 
military college, and then joined the Ninth Directorate of the KGB, which was 
ｕｈｖｓｒｑｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｌｑｊ＃ｓｕｒｗｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｖｈｑｌｒｕ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ１＃Ｏｌｎｈ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｒｑ＃
the break-up of the KGB Mr Lugovoy continued to undertake the same work, albeit 
for a differently named organisation. In Mr Lugovoy’s case, he was a member of the 
Federal Protection Service (FPS), which was the successor organisation to the Ninth 
Directorate.135 It appears that Mr Lugovoy was never a member of the FSB.136 

4.144  I heard that in 1996 Mr Lugovoy resigned from the FPS to become Head of Security 
at ORT, the television station that was run at that time by Mr Berezovsky and his 
business partner Mr Patarkatsishvili. Mr Lugovoy remained in that job until 2001, 
when he was required to leave the company. It will be recalled that that was at about 

133 Mascall 8/14-16
134 INQ001886 (page 21)
135 Mascall 8/17-19
136 Mascall 8/25 
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the time when Mr Berezovsky left Russia and gave up control of ORT, having fallen 
out with President Putin. I heard that Mr Lugovoy’s explanation for his departure from 
ORT at this time was that he was required to leave the company because he was 
perceived to be one of Mr Berezovsky’s associates.137 

4.145  Unlike Mr Berezovsky, Mr Lugovoy did not leave Russia. Rather, he developed various 
successful business interests, including a security company named Ninth Wave.138 

4.146  I also heard evidence about an event in Mr Lugovoy’s life that took place shortly 
ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｇｈｓｄｕｗｘｕｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ＲＵＷ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｅｏｈ＃ｓｒｗｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃
the issues that arise in this Inquiry. The evidence I heard was that Mr Lugovoy was 
arrested and convicted in 2001 of attempting to assist another of Mr Berezovsky’s 
associates, named Mr Glushkov, to escape from prison. The evidence was that he 
was released in 2002, after 15 months’ imprisonment.139 

4.147  As we shall see, questions have been asked about this chapter of Mr Lugovoy’s story. 
The underlying theme of these questions has been the possibility that Mr Lugovoy was, 
or became, an FSB agent tasked to act against Mr Berezovsky and his associates. It 
has been suggested that Mr Lugovoy’s conviction and imprisonment were fabricated 
in order to add to his credibility with Mr Berezovsky. Mr Glushkov, for example, stated 
that Mr Lugovoy had never been seen in the Lefortovo prison during the time that 
he was supposedly detained there.140 Another suggestion has been that Mr Lugovoy 
may have been recruited by the FSB whilst in prison. One focus of speculation in 
this regard has been Mr Lugovoy’s successful business career following his release 
from prison, in particular in the security business, which was closely monitored by 
the FSB. I heard evidence that Andrei Vasiliev, the editor of the Russian newspaper 
Kommersant, had put the matter in this way: 

ﾳＷｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｖｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ﾵｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ＮＪＥ＃ｐｄｑﾶﾫ＃Ｌ＃ｑｇ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃
ｖｗｒｕ｜＃ｄ＃ ｏｌｗｗｏｈ＃ ｖｗｕｄｑｊｈ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ｓｕｌｖｒｑ／＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｆｕｌｐｌｑｄｏ＃ ｕｈｆｒｕｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｘｇｇｈｑｏ｜＃ｋｈ＃
ｌｖ＃ｒｎｄ｜／＃ｌｖ＃ｄｏｏｒｚｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｒ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ／＃ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜１＃Ｌｗ＃ｕｄｌｖｈｖ＃
ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｖ１ﾴ 141 

4.148  As I have described, both Mr Litvinenko and Mr Lugovoy were associates of 
Mr Berezovsky in Moscow during the late 1990s, and both gave an account of having 
met occasionally at that time.142 They also gave consistent accounts of not having 
had any contact with each other for some years following Mr Litvinenko’s departure 
from Moscow, and of then meeting again in London in 2004 or 2005. However, their 
ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗｖ＃ｇｌｉｉｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｕｈｖｓｈｆｗｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｌｑｊ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｆｌｕｆｘｐｖｗｄｑｆｈｖ＃
ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ１＃

4.149  Ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｚｌｆｈ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃
course of his interviews with DI Hyatt that the meeting had taken place in 2004. He 
also said that Mr Lugovoy had been in London at the time to watch either CSKA 
Moscow or Spartak play Chelsea.143 Mr Lugovoy’s account (in the witness statement 
that he gave in the Terluk litigation) was that the meeting had taken place in October 

137 Mascall 8/26-30
138 Mascall 8/31-32
139 A number of different dates were given for Mr Lugovoy’s imprisonment. The 2001-2 dates seem most likely, 
since they coincide with the evidence given by Mr Glushkov: Mascall 8/44-48
140 Glushkov 17/46-48
141 Mascall 8/47-48
142 Mascall 8/49; INQ016593 (page 10)
143 INQ002470 (pages 2-3); INQ016593 (pages 10-11) 
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/8_31-32.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/8_44-48.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/17_46-48.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/8_47-48.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/8_49.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016593x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ002470x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016593x.pdf
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2005, but he also said that the meeting had coincided with his trip to London to watch 
CSKA Moscow play Chelsea.144 There is evidence before the Inquiry that CSKA 
Moscow played Chelsea in London on 20 October 2004; there were no matches 
between the two teams in 2005 – nor were there any matches between Chelsea and 
Spartak in either year.145 It therefore appears very likely that Mr Litvinenko’s account 
ｚｄｖ＃ｄｆｆｘｕｄｗｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｐｈｑ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃５３３７１＃

4.150  There is also a divergence between the accounts of the two men as to how the 
meeting was arranged. Mr Litvinenko told DI Hyatt that Mr Lugovoy contacted him 
and suggested that they meet. Mr Lugovoy, on the other hand, stated in the witness 
statement to which I have referred above that Mr Litvinenko had contacted him and 
asked to meet. Since this was the occasion on which the relationship between the two 
men was renewed, the question of who initiated the process is of some importance. I 
will return to this question in Part 9 below. 

4.151  Following that meeting Mr Litvinenko drew Mr Lugovoy into his business activities, 
often describing him as his ‘Moscow contact’. On the evidence that I have heard, 
ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｒｆｆｄｖｌｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｗｒｒｎ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃
in London was the meeting with Mr Evans in late 2005. That was followed by the 
meeting with Mr Quirke and Mr Knuckey in April/May 2006, then the meetings with 
Mr Attew and Mr Reilly, and the further meeting with Mr Quirke, later in the year. Marina 
Litvinenko gave evidence that she recalled meeting Mr Lugovoy at Mr Berezovsky’s 
60th birthday party, held at Blenheim Palace in January 2006. She also recalled that 
Mr Lugovoy and his wife had visited Mr Litvinenko at their home in north London 
during July 2006, whilst she and Anatoly were away on holiday.146 

4.152  As I have explained above, neither Mr Knuckey and Mr Quirke, nor Mr Attew, were 
at all impressed by the due diligence reports compiled by Mr Lugovoy. Mr Attew also 
stated that he took a strong personal dislike to Mr Lugovoy when he met him with 
Mr Litvinenko at Heathrow Airport in June 2006. Mr Attew’s evidence was that, on 
meeting Mr Lugovoy, he disliked and distrusted him. He added: 

ﾳＬ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｐｈｗ＃ ｐｄｑ｜＃ ｇｌｉｉｈｕｈｑｗ＃ ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ ｐｄｑ｜＃ ｇｌｉｉｈｕｈｑｗ＃ ｆｒｘｑｗｕｌｈｖ／＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｜ｒｘ＃ ｒｑ＃
ｒｆｆｄｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｐｈｈｗ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｒｕｕ｜＃｜ｒｘ／＃ｆｒｑｆｈｕｑ＃｜ｒｘ／＃ｖｆｄｕｈ＃｜ｒｘ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｑｖｗｄｑｆｈ／＃
ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ＃Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈ＃ｄｖ＃ｆｒｏｇ／＃ｖｆｄｕｌｏ｜＃ｆｒｏｇ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜１＃Ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖｑﾶｗ＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｉｈｏｗ＃ｉｕｌｊｋｗｈｑｈｇ＞＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖｑﾶｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｉｈｏｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｄｕｐﾶｖ＃ｚｄ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｚｄ｜１＃Ｌ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｇｌｇｑﾶｗ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｆｋｄｕｄｆｗｈｕｌｖｗｌｆｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｇｌｙｌｇｘｄｏ＃ｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｏｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｌｗｗｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃ｉｕｒｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｈ１ﾴ＃147 

Ｐｕ＃ Ｄｗｗｈｚ＃ ｄｏｖｒ＃ ｖｗｄｗｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｕｈｗｘｕｑｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｈｕｌｑ｜ｖ２Ｗｌｗｒｑ＃ ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃
Mr Lugovoy and recounted his experience to Mr Holmes and Mr Reilly. He also 
ｄｇｙｌｖｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｏｏｈｄｊｘｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄｏｏｒｚ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ／＃
more importantly, that they should not do any business with him.148 As I have explained, 
Mr Reilly ignored both pieces of advice. 

4.153  But it is striking that Mr Litvinenko appears to have had a very different opinion 
of Mr Lugovoy to that of Mr Attew. Mr Attew told me that Mr Litvinenko described 
Mr Lugovoy to him as “a good friend.ﾴ＃149 Mr Quirke’s evidence was that Mr Litvinenko 
described Mr Lugovoy to him as ﾳｖｒｐｈｒｑｈﾫ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｗｕｘｖｗｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃

144 INQ001788 (page 15 paragraph 86)
145 INQ022396; INQ022397 
146 Marina Litvinenko 4/14-17
147 Attew 13/85-86
148 Attew 13/47
149 Attew 13/45 
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ｄｑｇ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｈｏｓ＃ｘｖﾴ,150 and Mr Reilly’s impression of Mr Litvinenko and Mr Lugovoy’s 
relationship was that they were, “ｉｄｌｕｏ｜＃ｉｕｄｑｎ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｓｈｑ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｈｄｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ／＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｆｒｐｉｒｕｗｄｅｏｈ＃
ｌｑ＃ｈｄｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕﾶｖ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｑｆｈﾴ. 151 

4.154  Mr Shvets also told me that Mr Litvinenko trusted Mr Lugovoy. He recalled that he 
and Mr Litvinenko discussed whether Mr Lugovoy could be trusted after Mr Litvinenko 
told him that he had given a copy of the Ivanov report that Mr Shvets had drafted to 
Mr Lugovoy. The conversation, as Mr Shvets recounted it, is a telling one: 

ﾳＷｋｈｑ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕｒｘｖ／＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｇｑﾶｗ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｊｘ｜＃ｚｄｖ／＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｊｘ｜＃
ｚｄｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｅｄｖｌｆｄｏｏ｜＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕｒｘｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ﾱ＃ｌｗ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕｒｘｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｈｗｚｒｕｎ１＃
Ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｚｋ｜＃Ｌ＃ｖｄｌｇ＝＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ／＃ｇｒ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｇｒｌｑｊ／＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｌｗ＃
ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕｒｘｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｘｖ＃ｅｒｗｋ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｌ＃ｖｗｄｕｗｈｇ＃ｄｖｎｌｑｊ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｖ／＃ｇｒ＃｜ｒｘ＃
ｕｈｄｏｏ｜＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｊｘ｜／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｈｏｏ＃ｐｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｋｌｐ１＃Ｅｄｖｌｆｄｏｏ｜＃
ｋｈ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｎｑｒｚｑ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃ｋｈ＃ｎｑｈｚ＃ｐｈ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
ｇｒｑﾶｗ＃ｚｒｕｕ｜／＃Ｌ＃ｗｕｘｖｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｊｘ｜＃ｈｑｗｌｕｈｏ｜／＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ﾱ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｅｄｖｌｆｄｏｏ｜＃ｋｈ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｉｒｘｕ＃
ｆｕｌｗｈｕｌｄ１＃Ｉｌｕｖｗ／＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｊｘ｜／＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｚｒｕｎｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＮＪＥ／＃ｄｖ＃ｚｈ＃
ｇｌｇ／＃ ｄｏｏ＃ ｕｌｊｋｗ／＃ ｖｒ＃ｚｈ＃ｄｕｈ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ ｏｈｄｊｘｈ１＃Ｗｋｈｑ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ／＃ ｏｌｎｈ＃ Ｌ／＃ ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃
Ｖｄｖｋｄ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｊｘ｜／＃ｚｈ＃ｚｒｕｎｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｄｊｈｑｆｌｈｖ１＃Ｒｎｄ｜１＃Ｗｋｌｕｇ＃
ｆｕｌｗｈｕｌｄ／＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ｊｘ｜／＃ ｏｌｎｈ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ／＃ｚｒｕｎｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜１＃Ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｉｒｘｕｗｋ＃ｆｕｌｗｈｕｌｄ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｊｘ｜／＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｖｈｕｙｈｇ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｍｄｌｏ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｄｖｖｒｆｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃
Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜／＃ｏｌｎｈ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｇｌｇ１＃Ｖｒ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ／＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｏｄｖｗ＃ｆｕｌｗｈｕｌｄ／＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃
ｈｖｖｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｕｘｖｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｊｘ｜＃ｈｑｗｌｕｈｏ｜１＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃ｏｌｎｈ／＃｜ｒｘ＃ｎｑｒｚ／＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｊｘ｜／＃ｋｈ＃
ｌｖ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｐｈ／＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｖｈｕｙｈｇ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｍｄｌｏ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜／＃Ｌ＃ｗｕｘｖｗ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｈｑｗｌｕｈｏ｜１＃Ｌ＃ｖｄｌｇ＝＃
ｒｎｄ｜／＃ｌｗﾶｖ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｆｋｒｌｆｈ／＃｜ｒｘ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｌｗ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｏｈｗﾶｖ＃ｖｈｈ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｓｓｈｑｖ＃ｑｈ｛ｗ１ﾴ＃152 

4.155  Whether Mr Litvinenko was right to trust Mr Lugovoy, and whether Mr Lugovoy was 
connected to what did ﾳｋｄｓｓｈｑ＃ｑｈ｛ｗﾴ to Mr Litvinenko, are issues that lie at the heart 
of this Inquiry. 

150 Quirke 11/80 
151 Reilly 10/65
152 Shvets 24/74-75 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/11_80.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/10_65.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_74-75.pdf
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Part: 5 Alexander Litvinenko’s final months 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

5.1  The summer and early autumn of 2006 saw a number of developments in the themes 
that I have set out above, developments that I will consider before turning in the next 
Part to the events that immediately preceded Mr Litvinenko’s death. 
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Chapter 2: The 2006 Russian laws 

5.2  Ｗｚｒ＃ｏｄｚｖ＃ｓｄｖｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｕｒｘｊｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｏｈｊｌｖｏｄｗｌｙｈ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｖｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃５３３９／＃ｗｒ＃
which I shall refer as ‘the 2006 laws’. At the time, some perceived the 2006 laws as 
a means by which President Putin might take action against the dissident community 
outside Russia, including in the UK. It is necessary to consider whether such fears 
ｐｄ｜＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｍｘｖｗｌｈｇ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｈｑｄｆｗｐｈｑｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｉｄｆｗｒｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃
in the death of Mr Litvinenko. 

5.3  I heard oral evidence on these matters from a number of witnesses. Following the 
conclusion of the hearings, I instructed Drew Holiner, an expert in Russian law, to 
prepare a report on the meaning and effect of the 2006 laws. He produced a report 
dated 4 August 2015, which I have adduced into evidence.1 

The 2006 laws 

5.4  Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃５３３９＃ ｏｄｚｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｏ＃Ｏｄｚ＃ｑｒ１６８０Ｉ］＃ｒｉ＃５３３９＃ﾱ＃Ｒｑ＃Ｆｒｘｑｗｈｕｄｆｗｌｒｑ＃
of Terrorism (hereafter ‘the Terrorism Law’).2 It was adopted by the State Duma on 
26 February 2006, endorsed by the Federation Council on 1 March 2006 and signed 
into law by President Putin on 6 March 2006. The Terrorism Law runs to some 17 
pages and reads as a code providing for anti-terrorism measures to be taken by 
Russian forces. One of the striking features of the Terrorism Law is that it makes 
provision for Russian forces to take action against terrorism beyond the borders of 
the Russian Federation. 

5.5  The Terrorism Law contemplates anti-terrorism action being taken both by Russia’s 
ｄｕｐｈｇ＃ｉｒｕｆｈｖ, and also by the ﾳｉｈｇｈｕｄｏ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈﾴ – i.e. the FSB. I shall return 
below to address questions as to the roles that each was intended to play under the 
legislation, and the limits on their statutory functions. 

5.6  Ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃５３３９＃ｏｄｚｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ／＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ／＃ｄ＃ｓｌｈｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｉｕｈｈｖｗｄｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｏｈｊｌｖｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃
but was an amendment to the Federal Law of 25 July 2002 On Counteracting Extremist 
Activity. The bill containing the amendment was approved by the State Duma on 
8 July 2006 and by the Federation Council on 14 July 2006. It received Presidential 
approval on 27 July 2006. I shall refer to this amendment as ‘the Extremism Law’. 

5.7  The Extremism Law contained an expansive list of activity that was to constitute 
ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｐ＃ for the purposes of the statute. The list is set out in full in Appendix C 
to Mr Holiner’s report3 (an abbreviated version of the list is included in Professor 
Ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈﾶｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ，１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｏｌｖｗ＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｈｖ＝＃

ﾳ＋ｄ，＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｕｈｏｌｊｌｒｘｖ＃ｄｖｖｒｆｌｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｄｗｌｒｑｖ／＃ｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｈｇｌｗｒｕｌｄｏ＃ｅｒｄｕｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｐｈｇｌｘｐ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｄｖｖ＃ｆｒｐｐｘｑｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｒｕ＃ｓｋ｜ｖｌｆｄｏ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｓｏｄｑｑｌｑｊ／＃ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｌｑｊ／＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｐｓｏｈｐｈｑｗｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｆｗｖ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｄｗ＝＃

Ｙｌｒｏｈｑｗ＃ｆｋｄｑｊｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｖｗｌｗｘｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｈｕｕｌｗｒｕｌｄｏ＃ｌｑｗｈｊｕｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃
Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＞＃

Ｘｑｇｈｕｐｌｑｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＞＃
1 INQ022399 
2 A translated copy of the law provided to the Solicitor to the Inquiry by the Russian Embassy in London is at 
INQ018962 
3 INQ022399 (pages 23-24) 
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ022399x.pdf
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Ｓｄｕｗ＃８＃|＃Ｆｋｄｓｗｈｕｖ＃４＃ｗｒ＃；＃|＃Ｄｏｈ｛ｄｑｇｈｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｐｒｑｗｋｖ＃

 

＃

Ｖｈｌ｝ｘｕｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｕｕｒｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃＾ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗｄｏ｀＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗ｜＞＃

Ｆｕｈｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｏｏｈｊｄｏ＃ｄｕｐｈｇ＃ｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑｖ＞＃

Ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｗ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜＃ｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｍｘｖｗｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｐ＞＃

Ｈ｛ｆｌｗｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｄｆｌｖｗ／＃ｑｄｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｒｕ＃ｕｈｏｌｊｌｒｘｖ＃ｖｗｕｌｉｈ＃＋ｕｒ｝ｑ｜ｄ，＃ｄｖ＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｄｖ＃ｖｒｆｌｄｏ＃ｖｗｕｌｉｈ＃
ｄｆｆｒｐｓｄｑｌｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｉｒｕｆｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｆｄｏｏｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｉｒｕｆｈ＞＃

Ｌｑｖｘｏｗｌｑｊ＃＋ｘｑｌ｝ｋｈｑｌｈ，＃ｑｄｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｇｌｊｑｌｗ｜＞＃

Ｕｈｄｏｌｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｐｄｖｖ＃ ｇｌｖｒｕｇｈｕｖ／＃ ｋｒｒｏｌｊｄｑ＃ ｄｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｄｆｗｖ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｙｄｑｇｄｏｌｖｐ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃
ｐｒｗｌｙｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｇｈｒｏｒｊｌｆｄｏ／＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ／＃ｕｄｆｌｄｏ／＃ｑｄｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｒｕ＃ｕｈｏｌｊｌｒｘｖ＃ｋｒｖｗｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｒｕ＃ｋｄｗｕｈｇ／＃
ｄｖ＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｒｗｌｙｄｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｋｄｗｕｈｇ＃ｒｕ＃ｈｑｐｌｗ｜＃ｗｒｚｄｕｇ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｖｒｆｌｄｏ＃ｊｕｒｘｓ＞＃

Ｓｕｒｓｄｊｄｑｇｄ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｆｈｓｗｌｒｑｄｏｌｖｐ／＃ｖｘｓｈｕｌｒｕｌｗ｜＃ｒｕ＃ ｌｑｉｈｕｌｒｕｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｅｄｖｌｖ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ ｄｗｗｌｗｘｇｈ＃ ｗｒｚｄｕｇｖ＃ ｕｈｏｌｊｌｒｑ／＃ ｖｒｆｌｄｏ／＃ ｕｄｆｌｄｏ／＃ ｑｄｗｌｒｑｄｏ／＃ ｕｈｏｌｊｌｒｘｖ＃ ｒｕ＃
ｏｌｑｊｘｌｖｗｌｆ＃ｄｉｏｌｄｗｌｒｑ＞＃

Ｒｅｖｗｕｘｆｗｌｒｑ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｏｈｊｄｏ＃ ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜＃ ｒｉ＃ ｒｕｊｄｑｖ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ ｓｒｚｈｕ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｈｏｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃
ｆｒｐｐｌｖｖｌｒｑｖ／＃ｄｖ＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｄｚｉｘｏ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｒｕｊｄｑｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｆｒｐｐｌｖｖｌｒｑｖ＞＃

Ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｖｏｄｑｇｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜ｒｑｈ＃ｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｓｒｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃
ｒｉｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｄ＃ ｆｒｑｖｗｌｗｘｈｑｗ＃ ｕｈｊｌｒｑ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｈｕｆｌｖｈ＃
ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｇｘｗｌｈｖ＃ｒｕ＃ ｌｑ＃ｆｒｑｑｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｈ｛ｈｕｆｌｖｈ／＃ｄｆｆｒｐｓｄｑｌｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｄｑ＃
ｄｆｆｘｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｆｒｐｐｌｗｗｈｇ＃ｄｆｗｖ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｄｕｗｌｆｏｈ／＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｆｒｑｇｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｖｏｄｑｇｈｕ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｆｒｘｕｗ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｈｇｌｑｊｖ＞＃

… 

Ｓｕｒｇｘｆｗｌｒｑ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ＋ｒｕ，＃ ｇｌｖｖｈｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｓｕｌｑｗｈｇ／＃ ｄｘｇｌｒ／＃ ｄｘｇｌｒ０ｙｌｖｘｄｏ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｒｗｋｈｕ＃
ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｘｖｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ０ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃ｉｈｄｗｘｕｈｖ＞＃

＋ｅ，＃ﾫ＃

＋ｆ，＃Ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｄｓｓｈｄｏｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｈｑｊｄｊｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜／＃ｄｖ＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｄｖ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｆｄｏｏｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｇｇｕｈｖｖｈｖ＃
ｈｑｆｒｘｕｄｊｌｑｊ＃ｈｑｊｄｊｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗｌｑｊ＃ｒｕ＃ｍｘｖｗｌｉ｜ｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｐｐｌｖｖｌｒｑ＃
ｒｉ＃ｄｆｗｖ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｄｕｗｌｆｏｈ＞＃

＋ｇ，＃ Ｉｌｑｄｑｆｌｑｊ＃ ｖｘｆｋ＃ ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗｌｈｖ＃ ｒｕ＃ ｄｑ｜＃ ｆｒ０ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｓｏｄｑｑｌｑｊ／＃ ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｄｗｌｒｑ／＃
ｓｕｈｓｄｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｐｓｏｈｐｈｑｗｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄｆｗｌｒｑｖ／＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃ｅ｜＃ｐｈｄｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｌｑｊ＃
ｉｘｑｇｖ／＃ ｌｐｐｒｙｄｅｏｈ＃ｓｕｒｓｈｕｗ｜／＃ｈｇｘｆｄｗｌｒｑｄｏ／＃ｓｕｌｑｗｌｑｊ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｈｆｋｑｌｆｄｏ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗ／＃
ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ／＃ｉｄ｛＃ｒｕ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｐｈｄｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｐｐｘｑｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃
ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｈｆｋｑｌｆｄｏ＃ｐｈｄｑｖ１ﾴ＃

5.8 Professor Service commented on this provision in trenchant terms. He said: 

ﾳＷｋｈ＃ｄｐｈｑｇｐｈｑｗ＃ ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｐｈｕｈ＃ ｏｌｖｗｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｄｗｈｊｒｕｌｈｖ＃ｕｄｗｋｈｕ＃ ｗｋｄｑ＃ｄ＃ｆｄｕｈｉｘｏ＃ ｏｈｊｌｖｏｄｗｌｙｈ＃
ｇｈｑｌｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｏｄｑｊｘｄｊｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｄｙｄｊｄｑｗｏ｜＃ｙｄｊｘｈ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｆｄｗｈｊｒｕ｜＃ｄｏｏｒｚｖ＃
ｉｒｕ＃ｘｑｉｈｗｗｈｕｈｇ＃ｕｈｓｕｈｖｖｌｙｈ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｌｗｈｐ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｏｄｑｇｈｕｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃
ｋｒｏｇｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｕｈｐｄｕｎｄｅｏｈ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｒｒｐ＃ ｌｗ＃ｊｌｙｈｖ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｕｈｄｗ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｖｗｕｌｇｈｑｗ＃
ｆｕｌｗｌｔｘｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃ｒｕ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ ｏｈｄｇｌｑｊ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｐ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｇｌｑｊ＃ ｌｖ＃
ｖｒ＃ｈ｛ｓｄｑｖｌｙｈ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｈｑｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ／＃ｌｉ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｇｈｖｌｕｈ／＃ｗｒ＃ｄｆｗ＃
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ｘｑｉｄｌｕ１ﾴ＃4 

The perceived threat 

5.9  There is no doubt that Mr Litvinenko and the circle around him perceived the 2006 
laws as representing a threat to their safety. On 11 July 2006 (three days after the 
second law had been passed by the Duma), The Times published a letter written 
by Vladimir Bukovsky and Oleg Gordievsky. It was short and to the point. It read as 
follows: 

ﾳＶｌｕ／＃Ｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｙｈｑ＃ｏｈｄｇｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｏｇﾶｖ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｌｑｇｘｖｗｕｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｇｈｙｈｏｒｓｈｇ＃ｇｈｐｒｆｕｄｆｌｈｖ＃
ｄｕｈ＃ｓｄｆｎｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｖｘｌｗｆｄｖｈｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ ｗｒ＃ｊｒ＃ ｗｒ＃Ｖｗ＃Ｓｈｗｈｕｖｅｘｕｊ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｊ；＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ／＃
ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ０ｅｈ＃ｋｒｖｗ／＃Ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ＮＪＥ＃ＯｌｈｘｗｈｑｄｑｗﾱＦｒｏｒｑｈｏ＃Ｙｏｄｇｌｐｌｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ／＃ｋｄｖ＃ｕｘｖｋｈｇ＃
ｗｋｕｒｘｊｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃Ｇｘｐｄ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｑｈｚ＃ｓｌｈｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｏｈｊｌｖｏｄｗｌｒｑ１＃

Ｉｌｕｖｗ／＃ ｄ＃ ｑｈｚ＃ ｏｄｚ＃ ｈｑｄｅｏｌｑｊ＃ ｋｌｐ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｘｖｈ＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｖｈｆｕｈｗ＃ ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ ｄｖ＃ ﾵｇｈｄｗｋ＃ ｖｔｘｄｇｖﾶ＃ ｗｒ＃
ｈｏｌｐｌｑｄｗｈ＃ﾵｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｗｖﾶ＃ｄｑ｜ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｅｕｒｄｇ＃＋ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜，１＃

Ｖｈｆｒｑｇ／＃ｄｑ＃ｄｐｈｑｇｐｈｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｈ｛ｌｖｗｌｑｊ＃ｏｄｚ＃ｒｑ＃ｊｋｗｌｑｊ＃ﾵｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｐﾶ／＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃ｐｘｆｋ＃
ｅｕｒｄｇｈｕ＃ｇｈｑｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ﾵｆｕｌｐｈﾶ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ／＃ｄｐｒｑｊ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｌｑｊｖ／＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｈ＃ｑｒｚ＃ｄｑ｜＃
ﾵｏｌｅｈｏｏｒｘｖﾶ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃Ｄｇｐｌｑｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ１＃

Ｗｋｘｖ／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｖｗｄｊｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｖｈｗ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｄｑ｜＃ ｆｕｌｗｌｆ＃ ｒｉ＃ Ｓｘｗｌｑﾶｖ＃ ｕｈｊｌｐｈ＃ ｋｈｕｈ／＃ ｈｖｓｈｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃ ｗｋｒｖｈ＃
ｆｄｐｓｄｌｊｑｌｑｊ＃ ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ ｊｈｑｒｆｌｇｈ＃ ｌｑ＃ Ｆｋｈｆｋｑ｜ｄ／＃ ｗｒ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｄｑ＃ ｄｓｓｒｌｑｗｐｈｑｗ＃
ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ０ｗｌｓｓｈｇ＃ｘｐｅｕｈｏｏｄ１＃Ｄｆｆｒｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｇｈｉｈｑｆｈ＃
Ｐｌｑｌｖｗｈｕ＃Ｖｈｕｊｈｌ＃Ｌｙｄｑｒｙ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｏｄｆｎ＃ｏｌｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｗｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｗｄｕｊｈｗｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ｆｒｐｓｌｏｈｇ１＃

Ｌｑ＃ｎｈｈｓｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｈｖｗ＃ｗｕｄｇｌｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｒｙｌｈｗ０ｈｕｄ＃ｉｒｕｈｌｊｑ＃ｓｒｏｌｆ｜／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｄｏｚｄ｜ｖ＃
ｖｗｕｌｙｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｏｇ＃ｄｑ＃ｘｑｚｌｗｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｆｆｒｐｓｏｌｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｆｕｌｐｈｖ／＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｐｄｖｗｈｕｓｌｈｆｈ＃
ｌｖ＃ｇｈｏｌｙｈｕｈｇ＃ｓｕｈｆｌｖｈｏ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｌｑｆｌｇｈ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｊ；＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｖｈｕｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈ＃
ｄ＃ ｖｈｐｅｏｄｑｆｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｄｓｓｕｒｙｄｏ／＃ ｒｕ＃ ｄｗ＃ ｏｈｄｖｗ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｄｆｆｈｓｗｄｑｆｈ／＃ ｅ｜＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｚｒｕｏｇ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｑｈｚ＃
ｇｈｙｈｏｒｓｐｈｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ﾵｆｒｐｐｒｑ＃ｊｋｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｐﾶ１＃

Ｑｈｈｇｏｈｖｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｄ｜／＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｑ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｈｏ｜＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕｒｘｖ＃ｇｈｙｈｏｒｓｐｈｑｗ１＃Ｘｑｏｈｖｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｚｈｖｗｈｕｑ＃
ｏｈｄｇｈｕｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｋｄｕｈ＃ｕｈｖｓｒｑｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕｖ／＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｆｒｐｐｌｗｗｈｇ＃
ｌｑ＃Ｔｄｗｄｕ＃ｅ｜＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｄｊｈｑｗｖ／＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｆｄｑｆｈｏ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ／＃ｒｕ／＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｏｈｄｖｗ／＃
ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｓｕｒｗｈｖｗ＃ｏｒｘｇｏ｜＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄｅｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｊ；＃ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑｖｋｌｓ１ﾴ＃5 

5.10  In an interview conducted by the Metropolitan Police Service in March 2007, Boris 
Berezovsky explained the extent of the concerns that Mr Litvinenko himself had had 
regarding the new legislation. He said: 

ﾳＤｑｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｚｄ｜ｖ＃ｚｒｕｕｌｈｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｈｖｓｈｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｄｉｗｈｕ／＃ｌｑ＃Ｍｘｏ｜＃５３３９／＃
Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｖｌｊｑｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｏｄｚ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｄｏｏｒｚｈｇ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｖｓｈｆｌｄｏ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃
ｒｕ＃ｆｒｘｕｗ＃ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊ／＃ｗｒ＃ｎｌｏｏ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃ｚｋｒ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｈｑｈｐｌｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃
ｗｋｈｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ１＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃ｏｒｄｇｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｌｐｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｏｈｊｌｖｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃
ｚｄｖ＃ｇｈｖｌｊｑｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｈｗ＃ｕｌｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｘｖ＃ﾱ＃ｋｌｐ／＃］ｄｎｄ｜ｈｙ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐ｜ｖｈｏｉ１＃Ｐｒｕｈｒｙｈｕ／＃
ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｓｕｒｅｄｅｏ｜＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｕ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｘｖ１＃Ｗｒｇｄ｜＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｒｘｑｇｖ＃ｄｐｄ｝ｌｑｊ＃
ｅｘｗ＃ｘｑｉｒｕｗｘｑｄｗｈｏ｜＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｕｒｙｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｗｕｘｈ／＃ｗｕｘｈ＃ｓｕｈｇｌｆｗｌｒｑ１ﾴ＃6 

4 INQ019146 (page 22 paragraph 67)
5 INQ019194 
6 Berezovsky 25/26 lines 9-20 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019194x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_26.pdf
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5.11  Marina Litvinenko’s evidence was to a similar effect – she said that Mr Litvinenko 
ﾳｙｌｈｚｈｇ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｏｄｚｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｄｏ＃ｗｋｕｈｄｗﾴ. 7 

Did the 2006 laws represent a real threat? 

5.12  This is an issue that is best addressed in two stages. 

5.13  First, it is necessary to consider whether the terms of the legislative provisions 
themselves bear out the type of concerns expressed above. That is an exercise that 
requires me to determine the meaning and effect of the 2006 laws. Although Professor 
Service addressed the point, it is not strictly within his expertise. Mr Holiner, on the 
other hand, is an expert on Russian law and I will refer principally to his evidence in 
ｄｇｇｕｈｖｖｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑ１＃

5.14  The second stage is to assess whether the laws could have operated at a more 
general level in increasing the threat to Mr Litvinenko and those around him. That is 
an area within Professor Service’s expertise, and I found his evidence of assistance 
in this regard. 

The strict meaning of the 2006 laws 

5.15  The question here is whether the text of the 2006 laws themselves bears out the 
concerns held and expressed by Mr Bukovsky, Mr Gordievsky and Mr Litvinenko, and 
which would appear to have been shared by others. 

5.16  As I have said, both Professor Service and Mr Holiner addressed these matters. I also 
received helpful representations on this point made in March 2013 to the Solicitor to 
the Inquiry (then the Solicitor to the Inquest) by Mr Batmanov, the then Head of the 
Consular Department of the Russian Embassy in London.8 

5.17  I agree with the observation made by Professor Service in his report that there is 
ﾳｖｒｐｈ＃ｆｒｑｉｘｖｌｒｑﾴ as to the meaning and content of the two pieces of legislation, “even 
ｌｑ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｈｏｏ０ｌｑｉｒｕｐｈｇ＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇｄｕ｜＃ｏｌｗｈｕｄｗｘｕｈﾴ.9 

5.18  I would make the following points regarding the content and strict meaning of the two 
laws: 

a.  It appears to me that the effect of the Extremism Law was to create a very wide 
ｇｈｑｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｈｕｐ＃ﾵｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｐﾶ１＃Ｐｒｕｈｒｙｈｕ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｈｚ＃ｇｈｑｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｈｇ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗ＃
of which Mr Litvinenko and those around him could be accused – most obviously, 
ﾳＳｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｖｏｄｑｇｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜ｒｑｈ＃ｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｓｒｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ１ﾴ I note the 
ｖｗｄｗｘｗｒｕ｜＃ｕｈｔｘｌｕｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｏｌｐｅ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｘｗｒｕ｜＃ｇｈｑｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ﾳｖｘｆｋ＃ｖｏｄｑｇｈｕ＃
ｋｄｖ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｆｒｘｕｗ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｈｇｌｑｊｖﾴ＃

b.  It follows that steps might well have been taken against Mr Litvinenko under 
the On Countering Extremist Activity law as amended, had he been in Russia in 
2006. However, he was of course outside the jurisdiction by that time, and the 
anti-extremist law contained no provisions for extra-territorial enforcement 

c.  The Terrorism Law, by contrast, did contain such provisions 

7 INQ017734 (page 23 paragraph 80)
8 INQ018943 
9 INQ019146 (page 22 paragraph 68) 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017734x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ018943x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
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d. Ｐｕ＃Ｋｒｏｌｑｈｕ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｖｗｌｑｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｗ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋ＃５８＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＝10 

ﾳＬｑ＃ｖｘｐ／＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｒｘｑｗｈｕｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｐ＃Ｏｄｚ＃ｓｈｕｐｌｗｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｏ＃Ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃Ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈ／＃ｘｓｒｑ＃
ｒｅｗｄｌｑｌｑｊ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗ｜＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｗｒ＃ｈｑｊｄｊｈ＃ｌｑ＃
ｆｒｘｑｗｈｕｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｗ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｄｅｕｒｄｇ＃ｄｌｐｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｈｏｌｐｌｑｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｗ＃ｗｋｕｈｄｗｖ／＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃
ｗｋｕｒｘｊｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｏｈｗｋｄｏ＃ｉｒｕｆｈﾫＷｋｈ＃Ｆｒｘｑｗｈｕ０Ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｐ＃Ｏｄｚ＃ｆｒｑｉｈｕｖ＃ｑｒ＃ｖｌｐｌｏｄｕ＃
ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｄｆｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｖｓｈｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｖ＃ｇｈｑｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｗｖ１ﾴ＃

e.  Professor Service made a similar point at paragraph 68 of his report – the 2006 anti-
extremism amendment, he said, ﾳｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｑｒ＃ｓｈｕｐｌｖｖｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｖｖｄｖｖｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃
ｒｉ＃ﾵｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｗｖﾶ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｗｖﾴ＃11 

f.  The only legal route to extra-territorial action against Mr Litvinenko was therefore 
under the Terrorism Law. However, action could only have been taken against 
Mr Litvinenko under this law had he been involved in, or no doubt suspected 
of involvement in, some form of terrorist activity. Article 3 of the Terrorism Law 
ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｖ＃ｇｈｑｌｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｐ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｗ＃ｄｆｗｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｅｕｒｄｇｏ｜＃ｆｒｑｙｈｑｗｌｒｑｄｏ／＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｆｈｕｗｄｌｑｏ｜＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄｖ＃ｈ｛ｓｄｑｖｌｙｈ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｑｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ﾵｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｐﾶ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇ＃ｒｉ＃
the 2006 laws. Mr Batmanov’s letter (above) states that, ﾳＤｏｈ｛ｄｑｇｈｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｗ＃ｒｕｊｄｑｌ｝ｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄｆｆｘｖｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｏｄｚ＃
ｈｑｉｒｕｆｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｅｒｇｌｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｆｒｐｐｌｗｗｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｗ＃ｆｕｌｐｈ１ﾴ＃That accords with my 
understanding of the evidence 

5.19  On the basis of the evidence currently before me, and in light of the considerations 
set out above, I am therefore not persuaded that any action could have been taken 
by the FSB against Mr Litvinenko in 2006 under the terms of either of the 2006 laws. 

5.20  For completeness, I should add that the letter from Mr Batmanov made a further 
suggestion, to the effect that the Terrorism Law only established a legal basis for 
Russia’s armed forces to take international action against terrorism, and that it did not 
create any similar legal basis for international action by the FSB. Mr Holiner disputed 
this analysis. His view was that the Terrorism Law did indeed authorise international 
action of this sort by the FSB, and that this was also clear from the relevant terms of 
the Federal Security Service Law. 

5.21  Ｌ＃ｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｋｒｏｌｑｈｕﾶｖ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑｌｑｊ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｒｌｑｗ＃ｆｒｐｓｈｏｏｌｑｊ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｑｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｘｑｑｈｆｈｖｖｄｕ｜＃
for me to reach a conclusion on it. There is a simple factual reason why the terms of 
the 2006 laws did not permit any Russian forces to take action against Mr Litvinenko 
in the UK, namely that he had not been involved in terrorist activities. 

Wider considerations 

5.22  But as I have already indicated, that is not the end of the matter. Professor Service, 
ｕｌｊｋｗｏ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｐ｜＃ｙｌｈｚ／＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｈｙｈｑ＃ｌｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｕｌｆｗ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃５３３９＃
laws could not be brought to bear against Mr Litvinenko, can it be said that they had a 
subtler, less formal effect of encouraging, or emboldening, or even licensing the FSB 
to take action against Mr Litvinenko and others like him? 

5.23  Professor Service helpfully put the 2006 laws into their historical context. He referred in 
ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｒｘｗｕｄｊｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｎｌｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｙｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｇｌｓｏｒｐｄｗｖ＃
by a Chechen supporting terrorist group in Iraq, and also to FSB claims in July 2006 

10 INQ022399 (page 11 paragraph 25) 
11 INQ019146 (page 22 paragraph 68) 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ022399x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
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that it had been responsible for the explosion in Ingushetia that had killed Shamil 
Basayev, a leading Chechen terrorist. 

5.24  Against this backdrop, Professor Service expressed the view that the 2006 amendment 
ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｑｗｌ０ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｗ＃ｏｄｚ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｑｘｈｑｆｈ＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ｅｈ｜ｒｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｆｒｓｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｅｏｄｆｎ＃ｏｈｗｗｈｕ＃
provisions. In his report he put the matter in this way: 

ﾳＷｋｈ＃ ｄｐｈｑｇｐｈｑｗ＃ ｇｌｇ／＃ ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｄ＃ ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ ｆｒｑｖｈｔｘｈｑｆｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｆｈ＃
ｅ｜＃ｅｕｒｄｇｈｑｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｖｓｈｆｗｕｘｐ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｄｕｊｈｗｖ＃ ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｓｘｕｖｘｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｄｊｈｑｆｌｈｖ１＃
Ｑｒｗ＃ ｒｑｏ｜＃ ｒｘｗ０ｄｑｇ０ｒｘｗ＃ ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｗｖ＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃ ｅｘｗ＃ ﾵｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｗｖﾶ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ／＃ ｄｑｇ＃
ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｐ＃ｌｗｖｈｏｉ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｐｓｕｈｆｌｖｈｏ｜＃ｇｈｏｌｑｈｄｗｈｇ＃ｆｄｗｈｊｒｕｌｈｖ＃
ｒｉ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｇｒｒｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｏｈｉｗ＃ｒｓｈｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｕｄｑｇ＃ｄ＃ｏｄｕｊｈ＃ｖｚｄｗｋｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｒｓｓｒｑｈｑｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｄｇｐｌｑｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｖ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｗｖ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｑｈｈｇｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｈｏｌｐｌｑｄｗｈｇ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｐ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｐ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｉｕｈｔｘｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｅｕｈｄｗｋ＃ｅ｜＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃
ｐｌｑｌｖｗｈｕｖ１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｏｌｗｗｏｈ＃ｄｗｗｈｐｓｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｇｌｖｗｌｑｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃
ｓｋｈｑｒｐｈｑｄ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｊｌｖｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ１＃Ｗｒ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｈ｛ｗｈｑｗ／＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｑ＃
ｌｐｓｏｌｆｌｗ＃ｏｌｆｈｑｖｌｑｊ＃ｓｄｆｎｄｊｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｄｅｕｒｄｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｄｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ１ﾴ＃12 

5.25  Professor Service expanded on this reasoning in giving oral evidence. When asked 
whether it was his view that the 2006 laws had more of a political than a legal effect, 
he stated: 

ﾳ＼ｈｖ／＃ Ｌ＃ ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃ ｄ＃ ｉｄｌｕ＃ ｖｘｐｐｄｕ｜１＃ Ｌｑ＃ ｏｈｊｄｏ＃ ｗｈｕｐｖ／＃ ｒｑｏ｜＃ ｒｑｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈｐ＃ ｕｈｏｄｗｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃
ｏｈｊｄｏ＃ｈｑｆｒｘｕｄｊｈｐｈｑｗ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｓｋ｜ｖｌｆｄｏ＃ｄｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｅｕｒｄｇ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏｏ｜＃ ｗｄｎｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
ｗｚｒ＃ｗｒｊｈｗｋｈｕ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｈｑｊｈｑｇｈｕ＃ｄｑ＃ｈｑｙｌｕｒｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｒｓｌｑｌｒｑ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ ｏｌｗｗｏｈ＃ｇｌｉｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｄｆｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃
ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｐ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｆｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｐﾫ＃ｏｈｊｄｏｏ｜＃ｖｓｈｄｎｌｑｊ／＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｇｌｖｗｌｑｆｗｌｒｑ／＃ｅｘｗ＃
ｌｗﾶｖ＃ｋｄｕｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｙｒｌｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｉｘｇｊｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｌｖｗｌｑｆｗｌｒｑ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｆｕｈｄｗｈ＃ｄ＃ｑｈｚ＃ｉｈｈｏｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｗｒ＃ｉｈｈｏ＃ｉｕｈｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｆｗ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｆｒｑｖｗｕｄｌｑｗ１ﾴ 13 

He continued: 

ﾳＺｈ＃ｇｒｑﾶｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｇｈｑｌｗｈ＃ｇｒｆｘｐｈｑｗｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｈ｛ｄｆｗｏ｜＃ｚｋ｜＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｌｑｗｕｒｇｘｆｈｇ＃
ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｏｈｊｄｏ＃ｆｋｄｑｊｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃５３３９／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｚｈ＃ｇｒ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｌｑｗｕｒｇｘｆｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｐｄ｛ｌｐｘｐ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆｌｗ｜／＃ｖｒ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｌｑｆｒｑｆｈｌｙｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｋｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃
ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｗ＃ｈｏｈｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｌｑｉｒｕｆｌｑｊ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｒｓｌｑｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃
ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｒ１ﾴ＃14 

And further: 

ﾳＺｈ＃ｖｌｐｓｏ｜＃ｇｒｑﾶｗ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｗｈｑｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｄｐｈｑｇｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｄｉｉｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｖｈｈｐｖ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｕｒｑｊ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｄｐｈｑｇｐｈｑｗｖ＃
ｒｓｈｑｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｆｋｄｑｑｈｏ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖｑﾶｗ＃ｄｖ＃ｚｌｇｈ＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈｋｄｑｇ１ﾴ 15 

12 INQ019146 (page 22 paragraph 69)
13 Service 28/47 lines 4-14 
14 Service 28/48 lines 3-9 
15 Service 28/51 lines 2-6 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/28_47.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/28_48.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/28_51.pdf
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Chapter 3:  Continued opposition to President 

Putin 

5.26  The evidence shows that Mr Litvinenko’s political campaigning work, and in particular 
ｋｌｖ＃ｙｒｆｄｏ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｌｖｐ＃ｒｉ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ／＃ｆｒｑｗｌｑｘｈｇ＃ｘｑｗｌｏ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｌｏｏｑｈｖｖ１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｇｒｈｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃
appear to have been any let up – either through concern at what the new Russian laws 
might herald, or because of his increasing security work. Mr Goldfarb did observe, 
however, that the balance of Mr Litvinenko’s campaigning work in the later years was 
more towards writing, for example on the Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑｓｕｈｖｖ＃website, than on the public 
ｄｓｓｈｄｕｄｑｆｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄ＃ｉｈｄｗｘｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｉｈｚ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ１16 

5.27  It was, in fact, in July 2006 that Mr Litvinenko published an article on the Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑｓｕｈｖｖ＃
website that Professor Service referred to as the ﾳｆｏｌｐｄ｛ﾴ of Mr Litvinenko’s attacks 
on President Putin.17 The article, which is in evidence before me, accused President 
Putin of paedophilia.18 It read as follows: 

ﾳＤ＃ｉｈｚ＃ｇｄ｜ｖ＃ｄｊｒ／＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃Ｙｏｄｇｌｐｌｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｚｄｏｎｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｅｌｊ＃Ｎｕｈｐｏｌｑ＃
Ｓｄｏｄｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｖ＃Ｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｆｈ１＃Ｄｗ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｎｕｈｐｏｌｑ＃ｖｔｘｄｕｈｖ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃ｖｗｒｓｓｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃
ｆｋｄｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｒｘｕｌｖｗｖ１＃Ｄｐｒｑｊ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｅｒ｜＃ｄｊｈｇ＃７＃ｒｕ＃８１＃

ﾶＺｋｄｗ＃ｌｖ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｑｄｐｈＢﾶ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ１＃

ﾶＱｌｎｌｗｄ／ﾶ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒ｜＃ｕｈｓｏｌｈｇ１＃

Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｎｑｈｈ＾ｏｈ｀ｇ／＃ｏｌｉｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒ｜ﾶｖ＃Ｗ０ｖｋｌｕｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｎｌｖｖｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｗｒｐｄｆｋ１＃

Ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｏｇ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｌｖ＃ｖｋｒｆｎｈｇ１＃Ｑｒｅｒｇ｜＃ｆｄｑ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇ＃ｚｋ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃
ｇｌｇ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｕｄｑｊｈ＃ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｄｖ＃ｎｌｖｖｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｒｐｄｆｋ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ＃ｘｑｉｄｐｌｏｌｄｕ＃ｖｐｄｏｏ＃ｅｒ｜１＃

Ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｌｉ＃ｚｈ＃ｏｒｒｎ＃ｆｄｕｈｉｘｏｏ｜＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｒ０ｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ﾵｅｏｄｑｎ＃ｖｓｒｗｖﾶ＃ｌｑ＃
Ｓｘｗｌｑﾶｖ＃ｅｌｒｊｕｄｓｋ｜１＃

Ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｊｕｄｇｘｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｄｑｇｕｒｓｒｙ＃Ｌｑｖｗｌｗｘｗｈ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｈｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＮＪＥ＃
ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈ／＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄｆｆｈｓｗｈｇ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｕｈｌｊｑ＃ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ１＃Ｌｑｖｗｈｄｇ／＃
ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｈｑｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ ｍｘｑｌｒｕ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ＃ ｌｑ＃ＮＪＥ＃Ｏｈｑｌｑｊｕｄｇ＃Ｇｌｕｈｆｗｒｕｄｗｈ１＃Ｗｋｌｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃
ｘｑｘｖｘｄｏ＃ｗｚｌｖｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｆｄｕｈｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ＃Ｄｑｇｕｒｓｒｙ＃Ｌｑｖｗｌｗｘｗｈﾶｖ＃ｊｕｄｇｘｄｗｈ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｘｈｑｗ＃Ｊｈｕｐｄｑ１＃
Ｚｋ｜＃ｇｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｓｓｈｑ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ＳｘｗｌｑＢ＃

Ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ／＃ ｖｋｒｕｗｏ｜＃ ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｊｕｄｇｘｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｅｒｖｖｈｖ＃ ｏｈｄｕｑｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｄ＃
ｓｈｇｒｓｋｌｏｈ＃＾ｖｌｆ｀１＃Ｖｒ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｎｑｈｚ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｘｇｈｑｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｖｗｌｗｘｗｈ１＃

Ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｖｗｌｗｘｗｈ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｉｈｄｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｖｘｓｈｕｌｒｕｖ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｆｄｘｖｈ＃
ｄｑ＃ｘｑｓｏｈｄｖｄｑｗ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｇｈｆｌｇｈｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｈｄｖｌｈｕ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｙｒｌｇ＃ｖｈｑｇｌｑｊ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃
ｄｅｕｒｄｇ＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｓｕｈｗｈ｛ｗ１＃Ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄ＃ｖｒｏｘｗｌｒｑ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｘｑｘｖｘｄｏ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｕｈｗ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ１＃

Ｐｄｑ｜＃｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ｏｄｗｈｕ／＃ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｅｈｆｄｐｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｒｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｆ｜／＃ｋｈ＃ｅｈｊｄｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｈｈｎ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｇｈｖｗｕｒ｜＃ｄｑ｜＃ｆｒｐｓｕｒｐｌｖｌｑｊ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ＃ｆｒｏｏｈｆｗｈｇ＃
ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｕｈｗ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃ｈｄｕｏｌｈｕ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗ／＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈｇ＃
ｋｈ＃ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｒｕ１＃Ｄｐｒｑｊ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｌｑｊｖ／＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｙｌｇｈｒｗｄｓｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃

16 Goldfarb 26/56-57
17 INQ019146 (page 25 paragraph 77)
18 BLK000134 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_56-57.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/BLK000134x.pdf
http:paedophilia.18
http:Putin.17
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Ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗｌｑｊｏ｜／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｙｌｇｈｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｈｆｒｕｇｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｆｒｑｖｓｌｕｄｗｒｕｌｄｏ＃ｄｗ＃ ｌｑ＃Ｓｒｏ｜ｄｑｎｄ＃
Ｖｗｕｈｈｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｓｕｒｖｈｆｘｗｒｕ０Ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ＃＼ｘｕｌ＃Ｖｎｘｕｄｗｒｙ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｈｆｕｈｗｏ｜＃
ｙｌｇｈｒ０ｗｄｓｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｓｕｒｖｗｌｗｘｗｈｖ１＃Ｏｄｗｈｕ／＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｐｒｘｖ＃ｖｆｄｑｇｄｏ／＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃＋ｒｑ＃Ｕｒｐｄｑ＃
Ｄｅｕｄｐｒｙｌｆｋﾶｖ＃ ｌｑｖｗｕｘｆｗｌｒｑｖ，＃ ｅｏｄｆｎｐｄｌｏｈｇ＃ Ｖｎｘｕｄｗｒｙ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ ｗｄｓｈｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｕｌｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃
ｓｈｕｖｘｄｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｕｒｖｈｆｘｗｒｕ０Ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｖｌｊｑ１＃Ｌｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ／＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃
ｗｒ＃Ｖｎｘｕｄｗｒｙ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｖｈｆｕｈｗｏ｜＃ｙｌｇｈｒ０ｗｄｓｈｇ＃ｐｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｖｈ｛＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃
ｅｈｇ１＃＋Ｅｘｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ／＃ｋｈ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｈｏｏ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｈｇｒｓｋｌｏｌｄ＃＾ｖｌｆ｀＃ｕｄｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃ｑｒｕｐｄｏ＃ｖｈ｛１，＃
Ｏｄｗｈｕ／＃Ｖｎｘｕｄｗｒｙ＃ｚｕｒｗｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｅｒｒｎ＃Ｙｄｕｌｄｑｗ＃Ｇｕｄｎｒｑｄ＃＋ｓｓ１４８６０４８７，１ﾴ＃

5.28  It hardly needs saying that the allegations made by Mr Litvinenko against President 
Putin in this article were of the most serious nature. Could they have had any 
connection with his death? 

5.29  Nor were these the last public allegations that Mr Litvinenko made against President 
Putin. Only a matter of days before he fell ill, Mr Litvinenko publicly accused President 
Putin of responsibility for the murder of Anna Politkovskaya (see paragraphs 5.67 – 
5.77 below). And, as I have already described, in the statement that he signed on his 
deathbed, he accused the Russian President of responsibility for another murder – 
his own. 
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Chapter 4:  Did Alexander Litvinenko fall out with 

and/or attempt to blackmail Boris 

Berezovsky? 

5.30  Item 17 of the Inquiry’s List of Issues refers to the “possible involvement of Boris 
Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｌｑ＃Ｄｏｈ｛ｄｑｇｈｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋﾴ１＃

5.31  This issue arises from allegations that have been made principally, but not solely, 
by Andrey Lugovoy. Put very shortly, the allegation is that Mr Litvinenko fell out with 
Mr Berezovsky about money in the months before he died, that he then tried to 
blackmail Mr Berezovsky, and that as a result Mr Berezovsky ordered his killing. 

5.32  This allegation was advanced by Mr Lugovoy at the press conference that he held 
in Moscow on 31 May 2007. He told the press that he had three explanations for 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ＸＮ＃
ｄｊｈｑｆｌｈｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｐｄｄ１＃Ｋｌｖ＃ｗｋｌｕｇ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｑｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｖｈｈｐｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ＃
to be ﾳｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｓｏｄｘｖｌｅｏｈﾴ, was as follows: 
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ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ Ｓｕｒｆｘｕｄｗｒｕ＃ Ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ ｚｌｏｏ＃ ｆｒｐｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｄｑ＃
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ｄｏｏｈｊｈｇｏ｜＃ｖｄｙｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｏｌｉｈ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃ｒｑｆｈ／＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｐｒｖｗ＃ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｗ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｐｓｕｒｐｌｖｌｑｊ＃ｑｄｗｘｕｈ／＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｏｏｈｊｄｏ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜＃
ｒｉ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ＃ｗｈｕｕｌｗｒｕ｜１＃Ｌｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｒｆｘｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｓｈｕｗｄｌｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｆｌｕｆｘｐｖｗｄｑｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｅｗｄｌｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｉｘｊｈｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｘｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ／＃ ｗｋｈｑ＃
ｋｈ＃ ＋Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜，＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｋｘｊｈ＃ ｓｕｒｅｏｈｐｖ１＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｋｌｑｗｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ Ｇｌｐｄ／＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃
ｈｖｓｈｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｑｒｚ／＃ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｕｄｌｖｈｇ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｖｖｘｈ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ＃ｒｉ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｄｇｌｗｌｑｊ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜／＃
ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｒｓｓｒｕｗｘｑｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｏｈｗ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ＃ｈ｛ｌｖｗ／＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｗｒ＃ｓｘｗ＃ｄ＃ｙｄｏｘｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃ｐｌｏｏｌｒｑ＃ｇｒｏｏｄｕｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈｐ１＃Ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｑｄｑｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｇｈｓｈｑｇｈｑｗ＃
ｒｑ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ﾱ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｒｑﾶｖ＃ ｗｘｌｗｌｒｑ＃ ｉｈｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｉｄｐｌｏ｜ﾶｖ＃
ｄｆｆｒｐｐｒｇｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ﾱ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ ｗｒ＃ｑｇ＃ｄ＃ ｕｈｏｌｄｅｏｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ／＃
ｚｋｒｐ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｌｑｗｕｒｇｘｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｉｄｐｌｏｌｄｕｌｖｈ＃
Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ／＃ｆｒｐｓｕｒｐｌｖｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｐ１＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｅｖｒｏｘｗｈｏ｜＃ｖｘｕｈ＃
ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｘｆｆｈｖｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｈｑｗｈｕｓｕｌｖｈ／＃ｕｈｉｈｕｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｒｖｌｙｈ＃ｑｄｗｘｕｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｘｗｋｈｑｗｌｆｌｗ｜＃
ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｆｒｐｓｕｒｐｌｖｌｑｊ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｓｒｖｖｈｖｖｈｇ１＃Ｖｌｑｆｈ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｗｒｒｎ＃
ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ ｚｋｈｑ＃ Ｌ＃ ｏｈｉｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｄｅｏｈ／＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｎｈｈｓ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃
ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｈｐ／＃ｉｈｄｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ／＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｄｗ＃ｄｑ｜＃
ｓｒｌｑｗ／＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｈ｛ｓｒｖｈ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｌｇｈｄ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ１＃

Ｑｒｗ＃ｚｌｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｌｓｄｗｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｌｑｇｌｕｈｆｗｏ｜／＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｄｎｌｑｊ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｖｈｕｌｒｘｖｏ｜／＃
Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｇｈｆｌｇｈｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｓｕｘｇｈｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｉｒｕｊｈｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｖ＃ｖｒｒｑ＃ｄｖ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ１＃
Ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ＃ｕｈｆｄｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｑｒｚ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｗｄｌｏｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｐ｜＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｑｙｌｆｗｌｒｑ＃
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ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｐｓｕｒｐｌｖｌｑｊ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ＃ｋｈ＃ｓｒｖｖｈｖｖｈｇ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｉｘｑｇｄｐｈｑｗｄｏｏ｜＃ｆｋｄｑｊｈｇ＃
ｋｌｖ＃ ＋Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ，＃ ｕｈｇｘｆｈｇ＃ ｑｄｑｆｌｄｏ＃ ｆｌｕｆｘｐｖｗｄｑｆｈｖ／＃ Ｌ＃ ｆｄｑ＃ ｖｘｓｓｒｖｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｇｌｇ＃
ｑｒｗ＃ｄｅｄｑｇｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｇｈｄ＃ｒｉ＃ｅｏｄｆｎｐｄｌｏｌｑｊ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｏｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃
ｏｄｐｈｑｗｄｅｏｈ＃ｆｒｑｖｈｔｘｈｑｆｈｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｋｌｐ１ﾴ＃19 

5.33  There is evidence that Mr Lugovoy, Mr Kovtun and Mr Litvinenko had dinner together 
in a restaurant in Chinatown on 17 October 2006, and it would appear to have been 
that evening to which Mr Lugovoy was referring in his speech at the press conference. 

5.34  About four years later, in a statement dated March 2011, Mr Lugovoy gave a slightly 
different account of this episode. He said this:20 

ﾳＺｈ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｖ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ／＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃４；１３３＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ＵＬＶＦ＃ｒｑ＃
４：＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃５３３：＃＾ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｆｏｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｄ＃ｗ｜ｓｒ＃ｉｒｕ＃５３３９｀１＃Ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃ＵＬＶＦ／＃ｚｋｈｑ＃
ｚｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｏｎｌｑｊ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｚｄｏｎｌｑｊ＃ｑｈ｛ｗ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃
ｖｒｐｈ＃ｇｌｖｗｄｑｆｈ＃ｄｋｈｄｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｈ１＃Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｓｈｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｒｑ＃ｐ｜＃ｐｒｅｌｏｈ＃ｓｋｒｑｈ１＃Ｚｋｌｏｖｗ＃ｚｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃
ｚｄｏｎｌｑｊ＃Ｌ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｋｈｄｕ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ１＃Ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃
ｏｄｗｈｕ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｄ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｕｈｖｘｐｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｐｓｏｄｌｑｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｕｈｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｉｄｌｕｏ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｌｐｓｏ｜＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｘｕｙｌｙｈ＃ｒｑ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｎｑｈｚ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃
ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｚｒｕｗｋ＃ｄ＃ｊｕｈｄｗ＃ｇｈｄｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃
ｑｈｈｇｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｑｇ＃ｖｒｐｈｒｑｈ＃ｖｘｅｖｗｄｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｕｘｖｗｚｒｕｗｋ｜＃ｚｋｒ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｖｈｏｏ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃
ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｒｘｕｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｆｒｐｌｑｊ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ１＃

Ｌ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｚｋ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ１＃Ｒｑｈ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｗｋｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｈｏｏ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｓｈｕｋｄｓｖ＃Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｈｏｏ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｒｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｄｗｄｕｎｄｗｖｌｖｋｙｌｏｌ＃＋ｚｋｒ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｈｏｏ＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜，＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｈｑｇ＃ ｕｈｖｘｏｗ＃ ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｕｈｆｒｊｑｌｖｈ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ ｙｄｏｘｈ２ｗｋｕｈｄｗ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｋｈｏｇ＃ ｅ｜＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈｉｒｕｈ＃ ｕｈｚｄｕｇ＃
ｋｌｐ＃ｄｆｆｒｕｇｌｑｊｏ｜＃＋ｄｑｇ＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｐｒｑｗｋｏ｜＃ｖｄｏｄｕ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｓｕｈｙｌｒｘｖ＃ｏｈｙｈｏ＃ｒｉ＃ﾅ８／３３３＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｓｈｕｋｄｓｖ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｌｑｆｕｈｄｖｈ＃ｌｗ，１ﾴ＃

5.35  Ｌ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｏｒｑｊ＃
these lines with Mr Kovtun on 17 October 2006 – either over dinner in Chinatown or 
as they walked away from the meeting at RISC. More importantly, I will have to make 
ｄ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ１＃
Those are matters that I will address in due course. 

5.36  The accounts that Mr Lugovoy has given raise a straightforward factual issue upon 
which, at least to an extent, his broader allegations of blackmail and complicity in 
murder all rest. That factual issue concerns Mr Litvinenko’s reaction to the reduction 
in the payments that Mr Berezovsky was making to him that, as we have already seen, 
took place in early or mid 2006. What was Mr Litvinenko’s reaction to the reduction 
in payments? Did the two men argue? Was Mr Litvinenko upset, and if so was he 
ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｘｓｖｈｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｑｗｈｐｓｏｄｗｈ＃ｅｏｄｆｎｐｄｌｏｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｏｇ＃ｉｕｌｈｑｇＢ＃

5.37  I heard oral evidence from a number of those who were close to one or other of the 
two men, and who were well placed to report on the state of relations between them. 
Their evidence can be summarised as follows. 

19 INQ001886 (pages 5-6)
20 INQ001788 (pages 21-22 paragraphs 127-128) 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ001886x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ001788x.pdf
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5.38  Marina Litvinenko said that she had seen the reduction in Mr Berezovsky’s payments in 
2006 as an opportunity for their family to reduce its dependence on him. She said that 
Mr Litvinenko had been ﾳｄ＃ｏｌｗｗｏｈ＃ｅｌｗ＃ｖｄｇ／＃ｈｐｒｗｌｒｑｄｏ／ﾴ but her view was that Mr Litvinenko 
was upset at the thought that Mr Berezovsky did not need him anymore, rather than 
ｑｄｑｆｌｄｏ＃ ｌｖｖｘｈｖ１＃ Ｖｋｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｙｈｕ｜＃ ｆｏｈｄｕ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｘｑｇｈｕｏ｜ｌｑｊ＃ ｉｕｌｈｑｇｖｋｌｓ＃ ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ ｋｈｕ＃
husband and Mr Berezovsky had not been broken.21 She agreed with the proposition 
that Mr Litvinenko and Mr Berezovsky were close friends until Mr Litvinenko’s death 
and added, ﾳＬ＃ｎｑｈｚ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｖｓｈｆｌｄｏ＃ｗｒ＃ｈｄｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ１ﾴ 22 When 
asked whether she knew anything about Mr Litvinenko blackmailing Mr Berezovsky 
in October 2006, she said: 

ﾳＬ＃ ｇｒｑﾶｗ＃ ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈ＃ ｌｗ＃ ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ Ｌ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｑｒ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｗｌｐｈ＃ Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ ｇｌｇ＃ ｏｌｎｈ＃
ｗｒ＃ｅｏｄｆｎｐｄｌｏ＃Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕｏ｜＃ｌｑ＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃５３３９／＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｇｑﾶｗ＃ｉｈｈｏ＃
Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｖｗｕｘｊｊｏｌｑｊ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｈｐｒｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｓｕｒｅｏｈｐ＃ｄｗ＃ｄｏｏ１ﾴ＃23 

5.39  Mr Goldfarb’s evidence on this issue was broadly consistent with that of Marina 
Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃Ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｒｆｆｄｖｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ／＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃
aware of any rift between the two men. While Mr Litvinenko had been ﾳｄ＃ｏｌｗｗｏｈ＃ｊｕｒｘｆｋ｜ﾴ＃
about the reduction in payments, he would not have described him as upset. He 
added that he would have expected Mr Litvinenko to have told him, “if he was really 
ｘｓｖｈｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｘｑｉｄｌｕﾴ／ but that he had never done so.24 

5.40  When Mr Goldfarb returned to give evidence, he said that he did not even suspect that 
Mr Berezovsky might have been responsible for Mr Litvinenko’s death. Regarding the 
relationship between the two men, he said: 

ﾳＷｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｆｄｑｑｒｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｇｈｑｌｈｇ／＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｖｒｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｒｏｌｑｊ＃ｒｉｉ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｉｒｕ＃
ｄ＃ｖｋｒｕｗ＃ｓｈｕｌｒｇ＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｇｘｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃
ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗ／＃ｅｘｗﾫ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｈｇｘｆｈｇ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｐｄｕｊｌｑｄｏｏ｜＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃ｆｒｑｗｌｑｘｈｇ＃
ｗｒ＃ｓｄ｜＃ｉｒｕ＃ｖｆｋｒｒｏｌｑｊ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｈﾫ＃ｋｒｘｖｈ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｄｗｘｕｄｏｏ｜＃ｘｓｖｈｗ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃
ｋｌｖ＃ｄｐｒｘｑｗ＃ﾱ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｐｒｘｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｈｇｘｆｈｇ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
ｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇﾫ＃ｅｈ＃ｊｈｗｗｌｑｊ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜＃ｈｏｖｈｚｋｈｕｈ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ／＃ｖｒ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｏｌｗｗｏｈ＃
ｅｌｗ＃ﾱ＃ｑｄｑｆｌｄｏ＃ｖｗｕｄｌｗ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｑｈｙｈｕ／＃ｈｙｈｕ／＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｒｆｆｘｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｒ＃ｎｌｑｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｉｕｒｑｗ＃
Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｆｆｘｖｈ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ／＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑ＃ｅｏｄｆｎｐｄｌｏ／＃ｑｒ１＃Ｖｒ＃ｌｗﾶｖ＃
ｗｒｗｄｏｏ｜＃ｌｑｆｒｑｆｈｌｙｄｅｏｈ１ﾴ＃25 

5.41  Mr Reilly’s evidence on this issue was rather different. He recalled that there had 
been ﾳｄ＃ｅｌｊ＃ｕｒｚﾴ between Mr Litvinenko and Mr Berezovsky in the late summer of 
2006, which had resulted in them not speaking to each other for a time. However, he 
said that the row was not about money, but about Mr Berezovsky’s failure to follow 
some advice that Mr Litvinenko had given him (and about which Mr Litvinenko had 
subsequently been proved correct). He also said that the two men had been reconciled 
by October 2006 (that being the time at which Mr Lugovoy claimed that Mr Litvinenko 
was planning to blackmail Mr Berezovsky).26 

5.42  Given the allegation of blackmail, it is also noteworthy that Mr Reilly immediately went 
on to describe Mr Litvinenko in the following terms: 

21 Marina Litvinenko 3/125-129
22 Marina Litvinenko 4/110-111 
23 Marina Litvinenko 4/11 lines 11-15 
24 Goldfarb 5/102-107
25 Goldfarb 26/2-8
26 Reilly 10/23-26 
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_125-129.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_110-111.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_11.pdf
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_2-8.pdf
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http:Berezovsky).26
http:broken.21
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ﾳＬ＃ｇｒｑﾶｗ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｑｄｗｘｕｄｏｏ｜＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｐｄｑ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕｏ｜＃ｄｆｔｘｌｖｌｗｌｙｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｄｏｏ／＃ｕｈｄｏｏ｜１＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃
ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｆ｜＃ｚｄｖﾫ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｄ｜＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ１＃Ｋｈﾫ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｈ｛ｓｕｈｖｖｌｑｊ＃ｙｌｈｚｖ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｅｘ｜ｌｑｊ＃
Ｉｈｕｕｄｕｌｖ＃ｒｕ＃Ｕｒｏｈ｛＃ｚｄｗｆｋｈｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｅｘｗ＃Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｌｐｄｊｌｑｈ／＃ｗｋｒｘｊｋ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
ｗｋｄｗﾫ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄｉｉｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｖｌｐｓｏ｜＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｚｈｖｗｈｕｑ＃ｚｒｕｏｇﾫ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｅｈｊｌｑｑｌｑｊ＃
ｗｒ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇ／＃ｘｑｉｒｕｗｘｑｄｗｈｏ｜／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃Ｚｈｖｗｈｕｑ＃ｈｆｒｑｒｐ｜／＃ｅｘｗ＃
ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄｙｄｕｌｆｌｒｘｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｓｈｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜＃ｚｌｏｏ０ｑｌｏｏ｜１ﾴ ５：＃

5.43  Like Mr Reilly, MrAttew understood that Mr Litvinenko had fallen out with Mr Berezovsky 
and then made up with him again in the period September to October 2006.28 

5.44  Mr Tabunov, an acquaintance whom Mr Litvinenko met occasionally in central London, 
had a slightly different understanding of the position. He remembered Mr Litvinenko 
telling him that he had had enough of Mr Berezovsky and no longer wanted anything 
to do with him. His memory was that Mr Litvinenko had said that he no longer wanted 
or needed any payments from Mr Berezovsky, he did not want to be dependent 
on him, and was frustrated because there were always too many people around 
Mr Berezovsky to talk in private. In contrast to the evidence given by Mr Attew and 
Mr Reilly, Mr Tabunov did not remember Mr Litvinenko mentioning a reconciliation; but 
the two met relatively rarely, and Mr Tabunov indicated that Mr Berezovsky was not in 
any event a regular topic of conversation.29 

5.45  Mr Shvets’ evidence was that Mr Litvinenko had called him in June or July 2006 and 
told him that he had been ﾳｕｈｇﾴ by Mr Berezovsky, ﾳｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｖｒｐｈ＃ ｌｑｗｕｌｊｘｈｖ.ﾴ＃
Mr Shvets recalled Mr Litvinenko saying that he had had a stand up row with 
Mr Berezovsky, although he added that Litvinenko was an ﾳｈｐｒｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑﾴ who 
would ﾳｈ｛ｓｏｒｇｈ＃ｌｐｐｈｇｌｄｗｈｏ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｗｄｕｗ＃｜ｈｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃ｄｑ｜ｅｒｇ｜ﾫ＃ｅｘｗ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｆｒｒｏ＃ｇｒｚｑ＃ｙｈ＃
ｐｌｑｘｗｈｖ＃ ｏｄｗｈｕ／ﾴ and that he had been laughing when he recounted the episode to 
Mr Shvets. Although Mr Shvets said that Mr Litvinenko was not in the habit of bearing 
grudges for very long, he did not remember Mr Litvinenko ever telling him about any 
subsequent meetings or communications with Mr Berezovsky. He added, though, that 
he could not imagine Mr Litvinenko ever threatening Mr Berezovsky. He said, “They 
ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｖｒ＃ ｆｏｒｖｈｏ｜＃ ｆｒｑｑｈｆｗｈｇ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ｐｄｑ｜＃ ｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ ｆｄｑﾶｗ＃ ｌｐｄｊｌｑｈ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ ｗｋｕｈｄｗｈｑｌｑｊ＃
Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄｑ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ１ﾴ 30 

5.46  Mr Bukovsky’s memory was that Mr Litvinenko argued over politics and also practical 
matters, in particular Mr Berezovsky’s failure to accept Mr Litvinenko’s advice on 
security matters. But he said that there had been no personal quarrel between the 
two men, and that the friendship between them had remained intact throughout.31 

5.47  I also heard evidence on this point from two of Mr Berezovsky’s employees – 
Ｐｕ＃Ｙｒｕｒｑｎｒｙ／＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｐｄｑｄｊｈｕ／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｆｒｗｏｌｆｎ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｄｏ＃ｄｖｖｌｖｗｄｑｗ１＃

5.48  Mr Cotlick had been aware from discussions with Mr Litvinenko that his regular 
payments had been cut, but said that this was not the type of matter that he would 
expect Mr Berezovsky to tell him about. As to Mr Litvinenko’s reaction, he said: “I 
ｆｄｑﾶｗ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｏｈｄｖｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｄｏｄｕ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｈｇｘｆｈｇ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｑｒｅｒｇ｜＃
ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｓｕｒｅｄｅｏ｜１＃Ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ ｗｌｐｈ＃ Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｋｈｄｕｇ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｄ＃ｅｄｇ＃ｚｒｕｇ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜１ﾴ＃He said that neither Mr Berezovsky nor Mr Litvinenko had ever said 

27 Reilly 10/27-28
28 Attew 13/23
29 Tabunov 13/130-132 
30 Shvets 24/56-58
31 Bukovsky 26/91-92 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/10_27-28.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_23.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_130-132.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_56-58.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_91-92.pdf
http:throughout.31
http:conversation.29
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anything to him about blackmail, nor was he aware of any other evidence to support 
the allegation against Mr Litvinenko. In his mind, the matter amounted to no more 
than press speculation.32 

5.49  Mr Voronkov was unaware of any dispute between Mr Berezovsky and Mr Litvinenko, 
although he said that he would not have expected Mr Berezovsky to discuss such 
matters with him. What he was able to say was that he did not notice any change in 
the way that the two men behaved towards one another during this period.33 

5.50  In summary, I heard evidence on this issue from a wide range of those who were close 
to Mr Litvinenko and Mr Berezovsky during the second half of 2006. It seems clear 
that the level of the regular payments to Mr Litvinenko was reduced, and there is good 
evidence that he was unhappy about this. There is also good evidence that there was 
some sort of row between the two men during this period, but much less evidence that 
the row was about the reduction in payments. Some of those who thought there had 
been a row also thought there had been a reconciliation. There was strong evidence 
that whatever row may have taken place, it had not affected the underlying friendship 
between Mr Litvinenko and Mr Berezovsky. None of the witnesses offered any support 
to the allegation that Mr Litvinenko either had been blackmailing Mr Berezovsky, or 
had been planning to do so. 

5.51  I would add that both Mr Litvinenko and Mr Berezovsky left substantial quantities 
of written evidence in the form of various witness statements and transcripts of 
interviews. None of this material supports the suggestion that there had been a serious 
rift between the two men in the months before Mr Litvinenko’s death, or indeed at 
any time. For example, in a statement given to the Metropolitan Police Service after 
Mr Litvinenko’s death, Mr Berezovsky stated that the two men had ﾳｆｒｑｗｌｑｘｈ＾ｇ｀＃ ｗｒ＃
ｋｄｙｈ＃ｊｒｒｇ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑｖﾴ after Mr Litvinenko had stopped working for him.34 And there is 
nothing in the transcripts of Mr Litvinenko’s interviews with Detective Inspector Hyatt 
to suggest that there had been a serious rift between him and Mr Berezovsky. 

5.52  This brings me to the evidence of Julia Svetlichnaya. 

5.53  The essential facts about Dr Svetlichnaya’s contact with Mr Litvinenko are, I think, 
uncontroversial. The evidence that Dr Svetlichnaya gave in this regard may be 
summarised as follows: 

a.  In 2006, Dr Svetlichnaya was a research student at the Centre for the Study of 
Democracy at Westminster University 

b.  One of the subjects of Dr Svetlichnaya’s research was the issue of Chechen 
identity. She wished in that connection to interview Akhmed Zakayev 

c.  In order to arrange such an interview, Dr Svetlichnaya contacted Mr Berezovsky, 
whose phone number she had been given by a journalist. Mr Berezovsky said 
that he could not introduce her to Mr Zakayev, but he gave her contact details for 
Mr Litvinenko – who, he said, might introduce her to Mr Zakayev. Dr Svetlichnaya 
formed the impression that the intention was that Mr Litvinenko would vet her in 
order for a decision to be taken as to whether she should be allowed to interview 
Mr Zakayev 

32 Cotlick 25/41-47
33 Voronkov 16/193-194 
34 INQ002895 (page 6) 
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d.  Dr Svetlichnaya made contact with Mr Litvinenko in late March or early April 2006. 
They subsequently met six or seven times between the end of April and the end 
of May. The meetings took place in various locations, including itsu in Piccadilly, 
Hyde Park, Mr Litvinenko’s house and the Park Lane Hilton Hotel. Mr Zakayev 
was present at the last meeting35 

5.54  There is one particular element of Dr Svetlichnaya’s evidence that is of potential 
relevance to the issue of blackmail. Dr Svetlichnya was taken through this part of her 
evidence with some care when she gave oral testimony at the Inquiry. What she told 
me, in summary, was that during the course of her meetings with Mr Litvinenko, he said 
that he had plans to take action against a group of wealthy Russians. The intention 
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｕｈｖｖｈｇ＃ｄｓｓｈｄｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｒｅｗｄｌｑ＃ｖｈｆｕｈｗ＃ｏｈｖ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｌｑｇｌｙｌｇｘｄｏｖ＃
and then to blackmail them. Dr Svetlichnaya told me that this was a recurring theme 
of their conversations.36 She said that the expression used by Mr Litvinenko was 
that he would ﾳｉｒｕｆｈ＃ ｗｋｈｐ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｋｄｕｈﾴ, meaning their money – she also said that he 
mentioned blackmail, and that he also talked of selling sensitive information.37 She 
said Mr Litvinenko talked of his intention to demand payment of US$10,000 from each 
individual. Dr Svetlichnaya was asked what Mr Litvinenko had said about his intended 
targets and she replied, ﾳＬ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｔｘｒｗｈ＃ｋｌｐ＝＃ｅｄｖｗｄｕｇｖ／＃ｅｄｖｗｄｕｇｖ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｎｕｈｐｏｌｑ／＃
ｅｄｖｗｄｕｇｖ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃Ｄｅｕｄｐｒｙｌｆｋ１＃Ｗｋｄｗ＃ｎｌｑｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ１ﾴ＃38 

5.55  I emphasise at this stage that I have taken into account only the evidence that Dr 
Svetlichnaya gave to me orally. Although there are a number of newspaper articles in 
evidence that purport to give her account of her meetings with Mr Litvinenko, I have 
disregarded them as it became clear when she gave evidence before me that those 
ｄｕｗｌｆｏｈｖ＃ｐｌｖｕｈｓｕｈｖｈｑｗ＃ｋｈｕ＃ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｕｈｖｓｈｆｗｖ１＃

5.56  The view that I have taken is that Dr Svetlichnaya’s evidence does not assist me in 
reaching my conclusions about Mr Litvinenko’s death. I have taken that view for the 
following reasons. 

5.57  First, the principal allegation that has been raised – by Mr Lugovoy – is that 
Mr Litvinenko may have been blackmailing Mr Berezovsky. Dr Svetlichnaya did not 
say that Mr Litvinenko mentioned Mr Berezovsky as one of the intended targets of his 
ﾳｉｒｕｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｋｄｕｈﾴ plans, and moreover the description of his intended targets that he 
did give to Dr Svetlichnaya – ﾳｅｄｖｗｄｕｇｖ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｎｕｈｐｏｌｑﾴ – would not appear to have 
included Mr Berezovsky. 

5.58  Second, although on Dr Svetlichnaya’s account Mr Litvinenko was clearly describing 
some sort of blackmail plans, those plans would appear still to have been at an 
early stage only weeks before he became ill. Dr Svetlichnaya did not suggest that 
Mr Litvinenko told her that he had actually implemented any of these plans, or that he 
had even started to implement them. 

35 Svetlichnaya 25/82-98
36 Svetlichnaya 25/105
37 Svetlichnaya 25/102-104; 25/116 
38 Svetlichnaya 25/103-104 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_82-98.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_105.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_102-104.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_116.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_103-104.pdf
http:information.37
http:conversations.36
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Chapter 5: The Ivanov report 

5.59  I observed at paragraphs 4.137 and 4.138 above that there was no particular reason 
to think that Mr Litvinenko’s role in providing sensitive and damaging information in 
due diligence reports ever became known either to those who received the reports 
or to those who were affected by them. That was because it was standard practice 
in the security industry to preserve the anonymity of sources such as Mr Litvinenko. 
It followed that – again, in general terms – there was no reason to think that the 
due diligence reports that Mr Litvinenko provided for the security companies in 2006 
played any part in his death. 

5.60  On the evidence that I have heard, however, there was one of Mr Litvinenko’s reports 
to which this reasoning did not, or at least did not necessarily, apply. 

5.61  The report in question was one of the reports that Mr Litvinenko and Mr Shvets 
prepared for Mr Attew. The subject of the report was a Russian politician and close 
ally of Mr Putin named Viktor Ivanov. 

5.62  The basic facts relating to this report appear, from the evidence before me, to be as 
follows: 

a.  The Ivanov report was one of a series of reports commissioned from Mr Litvinenko 
by Mr Attew in about August or September 2006. Mr Attew was unable to 
ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｒｕ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｆｒｐｐｌｖｖｌｒｑｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃
Mr Litvinenko39 

b.  Mr Litvinenko initially gave Mr Attew a report on Mr Ivanov that was only a third 
of a page long. Mr Attew considered the report to be far below the standard he 
expected, and told Mr Litvinenko so. Mr Litvinenko told Mr Attew that the report 
had been drafted for him by Mr Lugovoy 40 

c.  Mr Litvinenko then asked Mr Shvets to draft a report on Mr Ivanov. In response, 
Mr Shvets drafted an eight-page report. Some of the content of the report was 
information that Mr Shvets had been told by Mr Litvinenko41 

d.  Mr Shvets completed the report and emailed it to Mr Litvinenko on 19 September 
200642 

e.  A copy of the report is in evidence before me.43 The report contains detailed and 
serious criticism both of Mr Ivanov and (as Mr Shvets observed) of Mr Putin.44 

Mr Attew described the report as ﾳｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｈｏ｜＃ｇｄｐｄｊｌｑｊﾴ. 45 In summary: 

(i)  The report details Mr Ivanov’s early career in the Committee for State Security 
(KGB). It notes that he served in Afghanistan and in the human resources 
department, and asserts that these postings indicate that he was considered 
to be an underachiever and a ﾳｉｄｌｏｘｕｈﾴ＃

39 Attew 13/25-27
40 Attew 13/27-28
41 Shvets 24/65
42 Shvets 24/72
43 INQ006481 
44 Shvets 24/81-82
45 Attew 13/37 
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_25-27.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_27-28.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_65.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_72.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ006481x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_81-82.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_37.pdf
http:Putin.44
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(ii)  The report asserts that, whilst posted in St Petersburg (then Leningrad), 
Mr Ivanov set up busines ses and deceived his KGB superiors that they were 
for operational purposes, whereas he was in fact running them as private 
ventures 

(iii)  The report alleges that, during his time in St Petersburg, Mr  Ivanov developed 
close links with the Tambovskaya criminal group and its leader Vladimir 
Kumarin. It asserts that, as a result of this ﾳｐｘｕｎ｜＃ ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＃ ｄｖｖｒｆｌｄｗｌｒｑﾴ, 
Mr Ivanov acquired an interest  in the St Petersburg seaport, which, it claimed, 
he still held at the date of the report 

(iv)  The report asserts that Mr Ivanov was a protégé of Mr Putin, and that the   
careers of the two men were very closely connected. It asserts that Mr Putin  
was complicit in Mr Ivanov’ s dealings with ﾳｊｄｑｊｖｗｈｕｖﾴ in St Petersburg, and 
also that Mr Putin himsel f was involved in assisting a Colombian drugs cartel 
in a money laundering scheme 

e.  On about 21 September, Mr Litvinenko told Mr   Shvets that he had passed the 
report to the client, whom we know was Mr  Attew 46 

f.  Mr  Attew was very pleased with the second version of the report. He told me that 
he regarded it as being of ﾳｈ｛ｆｈｓｗｌｒｑｄｏﾴ＃quality, and he passed it to his clients47 

g.  A few days later – Mr Shvets thought it was proba bly between 21 September and 
30 September – Mr Litvinenko  told Mr Shvets that a ‘Russian  source’ of his had 
also produced a report on Mr Ivanov which  the client had said was ﾳｗｕｄｖｋﾴ. He 
added that he had passed a copy of Mr Shvets’  report to the Russian source to 
show him how he should write his reports in future48  

h.  Although Mr Litvinenko  did not tell Mr Shvets, either at the time or at any time  
before his death, that this ‘Russian source’  was Mr  Lugovoy,49  there is very 
strong evidence to that effect. Mr Litvinenko  did tell Mr Shvets that the Russian  
ｖｒｘｕｆｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｚｒｕｎｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｌｐｓｕｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ﾱ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃
Mr Lugovoy . He also, as I have said above, told Mr Shvets that this other source  
ｋｄｇ＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｌｙｄｑｒｙ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｄｗｗｈｚ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｕｈｍｈｆｗｈｇ＃ﾱ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｗｖ＃
with Mr Lugo voy, and Mr  Attew stated in terms that he only received two Ivanov 
reports50 – there is, in other words, no other candidate to whom Mr Litvinenko  
might have been referring. Finally, Mr Litvinenko told Mr Shvets that    he had met 
the Russian source shortly before being taken ill.51 Marina Litvinenko also gave 
evidence that she believed that Mr Litvinenko  had shown the Shvets Ivanov report 
to Mr Lugovoy 52 

i.  Mr  Attew’s evidence was that the Shvets due diligence report on Mr Ivanov caused  
the collapse of the deal that his clients had been considering. He assumed that, as 

46 Shvets 24/73
47 Attew 13/41; 13/112 
48 Shvets 24/73
49 Shvets 24/100
50 Attew 13/104
51 Shvets 24/102
52 Marina Litvinenko 4/6 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_73.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_41.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_112.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_73.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_100.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_104.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_102.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_6.pdf
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gave evidence to a similar effect54 

5.63   The possibility that the Ivanov report may have found its way to the Kremlin via 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｏｌｑｎｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ／＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃
aired in public by Mr Shvets in an interview broadcast by BBC Radio 4 in December 
2006. A transcript of the interview is in evidence before me.55 In the course of that 
interview, Mr Shvets described Mr Litvinenko giving the Ivanov report to Mr Lugovoy 
as having ﾳｗｕｌｊｊｈｕｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｑｗｌｕｈ＃ｄｖｖｄｖｖｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ１ﾴ＃

5.64  A similar theory was subsequently proposed in an article in the Novaya Gazeta dated 
24 May 2007. That article suggested that the Ivanov report had come to the attention 
of the authorities in Russia after it had been found in Mr Lugovoy’s possession when 
he was stopped and searched at Sheremetyevo Airport on his return to Moscow from 
London.56 

5.65   Is it possible that  the Ivanov report triggered Mr  Litvinenko’s killing, or at least had 
ｖｒｐｈ＃ｆｒｑｑｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｌｗＢ＃Ｒｑｈ＃ｒｅｙｌｒｘｖ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｋｈｒｕ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｋｙｈｗｖﾶ＃
evidence, Mr Lugovoy only received the report a few weeks before what appears 
ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｄｗｗｈｐｓｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｋｙｈｗｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃
this, but was not shaken from his ﾳｓｒｖｌｗｌｙｈﾴ belief that the Ivanov report triggered 
an operation to murder Mr Litvinenko. His reasoning, as he explained it to me, was 
that such an operation could have been mounted quickly since the Russian security 
agencies already had access to, and experience in the use of, polonium, as well 
ｄｖ＃ ｌｑｖｌｇｈ＃ｎｑｒｚｏｈｇｊｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｋｄｇ＃ｈｄｖ｜＃ｄｆｆｈｖｖ＃
to Mr Litvinenko. He believed it to be credible, therefore, that the planning for 
Mr Litvinenko’s poisoning had not started until September (and presumably, on his 
reasoning, the end of September) 2006.57 He concluded: 

ﾳﾫ＃ｏｒｒｎ／＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ／＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｏｌｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ／＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｈｕｌｒｇ／＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｐｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗｖ／＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗｖ／＃
ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑﾫ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｌｖｐ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｌｑｖｘｏｗｌｑｊ／＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｄｏ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｗｌｏｏ＃
Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｌｙｈ１＃Ｑｒｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｋｄｓｓｈｑｈｇ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｌｙｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｈｏｏ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃ｖｘｇｇｈｑｏ｜＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ１＃Ｖｒ＃ｌｗ＃ｏｈｄｇｖ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｈ＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｏｒｒｎｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃
ｋｄｓｓｈｑｈｇ＃ｖｋｒｕｗｏ｜＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ１＃Ｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｆｋｄｑｊｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ ｏｌｉｈ０ｖｗ｜ｏｈ＃
ｖｋｒｕｗｏ｜＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｆｋｄｑｊｈｖＢ＃Ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｕｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜／＃ ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｊｒｗ＃ ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＃
ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗｌｈｖ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｏｈｄｇｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ／＃ｈｗ＃ｆｈｗｈｕｄ１ﾴ 58 

5.66  In his oral closing submissions on behalf of Marina Litvinenko, Mr Emmerson QC 
described Mr Litvinenko’s action in giving a copy of the Shvets Ivanov report to 
Mr Lugovoy as ﾳｄ＃ｉｄｗｄｏ＃ｐｌｖｗｄｎｈﾴ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｈｐｐｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｖｌｐｌｏｄｕ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃
could be placed on the fact that Mr Lugovoy knew from his dealings at RISC that 
Mr Litvinenko had been tasked with investigating Mr Gordeyev, who was, in his words, 
ﾳｄ＃ｋｌｊｋ０ｕｄｑｎｌｑｊ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗﾴ. Mr Emmerson submitted that from 
the moment Mr Litvinenko gave Mr Lugovoy a copy of the Ivanov report:59 

53 Attew 13/112-113 
54 Shvets 24/79-80
55 HMG000513 
56 INQ015674 
57 Shvets 24/82-84
58 Shvets 24/84-85
59 Emmerson 34/54; 34/59-60 
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http:London.56
http:losses.53
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ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｓ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｋｄｑｇｖ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｋｄｕｇｏ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｌｑｆｌｇｈｑｆｈﾫ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｚｒ＃
ｐｒｑｗｋｖ＃ｏｄｗｈｕ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｚｋｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｋｒｖｈｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｎｌｏｏ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃
Ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｐｐｈｇｌｄｗｈ＃ｏｌｑｎ＃ｗｒ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｎｕｈｐｏｌｑ＃ｌｖ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｗｒｒ＃ｒｅｙｌｒｘｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｊｑｒｕｈ１ﾴ＃
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Chapter 6:  The murder of  Anna Politkovskaya  

5.67  Anna Politkovskaya was a Russian journalist on the Novaya Gazeta newspaper. 
She was a critic of President Putin – Professor Service described her as, “a regular 
ｋｄｕｕｌｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｑ｜ｄﾶｖ＃ｅｕｘｗｄｏ＃ｕｘｏｈｕ＃Ｕｄｐ｝ｄｑ＃Ｎｄｇ｜ｕｒｙﾴ１ 60 I have already 
mentioned her on several occasions, for example in the reference to her investigations 
into the Moscow theatre siege (paragraph 4.38 above) and to her work on the War 
Crimes Commission established by Mr Zakayev (paragraph 4.56 above). 

5.68  On the evidence that I have heard, Anna Politkovskaya and Mr Litvinenko were both 
campaigners who shared a cause and were also close friends. 

5.69  Ｌｗ＃ｄｓｓｈｄｕｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｖ＃Ｓｒｏｌｗｎｒｙｖｎｄ｜ｄ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｗ＃ｌｑ＃５３３６＃ｄｗ＃ｆｒｘｕｗ＃ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊｖ＃
in London relating to Mr Zakayev’s extradition.61 Marina Litvinenko said that the two 
became friends, and that Ms Politkovskaya subsequently visited them ﾳｒｑｆｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｗｚｌｆｈﾴ＃
in London.62 Mr Goldfarb, who was himself a friend of Ms Politkovskaya, thought that 
the two had been ﾳｙｈｕ｜＃ｆｏｒｖｈﾴ; he said that they had ﾳｄ＃ｑｄｗｘｕｄｏ＃ｎｌｑｖｋｌｓ＃ｄｖ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｗｖﾴ, 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄ＃ＮＪＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｖ＃Ｓｒｏｌｗｎｒｙｖｎｄ｜ｄﾶｖ＃ｉｄｗｋｈｕ＃ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃
a senior Russian diplomat.63 

5.70  I should add in this connection that I am aware of suggestions that have been made 
that Ms Politkovskaya did not trust Mr Litvinenko because of his FSB past (see Ｓｘｗｌｑﾶｖ＃
Labyrinth by Steve Levine, page 125). None of the witnesses who gave evidence 
before me mentioned this, but that does not of course mean that it is not true. 

5.71  The relationship between the two was not purely social. I heard that they collaborated 
on investigative work, one example being their work together with regard to possible 
FSB involvement in the Moscow theatre siege.64 

5.72  I also heard that Mr Litvinenko became very concerned for Ms Politkovskaya’s safety. 
Marina Litvinenko told me that Mr Litvinenko had urged Ms Politkovskaya to take 
advantage of her American citizenship and to ﾳｊｒ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｕｌｗｈ＃＾ｋｈｕ｀＃ｄｕｗｌｆｏｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｄｐｈｕｌｆｄﾴ; 
but she had refused. Mr Litvinenko had also given her personal security advice, “how 
ｗｒ＃ ｉｈｈｏ＃ ｖｄｉｈ＃ ｌｉ＃ ｜ｒｘ＃ｚｈｑｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｜ｒｘｕ＃ｄｓｄｕｗｐｈｑｗ／＃ｋｒｚ＃ ｗｒ＃ｆｋｈｆｎ＃ ｌｉ＃ ｑｒｅｒｇ｜＃ ｌｖ＃ ｖｗｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ ｌｑ＃ｄ＃
ｆｒｕｑｈｕﾴ１＃ Ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｈｑｇ／＃ Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｕｈｈｆｗｈｇ／＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｄｇｙｌｆｈ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｌｑｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ／＃
ﾳｘｑｉｒｕｗｘｑｄｗｈｏ｜／＃ｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｏｇｑﾶｗ＃ｖｄｙｈ＃ｋｈｕﾴ. 65 

5.73  Anna Politkovskaya was murdered by gunmen outside her Moscow apartment on 
7 October 2006. 

5.74  All of those who gave evidence to me on this subject were agreed that Mr Litvinenko 
was deeply affected by Ms Politkovskaya’s death. Marina Litvinenko recalled giving 
him the news, and said that, ﾳｋｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｍｘｖｗ＃ ｅｕｒｎｈｑ＃ ｇｒｚｑ＃ ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｋｌｐ＃ ｌｗ＃ ｚｄｖ＃
ｄｅｖｒｏｘｗｈｏ｜＃ ｇｈｙｄｖｗｄｗｌｑｊ＃ ｑｈｚｖﾴ.66 Mr Quirke said that Mr Litvinenko had mentioned 
Ms Politkovskaya’s death to him, and that he had been upset about it, as well as 

60 INQ019146 (page 23 paragraph 73)
61 Marina Litvinenko 3/145; Goldfarb 27/112 
62 Marina Litvinenko 3/145
63 Goldfarb 5/127; 27/112 
64 Goldfarb 5/128
65 Marina Litvinenko 3/146
66 Marina Litvinenko 4/33 
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_145.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/27_112.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_145.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/5_127.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/27_112.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/5_128.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_146.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_33.pdf
http:news�.66
http:siege.64
http:diplomat.63
http:London.62
http:extradition.61
http:Kadyrov�.60
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being worried that ﾳｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｑｈ｛ｗ.ﾴ 67 Mr Attew told me that Mr Litvinenko had been 
ﾳｒｘｗｕｄｊｈｇﾴ at Ms Politkovskaya’s death.68 

5.75   Mr  Litvinenko attended two events in London held in response to Ms Politkovskaya’s 
ｐｘｕｇｈｕ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｐｈｐｒｕｌｄｏ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｋｈｏｇ＃ｄｗ＃Ｚｈｖｗｐｌｑｖｗｈｕ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｉｗｈｕｑｒｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃
13 October 2006; I will return to that meeting shortly. 

5.76  The second of these events was a meeting at the Front Line Club in London on 
the evening of 19 October 2006. Marina Litvinenko said that she had been aware 
of the meeting at the time, but that she had not accompanied Mr Litvinenko to it.69 

Mr Zakayev told me that he had taken Mr Litvinenko to the meeting as his guest. 
He was one of the platform speakers. During the meeting, Mr Litvinenko made a 
ｖｋｒｕｗ＃ｖｓｈｈｆｋ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｒｒｕ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆｏ｜＃ｄｆｆｘｖｌｑｊ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ ｕｈｖｓｒｑｖｌｅｏｈ＃
for Anna Politkovskaya’s murder. A video recording of that speech was made, which 
was played to the Inquiry.70 Mr Zakayev said that he ﾳｄｅｖｒｏｘｗｈｏ｜ﾴ agreed with what 
Mr Litvinenko had said, although he had not said so expressly in his own speech at 
the Front Line Club that evening because of the post that he then held as Minister of 
Foreign Affairs in the exiled Chechen government. 

5.77  When Mr Zakayev was asked whether he thought that Mr Litvinenko’s outspokenness 
about Ms Politkovskaya’s death was linked in any way to his own death, Mr Zakayev 
replied; ﾳＺｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｏｌｖｗ／＃Ｄｑｑｄ＃Ｓｒｏｌｗｎｒｙｖｎｄ｜ｄ／＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐ｜ｖｈｏｉ１ﾴ＃71 

67 Quirke 11/64-66 
68 Attew 13/20
69 Marina Litvinenko 4/38-42
70 INQ017681 [video]
71 Zakayev 26/160-161 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/11_64-66.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_20.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_38-42.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017681x.mp4
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_160-161.pdf
http:Inquiry.70
http:death.68
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Chapter 7:  British citizenship  

5.78  I have referred above (at paragraph 3.98) to the strong sense of attachment that 
Mr Litvinenko demonstrated to his adopted nation. I mentioned Marina Litvinenko’s 
ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｋｈｕ＃ｋｘｖｅｄｑｇ＃｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｊ＃ｒｉ＃Ｖｗ＃Ｊｈｒｕｊｈ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃５３３９＃Ｚｒｕｏｇ＃Ｆｘｓ１＃

5.79  Mrs Litvinenko explained in evidence that the family became eligible for naturalisation 
as British citizens in 2006, and that they had submitted their applications during 
the summer of that year. The applications were granted and all three then attended 
a citizenship ceremony at Haringey Civic Centre. The ceremony took place on 
13 October 2006.72 

5.80   Several witnesses referred to Mr  Litvinenko’s delight at being granted British citizenship. 
Ｐｕ＃Ｄｗｗｈｚ／＃ｉｒｕ＃ｈ｛ｄｐｓｏｈ／＃ｕｈｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｆｒｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃“elated at the 
ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｋｒｏｇｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ｓｄｖｖｓｒｕｗ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋﾫ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｈｏ｜＃ｓｕｒｘｇ１ﾴ＃
He added that Mr Litvinenko ran next door to see Mr Reilly.73 Mr Reilly described what 
was clearly the same occasion: 

ﾳﾫ＃ｋｈ＃ｕｄｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ｓｄｖｖｓｒｕｗ／＃ｋｈ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｄｅｖｒｏｘｗｈｏ｜＃
ｕｄｑ＃ｌｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｕｈｚ＃ｌｗ＃ｇｒｚｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｖｎ＃ｄｑｇﾫ＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｒ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｇｕｌｑｎﾫ＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｇｈｏｌｊｋｗｈｇ／＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｒｑ／＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｈｆｖｗｄｗｌｆ／＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｏｌｗｈｕｄｏｏ｜＃ｍｘｐｓｌｑｊ＃ｘｓ＃ｌｑ＃
ｐ｜＃ｒｉｆｈ／＃Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｄｏｐｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｇｒｚｑ／＃Ｌ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｋｄｇ＃ｆｒｉｉｈｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｋｌｐ１ﾴ 74 

5.81  Mr Litvinenko himself expressed his feelings about his British citizenship towards the 
end of the last of his interviews with DI Hyatt. The relevant section of the transcript 
reads as follows: 

ﾳＬ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇｑﾶｗ＃ ｏｌｎｈ＃ ｜ｒｘ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｖｒｐｈ／＃ ｖｒｐｈ＃ ｎｌｑｇ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｓｒｐｓｒｘｖ＃ ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃
ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｖｌｑｆｈ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｋｄｓｓｈｑｈｇ＃Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｗｒ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｆｏｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｚｋｄｗ＃
ｐ｜＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕ＃ｌｖ１＃Ｄｖ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇ＃ｏｄｖｗ＃ｐｒｑｗｋ＃Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｊｕｄｑｗｈｇ＃
Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ Ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑｖｋｌｓ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ Ｌ＃ ｙｈｕ｜＃ ｐｘｆｋ＃ ｏｒｙｈ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜／＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｌｗｖ＃ ｓｈｒｓｏｈ／＃ ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃
ｘｑｉｒｕｗｘｑｄｗｈｏ｜＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈｑﾶｗ＃ｏｈｄｕｑｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｈｑｊｏｌｖｋ＃ｏｄｑｊｘｄｊｈ＃ｆｒｐｓｏｈｗｈｏ｜＃｜ｈｗ１＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｓｕｒｘｇ＃ｗｒ＃
ｅｈ＃ｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌﾶｐ＃ｄ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃Ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑ１＃＼ｈｖ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｇｌｇ＃ｗｕ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｎｌｏｏ＃ｐｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏ｜＃Ｌ＃
ｐｄ｜＃ｇｌｈ／＃ｅｘｗ＃Ｌ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｇｌｈ／＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｉｕｈｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐ｜＃ｖｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｌｉｈ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｉｕｈｈ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃
Ｅｕｌｗｄｌｑ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｊｕｈｄｗ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜１＃Ｚｋｈｑ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｚｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｄｖ｜ｏｘｐ＃ｋｈｕｈ＃Ｌ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｐ｜＃ｖｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃
ｗｋｈ＃Ｗｒｚｈｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｖｋｒｚｈｇ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ｆｕｒｚｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｋｌｐ／＃ﾵＶｒｑｑ｜／＃｜ｒｘ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃
ｇｈｉｈｑｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｉｘｗｘｕｈ＃ｘｑｗｌｏ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｏｄｖｗ＃ｇｕｒｓ＃ｒｉ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｅｏｒｒｇ／ﾶ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃ ﾵ＼ｈｖ＃
Ｇｄｇﾶ１＃Ｌ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｋｌｐ／＃ﾵＵｈｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｏｌｉｈ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜＃ｖｄｙｈｇ＃ｘｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｇｒ＃
ｈｙｈｕ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｚｋｄｗｈｙｈｕ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｐｌｊｋｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｒ＃ｌｑ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｉｈｑｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜１ﾶﾴ 75 

5.82  When Anatoly Litvinenko gave evidence before me, he frankly admitted that although 
he could remember visiting the Tower with his father, he did not recall what his father 
ｋｄｇ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｒｆｆｄｖｌｒｑ１＃Ｅｘｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｇｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｔｘｒｗｈｇ＃
above were entirely consistent with what he knew of his father’s feelings. He said: 

“… he would always go on about the integrity of this nation… the honesty and 
ｗｕｄｑｖｓｄｕｈｑｆ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｍｘｇｌｆｌｄｏ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｖｖｈｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｆｄｕｕｌｈｇ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｄｖ＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｒｑｈｖｗ｜＃

72 Marina Litvinenko 3/112-113 
73 Attew 13/21
74 Reilly 10/21; Tabunov 13/128; Berezovsky 25/13-14
75 INQ016652 (page 8) 
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/13_21.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/10_21.pdf
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http:Reilly.73
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ｘｓ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖ｜ｖｗｈｐ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｈｕｙｈｇ１ﾴ 76 

5.83  By coincidence, the British citizenship ceremony that the Litvinenko family attended 
at Haringey Civic Centre took place on the same day as the memorial meeting for 
Anna Politkovskaya at Westminster. Marina Litvinenko told me that she had gone 
home after the citizenship ceremony, but Mr Litvinenko had gone to the memorial at 
Westminster, taking Anatoly with him. She explained that Mr Litvinenko had felt it to 
be very important that he should go and pay tribute to Ms Politkovskaya.77 

5.84  Mr Bukovsky and Mr Felshtinsky were also at Westminster for the memorial that 
afternoon. The evidence that they gave me about what Mr Litvinenko said to them 
there illuminates at least one of the reasons why he was so pleased with his British 
citizenship: it made him feel safer. 

5.85  Mr Felshtinsky recalled that Mr Litvinenko said to him, ﾳＬ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈｇ＃ｐ｜＃ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑｖｋｌｓ／＃
ｑｒｚ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｒｘｆｋ＃ｐｈ１ﾴ 78 

5.86  Mr Bukovsky’s memory of that day was that Mr Litvinenko was, “very pleased with 
ｊｈｗｗｌｑｊ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑｖｋｌｓﾴ１ He also remembered that Mr Litvinenko had asked him, 
ﾳｌｗ＃ｐｄｎｈｖ＃ｐｈ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｈ／＃ｇｒｈｖｑﾶｗ＃ｌｗ／＃ｌｗ＃ｓｕｒｗｈｆｗｖ＃ｐｈＢﾴ＃Mr Bukovsky told me, “I had to 
ｖｐｌｏｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｄ｜＝＃ｚｈｏｏ／＃ｑｒｗ＃ｐｘｆｋ／＃ｑｒｗ＃ｕｈｄｏｏ｜１ﾴ 79 

76 Anatoly Litvinenko 4/134
77 Marina Litvinenko 4/34
78 Felshtinsky 23/169
79 Bukovsky 26/99 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_134.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_34.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_169.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_99.pdf
http:Politkovskaya.77
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Chapter 8:  Alexander Litvinenko’ s state of mind 

in October 2006 

5.87  I have already touched on some of the evidence that I received regarding Mr Litvinenko’s 
state of mind in the weeks before he was taken ill. He was delighted, and excited, at 
having received his British citizenship. He was shocked and outraged at the murder 
of Anna Politkovskaya. At least in the view of some of those around him, her death 
had made him more anxious for his own safety,80 perhaps compounding fears that he 
already entertained regarding the 2006 laws. That said, as Mr Bukovsky observed, 
Mr Litvinenko had become used to living with risk, ﾳｋｈ＃ｇｈｑｌｗｈｏ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｚｄｕｈ＃＾ｒｉ＃ｕｌｖｎ｀＃
ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈﾴ１＃81 

5.88  It has been suggested that Mr Litvinenko may have taken his own life. This raises a 
host of questions, which I will address when I come to reach my overall conclusions. 
One issue that is obviously raised, however, and on which I heard evidence, is whether 
Mr Litvinenko was suicidal in the days and weeks before 1 November 2006. The 
evidence I heard on this issue was entirely consistent. He was not. 

5.89  Marina Litvinenko gave evidence that her husband was busy and active during this 
period. He was not depressed. In all the time that they had been together, she had not 
known him to be suicidal for a single day. She told me that she was absolutely sure 
that Mr Litvinenko had never thought of committing suicide.82 

5.90  Mr Reilly said that the idea that Mr Litvinenko may have committed suicide was “utter 
ｑｒｑｖｈｑｖｈﾴ. He explained this view in the following terms: 

ﾳＨｙｈｕ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｏｌｙｈ＃ ｉｒｕ／＃ｋｄｓｓ｜＃ｐｄｕｕｌｄｊｈ／＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ ｉｒｑｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｒｑ／＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑｖｋｌｓ／＃
ｋｈﾶｇ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｄｓ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃＾Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ｀１＃Ｒｓｓｒｕｗｘｑｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｄｋｈｄｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｐ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃ｋｈﾶｇ＃
ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｕｒｚ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｖｈｈｐｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｕｈｖｒｏｙｈｇ＃ｌｗｖｈｏｉ１＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃
ｒｉ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｊｈｑｘｌｑｈｏ｜＃ｘｓｖｈｗ＃ｋｌｐ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｕｕｘｓｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｗﾫ＃Ｖｒ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ ｔｘｌｗｈ／＃ Ｌ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｅｌｗｗｈｕ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｔｘｌｗｈ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｒｓｓｒｖｌｗｈ＃ｒｉ＃
ｆｒｐｐｌｗｗｌｑｊ＃ｖｘｌｆｌｇｈ＞＃ ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｖｗｄ｜＃ｄｏｌｙｈ＃ ｏｒｑｊ＃ｈｑｒｘｊｋ＃ ｗｒ＃ｑｄｌｏ＃ ｖｒｐｈ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ／＃ ｌｉ＃ ｋｈ＃
ｆｒｘｏｇ／＃ｏｈｊｌｗｌｐｄｗｈｏ｜１ﾴ＃83 

5.91   Mr Goldfarb, Mr   Attew and Mr  Tabunov expressed views to a similar effect.84  

5.92   I will, as I have said, address the issue of possible suicide when I come to reach my 
ｑｄｏ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑｖ１＃Ｅｘｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｅｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｑｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｉｕｌｈｑｇｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｉｄｐｌｏ｜＃
who gave evidence provided any support at all for this theory. They were the ones 
who knew him, who were around him during the days and weeks before he fell ill, and 
none of them gave any credence to this idea. 

80 Quirke 11/65-66 
81 Bukovsky 26/99
82 Marina Litvinenko 4/45-46; 4/78-79
83 Reilly 10/29-30
84 Goldfarb 5/132; Attew 13/22; Tabunov 13/139-140 
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Part 6:  The polonium trail – events in 
October and November 2006 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

6.1  Ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｑｊ＃Ｄｏｈ｛ｄｑｇｈｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ＃ｓｄｌｑｖｗｄｎｌｑｊｏ｜＃ ｓｌｈｆｈｇ＃
together the last weeks of his life. In doing so, they employed standard techniques such 
as interviewing Mr Litvinenko’s friends and associates, investigating the movements 
of persons of interest, interrogating telephone records and seizing and viewing closed 
circuit television (CCTV) footage. The material obtained in this way has all been made 
available to me, and a large amount of it has been put in evidence. 

6.2  One task that the police undertook was to compile a schedule of all telephone calls 
made to and from individuals considered to be of relevance to this Inquiry during the 
period June to November 2006. I adduced this (lengthy) document into evidence, and 
will refer to it hereafter as ﾵｗｋｈ＃ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｖｆｋｈｇｘｏｈﾶ.1 

6.3  But in addition to such conventional sources of evidence, it became apparent that 
there was a highly unusual, in fact unprecedented, line of inquiry to be followed. 

6.4  Forensic scientists were sent to conduct tests for alpha radiation at a series of locations 
across London and, subsequently, beyond. The results demonstrated widespread 
radioactive contamination at locations that had been linked to Mr Lugovoy, Mr Kovtun 
and Mr Litvinenko in a period of a little over two weeks from mid October until the 
onset of Mr Litvinenko’s fatal illness in early November. 

6.5  In this Part of the Report, I propose to set out the narrative of events during that period. 
In doing so I shall refer not only to the extensive witness and documentary evidence 
that has been adduced, but also to the body of evidence arising from the testing for 
radioactive contamination – the evidence that has become popularly known as ‘the 
polonium trail’. 

1 In fact, there are two versions of the telephone schedule in evidence: the original schedule, INQ017809; 
and a subsequent slightly more detailed schedule covering only the dates 31 October 2006 to 3 November 
2006, INQ020044 

109  

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017809x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ020044x.pdf
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Chapter 2: Introduction to the scientific evidence  

6.6  I have referred above to the discovery of traces of polonium 210 in Mr Litvinenko’s 
urine shortly before he died, and the subsequent tests that were carried out on his 
body after his death, which indicated that he had died as a result of ingesting polonium 
some weeks before his death. 

6.7  This Part of the Report is concerned with a different series of tests – tests that were 
conducted not on Mr Litvinenko’s body, but at a series of locations. Some were 
associated with Mr Litvinenko, others with Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun. Some of the 
ｐｒｖｗ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｕｈｖｘｏｗｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｏｒｆｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｄｖｖｒｆｌｄｗｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｕｈｈ１＃

6.8  The monitoring of the scenes for contamination was a highly complex task. As various 
ｖｌｗｈｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｄ｜ｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｈｈｎｖ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ＃ﾱ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｕｒｒｐｖ／＃ｕｈｖｗｄｘｕｄｑｗｖ／＃ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ／＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ﾱ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃
faced with competing requirements, on the one hand to clean up the sites in the 
interests of public safety, but, on the other hand, to obtain forensic evidence of the 
contamination for the purposes of their investigation. Detective Inspector (DI) Mascall 
said that the task that faced the police and the forensic scientists in this respect was 
unprecedented, certainly in the United Kingdom (UK). In the course of his evidence 
he explained the system of sequential testing that was adopted involving the police, 
scientists from the Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE) and scientists from the 
Health Protection Agency (HPA).2 

6.9  Ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖ＃Ｄ４＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｒｑｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｓｕｌｑｆｌｓｄｏ＃ ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ ｈ｛ｓｈｕｗｖ＃ ｚｋｒ＃ ｊｄｙｈ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
Inquiry. She is an expert in nuclear physics who spent 34 years working for the AWE in 
Aldermaston; she now works for another nuclear establishment in the UK. Of particular 
relevance to the Inquiry, A1 recently held the post of Manager of Nuclear Forensics at 
AWE. As will become apparent, A1 provided detailed and lengthy written evidence for 
the Inquiry (including the ‘contamination schedule’ to which I refer below), and also 
attended to give oral evidence on two occasions. I am most grateful for the assistance 
that A1 has provided to the Inquiry.3 

6.10   A1 gave evidence as to the means by which the testing was undertaken. Tests in the 
ｈｏｇ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗｈｇ＃ｘｖｌｑｊ＃ｄｏｓｋｄ＃ｇｈｗｈｆｗｒｕｖ１＃Ｗｋｌｖ＃ｈｔｘｌｓｐｈｑｗ＃ｋｄｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｄｇｙｄｑｗｄｊｈ＃ｒｉ＃
being portable and was capable of detecting the presence and, where present, the 
ｄｓｓｕｒ｛ｌｐｄｗｈ＃ｖｗｕｈｑｊｗｋ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｏｓｋｄ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ／＃ｖｚｄｅｖ＃
ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｏｗｈｕ＃ｓｄｓｈｕｖ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｖｈｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｄｅｒｕｄｗｒｕ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｈｇ＃
using more sophisticated spectrometry equipment.4 

6.11  Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｅｄｖｌｆ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｏｓｋｄ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｙｄｕｌｒｘｖ＃
scenes had indeed been caused by contamination with polonium 210, as opposed 
to any other radionuclide (for example, uranium 232, which has an alpha output 
indistinguishable from that of polonium 210). A1 stated that in the light of laboratory 
ｗｈｖｗｖ＃ ｘｖｌｑｊ＃ ｅｒｗｋ＃ ｄｏｓｋｄ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｊｄｐｐｄ＃ ｖｓｈｆｗｕｒｐｈｗｕ｜／＃ ｖｋｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｄｅｖｒｏｘｗｈｏ｜＃ ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ ｌｑ＃
the conclusion that the alpha radiation discovered at the multiple scenes had been 
caused by polonium 210.5 

2 Mascall 9/68-70
3 A fuller description of A1’s CV is at 2/101-104
4 A1 2/114 
5 A1 2/114-115 
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6.12  Ｅｈ｜ｒｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｌｑｆｌｓｄｏ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｕｒｖｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ／＃ｕｖｗ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｙｈｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｈｄｆｋ＃ｒｉ＃ 
ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｑｇ／＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｉｈｕｈｑｆｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｇｕｄｚｑ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｘｏｗｖ１  

6.13  In order to provide an evidential basis for assessing these questions, a schedule was 
compiled containing all the results of all the testing that had been conducted at the 
scenes that were relevant to the investigation. I admitted this document – which was 
referred to during the course of the hearings as ﾳｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｖｆｋｈｇｘｏｈﾴ into 
evidence.6 It is an extremely long document, running to over 260 pages. In common 
with almost all the documents that I have admitted into evidence, the contamination 
schedule is available on the Inquiry website. The schedule contains very much more 
detail regarding the testing results than is included in this Report; those wishing to 
ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｈ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｇｈｓｗｋ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｑｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｑｙｄｏｘｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒｒｏ１＃

6.14  A1 gave oral evidence twice: on Day 2 and Day 20. On the second occasion she was 
asked to express an opinion as to inferences that could be drawn from each of the 
readings, in particular those in the higher range. Broadly speaking, A1 divided the 
readings into two categories. 

6.15   A1 categorised a small number of the very highest readings as indicating a site 
ｒｉ＃ ｓｕｌｐｄｕ｜＃ ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ ｄ＃ ｗｈｕｐ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｖｋｈ＃ ｇｈｑｈｇ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ ｓｘｕｓｒｖｈｖ＃ ｄｖ／＃ “the 
ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｆｒｐｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｌｑ＃ｖｒｘｕｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏﾴ. In practical terms, A1 
ｄｊｕｈｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｈｕｐ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｒｌｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ﾱ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｈ｛ｄｐｓｏｈ／＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃
a solution containing polonium 210 had been directly applied to a surface.7 

6.16  The other category, referred to during the hearings as secondary or transferred 
contamination, comprised sites where the contamination had been caused not as 
a result of exposure to the main source of material – i.e. polonium 210 – but rather 
as a result of the transfer of contamination, either directly or indirectly from a site of 
primary contamination. A1 explained that there was: ﾳｄ＃ｕｄｑｊｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｚｄ｜ｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｕｌｊｌｑｄｏ＃ｖｒｘｕｆｈ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｅｈ＃ｗｕｄｑｖｉｈｕｕｈｇ＃ｖｒ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｓｒｗｈｑｗｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｅｈ＃
ｒｑ＃ｖｒｐｈｅｒｇ｜ﾶｖ＃ｋｄｑｇ／＃ｅ｜＃ｖｒｐｈｅｒｇ｜ﾶｖ＃ｉｒｒｗ／＃ｈｗ＃ｆｈｗｈｕｄﾴ.8 She also stated that: 

ﾳﾫ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｕｄｑｖｉｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｓｕｌｐｄｕ｜＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｕｈｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｄｕｈｄｖ＃ ｌｖ＃
ｇｈｓｈｑｇｈｑｗ＃ｘｓｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｋ｜ｖｌｆｄｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｆｋｈｐｌｆｄｏ＃ｓｕｒｓｈｕｗｌｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｘｕｉｄｆｈ＃
ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｇｈｓｒｖｌｗｈｇ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｄｐｒｘｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｕｄｑｖｉｈｕｕｈｇ＃
ｌｖ＃ ｇｈｓｈｑｇｈｑｗ＃ ｘｓｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｄｐｒｘｑｗ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｒｕｌｊｌｑｄｏ＃ ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜＃ ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｈｄｆｋ＃ ｖｘｆｆｈｖｖｌｙｈ＃
ｖｘｕｉｄｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｕｄｑｖｉｈｕｕｈｇ１ﾴ＜＃

6.17  One important feature of the forensic testing in this case was that it was conducted 
some weeks after the dates on which the contamination appears to have taken place. 
As will be seen from the contamination schedule, most of the testing was undertaken 
during December 2006. On the assumption that the contamination occurred in late 
October and early November 2006, in each case there was a gap of several weeks 
between the date of contamination and the date of testing. 

6.18  A1 explained that this delay caused the readings to be lower than they would have 
been at the time of contamination. First, in each case the level of alpha radiation 
being emitted will have decreased during the intervening period as a result of the 
rapid radioactive decay that is characteristic of polonium. Second, in some cases 

6 INQ017934 
7 A1 2/149-150
8 A1 2/150
9 A1 2/149 
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environmental conditions such as the cleaning of surfaces or (in the case of sinks, 
drains, etc) the effect of running water will have further reduced the readings, a point 
to which I shall return. 

6.19   Finally for the purpose of this introduction, it should be noted that different considerations 
ｒｚ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｙｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｑｈｊｄｗｌｙｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ１＃

6.20  In the instances where contamination was detected in relation to a place or an object, 
ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｄ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｙｈ＃ ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｆｄｏｏｖ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｈ｛ｓｏｄｑｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｌｖｗｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｓｒｖｌｗｌｙｈ＃
ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄｉｉｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑｖ＃ｇｌｖｆｘｖｖｈｇ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｕｌｊｌｑｄｏ＃
level of contamination is likely to have been higher than that found. 

6.21  The position is somewhat different where a location was tested without any positive 
ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｐｄｇｈ１＃Ｄｖ＃ｚｈ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ｖｈｈ／＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｄ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃
ﾵｑｈｊｄｗｌｙｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖﾶ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｈｇ＃ｅｘｖｈｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun travelled, and also other buses on which Mr Litvinenko 
had travelled. 

6.22   Ｒｑｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｈｇ＃
at the time that he travelled on the bus. This is the counterpart to the conclusion 
ｇｕｄｚｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｙｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｌ１ｈ１＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗ＃
was contaminated at the relevant time. 

6.23  Ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｑｈｊｄｗｌｙｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ／＃ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｌｏｌｗｌｈｖ１＃Ｒｑｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃
the person of interest was contaminated at the time, but that he did not contaminate 
the bus, perhaps because the journey was too short, and/or he did not sit down or 
touch anything. Another possibility is that the person of interest was contaminated at 
the time of travel and did contaminate the bus, but the contamination was no longer 
present at the time of testing, as a result of decay and/or environmental factors such 
as cleaning. 

6.24  Ｌ＃ｗｋｈｕｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｈｊｄｗｌｙｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｓｓｕｒｄｆｋｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｆｄｘｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｊｌｙｈｑ＃
the different possible explanations for these test results, and without any means of 
determining which is the accurate explanation in any particular case, these results 
must generally be treated as being neutral. There is one possible exception to this 
general approach, to which I shall return below. 
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Chapter 3: Dmitri Kovtun  

6.25   Before commencing on this stage of the narrative, it is necessary to introduce another 
ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｎｈ｜＃ｊｘｕｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｈｑｗｖ＃ｖｘｕｕｒｘｑｇｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ＃ﾱ＃Ｇｐｌｗｕｌ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ１＃

6.26  Mr Kovtun is, with Mr Lugovoy, wanted by the British authorities on suspicion of the 
murder of Mr Litvinenko. In common with Mr Lugovoy, a warrant has been issued for 
his arrest. Unsuccessful attempts have been made to extradite both men to the UK. 

6.27  Mr Kovtun did not initially show any interest in taking part in these proceedings (unlike 
Mr Lugovoy, who was for a time represented as an interested person in the inquest). 
The attempts made by the Inquiry to contact Mr Kovtun in Russia and to seek his 
participation were met with silence. However, at the very end of the Inquiry’s open 
hearings, Mr Kovtun wrote to the Solicitor to the Inquiry and said that he wished to 
give evidence. In keeping with my desire for this Inquiry to be as full as possible, 
arrangements were made to enable Mr Kovtun to give evidence. Closing submissions 
were put back, further hearings were arranged and video link facilities in Moscow 
were established. One of the requirements that I set for Mr Kovtun giving evidence 
was that he provide the Inquiry with a detailed written witness statement. He complied 
with this requirement. In the end, however, Mr Kovtun did not give oral evidence on 
the days that had been set aside for this purpose. The events leading to Mr Kovtun’s 
decision not to give evidence were complicated, and I do not propose to go into them 
here. They are set out in observations that I made at the time.10 

6.28  Although Mr Kovtun did not in the end give oral evidence and submit himself to 
questioning, there is a range of evidence available to me about his background and 
about his involvement in the events that led to Mr Litvinenko’s death. Mr Kovtun has 
given his own account in a number of press interviews and also, as I have mentioned, 
in the statement that he provided to the Inquiry. And there are also other witnesses 
who have given evidence about Mr Kovtun. 

6.29   Mr Kovtun was born in Moscow in 1965. 11 I received evidence from a number of 
ｖｒｘｕｆｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ｉｄｗｋｈｕ／＃ｏｌｎｈ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ／＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄ＃ｖｈｑｌｒｕ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃
Russian military, and that the two men had known each other as children as a result of 
this connection. For example, in his June 2015 witness statement, Mr Kovtun stated: 

ﾳＬ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｎｑｒｚｑ＃Ｄ１Ｎ１＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｖｌｑｆｈ＃４＜：；＃ｒｕ＃４＜：＜１＃Ｚｈ＃ｏｌｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｅｘｌｏｇｌｑｊ＃
ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｐ｜＃ｉｄｐｌｏ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｉｄｐｌｏ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｄｗｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ１＃Ｒｘｕ＃ｉｄｗｋｈｕｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃
ｉｕｌｈｑｇｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｒｕｎｈｇ＃ｗｒｊｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｄｕｐ｜＃Ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ＃ＫＴ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＶＶＵ＃Ｄｕｐｈｇ＃Ｉｒｕｆｈｖ１＃
Ｚｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｓｘｓｌｏｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｇｌｉｉｈｕｈｑｗ＃ｖｆｋｒｒｏｖ＃ﾱ＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｄｆｗｘｄｏｏ｜＃４＃｜ｈｄｕ＃ｒｏｇｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ﾱ＃ｅｘｗ＃
ｚｈ＃ｖｓｈｑｗ＃ｄ＃ｊｕｈｄｗ＃ｇｈｄｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｗｒｊｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｄｖ＃ｆｋｌｏｇｕｈｑ／＃ｙｌｖｌｗｈｇ＃ｈｄｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ／＃ｈ｛ｆｋｄｑｊｈｇ＃
ｅｒｒｎｖ／＃ｈｗｆ１ﾴ12 

6.30  Mr Kovtun’s statement goes on to assert that he attended the same military school as 
Mr Lugovoy for several years. He left in 1986 and joined the Russian army. He was 
ｓｒｖｗｈｇ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｒ＃Ｆ｝ｈｆｋｒｖｏｒｙｄｎｌｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｗｒ＃Ｓｄｕｆｋｌｐ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃Ｈｄｖｗ＃Ｊｈｕｐｄｑ｜１＃

6.31   Ｌｑ＃４＜＜４／＃ｚｋｌｏｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ｓｒｖｗｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃Ｓｄｕｆｋｌｐ／＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｐｄｕｕｌｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｚｌｉｈ／＃ｚｋｒ＃ｌｖ＃
now called Inna Hohne. Ms Hohne lives in Germany and did not respond to requests 

10 Chairman 32/4-19 
11 Mr Kovtun states that he is one year older than Mr Lugovoy in his 2 June 2015 witness statement  
INQ021208 (page 6). There is evidence that Mr Lugovoy was born in 1966.  
12 INQ021208 (page 6)  
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to give oral evidence to the Inquiry. I was able, however, to hear evidence about 
information that she provided to the German police in the course of their criminal 
investigations related to Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

6.32  Ms Hohne explained during those interviews that only a few months after she and 
Mr Kovtun had married, Mr Kovtun had discovered that his unit was being transferred 
to Chechnya. Ms Hohne did not wish to leave Germany and Mr Kovtun did not wish to 
ｏｈｄｙｈ＃ｋｈｕ／＃ｒｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｒ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｋｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｑ｜ｄ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｗｋｈｕｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｇｈｆｌｇｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃
desert from the army and that they would go to West Germany and claim asylum. 
They implemented this plan in early 1992, secretly leaving the army base in Parchim 
and travelling together to Hamburg, where they claimed asylum.13 

6.33  It would appear that life in Hamburg was not all that Mr Kovtun and Ms Hohne had 
hoped that it might be. Ms Hohne’s evidence was that they were accommodated in a 
hostel for asylum seekers, and that shortly afterwards she and Mr Kovtun separated – 
she told the German investigators that, ﾳｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑ＃ｄｐｒｑｊｖｗ＃ｒｗｋｈｕｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｈｖｆｄｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃
ｇｕｘｑｎｈｑｑｈｖｖ１ﾴ14 

6.34  Mr Kovtun stayed in Hamburg and in 1994 met Marina Wall, whom he married in 1996. I 
had available to me the transcripts of interviews that German investigators conducted 
following Mr Litvinenko’s death with both Marina Wall and also with her mother, Dr 
Elenora Wall. As in the case of Ms Hohne, neither Ms Wall nor her mother responded 
to requests to appear before the Inquiry as a live witness (and, like Ms Hohne, I could 
not compel them to do so because they are out of the jurisdiction), but I did adduce in 
evidence the accounts that they had given when they were interviewed in Germany. 

6.35  In the account that she gave to German investigators, Marina Wall described how 
Mr Kovtun lived with her in Hamburg from the time of their marriage in 1996 until 
he moved back to Moscow in 2003. She said that they had in fact separated in the 
previous year; 2002.15 The evidence was that Mr Kovtun did not have any stable 
employment during the entire ten years or so that he was in Hamburg. He lived off 
ｖｒｆｌｄｏ＃ｅｈｑｈｗｖ／＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｒｆｆｄｖｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｚｒｕｎ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｚｄｌｗｈｕ／＃ｚｄｖｋｌｑｊ＃ｇｌｖｋｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ ｕｈｉｘｖｈ＃
collector.16 One of the restaurants where Mr Kovtun worked in Hamburg was called 
Il Porto. As I shall come to describe, Mr Kovtun was in contact with some of the men 
with whom he had worked at that restaurant in the days before he met Mr Litvinenko 
in the Pine Bar of the Millennium Hotel. 

6.36  As I have mentioned, Inna Hohne and Marina Wall were interviewed by German 
investigators in the aftermath of Mr Litvinenko’s death. By the time of the interviews, 
media reports had already raised the possibility that Mr Kovtun, who was described 
in some of the reports as a businessman in the oil and gas industry, may have had a 
hand in Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

6.37  The evidence that Mr Kovtun’s two former wives gave to the German investigators 
about his character, and about his possible involvement in a murder, was remarkably 
consistent. 

6.38  However, if the evidence of Inna Hohne and Marina Wall about Mr Kovtun’s personality 
was remarkably similar, there was a striking dissonance between, on the one hand, 

13 Hohne 32/50-54; Marina Wall 32/56 
14 Hohne 32/51
15 Marina Wall 32/55 
16 Mascall 8/78 
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their joint evidence about him, and, on the other hand, the evidence – to which I shall 
come – suggesting that by the latter part of 2006 Mr Kovtun was both a successful 
businessman and a cold blooded killer. This was a tension that both women recognised. 

6.39   The following passages are taken from Inna Hohne’s evidence: 

ﾳＧｐｌｗｕ｜＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｄ＃ｓｒｕｑｒ＃ｖｗｄｕ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｄｑ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｅｕｒｎｈｕｄｊｈ＃
ｇｈｄｏｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｖｄｏｈｖ１＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｑｒｚ＃ｕｈｄｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚ＃ｌｑ＃Ｖｓｌｈｊｈｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｕｈｄｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃
ｚｄｖ＃ｗｕｄｇｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｊｄｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｌｏ１＃Ｌ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｖｄ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｄｅｖｒｏｘｗｈｏ｜＃ｑｒｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｒ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃
Ｇｐｌｗｕ｜１ﾴ 17 

ﾳＧｐｌｗｕ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕｏ｜＃ｇｒｚｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｈｄｕｗｋ／＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｄ＃ｐｄｑ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｒｚｑ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｖｒｕｗｖ＃
ｒｉ＃ｇｕｈｄｐｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｓｏｄｑｖ／＃ｑｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｋｈ＃ｕｈｄｏｌｖｈｇ／＃ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ１ﾴ 18 

ﾳＫｈ＃ｇｕｄｑｎ＃ｄ＃ｏｒｗ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｈｙｈｑｗｘｄｏｏ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｒｘｕ＃ｖｈｓｄｕｄｗｌｒｑ１＃１１１＃Ｌ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｏｌｙｈｇ＃
ｗｒｊｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｖｋｒｕｗ＃ ｗｌｐｈ１＃ Ｌ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｄ＃ｊｕｈｄｗ＃ｇｈｄｏ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｋｌｐ１＃Ｌ＃
ｆｄｑｑｒｗ＃ｌｐｄｊｌｑｈ＃ｋｒｚ＃Ｇｐｌｗｕ｜＃ｊｒｗ＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｄｉｉｄｌｕ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｕｈｄｏｏ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗ｜ｓｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃
ｗｋｌｖ／＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｒｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｇｒｈｖ＃ｅｌｊ＃ｇｈｄｏｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｌｖ＃ｖｘｌｗｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｚｄ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ１＃Ｌ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃
Ｇｐｌｗｕ｜＃ｕｈｄｏｏ｜＃ｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕｏ｜＃ｕｈｏｌｄｅｏｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ１＃Ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｏｏ＃Ｌ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｌｖﾴ 19 

6.40   Marina Wall said the following: 

ﾳＨｙｈｕ｜＃ｚｒｐｄｑ＃ｑｇｖ＃Ｇｐｌｗｕ｜＃ｆｋｄｕｐｌｑｊ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｇｒｈｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｉｄｑｆ｜＃ｚｒｕｎｌｑｊ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃
ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄ＃ｉｄｐｌｏ｜＃ｐｄｑ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｐｄｑ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｒｚｑ１＃Ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｌｖ＃ｚｋ｜＃ｚｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｑｒｗ＃
ｖｘｌｗｈｇ１１１ﾴ20 

“I looked on the internet and found out Litvinenko is supposed to have been 
ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｄｏｏｌｘｐ１＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｕｈｄｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｐｈｗ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖｐｈｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃
ｋｒｗｈｏ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｄｕｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｇｐｌｗｕ｜１＃Ｐ｜＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｋｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃
ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｕｌｇｌｆｘｏｒｘｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｅｖｘｕｇ１＃Ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｌ＃ｕｈｄｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｊｈｑｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃
ｐ｜＃ｋｘｖｅｄｑｇ／＃Ｌ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｌｐｄｊｌｑｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ１＃Ｌ＃ｐｄｌｑｏ｜＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｆｄｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｒｘｕ＃ｏｌｙｌｑｊ＃ｈ｛ｓｈｑｖｈｖ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｇｈｄｏｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｑｄｑｆｌｄｏ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕｖ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｇｌｇｑﾶｗ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗ１ﾴ21 

When asked whether Mr Kovtun was skilled technically, for example with regard to 
computers, Marina Wall stated: 

ﾳＬ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｒ＃ｈｙｈｕ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ１＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｈｗ＃ｘｓ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｗｗｈｕｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｐｓｘｗｈｕ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄｅｏｈ＃
ｗｒ＃ｇｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ１＃Ｇｐｌｗｕ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒ＃ｋｄｑｇ｜ｐｄｑ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｅｄｑｊ＃ｄ＃ｑｄｌｏ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｄｏｏ１＃
Ｉｌｑｄｏｏ｜／＃Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｅｈ｜ｒｑｇ＃ｐ｜＃ｓｒｚｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｐｄｊｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｇｐｌｗｕ｜＃ｌｖ＃
ｄｑ＃ｄｊｈｑｗ＃ｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｕｈｗ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈ１＃Ｌ＃ｕｈｄｏｏ｜＃ｆｄｑｑｒｗ＃ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｌｉｈ＃
ｒｉ＃ｐｈ１ﾴ22 

6.41  Ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｖｆｒｙｈｕ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｕｄｇｌｒｄｆｗｌｙｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｈｕ＃ｄｗ／＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｚｄｏｏ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃
asked whether she could, ﾳｆｒｑｆｈｌｙｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｇｐｌｗｕ｜＃ｅｕｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕｒｘｖ＃ｖｘｅｖｗｄｑｆｈｖ＃
ｌｑｗｒ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｄｗﾴ, and gave a very clear answer: 

ﾳＬ＃ｕｈｄｏｏ｜＃ｆｄｑｑｒｗ＃ｌｐｄｊｌｑｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｓｘｗ＃ｐ｜＃ｆｋｌｏｇｕｈｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕ１＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｌｑｆｏｌｑｈｇ＃
ｗｒ＃ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ｌｏｏ＃ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ＃ｒｕ＃ｇｌｇｑﾶｗ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｗｋｄｗ１ﾴ23 

17 Mascall 8/75
18 Mascall 8/76
19 Mascall 8/77
20 Marina Wall 32/58 
21 Marina Wall 32/63 
22 Marina Wall 32/75 
23 Marina Wall 32/66-67 
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If Mr Kovtun was handling or carrying polonium 210 at around this time, it does not of 
course follow that he knew precisely what the substance was, or about its qualities. It 
may be that he had not been told. A similar question arises with regard to Mr Lugovoy. 
I will return to this matter in due course. 

6.42  The account given to German investigators by Marina Wall’s mother, Elenora Wall, 
was to a similar effect. It appears that she remained close to Mr Kovtun after his return 
to Moscow in 2003. She said that still in 2006, Mr Kovtun was: 

ﾳ１１１＃ ｄｏｚｄ｜ｖ＃ ｙｈｕ｜＃ ｐｒｇｈｖｗ１＃ Ｋｈ＃ ｒｑｏ｜＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｄ＃ ｉｈｚ＃ ｆｏｒｗｋｈｖ１＃ Ｐｒｑｈ｜＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｇｌｇ＃ ｑｒｗ＃ ｊｒ＃
ｗｒｊｈｗｋｈｕ１＃Ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｚｈ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｋｌｐ１１１＃Ｇｐｌｗｕ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｗｄｎｈｖ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｈｓ＃
ｉｒｕｚｄｕｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｄｕｕ｜＃ｒｘｗ＃ｅｌｊ＃ｇｈｄｏｖ１ﾴ24 

She added: 

ﾳＧｐｌｗｕ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄ＃ｅｕｘｗｄｏ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｎｌｏｏｖ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ１＃Ｑｒ＃ｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＮＪＥ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃
ｓｘｗ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃Ｇｐｌｗｕ｜ﾶｖ＃ｋｄｑｇｖ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｖｒｉｗ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｌｖｑﾶｗ＃ｄ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖｐｄｑ／＃
ｋｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｓｋｌｏｒｖｒｓｋｈｕ１＃Ｌ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｎｑｈｚ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｋｈ＃ｙｌｖｌｗｈｇ＃ｘｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｊｌｙｌｑｊ＃ｒｉｉ＃ｕｄｇｌｒｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜１＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｄｖ＃ｋｈ＃ｄｏｚｄ｜ｖ＃ｚｄｖ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｆｒｐｈ＃ｌｉ＃
ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｎｑｒｚｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ１ﾴ25 

6.43  Finally, Elenora Wall also said something about what Mr Kovtun told her when he had 
become ill following Mr Litvinenko’s death. She said: 

ﾳＫｈ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｓｕｒｅｄｅｏ｜＃ｊｒｗ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃
Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｚｒｕｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｚｒｕｇ／＃ﾵＷｋｒｖｈ＃ｄｕｖｈｋｒｏｈｖ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｓｕｒｅｄｅｏ｜＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ｘｖ＃ｄｏｏﾶ１ﾴ26 

She added that he had not explained the identity of the ﾳｄｕｖｈｋｒｏｈｖﾴ to whom he had 
referred. 

24 Elenora Wall 32/77 
25 Elenora Wall 32/79-80 
26 Elenora Wall 32/81 
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Chapter 4: Visa applications 

6.44   Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｍｒｘｕｑｈ｜ｖ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｓｄｕｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｆｒｑｆｈｕｑｈｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃
by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun between 16 and 18 October 2006. This was to be 
Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｕｌｓ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｗｋｈｕｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｑｈｈｇｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｓｓｏ｜＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｙｌｖｄ１＃Ｄｖ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃
mentioned, Mr Lugovoy had made several visits to London in the preceding months 
and years. As it happened, his previous UK visa had expired earlier in 2006 and he 
applied for a further visa in May 2006. 

6.45  Both Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun made their applications in writing to the British 
Embassy in Moscow. The applications were considered by two different British entry 
ｆｏｈｄｕｄｑｆｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｓｒｖｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｈｐｅｄｖｖ｜１＃Ｌ＃ｋｈｄｕｇ＃ｒｕｄｏ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｅｒｗｋ１＃

Visa application by Mr Lugovoy 

6.46  Mr Lugovoy’s visa application form was dated 23 May 2006.27 Evidence about the 
form (which was completed in Russian) and the procedure by which the application 
was considered was given by Mr Nigel Moughton, who was at the time in question an 
ｈｑｗｕ｜＃ｆｏｈｄｕｄｑｆｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃Ｈｐｅｄｖｖ｜＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ１28 

6.47  Mr Moughton explained that Mr Lugovoy’s application was for a tourist visa (section 
5.3 of the form); the form further stated that Mr Lugovoy wished to travel to the UK 
on 31 May for eight days. Evidence of the booking at the hotel in London at which 
Mr Lugovoy intended to stay on this trip was attached to the form. 

6.48  Mr Moughton gave evidence about the checks that would have been undertaken in 
relation to the application after it had arrived at the Embassy. He said that Mr Lugovoy’s 
name would have been checked against a ‘Warnings Index’ to make sure, as he put it, 
ﾳｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｐｘｏｗｌｗｘｇｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｄｊｈｑｆｌｈｖﾴ１29 This check 
was completed on this occasion, and the result recorded was that Mr Lugovoy had 
‘No Trace’ on the Warnings Index. 

6.49  Mr Moughton stated that the form was then subject to a number of further checks 
by local staff. It was at this stage that a query was raised by an entry clearance 
ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｐｒｘｊｋｗｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｖｓｈｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃ｄｓｓｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｑｄｐｈｏ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
Mr Lugovoy had travelled on eight occasions under his previous six month visa. 
Mr Moughton explained that he had not been involved at this stage; his understanding 
was that the volume of Mr Lugovoy’s previous travel was considered to be unusual 
and to require an explanation. 

6.50  Mr Lugovoy was accordingly telephoned and asked why he had used his last visa 
eight times, and what he had been doing in the UK on those occasions. There is a 
manuscript note of the telephone conversation.30 Mr Lugovoy is recorded as saying 
that: 

ﾳｋｈ＃ ｋｄｖ＃ ｗｕｄｙｈｏｏｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ＸＮ＃ ｓｘｕｈｏ｜＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｋｒｏｌｇｄ｜ｖ＃ ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｋｄｖ＃ ｉｕｌｈｑｇｖ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃
＋Ｄｏｈｎｖｄｑｇｈｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ，＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｏｌｎｈｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｗｕｄｙｈｏｏｈｇ＃ｈｌｗｋｈｕ＃ｄｏｒｑｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｋｌｖ＃
ｚｌｉｈ１ﾴ＃

27 INQ006201 
28 Moughton 8/94-116 
29 Moughton 8/102
30 INQ006201 (page 15) 
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6.51  Mr Moughton’s evidence was that this manuscript note would have been passed back 
ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｑｗｕ｜＃ｆｏｈｄｕｄｑｆｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｓｓｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｄｓｓｈｄｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｈ｛ｓｏｄｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｈｑｗｌｕｈｏ｜＃ｖｄｗｌｖｉ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ／＃ｖｌｑｆｈ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃
attend for interview. 

6.52  The interview took place on 6 June 2006. Mr Moughton was one of those assigned 
to conduct interviews that day, and he interviewed Mr Lugovoy, with the assistance of 
an interpreter. The interview was short and there is a transcript amongst the papers 
ｄｗｗｄｆｋｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｄｓｓｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｉｒｕｐ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｄｆｆｘｕｄｆ｜＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｉｒｕｐ１＃
Mr Moughton asked him again what he had been doing on his eight visits to the UK 
in the previous six months and Mr Lugovoy’s answer is recorded as ﾳＷｕｄｙｈｏ＃ｋｒｏｌｇｄ｜ﾴ. 

6.53  Mr Moughton saw no reason to refuse Mr Lugovoy’s application and therefore granted 
him a further six month visa. It was this visa that Mr Lugovoy used on his visits to the 
UK in October and November 2006. 

6.54  There are a few short points to be made about this episode. 

6.55  First, Mr Lugovoy gave Mr Litvinenko’s name as a contact in the UK and this was 
recorded on the papers. From this time if not from earlier, there was express evidence 
of a link between the two men. 

6.56  Second, Mr Lugovoy was recorded as a ‘No Trace’ on the Warnings Index 
notwithstanding his previous employment in the Committee for State Security (KGB) 
and in the Federal Protection Service (FPS). Mr Moughton made it clear that, had he 
ｎｑｒｚｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕｖ／＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｐｌｊｋｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｌｑｘｈｑｆｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃
interview.31 

6.57  These points might have been relevant to the issue of preventability – i.e. whether 
UK authorities might have done more to protect Mr Litvinenko’s safety. However, 
that issue was expressly excluded from the Terms of Reference (see Appendix 2) 
as a consequence of my ruling of 17 May 2013 given in the course of the inquest 
proceedings to the effect that there was no material within the documents that I had 
then considered to suggest that at any material time Mr Litvinenko was or ought to 
have been assessed by the UK authorities as being at a real and immediate threat to 
his life. 

Visa application by Mr Kovtun 

6.58  Mr Kovtun’s application for a UK visa was dated 2 October 2006.32 

6.59  Ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃Ｈｐｅｄｖｖ｜＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ｄｓｓｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃
was Mr Fitzgerald. I heard oral evidence from him,33 and have also admitted into 
evidence a statement that he gave to the Metropolitan Police Service.34 

6.60  In contrast to the procedure that had been followed regarding Mr Lugovoy’s visa 
application earlier in the year, Mr Fitzgerald saw no need to interview Mr Kovtun. 
His evidence was that he granted the visa on the day that the application form was 
received at the Embassy – 5 October 2006. 

31 Moughton 8/115-116 
32 INQ006218 
33 Fitzgerald 8/116-123 
34 INQ002858 
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6.61  In further contrast to Mr Lugovoy’s application, Mr Kovtun applied for a business 
visa. Mr Kovtun described himself in his application form as the general director of 
a Russian company named Global Project Ltd and asserted that he had a monthly 
income of 65,000 roubles. He named a British company called Continental Petroleum 
Ltd (CPL) as his contact in the UK, and attached to his form a letter from the Chairman 
of CPL, named Mr Balfour, which was addressed to the British Embassy in Moscow.35 

In his letter Mr Balfour requested that Mr Kovtun be granted an entry visa. The letter 
ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｊｏｒｅｄｏ＃ Ｓｕｒｍｈｆｗ＃ Ｏｗｇ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｉｒｘｑｇｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ ５３３６＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃
had been general director of the company since 5 December 2003. It added that, 
ﾳｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｐｓｄｑ｜＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈｖ＃ｆｒｑｖｘｏｗｌｑｊ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ｇｈｙｈｏｒｓｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｒｌｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｊｄｖ＃
ｐｄｕｎｈｗｖ１ﾴ＃

6.62  The contents of Mr Kovtun’s visa application form and the letter from Mr Balfour 
ｕｄｌｖｈ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ ｗｌｐｈ＃ｄ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ ｕｈｏｄｗｈｇ＃ ｌｖｖｘｈｖ＃ｆｒｑｆｈｕｑｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ１＃Ｚｄｖ＃ｋｌｖ＃
supposed successful business career in Russia genuine? Did he work with CPL? 
Did he have genuine business reasons for travelling to London in October and early 
November 2006? 

6.63  I heard evidence from a number of witnesses on these matters which I will detail in 
due course. It may, however, assist if at this stage I identify the issues in a little more 
detail and give some preliminary views in relation to them: 

a.  There is no evidence, other than that emanating from Mr Lugovoy and from 
Mr Kovtun himself, that Mr Kovtun was a wealthy and successful businessman in 
2006. As I have explained in some detail above, at paragraphs 6.35 – 6.40, the 
evidence of Inna Hohne and of Marina and Elenora Wall was strongly inconsistent 
with such a suggestion. Further, as we shall see, it is a striking feature of the 
evidence relating to his activities in October and November 2006 that Mr Kovtun 
did not appear to live the lifestyle of a rich businessman. He did not pay for drinks 
or meals in London, and the evidence is that he had to ask his ex-wife’s boyfriend 
ｗｒ＃ｓｄ｜＃ｉｒｕ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄ＃ｆｕｈｇｌｗ＃
card 

b.  There is, on the other hand, plenty of evidence to demonstrate the existence 
of a business relationship between CPL and Mr Lugovoy. Witnesses such as 
Dr Shadrin and Mr Voronoff, to whom I shall return, attested to this 

c.  It was also apparent from the evidence of these and other witnesses that 
Mr Lugovoy drew Mr Kovtun into his work with CPL. I shall return to the detail of 
this evidence in due course 

d.  Perhaps the most important issue in this regard is whether Mr Kovtun’s business 
ｇｈｄｏｌｑｊｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ＦＳＯ＃＋ｒｕ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｆｒｐｓｄｑｌｈｖ，＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈ＃ｄ＃ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ＃
explanation for his two trips to London in October and November 2006. On 
this issue, as we shall see, there are discrepancies between the evidence of 
Mr Kovtun on the one hand and Dr Shadrin on the other 

6.64  Another notable feature of Mr Kovtun’s visa application was its timing in relation to 
other events. As Mr Horwell QC observed in his closing submissions,36 it is striking that 
ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｒｎｌｑｊｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ｌｊｋｗｖ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃４９＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃
the bookings for their hotel rooms on that trip were made a few days after Mr Kovtun’s 

35 INQ006218 (page 15)
36 Horwell 33/24 
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visa was issued on 5 October.37 It would appear to be a reasonable inference from 
this sequence, as Mr Horwell suggested, that Mr Kovtun’s presence on the trip was 
deemed essential, or at least very important. The question that I will need to address 
is why Mr Kovtun’s presence on this trip was apparently considered to be so desirable. 
Was it, as his visa application form asserted, for business reasons? Or were there 
other reasons for Mr Kovtun accompanying Mr Lugovoy to London? 

37 The hotel bookings were made on 7 October (Krgo 9/51-52，＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｅｒｒｎｌｑｊｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｒｑ＃＜＃
October; Mascall 9/4-5; COM00199001 (pages 4-5) 
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Chapter 5: Events in London 16-18 October 

6.65  Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｈｚ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃Ｊｄｗｚｌｆｎ＃ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ＃
of Monday 16 October 2006. They stayed for two nights, returning to Moscow on 
Wednesday 18 October. The two men attended business meetings with Mr Litvinenko 
during the day on both 16 and 17 October, and went out with him for dinner on the 
evening of 17 October. For Mr Lugovoy, this was the latest in a series of visits to 
London during which he met Mr Litvinenko. For Mr Kovtun, by contrast, this was his 
ｕｖｗ＃ｗｕｌｓ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｐｈｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃

6.66  Monday 16 October 2006 was just over a week after Anna Politkovskaya had been 
murdered in Moscow, on Saturday 7 October. The day on which Mr Litvinenko had 
attended his citizenship ceremony, and then gone on to the memorial service for 
Ms Politkovskaya, had been at the end of the previous week – Friday 13 October. 

Arrival in London 

6.67  Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｈｚ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃Ｊｄｗｚｌｆｎ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃４９＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃ｄｅｒｄｕｇ＃
Ｗｕｄｑｖｄｈｕｒ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ＸＱ６６６１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｄｕｕｌｙｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃４３１７；ｄｐ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｊｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｚｄｖ＃ＨＬ０ＧＧＮ１＃

6.68  In contrast to all bar one of the other aircraft on which Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun 
ｈｚ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｈｕｌｒｇ／＃ＨＬ０ＧＧＮ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｗｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ１＃
I heard detailed evidence as to the reasons for this. Put very shortly, a request was 
made by the Metropolitan Police Service to test the aircraft. The aircraft was not made 
available and the police believed that the request had been deliberately frustrated by 
the Russian authorities. At the same time, the Russian authorities announced that 
they had tested the plane and found it free of contamination, although considerable 
doubt was subsequently cast on those results. 

6.69  These events took place in early December 2006, at the very start of the police 
investigation. They involved a number of different parties, both in the UK and in 
Russia. DI Mascall gave evidence about these matters.38 In summary: 

a.  The Metropolitan Police Service decided on 30 November 2006 that both the 
ｓｏｄｑｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃４９＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃
(EI-DDK) and the plane on which they had returned to Moscow on 18 October 
(EI-DNM) should be tested for contamination. Both aircraft were operated by the 
Russian airline Transaero 

b.  Ｒｑ＃ ４＃ Ｇｈｆｈｐｅｈｕ＃ ５３３９／＃ ｄｑ＃ ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ Ｈｐｅｄｖｖ｜＃ ｌｑ＃ Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ ｑｄｐｈｇ＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｎｑｒｗｗ＃ｑｒｗｌｈｇ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｗｕｄｑｖｄｈｕｒ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｆｈｕｑ＃ｄｖ＃
to possible contamination of the aircraft, and of the advice that they should be 
ｗｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｑｈ｛ｗ＃ｈｚ39 

c.  Ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｖｄｐｈ＃ ｇｄ｜／＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｎｑｒｗｗ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｌｑｉｒｕｐｈｇ＃ ｅｒｗｋ＃ ｅ｜＃ ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｒｉｆｈ＃ ｒｉ＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｊｈｑｑｄｇｌ｜＃Ｒｑｌｖｋｆｋｈｑｎｒ／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｋｈｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｆｋｌｈｉ＃Ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃Ｋｈｄｏｗｋ＃Ｒｉｆｈｕ／＃ ｄｑｇ＃
by Mr Alexander Tarrenets, the Deputy Director of Security for Transaero, that 

38 Mascall 9/4-37
39 Mascall 9/9-10 
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both planes had in fact already been tested and that no contamination had been 
found40  

d.  Ｌｑ＃ｉｄｆｗ／＃ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ＨＬ０ＧＱＰ＃ｈｚ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃Ｋｈｄｗｋｕｒｚ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｄ｜／＃４＃Ｇｈｆｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３９／＃ｄｑｇ＃
was tested for contamination by AWE scientists. They discovered secondary 
alpha radiation contamination in the area of the seats on which Mr Kovtun and  
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｋｄｇ＃ｖｄｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｒｑ＃４；＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃ 41 

e.  Ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ／＃ ｆｏｈｄｕｏ｜／＃ ｌｑ＃ ｆｒｐｓｏｈｗｈ＃ ｆｒｑｗｕｄｖｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｆｒｐｐｘｑｌｆｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃
were being received on the same day both from the airline and from the Russian 
government to the effect that EI-DNM had been checked and was free of 
contamination 

f.  ＨＬ０ＧＧＮ＃ｚｄｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｉｄｆｗ＃ ｖｆｋｈｇｘｏｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｜＃ ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｑｈ｛ｗ＃ｇｄ｜／＃５＃Ｇｈｆｈｐｅｈｕ１＃
Ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｌｊｋｗ／＃ ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｆｄｑｆｈｏｏｈｇ１＃ Ｗｕｄｑｖｄｈｕｒ＃＃ ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑｈｇ＃ ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｌｐｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
cancellation was due to disruption to their scheduling caused by the testing of 
EI-DNM in London42  

g.  It appears that EI-DDK did not in fact return to the UK for some time after that, 
and that it was never tested by UK authorities43  

Some seven years later, in 2013, the Investigative Committee of the Russian 
Federation (ICRF) made a disclosure of documents to me in what were then the inquest 
proceedings into Mr Litvinenko’s death. The documents purported to be records of the 
testing of both aircraft in Russia.44 DI Mascall stated in evidence that these documents 
had never been formally provided to the Metropolitan Police Service, and that he saw 
ｗｋｈｐ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｌｑ＃５３４６１45 Although the effect of these documents is not entirely 
clear, they appear to indicate that the original Russian tests did reveal contamination 
on EI-DNM, but did not reveal any contamination on EI-DDK. If that is the effect of 
these documents, it is quite obviously inconsistent with what Mr Knott was told both 
by the Russian government and by Transaero in 2006. 

6.70  In summary, there is an inconsistency between the assertion made by the Russian 
authorities on 1 December 2006 that both planes had been tested and found to be 
clean, and the documents received in 2013 suggesting that the results of the Russian 
ｗｈｖｗｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｏｄｑｈｖ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｙｈ１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｑｌｆｗ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃
initial assertion by the Russians that EI-DNM was not contaminated, and the outcome 
of the tests conducted on that aircraft by AWE. Moreover, the delay of seven years in 
the production of the Russian test results remains unexplained. In the circumstances, 
I do not consider that any weight can be placed on what the Russian authorities have 
said about the testing of either of these aircraft, in particular the assertion that EI-DDK 
was tested and found to be clean. 

6.71  Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun were transported from their aircraft to the terminal building 
ｅ｜＃ｄｑ＃ｄｌｕｓｒｕｗ＃ｅｘｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｅｘｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｄｕｕｌｈｇ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｘｅｖｈｔｘｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｈｖｗｈｇ／＃
with no trace of contamination being found. There was evidence that the bus was 
regularly cleaned.46 For the reasons that I have explained above, (in paragraphs 

40 Mascall 9/11-12; 9/18-20; INQ019202 
41 Mascall 9/35-37
42 Mascall 9/22
43 Mascall 9/27
44 COM00046001; COM00198001 
45 Mascall 9/27-28
46 Mascall 9/65-66; 9/126 
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6.21 – 6.24), in general terms I do not regard ‘negative’ evidence on this type of 
ｙｈｋｌｆｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｚｄ｜＃ｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ１＃

6.72  On their arrival in the terminal building that morning, Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun were 
stopped and questioned by a policeman named Detective Constable (DC) Scott, who 
gave oral evidence at the Inquiry. 

6.73  DC Scott explained that he did not have any prior intelligence relating to either 
Mr Lugovoy or Mr Kovtun. He stopped them simply because he thought they might be 
of interest.47 ＧＦ＃Ｖｆｒｗｗﾶｖ＃ｏｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｓｋｒｗｒｊｕｄｓｋ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｐｈｑ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃
were stopped, timed at 11.34am.48 

6.74  DC Scott examined the two men’s travel documentation and asked about the purpose 
of their trip to the UK. He said that Mr Kovtun did not appear to be able to speak 
English, but that Mr Lugovoy could and answered the questions on behalf of them 
both. The men said that they were travelling for business. They gave a name that 
DC Scott wrote down as Mr ‘Shadray’, but which must have been a reference to 
Ｇｕ＃Ｖｋｄｇｕｌｑ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｄ＃ｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ＧＦ＃Ｖｆｒｗｗ＃ｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ﾱ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃
at 58 Grosvenor Street of Dr Shadrin’s two companies, Continental Petroleum Limited 
and ECO3 Capital Limited. DC Scott was told by someone there that Mr Lugovoy and 
Mr Kovtun were visiting ECO3 Capital. 

6.75  It appeared from his evidence that DC Scott was uneasy about Mr Lugovoy and 
Mr Kovtun. He explained that the two men: 

ﾳｚｈｕｈ＃ ｙｈｕ｜＃ ｈｙｄｖｌｙｈ＃ ｄｖ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｚｋ｜＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｆｒｐｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ＸＮﾫ＃ ｄｖ＃ Ｌ＃ ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈｐ＃
ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｖ／＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ ｚｈｕｈｑﾶｗ＃ ｆｒｐｌｑｊ＃ ｒｘｗ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｄｑｖｚｈｕｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｋｈｄｕ＃ ｒｕ＃
ｈ｛ｓｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｈｄｕ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｊｌｙｌｑｊ＃ｐｈ＃ｙｈｕ｜／＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｖｋｒｕｗ＃ｄｑｖｚｈｕｖ／＃ｖｒ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒ＃
ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｄｑｖｚｈｕｖ１ﾴ49 

6.76  Ｘｏｗｌｐｄｗｈｏ｜／＃ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ｒｑｆｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈｇ＃Ｇｕ＃Ｖｋｄｇｕｌｑﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｆｒｐｓｏｈｗｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃
standard checks, DC Scott considered that he had no power to hold the two men any 
longer and therefore let them proceed. 

6.77  DC Scott estimated that the two men left him at about 11.50am.50 It seems likely 
that they in fact left him a few minutes earlier, since the telephone schedule records 
Mr Lugovoy making calls on his mobile phone to Dr Shadrin and then to Mr Litvinenko 
at 11.45am and 11.46am respectively.51 

6.78  As we shall see, later on the same day Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun met Mr Litvinenko 
and together attended a meeting with Mr Reilly. It seems reasonable to assume that 
Mr Lugovoy’s brief call to Mr Litvinenko at 11.46 that morning was about that meeting, 
particularly since the records show that Mr Litvinenko called Mr Reilly a few minutes 
later.52 

6.79  The meeting with Mr Reilly was to take place at 3.00pm. Prior to that, Mr Lugovoy 
and Mr Kovtun travelled into London and booked in at their hotel, the Best Western in 
Shaftesbury Avenue. 

47 Scott 9/39
48 INQ013787 (page 4)
49 Scott 9/43-44
50 Scott 9/47
51 INQ017809 (page 58)
52 Reilly 10/83 
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6.80  DI Mascall explained that, despite extensive enquiries, the police had been unable to 
establish the means by which Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun travelled from Gatwick to 
central London on 16 October.53 It seems reasonable to assume, however, that the 
journey would have taken approximately an hour. 

6.81  I heard evidence from Mr Krgo, who in 2006 was the House Manager of the Best 
Western Hotel in Shaftesbury Avenue. He said that he remembered ﾳｔｘｌｗｈ＃ｙｌｙｌｇｏ｜ﾴ＃
meeting Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun on their arrival at the hotel on 16 October.54 

6.82  Mr Krgo’s evidence was that the two men arrived at the hotel at between 9.00 and 
9.30 in the morning. He thought that these timings had come from timed images 
from the hotel’s CCTV that he had viewed with the police.55 I think that Mr Krgo was 
mistaken on both counts. There is clear evidence, as set out above, that Mr Lugovoy 
ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｌｕ＃ｄｗ＃＜１６３ｄｐ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ｄｗ＃Ｊｄｗｚｌｆｎ＃
ｄｗ＃４４１６３ｄｐ１＃Ｐｒｕｈｒｙｈｕ／＃ＧＬ＃Ｐｄｖｆｄｏｏ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｕｈｙｌｈｚ＃ｗｋｈ＃
hotel CCTV system with Mr Krgo during their enquiries, the review established that 
the images for 16 October had already been automatically deleted by that time, so no 
footage of that day was ever seized.56 

6.83  Mr Krgo also gave evidence that, following their arrival at the hotel, Mr Lugovoy and 
Mr Kovtun completed registration slips and a credit card was pre-authorised to cover 
any incidental costs. The credit card slip showed that that process had taken place 
at 12.51pm.57 Although Mr Krgo thought that the credit card had been pre-authorised 
ｖｒｐｈ＃ ｗｌｐｈ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ ｕｖｗ＃ｄｕｕｌｙｄｏ＃ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ／＃ ｌｑ＃ ｏｌｊｋｗ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｎｑｒｚｑ＃ ｗｌｐｌｑｊｖ＃ｖｈｗ＃ｒｘｗ＃
above, I think it most likely that this process was in fact undertaken on their arrival, and 
therefore that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun arrived at the hotel shortly before 12.51pm. 

6.84  Ｏｈｄｙｌｑｊ＃ ｗｌｐｌｑｊｖ＃ ｗｒ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｖｌｇｈ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｕｊｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ｄｖ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｔｘｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｈｙｈｑｗｖ＃
ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｕｕｌｙｄｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｐｈｑ１＃Ｚｋｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｕｖｗ＃ｄｕｕｌｙｈｇ／＃ｑｈｌｗｋｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｕｒｒｐｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ready. They left their luggage in the storage room and left the hotel for an hour or so, 
apparently to go to a nearby café that Mr Krgo had recommended. When they returned 
one of their rooms was ready. That was number 107, which was Mr Lugovoy’s room. 
The two men then took their luggage up to that room, and got changed. They came 
down again about half an hour later and left the hotel. Mr Krgo did not see them again 
that day and it therefore seems likely that at this point they went to the meeting with 
Mr Litvinenko and Mr Reilly.58 

6.85  Before turning to that meeting, it is necessary to address a submission that 
Mr Emmerson QC made in the course of his closing submissions. The general 
submission related to Russian State responsibility for Mr Litvinenko’s death and the 
source of the polonium apparently used to poison him. Those are matters to which I 
shall turn in due course. However, in developing this submission Mr Emmerson made 
a factual point that is relevant to this stage of the narrative. Put shortly, he contended 
that, on the assumption that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun had attempted to poison 
Mr Litvinenko with polonium during the 16 October meeting with Mr Reilly, they must 
have brought the polonium with them from Russia, since they had no opportunity to 
acquire it from any other source between the time that they arrived on that day at 

53 Mascall 9/127-128
54 Krgo 9/49
55 Krgo 9/53
56 Mascall 9/96-97
57 Krgo 9/57
58 Krgo 9/54-60 
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Gatwick and the time of the meeting that afternoon. I make it clear that that narrow 
factual proposition is one that I am not able to accept. The evidence of Mr Lugovoy 
and Mr Kovtun’s movements during this period is in fact fairly sketchy. As I have said, 
there is no evidence of how they travelled from Gatwick to central London, or where 
they may have gone or who they may have met on the way. There is no evidence as 
to whether they in fact went to Mr Krgo’s café, or somewhere else entirely, after their 
ｕｖｗ＃ｄｕｕｌｙｄｏ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒ＃ｇｈｗｄｌｏｈｇ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｗｕｄｙｈｏｏｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｕｈｌｏｏ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ１＃

6.86  There is of course no positive evidence that Mr Lugovoy or Mr Kovtun acquired any 
ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ１＃Ｅｘｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗ｜＃ ｌｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｉｄｆｗ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃
limited evidence as to what they did, where they went and whom they met in the hours 
following their arrival. In those circumstances, I cannot exclude, as Mr Emmerson’s 
submission invites me to do, the possibility that they obtained polonium 210 from 
some source in London between the time of their arrival at Gatwick and the meeting 
with Mr Reilly later that day. 

Meeting with Tim Reilly 

6.87  At some point during the afternoon of 16 October 2006, a meeting took place between 
Mr Lugovoy, Mr Kovtun, Mr Litvinenko and Mr Reilly. The meeting was held at 
Ｐｕ＃Ｕｈｌｏｏ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｄｗ＃５８＃Ｊｕｒｖｙｈｑｒｕ＃Ｖｗｕｈｈｗ／＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ１＃

6.88  Mr Litvinenko travelled into central London by bus that day. The bus on which he 
ｗｕｄｙｈｏｏｈｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｘｅｖｈｔｘｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｈｖｗｈｇ／＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｑｒ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｘｑｇ１59 

6.89  I have said a little about Mr Reilly and his relationship with Mr Litvinenko at paragraphs 
4.130 – 4.133 above. I also described how Mr Litvinenko introduced Mr Lugovoy to 
Mr Reilly as a contact who might be able to assist Erinys in securing business with 
Ｊｄ｝ｓｕｒｐ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ｐｈｑ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｍｘｑｈ＃ｒｕ＃Ｍｘｏ｜＃５３３９１＃

6.90  Mr Reilly gave detailed evidence about the meeting on 16 October.60 The basic facts 
can be stated fairly shortly: 

a.  It seems likely that the meeting had been pre-arranged, either earlier that morning 
or, more probably, before that61 

b.  There was some uncertainty about the precise timing of the meeting. Mr Reilly 
said that it was a morning meeting,62 but that cannot be right. There is clear 
evidence that Mr Lugovoy, Mr Kovtun and Mr Litvinenko went to the Piccadilly 
itsu after the meeting, and that they were there at about 4.20pm (see below). 
Mr Reilly said that the meeting took less than an hour.63 It would seem, therefore, 
that the meeting started at about 3.00pm 

c.  Ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｄｕｇｕｒｒｐ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｕｈｌｏｏ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃

59 Mascall 9/83-86; 9/89-90. See paragraphs 6.21-6.24 above for discussion regarding the value of such 
ｑｇｌｑｊｖ１
60 Reilly 10/80-119 
61 Reilly 10/80; 10/83-84
62 Reilly 10/83
63 Reilly 10/95 
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d. The purpose of the meeting was for Mr Reilly to discuss with Mr Lugovoy Erinys’ 
proposed business with Gazprom64 

e. Mr Kovtun played no part in the discussions. Mr Reilly described him as, “a guy 
ｚｋｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｚｄｗｆｋｌｑｊ＃ｐｈﾴ65 

6.91  There are two other factual details about this meeting that are of some importance. 

6.92  Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｈｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｕｕｄｑｊｈｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｄｕｒｘｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｄｕｇｕｒｒｐ＃ｗｄｅｏｈ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｕｈｌｏｏ｜＃
ｚｄｖ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｈｄｆｋ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｘｕ＃ｐｈｑ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｖｄｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃
meeting. He explained that he had wanted to sit facing Mr Lugovoy since he regarded 
him as ﾳｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑﾴ at the meeting. He therefore sat facing Mr Lugovoy at 
one end of the table. He placed Mr Litvinenko between them at the head of the table 
and Mr Kovtun, whom he regarded as the least important person at the meeting, next 
to Mr Lugovoy.66 Mr Reilly provided the police with a marked plan of the room showing 
where each of the attendees sat.67 It is reproduced below. Mr Reilly explained in the 
section of his oral evidence to which I have already referred that he sat at position ‘A’, 
Mr Litvinenko at ‘B’, Mr Lugovoy at ‘C’ and Mr Kovtun at ‘D’. 

64 Reilly 10/84; 10/107-110 
65 Reilly 10/108
66 Reilly 10/85-86
67 INQ018987 (page 2) 
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 Mr Reilly’s plan of the Erinys boardroom68 

68 INQ018987 (page 2) 
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Police photograph of the Erinys boardroom69 

6.93  The second point concerns the refreshments provided at the meeting. Mr Reilly’s 
evidence was that he himself did not drink anything at the meeting, but that he provided 
each of the other three with either tea or coffee. He said that he also offered them a 
ｇｕｌｑｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｚｄｗｈｕ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｚｄｗｈｕ＃ｉｒｘｑｗｄｌｑ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｄｏｏ＃ｕｈｉｘｖｈｇ１70 

6.94  However, the most important evidence relating to this meeting is the evidence of 
polonium contamination of the boardroom that was discovered after Mr Litvinenko’s 
death. Extensive contamination was discovered, in particular on two of the chairs and 
on a section of the green baize that covered the boardroom table. The contamination 
was described in evidence by DI Mascall,71 and is shown in diagrammatic form in a 
computer aided model of the room prepared by the Metropolitan Police Service,72 

which is reproduced below. 

69 INQ017922 (page 3)
70 Reilly 10/92; 10/100
71 Mascall 9/97-101
72 INQ017922 (page 3) 
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Contamination levels in the Erinys boardroom73 

73 INQ017922 (page 3) 
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6.95  Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｒｒｐ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃５８＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３９／＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃ｄ＃ｐｒｑｗｋ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃
had taken place. Unsurprisingly, Mr Reilly’s evidence was that the chairs in the room 
could have been moved during the intervening period.74 But the same was not true of 
the green baize cloth on the table. Mr Reilly said that John Holmes (who, as I have 
described above, ran both Erinys and Titon International) was always insistent that 
the baize should not be removed from the table.75 There was, therefore, no reason 
to think that the baize had been moved between mid October when the meeting took 
place and late November when the room was tested. 

6.96  Ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｋｌｊｋｏ｜＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｄｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｓｓｄｕｈｑｗ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｏｄｑ／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｋｌｊｋｈｖｗ＃
level of contamination found in the room was on a patch of the green baize at one end 
of the table (shown in purple in the plan). Comparison with Mr Reilly’s plan shows that 
this area was located between the positions in which Mr Lugovoy and Mr Litvinenko 
were sitting. 

6.97  A1’s evidence about the contamination in the Erinys boardroom was that the small 
‘purple’ patch of contamination on the baize cloth represented primary contamination. 
In other words, as I have said, the reading was so high that it must have been caused 
by a primary source of polonium being exposed to the environment in that area. She 
ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈｇ＃ｖｗｕｒｑｊ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑ１＃Ｋｈｕ＃ｙｌｈｚ＃ｚｄｖ＃
that the rest of the contamination in the room was secondary contamination.76 

6.98  Mr Reilly told me that the meeting on 16 October was probably the last time that he 
saw Mr Litvinenko. Although Mr Reilly thought that he might have met Mr Lugovoy 
and/or Mr Kovtun again before Mr Litvinenko’s death (there is no other evidence of 
any such meetings),77 he was clear that Mr Litvinenko was not present at any such 
meetings.78 

6.99  Mr Reilly referred in the course of his evidence to radiation testing that was undertaken 
at his house.79 The contamination schedule indicates that secondary contamination 
was found on some of Mr Reilly’s clothing, and also on the steering wheel of his 
car.80 Mr Reilly also mentioned that he had a sudden illness on 26 October 2006, with 
symptoms of migraine and sickness.81 Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｖ＃
to whether this illness was caused in any way by the contamination that had been left 
in the Erinys boardroom. 

6.100  There is one further matter that I should mention before leaving this subject. Both 
Ｐｕ＃Ｋｒｏｐｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｄｗｗｈｚ＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄ＃ｅｕｈｄｎ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃
at 25 Grosvenor Street in mid June 2006.82 Considerable force was used to gain 
ｈｑｗｕｄｑｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｑｒｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ１＃Ｅｒｗｋ＃ｐｈｑ＃ｗｋｒｘｊｋｗ／＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｋｌｑｇｖｌｊｋｗ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
the break in may have been linked to Mr Litvinenko’s case. Mr Attew said, “In my 
ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ／＃ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｆｒｑｑｄｌｖｖｄｑｆｈﾴ. 

74 Reilly 10/90
75 Reilly 10/105-106
76 A1 20/27-31
77 Mascall 29/73-75
78 Reilly 10/117-123 
79 Reilly 10/145-146
80 INQ017934 (pages 36-38)
81 Reilly 10/119-121 
82 Holmes 7/68-70; Attew 13/67-70 
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6.101  The evidence before me was that, following the meeting with Mr Reilly, Mr Lugovoy, 
Mr Kovtun and Mr Litvinenko went together to the itsu restaurant on Piccadilly. 
Mr Lugovoy made a purchase on his credit card there that afternoon that was timed 
at 4.22pm.83 There was no direct evidence as to where they sat on that occasion, 
but secondary contamination was found at one of the tables. Importantly, the table 
at which the secondary contamination was found was not that at which (according to 
the evidence of Mr Scaramella) Mr Litvinenko sat with Mr Scaramella on 1 November 
2006.84 Given the primary contamination at the Erinys boardroom, it is a reasonable 
inference that the secondary contamination found at itsu was left by Mr Lugovoy, 
Mr Kovtun and/or Mr Litvinenko at the time of their visit on 16 October. 

The evening of 16 October 

6.102  When they left itsu, the three men split up. Mr Litvinenko travelled back to his home 
in Muswell Hill. The bus on which he travelled was subsequently tested and found to 
be free of contamination.85 Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun remained in central London. 

6.103  When she gave oral evidence, Marina Litvinenko told me about her recollection of that 
evening.86 She said that it was a ﾳｑｒｕｐｄｏ／＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｓｈｄｆｈｉｘｏ＃ｈｙｈｑｌｑｊﾴ. Marina Litvinenko 
had prepared spicy chicken soup for dinner. Mr Litvinenko liked hot food, and he ate 
the soup with some hot peppers. She said that he often added hot spices to his food. 
Some time after the meal, Mr Litvinenko suddenly began to feel ill. He vomited. She 
said that Mr Litvinenko continued to feel unwell for the next two days. 

6.104  When interviewed by police in hospital, Mr Litvinenko had himself referred to an 
incident ﾳｗｚｒ＃ｒｕ＃ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ｚｈｈｎｖﾴ＃before he went into hospital when he had vomited. He 
said that at the time he had assumed it was food poisoning.87 

6.105  In the witness statement that he provided to the Inquiry dated 2 June 2015, Mr Kovtun 
suggested that Mr Litvinenko’s illness had in fact pre-dated 16 October. He stated that 
Mr Litvinenko had told him whilst they were at itsu on that day that: “he would not be 
ｈｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｘｖ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｙｌｒｘｖ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｖｓｈｑｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｈｑｗｌｕｈ＃ｑｌｊｋｗ＃ｙｒｐｌｗｌｑｊ＃ｖｒ＃ｐｘｆｋ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｄｏｏ＃ｄ＃ｇｒｆｗｒｕ１ﾴ 88 It should be noted 
that Mr Kovtun said something similar to this in an interview that he gave to Der 
Spiegel in late 2006.89 On the other hand, Marina Litvinenko’s evidence – which she 
emphasised in a further statement served in rebuttal of Mr Kovtun’s statement90 – 
was that Mr Litvinenko had not been ill prior to 16 October. She said that she was 
certain that this episode of sickness had not taken place on Sunday 15 October, and 
she was equally certain that neither she nor anyone else had called a doctor on this 
occasion. There is certainly no other evidence (for example from General Practitioner 
(GP) records or the account of Mr Prikazchikov) that a doctor was called at this time. 

83 Mascall 9/101
84 Mascall 9/109-111 
85 Mascall 9/112-113; 9/124. See paragraphs 6.21-6.24 above for discussion regarding the value of such 
ｑｇｌｑｊｖ１
86 Marina Litvinenko 4/35-37
87 INQ016642 (page 4)
88 INQ021208 (page 3)
89 INQ012404 
90 INQ022370 
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These are matters that would obviously have been explored with Mr Kovtun had he 
given oral evidence. 

6.106  Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun spent the evening having dinner with Dr Shadrin at the 
Pescatori restaurant in Dover Street. Mr Lugovoy’s credit card was used to pay the 
bill at the restaurant at 10.39pm that evening. The reservation book at the restaurant 
shows that the three men sat at table 17.91 

6.107  Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun then went on to a bar near the Best Western Hotel named 
Dar Marrakesh, where a bill was paid with the same credit card at 11.05pm. The bill 
ｚｄｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ﾅ＜１３３／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｄｓｓｈｄｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｈｆｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｘｕｆｋｄｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｖｋｌｖｋｄ＃ｓｌｓｈ１＃

6.108  The Pescatori restaurant and Dar Marrakesh were both found to have secondary 
contamination. At the Pescatori, the table with the highest level of contamination was 
table 17.92 At Dar Marrakesh, one of the shisha pipes was found to be contaminated.93 

6.109  Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun spent the night at the Best Western Hotel. As I have 
already said, Mr Lugovoy had room 107. Mr Kovtun’s room, which had not been 
available earlier, was room 308. As we shall see, this was in fact the only night that 
the two men spent at the Best Western Hotel. 

6.110  Both rooms were subsequently tested and were found to contain extensive 
contamination.94 Room 107 was more heavily contaminated than room 308. A1 gave 
her opinion as to the interpretation of the readings taken in these two rooms.95 She 
ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｕｈｖｘｏｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｈｖｗｌｑｊ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｖｆｒｙｈｕ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｖｋｈ＃ｍｘｇｊｈｇ＃
to be primary contamination in the u-bend of the sink in the bathroom of room 107. 
She explained that the scientists had opened the u-bend and found the contamination 
on detritus such as hair, etc. caught in the u-bend. The testing of the room had taken 
place on 22 December – more than two months after Mr Lugovoy had stayed in it. A1 
said that the repeated use of the sink that would have taken place during that period 
explained the fact that relatively low readings were taken in the area of the sink itself – 
from where the polonium would have been washed away – in contrast to the sediment 
in the u-bend, where the polonium would have been caught. She added that even in 
the u-bend the initial levels of contamination may have been considerably higher. In 
a nutshell, A1’s view was that the contamination in the u-bend was consistent with 
polonium being poured down the sink plughole. 

6.111  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ｒｅｖｈｕｙｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｗｄｊｈ＝＃

a.  First, and perhaps obviously, the coincidence of primary contamination being 
ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｄｕｇｕｒｒｐ＃ｗｄｅｏｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｈｕｌｑ｜ｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｖｄｗ＃
at a meeting on 16 October and also in the bathroom of the hotel room that he 
occupied that day is very striking 

b.  Second, although there is no direct evidence as to precisely how the polonium 
came to be in the u-bend in room 107, the inference can be drawn that it was 
poured down the sink by Mr Lugovoy and/or Mr Kovtun either in the act of 
preparing a solution to be used in an attempt to poison Mr Litvinenko at the 
Erinys meeting, or in disposing of the remainder of the solution later in the day. I 

91 Mascall 17/79-80
92 Mascall 17/80-81
93 Mascall 9/115-116; 11/124-125 
94 Mascall 9/67-78
95 A1 20/16-26; 20/97-98 
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will assess the strength of that inference in due course, by reference to the totality 
of the evidence 

c.  Third, it is to be noted in particular in this regard (i) that no similar primary 
contamination was found in any of the waste pipes of the bathroom in room 848 
of the Sheraton Hotel, where Mr Lugovoy stayed on the nights of 25-27 October; 
and (ii) that a similar deposit of primary contamination was found in the u-bend 
of the sink in room 382 of the Millennium Hotel, where Mr Kovtun stayed on 
1 November 2006 

Moving hotel 

6.112  On the following day, Tuesday 17 October 2006, Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun moved 
from the Best Western Hotel to the Parkes Hotel in Knightsbridge. They stayed at the 
Ｓｄｕｎｈｖ＃Ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｌｊｋｗ＃ｒｉ＃４：＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ／＃ｄｖ＃ｚｈ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ｖｈｈ／＃｜ｌｑｊ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃
on Wednesday 18 October. The rooms at the Best Western had been booked for both 
nights. Why they moved remains unclear. What the evidence does show is as follows: 

a.  As I have described above, Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun arrived at and checked 
into the Best Western Hotel at about 12.51pm on 16 October. They were given 
access to one of their rooms – room 107 – an hour or so later before they left for 
the meeting with Mr Reilly at Erinys 

b.  At 3.07pm on the same day – i.e. at about the time of the meeting at Erinys – rooms 
were booked by email for Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun at the Parkes Hotel for the 
next night, 17 October. DI Mascall’s evidence was that these bookings, unlike the 
earlier bookings, were made by Mr Lugovoy’s daughter, Tatiana Lugovoya96 

c.  Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun checked out of the Best Western Hotel at about 
1.30pm on 17 October. They told the receptionist simply that they were leaving a 
day early. They did not ask for a refund97 

d.  The two men checked into the Parkes Hotel at about 2.00pm on the same day. 
They were greeted by the Front of House Manager at the hotel, Giuliana Rondoni, 
from whom I heard evidence. Ms Rondoni recalled that they had told her that they 
had come from another hotel in Piccadilly that was overbooked98 

6.113  Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun stayed, respectively, in rooms 23 and 25 at the Parkes 
Hotel.99 Secondary contamination was found in both rooms.100 

Meetings with Dr Shadrin 

6.114  Later on 17 October, Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun had a meeting with Dr Shadrin in the 
ＦＳＯ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｄｗ＃８；＃Ｊｕｒｖｙｈｑｒｕ＃Ｖｗｕｈｈｗ１＃Ｄｖ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｈｇ／＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｋｄｇ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｇｌｑｑｈｕ＃
with him the night before. The Visitors’ Book held at the entrance to the building101 

indicates that the two men arrived at 3.00pm and left at 5.30pm on 17 October. The 
entries in the book also indicate that the two men had visited the building the day 

96 Mascall 9/120-121
97 Krgo 9/60-62
98 Rondoni 10/189-190
99 Mascall 9/121-122
100 Mascall 9/124-125
101 INQ006389 
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before, and Dr Shadrin’s evidence was that they may have had a meeting there prior 
to going out to dinner at the Pescatori restaurant. 

6.115  Dr Shadrin gave detailed oral evidence to the Inquiry about his relationship with 
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun and the various meetings that he had with them in 
London during this period.102 I also received oral evidence on this topic from several 
of Dr Shadrin’s colleagues – Nikolay Gorokov,103 Dariya Davison104 and Vladimir 
Voronoff.105 The witness statement served by Mr Kovtun dated 2 June 2015106 

addresses the business dealings that he and Mr Lugovoy had with these individuals. 

6.116  As I have indicated above, there is a good deal of uncontroversial evidence regarding 
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun’s dealings with CPL. In the course of his oral evidence, 
Dr Shadrin explained in great detail how in 2005 CPL had obtained oil and gas 
exploration licences over blocks of land in Western Siberia. The licences had been 
purchased by raising funding in the London market. He went on to describe how the 
exploitation of these licences was subsequently put at risk by the actions of a group 
in Russia whom he variously described as ‘criminals’ and ‘raiders’. 

6.117  In summary, Dr Shadrin’s evidence was that this group, which was apparently led 
by a man named Mr Livshitz, attempted to cut CPL out of the exploration of the 
ｅｏｒｆｎｖ＃ｒｉ＃ ｏｄｑｇ＃ｅ｜＃ ｉｒｕｊｌｑｊ＃ ｕｌｙｄｏ＃ ｏｌｆｈｑｆｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｅｕｌｅｌｑｊ＃ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ１＃Ｄｆｆｒｕｇｌｑｊ＃
ｗｒ＃Ｇｕ＃Ｖｋｄｇｕｌｑ／＃ＦＳＯ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｆｗｌｒｑ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｕｈｖｓｒｑｖｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ｄｗｗｄｆｎ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃
(which was Dr Shadrin’s preferred course) was to challenge the forged licences in 
the Russian courts. The second, which Dr Shadrin said was insisted upon by the 
investors and by the CPL Chairman Mr Balfour, was to investigate and to attempt to 
put pressure on Mr Livshitz and his group. This led to the introduction of Mr Voronoff 
to the company. He, in turn, suggested that Mr Lugovoy and his company Ninth Wave 
should be instructed to assist. Mr Lugovoy appointed Mr Kovtun as Project Manager. 
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun were tasked with preparing a report on the Livshitz group. 

6.118  This general outline appears to me to be an uncontentious summary of the evidence 
ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｙｄｕｌｒｘｖ＃ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖｈｖ１＃Ｚｋｄｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗ＃ｓｘｕｓｒｖｈｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃
stage that these matters had reached by the autumn of 2006. 

6.119  Ｇｕ＃Ｖｋｄｇｕｌｑﾶｖ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗｌｈｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｏｌｙｖｋｌｗ｝＃ｊｕｒｘｓ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｏｄｕｊｈｏ｜＃
resolved by the summer of 2006. 

6.120  CPL had been successful in the domestic legal challenges that it pursued in Russia, 
both before the Arbitrazh Court and then the Court of Appeal. Following the decision of 
the Court of Appeal, the Ministry for Natural Resources had reissued CPL’s licences. 
All this had taken place by June 2006.107 

6.121  With regard to CPL’s other line of attack, Dr Shadrin stated that Mr Lugovoy and 
Mr Kovtun had prepared and submitted their report by the end of July 2006, prior to 
which he had held two or three meetings with them in Moscow. He described their 
report in the following terms: 

102 Shadrin 14/137-218
103 Gorokov 13/142-155
104 Davison 14/114-136 
105 Voronoff 14/2-114 
106 INQ021208 
107 Shadrin 14/152-153 
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ﾳＥｄｖｌｆｄｏｏ｜／＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｕｒｘｓ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｕ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃ｒｘｕ＃
ｄｖｖｈｗｖ＃ｌｏｏｈｊｄｏｏ｜１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ﾱ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｇｈｓｄｕｗｐｈｑｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｖｈｆｘｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｌｑｊ＃ｓｕｒｗｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｊｕｒｘｓ／＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｋｌｊｋ＃ｓｕｒｏｈ＃ｆｒｑｑｈｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｚｈｏｏ１＃

Ｗｋｈ｜＃ ｖｘｅｐｌｗｗｈｇ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｕｈｓｒｕｗ／＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｒｑｏ｜＃ ｕｈｖｘｏｗ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ ｚｒｕｎ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
ｓｕｒｍｈｆｗ１ﾴ108 

Dr Shadrin thought that Mr Lugovoy’s bill for preparing the report had been paid by 
July 2006.109 

6.122  This outline raises a question as to the subject matter of the meetings that Mr Lugovoy 
and Mr Kovtun had with Dr Shadrin in the autumn of 2006. If the Livshitz affair had 
effectively been concluded, what were they discussing? 

6.123  Dr Shadrin was asked about this when he gave evidence. Putting the matter shortly, 
his response was that by the autumn of 2006 Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun were 
pitching for new business. He recalled the letter of introduction being provided to 
support Mr Kovtun’s visa application, and said that Mr Balfour had provided the letter 
to facilitate discussions with Mr Kovtun about his possible future involvement with 
CPL. As Dr Shadrin put it, as at 3 October 2006, which was the date of the letter, 
ﾳｌｗ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｄｆｆｘｕｄｗｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｖｄ｜＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ＾Ｐｕ＃ Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ ｚｄｖ｀＃ ｓｌｗｆｋｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈ＃ ｆｒｑｖｘｏｗｄｑｗ＃
ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖﾫ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｒｅｙｌｒｘｖｏ｜＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｓｕｈｙｌｒｘｖ＃ｕｒｏｈﾫ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｑｄｏｌｖｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｑｈｚ＃ｕｒｏｈ／＃ｚｈ＃ｋｄｙｈｑﾶｗ＃ｑｈｊｒｗｌｄｗｈｇ＃ｒｘｗ１ﾴ He further stressed that he did not regard his 
discussions with Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun at that time as a matter of any urgency.110 

6.124  With regard to his meetings with Mr Kovtun and Mr Lugovoy on 16 and 17 October 
2006, Dr Shadrin recalled that they had discussed two possible future projects. One 
related to further investigation/surveillance of Mr Livshitz and his group and the other 
concerned the possibility that Mr Lugovoy’s company might be awarded a contract to 
provide physical security at the sites in Siberia once drilling began, possibly as a joint 
ｙｈｑｗｘｕｈ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｕｐｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｖｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｄｇｙｌｆｈ＃
ｒｑ＃ｕｄｌｖｌｑｊ＃ｑｄｑｆｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｘｑｕｈｏｄｗｈｇ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＃ｓｕｒｍｈｆｗｖ／＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃
bottling company with which he was involved. Dr Shadrin also stated that, given their 
possible future working relationship, he asked Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun to provide 
copies of formal documents required under the Know Your Client protocols.111 

6.125  The statement that Mr Kovtun provided to the Inquiry dated 2 June 2015112 gives a 
rather different account of his engagement with Dr Shadrin at this time. That statement 
gives the clear impression that the investigation into the Livshitz group was then still 
underway. More than that, the statement suggests that one of the purposes of his trip 
to London on 16 October 2006 was to discuss with Dr Shadrin a particular piece of 
information that Mr Kovtun claimed to have discovered, namely that members of the 
Livshitz group had been hacking the emails of an American company named Harvest 
and Hicks, in particular those of a senior manager named Mr Byron. 

6.126  Dr Shadrin had by this stage already given oral evidence to the Inquiry and he 
addressed these points in a further written statement dated 24 June 2015.113 Put 

108 Shadrin 14/154-155
109 Shadrin 14/168
110 Shadrin 14/170-171
111 Shadrin 14/176-182
112 INQ021208 
113 INQ022384 
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shortly, Dr Shadrin disputed Mr Kovtun’s account. He said that there had been no 
need for Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun to visit him in London at this time, since he had 
been a regular visitor to Moscow and they could have seen him there (as, indeed, 
they had done previously). Dr Shadrin also said in his further statement that he had, 
ﾳｑｒ＃ｕｈｆｒｏｏｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗｖ＃ｓｈｕｗｄｌｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ＸＶ＃ｆｒｐｓｄｑ｜＃ｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃
Ｋｄｕｙｈｖｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｋｌｆｎｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅ｜ｕｒｑﾴ１＃

6.127  The discrepancies between Mr Kovtun’s account and that given by Dr Shadrin are 
certainly matters that would have been explored with Mr Kovtun had he given oral 
evidence to the Inquiry. Since he did not do so, I am unable to reach any detailed 
conclusions on these matters. But what can be said is that I have no reason to doubt 
the truthfulness of what Dr Shadrin has told the Inquiry. That, in turn, gives rise to the 
distinct possibility that Mr Kovtun has exaggerated, or perhaps entirely fabricated, the 
ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＃ｍｘｖｗｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｗｕｄｙｈｏ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｒｆｆｄｖｌｒｑ１＃Ｌ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｒｌｑｗ＃
in due course. 

6.128  Before leaving this topic, I should add that secondary contamination was found at a 
ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｏｄｆｈｖ＃ｄｗ＃ＦＳＯﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｊｕｒｖｙｈｑｒｕ＃Ｖｗｕｈｈｗ１114 As we shall see, Mr Lugovoy 
ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｓｄｌｇ＃ｄ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｙｌｖｌｗｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｈｕｌｒｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑ／＃
and it is not possible to state on which occasion or occasions this contamination might 
have occurred. 

Meeting at RISC 

6.129  The evidence was that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun attended one further business 
meeting on the afternoon of 17 October, on this occasion in company with 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｔｘｌｕｎｈ＃ｒｉ＃ＵＬＶＦ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｄｗ＃ＵＬＶＦﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃
at 1 Cavendish Place, in Mayfair. Mr Quirke had, of course, met Mr Litvinenko and 
Mr Lugovoy (although not Mr Kovtun) previously, and I have referred to the evidence 
about those meetings above at paragraphs 4.115 to 4.119. 

6.130  Mr Quirke gave oral evidence about the meeting.115 He said that it had been arranged a 
fortnight or so in advance by Mr Litvinenko.116 He was a little uncertain as to the precise 
timing of the meeting, but thought that it was already underway by shortly before 
6.00pm.117 It would therefore appear that the meeting took place after Mr Lugovoy and 
Mr Kovtun’s meeting with Dr Shadrin. 

6.131  Mr Litvinenko had travelled down to central London by bus earlier in the afternoon. 
Ｗｋｈ＃ｅｘｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｋｈ＃ｗｕｄｙｈｏｏｈｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｘｅｖｈｔｘｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｈｖｗｈｇ＞＃ｑｒ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃
was detected.118 

6.132  Mr Quirke’s evidence was that the meeting took less than an hour. Mr Lugovoy led 
the discussions. Mr Quirke said he had not met Mr Kovtun before and had not been 
expecting him to attend.119 He said that Mr Kovtun took no part in the meeting other 
than operating a minidisc containing information.120 

114 Mascall 11/126 
115 Quirke 11/86-103 
116 Quirke 11/90-91 
117 Quirke 11/98-99 (it is clear from the context that words ‘Shortly before 5.00’ in the transcript should read 
‘Shortly before 6.00’)
118 Mascall 11/125-126＃ｖｈｈ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋｖ＃９１５４０９１５７＃ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｇｌｖｆｘｖｖｌｒｑ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｙｄｏｘｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃
119 Quirke 11/92 
120 Quirke 11/94; 11/101 
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6.133  Discussion at the meeting centred on Mr Lugovoy and Mr Litvinenko’s continuing 
investigations regarding the Stolichnaya case. Mr Lugovoy raised the possibility of 
pressurising one of the Russian companies that was acting against Stolichnaya’s 
interests by forcing its value down, a process he described as ﾳｊｕｈｈｑｐｄｌｏﾴ. Mr Quirke 
stated that this was not a course that was subsequently pursued.121 

6.134  Towards the end of the meeting, Mr Kovtun gave the minidisc that he had been 
operating to Mr Quirke, who stated that he subsequently passed it to the police.122 

6.135  Ｗｋｈ＃ ＵＬＶＦ＃ ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｖｘｅｖｈｔｘｈｑｗｏ｜＃ ｐｒｑｌｗｒｕｈｇ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｖｈｆｒｑｇｄｕ｜＃
contamination was discovered at various places, including chairs in the boardroom.123 

The highest reading was registered on a CD. It seems likely that this was the minidisc 
that Mr Kovtun gave to Mr Quirke during the meeting that I have just described. 

Events of the evening of 17 October 

6.136  It appears that after the meeting with Mr Quirke, Mr Lugovoy, Mr Kovtun and 
Mr Litvinenko returned together to the Parkes Hotel. A witness statement from Alexey 
Valuev was read in this regard.124 Mr Valuev was the son of a business associate of 
Mr Lugovoy. He explained that Mr Lugovoy had arranged to meet him at the hotel that 
evening so that Mr Lugovoy could give him some money from his father. He recalled 
Mr Lugovoy arriving back at the hotel with Mr Kovtun and Mr Litvinenko. 

6.137  Mr Lugovoy, Mr Kovtun and Mr Litvinenko subsequently went out for the evening 
in London. As part of their enquiries, the police traced the establishments that they 
had visited. DI Mascall gave evidence that the three men had gone for dinner at a 
Chinese restaurant named the Golden Dragon in Gerrard Street. There was evidence 
that Mr Lugovoy paid the bill at the restaurant using his credit card at 9.49pm. Further 
similar credit card evidence showed that the men then moved on to a bar named Cafe 
Boheme in Old Compton Street.125 

6.138  Mr Litvinenko himself gave a brief description of the events of this evening in the 
course of his interviews with the police whilst he was in hospital. He referred to going 
to a Chinese restaurant and then to a pub in Soho. He said that he had only drunk 
green tea and a glass of Coca-Cola at the restaurant. He said that the other two 
had been drinking sake and had offered him some, but he had refused as ﾳＬ＃ｇｒｑﾶｗ＃
ｇｕｌｑｎ＃ｄｏｆｒｋｒｏ＃ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏｏ｜ﾴ. It appears from Mr Litvinenko’s account that he went with 
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun to the Cafe Boheme, but on arrival he didn’t like the 
place and decided to go home. He said that he travelled back to Muswell Hill on a 
134 bus from Tottenham Court Road, arriving home at about 11.00pm.126 The bus on 
ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｗｕｄｙｈｏｏｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｑｌｊｋｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｈｖｗｈｇ＞＃ｑｒ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃
detected.127 

6.139  DI Mascall explained that further evidence from Mr Lugovoy’s credit card showed that 
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun had subsequently gone to a nightclub named Hey Jo, 
where Mr Lugovoy purchased more drinks. The receipts make it clear that Mr Lugovoy 

121 Quirke 11/94-97 
122 Quirke 11/97-98 
123 Mascall 11/131-132; INQ017934 (page 85)
124 Valuev 11/127-130 
125 Mascall 11/132-136 
126 INQ016615 (pages 1-4)
127 Mascall 11/136＃ｖｈｈ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋｖ＃９１５４０９１５７＃ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｇｌｖｆｘｖｖｌｒｑ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｙｄｏｘｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ１＃
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was in the club that evening.128 The evidence was that the two men had returned to 
the Parkes Hotel at about 3.00am.129 ＧＬ＃Ｐｄｖｆｄｏｏ＃ｖｘｅｖｈｔｘｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃
found no evidence that Mr Litvinenko had ever been to Hey Jo nightclub.130 

6.140  The Golden Dragon restaurant, Cafe Boheme and Hey Jo nightclub were all tested 
for alpha radiation. No contamination was found at the Golden Dragon or at Cafe 
Boheme. Secondary contamination was, however, found at Hey Jo nightclub.131 

6.141  There is one further feature of the evidence about what took place that evening that 
I must address. 

6.142  In the witness statement dated 2 June 2015 that Mr Kovtun provided to the Inquiry, he 
gave a description of an event that took place during the meal at the Golden Dragon 
on the evening of 17 October 2006. The account that he gave was as follows: 

ﾳＬｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｈｖｗｄｘｕｄｑｗ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｗｄｏｎｈｇ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｖｆｒｘｑｇｕｈｏ＃＼１＃Ｉｈｏｖｋｗｌｑｖｎ｜／＃ ｕｈｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃
ｋｒｚ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｕｒｅｅｈｇ＃ｋｌｐ／＃ｘｑｉｄｌｕｏ｜＃ｇｌｙｌｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｈｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｒｎ＃ﾵＥｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｘｓ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄﾶ／＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｈｄｖ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｒｅｗｄｌｑ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｄｖ｜ｏｘｐ＃ｌｑ＃Ｊｕｈｄｗ＃Ｅｕｌｗｄｌｑ＃ｗｋｕｒｘｊｋ＃Ｄ１＃Ｊｒｏｇｉｄｕｅ／＃
ｚｋｒｐ＃ｋｈ＃ｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ｄ＃ﾵＦＬＤ＃ｄｊｈｑｗﾶ１＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｉ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｚｈｄｏｗｋ｜＃ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑｖ＃
ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｓｕｒｓｈｕｗ｜＃ｌｑ＃Ｖｓｄｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｊｌｙｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｇｈｗｄｌｏｖ１＃Ｘｖｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｑｑｈｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃
ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｓｄｑｌｖｋ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ／＃ｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｆｕｈｄｗｈ＃ｓｕｒｅｏｈｐｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃
ｗｋｈｑ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｒｏｙｈ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｓｕｒｅｏｈｐｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏ＃
ｕｈｚｄｕｇ１＃

Ｖｒｐｈｋｒｚ＃ ｒｕ＃ ｒｗｋｈｕ／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｖｘｅｖｈｔｘｈｑｗ＃ ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｗｘｕｑｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑｖ／＃ ｄｑｇ＃
Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｖｗｄｕｗｈｇ＃ｅｒｄｖｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃ ｉｕｌｈｑｇｖｋｌｓ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｖｄｎｄ｜ｈｙ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｅｕｒｗｋｈｕｖ／＃
ｋｌｑｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｌｑｇｌｕｈｆｗ＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｈｑｗｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｑｄｏｆｋｌｎ＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃：３＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃
ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｗｗｄｆｎ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｒｚｑ＃ｅ｜＃Ｌｖｏｄｐｌｆ＃ｐｌｏｌｗｄｑｗｖ１＃Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｉｈｇ＃
ｘｓ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｏｌｖｗｈｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｋｄｕｄｑｊｘｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｊｏｄｇｏ｜＃ｆｒｐｓｏｌｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃ｕｈｔｘｈｖｗ＃ｗｒ＃
ｏｈｄｙｈ＃ｗｋｈｐ１＃Ｌ＃ｚｈｑｗ＃ｒｘｗｖｌｇｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｄｏｎｈｇ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｉｄｕ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｌｑｈｖｈ＃ｕｈｖｗｄｘｕｄｑｗ＃
ｉｒｕ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃６３＃ｐｌｑｘｗｈｖ１ﾴ＃

6.143  I draw attention to this section of Mr Kovtun’s statement because it is seriously at 
odds with other accounts that both he and Mr Lugovoy have previously given. 

6.144  Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun gave a joint press conference in Moscow on 31 May 
2007 – less than a year after Mr Litvinenko’s death. During the course of the press 
conference, both of them gave accounts of conversations that they said had taken 
place on 16/17 October between Mr Litvinenko and Mr Kovtun about Boris Berezovsky. 

6.145  Mr Kovtun said that Mr Litvinenko had talked to him on the evening of 16 October 
whilst they were waiting for a cab. He said that Mr Litvinenko had complained to him 
about Mr Berezovsky cutting his salary. He said that Mr Litvinenko claimed that it had 
been he and MI6 who had obtained asylum for Mr Berezovsky.132 

6.146  Earlier in the same press conference, Mr Lugovoy had given an account of a 
conversation which he said had taken place between Mr Litvinenko and Mr Kovtun at 

128 INQ006360; INQ006361; INQ006362; INQ006363 
129 Mascall 11/137 
130 Mascall 29/75
131 INQ017934 (pages 87-93)
132 INQ001886 (page 17) 
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the Golden Dragon restaurant on the evening of 17 October. Mr Lugovoy said that the 
conversation had taken place while he was away from the table. He said as follows:133 

ﾳＬｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｑｑｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｈｏｏ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃Ｇｐｌｗｕ｜＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｑｒｗ＃
ｏｒｑｊ＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ／＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｚｈ＃ｐｈｗ＃ｗｒｊｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｏｄｖｗ＃｜ｈｄｕ１＃Ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｒｘｕ＃
ｇｌｑｑｈｕ＃ｄｗ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｌｑｄｗｒｚｑ＃ｕｈｖｗｄｘｕｄｑｗｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ／＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｈｑｏｄｕｊｌｑｊ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｚｄ｜ｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜／＃ｗｒｘｆｋｈｇ＃ｘｓｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｘｐｈｇ＃ｑｈｊｒｗｌｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃
Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ＃ ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｄｇｌｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｏｄｐｈｑｗｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｉｄｆｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃
Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄｓｓｕｈｆｌｄｗｈ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ｕｈｑｇｈｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｅ｜＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｚｋｒ＃
ｄｏｏｈｊｈｇｏ｜＃ｖｄｙｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｏｌｉｈ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃ｒｑｆｈ／＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｐｒｖｗ＃ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｗ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｐｓｕｒｐｌｖｌｑｊ＃ｑｄｗｘｕｈ／＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｏｏｈｊｄｏ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃
Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ＸＮ＃ ｗｈｕｕｌｗｒｕ｜１＃ Ｌｉ＃ ｄｑ｜＃ ｓｄｕｗ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｇｒｆｘｐｈｑｗｖ＃ ｓｈｕｗｄｌｑｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
ｆｌｕｆｘｐｖｗｄｑｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｅｗｄｌｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｉｘｊｈｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｘｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ／＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｋｈ＃
＋Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜，＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｋｘｊｈ＃ｓｕｒｅｏｈｐｖ１＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｋｌｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃Ｇｌｐｄ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｈｖｓｈｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃
ｑｒｚ／＃ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｕｄｌｖｈｇ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｖｖｘｈ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ＃ｒｉ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｄｇｌｗｌｑｊ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜／＃ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃
ｙｈｕ｜＃ｒｓｓｒｕｗｘｑｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｏｈｗ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ＃ｈ｛ｌｖｗ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｘｗ＃ｄ＃ｙｄｏｘｈ＃
ｒｉ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃ｐｌｏｏｌｒｑ＃ｇｒｏｏｄｕｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈｐ１＃Ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｑｄｑｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｇｈｓｈｑｇｈｑｗ＃ｒｑ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃
ﾱ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｒｑﾶｖ＃ｗｘｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｈｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｐｌｏ｜ﾶｖ＃ｄｆｆｒｐｐｒｇｄｗｌｒｑ＃
ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ／＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ﾱ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｑｇ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｏｌｄｅｏｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ／＃ｚｋｒｐ＃
ｋｈ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｌｑｗｕｒｇｘｆｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜／＃ ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｄｅｏｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｉｄｐｌｏｌｄｕｌｖｈ＃
Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ／＃ｆｒｐｓｕｒｐｌｖｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｐ１＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｅｖｒｏｘｗｈｏ｜＃ｖｘｕｈ＃
ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｘｆｆｈｖｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｈｑｗｈｕｓｕｌｖｈ／＃ｕｈｉｈｕｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｒｖｌｙｈ＃ｑｄｗｘｕｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｘｗｋｈｑｗｌｆｌｗ｜＃
ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｐｓｕｒｐｌｖｌｑｊ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ＃ｋｈ＃ｓｒｖｖｈｖｖｈｇ１＃Ｖｌｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃
ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｌ＃ｏｈｉｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｄｅｏｈ／＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｎｈｈｓ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃
ｗｋｈｐ／＃ｉｈｄｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ／＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｄｗ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｓｒｌｑｗ／＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃
ｈ｛ｓｒｖｈ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｌｇｈｄ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ１ﾴ＃

6.147  Several years after the press conference, in 2011, Mr Lugovoy provided a lengthy 
witness statement in the course of the Terluk libel proceedings. One section of 
that statement was devoted to a detailed narrative account of the meetings that 
he and Mr Kovtun had had with Mr Litvinenko in October and November 2006. In 
that statement, Mr Lugovoy made no mention at all of anything that Mr Litvinenko 
said at the Golden Dragon restaurant – whether in terms of a private discussion 
between Mr Litvinenko and Mr Kovtun concerning Mr Berezovsky (as Mr Lugovoy 
had described at the press conference) or in terms of a discussion about Russians in 
Spain, as Mr Kovtun now asserts. Nor did he say anything about a discussion between 
Mr Kovtun and Mr Litvinenko on 16 October while they were waiting for a cab. Rather, 
Mr Lugovoy gave an account of a conversation between Mr Kovtun and Mr Litvinenko 
that had supposedly taken place earlier in the day on 17 October. Paragraph 127 of 
this statement read as follows:134 

ﾳＺｈ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｖ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ／＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃４；１３３＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ＵＬＶＦ＃ｒｑ＃
４：＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃５３３：＃＾ｖｌｆ｀１＃Ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃ＵＬＶＦ／＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｚｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｏｎｌｑｊ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｗｒ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｚｄｏｎｌｑｊ＃ｑｈ｛ｗ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｇｌｖｗｄｑｆｈ＃ｄｋｈｄｇ＃ｒｉ＃
ｐｈ１＃Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｓｈｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｒｑ＃ｐ｜＃ｐｒｅｌｏｈ＃ｓｋｒｑｈ１＃Ｚｋｌｏｖｗ＃ｚｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｏｎｌｑｊ＃Ｌ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｋｈｄｕ＃
ｚｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ１＃Ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ｏｄｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｄ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃
ｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｕｈｖｘｐｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｐｓｏｄｌｑｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｕｈｄｗｌｑｊ＃
ｋｌｐ＃ｉｄｌｕｏ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｌｐｓｏ｜＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｘｕｙｌｙｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃
ｚｄｖ＃ｓｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｎｑｈｚ＃ ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｚｒｕｗｋ＃ｄ＃ｊｕｈｄｗ＃ｇｈｄｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｒｑｈ｜１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｑｈｈｇｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｑｇ＃ｖｒｐｈｒｑｈ＃

133 INQ001886 (page 6)
134 INQ001788 (page 21) 

Part 6 | Chapters 1 to 8 | The polonium trail – events in October and November 2006 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ001886x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ001788x.pdf
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ｖｘｅｖｗｄｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｕｘｖｗｚｒｕｗｋ｜＃ｚｋｒ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｖｈｏｏ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｒｘｕｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｆｒｐｌｑｊ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ１ﾴ＃

6.148  I have previously referred to these two accounts in chapter 4 of Part 5 above. I have 
ｖｈｗ＃ ｗｋｈｐ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｊｄｌｑ＃ ｌｑ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ ｗｒ＃ｇｈｐｒｑｖｗｕｄｗｈ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｇｌｖｆｕｈｓｄｑｆｌｈｖ＃
that exist between the accounts that have been given by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun 
over the years, ending in the statement that Mr Kovtun provided to the Inquiry in June 
2015. Clearly, had Mr Kovtun (or, for that matter, Mr Lugovoy) given oral evidence to 
the Inquiry, these discrepancies would have been addressed. Equally clearly, in the 
absence of any explanation from either of the men, I am not in a position to place 
any weight on these parts of their accounts. Arguably, the matter goes further than 
that. The differences between the accounts are so marked that I might be driven 
to conclude that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun have been deliberately attempting to 
mislead those attempting to discover the truth about these events, including myself. I 
shall return to this matter in due course. 

6.149  I add in passing that the freedom with which Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun have 
previously provided these detailed accounts, both to the press and in evidence in UK 
court proceedings, stands in stark contrast to what I was told was the legal prohibition 
on Mr Kovtun giving evidence about the same matters to this Inquiry.135 

18 October: return to Moscow 

6.150  I heard evidence from Ms Rondoni that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun checked out of the 
Parkes Hotel at about 10.00am the following morning, Wednesday 18 October 2006. 
Mr Lugovoy paid the bill for both rooms. They told her that they were going to Gatwick 
and she saw the porter call a taxi for them.136 

6.151  Ｏｄｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｄ｜／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｈｚ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｊｄｗｚｌｆｎ＃ｄｅｒｄｕｇ＃
Ｗｕｄｑｖｄｈｕｒ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ＸＱ７７７１137 The bus on which they travelled from the terminal to the 
aeroplane was tested and no radiation was detected.138 Ｗｋｈ＃ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ｘｖｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃
that day was registration number EI-DNM. As I have already described, that aircraft 
was tested by UK authorities and was found to contain secondary contamination in 
the area of the seats on which Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun sat on 18 October.139 

135 Chairman 32/3-19
136 Rondoni 10/193-195
137 Mascall 11/139-140 
138 Mascall 9/65-66＃ｖｈｈ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋｖ＃９１５４０９１５７＃ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｇｌｖｆｘｖｖｌｒｑ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｙｄｏｘｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ１＃
139 Mascall 9/35-37 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/32_3-19.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/10_193-195.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/11_139-140.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/9_65-66.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/9_35-37.pdf
http:6.21-6.24
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Chapter 6: Events in London 25-28 October 

6.152  Ｄ＃ｚｈｈｎ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｋｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃
Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｄｕｕｌｙｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｄｑ＃ｈｙｈｑｌｑｊ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｒｑ＃Ｚｈｇｑｈｖｇｄ｜＃５８＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃５３３９１＃Ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃
occasion, he was not accompanied by Mr Kovtun. In further contrast to the earlier 
trip, the evidence is that Mr Lugovoy’s travel on this occasion was hastily arranged. 
Ｚｋｈｕｈｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｕｕｄｑｊｈｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｕｌｓ＃＋ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ／＃ｌｗ＃ｄｓｓｈｄｕｖ／＃ｒｅｗｄｌｑｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃ｙｌｖｄ＃ｉｒｕ＃
Mr Kovtun) had been several weeks in the planning, the evidence was that on this 
ｒｆｆｄｖｌｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｅｒｒｎｌｑｊｖ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃
he travelled, on Tuesday 24 October 2006.140 

6.153  In the interim, Mr Litvinenko had made his speech at the Frontline Club about 
Anna Politkovskaya’s death, publicly attributing the blame for her murder to 
President Putin. That event had taken place on the evening of Thursday 19 October. 

6.154  ＧＬ＃ Ｐｄｖｆｄｏｏ＃ ｊｄｙｈ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ ｈｚ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃ Ｋｈｄｗｋｕｒｚ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｈｙｈｑｌｑｊ＃ ｒｉ＃
５８＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃ｒｑ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃Ｄｌｕｚｄ｜ｖ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ＥＤ；：８１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｏｄｑｇｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃Ｋｈｄｗｋｕｒｚ＃ｄｗ＃４３１８７ｓｐ＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｈｙｈｑｌｑｊ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｊ０ＥＱＺ［１141 Secondary 
contamination was subsequently discovered on that aircraft – see further below at 
paragraphs 6.184 – 6.186. 

6.155  Mr Lugovoy travelled into central London and booked into the Sheraton Hotel, where 
he was given room 848.142 

6.156  In a witness statement that he provided in the Terluk litigation, Mr Lugovoy described 
this trip as, ﾳｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＃ ｗｕｌｓ＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｇｘｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ｐｈｈｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗｖ＃ ｌｑ＃
Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｄｖ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｖ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｓｕｒｓｒｖｈｇ＃ｚｒｕｎﾴ１143 

Meeting with Badri Patarkatsishvili 

6.157  There is certainly evidence that Mr Lugovoy met with other business contacts at this 
time. One of those contacts was Badri Patarkatsishvili. 

6.158  Mr Patarkatsishvili was a wealthy Georgian businessman who was a close friend and 
business partner of Boris Berezovsky. There is evidence that Mr Lugovoy travelled to 
see Mr Patarkatsishvili at his house in Surrey on 26 October 2006. Mr Patarkatsishvili 
provided witness statements to the police following Mr Litvinenko’s death, but he 
himself died in 2008. Relevant sections of his statements were therefore read. 

6.159  Mr Patarkatsishvili had told the police that he had known Mr Lugovoy since about 1993, 
when the latter had been head of security at ORT, the Russian television channel that 
Mr Patarkatsishvili and Mr Berezovsky had run together. More recently, Mr Lugovoy 
had organised Mr Patarkatsishvili’s security in Georgia. Mr Patarkatsishvili told the 
police that Mr Lugovoy visited him in Georgia every two months. Mr Patarkatsishvili 
recalled a business meeting at his house in Surrey during October 2006. He said that, 
in addition to himself and Mr Lugovoy, the meeting had been attended by Vladimir 
Voronoff and also a man named Marti Pompadour. He said that the purpose of the 
meeting was to discuss outdoor advertising in Moscow.144 There is no reason to think 
that this was anything other than a genuine business meeting. 

140 Mascall 12/4-5; 12/9
141 Mascall 12/10-12
142 Mascall 12/14-16
143 INQ001788 (page 22)
144 Patarkatsishvili 12/48-59 
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6.160  I heard oral evidence from Bruno Bonetti, the chauffeur who drove Mr Lugovoy to 
and from Mr Patarkatsishvili’s house on 26 October 2006. Mr Bonetti described how 
he collected Mr Lugovoy from Park Lane at about 10.30 that morning. He drove him 
ｗｒ＃ Ｖｘｕｕｈ｜／＃ ｑｈｄｕ＃ Ｏｈｄｗｋｈｕｋｈｄｇ１＃ Ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｖｒｐｈ＃ ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗ｜／＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｓｄｗｄｕｎｄｗｖｌｖｋｙｌｏｌﾶｖ＃
house. Mr Bonetti recalled that Mr Lugovoy sat in the rear near side seat of the car. 
He said that they did not talk much on the journey – Mr Lugovoy spent most of the 
time on the telephone, speaking a language that he had not understood. Mr Bonetti 
thought that they had arrived at Mr Patarkatsishvili’s house at about noon. He waited 
all afternoon and drove Mr Lugovoy back to the hotel at 6.00pm, arriving at about 
7.30pm. He said that on the return journey, as on the way out, Mr Lugovoy sat on the 
rear near side passenger seat.145 

6.161  Mr Bonetti’s car was subsequently tested for radiation and secondary contamination 
was discovered. The highest readings were taken on the rear near side passenger 
seat.146 

Meeting with Boris Berezovsky 

6.162  In his statement in the Terluk case to which I have referred above, Mr Lugovoy stated 
that whilst he was at Mr Patarkatsishvili’s house, he received a call from Mr Berezovsky, 
ｚｋｒ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｒ＃ｙｌｖｌｗ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｚｈｑｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗ＃
to describe going to see Mr Berezovsky and a discussion between the two of them 
about the provision of personal security in Moscow for a journalist named Elena 
Tregubova. He also referred in the statement to Mr Glushkov, one of Mr Berezovsky’s 
close associates, coming into the room during the meeting and discussing wine.147 

6.163  There is no doubt that this meeting did take place. Apart from Mr Lugovoy’s evidence, 
I received evidence from a number of witnesses who described the meeting in similar 
terms. This evidence included a statement given to the police by Mr Berezovsky before 
his death,148 and also oral evidence from Mr Glushkov, who remembered Mr Lugovoy 
ｆｒｐｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｖｆｘｖｖｌｒｑ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｚｌｑｈ１149 

6.164  A witness statement given by Ms Tregubova was also read.150 She was a Russian 
journalist who was actively opposed to the Putin regime. In her statement she explained 
that she had been afraid for her safety following the murder of Anna Politkovskaya, 
and that she had asked Mr Berezovsky to assist with her personal security. She 
said that she was aware at the time that Mr Berezovsky was intending to speak with 
Mr Lugovoy about her security, and in fact she said that Mr Lugovoy had telephoned 
her following the meeting. 

6.165  Ｚｋｌｏｖｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ／＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｑｌｆｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃
precisely when it took place. As I have said, Mr Lugovoy said that it happened shortly 
after his visit to Mr Patarkatsishvili on 26 October 2006 (it is not clear from Mr Lugovoy’s 
Terluk statement whether his account is that the meeting took place on 26 October 
following his return from Surrey, or on the following day). Other witnesses, including 
Mr Berezovsky, Mr Glushkov and Ms Tregubova, have stated that the meeting took 

145 Bonetti 12/30-45
146 Mascall 12/117-118 
147 INQ001788 (page 22)
148 INQ016371 
149 Glushkov 17/6-21
150 Tregubova 29/62-66 
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ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｚｈｈｎ／＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃ｑｈ｛ｗ＃＋ｄｑｇ＃ｑｄｏ，＃ｗｕｌｓ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ﾱ＃ｈｌｗｋｈｕ＃
on 31 October or 1 November. 

6.166  Ｌｗ＃ｇｒｈｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｈｈｐ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｑｈｆｈｖｖｄｕ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｄ＃ｉｄｆｗｘｄｏ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｄｗｈ＃ｒｉ＃
this meeting. The difference between the dates that have been given for it is small. 
Moreover, the discrepancy in the dates does not bear on what, to my mind, are the 
two important points of substance that can be made about this meeting. 

6.167  First, this episode demonstrates the high degree of trust that Boris Berezovsky placed 
in Mr Lugovoy right up until the time that Mr Litvinenko was poisoned. It is apparent 
from all the evidence that I have heard that Mr Berezovsky was very keen to protect his 
ｒｚｑ＃ｖｄｉｈｗ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｄｕｒｘｑｇ＃ｋｌｐ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｈｕｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｓｈｕｐｌｗｗｈｇ＃ｈｑｗｕ｜＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ﾱ＃ｄｑｇ／＃ｌｑｇｈｈｇ／＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｄｏ＃
ｖｘｌｗｈ＃ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃ ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ１＃Ｐｒｕｈｒｙｈｕ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ ｗｒ＃
assist in keeping safe one of his friends who feared that she might be at risk from 
violent pro-Putin elements in Moscow. In short, it seems clear that as late as the 
end of October 2006, Mr Berezovsky regarded Mr Lugovoy as a trusted associate – 
someone who was ‘one of us’ in his dispute with the Putin regime. 

6.168  In the course of his oral evidence, Mr Felshtinsky told me his understanding 
of Mr Berezovsky’s relationship with Mr Lugovoy. The following passage of 
Mr Felshtinsky’s evidence is taken from an answer he gave explaining why he had 
ｑｒｗ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄｗ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｖｘｕｓｕｌｖｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ｑｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｋｄｇ＃ ｌｑｙｌｗｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ ｗｒ＃ｋｌｖ＃
60th birthday party, held in January 2006:151 

ﾳ＼ｒｘ＃ ｖｈｈ／＃ Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ ｄｆｆｒｕｇｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｏｈｊｈｑｇﾫ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｓｘｗ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｓｕｌｖｒｑ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｌｑｊ＃ ｄｑ＃
ｈｖｆｄｓｈ＃ ｉｒｕ＃Ｊｏｘｖｋｎｒｙ／＃ｄ＃ ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｒｕ＃ ｒｉﾫ＃Ｄｈｕｒｒｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄ＃ ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ｄｖｖｒｆｌｄｗｈ＃ｒｉ＃
Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜１＃ Ｖｒ＃ ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ ｕｈｏｈｄｖｈｇ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ ｓｕｌｖｒｑ／＃ Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ ｅｈｆｄｐｈ／＃ ｜ｒｘ＃
ｎｑｒｚ／＃ｄ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｆｏｒｖｈ＃ｉｕｌｈｑｇ＃ｒｉ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜／＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｒ／＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃
ｒｉ＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜／＃ ｖｓｈｑｗ＃ ｐｄｑ｜＃ ｐｒｑｗｋｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｓｕｌｖｒｑ／＃ ｄｑｇ＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ ｄｆｗｘｄｏｏ｜＃ ｉｈｏｗ＃
ｘｑｆｒｐｉｒｕｗｄｅｏｈ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ１＃

Ｗｋｈ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑ／＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ／＃ｌｖ＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｓｕｌｖｒｑ＃ｌｑｇｈｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｇｒｘｅｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ１ﾴ＃

6.169  The second point relates to contamination. Mr Berezovsky provided the police with a 
plan showing where both he and Mr Lugovoy had sat, on facing sofas, at the meeting. 
That plan is in evidence before me, and is also reproduced below. It will be seen that 
Mr Berezovsky initialled the seat where he sat during his meeting with Mr Lugovoy. 
His evidence was that Mr Lugovoy sat on the sofa facing him. In the course of his 
oral evidence, Mr Glushkov was shown the plan and endorsed it.152 Subsequently the 
police made a plan of the room, which is also reproduced below. On the police plan, 
the sofa on which Mr Berezovsky sat at the meeting is ‘sofa 2’ and Mr Lugovoy’s sofa 
is ‘sofa 1’. 

6.170  Ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｐｒｑｌｗｒｕｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇｄｕ｜＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃
was found in a number of places. One such place was the photocopier that Mr Litvinenko 
ｘｖｈｇ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｋｈ＃ｙｌｖｌｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｌｑｈ＃
Bar on 1 November 2006. The highest readings, however, were taken from ‘sofa 1’, 
the sofa on which Mr Lugovoy had been sitting at his meeting with Mr Berezovsky.153 

151 Felshtinsky 23/160-161
152 Glushkov 17/11-12 
153 Mascall 16/203-210 
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154 INQ019235 
155 INQ020210 (page 2) 
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Other meetings 

6.171  The evidence now available to the Inquiry regarding Mr Lugovoy’s actions for the 
remainder of this trip is limited. The account that Mr Lugovoy gave during his police 
interview in Moscow did provide further detail in this regard, but for reasons that I 
have outlined elsewhere (in Appendix 1, paragraphs 127 – 133) the record of that 
interview is no longer material that I am able to use in evidence. 

6.172  The records from the Sheraton indicate that Mr Lugovoy had breakfast at the hotel 
on the morning of 27 October. Mr Lugovoy’s credit card billing and related witness 
ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｖｋｒｚ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｗｋｈｑ＃ ｖｓｈｑｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｖｗ＃ ｓｄｕｗ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ＃ ｖｋｒｓｓｌｑｊ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
West End.156 

6.173  Ｐｒｙｌｑｊ＃ｒｑ／＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｙｌｖｌｗｒｕｖﾶ＃Ｅｒｒｎ＃ｄｗ＃８；＃Ｊｕｒｖｙｈｑｒｕ＃Ｖｗｕｈｈｗ／＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ＦＳＯ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ／＃ｋｄｖ＃
an entry showing Mr Lugovoy arriving there at 11.30 on the morning of 27 October 
2006.157 It is to be noted in this regard that the telephone schedule records a number 
of calls made between Mr Lugovoy and Dr Shadrin the previous day, on 26 October.158 

When he gave evidence before me, Dr Shadrin was unable to assist as to whether or 
ｑｒｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｖｈｈｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｄ｜１159 

6.174  It also appears that Mr Lugovoy met Mr Litvinenko during this trip to London. There is 
some evidence that the two met at the Sheraton Hotel on the evening of 26 October, 
after Mr Lugovoy’s return from seeing Mr Patarkatsishvili. There is stronger evidence 
that they met again on the following day, 27 October. 

6.175  As to 26 October, it appears that Mr Litvinenko may well have met Mr Lugovoy in 
the bar of the Sheraton Hotel some time after 7.00pm. It would appear probable that 
Mr Lugovoy met someone there at that time, since the hotel records include a bar bill 
in his name timed at 7.50pm for three glasses of wine and two teas.160 Mr Litvinenko, 
as we have seen, did not drink alcohol. 

6.176  Various other pieces of evidence indicate that Mr Litvinenko had been in touch with 
Mr Lugovoy during the day and that he was in the vicinity of the Sheraton Hotel from 
shortly before 7.00pm until 9.40pm that evening. The telephone schedule records 
several telephone calls made between Mr Litvinenko and Mr Lugovoy that day.161 

Mr Litvinenko’s Oyster Card records show that he travelled into central London in the 
early afternoon of 26 October, and that he did not return home until after 10.00pm 
that evening. Cell site evidence shows Mr Litvinenko in the vicinity of the Sheraton at 
6.55pm.162 It therefore seems likely that it was he who drank tea with Mr Lugovoy that 
evening. 

6.177  There was another bar bill on Mr Lugovoy’s account for the next day, 27 October 2006, 
timed at 5.21pm.163 On this occasion, a whisky and two teas were purchased. Cell site 
evidence again shows Mr Litvinenko to have been in the vicinity of the Sheraton at 
the time.164 Further, in the course of his interview with the police whilst in hospital, 

156 Mascall 12/70-72
157 Mascall 12/72-73
158 INQ017809 (pages 66-67)
159 Shadrin 14/188
160 Mascall 12/68
161 INQ017809 (pages 66-67)
162 Mascall 12/67-70; INQ019311 (pages 10-11) 
163 Mascall 12/84
164 INQ019311 (pages 12-13) 
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Mr Litvinenko referred to having purchased a new SIM card for Mr Lugovoy and giving 
it to him at what he described as their ﾳｓｈｑｘｏｗｌｐｄｗｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊﾴ – i.e. their last meeting 
before the Pine Bar.165 There is evidence that Mr Litvinenko purchased two SIM cards 
at about 5.00pm on 27 October 2006.166 All this evidence tends to indicate that, as 
with the previous day, it was Mr Litvinenko who drank tea with Mr Lugovoy on 27 
October 2006. DI Mascall stated that the teapots used in the bar at the Sheraton – 
which was named the Palm Court – were of a silver metal design.167 

Contamination at the Sheraton Hotel 

6.178  As I mentioned above, Mr Lugovoy occupied room 848 at the Sheraton for the nights 
of 25, 26 and 27 October 2006. 

6.179  DI Mascall gave evidence about the radioactive contamination found in the hotel.168 He 
said that the readings taken there were the highest found in the entire investigation. 
A1 gave her expert opinion as to the interpretation of these results.169 

6.180  Secondary contamination was found throughout room 848. As with the Best Western 
Hotel, the bathroom was a focus of higher readings. In contrast to the Best Western, 
however, the readings taken in the bathroom sink and in the disposal pipe from the 
sink were not especially high. Rather, the highest readings in room 848 were found 
in the bathroom bin, in particular on one area of the base of the plastic inner casing 
ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｅｌｑ１＃ Ｄ４＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｙｈｕ｜＃ ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ ｕｈｄｇｌｑｊｖ＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｓｕｌｐｄｕ｜＃
contamination. 

6.181  The other notable feature of the pattern of contamination at the Sheraton Hotel was 
the contamination found in the hotel laundry. Two towels found in the laundry also 
gave such high radiation readings that A1 considered them to be consistent with 
primary contamination. DI Mascall explained that, although the towels were not found 
until January 2007, it had not been possible to ascertain whether or not they had in 
fact been laundered since October 2006. 

6.182  Given the readings to which I have referred, it seems likely that the two contaminated 
ｗｒｚｈｏｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｄｘｑｇｕ｜＃ｈｐｄｑｄｗｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｕｒｒｐ＃；７；１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｌｐｄｕ｜＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃
found there indicate that polonium was handled in that room. In their closing 
submissions, Mr Horwell QC and Mr Emmerson QC suggested that the pattern of 
contamination was consistent with an accidental spillage, perhaps followed by an 
attempt to clean up and/or dispose of the solution. 

Return to Moscow 

6.183  Mr Lugovoy rose early on the morning of Saturday 28 October 2006. Hotel records at 
the Sheraton indicate that he checked out at 5.30am. He travelled to Heathrow and 
ｆｄｘｊｋｗ＃ＥＤ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃；：５＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｒｉｉ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃＜１４３ｄｐ１＃

6.184  Ｗｋｈ＃ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ｐｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｊ０ＥＱＺ［／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｓｏｄｑｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｋｈ＃
ｋｄｇ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｗｒ＃Ｋｈｄｗｋｕｒｚ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ｇｄ｜ｖ＃ｈｄｕｏｌｈｕ１170 

165 INQ016570 (pages 5-7)
166 Mascall 12/81-83
167 Mascall 12/69
168 Mascall 12/105-117 
169 A1 20/49-57
170 Mascall 12/91-92 
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6.185  This aircraft was tested for contamination at Heathrow on 29 November 2006. It was 
ｇｌｖｆｒｙｈｕｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｑｗｋ＃ｒｕ＃ｖｒ＃ｖｌｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｒｑ＃５８＃ｄｑｇ＃５；＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ／＃
ｌｗ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｊｒｑｈ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｗ／＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｋｄｏｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｄｗｖ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｕｈｐｒｙｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｕｈｓｏｄｆｈｇ／＃ｄｑｇ＃
the balance being moved around within the aircraft. The seats in which Mr Lugovoy 
had been sitting on those dates were, respectively, 6K and 4A. No contamination was 
found on the seats in those positions when the aircraft was tested on 29 November 
2006, although secondary contamination was detected on seat 16K. Secondary 
contamination was also found on the overhead locker above seats 6J and 6K.171 

6.186  Ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｄｗｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｕｈｐｒｙｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｗ＃＋ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｋｄｇ＃
taken place on 1 November 2006) had been taken to Blackwood in Wales. They were 
also tested for contamination.172 There were 118 seats in total, all of which had come 
ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｊ０ＥＱＺ［１＃Ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｖｈｄｗｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑ＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇｄｕ｜＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ１＃
Whilst they were marked 14A, 14B and 13A, it was unclear whether that was in fact 
where they had been positioned on the aircraft. 

6.187  Mr Lugovoy was to return to London within a few days, on Tuesday 31 October 2006. 
This time he was accompanied by family and friends, on a trip to watch a football 
match that had been planned several weeks before. 

6.188  As we shall see, however, one change to the travel arrangements was made at short 
notice. Mr Kovtun was not initially included in any of the travel bookings made in 
relation to the 31 October trip. However, on 27 October, a ticket was purchased for 
ｋｌｐ＃ｗｒ＃｜＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｒｑ＃６＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ／＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｘｓｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｄｏｏ＃
the other members of the party were already booked to return home. 

6.189  The booking of this ticket appears to mark the moment at which a decision was taken 
to add Mr Kovtun to the party travelling to London the following week. If that is right, 
the decision was taken midway through Mr Lugovoy’s stay at the Sheraton Hotel. 
I will return in due course to consider whether this change of plan could have had any 
connection with the contaminated bath towels and waste bin in room 848. 

171 Mascall 12/95-103
172 Mascall 12/103-104 
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Chapter 7:  Events in Hamburg 28 October – 

1 November 

6.190  Before turning to the group trip to London that commenced on 31 October, I propose 
ｅｕｌｈ｜＃ ｗｒ＃ ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｕｈｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ ｖｗｄ｜＃ ｌｑ＃ Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃
immediately preceded it. 

6.191  As DI Mascall explained in the course of his oral testimony to the Inquiry,173 the 
evidence relating to this part of the narrative consists largely of the fruits of an 
investigation conducted by the German authorities in the aftermath of Mr Litvinenko’s 
death. That investigation was commenced in late 2006 after the Metropolitan Police 
Service alerted their German colleagues to the details that they had uncovered as to 
Mr Kovtun’s visit to Hamburg. The German police subsequently shared the evidence 
that they had obtained with the British police. 

6.192  One piece of the evidence that emerged from the German investigation is potentially 
ｒｉ＃ ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｅｏｈ＃ ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ１＃ Ｌｗ＃ ｆｒｑｆｈｕｑｖ＃ ｄ＃ ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｒｑｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｊｈｕｐｄｑ＃
witnesses, known to us as witness D3, says that he had with Mr Kovtun on the evening 
of 30 October 2006. As we shall see, the German and British investigating teams 
reached different conclusions as to the reliability of this evidence. The German police 
thought that D3 was lying. The British police thought that he might well be telling the 
truth. As DI Mascall stated, one explanation for this difference of views lay in the fact 
that the German police only had access to the relatively limited evidence that they 
themselves had obtained, whereas the British police could place D3’s account in 
the context of all the other information that they had gathered in the course of their 
investigation.174 

6.193  For the purposes of this Inquiry, the question of the weight to be placed on D3’s 
evidence is of course a matter for me. 

Outline of events 

6.194  The core events of this episode emerged clearly from the evidence and are, I think, 
uncontroversial. They may be summarised as follows: 

a.  On the morning of Saturday 28 October – the same morning that Mr  Lugovoy 
ｚｄｖ＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ﾱ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｄｑ＃Ｄｈｕｒｒｗ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃
Moscow to Hamburg175 

b.  Mr Kovtun was collected from Hamburg airport by his ex-wife Marina W all, her 
partner Radoslaw Pietras and her children. He then returned with them to their 
ｄｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｗｄ｜ｈｇ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｑｌｊｋｗ176  

173 Mascall 30/24-38
174 Mascall 30/29-30; 30/36-37
175 Mascall 24/2
176 Jolly 32/60 note that many of the dates given by Marina Wall during her interviews were one day out. 
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c.  The next day, Sunday 29 October, Mr Kovtun made  an internet booking for an 
ｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ＃ ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃Ｚｈｇｑｈｖｇｄ｜＃４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ１＃Ｋｈ＃
ｓｄｌｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｘｖｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｌｈｗｕｄｖﾶ＃ ＃ｆｕｈｇｌｗ＃ｆｄｕｇ177  

d.  Later the same day (29 October) Mr  Kovtun’s ex-mother in law, Dr Elenora Wall, 
collected him and drove him to her house, where he stayed the night178 

e.  On Monday 30 October, Mr  Kovtun and Marina Wall attended an appointment 
ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ＃Ｄｏｌｈｑｖﾶ＃＃Ｕｈｊｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃Ｒｉｆｈ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｓｘｕｓｒｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｓｓｒｌｑｗｐｈｑｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃
to have Mr Kovtun’ s German residency permit inserted into his new (Russian) 
passport. Marina Wall had pre-arranged the appointment for Mr Kovtun; Mr Kovtun   
had asked her to make the appointment in a telephone conversation at the end 
of August 2006179 

f.  On the same day (30 October), Mr Kovtun telephoned  his friend D3 and arranged 
to meet him that evening at the Tarantella restaurant. Mr Kovtun and  D3 spent the 
ｈｙｈｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｒｊｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｖｗｄ｜ｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｑｌｊｋｗ＃ｄｗ＃Ｇ６ﾶ＃ ｖ＃ｄｗ180 

g.  On the following day, Tuesday 31 October, Mr Kovtun returned to Marina W all’s 
ｄｗ／＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｓｈｑｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｌｊｋｗ181 

h.  Early on the morning of the following day (Wednesday 1 November), Mr Kovtun  
ｈｚ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ182 

Contamination 

6.195  The German authorities conducted widespread tests for radiation in Hamburg 
following Mr Litvinenko’s death. Secondary contamination was discovered in many of 
the places that Mr Kovtun had visited during his brief stay. 

6.196  Ｖｈｆｒｑｇｄｕ｜＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｚｄｏｏﾶｖ＃ｄｗ／＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｖｓｈｑｗ＃
ｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｏｄｖｗ＃ｑｌｊｋｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＥＰＺ＃ｆｄｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｖｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｓｌｆｎｈｇ＃
him up from the airport.183 

6.197  Secondary contamination was also found in Elenora Wall’s house.184 No contamination 
ｚｄｖ＃ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｄｏｌｈｑｖﾶ＃Ｕｈｊｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃Ｒｉｆｈ／＃ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃ｄ＃ｖｏｌｊｋｗｏ｜＃ｕｄｌｖｈｇ＃ｕｈｄｇｌｑｊ＃ｚｄｖ＃
taken under the passport photograph in Mr Kovtun’s passport.185 

6.198  Ｖｈｆｒｑｇｄｕ｜＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃Ｇ６ﾶｖ＃ｄｗ／＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃
had spent the night of Monday 30 October.186 

6.199  Ｗｋｈ＃Ｊｈｕｐｄｑ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｚｌｖｋｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｈｖｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｄｈｕｒｒｗ＃ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃
ｋｄｇ＃ ｒｚｑ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｊｈｕｐｄｑｚｌｑｊｖ＃ ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ ｒｚｑ＃ ｒｑ＃

177 Jolly 32/61
178 Jolly 32/76-77
179 Jolly 32/60-61
180 Mascall 30/46-47; 30/54-60
181 Jolly 32/62
182 Mascall 16/25-27
183 Mascall 24/3-6
184 Mascall 24/6-7
185 Mascall 24/7-8
186 Mascall 24/8-9 
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to London. The Germanwings aircraft was tested but no radiation was detected.187 

Ｗｋｈ＃Ｄｈｕｒｒｗ＃ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｗｈｖｗｈｇ１＃ＧＬ＃Ｐｄｖｆｄｏｏ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｊｈｕｐｄｑ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃
had expected the aircraft to arrive from Russia on a certain date to be tested, but a 
different plane arrived in its place.188 

The German witnesses 

6.200  Before going further, there are two observations that I should make about the 
procedural position of the German witnesses. 

6.201  First, it will be seen that a number of the German witnesses are referred to by way 
of pseudonyms – D3, D6, D7, etc. The reason for this is that I have made orders 
granting these individuals anonymity for the purposes of these proceedings. The 
details of these orders and the grounds for making them are discussed in more detail 
at paragraphs 79-81 of Appendix 1. For the avoidance of doubt, and as with all such 
orders, the names of these individuals are of course known to me and to my team. 

6.202  Second, all bar one of the German witnesses did not give oral evidence to the Inquiry. 
Those who did not were D3, D7, Inna Hohne, Marina Wall and Elenora Wall. I had 
very much hoped that these witnesses would give oral evidence. They were contacted 
in advance and arrangements were made for evidence to be given using video link 
facilities in Hamburg. These facilities were used successfully for D6, who did give 
evidence. As DI Mascall explained, D7 did not give oral evidence because he was on 
holiday at the relevant time. As to the others, requests that they give oral evidence 
were sent to them and it is known that these requests were safely delivered. However, 
no responses to the requests were received. It is to be inferred that these individuals 
have declined to give oral evidence.189 

6.203  In these circumstances, the evidence of these individuals was adduced by reading into 
the record sections of the transcripts of their interviews with the German investigators. 

6.204  I should make it clear that, since these individuals are outside the jurisdiction, I have 
no power to compel them to give oral evidence. As to the weight that I should attach 
to the transcripts of their interviews, it is true that it has not been possible for their 
evidence to be tested or challenged. I have also not had the opportunity of observing 
their demeanour in answering questions. Those are considerations that must be borne 
in mind in considering their evidence. They apply in particular to D3, whose evidence 
is the most controversial of the group. Aside from these practical considerations, I 
do not consider that the accounts given by any of these witnesses are rendered less 
reliable simply as a result of their refusal (as I interpret it) to give oral evidence. That 
was a decision that they were entitled to take, and they may each have had good 
reasons for taking it. 

D3’s account 

6.205  It seems to me to be clear from the evidence that the initial purpose of Mr Kovtun’s 
ｗｕｌｓ＃ ｗｒ＃ Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｄｗｗｈｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｄｓｓｒｌｑｗｐｈｑｗ＃ ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｄｏｌｈｑｖﾶ＃ Ｕｈｊｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ Ｒｉｆｈ＃
that Marina Wall had booked for him several weeks before. It is also apparent, and 
unsurprising, that Mr Kovtun took the opportunity of his brief stay in Hamburg to catch 

187 Mascall 16/27-28
188 Mascall 24/2-3
189 Mascall 30/39-41 
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up with old friends and former family members. The secondary contamination that 
was discovered in the places Mr Kovtun visited, whilst important, is no more than 
consistent with the contamination discovered in London that is linked to Mr Kovtun’s 
movements both before and after his time in Hamburg. 

6.206  The single piece of evidence about Mr Kovtun’s time in Hamburg that stands out from 
the rest is the account given by D3 of a brief conversation that he had with Mr Kovtun 
during the evening of Monday 30 October 2006. 

6.207  Ｇ６＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｈｇ＃ ｅ｜＃ Ｊｈｕｐｄｑ＃ ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｒｕｖ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｙｈ＃ ｒｆｆｄｖｌｒｑｖ＃ ﾱ＃ ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ ｗｌｐｈｖ＃ ｌｑ＃
December 2006, once in January 2007 and once (at the request of the British police) 
in September 2010. Transcripts were made of each interview and extensive sections 
of each of these transcripts were read into the record during DI Mascall’s evidence on 
Day 30 of the Inquiry hearings.190 

6.208  The core of the account that D3 gave in the course of the interviews was straightforward. 

6.209  D3 said that he was an old friend of Mr Kovtun, having known him since 1996 when 
they both worked as waiters at the Il Porto restaurant in the harbour area of Hamburg. 
They had kept in touch after both of them had left Il Porto, occasionally meeting up to 
play chess and have a beer. D3 said that Mr Kovtun had telephoned him on Monday 
30 October and asked if they could meet. He wasn’t surprised by this – it was normal 
for Mr Kovtun to call out of the blue and suggest meeting up. 

6.210  D3 said that they had indeed met up that evening. Initially, Mr Kovtun came to the 
Tarantella restaurant where D3 was having a meal with a friend, D5. Later, all three left 
the restaurant, intending to go to a casino. D5 went ahead, leaving D3 and Mr Kovtun 
walking alone. This was the point at which, on D3’s account, the critical conversation 
took place. 

6.211  Ｚｋｈｑ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｊｈｕｐｄｑ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｒｑ＃＜＃Ｇｈｆｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３９／＃Ｇ６＃ｐｄｇｈ＃
no mention of this conversation at all. He gave a brief narrative of the evening, in 
which he passed straight from leaving the restaurant, to a short stay in a games 
arcade on the Steindamm, to returning home.191 

6.212  However, when D3 was interviewed for a second time, less than two weeks later on 
21 December 2006, he gave a far more detailed account. I have set out the critical 
section of the interview transcript below:192 

Ｄ＝  ﾳＺｈ＃ ｄｏｏ＃ ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ ｏｈｉｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｈｖｗｄｘｕｄｑｗ１＃ Ｚｈ＃ ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｊｒ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｆｄｖｌｑｒ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
Ｖｗｈｌｑｇｄｐｐ１＃Ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖ＃Ｇ８＃ｚｈｑｗ＃ｄｋｈｄｇ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈｈｗ＃ｖｒｐｈｅｒｇ｜１＃
Ｄｉｗｈｕｚｄｕｇｖ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｄｐｅｏｌｑｊ＃ｆｄｖｌｑｒ／＃ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ１＃Ｌ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃
ｎｑｒｚ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈｈｗ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｋｄｓｓｈｑｈｇ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｇｐｌｗｕｌ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｑｒｚ＃ｄｏｒｑｈ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｄｏｈ１＃

Ｔ＝＃ Ｚｋｄｗ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｗｒ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｚｒｕｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｚｒｕｇＢ＃

Ｄ＝  Ｇｐｌｗｕｌ＃ ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ Ｌ＃ ｎｑｈｚ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｒｕ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｋｈｄｕｇ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｋｌｐ１＃ Ｌ＃ ｄｑｖｚｈｕｈｇ＃
ｑｒ１＃Ｇｐｌｗｕｌ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｚｒｕｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｚｒｕｇ／＃ﾵＯｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｗｕｄｌｗｒｕ／＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｅｏｒｒｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃
ｋｄｑｇｖ１ﾶ＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｈｑｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｇｒｈｖ＃ｇｈｄｏｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｑ｜ｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃
ｋｈ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃Ｌ＃ｎｑｈｚ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｒｎ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｚｒｕｎｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ１＃Ｌ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｋｌｐ＃

190 Mascall 30/41-115 
191 Mascall 30/47
192 Mascall 30/56-57 

Part 6 | Chapters 1 to 8 | The polonium trail – events in October and November 2006 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/30_41-115.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/30_47.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/30_56-57.pdf
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ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖ＃Ｆ５１＃Ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖ＃Ｆ５＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｒｎ＃ｄｗ＃Ｌｏ＃Ｓｒｕｗｒ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃
ｗｒ＃ｊｒ＃ｗｒ＃Ｈｑｊｏｄｑｇ１＃Ｌ＃ｆｄｑｑｒｗ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖ＃Ｆ５＃ｌｖ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｑｄｐｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｖｘｕｑｄｐｈ１＃
Ｄｏｖｒ／＃Ｌ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｄｆｗｘｄｏｏ｜＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖ＃Ｆ５＃ｈｙｈｕ＃ｚｈｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃Ｈｑｊｏｄｑｇ１＃Ｌ＃ｊｄｙｈ＃
Ｇｐｌｗｕｌ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｐｈ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｎｑｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｈ｛ｄｆｗｏ｜＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｈｑｊｏｄｑｇ１＃Ｌ＃
ｆｄｑｑｒｗ＃ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｄｆｗ＃ｚｒｕｇｖ１＃Ｇｐｌｗｕｌ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｈ｛ｓｈｑｖｌｙｈ＃
ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｑｈｈｇｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｒｎ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｇｐｌｑｌｖｗｈｕ＃ｌｗ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃Ｌ＃ｆｄｑｑｒｗ＃ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃
ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃Ｇｐｌｗｕｌ＃ ｖｄｌｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ１＃ Ｌ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ ｗｄｎｈ＃ｖｈｕｌｒｘｖｏ｜＃ｚｋｄｗ＃Ｇｐｌｗｕｌ＃
ｖｄｌｇ１＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｗｄｏｎ１＃

Ｔ＝  Ｗｕ｜＃ｒｑｆｈ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｄｆｗ＃ｚｒｕｇｖＢ＃

Ｄ＝  Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃ﾵＬ＃ｑｈｈｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｒｎ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｘｗ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｉｒｒｇ＃ｒｕ＃ｇｕｌｑｎ１ﾶ＃Ｋｈ＃
ｄｏｖｒ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｌｖ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｈ｛ｓｈｑｖｌｙｈ１＃Ｄｖ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃
ｋｌｐ＃ｖｈｕｌｒｘｖｏ｜１＃Ｌ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｕｄ｝｜１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｒｎ＃ｌｖ＃ｐｄｕｕｌｈｇ／＃Ｌ＃ｐｈｄｑｗ＃ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖ＃
Ｆ５／＃ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｐｘｆｋ＃ｈｄｖｌｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｋｒｒｗ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃Ｌ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｍｒｎｌｑｊｏ｜１＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃
ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ﾵＬｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｐｈｄｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｈｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｈ｛ｄｐｓｏｈ１ﾶ＃Ｌ＃ｄｑｖｚｈｕｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｖｗｒｓ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃
ｑｒｑｖｈｑｖｈ１＃Ｌ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｇｇｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｋ｜＃ｋｈ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ１＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｄ｜＃
ｄｑ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ１＃

Ｔ＝＃ Ｇｌｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｄｑ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｈｏｖｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｄ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｖｌｑｒＢ＃

Ｄ＝＃ Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｖｒｒｑ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｄｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ１＃Ｌ＃ｕｈｓｏｌｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃
ｅｈ＃ｑｌｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｆｒｐｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｙｌｖｌｗ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ１ﾴ＃

6.213  D3 added that he did not think that Mr Kovtun had been drunk at the time of this 
conversation. He said that Mr Kovtun had behaved normally for the rest of the evening. 
They had spent only a short time at the casino and had then both gone back to sleep 
ｄｗ＃Ｇ６ﾶｖ＃ｄｗ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｏｈｉｗ＃ｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｈ｛ｗ＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ１＃

6.214  D3 was subsequently asked again about this conversation at an interview with the 
German investigators in January 2007,193 and again at the interview in September 
2010.194 On both occasions, D3 gave the same basic account of this conversation. 
Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｙｄｕｌｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｑｒｑｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ１＃

6.215  D3 was also asked during both of these interviews why he had not given this account 
ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｄｑｖｚｈｕｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｏｈｑｊｗｋ１195 In summary, he said 
that he had been – and remained – afraid to be involved in what he described as 
ﾳｗｋｌｖ＃ｋｘｊｈ＃ｄｉｉｄｌｕﾴ. He said that initially he had hoped that the police ﾳｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｖｒｏｙｈ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃
ｆｄｖｈ＃ｄｏｒｑｈﾴ. His fears appear to have included a concern for his physical safety – for 
example, he said that he was worried that “something may also happen to me” – 
but he was clear that Mr Kovtun had never threatened him, including in at least one 
telephone conversation that had taken place since Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

6.216  Mr Kovtun provided a response to D3’s evidence in his statement dated 2 June 2015. 
He said:196 

ﾳＬ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｄｇｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃Ｇ０６＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｉｕｌｈｑｇ＃＾Ｇ８｀＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｖｐｒｎｌｑｊ＃ｋｈｕｒｌｑ＞＃
Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｋｒｆｎｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｈｈ＃Ｇ０６＃ｇｒｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｇｒｑｈ＃ｌｗ＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ１＃＾Ｇ８｀＃
ｅ｜＃ｆｒｑｗｕｄｖｗ／＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｋｈｕｒｌｑ＃ｄｇｇｌｆｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄ＃ｏｒｑｊ＃ｕｈｆｒｕｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｘｖｌｑｊ＃ｋｄｕｇ＃ｇｕｘｊｖ１＃Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃
ｓｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｆｌｕｆｘｐｖｗｄｑｆｈｖ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｈｑｗｌｕｈｏ｜＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃

193 Mascall 30/73-74
194 Mascall 30/83-92
195 Mascall 30/60-65; 30/108-112 
196 INQ021208 (page 9) 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/30_73-74.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/30_83-92.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/30_60-65.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/30_108-112.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ021208x.pdf
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ｋｈｕｒｌｑ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｓｒｖｗｈｕｒｘｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ｘｑｗｕｘｗｋｉｘｏ＃ ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｅ｜＃
ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖ＃Ｇ０６＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ１＃Ｌ＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｊｕｄｗｈｉｘｏ＃ｌｉ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｙｈｕｌｉ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖ＃Ｇ０６＃ｘｖｈｖ＃ｋｈｕｒｌｑ１ﾴ＃

6.217  Mr Kovtun did not identify precisely what he meant by D3’s “preposterous and 
ｘｑｗｕｘｗｋｉｘｏ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗｖﾴ, and since he declined to give oral evidence to the Inquiry it 
ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｖｎ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｖｓｈｆｌｆ１＃Ｌ＃ｄｖｖｘｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｕｈｍｈｆｗｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｑｗｌｕｈｗ｜＃
of the alleged conversation that I have set out above. 

6.218  Equally, the fact that D3 did not give oral evidence meant that I was unable to explore 
with him Mr Kovtun’s allegations about his drug use, and what I take to be Mr Kovtun’s 
contention that D3’s account of his conversation with Mr Kovtun was either imagined 
or distorted as a result of having taken heroin that evening. 

6.219  Ｌ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｕｈｄｏｏ｜＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃
D3 in Hamburg that evening when I set out my conclusions at the end of this Report. 
Ultimately, this issue boils down to which of the two men has been truthful in the 
accounts that they have given. That does not mean, of course, that those accounts 
are all that I have to go on. The truthfulness of this part of Mr Kovtun’s evidence is 
something that I can and must judge alongside the truthfulness of the rest of the 
evidence that he has given. In this case, that includes his evidence as to how and why 
he did in fact make contact with C2 after he arrived in London later that week. That is 
an issue to which I will turn in the next chapter of this Part. 

Mr Kovtun obtains C2’s phone number 

6.220  In his 2 June 2015 witness statement, Mr Kovtun gave his account of how he obtained 
C2’s telephone number. He said:197 

ﾳＧｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｐ｜＃ｙｌｖｌｗ＃ｗｒ＃Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｈｕｌｒｇ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃５；＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃Ｌ＃
ｐｈｗ＃ｐ｜＃ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ｈｐｓｏｒ｜ｈｕ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｚｑｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ﾵＬｏ＃Ｓｒｕｗｒﾶ＃ｕｈｖｗｄｘｕｄｑｗ／＃＾Ｇ７｀１＃Ｋｈ＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃＾Ｇ：｀＃＋ｐｄｑｄｊｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ﾵＬｏ＃Ｓｒｕｗｒﾶ＃ｕｈｖｗｄｘｕｄｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ，／＃ｄｑｇ＃
＾Ｇ：｀＃ｓｄｖｖｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃＾Ｆ５｀ﾶｖ＃ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃Ｊｕｈｄｗ＃Ｅｕｌｗｄｌｑ１ﾴ＃

6.221  The other evidence available to me suggests that this account is broadly accurate, but 
that Mr Kovtun in fact obtained C2’s number from D6, and not D7. 

6.222  D6 gave oral evidence by video link from Hamburg.198 He said that he had formerly 
worked at Il Porto as a barman and a waiter and that he had known Mr Kovtun during 
his time there. He stated that Mr Kovtun had called him in 2006, explaining that he 
had got D6’s phone number from their former boss, D4. Mr Kovtun had asked D6 
whether he had a telephone number for C2 in England. D6 did not have C2’s number. 
However, he said that he rang another former colleague from Il Porto days, D7, who 
did have C2’s number. D6 explained that D7 had spoken to C2 and asked for his 
consent to pass his number to Mr Kovtun; C2 had agreed. D6 said that D7 then 
passed the number to him, and he had then texted C2’s number to Mr Kovtun. D6 
said that this had all taken place in a single day. He could not remember the date, but 
he thought that it was a day or two before a Union of European Football Associations 
(UEFA) cup match. He also said that it was the day when Mr Kovtun was travelling to 
the UK. 

197 INQ021208 (page 11) 
198 D6 30/2-22 
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6.223  D7’s evidence, which consisted of transcripts of interviews with German investigators, 
was read.199 The transcripts showed that, although he had initially denied it, D7 had 
ultimately given an account that was consistent with D6’s story. D7 said:200 

ﾳＬ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｒｕｎｓｏｄｆｈ／＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ｖｗｕｈｖｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｇ９＃ｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃Ｇｐｌｗｕｌ＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃
ｗｒ＃ ｊｒ＃ ｗｒ＃ Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ Ｆ５ﾶｖ＃ ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ ｑｘｐｅｈｕ１＃ Ｌ＃ ｖｄｌｇ／＃ Ｌ＃ ｄｐ＃
ｖｒｕｕ｜＃Ｌ＃ｆｄｑｑｒｗ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｌｉ＃Ｌ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｚｋ｜＃ｋｈ＃ｑｈｈｇｖ＃ｌｗ１＃
Ｖｘｅｖｈｔｘｈｑｗｏ｜＃ Ｌ＃ ＾ｆｄｏｏｈｇ｀＃ Ｆ５＃ ｅｕｌｈ｜＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ ｋｌｐ＃ ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ Ｌ＃ ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ ｓｄｖｖ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｋｌｖ＃
ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ１＃Ｆ５＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ Ｌ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｓｄｖｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｄｑｇ＃４３＃
ｐｌｑｘｗｈｖ＃ｏｄｗｈｕ＃Ｇ９＃ｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｄｊｄｌｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｋｌｐ＃Ｆ５ﾶｖ＃ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ１ﾴ＃

6.224  Ｆ５＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｌｑｊ＃Ｇ：ﾶｖ＃ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗ１201 

6.225  The telephone schedule shows a call from D7 to C2 at 7.14pm on the evening of 
Tuesday 31 October 2006.202 It would therefore appear that the exchanges between 
Mr Kovtun, D6, D7 and C2 took place on that day. This is broadly consistent with 
Ｇ９ﾶｖ＃ｐｈｐｒｕ｜／＃ｖｌｑｆｈ＃６４＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ｏｄｖｗ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｌｑ＃Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｈｚ＃
to London very early the next morning, and was also two days before a Champions 
League football match between Arsenal and CSKA Moscow. It was also, of course, 
the day after Mr Kovtun’s evening with D3. 

199 Mascall 30/116-154 
200 Mascall 30/150-151
201 C2 24/28-29
202 INQ020044 (page 3) 
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Chapter 8:  Events in London 31 October – 

3 November 

6.226  One fact about Mr Lugovoy that emerges with some clarity from the totality of the 
evidence is that he was a keen supporter of the CSKA Moscow football team. As I 
ｋｄｙｈ＃ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ／＃ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｐｈｗ＃ｘｓ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃
in London in October 2004, he was in London to watch a match between Chelsea 
and CSKA (see above at paragraph 4.149). Mr Quirke gave evidence that during his 
meeting with Mr Lugovoy on 17 October 2006, Mr Lugovoy received a text alert about 
a goal that had been scored in a match that was taking place between CSKA and 
Arsenal.203 

6.227  It is not, therefore, surprising that Mr Lugovoy should have come to London to watch 
CSKA play Arsenal at the Emirates Stadium on Wednesday 1 November 2006. 

6.228  Nor did Mr Lugovoy come alone. The evidence shows that, on this occasion, he brought 
a group of people with him from Moscow. The core of the group was Mr Lugovoy’s 
family – himself, his wife Svetlana, his two daughters Galina and Tatiana, who were 
19 and 20 respectively, and his eight year old son Igor. Also in the group were Tatiana’s 
boyfriend, Maxim Begak, and a business partner of Mr Lugovoy named Mr Sokolenko. 

6.229  Ｗｋｈ＃ｊｕｒｘｓ＃ｈｚ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃Ｗｘｈｖｇｄ｜＃６４＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃５３３９１＃Ｗｄｗｌｄｑｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃
Ｐｄ｛ｌｐ＃ｆｄｘｊｋｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＞＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｕｒｘｓ＃ｆｄｘｊｋｗ＃ｄｑ＃
ｄｉｗｈｕｑｒｒｑ＃ｌｊｋｗ１＃Ｚｋｌｏｖｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｕｒｘｓ＃＋ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｆｈｓｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｊｄｎ，＃ｖｗｄ｜ｈｇ＃
ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｏｏｈｑｑｌｘｐ＃Ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｌｑ＃Ｊｕｒｖｙｈｑｒｕ＃Ｖｔｘｄｕｈ／＃Ｐｄ｜ｉｄｌｕ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｄｏｏ＃ｈｚ＃ｋｒｐｈ＃ｗｒｊｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｒｑ＃
Friday 3 November. 

6.230  Ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ ｏｒｑｊ＃ｓｏｄｑｑｈｇ＃ ｗｕｌｓ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｅｒｒｎｌｑｊｖ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃
made on 12 October 2006.204 The hotel bookings had been made two days earlier, 
on 10 October 2006.205 DI Mascall referred to evidence that Mr Lugovoy had made 
arrangements to obtain tickets for the football match from Mr Shuppe, Mr Berezovsky’s 
son in law, in September 2006.206 

6.231  Putting these details into context, it will be seen that this family trip to watch a football 
match had been arranged some time before Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun made their 
ｕｖｗ＃ ｗｕｌｓ＃ ｗｒ＃ｖｈｈ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｒｑ＃４９＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃５３３９１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｗｒ＃
consider is whether the later visit to London remained simply a recreational trip or 
whether, perhaps as a result of intervening events, it subsequently came to serve a 
different, additional, purpose. 

Arrival of Andrey Lugovoy and his party 

6.232  Ｄｖ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｓｄｕｗ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｄｕｕｌｙｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃Ｗｘｈｖｇｄ｜＃６４＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃
５３３９＃ｚｈｕｈ＃Ｗｄｗｌｄｑｄ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈｕ＃ｅｒ｜ｉｕｌｈｑｇ＃Ｐｄ｛ｌｐ＃Ｅｈｊｄｎ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｈｚ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃Ｋｈｄｗｋｕｒｚ＃
ｒｑ＃ＥＤ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃；；４／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｏｄｑｇｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃：１４４ｄｐ１207 The registration number of 
ｗｋｈ＃ ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｐｄｇｈ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｊｋｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｇｄ｜＃ ｚｄｖ＃ Ｊ０ＨＸＸＪ１＃ ＧＬ＃ Ｐｄｖｆｄｏｏ＃ ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃

203 Quirke 11/98-99 
204 Mascall 13/168-173
205 Mascall 13/191
206 Mascall 13/165-166; 16/215-216
207 Mascall 13/185-187 
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that particular plane was never tested because it was not believed to be at risk of 
contamination.208 

6.233  The rest of the party (that is, Andrey, Svetlana, Galina and Igor Lugovoy and 
Ｐｕ＃Ｖｒｎｒｏｈｑｎｒ，＃ ｈｚ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ ｏｄｗｈｕ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｇｄ｜１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ ｗｒｒｎ＃ＥＤ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ ；：６／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃
ｏｄｑｇｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃Ｋｈｄｗｋｕｒｚ＃ｄｗ＃９１６８＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｈｑｌｑｊ１＃Ｄｏｏ＃ｙｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｖｄｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｖｈｄｗｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｒｚ＃５６＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃
aircraft. The registration number of the aircraft was G-BNWB.209 

6.234  G-BNWB was tested for contamination, and readings indicating secondary 
contamination were taken in the area of row 23. The highest readings were taken on 
ｖｈｄｗ＃５６Ｇ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｄｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｒｆｆｘｓｌｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜１＃

6.235  Later that evening Mr Lugovoy and his party checked into their rooms at the Millennium 
Hotel. The hotel records indicate that there was some confusion over the allocation 
of rooms, and this appears to have been caused at least in part by Tatiana Lugovoya 
arriving and checking in ahead of the main group. DI Mascall gave evidence about 
the detail of the process,210 ｅｘｗ＃Ｌ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｓｕｒｓｒｖｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｋｈｄｕｖｈ＃ｌｗ＃ｋｈｕｈ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ＃
reached was that Andrey, Svetlana and Igor Lugovoy were allocated room 441, Tatiana 
and Galina Lugovoya were allocated room 101 and Mr Sokolenko was allocated room 
382. Mr Begak had checked into a different hotel earlier in the day.211 

6.236  The telephone schedule indicates that Mr Lugovoy made a telephone call to 
Mr Litvinenko lasting six minutes shortly after 9.00 that evening.212 There had been 
no previous telephone communication between them during the day. It is of some 
ｓｒｗｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｖｋｒｚｖ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ ｌｑｌｗｌｄｗｌｑｊ＃ ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃
Mr Litvinenko, and not the other way around. 

Arrival of Dmitri Kovtun 

6.237  Ｇｐｌｗｕｌ＃ Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ ｈｚ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃ Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｄ＃ Ｊｈｕｐｄｑｚｌｑｊｖ＃ ｌｊｋｗ＃ ｈｄｕｏ｜＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ＃ ｒｉ＃
Wednesday 1 November 2006. 

6.238  I have already referred to Marina Wall’s evidence that Mr Kovtun booked his onward 
ｌｊｋｗ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｑｈｗ＃ｒｑ＃Ｖｘｑｇｄ｜＃５＜＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄｕｕｌｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃
Hamburg. She also said that Mr Kovtun had used her boyfriend’s credit card to pay 
ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｆｎｈｗ１＃Ｈｑｔｘｌｕｌｈｖ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｊｈｕｐｄｑ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃Ｐｖ＃Ｚｄｏｏﾶｖ＃ｐｈｐｒｕ｜＃ｒｉ＃
ｈｙｈｑｗｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｒｎｌｑｊ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｒｑ＃５＜＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｐｈ＃
of Radoslaw Michal.213 

6.239  Ｄｖ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃
had in fact been booked two days previously, on 27 October. Documentary evidence 
ｇｈｐｒｑｖｗｕｄｗｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｄ＃ｅｒｒｎｌｑｊ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｗｒ＃｜＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｒｑ＃
ｌｊｋｗ＃ＥＤ；：７＃ｒｑ＃６＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃ｓｄｕｗ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃
already booked. The booking was made with the same travel agent as had previously 
booked the travel for Mr Lugovoy’s party.214 

208 Mascall 13/187-188
209 Mascall 13/192-195
210 Mascall 13/191-192; 16/14-20
211 Mascall 13/188-189
212 INQ020044 (page 3)
213 Mascall 13/176-177
214 Mascall 13/179-180 
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6.240  Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｆｋｈｇｘｏｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｏｄｑｇ＃ｄｗ＃：１５８＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃
of its actual arrival time, but it must have landed on time, or perhaps even slightly 
early, because Mr Kovtun can be seen on CCTV footage arriving at the Millennium 
Hotel shortly after 8.30am.215 The aircraft on which he had travelled was subsequently 
tested by the German authorities, but no contamination was found.216 

6.241  Mr Kovtun did not have his own room at the Millennium Hotel. CCTV footage from 
within the hotel showed that for the two days and two nights that he was in London on 
this occasion, he shared room 382 with Mr Sokolenko.217 

What was Mr Kovtun doing in London? 

6.242  Before continuing with the narrative of events on 1 November, it is perhaps worth 
pausing to consider a question to which I have already alluded more than once. What 
ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｘｕｓｒｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊＢ＃Ｚｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｋｈ＃ｇｒｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃ＯｒｑｇｒｑＢ＃

6.243  Ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｖｗ＃ ｓｒｌｑｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｄｇｇｕｈｖｖ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ ｗｕｌｓ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｓｏｄｑｑｈｇ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｄｑ｜＃
particular purpose at all. In his 2 June 2015 witness statement, Mr Kovtun denied this. 
He said, in summary, that he had only come to London ﾳｅ｜＃ｆｋｄｑｆｈﾴ, and that he only 
decided to make the trip after he had resolved his business at the Aliens’ Registration 
Ｒｉｆｈ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｘｑｈ｛ｓｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｖｓｈｈｇ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｏｈｙｄｑｗ＃ｖｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｇ＃
as follows:218 

ﾳＬ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｇｈｆｏｄｕｈｇ＃ ｕｈｓｈｄｗｈｇｏ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆｏ｜＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ｄｕｕｌｙｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｅ｜＃ｆｋｄｑｆｈ＃ｒｑ＃
４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｑｗｌｆｌｓｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｖｈｕｌｒｘｖ＃ｆｒｐｓｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ＃ｚｋｌｏｈ＃
ｄｕｕｄｑｊｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄ＃ﾵｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｓｈｕｐｌｗﾶ＃ｌｑｖｈｕｗｈｇ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｈｚ＃ｓｄｖｖｓｒｕｗ１ That had to 
ｅｈ＃ｇｒｑｈ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｏｇ＃ｓｄｖｖｓｒｕｗ＃ｈ｛ｓｌｕｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃４４１３７１３９１＃Ｉｒｕ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑｖ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｋｄｇ＃
ｑｒｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｒ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｐｈ＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｈｚ＃ｓｄｖｖｓｒｕｗ＃ｘｑｗｌｏ＃４：１３；１５３３９／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃
ｄｕｕｌｙｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃Ｊｈｕｐｄｑ｜＃ｒｑ＃５；１４３１５３３９１＃Ｗｋｌｖ＃ｐｈｄｑｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ｋｄｇ＃ ｌｑｙｒｏｘｑｗｄｕｌｏ｜＃ ｌｑｉｕｌｑｊｈｇ＃
ｄ＃ｚｋｒｏｈ＃ｖｈｕｌｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ﾵｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｓｈｕｐｌｗﾶ＃ｏｄｚ＃ｒｉ＃Ｊｈｕｐｄｑ｜１＃Ｉｌｕｖｗｏ｜／＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｓｈｕｌｒｇｖ＃ｏｄｌｇ＃ｇｒｚｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｆｕｒｖｖｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｌｑｉｕｌｑｊｈｇ１＃Ｌｑ＃ｆｒｑｑｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃
that Ｌ＃ｄｑｗｌｆｌｓｄｗｈｇ＃ｆｒｐｓｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃ﾵｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｓｈｕｐｌｗﾶ＃ｌｑｖｈｕｗｈｇ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｑｈｚ＃ｓｄｖｖｓｒｕｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｐｌｊｋｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｗｄ｜＃ｌｑ＃Ｊｈｕｐｄｑ｜＃
ｉｒｕ＃５０６＃ｚｈｈｎｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｇｈｄｏ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｑｖｘｕｄｑｆｈ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕｖ／＃ｕｈｊｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｆｒｐｓｄｑ｜／＃ｒｕ＃ｈｐｓｏｒ｜ｐｈｑｗ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｈｑｗｌｕｈｏ｜＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｈｑｊｄｊｈ＃ｄ＃
ｏｄｚ｜ｈｕ１＃Ｌｑ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｆｄｖｈ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｆｒｑｗｈｐｓｏｄｗｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｗｕｌｓ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｘｑｗｌｏ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｋｄｓｓ｜＃
turn of events for me when the employee of the foreign affairs department simply 
ｒｙｈｕｏｒｒｎｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｅｒｙｈｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃ｉｄｆｗｖ１ﾴ＃

I have underlined what appear to me to be the most important parts of this passage. 

6.244  As I have previously remarked in relation to other sections of Mr Kovtun’s statement, 
the fact that Mr Kovtun decided not to give oral evidence to the Inquiry means 
ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｌｗ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｑｒｗ＃ ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｈｖｗ＃ ｋｌｐ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗｌｈｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｄｓｓｄｕｈｑｗ＃ ｌｑｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｆｌｈｖ＃ ｌｑ＃
ｋｌｖ＃ ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗ１＃ Ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ ｈｙｈｑ＃ ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｅｈｑｈｗ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ ｋｈｄｕｇ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ ｒｕｄｏ＃
explanation, it seems tolerably clear that this section of his statement is false and was 
intended to mislead me. The suggestion made by Mr Kovtun is that he only decided 
ｗｒ＃ｗｕｄｙｈｏ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｄｓｓｒｌｑｗｐｈｑｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｄｏｌｈｑｖﾶ＃Ｕｈｊｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃Ｒｉｆｈ＃ｒｑ＃Ｐｒｑｇｄ｜＃
30 October – indeed, he states that he had not even ﾳｆｒｑｗｈｐｓｏｄｗｈｇﾴ making the trip 

215 Mascall 16/26-32
216 Mascall 16/27-30
217 Mascall 16/32
218 INQ021208 (page 8) 
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until then. That is plainly inconsistent with the fact that a return ticket from London to 
Moscow had been purchased for him on 27 October and that Mr Kovtun himself had 
purchased a ticket from Hamburg to London on Sunday 29 October – the day before 
ｋｌｖ＃ｄｓｓｒｌｑｗｐｈｑｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｄｏｌｈｑｖﾶ＃Ｕｈｊｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃Ｒｉｆｈ１＃Ｌ＃ｖｌｐｓｏ｜＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄｆｆｈｓｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃
arrangements would have been made unless a decision had already been taken that 
Mr Kovtun would travel to London on 1 November. 

6.245  If that is right, there must have been a reason for the decision that Mr Kovtun made 
to make a special trip to London. The statement also raises a further question – why 
is Mr Kovtun now attempting to confuse the issue? 

6.246  There are some suggestions in Marina Wall’s interview transcripts that Mr Kovtun was 
intending to go to London in order to watch the Arsenal v CSKA Moscow match. For 
example, she said at one point; ﾳＧｐｌｗｕ｜＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｒ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｉｒｒｗｅｄｏｏ＃ｐｄｗｆｋ１＃
Ｋｈ＃ ｗｒｏｇ＃ ｐｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｐｈｈｗ＃ ｘｓ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ ｉｕｌｈｑｇｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ ｗｋｈｑ＃
ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｒ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｒｗｅｄｏｏ＃ｐｄｗｆｋ１ﾴ 219 It is clear, however, that this was not the reason 
for Mr Kovtun’s trip to London. Apart from the fact that Mr Kovtun makes no mention 
of any plan for him to attend the match in his recent statement, there is evidence, to 
which we shall come, that there were not enough tickets for Mr Kovtun to go to the 
match, and it is clear on the evidence that he did not in fact go to the match. 

6.247  In the Declaration that he made at the British Embassy in Moscow on 23 November 
2006, Mr Kovtun gave a different explanation for his trip to London. At that time, he did 
not say that he had made the trip simply ﾳｅ｜＃ｆｋｄｑｆｈﾴ, or that he had come to watch 
the football match. Rather, he said:220 

ﾳＷｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｒｑ＃４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３９１＃Ｌ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃
Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ／＃ ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｄｊｕｈｈｇ＃ｐ｜＃ｙｌｖｌｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｆｒｑｗｌｑｈｑｗｄｏ＃Ｓｈｗｕｒｏｈｘｐ＃Ｏｗｇ／＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｄｌｐ＃
ｒｉ＃ｓｄｖｖｌｑｊ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃ｇｒｆｘｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｐｅｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｅｒｄｕｇ／＃Ｇｕ＃Ｖｋｄｇｕｌｑ１＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｄｏｎｖ／＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｇｕ＃Ｖｋｄｇｕｌｑ＃ｄｖ＃ｐ｜＃ｐｄｌｑ＃ｓｄｕｗｑｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｌｏ＃
ｈｏｇ＃ｇｈｙｈｏｒｓｐｈｑｗ＃ｓｕｒｍｈｆｗｖ１ﾴ＃

6.248  I will turn to Dr Shadrin’s evidence about his contact with Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun 
shortly. In summary, however, he contradicted the idea that there was any pressing 
ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＃ ｍｘｖｗｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ ｍｒｘｕｑｈ｜＃ ｗｒ＃ Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ１＃ Ｋｈ＃ ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ ｑｒｗ＃ ｕｈｆｄｏｏ＃ ｄｑ｜＃
important business being discussed when Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun came to his 
ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｒｑ＃４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃ﾱ＃ｐｒｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｓｈｑｗ＃ｗｄｏｎｌｑｊ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｉｒｒｗｅｄｏｏ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｑ｜＃
event, he made regular visits to Moscow at that time and they could have seen him 
there if they wished. They did give him some documents, but these were standard 
‘Know Your Client’ compliance documents. There was no need to deliver them by 
hand and certainly no need for Mr Kovtun to make a special trip to London to do so. 

6.249  Mr Kovtun’s 2 June 2015 witness statement does disclose one further possible motive 
for his trip to London, namely a desire to contact C2 and ask him if he would like 
to move to Moscow and become the chef at a new restaurant that Mr Kovtun and 
Mr Lugovoy were planning to open. This is another matter to which I shall shortly come. 
Mr Kovtun has not of course said, either in his June 2015 statement or anywhere else, 
that a desire to speak to C2 was what prompted him to come to London. As we shall 
see, having arrived in London Mr Kovtun made very limited attempts to meet C2, and 
appears never to have put his proposal to him at all. 

219 Jolly 32/60
220 INQ002696 
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6.250  In conclusion, the question that I posed at the outset of this section remains unanswered. 
There must have been a reason for the decision, which the evidence shows to have 
ｅｈｈｑ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｄｗ＃ｖｋｒｕｗ＃ｑｒｗｌｆｈ／＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｗｒ＃｜＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｍｒｌｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃ｓｄｕｗ｜＃
ｗｋｈｕｈ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｉｉｈｕｈｑｗ＃＋ｄｑｇ＃ｆｒｑｌｆｗｌｑｊ，＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｑｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃
are unconvincing. What was the reason? 

Movements of Kovtun and Lugovoy – morning of 1 November 

6.251  DI Mascall gave evidence about the movements and activities of Mr Lugovoy, 
Mr Kovtun and the rest of the group from the morning until the late afternoon of 
1 November 2006. In outline: 

a.  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ＦＦＷＹ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｚｋｒｏｈ＃ｊｕｒｘｓ＃ ＋ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｌｖ／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｙｈ＃ｐｈｐｅｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
Lugovoy family, Mr Sokolenko  and Mr Kovtun) leaving  the hotel together at about 
10.08am221 

b.  Witness and documentary evidence demonstrates that at 10.26am Mr Lugovoy’ s 
credit card was used to pay for tickets for a ‘Big Bus’ sightseeing tour of London, 
commencing at Marble Arch. Four adult and one child’s tickets were purchased. 
It appears that Mrs Lugovoya with her three children and Mr Sokolenko  went on 
the tour.222  As we shall see, they returned to the hotel later that afternoon 

c.  Mr Lugovoy  and Mr Kovtun appear  to have walked on from Marble Arch together. 
The telephone schedule indicates that at 10.42am Mr Lugovoy made a short  
ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｆｄｏｏ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｑｈｄｕｅ｜１223 It is possible that 
ｋｈ＃ｓｒｓｓｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｗｄｊｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｏｏｈｆｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｆｎｈｗｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃
football match. Another possibility is that the meeting between Mr Lugovoy and  
Mr Berezovsky  at which Ms Tregubova’s security was discussed took place at 
about this time 

d.  Ｗｋｈ＃Ｙｌｖｌｗｒｕｖﾶ＃＃Ｅｒｒｎ＃ｄｗ＃８；＃Ｊｕｒｖｙｈｑｒｕ＃Ｖｗｕｈｈｗ／＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ＦＳＯ＃＃ｋｄｇ＃ ｌｗｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ／＃ ｕｈｆｒｕｇｖ＃
that Mr Lugo voy and Mr  Kovtun arrived there at some point in the late morning of 
1 November 2006 (the entries for  Mr  Lugovoy and Mr  Kovtun are dated 31 October , 
but the sequence of the timings on the page suggest that these entries were in 
fact made on 1 November).224  There is other evidence, to which I shall return, that 
they were there that morning. DI Mascall stated that cell site evidence suggested 
(although he was careful not to put it higher than that) that the two men arrived at 
ｗｋｈ＃ＦＳＯ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｑｒｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｗｄ｜ｈｇ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｒｘｕｖ225 

e.  Ｗｋｈ＃ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｖｆｋｈｇｘｏｈ＃ｌｑｇｌｆｄｗｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｓｒｗｈｑｗｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｆｄｏｏｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃
from Mr Lugovoy’ s mobile phone shortly after 11.30am.226  At 11.33am, a call lasting 
1 minute and 14 seconds was made to C2. A few minutes later, at 11.41am, a call 
ｏｄｖｗｌｑｊ＃ｑｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｙｈ＃ｐｌｑｘｗｈｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃Ｄｖ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｌｑｇｌｆｄｗｈｇ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ／＃
DI Mascall stated that the cell site evidence tended to suggest that the calls were 
ｐｄｇｈ＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｄｕｕｌｙｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＦＳＯ＃ ＃ ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃

221 Mascall 16/34
222 Mascall 16/36-38
223 INQ020044 (page 4)
224 INQ006389 (page 5); Davison 14/121
225 Mascall 16/45-49
226 INQ020044 (page 4) 
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f.  CCTV footage at the Millennium Hotel shows Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun arriving 
back there at about 3.30pm.227 Similar footage shows Mr Litvinenko arriving at the 
hotel at about 4.00pm.228 There is evidence, to which I shall of course return, about 
a meeting that then took place in the Pine Bar of the hotel between Mr Lugovoy, 
Mr Kovtun and Mr Litvinenko. CCTV footage shows Mr Sokolenko, Mrs Lugovoya 
and her children arriving back at the hotel at about 4.30pm,229 which was about 
the time that the meeting in the Pine Bar was breaking up 

6.252  There is a degree of overlap between Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun’s visit to the CPL 
ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｆｄｏｏｖ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｖｋｒｕｗｏ｜＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃４４１６３ｄｐ１＃Ｌ＃ｓｕｒｓｒｖｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｇｇｕｈｖｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃
two issues together. 

6.253  Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｔｘｌｗｈ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｄｗｗｈｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＦＳＯ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃
point on the morning of 1 November. I have already referred to the evidence of the 
Visitors’ Book and the cell siting. The Visitors’ Book does not record a time of arrival. 
Mrs Davison’s evidence was that the two men arrived between 11.00am and noon,230 

which is broadly consistent with DI Mascall’s understanding of the cell site evidence. 

6.254  Ｌ＃ｋｈｄｕｇ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ｌｑｇｌｙｌｇｘｄｏｖ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＦＳＯ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｄ｜＃
and who recalled meeting Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun. They were Dr Shadrin himself,231 

his assistant Mrs Davison232 and Mr Gorokov,233 a colleague of his. Mr Gorokov was 
confused over dates, but it is clear that the events he was describing took place on 
1 November, since he remembered that it had been the day of the match between 
Arsenal and CSKA Moscow. 

6.255  The strong impression that I gained from the evidence of these three witnesses was 
that there was little real business, and certainly no urgent or important business, done 
that day. 

6.256  Mr Gorokov and Mrs Davison were both, as it happened, football fans who were due 
to go to the match that evening. They both recalled discussing the prospects for the 
match with Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun. Mr Gorokov recalled speaking to Mr Lugovoy 
for 15 or 20 minutes about football, including looking at his ticket and telling him that 
he had a good seat. He was asked directly whether they had discussed any business 
at all – he said, ﾳＱｒ／＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｗｌｐｈ＃ ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＞＃ ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｖｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｓｒｕｗｌｑｊ＃
ｐｄｗｗｈｕｖ１ﾴ234 

6.257  Dr Shadrin recalled that there had been a meeting on that day and that he had had 
some general discussions with Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun about possible new 
projects, but his main memory appears to have been of Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun 
discussing the football with Mrs Davison and Mr Gorokov. He said: 

ﾳﾫ＃ｉｕｄｑｎｏ｜＃Ｌ＃ｇｒｑﾶｗ＃ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｈ＃ｄｆｗｘｄｏｏ｜＃ｇｌｖｆｘｖｖｈｇ＃ｄｑ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ１＃Ｅｄｖｌｆｄｏｏ｜＃Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｗｕ｜ｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｖｗｈｓｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｋｈ＃ｑｈｈｇｖ＃ ｗｒ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｗｄｎｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ｇｈｙｈｏｒｓ＃ ｗｋｈ＃

227 Mascall 16/87
228 Mascall 16/92-93
229 Mascall 16/170-171
230 Davison 14/124
231 Shadrin 14/191-195
232 Davison 14/114-137 
233 Gorokov 13/142-155
234 Gorokov 13/151-152 
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ｓｕｒｍｈｆｗｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｇｘｕｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｖ＃ ｗｒ＃ｄｇｋｈｕｈ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ Ｌ＃ｇｒｑﾶｗ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｋｈ＃
ｄｆｗｘｄｏｏ｜＃ｏｌｖｗｈｑｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｆｄｕｈｉｘｏｏ｜１ﾴ 235 

When asked whether he remembered Mr Kovtun being present, Dr Shadrin said: 

ﾳＬ＃ ｇｒｑﾶｗ＃ ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕ／＃ ｄｆｗｘｄｏｏ｜１＃ Ｓｕｒｅｄｅｏ｜＃ ｋｈ＃ ｚｄｖ１＃ Ｅｘｗ＃ ｈｉｉｈｆｗｌｙｈｏ｜＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｗｄｏｎｌｑｊ＃
ｐｒｕｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｉｒｒｗｅｄｏｏ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｓｈｑｏ｜＃Ｌ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｔｘｌｗｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ／＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｓｕｒｅｄｅｏ｜＃ｈｄｕｏ｜＃ﾱ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｐｌｇｇｄ｜２ｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｄｉｗｈｕｑｒｒｑ／＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｒｅｙｌｒｘｖｏ｜＃ｈｙｈｕ｜ｒｑｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ｗｒﾫ＃ｄｗｗｈｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｗｆｋ１ﾴ236 

When asked whether he recalled the meeting being disturbed by Mr Lugovoy receiving 
a call from anyone else, Dr Shadrin replied: 

ﾳＱｒ１＃Ｄｆｗｘｄｏｏ｜／＃ ﾫ＃ Ｌ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｕ｜ｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｉｒｆｘｖｈｇ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｐｄｗｗｈｕｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｏｌｎｈﾫ＃
ｗｋｈｐ＃ｗｒ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｅｄｖｌｆｄｏｏ｜＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｇｘｕｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｑｈｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃
ｆｒｐｓｏ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｍｒｕ＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｍｒｎｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｇｌｖｆｘｖｖｌｒｑ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｉｒｒｗｅｄｏｏ１ﾴ237 

6.258  Dr Shadrin did recall that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun delivered some ‘Know Your 
Client’ documents, but his memory is that they did so the next day, when he was 
engaged in another meeting.238 

6.259  I have addressed the evidence relating to the meeting with Dr Shadrin in some detail 
because it is relevant to the question of why Mr Kovtun travelled to London. As I have 
set out, one of the explanations that Mr Kovtun has given over time is that he needed 
to come to London to do business with Dr Shadrin. 

6.260  I regard that assertion as being untenable in the light of the evidence of Dr Shadrin 
and his colleagues. There is nothing to suggest that anything was discussed or 
ｘｑｇｈｕｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＦＳＯ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｕｈｔｘｌｕｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｄｏｏ／＃ｉｄｕ＃
less his urgent travel from Hamburg. It is also important to recall in this context that 
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun did not need to travel to London at all to meet Dr Shadrin. 
As he made clear in his oral evidence, and repeated in his statement dated 24 June 
2015, ﾳｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃５３３９＃Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｊｘｏｄｕ＃ｙｌｖｌｗｒｕ＃ｗｒ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｔｘｌｗｈ＃ｈｄｖｌｏ｜＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｐｈｗ＃
ｗｋｈｐ＃ｗｋｈｕｈﾴ１239 

6.261  I turn now to the telephone call made on Mr Lugovoy’s phone to C2 at 11.33 on the 
morning of 1 November. 

6.262  It is common ground that this call was in fact made by Mr Kovtun – in his recent 
statement he said that he did so because his own phone was out of credit.240 It is 
also common ground that Mr Kovtun and C2 had a discussion about meeting up. 
Mr Kovtun said in his recent statement that this conversation in fact took place shortly 
ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｕｖｗ＃ ｆｄｏｏ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃Ｆ５＃ ｕｄｑｊ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｅｄｆｎ１＃Ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｄｖｖｈｕｗｌｒｑ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｑｒｗ＃ ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ ｗｋｈ＃
telephone schedule, but I do not regard this as a point of any great importance. 

6.263  Beyond these facts, there are some important discrepancies in the evidence that I 
have received. 

235 Shadrin 14/192
236 Shadrin 14/192
237 Shadrin 14/193
238 Shadrin 14/195-196
239 INQ022384 (page 2)
240 INQ021208 (page 11) 
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6.264  C2 himself gave oral evidence to the Inquiry.241 He said that he had worked for some 
years at Il Porto in the 1990s, initially as a kitchen porter and latterly as a chef de partie 
＋ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｈｇ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ／＃Ｆ５＃ｆｏｄｕｌｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｏｄｖｗ＃ｗｚｒ＃
years at Il Porto he worked as head chef when the other chef was absent).242 In 2000 
he had left Germany, returning to his home country of Albania. He had subsequently 
travelled to the UK and settled in London. He said that he had known Mr Kovtun at Il 
Porto, but that they had not been friends. They had not shared a language, and had 
therefore been unable to talk to each other. 

6.265  C2 recalled receiving a call from Mr Kovtun on 1 November 2006. He said that at that 
time he had not spoken to Mr Kovtun or had any other contact with him for six years. 
C2 said that when Mr Kovtun called he was in Stratford in east London. He was in 
a coffee shop helping with some menus. He said that the call had been brief. After 
Mr Kovtun had introduced himself, he had said (in English) that he was in London 
and had suggested meeting up. C2 had said that he was busy, but that he would call 
Mr Kovtun back and meet him when he had time. C2 said that that was the end of the 
call. He said that it took one minute. 

6.266  C2 said that he had called Mr Kovtun back. He struggled to remember how long after 
Mr Kovtun’s call this had been. He initially thought that it may have been two or three 
weeks later, but he accepted that it might have been (as the telephone schedule 
suggests) as soon as the next day. He said that when he did call he suggested to 
Mr Kovtun that they meet up. Mr Kovtun had said that he was busy but that he would 
see him later. C2 expected him to call back, but he never did. 

6.267  Mr Kovtun’s explanation for and account of this episode were strikingly different. 

6.268  In his recent statement, Mr Kovtun stated that the reason he had obtained C2’s 
phone number and then contacted him in London was that he wanted to ask him to 
come to Moscow and work as the chef in a restaurant that he and Mr Lugovoy were 
planning to open. He described C2 as his ﾳｉｕｌｈｑｇﾴ, and said that he was a specialist 
in Mediterranean cuisine.243 As to his communications with C2 in London, he said as 
follows:244 

ﾳｄｗ＃４９１３３０４：１３３＃ｒｑ＃４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３９＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｓｏｄｑｑｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃＾Ｆ５｀＃ﾫ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｌｖ＃
ｐ｜＃ｉｕｌｈｑｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ｆｒｏｏｈｄｊｘｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｗｄｘｕｄｑｗ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｋｒｐ＃
Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｚｌｖｋｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｒｉｉｈｕ＃ｄ＃ ｍｒｅ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｖｗｄｘｕｄｑｗ＃ ｌｑ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ１＃Ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｓｕｈｖｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｐ｜＃ｄｆｔｘｄｌｑｗｄｑｆｈ＃Ｄｏｈｎｖｄｑｇｕ＃Ｖｋｄｇｕｌｑ／＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃^ Ｆ５｀＃
ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ｆｒｐｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｇｌｖｗｕｌｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ ｉｄｕ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
ｆｈｑｗｕｈ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｌ＃ｆｄｑｑｒｗ＃ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕ１＃Ｌｑ＃ｄｑｖｚｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑ＃Ｌ＃ｓｘｗ＃ｗｒ＃
Ｖｋｄｇｕｌｑ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｈｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｖｗｕｌｆｗ＃ｑｄｐｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃＾Ｆ５｀＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｏｒｑｊ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃
ｗｒ＃ｊｈｗ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ／＃ｋｈ＃ｕｈｓｏｌｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃６０７＃ｋｒｘｕｖ＃
ｗｒ＃ ｊｈｗ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｕｄｉｆ＃ ｆｒｑｊｈｖｗｌｒｑ１＃ Ｖｌｑｆｈ＃ Ｌ＃ ｇｌｇ＃ ｑｒｗ＃ ｚｄｑｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｖｓｈｑｇ＃ ｖｘｆｋ＃
ｄ＃ ｏｒｑｊ＃ ｗｌｐｈ＃ ｕｈｄｆｋｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ ｒｚｑ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ／＃ Ｌ＃
ｄｊｕｈｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃＾Ｆ５｀＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｓｒｖｗｓｒｑｈ＃ｒｘｕ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｘｑｗｌｏ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｇｄ｜／＃ｄｗ＃ｄ＃
ｐｒｕｈ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｑｌｈｑｗ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｒｉ＃ｘｖ１＃＾Ｆ５｀＃ｄｊｕｈｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｌｑｊ＃ｒｑ＃５＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３９＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｇｌｖｆｘｖｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈｈｗ１ﾴ＃

241 C2 24/14-39
242 C2 32/43-44
243 INQ021208 (page 11) 
244 INQ021208 (pages 9-10) 
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6.269  Mr Kovtun went on to say that he had not called C2 on 2 November because he did not 
know when he would be free. He therefore decided that he would postpone meeting 
C2 until his next visit to London. He added that he and Mr Lugovoy had subsequently 
opened a restaurant in Moscow. 

6.270  Mr Kovtun’s account raises many questions. As with other similar instances, the fact 
that Mr Kovtun did not give oral evidence has deprived the Inquiry of the opportunity 
to explore such questions with him. On this occasion, however, Mr Kovtun’s account 
is so lacking in credibility, and has been so compromised by the evidence of other 
witnesses, that I have concluded that it must be rejected without having heard 
Mr Kovtun’s response. I have taken this view for two broad reasons. 

6.271  First, the reasons that Mr Kovtun has given for seeking to contact C2 have an intrinsic 
ｏｄｆｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｕｈｇｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜１＃Ｌｗ＃ｇｈｈｖ＃ｆｒｐｐｒｑ＃ｖｈｑｖｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｑ｜ｒｑｈ＃ｓｏｄｑｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｈｗ＃ｘｓ＃ｄ＃
restaurant in Moscow would seek to recruit as its chef an Albanian living in the UK, 
in particular one who did not speak Russian. And if, contrary to this, Mr Kovtun really 
did think that C2 was the only man for the job, why did he give up so easily, so that he 
never in fact put the proposal to him? Even if it was not possible to meet up in person 
in London, Mr Kovtun could have spoken to C2 by phone. 

6.272  Second, key elements of Mr Kovtun’s account have been refuted by C2 and by 
Dr Shadrin, whose evidence on these matters I accept. C2 was not Mr Kovtun’s 
ﾳｉｕｌｈｑｇﾴ. C2 said that they had never been friendly whilst they were working together – 
for the understandable reason that they did not speak a common language – and that 
by November 2006 they had not been in any form of contact for six years.245 C2 also 
denied that there had ever been any planned meeting between him and Mr Kovtun at 
4.00-5.00pm on 1 November 2006.246 He further denied that when Mr Kovtun called 
him on 1 November he had suggested that Mr Kovtun come to meet him at a location 
that was three or four hours travel away from central London. He said that he did not 
suggest meeting Mr Kovtun at all, he simply told him that he was busy. And even if he 
had asked Mr Kovtun to come and meet him where he was that day – in Stratford – 
C2 said, and he was plainly correct in this, that Stratford is only a 45 minute journey 
from central London.247 Dr Shadrin also rejected his claimed involvement in this part 
of Mr Kovtun’s conversation with C2. He said:248 

ﾳＬ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ ｌｉ＃ Ｌ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｕｈｆｄｏｏ＃ｄ＃ ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｋｄｇ＃
ｚｋｌｏｖｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｆｒｐｓｄｑ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ＦＳＯ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｒｑ＃４st November 
５３３９１＃Ｌｑ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｖｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｐ｜＃ｄｇｙｌｆｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃
ｇｌｕｈｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｇｌｖｗｕｌｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ ｌｗ＃ｐｌｊｋｗ＃ ｗｄｎｈ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｒ＃ ｗｕｄｙｈｏ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃
ｏｒｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃ｐ｜＃ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃ｋｌｐ＃６０７＃
ｋｒｘｕｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｈｗ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｕｄｉｆ＃ｆｒｑｊｈｖｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｄ｜１＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｑｒ＃
ｖｓｈｆｌｆ＃ ｕｈｆｒｏｏｈｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｕｈｊｄｕｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｌｖｖｘｈ１＃ Ｌ＃ ｆｒｘｏｇｑﾶｗ＃ ｆｒｑｆｈｌｙｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃
take that long to drive anywhere in London however I do know from personal 
ｈ｛ｓｈｕｌｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ１ﾴ＃

6.273  I therefore conclude that the elaborate explanation that Mr Kovtun has given for the 
call that he made to C2 at 11.33am on 1 November amounts to a tissue of lies. As 
I indicated above, this conclusion will be of importance when I come to determine 
whether D3’s account of his conversation with Mr Kovtun in Hamburg should be 

245 C2 24/24; 24/ 27; C2 32/45
246 C2 32/42
247 C2 32/43
248 INQ022384 (page 3) 
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believed. Something else that will be of relevance to this issue is the action that 
Mr Lugovoy took only a few minutes after Mr Kovtun had spoken to C2 and discovered 
that he was too busy to meet that day: he telephoned Mr Litvinenko. I will return to that 
telephone call shortly. 

Movements of Mr Litvinenko 

6.274  DI Mascall gave evidence about Mr Litvinenko’s movements on 1 November 2006.249 

By drawing on what Mr Litvinenko had said to the police in interview and the statements 
given by those he had met, as well as CCTV and telephone evidence, it was possible 
to identify very precisely what he did and where he went that day prior to the meeting 
at the Pine Bar: 

a.  Mr Litvinenk o spent the morning of 1 November at home. During the morning 
he made arrangements by telephone for meetings later in the day. I will return to 
those calls in due course 

b.  Mr Litvinenk o left home at about 12.30pm. He travelled into central London by 
bus and tube, arriving at Oxford Circus shortly after 1.30pm. The bus on which he 
ｗｕｄｙｈｏｏｈｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｘｅｖｈｔｘｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｑｒ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃
detected250  

c.  Ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｒ｛ｉｒｕｇ＃Ｆｌｕｆｘｖ／＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｏｎｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｄｗｗｈｚﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ／＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃
a meeting with Mr  Attew at about 2.00pm which lasted about half an hour. 
Mr Litvinenko did not eat or drink anything during the meeting 251 

d.  Ｒｑ＃ｏｈｄｙｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｄｗｗｈｚﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ／＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｏｎｈｇ＃ｗｒｚｄｕｇｖ＃Ｓｌｆｆｄｇｌｏｏ｜／＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｋｈ＃
was due to meet Mr  Scaramella at 3.00pm. He stopped en route at the Russian 
Market near St James’ Piccadilly and spoke for about 15 minutes with his friend 
Mr T abunov252  

e.  Mr Litvinenko met Mr   Scaramella at Piccadilly Circus at 3.00pm. They walked 
together to the itsu restaurant on Piccadilly, where they stayed for about half an 
hour253 

f.  Mr Litvinenk o left itsu at 3.40pm and walked north towards the Millennium Hotel. 
He arrived at the Millennium Hotel just before 4.00pm254 

Arrangements for meeting 

6.275  There was an issue on the evidence as to how, and in particular on whose initiative, 
the meeting at the Pine Bar was arranged. 

6.276  It has been a theme of the accounts given by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun over time 
that it was Mr Litvinenko who wanted to meet them on that day. Thus, for example, 
in the Declaration that he made at the British Embassy in Moscow on 23 November 

249 Mascall 16/55-99; 16/141-158 
250 Mascall 16/63-67 see paragraphs 6.21-6.24 above for discussion regarding the value of ‘negative’  
ｑｇｌｑｊｖ１
251 Mascall 16/67-69; Attew 13/52-56 
252 Mascall 16/69-74; Tabunov 13/115-142 
253 Mascall 16/73-86; Scaramella 15/124-136
254 Mascall 16/86; 16/91-94 
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2006, Mr Lugovoy stated, ﾳＲｑ＃４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３９／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｉｉｈｕｈｇ＃
ｗｒ＃ｐｈｈｗﾴ１255 When he subsequently gave an account of that day to Bruce Burgess 
at the time of the polygraph test, Mr Lugovoy made the same point in slightly more 
colourful terms: 

ﾳＲｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｒｗｅｄｏｏ＃ｐｄｗｆｋ＃Ｌ＃ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｆｄｏｏ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｌｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗｏ｜＃
ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈｈｗ＃ｋｌｐ１＃Ｌ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ／＃ｏｈｗﾶｖ＃ｐｈｈｗ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｗｒｐｒｕｕｒｚ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃
Ｑｒ／＃ｑｒ／＃ｚｈ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｐｈｈｗ＃ｗｒｇｄ｜１ﾴ 256 

6.277  Mr Kovtun gave a very similar account in his statement of 2 June 2015:257 

ﾳＬ＃ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｄ｜／＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｑｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｘｕｊｈｑｆ｜＃ｗ｜ｓｌｆｄｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｐ／＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
ｓｕｒｄｆｗｌｙｈｏ｜＃ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈｇ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃８０；＃ｗｌｐｈｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｄ＃ｐｒｅｌｏｈ＃ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｖｄ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃
ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｉｄｕ＃ｄｚｄ｜＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｖｎｌｑｊ＃ｌｉ＃ｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｆｒｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｈｈ＃ｘｖ１＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃
ｕｈｓｏ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｋｄｕｇｏ｜＃ｄｑ｜＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｄｏｎ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｄｎｌｑｊ＃
ｋｌｖ＃ｉｄｐｌｏ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｉｒｒｗｅｄｏｏ＃ｐｄｗｆｋ１＃Ｌｑ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｚｒｕｇｖ／＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｘｓ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｋｈ＃
ｆｄｐｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｑｒｗ１＃Ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｖｋｄｇｕｌｑﾶｖ＃
ｒｉｆｈ１ﾴ＃

6.278  Mr Litvinenko gave a very different account when he was interviewed by Detective 
Inspector (DI) Hyatt in his hospital bed. 

6.279  Mr Litvinenko said that the two men had planned to meet on 2 November, but that on 
1 November Mr Lugovoy, ﾳｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ｄｕｕｌｙｈｇ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｏｌｎｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ｐｈｈｗ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｖｋｒｕｗ＃ ｗｌｐｈ＃ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃４stﾴ. He said that they had then 
arranged to meet at about 5.00 that afternoon at the Millennium Hotel, but that later in 
the day they had spoken again and the meeting had been brought forward – on that 
occasion Mr Lugovoy had said, ﾳｆｒｐｈ＃ｔｘｌｆｎｈｕ／＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｚｄｌｗｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃｜ｒｘﾴ.258 

6.280  The telephone schedule has in fact made it possible to resolve the differences between 
these rival accounts.259 Put shortly, the schedule shows that the differences between 
the accounts fall to be resolved in favour of Mr Litvinenko’s version of events. The 
following points emerge: 

a.  Ｗｋｈ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｕｖｗ＃ｆｄｏｏ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃
arrival in London was made by Mr Lugovoy  shortly after 9.00 on the evening of 
31 October. The call lasted some six minutes 

b.  The next communication between the two was another call made by Mr Lugovoy  
to Mr Litvinenko,  this time at 11.41am the next morning. This was the call made 
a few minutes after Mr Kovtun’ s call to C2. It is consistent with Mr Litvinenko’ s 
recollection of Mr Lugovoy calling him on the morning of 1 November  

c.  Ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｆｄｏｏｖ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｐｈｑ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｕｌｓ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃
from Mr Lugovoy  to Mr Litvinenko  is strongly inconsistent with the accounts given 
by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun   

255 INQ002058  
256 INQ017779 (page 6) 
257 INQ021208 (page 5) 
258 The relevant extracts from Mr Litvinenko’s interview transcripts are discussed at Mascall 16/60-62;  
16/78-82 
259 INQ020044 (pages 3-5)  
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d.  The next two relevant entries on the schedule show calls made by Mr Litvinenko 
to Mr Lugovoy, one at 2.32pm and one at 2.55pm. These calls may well have 
been made whilst Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun were at CPL that day, and to that 
extent they corroborate Mr Kovtun’s account. That said, there were only two calls 
ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｖｋｒｕｗ＃ﾱ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ ｏｄｖｗｈｇ＃；＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇ＃７３＃
seconds. Moreover, there is good evidence that by that stage the meeting later in 
the day had already been arranged, at Mr Lugovoy’s behest 

e.  A further call, lasting 39 seconds, was made by Mr Lugovoy to Mr Litvinenko 
at 3.38pm. That time was a few minutes after Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun had 
returned to the Millennium Hotel and a minute or so before Mr Litvinenko left itsu 
to walk up to the hotel. This would appear to corroborate Mr Litvinenko’s memory 
that Mr Lugovoy rang him during the afternoon to bring the time of the meeting 
forward – the occasion when he told Mr Litvinenko, ﾳｆｒｐｈ＃ｔｘｌｆｎｈｕ／＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｚｄｌｗｌｑｊ＃
ｉｒｕ＃｜ｒｘﾴ. (See paragraph 6.279 above) 

6.281  In summary, it is Mr Litvinenko’s account that is consistent with the objective evidence 
of the telephone schedule. The meeting at the Pine Bar on the afternoon of 1 November 
was instigated by Mr Lugovoy, not Mr Litvinenko. 

6.282  Two questions arise that are worthy of further consideration. First, why have Mr Lugovoy 
and Mr Kovtun gone to such lengths to attempt to conceal what might be thought to 
be a very mundane piece of information, namely that the meeting was prompted by 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃Ｐｕ＃ＯｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒＢ＃Ｄｑｇ＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇ／＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃
that Mr Lugovoy made the call to Mr Litvinenko suggesting that they meet up that 
afternoon only a few minutes after Mr Kovtun had spoken to C2 and discovered that 
he was unavailable? 

Scaramella/Limarev 

6.283  I have already mentioned that, immediately before he went to the Millennium Hotel on 
the afternoon of 1 November, Mr Litvinenko met up with Mario Scaramella. They met 
by arrangement at Piccadilly Circus and then sat in itsu on Piccadilly for half an hour 
before Mr Litvinenko received the ﾳｆｒｐｈ＃ｔｘｌｆｎｈｕﾴ call from Mr Lugovoy. I heard oral 
evidence about the meeting and the events that had led to it from Mr Scaramella.260 

6.284  Mr Scaramella’s evidence was that he arranged to see Mr Litvinenko on 1 November 
because he wanted to pass on to him information that he had received about a 
possible threat to Mr Litvinenko’s safety from individuals linked to the Russian security 
services. He had been provided with this information by Evgheniy Limarev, from whom 
I also heard evidence. I will consider the detail of the information that Mr Scaramella 
received from Mr Limarev and its possible veracity in Part 9 of this Report; but in 
a nutshell Mr Scaramella said that he had had a series of communications with 
Mr Limarev during October about what he understood to be an increasing threat to a 
group of individuals on a Russian ‘hitlist’. The ‘targets’ included Anna Politkovskaya, 
Mr Scaramella himself, Mr Guzzanti, Mr Berezovsky, Mr Zakayev and Mr Litvinenko. 
Mr Scaramella said that Mr Limarev had spoken to him of the possibility that radioactive 
poisons might be used against these targets.261 

260 Scaramella 15/86-136
261 Scaramella 15/171-176 
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6.285  Mr Scaramella had contacted Mr Litvinenko by email in the previous week, on 
25 October, saying that he would be in London the following week and that he hoped 
it would be possible to meet.262 The purpose of the planned trip was to attend the 
annual conference of the International Maritime Organization. As I understood his 
evidence, Mr Scaramella was in two minds whether to attend the conference, and his 
ｑｄｏ＃ｇｈｆｌｖｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｚｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｐｘｆｋ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｚｌｖｋ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈｈｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｖ＃
it did to his desire to attend the conference.263 

6.286  Ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｆｄｕｄｐｈｏｏｄ＃ｈｚ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃６４＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ／＃ｄｕｕｌｙｌｑｊ＃ｏｄｗｈ＃ｌｑ＃
the evening. He stayed that night at the Thistle Hotel in Victoria.264 He telephoned 
Mr Litvinenko the next morning at 10.00265 and they arranged to meet at 3.00pm “as 
ｘｖｘｄｏﾴ – the code that the two men used for a meeting at Piccadilly Circus.266 

6.287  Mr Scaramella had brought with him from Italy several documents to give to 
Mr Litvinenko – an excerpt from a book, an article that Mr Guzzanti had written and a 
recent email from Mr Limarev about the threat from the Russian security services. On 
his way to meet Mr Litvinenko on 1 November, Mr Scaramella visited an internet café 
in Chinatown and looked at his emails. Another ‘security’ email from Mr Limarev had 
arrived. He printed it off and added it to the documents for Mr Litvinenko.267 

6.288  Mr Scaramella said that he met Mr Litvinenko at Piccadilly Circus according to plan. 
He said that he had already eaten, but that as Mr Litvinenko had not had lunch they 
walked together to itsu on Piccadilly.268 CCTV evidence showed them arriving at itsu 
at 3.10pm.269 

6.289  Ｚｋｈｑ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｆｄｕｄｐｈｏｏｄ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄ＃ｓｏｄｑ＃
ｖｋｒｚｌｑｊ＃ ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｖｄｗ＃ ｄｗ＃ ｌｗｖｘ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｇｄ｜／＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
accuracy of the plan to me when he gave evidence. He said that they had sat facing 
each other across a table. The plan is reproduced below. 

262 Scaramella 15/109-110 
263 Scaramella 15/113; 15/159; 15/167
264 Scaramella 15/123
265 INQ020044 (page 4)
266 Scaramella 15/123-125
267 Scaramella 15/123-129
268 Scaramella 15/129-130
269 Mascall 16/74 
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  Mr Scaramella’s plan of where he and Mr Litvinenko sat at itsu270 

Plan showing contamination found at itsu271 

270 INQ006199 
271 INQ017900 (page 4) 
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6.290  Mr Scaramella said that he had shown Mr Litvinenko the emails from Mr Limarev, 
but that Mr Litvinenko had not taken the warnings in the emails seriously. According 
to Mr Scaramella, Mr Litvinenko’s reaction had been; ﾳｌｗ＃ｇｒｈｖｑﾶｗ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕ／＃ ｌｉ＃ ｌｗﾶｖ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃
Ｈｙｊｈｑｌ／＃ｌｗ＃ｐｈｄｑｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｆｕｈｇｌｅｏｈﾫ＃ｌｗﾶｖ＃ｖｋｌｗ＃ｌｉ＃ｌｗﾶｖ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｈｙｊｈｑｌﾴ.272 

6.291  Mr Scaramella said that he and Mr Litvinenko had parted when they left itsu. 
Mr Scaramella walked back to his conference. Mr Litvinenko, as we have seen, 
walked to the Millennium Hotel. 

6.292  Following Mr Litvinenko’s death, Mr Scaramella’s room at the Thistle Hotel, the internet 
café that he had used and the table at itsu where he had sat with Mr Litvinenko were 
all tested and found to be free from contamination.273 I have referred at paragraph 
6.101 to the contamination that was found in itsu on the table adjacent to that at which 
Mr Litvinenko and Mr Scaramella sat on 1 November – it seems likely that that table 
was contaminated on 16 October when Mr Lugovoy, Mr Kovtun and Mr Litvinenko 
sat there after the Erinys meeting. The papers that Mr Scaramella had passed to 
Mr Litvinenko were also tested. They were found to bear low levels of secondary 
contamination, but nothing like the levels that would have been expected had the 
pages been in contact with a primary source of polonium.274 

The Pine Bar 

6.293  Mr Lugovoy and his party were, as I have already said, staying at the Millennium Hotel 
ｒｑ＃Ｊｕｒｖｙｈｑｒｕ＃Ｖｔｘｄｕｈ１＃Ｑｈ｛ｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｆｈｓｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｕｈｄ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｕｒｘｑｇ＃ｒｒｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｏｏｈｑｑｌｘｐ＃
Hotel is a bar called the Pine Bar. It was in the Pine Bar that Mr Lugovoy, Mr Kovtun 
and Mr Litvinenko met during the afternoon of 1 November 2006. The forensic and 
other evidence strongly indicates that it was during this meeting that Mr Litvinenko 
drank green tea poisoned with polonium. 

6.294  The CCTV footage taken by various cameras sited in the reception area of the 
Millennium Hotel established the timings relating to the meeting in the Pine Bar that 
afternoon. 

6.295  The footage showed Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun returning to the hotel at about 
3.30pm.275 In the period of about half an hour before Mr Litvinenko arrived (during 
which Mr Lugovoy made his ﾳｆｒｐｈ＃ ｔｘｌｆｎｈｕﾴ phone call), there is footage of both 
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun going separately into the men’s lavatories just off the 
reception area.276 There is then footage of Mr Litvinenko arriving in the reception area 
and speaking on his mobile phone, which is consistent with entries on the telephone 
schedule showing him making two short calls to Mr Lugovoy at 3.59pm, presumably 
saying that he had arrived.277 

6.296  At the end of the meeting, CCTV footage shows the arrival back in the hotel of 
Mr Lugovoy’s family, and Mr Lugovoy himself walking in the reception area, at shortly 
after 4.30pm.278 There was no CCTV footage of Mr Litvinenko leaving the hotel, but 
footage from a camera in a nearby street showed him walking away from the hotel at 

272 Scaramella 15/134-135
273 Mascall 16/75-77; 30/155-156
274 A1 20/85-87
275 Mascall 16/87
276 Mascall 16/88-91
277 Mascall 16/92-94
278 Mascall 16/170-172 
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4.39pm.279 The CCTV camera covering the approach to the lavatories off the reception 
area was permanently recording and the footage does not show Mr Litvinenko entering 
this area at any time.280 

6.297  Mr Litvinenko was therefore in the Millennium Hotel for a little over half an hour on 
1 November 2006. That was when the meeting in the Pine Bar took place. 

6.298  There is no CCTV footage of the meeting because there were no CCTV cameras 
in the Pine Bar in 2006. There is, though, other evidence. Mr Litvinenko told the 
police what happened during his interviews in hospital and both Mr Lugovoy and 
Mr Kovtun have, as we shall see, given their own accounts. I also heard evidence 
from Mr Andrade, the head barman who served them that afternoon.281 

6.299  Mr Andrade had a good memory of serving the three men that afternoon. He 
was assisted by the bar bill, which the police had obtained as part of their initial 
investigation.282 He was sure that he had served the men – he explained that the bill 
bore the name of a different member of staff because he had been using someone 
else’s log on card that day. 

6.300  Mr Andrade recalled that Mr Lugovoy had initially approached him and asked for a 
cigar, and that he and two others had subsequently sat at a table in the Pine Bar, 
where Mr Andrade had served them. The bill recorded that there were three guests 
ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｕｒｘｓ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｋｄｇ＃ｖｄｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｄｅｏｈ＃４＞＃Ｐｕ＃Ｄｑｇｕｄｇｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃
details were correct. A number of drinks were listed on the bill, both alcoholic and 
non-alcoholic. Mr Andrade said that the men had made a number of different orders 
during the time that they were in the bar. He said that he would not necessarily have 
entered the details into the computer at the time the orders were made. In fact, the bill 
was timed at 4.33pm, so it would appear that the details were only entered at about 
the time the group were leaving the bar. He said that the bill would have been signed 
by Mr Lugovoy. 

279 Mascall 16/172-173
280 Mascall 16/157-158
281 Andrade 16/111-141 
282 INQ015344 
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Plan of the Pine Bar283 

6.301  One of the items on the bill was ﾳ６＃Ｗｈｄﾴ. Mr Andrade recalled that this was in fact an 
order for green tea with lemon and honey. He said that the tea had been made in one 
large pot by his colleague behind the bar, and that he brought the pot and the cups to 
the table. It was not his practice, he said, to pour tea for customers. He said that the 
teapots in use in the Pine Bar at the time were made of white porcelain. 

6.302  It was apparent from Mr Andrade’s evidence that at the time in question he was busy 
serving a number of customers. Understandably, he paid only limited attention to the 
group at Mr Lugovoy’s table. He said that the men were “very well behaved and well 
ｇｕｈｖｖｈｇﾴ. He did not overhear anything that the men said, and did not remember 
anything unusual about the way they acted. In particular, he did not notice anything 

283 INQ016781 
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unusual about the tea or the way that it had been drunk. He said, “it was as normal 
ｄｖ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｄｅｏｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｌｐｈﾴ. He disassociated himself entirely from various 
sensational accounts that had been attributed to him in the press. 

6.303  One oddity in the evidence is an entry in the telephone schedule indicating that 
Mr Lugovoy made a telephone call to Mr Voronoff at 4.00pm – i.e. just the time that 
Mr Litvinenko was arriving at the Pine Bar – that lasted for nearly six minutes.284 

Neither Mr Litvinenko nor Mr Lugovoy referred to this call in their accounts of the 
meeting. It is unexplained. 

6.304  Mr Litvinenko described the meeting in the Pine Bar on a number of occasions during 
the course of his interviews with DI Hyatt. The relevant sections of the transcripts 
of the interviews were read in the course of DI Mascall’s evidence. In summary, 
Mr Litvinenko described arriving at the Millennium Hotel and Mr Lugovoy taking him 
to a table in the corner of the Pine Bar. His description of the position of the table is 
consistent with the position of table 1, where Mr Andrade said they had been sitting. 
Mr Litvinenko said that he had been sitting talking to Mr Lugovoy alone for some time 
before Mr Kovtun joined them. In an important passage of the interview transcript, 
which I have set out below, Mr Litvinenko described drinking some green tea that was 
already on the table. On Mr Litvinenko’s account, this was before Mr Kovtun joined 
them. Mr Litvinenko’s description of this part of the meeting was as follows:285 

ﾳＷｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｅｒｇ｜＃ｈｏｖｈ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ１＃Ｋｈ＃＾Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜｀＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｏｈｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｉｒｒｗｅｄｏｏ＃
ｐｄｗｆｋ＃ｑｒｚ＃ｖｒ＃ｏｈｗﾶｖ＃ｇｌｖｆｘｖｖ＃ｗｋｌｑｊｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃４３０４８＃ｐｌｑｘｗｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃ｌｗ１＃Ｖｒ１＃Ｑｈ｛ｗ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｚｈ＃
ｚｈｕｈ＃ｇｘｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｒ＃ｗｒ＃Ｊｏｒｅｄｏ＃Ｕｌｖｎ１＃Ｚｈｏｏﾫ＃ｚｈ＃ｇｌｖｆｘｖｖｈｇ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｚｈﾶｕｈ＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｒ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃
and he said that he was looking for his interpreter… And what time we would go 
ｗｋｈｕｈ／＃ｈｌｗｋｈｕ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｈｑ／＃ｒｕ＃ｗｈｑ＃ｗｋｌｕｗ｜１＃Ｖｒﾫ＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｄ＃ｉｈｚ＃ｐｘｊｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｄｅｏｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｄｏｖｒ＃ ｄ＃ ｗｈｄ＃ ｓｒｗ／＃ ｖｘｆｋ＃ ｄ＃ ｐｈｗｄｏ＃ ｒｑｈ／＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｈｄ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ１＃ Ｌｗ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｖｌｏｙｈｕ＃
ｌｑ＃ｆｒｏｒｘｕ／＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｌｏｙｈｕ／＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｌｏｙｈｕ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｊｖﾫ＃ｈ｛ｓｈｑｖｌｙｈ＃ｐｈｗｄｏ１＃Ｌｗﾶｖ＃ｄ＃ｕｌｆｋ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ１＃
Ｖｗｕｄｌｊｋｗ＃ｄｚｄ｜＃ｄ＃ｚｄｌｗｈｕ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｘｓ＃ｗｒ＃ｘｖﾫ＃Ｌ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｈｈ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｘｓ＃
ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｄｆｎ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ﾵＤｕｈ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｑ｜ｗｋｌｑｊＢﾶ＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃Ｄｑｇｕｈｌ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ／＃
ﾵＺｒｘｏｇ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｄｑ｜ｗｋｌｑｊＢﾶ＃Ｌ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃ﾵＬ＃ｇｒｑﾶｗ＃ｚｄｑｗ＃ｄｑ｜ｗｋｌｑｊﾶ／＃＋ＬＱＤＸＧＬＥＯＨ，＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃
ﾵＲｎｄ｜＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｚｈﾶｕｈ＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｏｈｄｙｈ＃ｑｒｚ＃ｄｑ｜ｚｄ｜＃ｖｒ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｗｈｄ＃ｏｈｉｗ＃ｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｉ＃
｜ｒｘ＃ｚｄｑｗ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｒｐｈ１ﾶ＃Ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｚｄｌｗｈｕ＃ｚｈｑｗ＃ｄｚｄ｜＃ｒｕ＃ Ｌ＃ ｗｋｌｑｎ＃Ｄｑｇｕｈ＃
ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｆｏｈｄｑ＃ｆｘｓ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｅｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｌｗ＃＾ｖｌｆ｀１＃Ｋｈ＃ｏｈｉｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｘｓ＃Ｌ＃
ｓｒｘｕｈｇ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｗｈｄ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｈｄ＃ｓｒｗ／＃ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｏｌｗｗｏｈ＃ｏｈｉｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｗｗｒｐ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｋｄｏｉ＃ｄ＃ｆｘｓ１＃Ｐｄ｜ｅｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃８３＃ｊｕｄｐｖ１＃Ｌ＃ｖｚｄｏｏｒｚｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃ｗｌｐｈｖ＃
ｅｘｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｊｕｈｈｑ＃ｗｈｄ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｑｒ＃ｖｘｊｄｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ｆｒｏｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｄ｜１＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｇｑﾶｗ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃
ｌｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑ／＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｄｏｐｒｖｗ＃ｆｒｏｇ＃ｗｈｄ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｑｒ＃ｖｘｊｄｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｇｑﾶｗ＃ｇｕｌｑｎ＃ｌｗ＃ｄｑ｜ｐｒｕｈ１＃
Ｐｄ｜ｅｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｒｗｄｏ＃Ｌ＃ｖｚｄｏｏｒｚｈｇ＃ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｉｒｘｕ＃ｗｌｐｈｖ／＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈｑﾶｗ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｑｌｖｋｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｘｓ１ﾴ＃

6.305  Mr Litvinenko went on to describe Mr Kovtun (who he called ‘Volodia’) coming to sit at 
the table and the conversation about the next day’s planned meeting with Mr Quirke. 
He said that they were talking for about 20 minutes. He mentioned a ‘tall Russian’ 
coming to the table, which is probably a reference to Mr Sokolenko arriving back in 
the hotel with Mrs Lugovoya and the children. In describing the end of the meeting, 
Mr Litvinenko said:286 

ﾳＬｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｑｇ＃＾Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜｀＃ｏｒｒｎｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｚｄｗｆｋ／＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｐ｜＃ｚｌｉｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｐｈ１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃
ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｄｏｏ＃Ｄｑｇｕｈｌﾶｖ＃ｚｌｉｈ＃ｗｘｕｑｈｇ＃ｘｓ／＃ｖｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｚｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｋｈｕ＃ｋｄｑｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃

284 INQ020044 (page 5)
285 INQ016582 (pages 5-7)
286 INQ016593 (page 4) 
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ｌｗ／＃ｏｈｗﾶｖ＃ｊｒ１＃Ｖｒ／＃Ｙｒｏｒｇｌｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｖｗｄ｜ｈｇ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｒｉ＃ｘｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｗｒｒｇ＃ｘｓ／＃ｄｓｓｕｒｄｆｋｈｇ＃
ｋｌｖ＃ｚｌｉｈ／＃Ｄｑｇｕｈｌ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｋｈ＃ｅｕｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｒｑ／＃；＃｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ｒｏｇ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄ＃ｅｒ｜／＃ｈｌｊｋｗ＃
｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ｒｏｇ／＃ｚｈｄｕｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃ｍｄｆｎｈｗ／＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃ ﾵＷｋｌｖ＃ｌｖ＃Ｘｑｆｏｈ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ／＃ｖｋｄｎｈ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｋｄｑｇ１ﾶ＃Ｚｈ＃
ｖｋｒｒｎ＃ｋｄｑｇｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｈｑｗ＃＋ＬＱＤＸＧＬＥＯＨ，１＃Ｖｒ／＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｚｈ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｒｘｗ１ﾴ＃

6.306  Mr Litvinenko’s account gives rise to a number of observations. 

6.307  Mr Litvinenko was plainly mistaken about the colour of the teapot. It is clear from 
Mr Andrade’s evidence that the tea was served in a white porcelain pot. There is 
nothing sinister about this. Given that Mr Litvinenko was undergoing lengthy interviews 
whilst seriously ill in hospital, it would have been surprising if he had not made a few 
mistakes. There is evidence that the teapots in the Palm Court at the Sheraton Hotel, 
where Mr Litvinenko had had tea with Mr Lugovoy the previous week, were silver.287 

It seems likely that on this point of detail Mr Litvinenko confused his memory of the 
two occasions. 

6.308  Ｒｉ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ／＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｓｒｌｑｗｖ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｄ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃
Mr Lugovoy acting that would appear to be inconsistent with the theory that Mr Lugovoy 
poisoned Mr Litvinenko with polonium at this meeting. Mr Tam QC referred to both 
these points in the course of his opening address.288 

6.309  Ｉｌｕｖｗ／＃ ｌｑ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ ｑｄｕｕｄｗｌｙｈ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｇｌｉｇｈｑｗ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｈ＃ ｄｅｒｘｗ＃
whether or not Mr Litvinenko should drink the tea. One might have expected a poisoner 
to encourage his intended victim to take the concealed poison, but on Mr Litvinenko’s 
account Mr Lugovoy was almost discouraging him from drinking the tea. There is 
no doubt that this is the account that Mr Litvinenko intended to give – after he had 
given the account that I have set out above, Detective Sergeant (DS) Hoar asked 
Mr Litvinenko ﾳﾫ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｌｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｄｑｇｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄ＃ｇｕｌｑｎ／＃ｒｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｋｈ＃ｌｑｇｌｉｉｈｕｈｑｗ／＃
ｚｄｖ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄ｜ｌｑｊ／＃ﾵＪｒ＃ｒｑ／＃ｊｒ＃ｒｑ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｒｐｈﾶ／＃ｒｕ＃ｇｌｇｑﾶｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｆｄｕｈＢﾴ. Mr Litvinenko’s answer 
to this was: 

ﾳＫｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃｜ｒｘ＃ｎｑｒｚ／＃ﾵＬｉ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ／＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃
｜ｒｘｕｖｈｏｉ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｚｈﾶｕｈ＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｏｈｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｖｒｒｑ１＃Ｌｉ／＃ｌｉ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｚｄｑｗ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｗｈｄ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃
ｖｒｐｈ＃ｏｈｉｗ＃ｋｈｕｈ／＃｜ｒｘ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ１ﾴ289 

6.310  Second, it is striking that, on Mr Litvinenko’s account, Mr Lugovoy encouraged 
Mr Litvinenko to shake hands with his eight year old son at the end of the meeting. 
Is it conceivable, one asks rhetorically, that Mr Lugovoy would have done that had 
he known that Mr Litvinenko, as the forensic evidence indicates, had just drunk tea 
poisoned with highly radioactive polonium? 

6.311  I will return to consider both these points in due course. 

6.312  As I have mentioned, Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun have both given their own accounts 
of events in the Pine Bar on various occasions since November 2006. 

6.313  In fact, one of Mr Lugovoy’s earliest public comments about this meeting took the 
form of declining to say anything about it. When he gave his Declaration to the 
British Embassy in Moscow on 23 November 2006, Mr Lugovoy said of the Pine Bar 
meeting:290 

287 Mascall 12/69
288 Tam 1/87 
289 INQ016582 (pages 8-9)
290 INQ002058 
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ﾳＺｈ＃ｐｈｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｉｗｈｕｑｒｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｏｏｈｑｑｌｘｐ＃Ｐｄ｜ｉｄｌｕ＃Ｋｒｗｈｏ１＃Ｌ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｉｈｈｏ＃ｌｗ＃ｑｈｆｈｖｖｄｕ｜＃
ｗｒ＃ｚｕｌｗｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃ｇｈｗｄｌｏ／＃ｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｒｒｐ＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｗ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｈｔｘｌｓｓｈｇ＃
ｚｌｗｋ＃ｋｌｊｋ＃ｔｘｄｏｌｗ｜＃ｙｌｇｈｒ＃ｈｔｘｌｓｐｈｑｗ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｇｒｘｅｗｏｈｖｖ＃ｕｈｆｒｕｇｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ１ﾴ＃

6.314  As DI Mascall observed, this was an odd thing for Mr Lugovoy to say.291 There were 
no security cameras in the Pine Bar. And Mr Lugovoy, who was a security expert 
ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｖｓｈｑｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｄｕｈｈｕ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｏ＃Ｓｕｒｗｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃Ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｕｘｑｑｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｖ＃
own security company, could reasonably be expected to have known that. 

6.315  DI Mascall referred in the course of his evidence to a number of substantive accounts 
that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun have given over the years.292 Their accounts are 
broadly consistent with that of Mr Litvinenko. For example, neither of them has ever 
suggested that there was anyone else present at the meeting. On the twin questions 
of whether they offered Mr Litvinenko a drink and whether he in fact drank anything 
during the meeting, Mr Lugovoy’s position has generally been that he is sure that they 
did not offer Mr Litvinenko a drink, but unsure whether he drank anything. Mr Kovtun’s 
position has been less consistent. For example, in his interview with Der Spiegel in 
early December 2006 – that is, only a few weeks after the incident – Mr Kovtun is 
recorded as having stated:293 

ﾳＬ＃ｆｄｑﾶｗ＃ ｕｈｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｏｈｄｕｏ｜＃ ｗｒｇｄ｜１＃Ｋｈ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｅｄｕ＃４３＃ｐｌｑｘｗｈｖ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｘｖ／＃
ｚｈﾶｇ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ｋｄｇ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｄｏｆｒｋｒｏ／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｓｄｌｇ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｄｗｗｈｑｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｐ｜＃ｆｌｊｄｕ１ﾴ＃

That account is in marked contrast to the account contained in the statement that he 
provided to the Inquiry dated 2 June 2015. In the 8½ years since speaking to Der 
Spiegel, he appears to have developed a much fuller memory of events. The relevant 
section of the new statement reads as follows:294 

ﾳＯｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｄｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ﾵＰｌｏｏｈｑｑｌｘｐﾶ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ﾵｒｓｓｈｇ＃ｇｒｚｑﾶ＃ｑｈ｛ｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ＃
ｒｑ＃ｄ＃ｖｈｄｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｒｘｕ＃ｗｄｅｏｈ１＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｋｌｊｋｏ｜＃ｈ｛ｆｌｗｈｇ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＞＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｒｘｊｋｌｑｊ１＃
ﾵＫｄｙｌｑｊ＃ ｒｓｓｈｇ＃ｇｒｚｑﾶ＃ｄｗ＃ ｒｘｕ＃ ｗｄｅｏｈ／＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｊｕｄｅｅｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｈｄｓｒｗ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｄｅｏｈ＃
ｄｑｇ／＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｚｄｌｗｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｑｙｌｗｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｓｒｘｕｈｇ＃ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｗｈｄ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｊｘｏｓｈｇ＃ｇｒｚｑ＃
ｗｚｒ＃ｆｘｓｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｒｗ＃ｗｈｄ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ１＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｘｊｋｌｑｊ＃ｗ／＃ｚｌｓｈｇ＃
ｋｌｖ＃ｐｒｘｗｋ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄ＃ｑｄｓｎｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｗｄｕｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｄｏｎ１＃Ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｋｈ＃
ｆｒｘｊｋｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｆｒｑｖｗｄｑｗｏ｜＃ｚｌｓｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｐｒｘｗｋ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄ＃ｑｄｓｎｌｑ１ﾴ＃

6.316  The fact that Mr Kovtun has given such a dramatically different account so many 
years after the event raises further serious questions about his credibility. 

Contamination in the Millennium Hotel 

6.317  DI Mascall gave evidence about the results of tests for contamination that were 
conducted at the Millennium Hotel.295 Traces of alpha radiation were found in a large 
number of places throughout the hotel. As at other scenes, many of the positive 
readings were almost certainly the result of cross contamination – that is, radiation 
spreading from original points of contamination as a result of the use of cleaning 
equipment and items being moved from one place to another. 

291 Mascall 16/158-161
292 Mascall 16/158-170
293 Mascall 16/165-168
294 INQ021208 (pages 5-6)
295 Mascall 16/174-187 
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6.318  Several of the results, however, are worthy of particular attention. 

6.319  Secondary contamination was found in room 441, the room shared by Mr Lugovoy 
and his wife and young son. Very much higher readings were, however, found in room 
382, which was shared by Mr Kovtun and Mr Sokolenko. The highest readings were 
found in the bathroom and the highest of those readings was found in a sediment 
trap below the plughole in that bathroom. The expert evidence of A1 was that these 
readings were only consistent with primary contamination.296 It therefore appeared that 
polonium in one form or another had been poured down the plughole. The comparison 
with the contamination found in room 107 at the Best Western Hotel is striking. 

6.320  Very high readings, which in A1’s view were also consistent with primary contamination, 
were additionally found in two places in the Pine Bar. 

6.321  In the bar itself, primary contamination was found on the table which Mr Andrade 
had described as table 1 (in fact, two tables pushed together) and also on one of the 
chairs at the next table. It is to be noted that there was a gap of several weeks after 
1 November before the Pine Bar was sealed as a crime scene, and Mr Andrade’s 
evidence was that the chairs in the bar, and also on occasions the tables, were 
sometimes moved around.297 

296 A1 20/65-68
297 Andrade 16/140-141 
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Plan showing contamination found in the Pine Bar298 

298 INQ017911 (page 2) 
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6.322  The other place where primary contamination was found was on one of the Pine 
Bar’s white teapots. The teapot had been given the exhibit number NJH/1. A1 gave 
evidence that every teapot in the hotel had been tested, and that NJH/1 had been 
the only one that bore evidence of contamination. The readings were extremely high. 
The highest readings were taken on the inside of the spout, where the polonium 
appeared to have bonded with tannin deposits. A1 stated that the levels and position 
of the contamination found on the inside of the teapot indicated that, “at some stage 
ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐﾫ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｓｒｘｕｈｇ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｓｒｘｗﾴ. She was sure of this. She said, “I think 
ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｆｒｐｈ＃ｗｒ１ﾴ 299 

The teapot300 

299 A1 20/70-75
300 INQ017911 (page 6) 
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6.323  A1 also drew attention to the readings taken in the gentlemen’s lavatories situated 
next to the reception area at the Millennium Hotel. It will be recalled that the evidence 
of the CCTV footage was that these lavatories had been used by both Mr Lugovoy  
and Mr Kovtun shortly before the Pine Bar meeting, but not by Mr Litvinenko   at any 
point. Testing showed raised readings on one cubicle door, a sink and a hand drier. 
A1 expressed the view that the contamination was secondary rather than primary, 
albeit that, relatively speaking, the secondary contamination was at ﾳｙｈｕ｜／＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｋｌｊｋ＃
ｏｈｙｈｏｖﾴ. She said that the readings could ﾳｐｒｖｗ＃ｆｈｕｗｄｌｑｏ｜ﾴ＃ be consistent with secondary 
transfer by hand from the source of the primary contamination found in the Pine Bar.301  

Mr Litvinenko after the Pine Bar  

6.324  After leaving the Millennium Hotel, Mr Litvinenko walked the  short distance to 
Ｐｕ＃＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ Ｇｒｚｑ＃ Ｖｗｕｈｈｗ１＃ Ｌｑ＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｋｒｖｓｌｗｄｏ＃ ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｓｒｏｌｆｈ／＃
Mr Litvinenko  said that he had rung Mr Berezovsky in advance  and told him that he 
was coming – that would be consistent with a call from Mr Litvinenko  to Mr Berezovsky  
that is shown on the telephone schedule timed at shortly before 4.00pm.302 It would 
seem that Mr Litvinenko  wanted to show Mr Berezovsky some of the documents that  
Mr  Scaramella had given him at itsu earlier that afternoon, which he thought were 
relevant to identifying the killers of Anna Politkovskaya.303 

6.325  The witness statement that Mr Berezovsky gave to  the police was largely consistent 
with Mr Litvinenko’ s account. Mr Berezovsky stated that  Mr Litvinenko had called him  
saying that he had papers to show him about Anna Politkovskaya’s death, and that 
ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｖｈｈｑ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｘｖｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｋｒｗｒｆｒｓｌｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｉｗｈｕｑｒｒｑ１＃Ｐｕ＃＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃
added that Mr Litvinenk o had given him some of the pages that he had copied to 
read, but that he had not had time to read them – he was in meetings ahead of a trip 
to South Africa, and he also wanted to get to the match at the Emirates Stadium that 

301 A1 20/75-77
302 INQ020044 (page 5)
303 INQ016615 (pages 6-8) 
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evening.304 I also heard evidence from Vladimir Voronkov, who was Mr Berezovsky’s 
ｒｉｆｈ＃ｐｄｑｄｊｈｕ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｔｘｌｗｈ＃ｑｒｕｐｄｏ＃ ｉｒｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｗｒ＃ｓｒｓ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
building, and he recalled seeing him there, he said at about 4.00 on the afternoon of 
1 November 2006.305 

6.326  Mr Litvinenko was in telephone contact with Mr Zakayev at around this time. 
Mr Zakayev had driven into central London and Mr Litvinenko was arranging to get 
a lift home with him. Mr Zakayev gave oral evidence to the Inquiry. He said that 
Mr Litvinenko had telephoned him earlier in the day and that later he had picked him 
ｘｓ＃ｅ｜＃ｄｕｕｄｑｊｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｑｈｄｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ１＃Ｋｈ／＃ｗｒｒ／＃ｕｈｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
had been talking about the papers he had received from Mr Scaramella and their 
possible connection to the Politkovskaya case. His evidence was that he had another 
friend, named Yaragi Abdul, who was already in the front passenger seat of the car. 
He said that when Mr Litvinenko got in he sat in the middle of the rear seats and 
that as they drove he leaned forward to talk to them, leaning on the back of the front 
seats. According to Mr Zakayev the drive back to north London was uneventful and 
he dropped Mr Litvinenko off in Osier Crescent.306 

6.327  Mr Abdul also gave oral evidence, which was consistent with that of Mr Zakayev.307 

6.328  1 November was the anniversary of Mr and Mrs Litvinenko’s arrival in this country. 
I have described in Part 3 above the evidence that Mrs Litvinenko cooked a special 
meal that evening, that Mr Litvinenko subsequently fell ill, and of all that followed. 

6.329  When Mr Zakayev’s car was tested for radiation, secondary contamination was found 
predominantly on the rear passenger seat and on the backs of the two front seats.308 

6.330  Mr Litvinenko’s house in Osier Crescent was also tested. Unsurprisingly, given that 
Mr Litvinenko had on any view ingested polonium, secondary contamination was found 
ｗｋｕｒｘｊｋｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｓｈｕｗ｜１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｓｒｌｑｗｖ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃
interest. First, there was no primary contamination found anywhere in the house. 
Second, in the main the secondary contamination readings were low. A1 agreed 
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｕｈｄｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｕｈｈｆｗｈｇ／＃ﾳｓｕｈｗｗ｜＃ｆｋｕｒｑｌｆ＃ｏｒｚ＃ｏｈｙｈｏ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｕｒｘｊｋｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｋｒｘｖｈ／＃ｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇｄｕ｜＃ｗｕｄｑｖｉｈｕ＃ｅ｜＃ｐｘｏｗｌｓｏｈ＃ｌｑｇｌｙｌｇｘｄｏｖ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃ｗｌｐｈ１ﾴ 309 There 
was a single exception to this pattern. Very high readings were taken from the sleeve 
of the blue denim jacket that Mr Litvinenko had been wearing on 1 November.310 A1 
stated that, in simple terms, the readings indicated that the sleeve had been in an 
area of primary contamination. She said: ﾳＰｒｖｗ＃ｆｈｕｗｄｌｑｏ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｘｉｉ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｖｏｈｈｙｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃
ｄｆｗｘｄｏｏ｜＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｔｘｌｗｈ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｅｏｈ＃ｏｈｙｈｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｌｗｖ＃
ｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ／＃ｈｗ＃ｆｈｗｈｕｄ／＃ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｗｕｄｑｖｉｈｕｕｈｇ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑﾴ.311 

Lugovoy and Kovtun after the Pine Bar 

6.331  DI Mascall gave evidence about the movements of Mr Lugovoy and his party during 
the remainder of their stay in London. This can be dealt with fairly shortly. 

304 Berezovsky 25/15-16
305 Voronkov 16/187-202 
306 Zakayev 26/148-151
307 Abdul 17/98-105
308 Mascall 17/58-60
309 A1 20/83
310 Mascall 17/60-65
311 A1 20/84-85 
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6.332  In the early evening of 1 November, the entire group went to eat at a steakhouse in 
Coventry Street. After the meal, Mr Kovtun returned to the hotel whilst the others went 
to watch the match at the Emirates Stadium. Following the match, the group returned 
to the Millennium Hotel. DI Mascall explained that the Coventry Street steakhouse 
was not tested for radiation: due to a mix-up, two other steakhouses were tested 
instead. The Emirates Stadium was, however, tested and secondary contamination 
was found in a block of seats that matched the evidence that had been obtained as to 
the tickets purchased for Mr Lugovoy’s group.312 

6.333  The telephone schedule shows a number of calls between Mr Lugovoy and 
Mr Litvinenko on 2 November 2006. Several of the calls in the morning would appear 
to relate to Mr Litvinenko informing Mr Lugovoy of his illness and the meeting with 
Mr Quirke being cancelled. There was also a call in the afternoon and a further call in 
the evening.313 

6.334  Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｈｑｗｌｕｈ＃ｓｄｕｗ｜／＃ ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ／＃ｈｚ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｇｄ｜／＃Ｉｕｌｇｄ｜＃６＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃ｈｚ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｋｈｄｗｋｕｒｚ＃ｒｑ＃ＥＤ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ＥＤ；：７／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃
ｗｒｒｎ＃ｒｉｉ＃ ｖｋｒｕｗｏ｜＃ ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｐｌｇｇｄ｜１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ｐｄｎｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｊｋｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｇｄ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｊ０Ｅ］ＫＤ１＃
When it was tested for radiation, low levels of secondary contamination were found in 
the seats in row 27 where Tatiana Lugovoya had sat with her boyfriend Maxim Begak. 
Considerably higher readings were associated with row 16, where Mr Lugovoy, 
Mr Kovtun and Mr Sokolenko had sat together. The highest reading was taken on 
seat 16F, which was Mr Kovtun’s seat.314 

312 Mascall 16/211-219 
313 INQ020044 (page 6)
314 Mascall 17/82-87 
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Part 7: The closed evidence 

7.1  As I have explained elsewhere in this Report, in conducting this Inquiry I have 
received and considered both open and closed evidence. Indeed, the main purpose 
of converting the previous inquest proceedings into a public inquiry under the Inquiries 
Act 2005 was to enable me to receive such closed evidence, and to take it into account 
ｌｑ＃ｐｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ１＃

7.2  The preceding Parts of this Report contain my assessment of open evidence. This 
Part is concerned with the closed evidence. In the Parts that follow I shall set out my 
ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｙｈｕｄｏｏ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑｖ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｅｄｖｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｓｈｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃
evidence. 

7.3  Put very shortly, the closed evidence consists of evidence that is relevant to the 
Inquiry, but which has been assessed as being too sensitive to put into the public 
ｇｒｐｄｌｑ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｄｖｖｈｖｖｐｈｑｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏ＃ ｌｖ＃ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｖｈｑｖｌｗｌｙｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ｚｄｕｕｄｑｗ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃
treated as closed evidence in these proceedings has been made not by me, but 
by the Home Secretary. She has given effect to this decision by issuing a number 
ｒｉ＃Ｕｈｖｗｕｌｆｗｌｒｑ＃Ｑｒｗｌｆｈｖ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｇｘｕｈ＃ｖｓｈｆｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｖｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃４＜＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕｌｈｖ＃
Act 2005. The Restriction Notices themselves, although not, of course, the sensitive 
documents appended to them, are public documents. They have been published on 
the Inquiry website and are also to be found at Appendix 7 to this Report. 

7.4  There is a considerable quantity of closed documentary evidence in this case. I have 
also received a number of closed witness statements, some of which are lengthy. 

7.5  In order to assist me in the task of assessing the closed material, I held closed 
hearings of the Inquiry over several days in May 2015. Attendance at those hearings 
was limited to myself, Counsel and Solicitor to the Inquiry and the legal team for the 
Home Secretary. The hearings took place in a government building in London. During 
those hearings, as in the open hearings, I heard oral evidence from witnesses and 
also received submissions from Counsel regarding documentary evidence. A number 
of witnesses were called and questioned during the closed hearings. Following 
ｗｋｈ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊｖ／＃Ｆｒｘｑｖｈｏ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｋｒｐｈ＃Ｖｈｆｕｈｗｄｕ｜＃ ｏｈｇ／＃ｄｗ＃ｐ｜＃ ｕｈｔｘｈｖｗ／＃ｚｕｌｗｗｈｑ＃
ｖｘｅｐｌｖｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｄｇｇｕｈｖｖｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｒｓｈｑ＃ ｗｒ＃ｐｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｄ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ ｌｖｖｘｈｖ＃
raised by the closed evidence. 

7.6  I have admitted into evidence all the documents contained in the hearing bundles to 
which I have referred above. I also admitted into evidence the witness statements 
provided by the witnesses who were called to give evidence, which was a different 
procedure to that which I adopted during the open hearings. 

7.7  The following materials will form part of the appendices to this Report, although the 
sensitivity of the material will of course mean that they cannot be published in the 
same way as the other appendices: 

a. the closed documents (i.e. the contents of the closed hearing bundles) 

b. the closed witness statements 

c. the transcripts of the closed hearings 

d. ｚｕｌｗｗｈｑ＃ｖｘｅｐｌｖｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｏｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊｖ＃
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7.8  The remaining sections of this Part of the Report will address a series of issues that 
arise on the closed evidence. I will set out my analysis of the critical closed evidence 
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｈｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｌｖｖｘｈｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈｐ１＃Ｌ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｈ｛ｓｈｆｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃
Part to be published, since publication of my assessment of this evidence is prohibited 
by the Restriction Notices to which I have already referred. 

7.9  For the same reason, it is not possible for me to list in a form that can be published 
the issues that I propose to address in this Part. What I can say is that I will consider 
ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｖｖｘｈｖ＃ｄｕｌｖｌｑｊ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｏｌｊｋｗ＃ｒｉ＃
my Terms of Reference. Those issues will include the question of whether Alexander 
Litvinenko had any sort of relationship with British security and intelligence agencies, 
and if so the nature and extent of that relationship. The issues will also include the 
question of whether the Russian State was responsible for Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

7.10  Paragraph 1(ii) of the Terms of Reference requires me to ﾳｐｄｎｈ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｕｈｆｒｐｐｈｑｇｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃
ｄｖ＃ ｐｄ｜＃ ｖｈｈｐ＃ ｄｓｓｕｒｓｕｌｄｗｈﾴ. I have made one such recommendation. The 
recommendation concerns the closed evidence that I have heard. Because it would 
not be possible to publish the recommendation without breaching the Restriction 
Notices, it appears in this Part of the Report. 
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Part 8: Who killed Alexander Litvinenko? 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

8.1  Ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｚｒ＃Ｓｄｕｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｌ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｕｈｆｒｕｇ＃ｐ｜＃ｉｄｆｗｘｄｏ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ１＃Ｌｑ＃
this Part, I shall address the basic factual circumstances of Mr Litvinenko’s death – when 
and where he died, the mechanism of his death, whether anyone else was involved 
ｄｑｇ＃ｌｉ＃ｖｒ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｋｒ１＃Ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｈ｛ｗ＃Ｓｄｕｗ＃＋Ｓｄｕｗ＃＜，／＃Ｌ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃
any wider responsibility for Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

8.2  The analysis in these two Parts will be informed by all the evidence that I have heard; 
that is, the open evidence that I have summarised at Parts 3-6 and the closed evidence 
that I have dealt with at Part 7. 
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Chapter 2: Medical cause of death  

8.3  I received detailed evidence regarding the decline in Mr Litvinenko’s physical condition 
during the last weeks of his life, and also regarding the care and treatment that he 
ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈｇ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｓｈｕｌｒｇ＃ｕｖｗ＃ ｄｗ＃Ｅｄｕｑｈｗ＃Ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ＃Ｋｒｖｓｌｗｄｏ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈｑ＃ｄｗ＃Ｘｑｌｙｈｕｖｌｗ｜＃
College Hospital. I have summarised that evidence earlier in this Report, (see Part 3, 
chapter 4). 

8.4  Mr Litvinenko died at University College Hospital on the evening of 23 November 
2006. He had suffered two cardiac arrests on 21 November, but had been successfully 
resuscitated. He had lost consciousness on 23 November and at 8.51pm that evening 
he suffered a third cardiac arrest from which the medical professionals were unable 
to resuscitate him. Mr Down, an intensive care consultant on duty at the hospital that 
evening, pronounced life extinct at 9.21pm. His view was that Mr Litvinenko had died 
from multiple organ failure including progressive heart failure. 

8.5  Following Mr Litvinenko’s death, his body and samples taken from it were examined 
ｅ｜＃ｄ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｇｌｉｉｈｕｈｑｗ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｖｗｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄ＃ｙｌｈｚ＃ｗｒ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｄｖ＃ｐｘｆｋ＃ｄｖ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃
the way in which he died. I have detailed that evidence in Part 3, chapter 5 above. 

8.6  The post mortem into Mr Litvinenko’s death was jointly conducted by two pathologists, 
Dr Cary and Dr Swift. I heard evidence from both. The radioactivity present in 
Mr Litvinenko’s body meant that special precautions had to be taken to protect the 
health of all those present. It also meant that the pathologists were unable to conduct 
all the tests that they might otherwise have undertaken. I have set all these matters 
out in Part 3. 

8.7  Dr Cary, with whom Dr Swift agreed, expressed himself to be ﾳｈｑｗｌｕｈｏ｜＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇﾴ that 
the cause of Mr Litvinenko’s death was acute radiation syndrome. 

8.8  The pathologists reached this conclusion taking into account a number of factors. 
These factors included not only their physical examination of Mr Litvinenko’s body, but 
also their review of the detailed medical notes recording Mr Litvinenko’s worsening 
clinical condition in the weeks before his death, as well as the results of tests performed 
by other scientists on samples taken from Mr Litvinenko’s body. The pathologists also 
relied on the fact that they had found no evidence of any possible alternative causes 
(such as natural disease) of Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

8.9  Ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｄｗｋｒｏｒｊｌｖｗｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｇｒｘｅｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｋｈｄｕｗ＃ｄｗｗｄｆｎ＃
ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｘｏｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｆｘｗｈ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｖ｜ｑｇｕｒｐｈ／＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｘｑｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｄｆｋ＃ｄ＃ｕｐ＃
conclusion as to the precise mechanism by which this took place. They listed a 
number of possibilities in this regard, including sepsis, liver and/or kidney failure, and 
the primary effect of radiation on the heart itself. 

8.10  I accept the evidence of Dr Cary and Dr Swift. I am sure that the cause of Mr Litvinenko’s 
death was acute radiation syndrome. 

8.11  Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｉｒｕｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｄｆｋｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃
scientists who have conducted tests on samples taken from Mr Litvinenko’s body 
in the years since his death. The scientists from whom I heard in this regard were 
witness A1, Dr Harrison, Dr Gent and Dr Black. 
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8.12  The evidence of the scientists, which I have summarised in Part 3 above, enables 
ｐｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｐｄｎｈ＃ ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃ ｐｒｕｈ＃ ｇｈｗｄｌｏｈｇ＃ ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｐｈｇｌｆｄｏ＃ ｆｄｘｖｈ＃ ｒｉ＃
Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

8.13  First, it is clear on the evidence that the acute radiation syndrome described by the 
pathologists was itself caused by the presence in Mr Litvinenko’s body of very high 
levels of polonium 210. Tests conducted by Dr Harrison on tissue samples taken 
from Mr Litvinenko’s body demonstrated that there had been a total intake of about 
4.4GBq of polonium 210. Dr Harrison’s evidence was that this quantity far exceeded 
survivability levels. 

8.14  Dr Harrison, Dr Gent and Dr Black all subscribed to the opinion expressed at paragraph 
25 of the joint experts’ report that, ﾳＬｗ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｅｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｆｈｕｗｄｌｑｗ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
ｇｌｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｑｖｈｔｘｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｑｗｄｎｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ０５４３１ﾴ＃

8.15  Second, the scientists were also agreed that the polonium 210 entered Mr Litvinenko’s 
body either entirely or almost entirely by ingestion. If Mr Litvinenko inhaled any of the 
polonium 210, this was a minor route of intake, accounting for less than 5% of the total 
intake. It seems that the polonium 210 was probably ingested in the form of a soluble 
compound. 

8.16  Third, there is compelling evidence that Mr Litvinenko ingested the fatal dose of 
ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ ５４３＃ ｒｑ＃ ４＃ Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃ ５３３９１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｑｒｗ＃ ｇｈｑｌｗｌｙｈ＃ ｒｑ＃
this point, but I heard that the medical records of the early stages of Mr Litvinenko’s 
illness, and in particular the rise in neutrophil levels noted on 3 November and 
5 November, were consistent with the poisoning having taken place on 1 November. 
More importantly, there is other evidence relating to the location of the poisoning (see 
chapter 3 below) that provides very strong evidence that it took place on 1 November. 

8.17  Ｌｑ＃ｖｘｐｐｄｕ｜／＃Ｌ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｇｌｆｄｏ＃ｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃
death. I am sure of each of these matters. 

a.  Mr Litvinenko died at 9.21pm on 23 November 2006 in University College Hospital, 
having suffered a cardiac arrest from which medical professionals were unable 
to resuscitate him 

b.  The cardiac arrest was the result of an acute radiation syndrome from which 
Mr Litvinenko was suffering 

c.  The acute radiation syndrome was caused by Mr Litvinenko ingesting 
approximately 4.4GBq of polonium 210 on 1 November 2006 

8.18  To use everyday language, I conclude that Mr Litvinenko was fatally poisoned with 
polonium 210 on 1 November 2006. 
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Chapter 3:  Where did Alexander Litvinenko 

ingest polonium 210 on 

1 November 2006? 

8.19  I am sure that Mr Litvinenko ingested the fatal dose of polonium 210 whilst drinking 
tea in the Pine Bar of the Millennium Hotel during the afternoon of 1 November 2006. 

8.20  Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｕｈｏｌｈｇ＃ｘｓｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｐｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ１＃

8.21  It is absolutely clear that Mr Litvinenko went to the Pine Bar on the afternoon of 
1 November. Apart from his evidence to that effect, Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun have 
ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｐｈｗ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｗｋｈｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃Ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃Ｆｌｕｆｘｌｗ＃Ｗｈｏｈｙｌｖｌｒｑ＃
(CCTV) footage which supports this. 

8.22  It is equally clear that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun had ordered tea that afternoon, and 
that there was a teapot on the table when Mr Litvinenko arrived.1 

8.23  Mr Litvinenko said that he drank some of this tea, and I accept that he did so. 

8.24  Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun have given inconsistent accounts about what happened in 
the Pine Bar and on other matters (see paragraphs 8.82 – 8.91 below). But the theme 
of their accounts on this issue has been more that they did not offer or pour any tea 
for Mr Litvinenko, rather than that he did not drink any tea at all.2 

8.25  The forensic evidence shows that the Pine Bar was heavily contaminated with 
polonium 210. The contamination was focused on the table where Mr Litvinenko sat 
with Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun on 1 November 2006. The highest readings, which 
were consistent with primary contamination, were taken on the table itself and on the 
inside of one of the teapots used in the Pine Bar. A1’s evidence was that the readings 
on the inside of the teapot demonstrated that, “at some stage polonium… has been 
ｓｒｘｕｈｇ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｓｒｘｗﾴ１ She said she was sure of this (see paragraph 6.322). 

8.26  It is equally important to note that radiation tests were conducted at all the other 
places where Mr Litvinenko went that day. Although some secondary contamination 
was found at some of these locations (I shall return to these results in due course), 
the Pine Bar was the only location of those visited by Mr Litvinenko on 1 November 
where primary contamination was found. More than that, of course, it was found on 
the table in the Pine Bar where Mr Litvinenko had sat whilst drinking tea, and on the 
inside of one of the teapots used in the Pine Bar. 

8.27  This evidence all points to the conclusion that Mr Litvinenko ingested the fatal dose 
of polonium 210 whilst drinking tea in the Pine Bar of the Millennium Hotel during the 
ｄｉｗｈｕｑｒｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３９／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｄ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗ１＃

1 Andrade 16/111-141; INQ015344 
2 Mascall 16/161-170 
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/16_111-141.pdf
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Chapter 4: Was there an earlier ingestion of  
polonium 210? 

8.28  Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｕｈｇ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｗｈｖｗｖ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｅｒｇ｜＃
can tell us about the fatal dose of polonium 210 that he received on 1 November 2006. 

8.29  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｄ＃ ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ ｇｌｐｈｑｖｌｒｑ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ１＃ Ｗｈｖｗｖ＃ ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗｈｇ＃ ｒｑ＃
Mr Litvinenko’s hair demonstrated that he had ingested polonium 210 on not one 
but two occasions. The fatal dose on 1 November 2006 was the second of the two 
ｒｆｆｄｖｌｒｑｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｇｒｖｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｐｘｆｋ＃ｖｐｄｏｏｈｕ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｌｑｊｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
several days earlier. 

8.30  Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｘｐｐｄｕｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｇｒｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｌｑ＃
Ｓｄｕｗ＃６＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋｖ＃６１４；５＃ﾱ＃６１４；７１＃Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｑｒｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｌｑｗｄｎｈ＃
was estimated to be 100 times smaller than the second, fatal, dose. 

8.31  I am sure that Mr Litvinenko did receive an earlier, smaller, dose of polonium 210 
ｓｕｌｒｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｗｄｏ＃ｇｒｖｈ＃ｒｑ＃４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３９１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇ＃ｌｖ＃
compelling. 

8.32  This gives rise to further questions. When and where did Mr Litvinenko receive the 
earlier dose? Was it connected to the fatal dose? 

8.33  The scientists were clear that they were unable to provide a precise answer to 
the ‘when’ question. They were reliant in this regard on estimating time periods by 
reference to Mr Litvinenko’s hair growth. But they had no independent evidence as 
to how fast his hair grew, and the exercise was further complicated by the possibility 
ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｄｗｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｊｕｒｚｗｋ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄｉｉｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｇｒｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３１＃
The best that they could do, therefore, was to offer probable time brackets. The view 
of Dr Harrison and A1 was that the earlier intake had probably taken place between 
18 October and 23 October 2006. Dr Black, who conducted his analysis on a 
different basis, estimated that the earlier intake had taken place between 14 and 
18 October 2006. 

8.34  This evidence, however, does not stand alone. 

8.35  There is forensic evidence that primary contamination was found on the boardroom 
table at Erinys close to where Mr Litvinenko was sitting at a meeting on 16 October, 
a meeting also attended by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun. The forensic evidence also 
shows primary contamination in the room at the Best Western Hotel in which the two 
men had prepared for the meeting, and in which Mr Lugovoy slept that night. 

8.36  I also heard evidence about Mr Litvinenko’s physical health on that day. Marina 
Litvinenko said that her husband had had a sudden and unusual episode of sickness 
on the night of 16 October. However, Mr Kovtun’s evidence (which Marina Litvinenko 
disputed), was that Mr Litvinenko had told him on 16 October, shortly after the meeting 
at Erinys, that he had been unwell for the previous 24 hours, and that he had vomited 
the night before. 

8.37  At this stage of the analysis, I will limit myself to making the following observations. 

8.38  Ｉｌｕｖｗ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｕｈｑｖｌｆ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｋｌｊｋｏ｜＃ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗｌｙｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｏｌｑｎ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃
intake of polonium 210 and the meeting at Erinys on 16 October 2006. 
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8.39  Second, although that date is at one end of the combined date ranges provided by the 
scientists, the dating exercise is an uncertain one for the reasons that I have explained 
ｄｅｒｙｈ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｐ｜＃ｘｑｇｈｕｖｗｄｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｌｑｗｄｎｈ＃ｗｒｒｎ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｒｑ＃
４９＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｙｈｏ｜＃ｌｑｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ１＃

8.40  Third, I am disinclined to place any weight in this regard on the evidence as to 
Mr Litvinenko’s illness on the night of 16 October. I emphasise that this is not because 
Ｌ＃ｄｆｆｈｓｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃＋ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｕｈｇｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｕｈ＃
set out below), nor because I do not believe what Mrs Litvinenko has said. My reason 
ｉｒｕ＃ｆｄｘｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｒｌｑｗ＃ｏｌｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｙｌｈｚ＃ｒｉ＃Ｇｕ＃Ｋｄｕｕｌｖｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃
others was that so called ‘prodromal symptoms’ i.e. diarrhoea and vomiting – were 
not typical symptoms of internal alpha radiation poisoning. They were cautious as to 
whether the similar symptoms that Mr Litvinenko had suffered after the (much larger) 
second dose of polonium 210 had been caused by it.3 Given this uncertainty, it is 
better, in my view, to leave the question of Mr Litvinenko’s physical symptoms on or 
about 16 October entirely out of the account for these purposes. 

8.41  In summary: 

a.  Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｘｕｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈ＃ｄ＃ｕｖｗ／＃ｖｐｄｏｏｈｕ／＃ｇｒｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃
some time before the fatal dose on 1 November 2006 

b.  The forensic evidence suggests that the earlier dose is likely to have been 
ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃Ｈｕｌｑ｜ｖ＃ｒｑ＃４９＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃５３３９／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗ＃
ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｌｑｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃

3 INQ016745 (page 9) 

The Litvinenko Inquiry
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Chapter 5:  Did Alexander Litvinenko poison 

himself? 

8.42  One of the possible explanations for Mr Litvinenko’s death that has been aired in 
public in the time since 2006 is that he poisoned himself by accident, perhaps in 
the course of handling illicitly obtained polonium 210. Mr Lugovoy has referred to 
this possibility during press interviews, as have other commentators. Another theory, 
which was expressly raised at the early stages of the inquest proceedings by those 
then representing Mr Lugovoy, is that Mr Litvinenko deliberately poisoned himself with 
polonium 210 in order to commit suicide. 

8.43  Ｌｗ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｓｏｄｌｑｏ｜＃ ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ ｈ｛ｄｐｌｑｈ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｐｄｎｈ＃ ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｈｄｆｋ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ ｗｚｒ＃
suggestions. 

Accident 

8.44  DI Mascall gave evidence to the Inquiry about the public comments that Mr Lugovoy 
and Mr Kovtun have made about Mr Litvinenko’s death since 2006. One such comment 
was reported by the Ｙｒｌｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ in 2009. Mr Lugovoy is reported as having said: 

ﾳＬｗ＃ ｆｄｑｑｒｗ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｈ｛ｆｏｘｇｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ＾Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ ｇｈｄｗｋ｀＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｖｌｐｓｏ｜＃ ｄｑ＃ ｄｆｆｌｇｈｑｗ＃ ｉｒｕ＃
Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ１＃ Ｌｑ＃ｖｋｒｕｗ／＃ｈｙｈｕ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ ｌｖ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｖｌｑｆｈ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｏｌｑｎｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃
ｕｄｇｌｒｄｆｗｌｙｈ＃ ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏｖ／＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｄ＃ ｏｈｄｎ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃
ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｆｆｌｇｈｑｗ１ﾴ 4 

8.45  As I have said, other commentators have advanced a similar theory – i.e. that 
Mr Litvinenko had been involved in dealing with polonium 210, and that he might have 
poisoned himself with it accidentally. 

8.46  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｙｈ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑｖ＃ｚｋ｜／＃ｌｑ＃ｐ｜＃ｙｌｈｚ／＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗｌｒｑ＃ｌｖ＃ｚｋｒｏｏ｜＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｐｈｕｌｗ１＃

8.47  First, there was no evidence from any of the witnesses who appeared before me that 
Mr Litvinenko had ever been involved in dealing with radioactive materials – either in 
the months before his death, or, for that matter, ever. Marina Litvinenko dismissed the 
possibility,5 and Mr Reilly said that he had no knowledge of any such dealings.6 

8.48  Second, the pattern of the radioactive contamination found at Mr Litvinenko’s house 
was inconsistent with this theory. It will be recalled that, although there was widespread 
contamination at the house, it was almost all low level secondary contamination, the 
single exception being the sleeve of the jacket that Mr Litvinenko wore on 1 November 
2006. If Mr Litvinenko had been in the habit of dealing with leaky containers of polonium 
210 in the weeks before his death, a different pattern of radiation would surely have 
been found. Had Mr Litvinenko been handling polonium 210 at his house, then one 
ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｑｇ＃ｓｕｌｐｄｕ｜＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ１＃Ｈｙｈｑ＃ｌｉ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｋｄｑｇｏｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
substance away from his house, one would have expected that high readings would 
have been taken from more than one item of his clothing. 

8.49  Ｌｗ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｄｏｖｒ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｕｈｊｄｕｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｕｈｄｇｌｑｊｖ＃ ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ ｄｗ＃
Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｙｈｏ｜＃ｏｒｚ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｋｌｊｋｈｖｗ＃ｕｈｄｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃

4 Mascall 22/135
5 Marina Litvinenko 4/8-9
6 Reilly 10/61 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/22_135.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/4_8-9.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/10_61.pdf
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from a sofa on which Mr Lugovoy had sat. It has been suggested that Mr Berezovsky 
was involved with Mr Litvinenko’s alleged dealings in polonium 210. The contamination 
evidence does not support that theory. 

8.50  The third point relates to the route by which the polonium 210 entered Mr Litvinenko’s 
body. As I have explained above, the scientists were agreed that most, if not all, of 
the polonium 210 was ingested by Mr Litvinenko, probably in the form of a soluble 
compound. In lay terms, Mr Litvinenko drank the polonium 210 dissolved in a liquid. 
Simply as a matter of common sense, it seems unlikely to me that Mr Litvinenko could 
have accidentally drunk a liquid containing polonium 210. Inhaling the substance by 
accident would have been more plausible, but this was ruled out as a route of entry 
for all but perhaps 5% of the fatal dose. 

8.51  The fourth point concerns Mr Litvinenko’s conduct during the three week period of 
his illness prior to his death. It is to be remembered that Mr Litvinenko’s doctors 
were uncertain as to the cause of his painful and debilitating symptoms until only a 
few hours before his death. If Mr Litvinenko had poisoned himself accidentally whilst 
handling a leaky container of polonium 210, he would have had a good idea of the 
cause of his illness. Had that been the case, it is inconceivable, in my view, that 
Mr Litvinenko would not have said something about this either to the police or to one 
of his doctors, if only to improve the chances of his life being saved. 

8.52  Ｉｌｑｄｏｏ｜／＃ｗｋｈ＃ﾵｏｈｄｎ｜＃ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｈｕﾶ＃ｗｋｈｒｕ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｒｇｇｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃
already made as to the place and circumstances in which Mr Litvinenko received the 
fatal dose. As I have found, Mr Litvinenko was poisoned by drinking contaminated tea 
from a teapot in the Pine Bar of the Millennium Hotel. The hypothetical ‘leaky package’ 
must remain just that. There is no evidence to support it, and, for the reasons that 
I have set out, the entire hypothesis is inconsistent with the facts that have been 
established from the evidence. 

Suicide 

8.53  I can deal with this point more shortly. 

8.54  Ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ ｐｄｇｈ／＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｗｋｈｒｕ｜＃ ｐｘｖｗ＃ ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
deliberately contaminating the tea in the teapot at the Pine Bar with polonium 210, 
and then pouring and drinking it. 

8.55  As I have said above, there is no evidence that Mr Litvinenko had access to polonium 
210 prior to his death. 

8.56  More importantly, there is no evidence at all that Mr Litvinenko was feeling at all 
suicidal at the time in question. I heard evidence from his wife and from a number of 
his close friends, none of whom thought it was remotely plausible that Mr Litvinenko 
might have taken his own life. I have summarised their evidence on this issue at 
Part 5, chapter 8. Mr Litvinenko was deeply committed to his wife and son. He was 
not at all depressed. 

8.57  I would only add that Mr Litvinenko survived for three weeks after ingesting the fatal 
dose of polonium 210. If he really had poisoned himself in order to end his life, he 
would surely have said something to his wife, or the police, or one of his friends about 
what he had done. 

The Litvinenko Inquiry
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Conclusion 

8.58  For the reasons set out above, I am sure that Mr Litvinenko did not die as a result of 
either accidentally or deliberately poisoning himself with polonium 210. 

8.59  Further evidence against both of these theories may be found in the strong evidence, 
as I consider it to be, that supports a third explanation for Mr Litvinenko’s death, 
namely that he was deliberately poisoned by others. It is to that issue that I shall now 
turn. 
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Chapter 6: Who administered the poison?  

Introduction 

8.60  I have found that Mr Litvinenko ingested the fatal dose of polonium 210 when he 
drank tea in the Pine Bar on 1 November 2006. I have also found that he did not 
put the polonium 210 into the teapot himself – either by accident, or as a deliberate 
means of committing suicide. 

8.61  There is an obvious question that arises. If Mr Litvinenko did not put the polonium 210 
into the teapot that afternoon, who did? 

8.62  Ｗｋｈ＃ Ｐｈｗｕｒｓｒｏｌｗｄｑ＃ Ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ ｚｋｒ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｈｇ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｆｄｖｈ＃ ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun poisoned Mr Litvinenko on 1 November. I heard evidence 
that warrants for the arrests of both men have been issued.7 Mr Horwell, in his closing 
submissions made on behalf of the Metropolitan Police Service, asserted that: 
ﾳｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｓｒｌｑｗｖ＃ ｕｈｖｒｏｘｗｈｏ｜＃ ｗｒ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｑｒ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｈｏｖｈ＃ｄｖ＃ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃
ｄｇｐｌｑｌｖｗｈｕｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１ﾴ 8 

8.63  Ｌ＃ｖｗｕｈｖｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｆｈ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖｖｘｈ／＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｒｗｋｈｕｖ＃
in this Inquiry, in an entirely independent and dispassionate manner. Although I have 
had the great advantage of being able to consider the evidence gathered by the 
Metropolitan Police, their views as to where that evidence points have been accorded 
no special weight. I have approached the evidence with an open mind. I have 
considered it objectively. I have drawn my own conclusions as to what the evidence 
shows. 

8.64  Ｌｗ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｋｈｏｓｉｘｏ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｘｐｐｄｕｌｖｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｗｄｊｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ１＃

8.65  I am sure that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun placed the polonium 210 in the teapot at the 
Pine Bar on 1 November 2006. 

8.66  I am sure that they did this with the intention of poisoning Mr Litvinenko. 

8.67  I am sure that the two men had made an earlier attempt to poison Mr Litvinenko, also 
using polonium 210, at the Erinys meeting on 16 October 2006. 

8.68  I am sure that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun knew that they were using a deadly poison 
(as opposed to, for example, a ‘truth drug’ or a sleeping draught), and that they 
intended to kill Mr Litvinenko. I do not believe, however, that they knew precisely what 
the chemical they were handling was, or the nature of all of its properties. 

Ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｌｑｇｌｆｄｗｌｑｊ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃
involvement 

8.69  Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun have never disputed either (a) that they met Mr Litvinenko 
in the Pine Bar on the afternoon of 1 November 2006; or (b) that they ordered the tea 
which Mr Litvinenko says he drank when he met them there. There is, in any event, 
very clear independent evidence on both of these points (see Part 6, chapter 8). 

7 Mascall 8/2-4
8 Horwell 33/61 
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8.70  Ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ／＃ｄｑｇ＃
the means by which, Mr Litvinenko ingested the fatal dose of polonium 210, these 
ｐｄｗｗｈｕｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｆｏｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｕｄｌｖｈ＃ｄ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｖ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun in the poisoning. On their own, however, these facts do 
not establish anything more than that. 

8.71  I have referred above to the forensic evidence of polonium 210 contamination found 
ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｌｑｈ＃Ｅｄｕ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｆｒｑｗｈ｛ｗ＃ ｒｉ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｌｑｈ＃Ｅｄｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｏｒｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃
Mr Litvinenko’s fatal poisoning. Similarly, it is the forensic evidence of polonium 210 
contamination found in other places associated with Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun that I 
regard as the most important evidence of their responsibility for the poisoning. There 
are three points that I make in this regard. 

8.72  First, the extensive testing for radiation throughout the Millennium Hotel only revealed 
one area of primary contamination apart from those found in the Pine Bar. That was in 
the plughole of the room occupied by Mr Kovtun and Mr Sokolenko. 

8.73  Second, secondary contamination was found in Mr Lugovoy’s bedroom and also (at 
particularly high levels) in the gentlemen’s lavatories close to the Pine Bar. CCTV 
footage shows that both Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun visited those lavatories prior to 
the meeting with Mr Litvinenko. The same footage demonstrates that Mr Litvinenko 
did not visit those lavatories during his time in the hotel. 

8.74  Ｗｋｌｕｇ／＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｉｒｕｐ＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｚｌｇｈｕ＃ｓｄｗｗｈｕｑ１＃Ｓｕｌｐｄｕ｜＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃
was also found in the bathroom of room 107 of the Best Western Hotel, where 
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun changed prior to their meeting at Erinys on 16 October 
2006, and where Mr Lugovoy slept that night, and also in the bathroom of room 848 
of the Sheraton Hotel, where Mr Lugovoy stayed between 25 and 27 October 2006. 
Secondary contamination was also discovered, as I have recounted in Part 6, in a 
large number of places associated with the two men during this period. 

8.75  Ｌｗ＃ ｚｌｏｏ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｕｈｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｄ４＃ ｊｄｙｈ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｈｉｉｈｆｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｄ＃ ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｓｕｌｐｄｕ｜＃
contamination was only consistent with the surface in question being exposed directly 
to a source of polonium 210. In practical terms, this means that polonium 210 must 
have been handled in each of the three hotel bedrooms to which I have referred above. 
This amounts to highly compelling evidence of a connection between Mr Lugovoy, 
Mr Kovtun and the (extremely rare) isotope with which Mr Litvinenko was poisoned, 
including such evidence found in the very hotel where the poisoning took place. 

8.76  Ｌ＃ ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｌｗｖ＃ ｒｚｑ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｖｄｗｌｖｉ｜＃ ｐｈ＃
that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun were responsible for Mr Litvinenko’s poisoning, 
and in particular that one or other or both of them handled the polonium 210, which 
was used to kill Mr Litvinenko, in the bathroom of room 382 of the Millennium Hotel 
(i.e. Mr Kovtun’s room). 

8.77  But there is further evidence to consider, to which I shall next turn. 

8.78  Before doing so, there is one further point to make about the pattern of primary 
contamination found in the hotel bedrooms. There is a striking similarity as to the 
location of the primary contamination found in room 382 of the Millennium Hotel and 
in room 107 of the Best Western Hotel. In both places, primary contamination was 
found inside the plughole in the bathroom. The natural inference is that polonium 210 
had been poured down the sink. Since this appears to have happened in both rooms, 
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it is logical to assume that it was part of a routine, and in all the circumstances it is 
reasonable to assume that the routine was connected with the preparation and/or the 
disposal of polonium 210. 

8.79  I have already expressed my view that room 382 of the Millennium Hotel was used to 
ｋｄｑｇｏｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃Ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｌｐｌｏｄｕ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｒｒｐ＃
107 of the Best Western Hotel, it is a reasonable assumption that something similar 
ｒｆｆｘｕｕｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ１＃ Ｌ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｕｈｉｈｕｕｈｇ＃ ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ ｖｋｒｚｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃
Mr Litvinenko was poisoned on an occasion prior to 1 November 2006, and to other 
evidence that tends to suggest that this occasion might have been the Erinys meeting 
ｒｑ＃４９＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ１＃Ｊｌｙｈｑ／＃ｄｇｇｌｗｌｒｑｄｏｏ｜／＃ ＋ｄ，＃ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃
on 1 November by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun; and (b) the similarity between the 
ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｌｐｄｕ｜＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｗ＃ｕｒｒｐ＃４３：＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｅｈｖｗ＃Ｚｈｖｗｈｕｑ＃Ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｕｒｒｐ＃
６；５＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｏｏｈｑｑｌｘｐ＃Ｋｒｗｈｏ／＃Ｌ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃
poisoned with polonium 210 by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun at the Erinys meeting on 
16 October 2006, and that the polonium 210 used on that occasion was prepared 
and/or disposed of in the bathroom of room 107 of the Best Western Hotel. 

8.80  For completeness, I note that the primary contamination found in the bathroom of 
room 848 of the Sheraton Hotel was found not in the sink, but in the bin. Primary 
ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｒｚｈｏｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｏｄｘｑｇｕ｜１＃Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｓｈｕｋｄｓｖ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃
in this regard that there is no other evidence of an attempt being made to poison 
Mr Litvinenko during this period (for example, no primary contamination was found in 
the Palm Court bar at the hotel, where Mr Litvinenko appears to have met Mr Lugovoy 
ｒｑ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ｒｆｆｄｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｏｄｗｗｈｕﾶｖ＃ｖｗｄ｜，１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｌｑｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ｐｈ＃ ｗｒ＃
ｐｄｎｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｓｓｈｑｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｋｈｕｄｗｒｑ＃Ｋｒｗｈｏ／＃ｅｘｗ＃Ｌ＃ｒｅｖｈｕｙｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃
primary contamination found there was consistent with Mr Lugovoy having spilled the 
polonium 210 in the course of handling it, and then mopping it up with the towels that 
were subsequently found in the laundry. 

Other evidence indicating Lugovoy and Kovtun’s involvement 

8.81  Ｌ＃ｗｘｕｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
Mr Litvinenko was poisoned by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun. 

Accounts given by Lugovoy and Kovtun 

8.82  Neither Mr Lugovoy nor, in the end, Mr Kovtun, gave oral evidence to the Inquiry. 
However, both have made public statements concerning the case since 2006 and 
Mr Kovtun provided the Inquiry with a witness statement. I admitted this material in 
evidence, and have referred to it extensively. 

8.83  I should make it clear that I do not regard the simple fact that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun 
did not give evidence before me as evidence that in itself supports the proposition that 
they poisoned Mr Litvinenko. There was some debate about this matter, but in the 
end all core participants agreed that I should not draw any adverse inferences from 
the fact that neither man has given evidence before me (see Appendix 1, paragraph 
123). I do not do so. 

8.84  That said, as I have observed on a number of occasions during my review of the 
evidence, the fact that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun did not give oral evidence means 
that I am left without answers to questions that they would have been asked had they 
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attended. Put another way, I do not have their explanations for inconsistencies or 
ｊｄｓｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗｖ１＃Ｗｋｌｖ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｏｈｄｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ＃ｐｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃
not have made had they given their explanation. There is no avoiding that. 

8.85  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ／＃ｕｈｏｄｗｈｇ＃ｓｒｌｑｗ１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｖｈｕｌｒｘｖ＃ｇｈｆｌｈｑｆｌｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃
from Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun that was available to me. I have referred to these 
ｇｈｆｌｈｑｆｌｈｖ＃ ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ ｐ｜＃ ｕｈｙｌｈｚ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｌｗ＃ ｚｌｏｏ＃ ｖｘｉｆｈ＃ ｋｈｕｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｊｌｙｈ＃ ｉｒｘｕ＃
examples. 

8.86  First, there are some striking anomalies in the accounts that both men have given of 
their meeting with Mr Litvinenko on 1 November. Both men have stated, in insistent 
ｗｈｕｐｖ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｄ｜／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃
meet up. Mr Litvinenko, on the other hand, said that Mr Lugovoy had telephoned him 
and suggested the meeting. It is plain from the telephone schedule that Mr Lugovoy 
and Mr Kovtun were wrong about this (see paragraphs 6.275 – 6.282). 

8.87  Mr Lugovoy initially declined to give an account of the meeting at the Pine Bar 
because, he said, the room had been covered by, ﾳｋｌｊｋ＃ ｔｘｄｏｌｗ｜＃ ｙｌｇｈｒ＃ ｈｔｘｌｓｐｈｑｗ／＃
ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｇｒｘｅｗｏｈｖｖ＃ｕｈｆｒｕｇｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊﾴ. In fact, there was no such video equipment in 
the Pine Bar, and it is not credible that Mr Lugovoy, as a security professional, could 
have mistakenly thought that there was. One is left, therefore, with the conclusion that 
he was lying about this (see paragraph 6.315). 

8.88  Mr Kovtun told a German newspaper in December 2006 (i.e. a few weeks after the 
meeting in the Pine Bar) that he did not have a clear memory of the meeting and that 
at the time he had paid more attention to his cigar. More than eight years later, the 
statement that he provided to the Inquiry contained a detailed account of the meeting, 
including an assertion that Mr Litvinenko ﾳｊｕｄｅｅｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｈｄｓｒｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｄｅｏｈ＃ｄｑｇ／＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃
ｚｄｌｗｌｑｊ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｄｑ＃ ｌｑｙｌｗｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ ｓｒｘｕｈｇ＃ ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ＃ ｖｒｐｈ＃ ｗｈｄﾴ and that he “gulped down two 
ｆｘｓｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｒｗ＃ｗｈｄ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ﾫ＃＾ｄｑｇ｀＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｘｊｋｌｑｊ＃ｗﾴ＃＋see paragraphs 
6.318 – 6.319). There is no reason at all to think that Mr Kovtun’s memory had 
improved dramatically so many years after the event. The only logical conclusion is 
that he was lying on one or other (or both) of the two occasions. 

8.89  Second, in the years since 2006 Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun have given markedly 
different accounts of a conversation that one or other of them is supposed to have 
had with Mr Litvinenko on 17 October 2006. I have set out the various accounts 
that they have given at paragraphs 6.144 – 6.149 above. A common theme of these 
accounts is the claim that Mr Litvinenko was trying to engage the two men in a 
blackmail scheme. However, the discrepancies between the accounts (for example, 
where the conversation took place, the target of the intended blackmail, and to whom 
Mr Litvinenko was speaking) are so great that they cannot be explained by confusion 
or loss of memory. In my view, they are only consistent with a deliberate attempt to 
mislead. 

8.90  Third, the explanations that Mr Kovtun has given as to the purpose of his travel to 
London on 1 November are profoundly unsatisfactory. For the reasons that I have 
explained at paragraphs 6.245 – 6.250 above, this appears to be another example 
of Mr Kovtun providing misleading information about an important issue in the case. 

8.91  Ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｆｌｈｑｆｌｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ／＃
of which the matters set out above are only examples, lead to two conclusions. First, 
I do not regard the evidence that the two men have given about these events as 
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credible, and I will not accept any part of their accounts in the absence of corroboration 
from a reliable source of evidence. Second, and more importantly, I make a positive 
ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｐｈｑ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｇｈｏｌｅｈｕｄｗｈｏ｜＃ｄｗｗｈｐｓｗｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ｐｌｖｏｈｄｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｈｆｌｓｌｈｑｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
various accounts they have given regarding crucial issues in the case. I infer that they 
ｋｄｙｈ＃ｇｒｑｈ＃ｖｒ＃ｌｑ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｑｆｈｄｏ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｄｆｗｌｒｑｖ１＃Ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗ＃ｐ｜＃ｒｙｈｕｄｏｏ＃
conclusion that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun poisoned Mr Litvinenko. 

Timing of travel bookings 

8.92  The three key events that took place in this case during October and early November 
５３３９＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ｙｌｖｌｗｖ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃Ｓｄｕｗ＃９＃ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ﾱ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃
visit made by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun, the second by Mr Lugovoy alone and the 
third by a larger group including both Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun. 

8.93  As well as hearing evidence as to what took place during these visits, I also heard 
ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｕｄｙｈｏ＃ｄｕｕｄｑｊｈｐｈｑｗｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ ＋ｈ１ｊ１＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ＃
bookings) for each visit. 

8.94  There are two points that emerged from this evidence that are worthy of mention. 

8.95  Ｉｌｕｖｗ／＃ ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｗｕｌｎｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｌｐｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｙｌｖｌｗ＃ｖｈｈｐｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｘｕｑ＃ｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃
availability to travel. I have touched on this issue above, at paragraph 6.64. 

8.96  Mr Lugovoy was the senior of the two men in terms of their business relationships. 
His visa had been renewed in the summer, and he was therefore able to travel to the 
United Kingdom (UK) whenever he wished. It is notable, therefore, that the bookings 
ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｊｋｗｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｕｒｒｐｖ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｄ｜ｖ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃
UK visa was issued on 5 October 2006, appear to have been held up until it was 
known when Mr Kovtun would be able to make the trip. Although Mr Kovtun attended 
business meetings when the trip to London did take place, there was nothing in the 
evidence that I heard about those meetings to suggest that his attendance was in any 
way essential. 

8.97  Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｄ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
with polonium 210 at their meeting in the Erinys boardroom on 16 October 2006, 
ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｗｕｌｓ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｒｎｌｑｊｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｏｈｄｖｗ＃
ｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｄｇｇｖ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｚｈｌｊｋｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｗ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃
suggests that the true purpose of the trip was not to attend a series of business 
meetings at which Mr Kovtun would be no more than a mute observer, but rather, as I 
have found, to attempt to poison Mr Litvinenko – an operation in which Mr Kovtun was 
intended to play, and did play, a key role. 

8.98  The second point concerns the timing of the decision that Mr Kovtun should join the 
third trip to London. This is a point that is addressed at paragraphs 6.188 – 6.189 
above. In the statement that he provided to the Inquiry, Mr Kovtun suggested that he 
ｋｄｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｆｒｑｗｈｐｓｏｄｗｈｇ＃｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｍｒｌｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃
the others until 30 October (see discussion at paragraph 6.244 above). That was not 
ｗｕｘｈ＃ﾱ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｒｎｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃
ｇｄ｜ｖ＃ｈｄｕｏｌｈｕ＃ｒｑ＃５：＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ１＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｆｌｖｌｒｑ＃
was made that Mr Kovtun would go to London. 

8.99 That date of 27 October was midway through the trip that Mr Lugovoy made to 
Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｄｏｒｑｈ／＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｗｄ｜ｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｒｒｐ＃；７；＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｋｈｕｄｗｒｑ＃Ｋｒｗｈｏ１＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
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Mr Lugovoy had a quantity of polonium 210 with him on this occasion. As I have said, 
the forensic evidence is of primary contamination both in the bin in the bathroom 
ｒｉ＃ｕｒｒｐ＃；７；／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｗｒｚｈｏｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｏｄｘｑｇｕ｜／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃
have come from room 848. One possible explanation for the pattern of contamination 
is that Mr Lugovoy spilled the polonium 210 and mopped it up with the towels, or 
perhaps simply poured it into the bin. There is no evidence that there was any attempt 
to poison Mr Litvinenko during this trip, despite the fact that Mr Lugovoy met him twice 
in the Palm Court bar of the Sheraton. 

8.100  Ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｌｑｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ｐｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｙｈ＃ ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
point, I regard it as possible that this pattern of events at the Sheraton explains why 
the decision was taken, on 27 October, that Mr Kovtun should travel to London on 
1 November. It is at least possible that the decision was taken, in light of events at the 
Sheraton, that Mr Lugovoy would need Mr Kovtun’s assistance on the next attempt to 
ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｚｋ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｅｒｒｎｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｄ｜１＃

8.101  I do not suggest that this evidence relating to the timing of travel arrangements is at 
the centre of this case, but it adds to the picture. And it offers some support for the 
conclusion that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun poisoned Mr Litvinenko. 

Did Mr Kovtun tell D3 that he was planning to poison 
Mr Litvinenko? 

8.102  Ｌ＃ｑｒｚ＃ｗｘｕｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｖ／＃ｒｑ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｙｌｈｚ／＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｅｏｈ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ１＃Ｌ＃
refer to the evidence concerning Mr Kovtun’s conversation with D3 in Hamburg on the 
evening of 30 October 2006, and his subsequent attempts to contact C2. 

8.103  I have set out the evidence relating to these issues at some length above – see in 
particular paragraphs 6.205 – 6.225 and 6.261 – 6.273. 

8.104  There is no doubt that Mr Kovtun met D3 in Hamburg that evening. There is also no 
doubt that on the following day, 31 October 2006, Mr Kovtun obtained C2’s phone 
number by telephoning D6, who got the number from D7 after he had spoken to 
Ｆ５１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ／＃ｑｄｏｏ｜／＃ｑｒ＃ｇｒｘｅｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｗｈｏｈｓｋｒｑｈｇ＃Ｆ５＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｄ｜＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｉｕｒｐ＃
London, using Mr Lugovoy’s phone. 

8.105  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｗｚｒ／＃ｆｒｑｑｈｆｗｈｇ／＃ｌｖｖｘｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｖｓｈｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｌ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃
is whether D3 has told the truth about what Mr Kovtun said to him that evening. In 
particular, did Mr Kovtun tell D3 that he had ﾳｄ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｈ｛ｓｈｑｖｌｙｈ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑﾴ and that he 
needed a cook ﾳｗｒ＃ｓｘｗ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｉｒｒｇ＃ｒｕ＃ｇｕｌｑｎﾴ? Second, what was the 
reason for Mr Kovtun calling C2 in London on 1 November 2006? 

8.106  I have come to the conclusion that Mr Kovtun did tell D3 that he was looking for a cook 
to assist in poisoning Mr Litvinenko, and that in telephoning C2 he was attempting – 
unsuccessfully, as it turned out – to put that plan into operation. 

8.107  The primary basis on which I have reached this conclusion is the utterly unconvincing 
explanation that Mr Kovtun has given for making the call to C2 on 1 November. I have 
analysed that explanation, together with Mr Kovtun’s account of his conversations 
with C2 and Dr Shadrin, in some detail at paragraphs 6.261 – 6.273 above. I do 
not propose to go back over what I have said there, save to repeat that, despite 
not having had the advantage of hearing Mr Kovtun give oral evidence, I am quite 
ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｆ５／＃ｗｒｊｈｗｋｈｕ＃
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with his account of conversations with C2 and Dr Shadrin, is a total fabrication. The 
term that I used above, which I repeat, is that his story is a tissue of lies. 

8.108  There must be a reason why Mr Kovtun has fabricated this elaborate story about 
wishing to employ C2 to work in a restaurant in Moscow, and being unable to see 
him because Dr Shadrin told him that Stratford was 3-4 hours drive from central 
Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ１＃Ｗｋｄｗ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｇｘｆｈ１＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｚｌｖｋ＃
to enlist C2 as an accomplice in the plans that he and Mr Lugovoy were making to 
ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｗｈｏｏ＃Ｇ６＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃
conversation in Hamburg that this was why he wished to make contact with C2, and 
ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｇ６＃ｋｄｖ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｕｘｗｋ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃
has fabricated the story about wishing to employ C2 – as well as his evidence about 
D3’s unreliability – in order to conceal that truth. 

8.109  There are three other matters that fortify me in these conclusions. 

8.110  First, there is the forensic evidence, to which I have referred above, that demonstrates 
that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun were involved in a series of attempts to poison 
Mr Litvinenko. Mr Kovtun’s boast that he was planning to poison Mr Litvinenko with “a 
ｙｈｕ｜＃ｈ｛ｓｈｑｖｌｙｈ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑﾴ＃may have appeared outlandish to D3, but there is a wealth of 
independent evidence before me that shows that that is exactly what he was planning 
to do. 

8.111  Ｖｈｆｒｑｇ／＃ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｖｓｒｎｈ＃ｗｒ＃Ｇ６＃ｒｑ＃６３＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ／＃ｋｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃
Mr Lugovoy had already made one, and perhaps two, unsuccessful attempts to kill 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ｋｈｕｈ１＃Ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｓｕｈｙｌｒｘｖ＃ｏｄｆｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｆｆｈｖｖ＃ｐｄｎｈｖ＃
it more plausible that they wished to alter their methods and enlist some support. 

8.112  Third, it is impossible to overlook the fact that only a few minutes after Mr Kovtun had 
phoned C2 on Mr Lugovoy’s phone and discovered that he was too busy to meet that 
day, 1 November, a call was made from the same phone to Mr Litvinenko. The call 
to C2, which lasted one minute and 14 seconds, was timed at 11.33am. The call to 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｏｄｖｗｈｇ＃ｑｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｙｈ＃ｐｌｑｘｗｈｖ／＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｌｐｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃４４１７４ｄｐ＃＋ｖｈｈ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋ＃
6.251(e) above). 

8.113  The apparent link between the call to C2 and the call to Mr Litvinenko is highly 
suggestive. 

8.114  As I have recounted above, Mr Litvinenko told the police that Mr Lugovoy had 
telephoned him during the morning of 1 November and said that, “he would like to meet 
ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｖｋｒｕｗ＃ｗｌｐｈﾴ later that day. Mr Litvinenko said that it was during this conversation 
ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｌｑｈ＃Ｅｄｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｕｕｄｑｊｈｇ１＃ Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃
account is accurate, and that the call in question was the call recorded as having been 
made to Mr Litvinenko from Mr Lugovoy’s phone at 11.41am. I regard Mr Lugovoy’s 
claim that in fact Mr Litvinenko called him and asked to meet, which is inconsistent 
with the telephone evidence, as a deliberate attempt to mislead. 

8.115  Further, I think it likely that Mr Lugovoy called Mr Litvinenko at 11.41am and suggested 
a meeting later that day in direct consequence of the discussion that Mr Kovtun had 
had with C2 a few minutes earlier. Once it had become apparent to Mr Lugovoy and 
Mr Kovtun that they would not get any help from C2, at least not in the short term, 
they decided to make another attempt to poison Mr Litvinenko themselves. Their plan, 
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which they subsequently put into effect, was to make this attempt in the Pine Bar of 
the Millennium Hotel. 

8.116  Ｌｑ＃ｖｘｐｐｄｕ｜＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｒｌｑｗ／＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｗｈｏｏ＃Ｇ６＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃
their discussions in Hamburg that he was planning to poison Mr Litvinenko, and that 
he telephoned C2 on the morning of 1 November in an attempt to enlist his support in 
carrying out this plan. 

8.117  Ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｈｗ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ／＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｌｖ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｗｕｒｑｊｏ｜＃
corroborative of the other evidence that points to the conclusion that Mr Lugovoy and 
Mr Kovtun poisoned Mr Litvinenko. 

The duration of Lugovoy’s operation against Mr Litvinenko 

8.118  Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｕｈｉｈｕｕｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋｖ＃７１４７；＃ﾱ＃７１４８３＃ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃
meeting in London between Mr Lugovoy and Mr Litvinenko. As I have said, it appears 
that this meeting took place in October 2004. There was a divergence between the 
ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃
ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗ１＃Ｌｑ＃ｏｌｊｋｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｐ｜＃ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃ｆｕｈｇｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜／＃ｄｖ＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｄｖ＃
ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｖ＃ ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｐｈｑｗ＃ ｌｑ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｄｖ＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｚｋｒ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗｈｇ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｌｑ＃５３３７／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃
other way around. I would add that I regard it as entirely possible that Mr Lugovoy was 
already at that stage involved in a plan to target Mr Litvinenko, perhaps with a view 
to killing him. 

Lugovoy and Kovtun’s conduct since November 2006 

8.119  I have already made it clear that I do not regard the fact that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun 
have not given evidence to the Inquiry as something that amounts in itself to evidence 
of their responsibility for Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

8.120  However, I did hear evidence on a number of other matters relating to Mr Lugovoy 
and Mr Kovtun’s conduct since November 2006 that I do regard as supportive of my 
ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃

8.121  I have referred above (see paragraph 4.73) to the 2008 Ｈｏ＃Ｓｄｌｖ interview in which 
Mr Lugovoy said that he believed Mr Litvinenko to have been ﾳｄ＃ ｗｕｄｌｗｒｕﾴ and also, 
a little later, referred to Oleg Gordievsky (whom he knew to have been a friend of 
Mr Litvinenko) saying that, ﾳｌｉ＃ ｖｒｐｈｒｑｈ＃ ｋｄｖ＃ ｆｄｘｖｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ ｖｈｕｌｒｘｖ＃
ｇｄｐｄｊｈ／＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｈ｛ｗｈｕｐｌｑｄｗｈｇﾴ. The fact that Mr Lugovoy said these things 
does not, of course, mean that he killed Mr Litvinenko. But the fact that he held 
these views is certainly consistent with him having done so. I regard the fact that 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｈ｛ｓｕｈｖｖｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｙｌｈｚｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗｌｙｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｐ｜＃ｒｙｈｕｄｏｏ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｇｌｇ＃
poison Mr Litvinenko. 

8.122  Ｒｉ＃ｕｄｗｋｈｕ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ｄｑ＃ ｌｑｆｌｇｈｑｗ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ｐｈ＃ ｌｑ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｌｆｋｄｈｏ＃
Cotlick, who was Boris Berezovsky’s personal assistant from 2005 until MrBerezovsky’s 
death in 2013. 

8.123  Mr Cotlick told me about an incident that took place in Mr Berezovsky’s London 
ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｍｘｏ｜＃５３４３１9 Mr Cotlick described how he had been called to Mr Berezovsky’s 

9 Cotlick 25/76-81 

www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/25_76-81
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ｓｈｕｖｒｑｄｏ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｈｑｗ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ｐｈｑ１＃Ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｑ＃
was Yuri Dubov, who worked with Mr Berezovsky. The other man was named Rafael 
Filinov. He was Russian, and had recently arrived in London from Moscow. Mr Cotlick 
was shown a T-shirt that Mr Filinov had given to Mr Berezovsky. Mr Filinov explained 
that he had been given the T-shirt in Moscow by Mr Lugovoy and, at Mr Lugovoy’s 
request, had delivered it as a gift to Mr Berezovsky. There was writing printed on the 
T-shirt (which can be seen in the photographs of the T-shirt below). The writing was 
in extraordinary terms. The writing on the front of the T-shirt read “ＳＲＯＲＱＬＸＰ０５４３＃
ＦＶＮＤ＃ＯＲＱＧＲＱ／＃ＫＤＰＥＸＵＪ＃Ｗｒ＃Ｅｈ＃Ｆｒｑｗｌｑｘｈｇﾴ. The writing on the back of the T-shirt 
read, ﾳＦＶＮＤ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃Ｑｘｆｏｈｄｕ＃Ｇｈｄｗｋ＃Ｌｖ＃Ｎｑｒｆｎｌｑｊ＃＼ｒｘｕ＃Ｇｒｒｕﾴ１10 

10 INQ016809 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016809x.pdf
http:Door�.10
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Police photographs of the T-shirt 11  

11 INQ016809 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016809x.pdf
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8.124  Mr Cotlick said that he was aware that Mr Filinov had a personal relationship with 
Mr Lugovoy. He said that he had ﾳｑｒ＃ｇｒｘｅｗ＃ｚｋｄｗｖｒｈｙｈｕﾴ that Mr Lugovoy had himself 
handed the T-shirt to Mr Filinov, in order for him to give it to Mr Berezovsky. 

8.125  Ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｒｚｑ＃＋ｄｑｇ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ／＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｈｑｈｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｒｕｄｏ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜，／＃
ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｗ０ｖｋｌｕｗ１＃Ｒｑ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｙｌｈｚ／＃ｌｗ＃ｇｈｐｒｑｖｗｕｄｗｈｖ＃
that Mr Lugovoy approved of Mr Litvinenko’s murder. It was also, clearly, a threat 
to Mr Berezovsky. Further than that, the T-shirt could be seen as an admission by 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃
that he would never be extradited from Russia, and wished to taunt Mr Berezovsky 
with that fact. Alternatively, it could, perhaps, be seen as an extraordinarily tasteless 
joke. 

8.126  Ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｗ０ｖｋｌｕｗ＃ｇｒｈｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｗｄｑｇ＃ｄｏｒｑｈ１＃Ｄｖ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｌｑｇｌｆｄｗｈｇ／＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃
basis of other evidence (most importantly, the forensic evidence) that Mr Lugovoy did 
indeed poison Mr Litvinenko. Set against that context, this T-shirt can only be seen as 
Mr Lugovoy’s gleeful acknowledgement of his part in Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

8.127  There is one last matter to address under this heading, and it relates to Mr Kovtun. 
I have referred above to the fact that, after Mr Litvinenko’s death, Mr Kovtun had a 
conversation with his ex-wife’s mother, Elenora Wall, about the radiation poisoning 
that he was suffering from. When interviewed by the German authorities, Dr Wall gave 
this account of the conversation: 

ﾳＫｈ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｓｕｒｅｄｅｏ｜＃ｊｒｗ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃
Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｚｒｕｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｚｒｕｇ／＃ﾵＷｋｒｖｈ＃ｄｕｖｈｋｒｏｈｖ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｓｕｒｅｄｅｏ｜＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ｘｖ＃ｄｏｏﾶ１ﾴ＃12 

8.128  It seems to me to be at least possible that this comment made by Mr Kovtun to his 
mother-in-law, no doubt in an unguarded moment, was a revealing one. 

8.129  Ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｐｓｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｚｒｕｇｖ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｊｕｒｘｓ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｈｒｓｏｈ／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｘｑｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ ﾳｄｕｖｈｋｒｏｈｖﾴ＃
– had been responsible for poisoning both Mr Litvinenko and him – and possibly 
Mr Lugovoy as well. This would not be consistent with the case pursued by the 
Russian investigators, who accused Mr Litvinenko of having poisoned Mr Kovtun and 
Mr Lugovoy. But it would be consistent with a scenario in which others had tasked 
Mr Kovtun and Mr Lugovoy to kill Mr Litvinenko, and had given them a poison with 
which to do it, but had not told them what the poison was or what its properties were, 
with the consequence that the poisoners, through ignorance, ended up contaminating 
themselves. 

8.130  If that is what Mr Kovtun meant, then it was certainly an unwise comment for him 
to have made. But, as we have seen, making unwise comments is something that 
Mr Kovtun appears to have done from time to time. 

Evidence apparently inconsistent with Lugovoy and Kovtun’s 
involvement 

8.131  I did hear some evidence that at least appeared to be inconsistent with Mr Lugovoy 
and Mr Kovtun having been responsible for Mr Litvinenko’s death. I must, of course, 
address that evidence. 

12 Elenora Wall 32/81 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/32_81.pdf
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The polygraph test 

8.132  In 2012, Mr Lugovoy underwent a polygraph or so-called ‘lie detector’ test in Moscow. 
The test was administered by a British man and his son – Bruce and Tristam Burgess 
ﾱ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｔｘｄｏｌｈｇ＃ｓｒｏ｜ｊｕｄｓｋ＃ｈ｛ｄｐｌｑｈｕｖ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｖｈｕｌｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃
questions about his alleged involvement in Mr Litvinenko’s death, and he denied any 
such involvement. At the end of the test, Bruce Burgess, who took the lead role in 
conducting the test, announced the result to Mr Lugovoy in the following words,13 

ﾳＬ＃ ｆｄｑ＃ ｗｈｏｏ＃ ｜ｒｘ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｈｖｘｏｗ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｙｈ／＃ ｜ｒｘ＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｗｈｏｏｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｕｘｗｋ／＃ ｑｒ＃ ｇｈｆｈｓｗｌｒｑ＃
ｌｑｇｌｆｄｗｈｇ１ﾴ＃

8.133  Ｌ＃ｕｈｆｈｌｙｈｇ＃ｈ｛ｋｄｘｖｗｌｙｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｒｏ｜ｊｕｄｓｋ＃ｗｈｖｗ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｗｈｖｗ＃ｌｗｖｈｏｉ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｏｐｈｇ／＃
and I adduced both the recording14 and a transcript in evidence.15 I also had available 
to me the various charts produced by the polygraph equipment during the test.16 I 
commissioned an expert in polygraphy, Professor Ray Bull, to prepare a report about 
this test, and adduced that report in evidence.17 I also heard oral evidence from Bruce 
Burgess,18 from Tristam Burgess,19 and from Professor Bull.20 All those materials are 
available on the Inquiry website. 

8.134  I will make it clear at once that I regard the polygraph test conducted on Mr Lugovoy 
ｄｖ＃ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｖｈｕｌｒｘｖｏ｜＃ ｄｚｈｇ１＃ Ｌｑ＃ ｆｒｑｖｈｔｘｈｑｆｈ／＃ Ｌ＃ ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ ｉｈｈｏ＃ ｄｅｏｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃
weight at all on the outcome of the test. My reasons are as follows. 

8.135  By the end of his oral evidence I was left with general concerns about the levels 
of professionalism and objectivity demonstrated by Bruce Burgess (to whom I shall 
refer hereafter simply as ‘Mr Burgess’), and therefore his suitability to conduct what 
ｚｄｖ／＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｄｏｏ／＃ｄ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｈ｛ｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｏｏｈｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｘｕｊｈｖｖ＃
accepted that he has a conviction for perverting the course of justice. More particularly, 
he stated during the course of his evidence that he did not think it would be improper 
to conduct a polygraph test on a person who had been charged with a criminal offence 
and was awaiting trial, on the basis that by that point the criminal investigation would 
have been concluded. He also said that in those circumstances he would try to obtain 
an admission if the individual ‘failed’ the test. Mr Burgess’ view was that none of this 
risked interfering with the criminal process. In the present case, Mr Burgess accepted 
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｈｚ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｋｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｓｒｖｈｇ＃ｓｒｏ｜ｊｕｄｓｋ＃
test was involved in a murder case, but without asking who the subject was or what 
precise stage the murder investigation had reached. He accepted that he should have 
made further enquiries. 

8.136  As I have said, these matters and others similar to them left me with concerns about 
Ｐｕ＃Ｅｘｕｊｈｖｖﾶ＃ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｌｒｑｄｏｌｖｐ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｍｘｇｊｈｐｈｑｗ１＃Ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｆｒｑｆｈｕｑｖ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｍｘｖｗｌｈｇ＃
me in rejecting the test without more, but they did lead me to examine with care the 
way in which the test was conducted. 

13 INQ017779 (page 30)
14 INQ015781 part 1, INQ015781 part 2; INQ015777 part 1, INQ015777 part 2; INQ015778; INQ015779; 
INQ015780 [videos]
15 INQ017779 
16 INQ017728; INQ020308 
17 INQ019031; INQ019054 
18 Bruce Burgess 21/1-171
19 Tristam Burgess 21/172-213 
20 Bull 21/213-256 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017779x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2015/03/PreTest-1A.mp4
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2015/03/PreTest-1B.mp4
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2015/03/PreTest-2A.mp4
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2015/03/PreTest-2B.mp4
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2015/03/Test-1.mp4
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2015/03/Test-2.mp4
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2015/03/The-verdict.mp4
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017779x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017728x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ020308x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019031x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019054x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/21_1-171.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/21_172-213.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/21_213-256.pdf
http:evidence.17
http:evidence.15
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8.137  On examination, it became clear that there were a number of problems with the way 
in which the test was conducted. 

8.138  The type of test that Mr Burgess conducted on Mr Lugovoy is known as the Control 
Question Technique (CQT). Professor Bull told me that research suggested that the 
CQT has an 85% success rate in cases, such as this, where the result is that the 
subject is not deceptive. There were, however, some problems with the research 
ｗｈｆｋｑｌｔｘｈｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｘｖｈｇ１＃ Ｐｒｕｈｒｙｈｕ／＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｊｘｕｈ＃ ｄｖｖｘｐｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｈｖｗ＃ ｚｄｖ＃
properly conducted and that the subject had not used countermeasures. 

8.139  Put very shortly, the CQT operates by comparing the subject’s response while 
answering two sets of questions – ‘comparison questions’, which are intended to 
provoke a dishonest response but which are not related to the conduct that is the 
subject of the test, and ‘relevant questions’, which do relate to the subject of the test – 
here, Mr Lugovoy’s alleged involvement in poisoning Mr Litvinenko. As Professor Bull 
explained, the CQT depends for its success on the examiner choosing appropriate 
ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｖｎｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｕｕｈｆｗ＃ｐｄｑｑｈｕ１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗｌｈｖ＃ｋｈｕｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃
counts. 

8.140  Mr Burgess repeatedly told Mr Lugovoy that the comparison questions were not 
really part of the test, that they were not a threat to him, and that he wasn’t being 
tested on them. This was completely contrary to the principles underlying the CQT, 
ｄｖ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｏｌｗｈｕｄｗｘｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｋｒｚｑ１＃Ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｒｕ＃Ｅｘｏｏ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃
was, ﾳｌｑｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｗ＃ｚｌｗｋﾫ＃ｊｒｒｇ＃ｓｕｄｆｗｌｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｓｒｏ｜ｊｕｄｓｋ＃ｗｈｖｗｌｑｊﾴ. Mr Burgess responded 
that downplaying the importance of the control questions would be likely to increase 
the chances of a negative result to the test, whereas Mr Lugovoy’s result had been 
positive. I accept that there is a narrow logic to this proposition, but it does not answer 
the general concern. As Professor Bull stated, polygraph tests are multi-faceted. The 
outcome depends upon comparing a range of results across the piece. One cannot 
simply accept that one part of the process was faulty but assume that it had no wider 
damaging effect. The CQT process depends on the control questions being properly 
ｖｈｏｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｖｎｈｇ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｇｈｆｌｈｑｆｌｈｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｐｌｑｈ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｈｖｗ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃
whole. 

8.141  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｚｈｕｈ／＃ ｐｒｕｈｒｙｈｕ／＃ ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗｌｈｖ＃ ｕｈｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｈｏｈｙｄｑｗ＃ ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｖ１＃ Ｒｑｈ＃
question was whether Mr Lugovoy, “had ever performed any manipulations with 
ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐﾴ. Mr Lugovoy had told Mr Burgess prior to the test that he had been 
contaminated by polonium, and that in that sense he had had ﾳｖｒｐｈ＃ｇｈｄｏｌｑｊｖﾴ＃with 
polonium. Professor Bull observed that, in those circumstances, it was not clear why 
Mr Lugovoy’s answer ‘No’ to that question was accepted as a truthful answer. I agree. 
This question was poorly selected, and further undermined the test. 

8.142  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｏｈｙｄｑｗ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ＦＴＷ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｖｖ＃ｇｈｓｈｑｇｖ＃
on the subject of the test being put under pressure, and measuring the subject’s 
nervous physical reaction to false denials. However, throughout the testing process, 
Mr Burgess sought to reassure Mr Lugovoy, telling him that he was not expecting him 
to give untruthful answers to the relevant questions. As well as demonstrating a lack 
of objectivity on Mr Burgess’ part, this would have tended to reduce Mr Lugovoy’s 
reaction to false answers he was giving. Professor Bull considered that this was a 
factor that could have undermined the test. I agree. 

8.143  Professor Bull also made the more general point that the very fact that, by the time of 
the test, Mr Lugovoy had answered questions repeatedly, over a period of years, about 
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his alleged involvement in Mr Litvinenko’s death, may have made him an unsuitable 
subject for a test of this type and/or on this topic. He said that Mr Lugovoy’s mind and 
body may have become ‘habituated’ to denying these allegations, so that the nervous 
reaction to false denials that the test measures would not have been produced even 
if he was lying. 

8.144  Finally, Professor Bull gave detailed evidence regarding the risk of a polygraph test 
being undermined by the subject of the test using countermeasures. He said that 
it has been recognised that people can be trained to defeat polygraph tests. In my 
ｙｌｈｚ／＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｕｌｖｎ＃ｄｏｒｑｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｑｇｈｕ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃ｗｈｖｗ＃ｙｄｏｘｈｏｈｖｖ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃
accepted that he was familiar with polygraph tests through his security work. I also 
bear in mind in this context his previous lengthy service in the Committee for State 
Security (KGB). Moreover, in the course of the test Mr Lugovoy was seen to move, 
which is a possible sign of countermeasures. He was told to keep still (as he had been 
instructed at the outset), but continued to move. 

8.145  In my judgement, there is a very serious risk that Mr Lugovoy had been trained to 
defeat this polygraph test, and that he used countermeasures to do so. 

8.146  In summary, I have no doubt that I should place no weight at all on the outcome of this 
test – in part because of shortcomings in the way that the test was conducted, in part 
because of Mr Lugovoy’s unsuitability as a subject of the test, and in part because of 
the risk that Mr Lugovoy took deliberate steps to defeat the test. 

8.147  Mr Emmerson did suggest at one stage that I might rely on one part of the test which 
suggested that Mr Lugovoy had lied in response to one of the relevant questions. In 
the end, rightly, he did not pursue this suggestion. I have concluded that the whole 
ｓｕｒｆｈｖｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｚｈｇ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｋｈｕｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｅｈ＃ｚｕｒｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｏ｜＃ｒｑ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｗ１＃

Contamination of Lugovoy and Kovtun and their families 

8.148  It is a striking feature of the Pine Bar narrative that, as Mr Litvinenko was leaving, 
Mr Lugovoy invited him to shake hands with his young son, who had just arrived back 
at the hotel. Mr Lugovoy has referred to this incident as evidence of his innocence – 
surely, he has said, he would not risk his own son being contaminated? 

8.149  The point goes further. Mr Lugovoy’s wife and son slept in a contaminated bedroom at 
the Millennium Hotel, and sat in contaminated seats on the aircraft. Similarly, Marina 
Ｚｄｏｏﾶｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｈｇ／＃ｏｈｄｇｌｑｊ＃ｋｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｄ｜／＃ﾳＬ＃ｕｈｄｏｏ｜＃ｆｄｑﾶｗ＃ｌｐｄｊｌｑｈ＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃＾ｌ１ｈ１＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ｀＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｓｘｗ＃ｐ｜＃ｆｋｌｏｇｕｈｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕ.ﾴ21 

8.150  I am prepared to assume that neither Mr Lugovoy nor Mr Kovtun would have wished 
to harm their loved ones. But I do not consider that this assumption is inconsistent 
with my conclusion that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun poisoned Mr Litvinenko with 
polonium 210. 

8.151  In an article in the Sunday Times, Mr Franchetti quoted a Russian source named 
Mr Kondaurov, who stated:22 

ﾳＯｈｗﾶｖ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｖｄｎｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｄｕｊｘｐｈｑｗ／＃ ｄｖｖｘｐｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｆｋｄｕｊｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄｑ＃
ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑﾫ＃ｄｑｇ＃ ｏｈｗﾶｖ＃ ｄｖｖｘｐｈ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｇ１＃ Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｗｒｏｇ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｄｖ＃

21 Marina Wall 32/66-67 
22 Mascall 22/127 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/32_66-67.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/22_127.pdf
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ｏｌｗｗｏｈ＃ｄｖ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ１＃Ｄｊｈｑｗｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｘｖｈｇ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｎｑｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｘｏｏ＃ｇｈｗｄｌｏｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ＃
ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ１ﾴ＃

8.152  I think that Mr Kondaurov’s analysis was sound. I regard it as likely that, whilst 
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun knew that they were poisoning Mr Litvinenko, they did not 
know the name or the properties of the poison that they had been given to use. I note 
in passing that Mr Kovtun did not refer to polonium 210 in his conversation with D3. 

8.153  Had Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun known more about the substance they were handling, 
Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｇｈｄｏｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｌｗ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｆｄｕｈｉｘｏｏ｜１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ ｉｄｆｗ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃
did not know what they were handling explains why it was splashed around in hotel 
bathrooms and mopped up with hotel towels that were then left in the hotel. It explains 
why Mr Kovtun and Mr Lugovoy allowed their families to be contaminated. And it also, 
perhaps, explains Mr Kovtun’s comment to his mother-in-law after Mr Litvinenko’s 
death that, “Ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｄｕｖｈｋｒｏｈｖ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｓｕｒｅｄｅｏ｜＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ｘｖ＃ｄｏｏ１ﾴ＃

8.154  I would, however, add one further point. I am sure that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun 
were aware that the substance that they were administering to Mr Litvinenko was 
a deadly poison – as opposed, say, to a truth drug or a sleeping draught. As I have 
found, Mr Kovtun told D3 of a plan to poison Mr Litvinenko, and explained that he was 
being poisoned rather than shot in order to set an example. Those comments are only 
consistent with a plan to kill Mr Litvinenko. 

Indifference in Alexander Litvinenko drinking tea 

8.155  A further oddity about the events in the Pine Bar is that, on the account that 
Mr Litvinenko himself gave to the police, Mr Lugovoy was extremely indifferent as to 
whether or not Mr Litvinenko should drink tea from the poisoned teapot. Mr Litvinenko’s 
account was that Mr Lugovoy told him, “there is still some tea left here if you want you 
ｆｄｑ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｒｐｈﾴ１＃

8.156  If Mr Lugovoy was intent on poisoning Mr Litvinenko, wouldn’t he have been keener 
on him drinking the tea? 

8.157  I think that there are two answers to this question. 

8.158  Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｒｌｑｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｔｘｌｗｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｌｆｄｅｏｈ１＃Ｄｖ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｋｒｕｚｈｏｏ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｇ＃
in his closing submissions: 

ﾳＤｑ｜＃ｇｌｖｓｏｄ｜＃ｅ｜＃ｈｌｗｋｈｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｒｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｈｄｊｈｕｑｈｖｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｘｕｊｈｑｆ｜＃ｒｕ＃ｇｈｖｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃
ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｄｓｓｈｄｕｈｇ＃ ｖｘｖｓｌｆｌｒｘｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｆｒｘｑｗｈｕｓｕｒｇｘｆｗｌｙｈ１＃ Ｄｑ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ ｗｋｄｑ＃
ｇｌｉｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｓｓｈｄｕｈｇ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｖｘｖｓｌｆｌｒｘｖ＃ｗｒ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃
ｅｕｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｈｑｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｏｒｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｎｌｏｏ＃ｋｌｐ１＃Ｗｋｌｖ＃ｚｄｖ／＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｄｏｏ／＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｕｌｑｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｊｒｇｖ＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｒｉｉｈｕ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｏｏｈｑｑｌｘｐ＃Ｋｒｗｈｏ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｘｑｈ｛ｆｈｓｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｆｘｓ＃ｒｉ＃ｏｘｎｈｚｄｕｐ＃
ｗｈｄ１＃Ｄｑ｜＃ｈｑｆｒｘｕｄｊｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｕ＃ｈｑｗｋｘｖｌｄｖｐ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｇｕｌｑｎ＃
ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｗｕｄ｜ｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕｒｘｖ＃ｌｑｗｈｑｗ１＃

Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｄｉｉｒｕｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｇｌｉｇｈｑｗ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ ｕｈｄｖｒｑｖ１＃Ｉｌｕｖｗ／＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃
ｎｈｈｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｒ＃ｅｘｖｌｑｈｖｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｖｖｒｆｌｄｗｈ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｋｌｐ１＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｑｈｈｇｈｇ＃ｑｒ＃ｈｑｆｒｘｕｄｊｈｐｈｑｗ＃
ｗｒ＃ｐｈｈｗ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｐｄｑ｜＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｒｓｓｒｕｗｘｑｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｋｌｐ１＃
Ｈｙｈｑ＃ ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｌｕｇ＃ ｙｌｖｌｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ／＃ Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ ｄｑｇ＃ Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｇｘｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｐｈｈｗ＃
Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｇｄ｜／＃５＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ／＃ｄｗ＃ＵＬＶＦ＃Ｐｄｑｄｊｈｐｈｑｗ１＃
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Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｐｄｑ｜＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｒｓｓｒｕｗｘｑｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｐｐｈｇｌｄｗｈ＃ｉｘｗｘｕｈ／＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｌｑ＃
London and in Spain where Lugovoy and Litvinenko were due to meet just nine 
ｇｄ｜ｖ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｏｏｈｑｑｌｘｐ＃Ｋｒｗｈｏ１＃

Ｌｑ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｚｒｕｇｖ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｌｑｈ＃Ｅｄｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｒｓｓｒｕｗｘｑｌｗ｜＃
Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃

Ｖｈｆｒｑｇｏ｜／＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ／＃ｄｖ＃ｉｄｕ＃ｄｖ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｆｒｑｆｈｕｑｈｇ／＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｑｒ＃ｖｋｒｕｗｄｊｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ／＃ｚｋｄｗｈｙｈｕ＃ｌｗ＃ｐｌｊｋｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ１＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄｆｆｈｖｖ＃ｗｒ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｈｄｆｋ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ｙｌｖｌｗｖ１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃
ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄｙｄｌｏｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｘｗｘｕｈ１ﾴ＃23 

8.159  I agree. That is enough to dispose of this point. 

8.160  There is, however, a second observation that I would make. I have referred above 
to the embarrassment that Mr Litvinenko appears to have felt at being poisoned by 
someone that he trusted (see paragraphs 3.133 – 3.139). Mr Shvets described the 
emotion as ﾳｚｒｘｑｇｈｇ＃ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｓｕｌｇｈﾴ. This appears to have been the explanation 
for Mr Litvinenko’s delay in telling his friends about the meeting with Mr Lugovoy and 
Mr Kovtun on 1 November, and the fact that he continued during that period, even to 
his friends, to blame Mr Scaramella for the poisoning. It seems to me to be at least 
possible that Mr Litvinenko carried this feeling of ﾳｚｒｘｑｇｈｇ＃ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｓｕｌｇｈﾴ＃into his 
interviews with the police, and that in the course of those interviews he exaggerated 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃ｇｌｉｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｈｄ＃ｌｑ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｌｗｌｊｄｗｈ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｈｈｑ＃
as his own professional error in drinking it. 

A set up? 

8.161  It has been a frequent theme of Mr Lugovoy’s press interviews over the years that he 
has been the victim of a set up. He has stated that MI6, or perhaps some other British 
agency, must have killed Mr Litvinenko and then spread a trail of polonium in order to 
incriminate him and Mr Kovtun. 

8.162  I will deal with this point shortly. 

8.163  Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｚｒｕｗｋ＃ｕｈｈｆｗｌｑｊ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｄｏｏｈｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｈｑｗｄｌｏｖ１＃Ｏｈｄｙｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｖｌｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｏｏｈｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ／＃ｄ＃ｖｈｗ＃ｘｓ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｎｌｑｇ＃ｄｏｏｈｊｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃
Mr Lugovoy would have necessitated a series of public and private places in London 
and beyond being deliberately contaminated with radioactive material. It would have 
been a complex, expensive and extremely risky operation. Very large numbers of 
people would have been put at risk. 

8.164  I will simply say that in all the oral evidence that I have heard during this process, 
in all the many thousands of pages of documents that I have seen, I have not come 
across anything that would even begin to substantiate the claims of a set up made 
by Mr Lugovoy. On the other hand, I have seen plentiful evidence that is wholly 
inconsistent with Mr Lugovoy’s claims. That evidence, much of which I have attempted 
to summarise above, clearly establishes that, far from being set up, Mr Lugovoy did 
in fact, with Mr Kovtun, poison Mr Litvinenko. 

23 Horwell 33/16-17 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/33_16-17.pdf
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Part 9: Who directed the killing? 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

9.1  Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ１＃

9.2  However, this immediately raises a further question. There is no evidence at all 
that either Mr Lugovoy or Mr Kovtun had any personal reason to kill Mr Litvinenko. 
Mr Lugovoy may have commented after Mr Litvinenko’s death that he regarded 
Mr Litvinenko as a traitor, but I do not think for a moment that that feeling on its own 
ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｒｗｌｙｄｗｈ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｓｏｄｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｗｕｄｆｗｈｇ＃
and costly operation against Mr Litvinenko that I have outlined above. Moreover, 
had Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun been acting on their own behalf, it seems highly 
unlikely that they would have had access to the polonium 210 that they used to poison 
Mr Litvinenko. All the evidence points in one direction, namely that, when they killed 
Mr Litvinenko, Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun were acting on behalf of someone else. 

9.3  This Part will address the question of who directed Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun to kill 
Mr Litvinenko. 

9.4  The structure of this Part will be as follows. 

9.5  In Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 I will consider whether any of 
the individuals and organisations listed at paragraphs 17, 19, 20 and 21 of the List 
of Issues (see Appendix 3) (i.e. Boris Berezovsky, United Kingdom (UK) intelligence 
agencies, organised crime groups, Mario Scaramella, Chechen groups and Alexander 
Talik) had any involvement in Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

9.6  In Chapter 6, Chapter 7, Chapter 8, Chapter 9 and Chapter 10 I will analyse the 
evidence relating to various aspects of the issue at paragraph 18 of the List of Issues 
– the possible involvement of Russian State agencies in Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

9.7  In Chapter 11 I will set out my conclusions on the issue of Russian State responsibility 
for Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

9.8  In Chapter 12 I will address one further issue, namely whether Nikolai Patrushev (the 
head of the Federal Security Service (FSB) in 2006) and/or President Putin bear any 
responsibility for Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

9.9  The factual content of these chapters will be drawn from the open evidence (I have 
analysed the closed evidence in Part 7). I stress, however, that, as with Part 8, the 
ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｅｈｏｒｚ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｅｄｖｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｓｈｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃
that I have heard. 
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Chapter 2: Boris Berezovsky  

9.10  There are two points to note about the suggestion that it was Mr Berezovsky who was 
ultimately responsible for ordering the killing of Mr Litvinenko. 

9.11  Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｒｌｑｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｗｌｙｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｄｆｆｘｖｈｕｖ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｏｚｄ｜ｖ＃ｄｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ＰｕＥｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃
for wishing Mr Litvinenko dead is a fear of blackmail at the hands of his protégé. I 
have addressed the question of a rift between Mr Litvinenko and Mr Berezovsky, and 
the suggestion that Mr Litvinenko may have been blackmailing Mr Berezovsky, or 
planning to do so, in Part 5 above. 

9.12  Ｌ＃ ｄｐ＃ ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｑｒｗ＃ ｅｏｄｆｎｐｄｌｏｌｑｊ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜１＃ Ｈｙｈｑ＃ ｌｉ＃ ｋｈ＃
did occasionally make comments suggesting taking some form of action against 
Mr Berezovsky (for example, the comments related by Dr Svetlichnaya and the 
conversation at the Golden Dragon related by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun), I am 
ｔｘｌｗｈ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｓｘｗ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
I have heard that it was not unusual for Mr Litvinenko to propose courses of action in 
conversation with friends and associates that never subsequently came to anything. 
Mr Litvinenko and Mr Berezovsky remained friends until the end of Mr Litvinenko’s 
life. There was no blackmail, and therefore no motive for Mr Berezovsky to have 
Mr Litvinenko killed. 

9.13  The second point is that the allegation that Mr Berezovsky was responsible for 
Mr Litvinenko’s death is one that has been actively canvassed by Mr Lugovoy himself. 
Mr Lugovoy has not suggested that he killed Mr Litvinenko on Mr Berezovsky’s behalf. 
Rather, Mr Lugovoy’s argument has always been that he was not involved at all and 
that it was Mr Berezovsky who was responsible, perhaps with others, for the killing. 

9.14  Ｅｘｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｑｒｚ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜／＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ／＃ｚｋｒ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃
Mr Litvinenko. 

9.15  There is no evidence at all that Mr Lugovoy might have been acting on 
Mr Berezovsky’s behalf, and that hypothesis is inconsistent with the actions of both 
men since Mr Litvinenko’s death. It is unlikely that Mr Lugovoy would have blamed 
Mr Berezovsky if he had been acting on his behalf when he poisoned Mr Litvinenko. 
As to Mr Berezovsky, I heard evidence from Mr Cotlick, his former personal assistant, 
that following Mr Litvinenko’s death he spoke to Mr Lugovoy on the telephone and 
encouraged him to come to London and stand trial. He told Mr Lugovoy that he 
ﾳｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｕｈｏ｜＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｈｑｊｏｌｖｋ＃ｍｘｖｗｌｆｈ＃ｖ｜ｖｗｈｐ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｉ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｈｄｏｏ｜＃ｌｑｑｒｆｈｑｗ／＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃
ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｕｗ１ﾴ He even offered to pay Mr Lugovoy’s legal expenses.1 This 
is all wholly inconsistent with the idea that in fact Mr Lugovoy killed Mr Litvinenko on 
Mr Berezovsky’s behalf. 

9.16  Ｌｑ＃ ｖｘｐｐｄｕ｜／＃ Ｌ＃ ｄｐ＃ ｔｘｌｗｈ＃ ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ ｅｒｕｈ＃ ｑｒ＃ ｕｈｖｓｒｑｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ ｉｒｕ＃
Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

1 Cotlick 25/64 
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Chapter 3: UK intelligence agencies 

9.17  The allegation that UK intelligence agencies were responsible for Mr Litvinenko’s 
death is of a piece with the ‘set up’ issue that I have addressed in Part 8 above. 
Mr Lugovoy, for example, has advanced this allegation in the following terms:2 

ﾳＬ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｉｕｄｐｈｇ１＃ Ｌ＃ ｖｘｖｓｈｆｗ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｖｒｐｈ＃ Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃ ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｌｑｙｒｏｙｌｑｊ＃
Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏ｜＃ Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｚｈｑｗ＃ ｚｕｒｑｊ１＃ Ｌ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｈｇ＃ ｅ｜＃
Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｒｕ＃ｖｒｐｈｒｑｈ＃ｈｏｖｈ／＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｚｄ｜＃ｕｒｘｑｇ１＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｏｄｑｗｈｇ＃
ｒｑ＃ｘｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｏｈｉｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｓｏｄｆｈｖ＃ｚｈ＃ｙｌｖｌｗｈｇ／＃ｗｒ＃ｉｕｄｐｈ＃ｘｖ１ﾴ＃

9.18  I repeat what I have said at paragraphs 8.161 – 8.164 above. I heard no evidence to 
support this allegation. 

9.19  Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｈｑｗｌｕｈｏ｜＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ＸＮ＃ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｊｈｑｆｌｈｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕ＃ＸＮ＃ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃
bodies more generally, played no part at all in Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

2 HMG000175 (pages 9-10) 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/HMG000175x.pdf
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Chapter 4: Organised crime  

9.20  Ｄｖ＃ Ｌ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ ｄｅｒｙｈ／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｊｋｗ＃ ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｈｇ＃ ｆｕｌｐｈ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｒｑｈ＃ ｒｉ＃
Mr Litvinenko’s preoccupations since the start of his career in the Committee for State 
Security (KGB). His investigations into the activity of Russian crime gangs, and in 
particular the Tambov/Malyshev group based in St Petersburg, also revealed to him 
the extent of the collusion (as he saw it) between organised crime and members, 
including senior members, of the FSB. 

9.21  Mr Litvinenko sought to expose these links, in particular in his book The Gang from 
the Lubyanka／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｇｈｗｄｌｏｈｇ＃ｄｏｏｈｊｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｏｏｘｖｌｒｑ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃
and organised crime. 

9.22  Further, Mr Litvinenko passed information to the Mitrokhin Commission alleging that 
Semion Mogilevich, apparently one of the leaders of Russian organised crime, was 
an FSB agent with a longstanding personal relationship with President Putin. 

9.23  Finally, I have also heard evidence that towards the end of his life Mr Litvinenko was 
assisting the Spanish authorities with investigations that they were conducting against 
members of Russian organised crime groups, and that he thought it possible that he 
might give evidence against them in court. 

9.24  It follows from this short summary that a theory that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun killed 
Mr Litvinenko on the orders of one or more members of Russian crime gangs would 
not be implausible. 

9.25  That theory, however, is not supported by the evidence that is available to me. 
Detective Inspector (DI) Mascall stated that the police investigation has not uncovered 
any evidence linking Mr Mogilevich directly to the poisoning.3 More broadly, none of 
the evidence suggests that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun were commissioned to kill 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｅ｜＃ｐｈｐｅｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｕｌｐｈ＃ｊｄｑｊｖ１＃Ｐｒｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑｖ＃
that I shall describe below that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun in fact received their 
instructions from another source. 

3 Mascall 29/83-85 

The Litvinenko Inquiry
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Chapter 5: Mario Scaramella, Chechen groups,  
Alexander Talik 

9.26  There were a number of reasons why it was thought at one stage that Mr Scaramella 
may have been involved in Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

9.27  First, there were the simple factual points that the two men met on the day that 
Mr Litvinenko fell ill, and that the itsu restaurant where the meeting took place was 
ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｈｇ１＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｓｘｕｈ＃
coincidence, and that there was nothing sinister about it. It was no coincidence 
that they went to the itsu restaurant on Piccadilly – I have heard that it was one of 
Mr Litvinenko’s favourite places. However, as I have explained (see paragraph 6.292 
above), the contamination that was found there was centred on a table different to 
that at which Mr Litvinenko and Mr Scaramella sat on 1 November 2006. 

9.28  Second, initial tests indicated that Mr Scaramella was himself heavily contaminated 
with polonium 210. As Dr Harrison explained in evidence, however, the results of 
these tests were unreliable.4 Mr Scaramella was not in fact contaminated at all. 

9.29  Third, in the early days of his illness Mr Litvinenko himself suggested that Mr Scaramella 
may have been the person who poisoned him. I do not believe, however, that 
Mr Litvinenko ever thought this to have been true. As I have explained above, his 
early suggestion that Mr Scaramella may have poisoned him was in part the result of 
a desire not to admit to friends that he had allowed Mr Lugovoy to get close to him, 
and, in part, one element in a deliberate scheme to try and lure Mr Lugovoy back to 
the UK. 

9.30  Mr Scaramella clearly regarded Mr Litvinenko as a friend. He had no motive to kill 
him. Giving evidence to the Inquiry, DI Mascall stated that the police had no evidence 
to suggest that Mr Scaramella was involved in Mr Litvinenko’s death.5 

9.31  The limit of the allegations made against Mr Scaramella was that it was he who had 
poisoned Mr Litvinenko on 1 November 2006. For the reasons set out above, I am 
ｔｘｌｗｈ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｆｄｕｄｐｈｏｏｄ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｑｒ＃ｕｈｖｓｒｑｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ ｉｒｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ１＃ Ｌ＃
ｄｐ／＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ／＃ｉｒｕｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
it was Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun who poisoned Mr Litvinenko. 

9.32  The List of Issues was drawn up at an early stage of the inquest proceedings, and 
adopted with only a few changes for the purposes of the Inquiry. As the case developed, 
it became apparent that there was no evidence to support the suggestion that either 
Chechen groups or Mr Talik had been involved in Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

4 Harrison 19/67-73 
5 Mascall 29/79-82 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/19_67-73.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/29_79-82.pdf
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Chapter 6: Russian State responsibility –  
introduction 

9.33  A great deal of the evidence that I have heard in the course of the Inquiry has touched 
on the possibility that one or more organisations of the Russian State may have 
ordered Mr Litvinenko’s killing, or that they may otherwise have been involved or 
complicit in his death. That issue has been referred to, both during the course of the 
Inquiry and in this Report, as the issue, of Russian State responsibility. 

9.34  In the following chapters I will address the following themes in the evidence relating 
to possible Russian State responsibility for Mr Litvinenko’s death: 

9.35  In chapter 7 I will consider the evidence that Russia was the source of the polonium 210 
that killed Mr Litvinenko. 

9.36  In chapter 8 I will consider the motives that the Russian State may have had for 
wishing Mr Litvinenko dead, and evidence that I heard as to the history of other killings 
and deaths of opponents of President Putin. 

9.37  In chapter 9 I will consider the evidence of links between Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun 
and the Russian State. 

9.38  In chapter 10 I will consider events that have taken place since Mr Litvinenko’s death, 
and what inferences may be drawn from them. 

9.39  In chapter 11 I will set out my conclusions on the question of whether any Russian 
State organisation was responsible for Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

9.40  In chapter 12, I will address the further question of whether Nikolai Patrushev (the head 
of the FSB in 2006) and/or President Putin bear any responsibility for Mr Litvinenko’s 
death. 

9.41  One witness about whom I should say a little more at this stage is Professor Robert 
Service, who was until recently Professor of Russian History at Oxford University. I 
have already referred to his evidence on a number of occasions. Professor Service 
was instructed by the Inquiry to provide expert evidence on Russian history and 
politics. He produced two reports, both of which I adduced in evidence.6 He also gave 
oral evidence at the Inquiry hearings.7 

9.42  For the avoidance of any doubt, Professor Service did not have access to any of the 
closed material and was not involved in the closed hearings. It follows from this that 
ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｙｄｌｏｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｘｓｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｄｖｈ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｌｖ＃
more extensive than the material upon which Professor Service based his views. 

9.43  I say at once that I found Professor Service to be a most impressive and helpful 
witness. His mastery of the subject was apparent, but just as notable – and of great 
assistance to me – was the conspicuous care that he took in highlighting the issues 
where the limited nature of the source material available to him meant that he was 
unable to express a decided view one way or the other. 

6 INQ019146; INQ020316; INQ020998 
7 Service 28/1-104 
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9.44  The paucity of the public information relating to the inner workings of President Putin’s 
administration was, indeed, a theme of Professor Service’s evidence. As he put the 
matter: ﾳＬｗ＃ｆｄｑｑｒｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｈｐｓｋｄｖｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｒｒ＃ｋｈｄｙｌｏ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｄｆｆｈｖｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃
Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｖ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｊｒｑｈ＃ｄ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｈ＃ｆｒｑｖｗｕｌｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｖｌｑｆｈ＃Ｙｏｄｇｌｐｌｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑﾶｖ＃ｄｆｆｈｖｖｌｒｑ＃
ｗｒ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｓｒｚｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃５３３３１ﾴ8 

9.45  As I have indicated, there were occasions in the course of his evidence where 
Professor Service stated that the lack of public information in respect of an issue 
meant that he was unable to express a view about it. He suggested, moreover, that 
there were reasons going beyond academic or judicial rigour why this Inquiry ought 
to be careful to restrict its conclusions to matters that were provable on the evidence 
before it. He said this:9 

ﾳＥｘｗ＃ｚｈ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｕｈｄｏｏ｜＃ｆｄｘｗｌｒｘｖ＃ﾱ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｕｈﾶｖ＃ｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｄｖｓｈｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｈ｛ｈｕｆｌｖｈｖ＃
ｐｈ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑｖ＃ｚｄｑｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ｖｈｈ＃ｘｖ＃ ｉｄｌｕｏ｜＃ｊｒｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｕｒｘｊｋ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｌｑ＃ｄ＃
ｖｆｋｒｏｄｕｏ｜＃ｈｑｙｌｕｒｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｍｘｇｌｆｌｄｏ＃ｈｑｙｌｕｒｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｑ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｉｄｖｋｌｒｑ＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ｎｑｒｚ＃ｇｒｈｖｑﾶｗ＃ｋｄｓｓｈｑ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｕ｜１＃Ｖｒ＃ｚｈ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｌｑｎ＃ｄｗ＃ｄｏｏ＃
ｅｈｏｒｚ＃ｒｘｕ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｑｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｖｗｄｑｇｄｕｇｖ１＃Ｚｈ＃ｄｅｖｒｏｘｗｈｏ｜＃ｐｘｖｗｑﾶｗ／＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃
ｚｈ＃ｇｒ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｊｈｗ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｚｈ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｒｓｓｒｕｗｘｑｌｗ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｈ＃ｉｄｌｏｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｖｓｈｆｗ＃ｒｘｕ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｖｗｄｑｇｄｕｇｖ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃
ｄｕｈ＃ｖｗｄｑｇｄｕｇｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｕｈｄｏｏ｜＃ｚｒｕｗｋ＃ｎｈｈｓｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ１ﾴ＃

Ｌ＃ｚｋｒｏｈｋｈｄｕｗｈｇｏ｜＃ｈｑｇｒｕｖｈ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｖｈｑｗｌｐｈｑｗｖ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｄｆｆｘｕｄｗｈｏ｜＃ｕｈｈｆｗ＃ｐ｜＃ｄｓｓｕｒｄｆｋ＃ｗｒ＃
the evidence. 

8 INQ019146 (page 4 paragraph 9) 
9 Service 28/62 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/28_62.pdf
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Chapter 7: Russian State responsibility – the 

source of the polonium 210 

9.46  It is self evident that the isotope polonium 210 is a very rare substance. I also heard 
ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｖｒｗｒｓｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕｒｘｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｄｑｇｏｈ１＃Ｐｒｕｈｒｙｈｕ／＃
whilst polonium 210 is routinely manufactured and sold commercially, it is only publicly 
available in minute quantities that are embedded within sealed containers. 

9.47  Since polonium 210 is such a rare and specialised commodity, the question arises as 
to whether evidence relating to the polonium 210 that was used to kill Mr Litvinenko 
might assist in establishing responsibility for his death. Can the source of the polonium 
210 be traced? If so, what inferences can be drawn? 

9.48  I received valuable evidence on these issues from Professor Norman Dombey. 
Professor Dombey was Professor of Theoretical Physics at the University of Sussex 
from 1989 until his retirement in 2003, and since that time has been Emeritus Professor. 
Ｋｈ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｈ｛ｗｈｑｖｌｙｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｈｕｌｈｑｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｏｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｑｘｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｓｋ｜ｖｌｆｖ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｏｈｙｈｏ＃ｒｉ＃
practical knowledge, in part through his international contacts, about the production of 
polonium 210 in Russia. In August 2007 Professor Dombey wrote a review of Death 
of a Dissident in the Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃Ｕｈｙｌｈｚ＃ｒｉ＃Ｅｒｒｎｖ.10 Following that, he was commissioned 
by Alex Goldfarb to prepare an expert report for the purposes of the claim brought by 
Marina Litvinenko before the European Court of Human Rights. That report was dated 
12 November 2007.11 Professor Dombey thereafter provided a supplementary report 
for the purposes of this Inquiry,12 and also attended to give oral evidence.13 

9.49  A certain amount of the evidence relating to the possible source of the polonium 210 
was uncontroversial. 

9.50  It is not in any doubt that polonium 210 is, and was, throughout the relevant period, 
manufactured in Russia for commercial purposes. Professor Dombey assisted me by 
providing detailed evidence about this industry.14 He explained that the programme 
of polonium 210 production in Russia uses facilities at two former closed cities, both 
of which were initially established in connection with the manufacture of nuclear 
weapons. It was his understanding that all Russian production of polonium 210 came 
from this programme.15 

9.51  The process by which large scale production of polonium 210 is undertaken was 
described in evidence by both Professor Dombey and witness A1. 

9.52  Put shortly, a target of bismuth 209, which is a stable isotope, is inserted into a reactor 
where it is bombarded with neutrons. During the bombardment, bismuth 209 atoms 
capture neutrons and thereby become bismuth 210 atoms. Bismuth 210 is an unstable 
isotope, which decays by emitting a beta particle, so that one of its neutrons changes 
into a proton. That converts the bismuth 210 atom into a polonium 210 atom. When 
the target is removed from the reactor, a process has to be undertaken to isolate 

10 INQ006067 (pages 7-8) 
11 INQ006067 
12 INQ020031 
13 Dombey 23/5-56 
14 Dombey 23/13-39 
15 Dombey 23/22 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ006067x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ006067x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ020031x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_5-56.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_13-39.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_22.pdf
http:programme.15
http:industry.14
http:evidence.13
http:Books.10
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or remove the polonium 210 that has been created in this way from the remaining 
bismuth target. 

9.53  Ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｒｕ＃Ｇｒｐｅｈ｜＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｓｕｒｊｕｄｐｐｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｖｗｄｊｈ＃
of this process – i.e. the irradiation of the bismuth target – takes place in a nuclear 
reactor at the Mayak facility (formerly known as Chelyabinsk), near Ozersk. The 
second stage of the manufacturing process, i.e. the recovery of polonium 210 from 
the irradiated bismuth, is undertaken at a special production plant at the Avangard 
facility in Sarov (formerly known as Arzamas-16).16 For convenience, I shall refer to 
this production programme as ‘the Avangard programme’. 

9.54  Professor Dombey stated that the Avangard programme manufactured 0.8 grams of 
polonium 210 every month, and that this entire amount was routinely exported to the 
USA.17 

9.55  He further explained that on arrival in the USA, the polonium 210 was split and placed 
in tiny amounts into sealed sources that were then sold for use in devices such as 
anti-static guns. 

9.56  The police made enquiries into the export of polonium from Russia to the USA, and 
DI Mascall gave evidence about the results of those enquiries.18 His evidence was 
consistent with the more detailed evidence given by Professor Dombey. 

9.57  It follows from all of this (and again, I think that this is uncontroversial) that Russia, 
i.e. the Avangard programme, could unquestionably have been the source of the 
polonium 210 ingested by Mr Litvinenko. 

9.58  However, during the course of the Inquiry, various lines of evidence and argument 
were raised which, potentially at least, took the matter further. The logic of these 
different theories was that the polonium 210 used to kill Mr Litvinenko either probably 
came, or even must have come, from Russia. 

9.59  Taken at their highest, these lines of evidence, which are independent of each other, 
suggested that there might be a direct link between the polonium 210 ingested by 
Mr Litvinenko and Russia as its place of production. Evidence was called in relation 
to each of these theories, and I shall address them in turn below. 

Ｉｒｕｈｑｖｌｆ＃ｐｄｗｆｋｌｑｊ２ｑｊｈｕｓｕｌｑｗｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈｖ＃
9.60  In Death of a Dissident, the book that they published in 2007, Alex Goldfarb and Marina 

Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｄｇｙｄｑｆｈｇ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ ﾵｑｊｈｕｓｕｌｑｗﾶ＃ｗｋｈｒｕ｜／＃ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗｌｑｊ＃
that every batch of commercially produced polonium 210 contains characteristic and 
ｇｈｗｈｆｗｄｅｏｈ＃ ｌｐｓｘｕｌｗｌｈｖ／＃ｅ｜＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ ｌｗ＃ ｆｄｑ＃ｖｘｅｖｈｔｘｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｅｈ＃ ｗｕｄｆｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ１＃Ｚｋｄｗ＃
they said was as follows:19 

ﾳＺｋｈｑ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ０５４３＃ｇｈｆｄ｜ｖ＃ﾱ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｋｄｏｉ０ｏｌｉｈ＃ｌｖ＃４６；＃ｇｄ｜ｖ／＃ｐｈｄｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｏｉ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃
ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｄｐｒｘｑｗ＃ｇｈｆｄ｜ｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃４６；＃ｇｄ｜ｖ／＃ ｉｒｏｏｒｚｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｄ＃ｉｒｘｕｗｋ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｑｈ｛ｗ＃４６；＃
ｇｄ｜ｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｒ＃ｒｑ＃ﾱ＃ ｌｗ＃ ｗｘｕｑｖ＃ ｌｑｗｒ＃ ｏｈｄｇ／＃ｄ＃ｑｒｑｕｄｇｌｒｄｆｗｌｙｈ＃ｐｈｗｄｏ１＃Ｄｖ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｄｐｒｘｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃
ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ｇｈｆｕｈｄｖｈｖ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｐｒｘｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｏｈｄｇ＃ｌｑｆｕｈｄｖｈｖ１＃Ｅ｜＃ｐｈｄｖｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｓｒｕｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃

16 Dombey 23/20-32
17 Dombey 23/24-30; INQ020031 (page 2 paragraphs S9-S10) 
18 Mascall 29/77-78 
19 Death of Dissident, pp.337-338 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_20-32.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_24-30.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ020031x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/29_77-78.pdf
http:enquiries.18
http:Arzamas-16).16
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ｏｈｄｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ／＃ｄｑ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｒｕ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｊｘｕｈ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｒｏｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈ＃ｌｖ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｆｌｖｈ＃ｇｄｗｈ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｈｇ１＃Ｐｒｕｈｒｙｈｕ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｖｖ＃
ｏｈｄｙｈｖ＃ ｆｋｄｕｄｆｗｈｕｌｖｗｌｆ＃ ｌｖｒｗｒｓｈ＃ ｌｐｓｘｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｈｙｈｕ｜＃ ｅｄｗｆｋ１＃ Ｅ｜＃ ｆｒｐｓｄｕｌｑｊ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｏｈｄｇ＃
ｆｒｑｗｈｑｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｐｓｘｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ／＃ｄｑ＃ ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｒｕ＃
ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｄ｜＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｆｄｐｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｅｄｗｆｋ／＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｖｄｐｈ＃ｏｄｅｒｕｄｗｒｕ｜＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｇｄ｜１＃

Ｖｄｐｓｏｈｖ＃ ｒｉ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｓｕｈｖｘｐｄｅｏ｜＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｄｙｄｌｏｄｅｏｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃ ｏｄｚ＃
ｈｑｉｒｕｆｈｐｈｑｗ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｄｐｈｕｌｆｄｑ＃ｖｒｘｕｆｈｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ０５４３＃ ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ ｌｑ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄﾶｖ＃ｅｒｇ｜＃
ｋｄｖ＃ｅ｜＃ｑｒｚ＃ｘｑｇｒｘｅｗｈｇｏ｜＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｆｋｈｆｎｈｇ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ０５４３＃ｈ｛ｓｒｕｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃
Ｘｑｌｗｈｇ＃Ｖｗｄｗｈｖ１＃Ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｙｈｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｏｈｄｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｖｒｗｒｓｈ＃ｆｒｐｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｒｕｖ＃
ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｘｑｈｔｘｌｙｒｆｄｏｏ｜＃ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｄｗｆｋ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｇｄｗｈ＃
ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ１＃１１１ﾴ＃

9.61  A similar argument was advanced by Professor Dombey in a written Declaration that 
he signed in November 2007.20 

9.62  Ｌｗ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｖｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ﾵｑｊｈｕｓｕｌｑｗﾶ＃ｗｋｈｒｕ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｉｒｘｑｇｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｓｕｈｐｌｖｈｖ１＃

9.63  Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｕｈｐｌｖｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｆｒｐｐｈｕｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｈｇ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｖ＃ｇｈｗｈｆｗｄｅｏｈ＃
impurities that vary from reactor to reactor, so that these impurities amount to a unique 
signature that can be used to identify the reactor used to manufacture any particular 
sample of polonium 210. 

9.64  The second premise is that analysis of the lead content of a sample of polonium 210 
can be used to calculate the precise date on which it was manufactured. 

9.65  A1 addressed both these issues in her report dated 26 June 2013,21 and also in her 
oral evidence.22 

9.66  Ｄ４＃ｕｈｍｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｕｈｐｌｖｈ１＃Ｖｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｐｐｈｕｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｈｇ＃
polonium 210 had been analysed at the Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE) 
and found to be entirely pure. There were no signature impurities. In her report, A1 
described the process of irradiating bismuth 209 by which the commercial production 
of polonium 210 is undertaken. She then continued:23 

ﾳＷｋｈ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｓｘｕｈ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｆｄｑ＃ｅｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃
ｉｕｈｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｇｈｗｈｆｗｄｅｏｈ＃ｊｄｐｐｄ＃ｈｐｌｗｗｌｑｊ＃ ｕｄｇｌｒｑｘｆｏｌｇｈｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｇｈｐｒｑｖｗｕｄｗｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ＤＺＨ＃ｅ｜＃
ｆｒｑｇｘｆｗｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃ｊｄｐｐｄ＃ｖｓｈｆｗｕｒｐｈｗｕｌｆ＃ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｐｐｈｕｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｄｙｄｌｏｄｅｏｈ＃
Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｖｌｑｊｏｈ＃ｊｄｐｐｄ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｈ＃ｓｈｄｎ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｒｅｖｈｕｙｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃；３６＃ｎｈＹ＃ｄｗｗｕｌｅｘｗｄｅｏｈ＃
ｗｒ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｊｄｐｐｄ＃ｓｈｄｎｖ＃ｒｅｖｈｕｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｓｈｆｗｕｄ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｇｘｈ＃ｗｒ＃
ｄｏｓｋｄ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｑｈｘｗｕｒｑ＃ ｄｆｗｌｙｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｓｄｆｎｄｊｌｑｊ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｇｈｗｈｆｗｒｕ＃ ｖ｜ｖｗｈｐ＃ ｊｈｑｈｕｄｗｈｇ＃
ｅ｜＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｄｏｓｋｄ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｏｈｖ＃ ｌｑｗｈｕｄｆｗｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｐｈｑｗ＃ ｙｈｖｖｈｏ／＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｑｗｕｌｑｖｌｆ＃
ｅｄｆｎｊｕｒｘｑｇ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｇｈｗｈｆｗｒｕ＃ ｖ｜ｖｗｈｐ１＃ Ｑｒ＃ ｊｄｐｐｄ＃ ｓｈｄｎｖ＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｄｗｗｕｌｅｘｗｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｏｌｎｈｏ｜＃
ｌｐｓｘｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３１＃

Ｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｕｄｇｌｒｑｘｆｏｌｇｈ＃ｇｈｗｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｐｐｈｕｆｌｄｏ＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｌｗ＃
ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｕｌｙｈ＃ｕｄｗｌｒｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｅｈ＃ｘｖｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｇｌｖｗｌｑｊｘｌｖｋｌｑｊ＃ｕｄｇｌｒｑｘｆｏｌｇｈ＃
ｑｊｈｕｓｕｌｑｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｇｌｉｉｈｕｈｑｗ＃ﾵｅｄｗｆｋｈｖﾶ＃ｒｉ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３１＃

20 INQ006067 (page 5 paragraph 31)
21 INQ016403 (pages 29-32) 
22 A1 2/131-140
23 INQ016403 (page 30) 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ006067x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016403x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2_131-140.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016403x.pdf
http:evidence.22
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Ｑｒ＃ｕｄｇｌｒｑｘｆｏｌｇｈｖ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｊｄｐｐｄ＃ｆｒｘｑｗｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｋｌｅｌｗｖ＃ｖｘｓｓｏｌｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ＰＳＶ＃ｒｑｆｈ＃ｓｈｄｎｖ＃ｇｘｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｗｈｆｗｒｕ＃ｅｄｆｎｊｕｒｘｑｇ＃ｖ｜ｖｗｈｐ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃
ｕｈｐｒｙｈｇ１＃ Ｗｋｘｖ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｈ｛ｋｌｅｌｗｖ＃ ｄｏｖｒ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｑｒ＃ ｑｊｈｕｓｕｌｑｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｇｌｖｗｌｑｊｘｌｖｋ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃
５４３１ﾴ＃

9.67  Ｌｗ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｕｈｐｌｖｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ﾵｑｊｈｕｓｕｌｑｗﾶ＃ｗｋｈｒｕ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｈｗ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ｌｖ＃
ｄｚｈｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｕｈｍｈｆｗｈｇ１＃

9.68  Turning to the second premise, A1 accepted that the age (and, therefore, the 
manufacture date) of a sample of polonium 210 could in principle be calculated by 
reference to the lead content in the sample. She referred in this context to the equation 
that is used to make this calculation. However, A1 also added a number of important 
ｔｘｄｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑｖ１＃

9.69  First, she explained that due to the form of the equation and the expected uncertainties 
of the measurements, it is only possible to use this method to determine the age of 
polonium 210 samples up to seven months old. Beyond that period, the changes in 
the amount of lead become too small for reliable calculations to be performed. 

9.70  Ｖｈｆｒｑｇ／＃Ｄ４＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈｖ＃ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｖｈｙｈｑ＃ｐｒｑｗｋｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｄｑｘｉｄｆｗｘｕｈ／＃
this process cannot provide an exact date of manufacture. Rather, she explained, 
the process can only be relied upon to differentiate between samples manufactured 
at least 13 or 14 days apart. As A1 explained in her report, it followed that: “if two 
ｅｄｗｆｋｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｓｘｕｌｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ｆｒｑｖｈｆｘｗｌｙｈ＃ｇｄ｜ｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ ｗｈｑ＃ｇｄ｜ｖ＃
ｄｓｄｕｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｇｌｉｉｈｕｈｑｗｌｄｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｏｈｄｇ＃５３９ﾴ１24 

9.71  Turning from the limits of this process in theory to its limits in practice, A1 stated that 
most of the exhibits in the present case were not suitable for age dating in any event 
because they had been heated and/or cleaned after the date of contamination, which 
would have rendered the dating process unreliable. 

9.72  Ｌｑ＃ｖｘｐｐｄｕ｜／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｏｄｌｐｖ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ﾵｑｊｈｕｓｕｌｑｗﾶ＃ｗｋｈｒｕ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｄｖｖｄｊｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Death 
of a Dissident ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｔｘｒｗｈｇ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｈｕｗ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃
evidence that I have heard. The analysis conducted at AWE does not support the 
assertion that all commercially produced batches of polonium 210 have characteristic 
impurities, and although there is a process by which such samples can be aged by 
reference to their lead content, the process is far from precise and in any event the 
ｖｄｐｓｏｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｕｙｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｈｑｄｅｏｈ＃ｐｈｄｑｌｑｊｉｘｏ＃
calculations to be made. 

The Potemkin evidence 

9.73  This issue arises from evidence given by Mr Goldfarb about information and documents 
that he received in unusual circumstances from a man calling himself Alexei Potemkin. 

9.74  Mr Goldfarb provided lengthy written evidence about this issue and also answered 
some questions about it when he gave oral evidence.25 The tale that Mr Goldfarb 
ｕｈｏｄｗｈｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｐｓｏｌｆｄｗｈｇ＃ｒｑｈ／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｖｘｐｐｄｕｌｖｈ＃ｌｗ＃ｄｖ＃ｅｕｌｈ｜＃ｄｖ＃Ｌ＃ｆｄｑ１＃

9.75  Ｐｕ＃ Ｊｒｏｇｉｄｕｅ＃ ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｕｖｗ＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗｈｇ＃ ｅ｜＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｓｒｗｈｐｎｌｑ＃ ｌｑ＃ Ｍｘｑｈ＃
５３４３／＃ｅ｜＃ｈｐｄｌｏ１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｋｄｇ＃ｈ｛ｆｋｄｑｊｈｇ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃ｈｐｄｌｏｖ１＃Ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｌｑｖｗｄｑｆｈ／＃

24 INQ016403 (page 31) 
25 INQ018946; INQ017548 (pages 8-9); Goldfarb 26/125-127  

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016403x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ018946x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017548x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_125-127.pdf
http:evidence.25
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Mr Potemkin had merely stated that he had information connected with the polonium 
in the Litvinenko case. In due course, he became more forthcoming. He said that 
he was a Major in the FSB who was living as an undercover agent of the Russian 
government in Austria. He also said that he could provide information as to how the 
polonium that had been used to poison Mr Litvinenko had been transported to the UK 
from Russia, and that he had in fact been part of the transportation chain. 

9.76  Mr Goldfarb described what he did next. He continued to communicate with 
Mr Potemkin, as well as informing the police about the information that he had 
received. In August 2010 Mr Goldfarb met Mr Potemkin in Innsbruck. The two met on 
further occasions later that year. 

9.77  Mr Potemkin told Mr Goldfarb that in 2004 he had been assigned by the FSB to travel 
to Austria and claim asylum as a deserter from the Russian army, and thereafter to 
live in Austria as a refugee, with a view to monitoring the large population of Chechen 
refugees present in that country. He said that he now wished to live in the UK, and that 
he was willing to provide the UK authorities with sensitive information and documents 
in order to facilitate this. 

9.78  The story that Mr Potemkin told Mr Goldfarb about his involvement in the Litvinenko 
case was brief. He said that in 2006 a courier from the FSB had delivered to him 
a sealed container with radioactive markings. He had believed that it contained 
polonium 210. He had been instructed to put the container in a locker at Innsbruck 
railway station and to hide the key in a prearranged place in the station. He said that 
he had done this. 

9.79  Mr Potemkin told Mr Goldfarb that the courier who had given him the package was not 
ｄｑ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｄ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑ＃ｉｕｈｈｏｄｑｆｈｕ＃ｚｋｒｐ＃ｋｈ＃ｎｑｈｚ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｄｖ＃Ｖｘｏｗｄｑ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈｇ＃
that Sultan was involved in arms and drugs smuggling as well as working for the 
FSB. Mr Potemkin said that Sultan had also been involved in a previous shipment of 
radioactive material in 2004. 

9.80  Mr Potemkin’s account was that when he received the container in 2006, he put it in 
the locker at the railway station and never saw it again. He did not open the container, 
nor did he see any transit documents. He said that he believed the package contained 
polonium 210 on account of the markings that it bore; he said that he had previously 
dealt with shipments of polonium 210 in 2002 as a member of a Russian special 
forces unit. 

9.81  Mr Goldfarb produced several documents that he said Mr Potemkin had given to him. 
For most of the documents, Mr Goldfarb provided both a copy of the Russian original 
and also an English translation. Mr Potemkin told Mr Goldfarb that these documents 
had been obtained in Moscow by a man named Sergei Ploshkin, who he said was his 
ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ｖｘｓｈｕｌｒｕ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ１＃

9.82  I do not propose to set out the detailed contents of these documents. I have adduced 
all the documents into evidence and they are available on the Inquiry website.26 

In summary, the key documents appear to evidence a consignment of radioactive 
material, possibly polonium 210, being transferred in August 2006 from Balakovo 
Atomic Power Station in Russia to the FSB Research Institute in Moscow. There is 

26 INQ014604; INQ014605; INQ014607; INQ014608; INQ014609; INQ014610; INQ014611; INQ014612; 
INQ014613; INQ014620; INQ014621; INQ014623; INQ014624 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014604x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014605x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014607x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014608x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014609x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014610x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014611x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014612x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014613x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014620x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014621x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014623x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014624x.pdf
http:website.26
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a further document dated 17 September 2006,27 which records FSB orders relating 
to the delivery to Mr Potemkin of material described only as ‘Chemistry’, as well as 
documents and currency. On the document, the purpose of this delivery is stated to 
be: ﾳｉｒｕ＃ｆｄｕｕ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｑｈｘｗｕｄｏｌ｝ｄｗｌｒｑ＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑ＃ｗｒ＃ＵＩ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｈｕｗｄｌｑ＃ｐｈｐｅｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑ＃ｈｗｋｑｌｆ＃ｆｕｌｐｌｑｄｏ＃ｊｕｒｘｓｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ＃
Ｄｘｖｗｕｌｄﾴ１＃The document further states that; ﾳｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｌｑｖｗｕｘｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏ＃
ﾳＦｋｈｐｌｖｗｕ｜ﾴ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｗｒ＃＾Ｐｕ＃Ｓｒｗｈｐｎｌｑ｀＃ｙｌｄ＃ｈ｛ｌｖｗｌｑｊ＃ｆｋｄｑｑｈｏｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｐｐｘｑｌｆｄｗｌｒｑﾴ. 
Mr Potemkin told Mr Goldfarb that he received his further orders to put the container 
in a locker at the railway station through ﾳｆｒｐｐｘｑｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｆｋｄｑｑｈｏｖﾴ. 

9.83  In his witness statement dated 20 May 2013,28 Mr Goldfarb stated that he had stayed 
in touch with Mr Potemkin since 2010 in order to facilitate meetings with the police 
and also with a journalist. He also referred to the fact that Mr Potemkin had recently 
been convicted in Austria for fraud; he reported the explanation that Mr Potemkin had 
given him for this conviction, namely that he had in effect been set up by the FSB. 

9.84  In the same statement, Mr Goldfarb recorded his own views as to the reliability of the 
account that Mr Potemkin had given. He said this: 

ﾳＺｋｌｏｈ＃ Ｌ＃ ｉｈｏｗ＃ｒｅｏｌｊｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃Ｓｒｗｈｐｎｌｑﾶｖ＃ｖｗｒｕ｜＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ／＃ Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ｐｌｑｇｖ＃
ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｕｈｇｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜１＃Ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｋｄｑｇ／＃ｋｌｖ＃ｖｗｒｕ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｗｒｒ＃ｖｒｓｋｌｖｗｌｆｄｗｈｇ／＃ｈｏｄｅｒｕｄｗｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｇｈｗｄｌｏｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｄ＃ｖｌｐｓｏｈｐｌｑｇｈｇ＃ｋｒｄ｛１＃Ｒｑ＃ｄ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｄｏ＃ｏｈｙｈｏ／＃ｋｈ＃ｏｈｉｗ＃ｄ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｙｈ＃
ｌｐｓｕｈｖｖｌｒｑ／＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｒｑ＃ｐｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｖｈｄｖｒｑｈｇ＃ｍｒｘｕｑｄｏｌｖｗｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｅｕｒｘｊｋｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚ＃
ｋｌｐ１＃ Ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ ｋｄｑｇ／＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｄｕｈ＃ ｌｑｆｒｑｖｌｖｗｈｑｆｌｈｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｖｗｒｕ｜／＃ ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｆｒｘｏｇ＃
ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｒｆｘｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈｇ／＃ｕｄｌｖｈｇ＃ｐｄｑ｜＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｖ１＃Ｚｌｗｋ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｙｈｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｄｘｖｗｕｌｄｑ＃ｉｕｄｘｇ＃ｆｄｖｈ／＃Ｌ＃ｅｈｆｄｐｈ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｐｒｕｈ＃ｇｒｘｅｗｉｘｏ＃ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃
Ｓｒｗｈｐｎｌｑ＃ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈｇ１＃Ｌ＃ｇｈｉｈｕ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｍｘｇｊｐｈｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ１ﾴ＃

9.85  In his oral evidence to me at the Inquiry hearings, Mr Goldfarb adopted very much the 
same line. He said that the story ﾳｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｗｕｘｈ／＃ｌｗ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｉｄｏｖｈﾴ. He added that he had 
reservations stemming both from inconsistencies in Mr Potemkin’s account and from 
the fraud conviction.29 

9.86  I have reached the clear view that I should not place any weight on the evidence 
ｈｐｄｑｄｗｌｑｊ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｓｒｗｈｐｎｌｑ１＃ Ｓｘｗ＃ ｙｈｕ｜＃ ｅｕｌｈ｜／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｘｑｆｈｕｗｄｌｑｗｌｈｖ＃ ｅｒｗｋ＃ ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
substance of his evidence and about his credibility are so great that the only proper 
course I can take is to disregard this material in its entirety. My more detailed reasons 
are as follows. 

9.87  First, there are real doubts about Mr Potemkin’s credibility. He is, on his own account, 
both a man who has spent years working as an undercover agent informing on those 
around him, and also a man who has more recently betrayed his own organisation. 
This is not a promising starting point, and the position has been compounded by 
Mr Potemkin’s conviction on fraud charges. It does not follow from any of these 
matters, of course, that the story Mr Potemkin told Mr Goldfarb is untruthful. But, given 
this context, I am bound to approach Mr Potemkin’s evidence with great caution. It 
does not assist in this respect that I have not heard him give evidence, and am not 
therefore in a position to form an independent view of his reliability. 

27 INQ014620; INQ014621 
28 INQ017548 (pages 8-9) 
29 Goldfarb 26/125-127 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014620x.pdf
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9.88  Second, Mr Potemkin’s account is on any view far fetched. Again, that does not of 
course mean that he is lying. But there are many further questions to which I would 
ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｑｈｈｇｈｇ＃ ｄｑ＃ ｄｑｖｚｈｕ＃ ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃ ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗｏ｜＃ ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｆｒｑｆｏｘｇｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
extraordinary story that he has told is true. To give only a few examples, if the container 
was to be brought to Innsbruck by Sultan and left in a locker at the railway station, why 
did Mr Potemkin need to be involved at all? Why couldn’t Sultan have left the container 
ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｌｒｑＢ＃Ｒｑ＃ｄ＃ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｓｒｌｑｗ／＃ｋｒｚ＃ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｒｗｈｐｎｌｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｄｆｎｄｊｈ＃
contained polonium 210? How did his earlier special forces experience assist him in 
ｌｇｈｑｗｌｉ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｈｑｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｄｆｎｄｊｈＢ＃Ｇｌｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｕｎｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｄｆｎｄｊｈ＃ｖｓｈｆｌｆｄｏｏ｜＃
state that it contained polonium 210, and if not, how did Mr Potemkin know that it did not 
contain (for example) some other radioactive material? Finally, why did Mr Potemkin’s 
(presumably secret) orders state that he was to receive this package in connection 
with: ﾳｆｄｕｕ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｑｈｘｗｕｄｏｌ｝ｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｕｈｗｘｕｑ＃ｗｒ＃ＵＩ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｈｕｗｄｌｑ＃ｐｈｐｅｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑ＃ｈｗｋｑｌｆ＃ｆｕｌｐｌｑｄｏ＃ｊｕｒｘｓｖﾴ ? On the account 
that he has given, this would appear to be simply inaccurate. 

9.89  Third and in any event, I observe that even if Mr Potemkin’s account was to be accepted 
in its entirety, it would be of only limited assistance to this Inquiry. Put at its highest, 
the account amounts to evidence that in September 2006 the FSB was clandestinely 
moving a package of polonium 210 around Europe as far as Innsbruck. There is 
no evidence to connect the container that Mr Potemkin claims to have deposited 
in a locker at Innsbruck station with London, Mr Litvinenko – or, for example, with 
Mr Lugovoy or Mr Kovtun. 

Professor Dombey’s analysis 

9.90  When he gave his oral evidence to the Inquiry, Professor Dombey appeared to 
ｄｇｙｄｑｆｈ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｕｊｘｐｈｑｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｖｌｐｓｏｈ＃ｄｑｇ／＃ｌｉ＃ｗｕｘｈ／＃ｒｉ＃ｊｕｈｄｗ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃
case. 

9.91  In summary, this argument was (a) that the polonium 210 that was used to kill 
Mr Litvinenko must have been made in Russia, since the Mayak/Avangard facilities 
were the only place in the world in which the quantity of polonium used on 1 November 
2006 could have been made; and (b) that since the facilities at Mayak and Avangard 
were controlled by the Russian State, any diversion of the polonium 210 produced 
ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｖｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ１＃Ｘｑｖｘｕｓｕｌｖｌｑｊｏ｜／＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｈｐｓｋｄｖｌｖ＃
was placed on this evidence by Mr Emmerson in his closing statement. 

9.92  There were a number of steps to Professor Dombey’s reasoning, which I will address 
in turn. After the conclusion of the Inquiry hearings, A1 produced a further statement 
in which she gave her own opinion on several of these points, and Professor Dombey 
responded by way of a further statement.30 I am grateful both to A1 and to Professor 
Dombey for their assistance in this regard; the further written material that they have 
provided has been of considerable assistance in resolving this issue. 

The amount of polonium 210 that was used 

9.93  Professor Dombey estimated that at least 50 micrograms of polonium 210 was put 
into the teapot at the Millennium Hotel on the afternoon of 1 November 2006. His 
reasoning was that the 4.4GBq that Mr Litvinenko was considered to have ingested 
ｈｔｘｄｗｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃５９１８＃ｐｌｆｕｒｊｕｄｐｖ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｋｌｊｋｈｕ＃ ｊｘｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃８３＃ｐｌｆｕｒｊｕｄｐｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｋｒｖｈｑ＃

30 INQ022423; INQ022433 
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as a conservative estimate to allow for the extra polonium 210 that had been in the 
teapot but which Mr Litvinenko had not ingested, i.e. the polonium 210 mixed with the 
unpoured tea in the pot and the undrunk tea in the cup.31 

9.94  A1 agreed with Professor Dombey’s calculation.32 

9.95  Ｌ＃ｑｒｗｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｗｄｊｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃
that Mr Litvinenko was poisoned on 1 November by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun, and 
as to the fact that they had been responsible for the other deposits of polonium 210 
ｉｒｘｑｇ／＃ｉｒｕ＃ｈ｛ｄｐｓｏｈ／＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｈｕｌｑ｜ｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ／＃ｌｑ＃ｕｒｒｐ＃４３：＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｅｈｖｗ＃Ｚｈｖｗｈｕｑ＃Ｋｒｗｈｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃
in room 848 of the Sheraton Hotel, the amount of polonium 210 that they must have 
had available to them over the period 16 October to 1 November 2006 was in fact 
considerably in excess of 50 micrograms. 

Could the polonium 210 have been extracted from uranium or 
anti-static devices? 

9.96  Professor Dombey next considered the process by which whoever poisoned 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃＋ｒｑ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ，＃ｐｌｊｋｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｒｅｗｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
hypothetical quantity of 50 micrograms of polonium 210. 

9.97  He discounted two sources from which, at least in theory, the polonium 210 might 
have come. 

9.98  First, he stated that it would have been extremely impractical to extract that quantity 
of polonium 210 from uranium ore.33 A1 agreed with Professor Dombey on this point.34 

This possibility can therefore be dismissed. 

9.99  Professor Dombey next considered the possibility that a quantity of 50 micrograms of 
polonium 210 might have been amassed by breaking down commercially produced 
anti-static devices containing very small amounts of polonium 210. He calculated 
that it would have been necessary to extract the polonium 210 from about 450 
such sources in order to make up this amount. In his written evidence, Professor 
Dombey expressed the view that any bulk purchase (or bulk theft) of that number 
of these devices would have been noticed.35 He also observed that the extraction 
of polonium 210 from these devices would have been extremely dangerous without 
specialist training and equipment. It was this factor that he emphasised in his oral 
evidence, stating that, ﾳｌｗ＃ｆｈｕｗｄｌｑｏ｜＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｌｐｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｗｋｌｈｉ＃ｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｊｄｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｄｆｗ＃
Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈｖﾴ.36 He therefore excluded this possibility on those 
two grounds. 

9.100  A1 did not consider herself competent to express a view on whether the loss or theft 
of 450 or so devices would have been noticed, in particular since the total production 
of such devices could have been numbered in the millions per month. But she did 
provide some additional reasoning regarding this possible source of the polonium 
210. She stated:37 

31 INQ020031 (page 4 paragraphs S17-S18) 
32 INQ022423 (page 2)
33 INQ020031 (page 4 paragraphs S20-S21)
34 INQ022423 (pages 2-3 paragraph 8)
35 INQ020031 (page 5 paragraphs S27-S31) 
36 Dombey 23/42
37 INQ022423 (page 4 paragraph 13) 
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ﾳＬｑ＃ｐ｜＃ｙｌｈｚ／＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｇｌｉｉｈｕｈｑｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｈｑｗｌｕｈｏ｜＃ｌｑｇｈｓｈｑｇｈｑｗ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑ＃ｚｋ｜＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｈｏ｜＃
ｘｑｏｌｎｈｏ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｒ０５４３＃ｘｖｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｒｅｗｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｈ｛ｗｕｄｆｗｌｒｑ＃
ｉｕｒｐ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｇｈｙｌｆｈｖ１＃Ｚｋｈｑ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｇｈｙｌｆｈｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｐｄｑｘｉｄｆｗｘｕｈｇ／＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｒ０５４３＃ｌｖ＃ｅｒｑｇｈｇ＃
ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｖｘｅｖｗｕｄｗｈ／＃ｄｖ＃Ｓｕｒｉ＃Ｇｒｐｅｈ｜＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｖ１＃Ｚｋｌｏｖｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｓｒ０５４３＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃
ｈ｛ｗｕｄｆｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｆｕｒｖｖ０ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｌｐｓｘｕｌｗｌｈｖ１＃Ｖｘｆｋ＃
ｌｐｓｘｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｇｈｗｈｆｗｄｅｏｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｌｖ１＃Ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｒ０５４３＃ｘｖｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｈｏ｜＃ｋｌｊｋ＃ｓｘｕｌｗ｜／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｌ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｈ｛ｆｏｘｇｈｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｓｒｖｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｄｆｗｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｇｈｙｌｆｈｖ１ﾴ＃

9.101  Having excluded these two possible sources, Professor Dombey and A1 were agreed 
that the polonium 210 that was used to kill Mr Litvinenko must have been obtained 
directly from a supply manufactured in a reactor through the process (that I have 
described above) of irradiating bismuth. Professor Dombey added that since the 
polonium 210 in question must have been soluble, it must have been transported, “in 
ｐｈｗｄｏｏｌｆ＃ｉｒｕｐ／＃ｒｕ＃ｖｒｐｈｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｖｌｐｌｏｄｕﾴ.38 

9.102  A1 and Professor Dombey took different views, however, regarding the type of reactor 
in which the polonium 210 at issue in this case must or could have been produced. It 
is to that question that I now turn. 

Which reactor(s) could have been used to produce the polonium 210? 

9.103  As I have indicated above, at the time that he gave oral evidence to the Inquiry, it 
appeared to be Professor Dombey’s analysis that the only place where the polonium 
210 that was used to kill Mr Litvinenko could have been produced was at the Mayak 
and Avangard facilities in Russia. 

9.104  The starting point for Professor Dombey’s argument was his contention that, as a 
matter of fact, the Avangard programme was the only commercial producer of polonium 
210 in the world. Beyond that, he argued that the Lyudmila reactor at Mayak was one 
ｒｉ＃ ｒｑｏ｜＃ ｄ＃ ｋｄｑｇｉｘｏ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｕｈｄｆｗｒｕｖ＃ ｚｒｕｏｇｚｌｇｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗｏ｜＃ ｓｒｚｈｕｉｘｏ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｌｕｕｄｇｌｄｗｈ＃
the quantities of bismuth 209 needed to produce the 50 micrograms (or, more likely, 
more) of polonium 210 involved here. 

9.105  Professor Dombey listed the other high power reactors – located in places such as 
the UK, Canada and India – and gave evidence that these reactors were not used to 
produce polonium 210. He supported this evidence with documentary evidence to a 
similar effect. Professor Dombey accepted that less powerful research reactors could 
be used to irradiate bismuth and thereby make polonium 210, but he said that these 
reactors were limited to making far smaller amounts of polonium 210 than the 50 
microgram quantity in play here. 

9.106  This led him to the conclusion that the polonium that was used to kill Mr Litvinenko 
must have been produced at the Avangard programme. 

9.107  A1 took issue with this analysis. She accepted (more accurately, she said she had no 
reason to doubt) that the Avangard programme was the only commercial producer of 
polonium 210 in the world. She did not agree, however, that the reactors on Professor 
Dombey’s list of high power reactors were the only reactors capable of producing a 
quantity of 50 micrograms of polonium 210. In fact, A1 contended that the characteristic 
of a reactor that was of most relevance to its use for the production of polonium 210 

38 Dombey 23/54 
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ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ ｌｗｖ＃ ｗｋｈｕｐｄｏ＃ｓｒｚｈｕ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ ｕｄｗｋｈｕ＃ ｌｗｖ＃ｑｈｘｗｕｒｑ＃ｘ｛39 (a point to which Professor 
Dombey had alluded in the course of his oral evidence).40 

9.108  Ｄ４＃ ｈ｛ｓｕｈｖｖｈｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｙｌｈｚ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｙｈｕ｜＃ ｐｄｑ｜＃ ｕｈｖｈｄｕｆｋ＃ ｕｈｄｆｗｒｕｖ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｄ＃ ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ＃ ｏｈｙｈｏ＃ ｒｉ＃
ｑｈｘｗｕｒｑ＃ｘ｛＃ｗｒ＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｈ＃８３＃ｐｌｆｕｒｊｕｄｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｅ｜＃ｐｈｄｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｕｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｅｌｖｐｘｗｋ＃
209. Moreover, she said that the process involved was relatively straightforward. She 
stated that, because the bismuth target can be inserted into a reactor core in place 
of a fuel rod, ﾳｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｈｄｖｌｏ｜＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｑｖｈｕｗ＃ｄ＃ｅｌｖｐｘｗｋ＃ｗｄｕｊｈｗ＃１１１＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｐｄｑ｜＃
ｕｈｄｆｗｒｕｖ１ﾴ41 

9.109  Witness A1 summarised her opinion on this issue in these terms:42 

ﾳＬ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈｉｒｕｈ＃ ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｄ＃ ｗｈｆｋｑｌｆｄｏ＃ ｏｈｙｈｏ／＃ ｌｗ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｈｑｗｌｕｈｏ｜＃ ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
ｔｘｄｑｗｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃Ｓｒ０５４３＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｐｄｑ｜＃ｕｈｄｆｗｒｕｖ１＃
Ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｕｈｔｘｌｕｈｇ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｓｓｕｒｓｕｌｄｗｈ＃ｅｌｖｐｘｗｋ＃ｗｄｕｊｈｗ／＃ｄｆｆｈｖｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｖｘｌｗｄｅｏｈ＃
ｕｈｄｆｗｒｕ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｓｓｕｒｓｕｌｄｗｈ＃ｓｈｕｌｒｇ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｌｐｈ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｘｌｗｄｅｏｈ＃ ｉｄｆｌｏｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄｓｓｕｒｓｕｌｄｗｈ＃
ｕｄｇｌｒｏｒｊｌｆｄｏ＃ｓｕｒｗｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｙｈｏ｜＃ｖｌｐｓｏｈ＃ｆｋｈｐｌｆｄｏ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｖｖ＃ｒｉ＃ ｌｖｒｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃
Ｓｒ０５４３＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｕｕｄｇｌｄｗｈｇ＃ｅｌｖｐｘｗｋ＃ｗｄｕｊｈｗ１＃Ｚｋｌｏｈ＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃
Ｓｒ０５４３＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｌｐｓｏ｜＃ｇｌｙｈｕｗｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｌｖ＃ｕｒｘｗｌｑｈｏ｜＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃Ｄｙｄｑｊｄｕｇ／＃Ｌ＃ｇｒ＃
ｑｒｗ＃ｄｊｕｈｈ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｓｕｒｉ＃Ｇｒｐｅｈ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｒｘｕｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｓｒ０５４３１ﾴ＃

9.110  In the further statement that he provided in response to A1’s statement, Professor 
Ｇｒｐｅｈ｜＃ｆｏｄｕｌｈｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃ｋｈ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｈｇ＃ｌｗ＃ｄｖ＃ﾳｋｌｊｋｏ｜＃ｏｌｎｈｏ｜ﾴ＃
that the polonium 210 that had been used to kill Mr Litvinenko had been prepared at 
the Avangard facility, he accepted that it was ﾳｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｈｑｙｌｖｄｊｈ＃ｆｌｕｆｘｐｖｗｄｑｆｈｖﾴ in 
ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｌｗ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｓｕｈｓｄｕｈｇ＃ｈｏｖｈｚｋｈｕｈ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｖｈｈｐｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｏｄｕｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃
of his position by Professor Dombey means that there is no material difference of 
opinion on this issue between him and A1. They share the view that the polonium 
210 that killed Mr Litvinenko could have been produced at Avangard (and it is fair to 
say that Professor Dombey puts the matter considerably higher than that). Crucially, 
however, they also both accept that the polonium 210 could in principle have been 
made somewhere entirely different, including a research reactor outside Russia. 

Conclusion 

9.111  My conclusion, for the reasons that I have set out above, is that none of these theories 
or lines of evidence relating to the source of the polonium 210 that was used to kill 
Mr Litvinenko amount to a secure basis for me to conclude, without more evidence, 
that the polonium 210 in question either must have come, or even probably came, 
from Russia. 

9.112  That does not mean that the fact that polonium 210 was used to poison Mr Litvinenko 
ｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｑｒ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｖｓｒｑｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｉｒｕ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ１＃

9.113  First, the use of polonium 210 is at the very least a strong indicator of state involvement. 
That is in part simply because ordinary criminals might have been expected to use a 
more straightforward, less sophisticated means of killing. It is also because, on the 
evidence, the polonium 210 used to kill Mr Litvinenko must have come from a reactor, 
and such reactors are, in general, under state control. 

39 INQ022423  
40 Dombey 23/33; 23/39-40 
41 INQ022423 (page 7 paragraph 30) 
42 INQ022423 (page 9 paragraph 37)  

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ022423x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_33.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ022423x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ022423x.pdf
http:evidence).40
www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/23_39-40
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9.114  It is also true, as I have said, that the Avangard programme in Russia was a possible 
ｖｒｘｕｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３１＃Ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ／＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕ＃ｆｄｑｑｒｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｓｘｗ＃
any more strongly than that. 

9.115  Finally, I would add in passing that the open market cost of polonium 210 would not 
ｄｓｓｈｄｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｄ＃ｉｄｆｗｒｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｊｕｈｄｗ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ１＃Ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｘｗｖｈｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊｖ／＃
Mr Emmerson asserted that:43 

ﾳ１１１＃ｗｋｈ＃ｔｘｄｑｗｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｘｖｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｖｖｄｖｖｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｆｒｖｗ＃ｗｈｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｐｌｏｏｌｒｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｇｒｏｏｄｕｖ＃ｌｉ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｘｕｆｋｄｖｈｇ１１１＃ｅ｜＃ｈｑｇ＃ｘｖｈｕｖ＃ｒｑ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｐｐｈｕｆｌｄｏ＃ｐｄｕｎｈｗ１ﾴ＃

Mr Emmerson went on to assert that the extremely high cost of polonium 210 was a 
factor that argued strongly in favour of state involvement in Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

9.116  However, the evidence that I received on this issue was to the effect that the commercial 
price of polonium 210 in 2006 was in fact very much lower than Mr Emmerson 
suggested. DI Mascall gave evidence that a consignment of polonium 210 containing 
many times the quantity that Mr Litvinenko ingested was sold in 2006 for US$20,000.44 

9.117  Put shortly, I think that the issue of cost is a red herring. It does not assist in either 
tending to prove or to disprove state responsibility. 

43 Emmerson 1/156-157 
44 Mascall 29/77-78 
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Chapter 8:  Russian State responsibility – motive  

and evidence of similar deaths  

and killings 

Motive 

9.118   In chapter 1 of Part 4 above, I have addressed at some length the question of whether 
elements within the Russian State might have had a motive for killing Mr Litvinenko.  I 
have also referred, in paragraph 5.27 above, to the article that Mr Litvinenko  published 
in July 2006 accusing President Putin of being a paedophile. 

9.119  I consider that there were several reasons why organisations and individuals within 
the Russian State might have wished to target Mr Litvinenko, including to the point 
of killing him, by late 2006. These reasons overlapped and their effect was no doubt 
ｆｘｐｘｏｄｗｌｙｈ１＃Ｅ｜＃ｚｄ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｐｐｄｕ｜／＃Ｌ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｉ｜＃ｙｈ＃ｆｒｕｈ＃ｗｋｈｐｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｈｐｈｕｊｈ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｐ｜＃
analysis in the earlier sections of the Report. 

9.120  First, Mr Litvinenko was regarded as having betrayed the FSB as a result of the 
public disclosures that he made before he left Russia, in particular his claim that 
he had been ordered to kill Mr Berezovsky. This idea of betrayal was compounded 
by Mr Litvinenko’s campaigning activity in the UK. The two books that he wrote 
accused the FSB of responsibility for the 1999 apartment bombings and of collusion 
in organised crime. 

9.121  Second, according to Mr Lugovoy the FSB also received information that Mr Litvinenko 
was working for British intelligence, and that he had tried to recruit Mr Lugovoy to do 
so too. 

9.122  Third, Mr Litvinenko was a prominent associate of both Boris Berezovsky and Akhmed 
Zakayev, both of whom were leading opponents of the Putin administration. 

9.123  Fourth, the causes espoused by Mr Litvinenko – such as the FSB’s alleged responsibility 
for the apartment bombings, the war in Chechnya, and alleged collusion between 
President Putin and other members of his administration and organised crime – were 
areas of particular sensitivity to the Putin administration. 

9.124  Finally, there was undoubtedly a personal dimension to the antagonism between 
Mr Litvinenko on the one hand and President Putin on the other. The history between 
the two men dated back to their (only) meeting in 1998, at a time when Mr Putin 
was the newly appointed head of the FSB and Mr Berezovsky and Mr Litvinenko still 
hoped that he might implement a programme of reform. In the years that followed, 
Mr Litvinenko made repeated highly personal attacks on President Putin, culminating 
in the allegation of paedophilia in July 2006. 

9.125  Ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｗｋｈｐｈｖ＃ｒｙｈｕｏｄｓ１＃Ｐｄｑ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｕｈｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃Ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｒｕ＃Ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈﾶｖ＃ｒｅｖｈｕｙｄｗｌｒｑ＃
that President Putin, ﾳｄｏｐｒｖｗ＃ ｆｈｕｗｄｌｑｏ｜＃ ｏｒｒｎｈｇ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｚｋｄｗ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ ｇｌｇ＃ ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ ｈｈｌｑｊ＃
ｄｅｕｒｄｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｓｘｑｌｖｋｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｕｈｄｆｋｈｕ｜ﾴ１45 Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃ｌｑ＃ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ／＃ｐｈｐｅｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃
the Putin administration, including the President himself and the FSB, had motives for 
taking action against Mr Litvinenko, including killing him, in late 2006. 

45 INQ019146 (page 15 paragraph 46) 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
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9.126  In his closing statement Mr Emmerson submitted that a causative link could be 
established between the damning due diligence report on Mr Ivanov that Mr Litvinenko 
had given to Mr Lugovoy, and his subsequent poisoning. He made a similar submission 
in relation to the investigation that, to Mr Lugovoy’s knowledge, Mr Litvinenko was 
conducting in relation to Mr Gordeyev. 

9.127  As I indicated in chapter 4 of Part 5 above, where I have set out the evidence relating 
ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｙｄｑｒｙ＃ｌｖｖｘｈ／＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｕｊｘｐｈｑｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｄｖｎｈｇ＃
to kill Mr Litvinenko as a result of him taking the Ivanov report back to Moscow. The 
ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗ｜＃ｌｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｌｑｊ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｙｄｑｒｙ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｗｒ＃
Mr Lugovoy in late September 2006. That was only a matter of weeks before what 
Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｉｒｘｑｇ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｄｗｗｈｐｓｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｒｑ＃４９＃Ｒｆｗｒｅｈｕ＃５３３９／＃ｄｑｇ＃
only a matter of days before arrangements were made for Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun 
ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｕｖｗ＃ ｍｒｌｑｗ＃ ｗｕｌｓ＃ ｗｒ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃＋ｖｗｄｕｗｌｑｊ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ｙｌｖｄ＃ｄｓｓｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃
2 October). It was also some considerable time after Mr Lugovoy began to court 
Mr Litvinenko, a process that had started with Mr Lugovoy’s call to Mr Litvinenko in 
ｏｄｗｈ＃５３３７＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｒｑｗｌｑｘｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｈｄｕｑｈｖｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｈｗｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｏｄｗｈ＃５３３８１＃

9.128  In summary, it appears from the evidence that the operation conducted by Mr Lugovoy 
against Mr Litvinenko was already underway before the investigation into Mr Gordeyev 
began, or the Ivanov report was drafted. I do not therefore think that either of these 
matters was a fundamental cause of the decision to kill Mr Litvinenko. That said, and 
although the timing with regard to the Ivanov report is tight, it is possible that one 
or other (or both) of these considerations may have provided extra motivation and 
impetus to a plan that had already been conceived. 

The evidence of similar deaths and killings 

9.129  Ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｈｊｌｑｑｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｖｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｈｑｗｌｗｏｈｇ＃Ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｎｌｏｏｌｑｊｖ／＃４＜＜＜０５３３８, 
Professor Service stated that, ﾳｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃ｎｌｏｏｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｒｐｌｑｈｑｗ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｖ＃
ｒｉ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｄｇｐｌｑｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑﾴ１46 In the same paragraph Professor Service noted 
that: ﾳｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｖｘｊｊｈｖｗｌｑｊ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｆｒｐｓｏｌｆｌｗ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｆｕｌｐｈｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｆｌｕｆｘｐｖｗｄｑｗｌｄｏ＃
ｑｄｗｘｕｈ／＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｄｘｗｋｒｕｖ＃ ｚｋｒ＃ ｋｄｙｈ＃ ｖｓｈｆｌｄｏｌｖｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｉｈｕｕｈｗｌｑｊ＃ ｒｘｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｄｕｈ＃
ｗｋｈｐｖｈｏｙｈｖ＃ｚｈｏｏ０ｎｑｒｚｑ＃ｄｖ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｖ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｄｊｕｈｈ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｋｄｕｊｈｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕｈｇ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｖ＃
ｏｈｙｈｏｏｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ１ﾴ Professor Service concluded that a number of 
these commentators, including Mr Goldfarb and Mr Felshtinsky (who, of course, both 
gave evidence to me), were nonetheless reliable in their factual assertions. He then 
went on to list the details of a number of killings. 

9.130  During the course of the Inquiry hearings, I heard evidence about the deaths of a 
considerable number of President Putin’s opponents that took place in the years prior 
to Mr Litvinenko’s death. In the case of some, there had obviously been a murder, and 
the only question was who had sponsored it. Other cases were more complicated in 
that there was a preliminary question as to whether the deceased had been murdered 
or died of natural causes, and a secondary question as to who was responsible for the 
murder if that was indeed what had taken place. 

9.131  Anna Politkovskaya was undoubtedly murdered. She was shot dead in Moscow on 
7 October 2006. As I have set out above in Part 5, chapter 6, she was a prominent 
journalist and campaigner against President Putin. She and Mr Litvinenko were friends 
and fellow campaigners for Chechen causes. Professor Service recorded that “most 

46 INQ019146 (pages 18-19 paragraph 57) 
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ｒｅｖｈｕｙｈｕｖﾴ believed Ms Politkovskaya’s death to have been ﾳｄ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｄｖｖｄｖｖｌｑｄｗｌｒｑﾴ, 
with suspicion falling on either President Putin or President Kadyrov of Chechnya.47 

9.132  Sergei Yushenkov was shot dead in a street in Moscow in April 2003. He was a 
member of the Russian Parliament who had been one of the co-founders of the 
oppositionist Liberal Russia party with Boris Berezovsky in 2002. He was also a 
prominent member of the commission that had been established to investigate the 
1999 apartment bombings.48 Marina Litvinenko recalled that Mr Yushenkov had met 
Mr Litvinenko in London in 2002 or 2003.49 

9.133  Another of the founders of the Liberal Russia party was Vladimir Golovlev. He was 
shot and killed in Moscow in 2002. Mr Goldfarb said that his death, “appear[ed] to 
ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｄｖｖｄｖｖｌｑｄｗｌｒｑﾴ１50 

9.134  Professor Service noted that, ﾳｈ｛ｗｕｄｍｘｇｌｆｌｄｏ＃ｎｌｏｏｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｘｗｖｌｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｕｒｑｗｌｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃
Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｒｐｈｗｌｐｈｖ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄｗｗｕｌｅｘｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｉｒｕｆｈｖ１ﾴ51 

9.135  The best known example of political assassination conducted by Russia outside its 
borders during this period is the February 2004 killing of the Chechen Vice President 
Zelinkhan Yandarbiev. He was blown up as he left a mosque with his son. Professor 
Service stated that Mr Yandarbiev was ﾳｄ＃ｖｗｕｒｑｊ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｇｐｌｑｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑﾴ,52 

who had been a leader of the Chechen insurgency until going abroad in 1999. He 
said that, prior to his death, Mr Yandarbiev had been conducting his anti-Moscow 
activities in Qatar, where he was free from the risk of extradition to Russia, and that 
he had been held responsible by the Russian authorities for the Moscow theatre siege 
in October 2002. As to Russia’s responsibility for Mr Yandarbiev’s death, Professor 
Service stated:53 

ﾳＷｋｕｈｈ＃ｄｊｈｑｗｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｐｌｏｌｗｄｕ｜＃ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｄｕｕｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃Ｇｒｋｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｆｆｘｖｈｇ＃
ｒｉ＃ｓｏｄｑｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｐｅ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃＼ｄｑｇｄｕｅｌｈｙ１＃Ｌｊｒｕ＃Ｌｙｄｑｒｙ／＃Ｖｈｆｕｈｗｄｕ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃
Ｆｒｘｑｆｌｏ／＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｈｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｘｗ＃ｓｕｈｖｖｘｕｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｔｄｗｄｕｌ＃ｄｇｐｌｑｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｗｚｒ＃Ｔｄｗｄｕｌ＃ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑｖ＃
ｚｈｕｈ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｆｘｖｗｒｇ｜＃ｄｗ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚﾶｖ＃Ｖｋｈｕｈｐｈｗｈｙｒ＃ｄｌｕｓｒｕｗ＞＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃
ｖｘｖｓｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｑｈｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑ＃ ｌｑｖｘｕｊｈｑｗｖ１＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｚｌｖｋｈｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｈ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｏｈｄｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｄｊｈｑｗｖ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｓｋｒｑｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｈｐｌｕ＃ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕ１＃
Ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｄｊｈｑｗｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｏｒｚｈｇ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ ｗｒ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ１＃Ｗｚｒ＃ ｕｈｐｄｌｑｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｆｘｖｗｒｇ｜＃ｘｑｗｌｏ＃
Ｇｈｆｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３７／＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｈｕｙｈ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｖｈｑｗｈｑｆｈｖ＃
ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｓｕｌｖｒｑｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃Ｔｄｗｄｕｌ＃ｇｈｗｄｌｑｈｈｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｏｌｅｈｕｄｗｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｓｏｒｐｄｗｌｆ＃
ｅｄｕｊｄｌｑ１ﾴ＃

9.136  A few months after Mr Yandarbiev’s death, in September 2004, there was an apparent 
attempt to poison Viktor Yuschenko, the anti-Moscow candidate in Presidential 
elections taking place in Ukraine. Professor Service recorded that Mr Yuschenko’s 
poisoning was attributed to Russian security forces.54 

9.137  Nor was this the only incident during this period of the suspected poisoning of 
opponents of President Putin by Russian agents. 

47 INQ019146 (page 24 paragraph 74)
48 Goldfarb 5/115; 5/121-123 
49 Marina Litvinenko 3/141-142 
50 Goldfarb 26/71
51 INQ019146 (page 19 paragraph 61)
52 INQ019146 (page 20 paragraph 62)
53 INQ019146 (page 20 paragraph 63)
54 INQ019146 (page 19 paragraph 61) 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/5_115.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/5_121-123.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/3_141-142.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_71.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
http:forces.54
http:assassination�.50
http:bombings.48
http:Chechnya.47
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9.138  In 2003, Russian politician Yuri Shchekochikhin died of apparent poisoning. Professor 
Service described Mr Shchekochikhin’s career in the following terms:55 

ﾳ＼ｘｕｌ＃ Ｖｋｆｋｈｎｒｆｋｌｎｋｌｑ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｇｈｓｘｗ｜＃ ｈｇｌｗｒｕ＃ ｒｉ＃ Ｑｒｙｒ｜ｄ＃ Ｊｄ｝ｈｗｄ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｄ＃ ｆｄｐｓｄｌｊｑｌｑｊ＃
ｆｒｏｘｐｑｌｖｗ＃ｒｙｈｕ＃ｐｄｑ｜＃｜ｈｄｕｖ１＃Ｈｏｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃Ｇｘｐｄ＃ｇｈｓｘｗ｜＃ ｌｑ＃４＜＜８／＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｈ＃
ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｖｗｕｘｊｊｏｈ＃ ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ ｆｒｕｕｘｓｗｌｒｑ／＃ ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ ｄｅｘｖｈｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｄｕｐｈｇ＃ ｉｒｕｆｈｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃
ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｚｄｕｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｑ｜ｄ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｇｈｑｒｘｑｆｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｖｗｒｕ｜＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃
ｄｓｄｕｗｐｈｑｗ＃ｅｒｐｅｌｑｊｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｖｈｓｗｈｐｅｈｕ＃４＜＜＜１＃Ｋｈ＃ｉｕｈｔｘｈｑｗｏ｜＃ｈ｛ｓｒｖｈｇ＃ｐｄｏｓｕｄｆｗｌｆｈｖ＃ｅ｜＃
ＩＶＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ１ﾴ＃

Mr Goldfarb said that Mr Shchekochikhin did not lose his hair as he died but that his 
symptoms had resembled those of Mr Yuschenko. He thought that Mr Shchekochikhin 
had been poisoned with dioxins, rather than with a radioactive substance. He added, 
ﾳＨｙｈｕ｜ｒｑｈ＃ ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｋｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ１１１＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｉｄｐｌｏ｜＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｓｄｕｗ｜／＃ ｆｒｏｏｈｄｊｘｈｖ／＃
ｄｏｚｄ｜ｖ＃ｆｏｄｌｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ１ﾴ56 

9.139  Ms Politkovskaya had nearly died from poisoning in 2004, two years before she was 
murdered, when travelling to Grozny. Professor Service commented; “The identity 
ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｆｘｏｓｕｌｗ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｑｈｙｈｕ＃ ｇｌｖｆｒｙｈｕｈｇ／＃ ｅｘｗ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｖｓｈｆｘｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｎｄｇ｜ｕｒｙ＃ ｚｄｖ＃
ｈ｛ｄｖｓｈｕｄｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｋｈｕ＃ｈ｛ｓｒｖｘｕｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｘｐｄｑ＃ｕｌｊｋｗｖ＃ｄｅｘｖｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｕｈｓｘｅｏｌｆ１ﾴ57 

9.140  In 2004, an Islamist guerrilla leader named Ibn Khattab was killed by a poisoned 
letter. Mr Goldfarb said that the FSB had claimed responsibility for this killing.58 

9.141  Ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｖｄｐｈ＃ ｜ｈｄｕ／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ ｊｘｕｈ＃ Ｕｒｐｄｑ＃ Ｗｖｈｓｒｙ＃ ｇｌｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｐ｜ｖｗｈｕｌｒｘｖ＃
circumstances. Professor Service stated that Mr Tsepov: “was reliably said to have 
ｏｌｄｌｖｈｇ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｌｄｑｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｈｇ＃ｆｕｌｐｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｖｗ＃Ｓｈｗｈｕｖｅｘｕｊ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃
ｆｏｒｖｈ＃ｗｒ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｄｕｈｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｌｗ｜ﾴ.59 Mr Goldfarb described how it had been 
alleged that Mr Tsepov had died from radioactive poisoning, and that many of his 
symptoms – such as loss of hair and destruction of the immune system – had been 
similar to those suffered by Mr Litvinenko.60 

9.142  In the course of his oral evidence to me, Professor Dombey repeated an observation 
that he had previously made in an article in the Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃Ｕｈｙｌｈｚ＃ｒｉ＃Books.61 He said that, 
on the hypothesis that Mr Litvinenko had been deliberately poisoned with polonium 
210 in a killing sponsored by the Russian State, it was reasonable to assume that the 
ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｗｈｖｗｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｒｗｋｈｕｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｇｙｄｑｆｈ１＃Ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｒｕ＃Ｇｒｐｅｈ｜＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃
two cases that might indicate such testing. One was the case of Mr Tsepov, to which 
I have already referred. The other was the case of a Chechen man named Lecha 
Islamov. In the article to which I have referred, Professor Dombey had this to say 
about the Islamov case:62 

ﾳＬｑ＃Ｄｓｕｌｏ＃５３３７／＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｏｈｆｋｄ＃Ｌｖｏｄｐｒｙ／＃ｄ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑ＃ｊｘｈｕｕｌｏｏｄ＃ｆｒｐｐｄｑｇｈｕ＃
ｖｈｕｙｌｑｊ＃ｄ＃ｑｌｑｈ０｜ｈｄｕ＃ｓｕｌｖｒｑ＃ｖｈｑｗｈｑｆｈ／＃ｋｄｇ＃ｇｌｈｇ＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｄｇｐｌｗｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｒｖｓｌｗｄｏ＃ｌｑ＃
Ｙｒｏｊｒｊｕｄｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｄ＃ｐ｜ｖｗｈｕｌｒｘｖ＃ ｌｏｏｑｈｖｖ１＃ ﾵＶｒｘｕｆｈｖ＃ｆｏｒｖｈ＃ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｙｌｆｗ／ﾶ＃ｕｄｑ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃
ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｈｆｋｑ｜ｄ＃Ｚｈｈｎｏ｜／＃ ﾵ１１１＃ ｖｘｖｓｈｆｗ＃ ｋｈ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ ｅ｜＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄﾶｖ＃

55 INQ019146 (page 19 paragraph 58)  
56 Goldfarb 26/26 
57 INQ019146 (page 23 paragraph 73) 
58 Goldfarb 27/114-115; INQ019146 (page 19 paragraph 60)  
59 INQ019146 (page 19 paragraph 60) 
60 Goldfarb 26/69; 27/114-116  
61 Dombey 23/46-48 
62 INQ006067 (pages 7-8)  
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_26.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/27_114-115.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
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http:Books.61
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ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｄｊｈｑｆｌｈｖ＃１１１＃Ｌｖｏｄｐｒｙﾶｖ＃ｖ｜ｐｓｗｒｐｖ＃ﾱ＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃ｋｄｌｕ＃ｏｒｖｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｐｄｖｖｌｙｈ＃ｅｏｌｖｗｈｕｖ＃
ﾱ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｌｑｈ｛ｓｏｌｆｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｒｆｗｒｕｖ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｗｕ｜ｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｕｈｄｗ＃ｋｌｐ１ﾶ＃
Ｌｖｏｄｐｒｙﾶｖ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｙｈｖ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈﾶｇ＃ｗｒｏｇ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｍｄｌｏｈｕｖ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｖｘｐｐｒｑｈｇ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｖｈｙｈｕｄｏ＃
ｇｄ｜ｖ＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄｑ＃ﾵｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｏ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｕｖｄｗｌｒｑﾶ／＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｄ＃
ｖｑｄｆｎ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｗｈｄ１＃ﾵＫｈ＃ｅｈｊｄｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｉｈｈｏ＃ｌｏｏ＃ｚｌｗｋｌｑ＃ｙｈ＃ｐｌｑｘｗｈｖ／ﾶ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃ﾵｄｖ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃
ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｈｏｏﾶ１ﾴ＃

9.143  Mr Zakayev gave a very similar account of Mr Islamov’s death when he gave oral 
evidence to the Inquiry. He told me that Mr Islamov had been a prisoner in Lefortovo 
prison, the FSB prison in Moscow, and that Mr Islamov had been convinced that he 
had been poisoned by a cup of tea given to him by prison staff 12 days before he 
died.63 

9.144  What do these cases show that may be of relevance to the circumstances of 
Mr Litvinenko’s death? 

9.145  A note of caution should be sounded at the outset. As Professor Service observed, 
the evidence of Russian State involvement in most of these deaths is circumstantial. 
And even to the extent that Russian State involvement in any of these deaths is 
established, it plainly does not follow from involvement in those deaths that the 
Russian State was complicit in Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

9.146  All that said, these cases appear to establish a pattern of events, which is of contextual 
importance to the circumstances of Mr Litvinenko’s death. These cases suggest that 
in the years prior to Mr Litvinenko’s death, the Russian State may have been involved 
in the assassination of Mr Putin’s critics; they suggest that those who were seeking to 
uncover the truth about the 1999 apartment bombings may have been targeted, and 
that living overseas may not have provided complete protection. Lastly, these cases 
suggest that the Russian State may have sponsored attacks against its opponents 
using poisons, including radioactive poisons. 

9.147  I should make it clear that I have deliberately focused for these purposes on events 
in the few years immediately preceding November 2006, since those events have 
the strongest temporal relationship with Mr Litvinenko’s death. There have of course 
been other deaths since that of Mr Litvinenko, including the deaths in the UK of 
Mr Berezovsky and Mr Perepilichny and the shooting in Moscow of Boris Nemtsov, 
but for reasons of relevance and proportionality I did not hear detailed evidence about 
deaths and/or killings of Mr Putin’s opponents that took place after 2006. 

9.148  That said, there is one event that took place in the summer of 2007 that I regard as 
ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｗｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｆｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｆｌｕｆｘｐｖｗｄｑｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃
months earlier. 

9.149  I heard evidence from Mr Goldfarb64 and from Mr Zakayev65 that in June 2007 a 
Chechen named Movladi Atlangeriev came to the UK. Mr Goldfarb explained that 
Mr Atlangeriev had ﾳｄ＃ ｏｒｑｊ＃ ｄｖｖｒｆｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ＩＶＥﾴ and that the Metropolitan 
Police Service possessed intelligence that he had come to the UK to assassinate 
Mr Berezovsky. He did indeed attempt to meet Mr Berezovsky, but was arrested and 
deported. It would appear that shortly after his return to Moscow, Mr Atlangeriev was 
kidnapped and killed, possibly by a rival Chechen faction. If the intelligence that the 

63 Zakayev 26/162-163 
64 Goldfarb 26/118-121 
65 Zakeyev 26/163-167 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_118-121.pdf
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www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_162-163
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police are said to have received about Mr Atlangeriev was true, this event is evidence 
that at very much the time of Mr Litvinenko’s death, the FSB was prepared to arrange 
the assassination of leading opponents of the Putin regime in London. 

9.150  Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｆｒｑｙｈｑｌｈｑｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｓｒｌｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｗｘｕｑ＃ｅｕｌｈ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｆｄｕｄｐｈｏｏｄ＃
received from Mr Limarev in October 2006, about which he wished to warn Mr Litvinenko 
when they met at itsu on 1 November 2006. I have previously referred to this matter 
at paragraph 6.287 above. 

9.151  Mr Scaramella stated that he received a series of warnings from Mr Limarev in late 
2006. He believed that the information Mr Limarev passed to him came from sources 
ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ／＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｑｊ＃ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｖｗｄｊｈ＃ｓｕｌｒｕ＃ｗｒ＃
the murder of Ms Politkovskaya (which took place on 7 October 2006), Mr Limarev 
had told him about a list of ﾳｈｑｈｐｌｈｖﾴ of Russia who were to be ﾳｈｏｌｐｌｑｄｗｈｇﾴ. 
Mr Scaramella said that the list had included Mr Berezovsky, Ms Politkovskaya, 
Mr Litvinenko, himself, Mr Guzzanti, Mr Gordievsky, Mr Zakayev and “probably even 
Ｅｘｎｒｙｖｎ｜ﾴ.66 Mr Scaramella said that he had spoken to Mr Limarev either on the day 
of Ms Politkovskaya’s death or the day after that. Mr Limarev had told him that the 
killing of the ﾳｗｄｕｊｈｗｖﾴ＃on the list had started. Mr Limarev had also warned him that 
other individuals on the list might be poisoned with radioactive thallium, rather than 
being shot.67 

9.152  I have referred above to the emails that Mr Scaramella received from Mr Limarev 
shortly before his meeting with Mr Litvinenko on 1 November 2006, and which he 
printed off and showed to Mr Litvinenko when they were at the itsu restaurant on that 
day. The emails that Mr Scaramella received from Mr Limarev focused on a report of 
action being planned against Mr Scaramella and Mr Guzzanti by a group of Foreign 
Intelligence Service (SVR) veterans known as Ｇｌｊｑｌｗ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｋｒｑｒｕ. There was, though, 
some mention of a risk to Mr Litvinenko – the earlier of the two emails stated:68 

ﾳＰｈｄｑｚｋｌｏｈ＃ ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃ ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ ｖｓｈｄｎ＃ ｐｒｕｈ＃ ｄｑｇ＃
ｐｒｕｈ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｑｈｆｈｖｖｌｗ｜＃ ｗｒ＃ｘｖｈ＃ｉｒｕｆｈ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃ＳＪ＃＾Ｊｘ｝｝ｄｑｗｌ｀＃ｄｑｇ＃ＰＶ＃＾Ｖｆｄｕｄｐｈｏｏｄ｀／＃
ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ﾵｌｑｆｈｖｖｄｑｗ＃ｄｑｗｌ０Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｄｆｗｌｙｌｗｌｈｖﾶ＃ﾱ＃ｄｖ＃ｚｈｏｏ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｊｄｌｑｖｗ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃
ｄｑｇ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１ﾴ＃

9.153  I have also observed that Mr Litvinenko did not place any weight on Mr Limarev’s 
warnings when they were conveyed to him by Mr Scaramella. It is clear, however, 
that Mr Scaramella took what Mr Limarev had told him very seriously. He produced a 
message that he had written on a piece of paper either on 1 November 2006 or the 
day after, and kept on his person for the rest of the time that he was in London. He 
may already have had it with him when he met Mr Litvinenko at itsu. The message 
listed contact numbers and then stated, ﾳＳｏｈｄｖｈ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｆｗ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃
ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｌｑ＃ｇｄｑｊｈｕ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐ｜＃ｚｒｕｎ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｗｄｏｌｄｑ＃Ｓｄｕｏｌｄｐｈｑｗ＃＋Ｖｈｑｄｗｒｕ＃Ｓｄｒｏｒ＃
Ｊｘ｝｝ｄｑｗｌ，１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｕｌｖｎｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ１ﾴ69 

9.154  Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｒｅｙｌｒｘｖｏ｜＃ｑｒｗ＃ ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ＃ ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｖ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｆｌｖｈ＃ｖｒｘｕｆｈ＃ ＋ｒｕ＃
sources) of the information that Mr Limarev was receiving during this period, and which 
ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｓｄｖｖｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｐｄｕｈｙ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｆｄｕｄｐｈｏｏｄ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｑ＃ｅ｜＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｆｄｕｄｐｈｏｏｄ＃
ｗｒ＃ ｒｗｋｈｕｖ／＃ ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃ Ｑｒｕ＃ ｄｐ＃ Ｌ＃ ｄｅｏｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｐｄｎｈ＃ ｄｑ｜＃ ｕｐ＃ ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ ｄｖ＃ ｗｒ＃

66 Scaramella 15/172-173 
67 Scaramella 15/172-178 
68 INQ013784 
69 Scaramella 15/139-140 
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/15_172-173.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/15_172-178.pdf
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/15_139-140.pdf
http:Bukovsky�.66
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whether there was a link between the information that Mr Limarev was receiving and 
any plans that were in fact being made at the time to murder Ms Politkovskaya and 
Mr Litvinenko – or indeed any others on the hit list. 

9.155  What can be said, though, is that the warnings that Mr Limarev passed on to 
Mr Scaramella and, through him, to Mr Litvinenko, were entirely consistent with the 
points that can be drawn from the run of the cases that are described above. Leading 
opponents of President Putin, including those living outside Russia, were at risk of 
assassination. One of the risks they faced was that of being poisoned. 
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Chapter 9:  Russian State responsibility – links 

between Andrey Lugovoy and Dmitri 

Kovtun and the Russian State 

9.156  I have referred at paragraphs 9.135 – 136 above to the Yandarbiev case. In that 
case, the fact that the three men arrested in Qatar for Mr Yandarbiev’s murder were 
ｖｈｕｙｌｑｊ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｌｑｗｈｏｏｌｊｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｏｌｑｎ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
Russian State. 

9.157  The question that arises here is whether any similar link existed in 2006 between 
Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun (whom I have found to have killed Mr Litvinenko) on the 
one hand, and the Russian State on the other. 

9.158  I can deal with this point fairly shortly. 

9.159  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｖｓｈｑｗ＃ｄ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｑｌｑｗｋ＃
Directorate of the KGB and then in the Federal Protection Service, and that Mr Kovtun 
ｚｄｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｄｕｐ｜１＃Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｈｔｘｄｏｏ｜＃ｆｏｈｄｕ／＃ｋｒｚｈｙｈｕ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｅ｜＃５３３９＃
neither man was still formally employed by the Russian State – Mr Kovtun having 
deserted from the army in 1992 and Mr Lugovoy having left the Federal Protection 
Service in 1996. 

9.160  That is not, however, a complete answer to the point. I referred in Part 4 above to 
the Russian saying that ﾳｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ＮＪＥ＃ｐｄｑﾴ. I have also 
referred to speculation that Mr Lugovoy may have been an FSB agent tasked to act 
against Mr Berezovsky and his associates (see paragraph 4.147 above). 

9.161  That speculation was principally founded on questions that had been raised about 
the genuineness of Mr Lugovoy’s conviction and prison sentence in 2002. It will be 
recalled that Mr Lugovoy, who until shortly before his conviction had himself been 
an employee of Mr Berezovsky, was convicted of attempting to assist Mr Glushkov, 
one of Mr Berezovsky’s associates, to escape from prison. Mr Lugovoy subsequently 
claimed to have served his 15 month sentence in Lefortovo prison in Moscow. However, 
Mr Glushkov, who was detained there throughout the relevant period, said that he had 
never seen Mr Lugovoy in the prison. Was Mr Lugovoy already an FSB agent by this 
time, and only given a prison sentence in order to improve his credentials with those 
he planned to target? Or was he perhaps recruited shortly after being sentenced, and 
then secretly released in return for promising his services? 

9.162  It has also been suggested that Mr Lugovoy’s thriving business career in the 
years before 2006 was suspicious, given his conviction and previous links with 
Mr Berezovsky, in particular since many of Mr Lugovoy’s business interests were in 
ｗｋｈ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｏ｜＃ｕｈｊｘｏｄｗｈｇ＃ｈｏｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜１＃Ｗｋｌｖ／＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ／＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｈｕｌｒｇ＃ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃
Mr Lugovoy was establishing his businesses in Russia and travelling to London to 
forge business relationships there, including with Mr Litvinenko. 

9.163  Was the true position that, far from being in disfavour with the Russian authorities 
during this period, they were in fact supporting him? Had Mr Lugovoy been tasked 
by the FSB to insinuate himself into a position of trust with Mr Berezovsky and 
Mr Litvinenko? 

The Litvinenko Inquiry
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Chapter 10:  Russian State responsibility – 

events since Alexander Litvinenko’s 

death 

9.164  It is apparent that Mr Litvinenko was not mourned long in Russia, at least not by 
the government. Leading politicians made speeches attacking Mr Litvinenko and 
even implying that he had deserved his fate (some of which I have referred to in 
chapter 2 of Part 4 above). It has been suggested that British and German police 
investigating Mr Litvinenko’s death received less than full cooperation from their 
Russian counterparts. The Russian government refused a request made by the 
British government to extradite Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun to face criminal charges. 
Mr Lugovoy has been lionised in Russia. He has become a member of the Duma, and 
indeed was awarded an honour by President Putin during the course of the Inquiry’s 
hearings. 

9.165  The question for present purposes is whether any of these matters amount to evidence 
that the Russian government was actually involved in Mr Litvinenko’s murder. 

Engagement with the criminal investigations 

Russian aircraft not made available for testing 

9.166  I have referred during the course of the narrative in Part 6 above to two occasions on 
which British and German police investigators respectively were not able to inspect 
Russian passenger aircraft that were of interest to their enquiries. 

9.167  Ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｓｏｄｑｈｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｒｚｑ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃
Moscow to London on 16 October 2006 – Transaero EI-DDK (see above at paragraph 
９１９＜，１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｄｈｕｒｒｗ＃ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｈｚ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｗｒ＃
Hamburg on 28 October 2006 (see paragraph 6.199 above). 

9.168  I do not think that it would be safe to draw any inferences about responsibility for 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｌｑｆｌｇｈｑｗｖ１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｌｑｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃
clear as to exactly what happened. Moreover, the two aircraft were operated by two 
independent companies. Even on the assumption that the aircraft were deliberately 
replaced on the schedules to avoid them being tested, there is no evidence on which 
I can safely determine whether this was done at the instigation of the airlines to avoid 
delay and disruption, or at the instigation of the Russian government, perhaps for 
more sinister reasons. 

Metropolitan Police Service visit to Moscow, December 2006 

9.169  Ｌｑ＃ Ｇｈｆｈｐｅｈｕ＃ ５３３９／＃ ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｐｈｗｕｒｓｒｏｌｗｄｑ＃ Ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ ｗｈｄｐ＃ ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｑｊ＃
Mr Litvinenko’s death made a formal visit to Moscow to interview witnesses. I heard 
ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ ｚｋｒ＃ ｚｈｑｗ＃ ｒｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｗｕｌｓ＃ ｗｒ＃ Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ ﾱ＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｗｄｕｓｈ｜70 and 
Mr Slater.71 

70 Tarpey 22/25-90 
71 Slater 22/91-118 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/22_25-90.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/22_91-118.pdf
http:Slater.71
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9.170  It was a theme of the evidence of both these men that the trip to Moscow had not run 
smoothly. They described a large number of incidents that occurred during their stay 
in Moscow that, to them at least, seemed to demonstrate obstructiveness on the part 
of their Russian colleagues. For example, the British investigators were told that only 
one British investigator (rather than two) could sit in on interviews, that lists of questions 
had to be provided in advance, and that they could not make their own separate 
ｕｈｆｒｕｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｖ１＃Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｄｑ＃ｒｆｆｄｖｌｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｚｋｒ＃
were driving to an interview location in the knowledge that British investigators were 
following in a car behind drove fast and erratically in an apparent attempt to lose the 
British team. 

9.171  Ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ／＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｘｏｄｕ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗｌｈｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｈ｛ｓｈｕｌｈｑｆｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃
key witnesses, Mr Kovtun and Mr Lugovoy. Interviews were cancelled at short notice 
and then hastily rearranged, and when they did take place were rushed with limited 
opportunity for the single British investigator present to ask questions. The British 
team were told that the two men were being treated for radiation sickness, but when 
they were interviewed they did not appear to be ill. Finally, when the interview tapes 
that had been handed to the British investigators in Moscow were examined back 
in London, it was discovered that there was no tape of Mr Lugovoy’s interview. The 
Russian authorities had not provided any advance warning that there would be no 
tape of this interview.72 

9.172  In his closing statement, Mr Horwell QC, who appeared on behalf of the Metropolitan 
Police Service, made the following submissions about these events:73 

ﾳＺｋ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｒｅｖｗｕｘｆｗｌｙｈ＃ｌｉ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｇｈＢﾴ＃

ﾳＷｋｈ＃ｏｄｆｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｉｘｏｏ＃ｆｒｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＝＃
ｖｗｘｓｌｇ／＃ ｓｈｗｗ｜＃ ｒｅｖｗｕｘｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ ｓｏｄｆｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｚｄ｜＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ ｚｋｒ＃ ｚｈｑｗ＃ ｗｒ＃
ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚ＃ｗｋｈｐ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｌｏｘｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｘｓｓｏ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｄｓｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚ＃
ｓｈｕｋｄｓｖ＃ｖｄ｜ｖ＃ｌｗ＃ｄｏｏ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｗｌｙｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｅｙｌｒｘｖ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑｖ＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｆｒｑｗｕｒｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃
ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｖ／＃ｄ＃ｆｒｑｗｕｒｏ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｈｖｘｕｕｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｅｘｗ＃ｄ＃ｉｈｚ＃ｇｄ｜ｖ＃ｄｊｒ１＃Ｋｄｕｇｏ｜＃ｄ＃ｕｈｄｆｗｌｒｑ＃
ｌｑｇｌｆｄｗｌｙｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｕｘｗｋ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｍｘｖｗｌｆｈ１ﾴ＃

9.173  My observations on these events, and the inferences that may be drawn from them, 
are as follows. 

9.174  First, it is quite apparent that the British investigators did not receive the level of 
cooperation in Moscow that they had hoped for, and that in consequence the enquiries 
that they conducted during their stay there were not as full as they might otherwise 
have been. It was clear to me that this was a matter that still rankles with those 
involved, even now, several years after the event. 

9.175  Second, there is no direct evidence as to the explanation for the conduct of the Russian 
ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ１＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｋｒｓｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｒｕｖ＃ｐｌｊｋｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃
to the Inquiry, in which case an explanation could have been sought, but this has not 
transpired. I am well aware, however, that the procedures governing international 
cooperation between police forces are complex and quite capable of giving rise to 
misunderstandings. There are a number of possible explanations – good, bad and 
indifferent – for what the British police saw as the obstructiveness of the Russian 
ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ１＃ Ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｄｅｖｈｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｖｌｇｈ／＃ Ｌ＃ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ ｌｗ＃

72 Mascall 29/67-69 
73 Horwell 33/69-70 
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ｌｖ＃ ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｇｕｄｚ＃ ｄｑ｜＃ ｕｐ＃ ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑｖ１＃ Ｌｗ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｆｈｕｗｄｌｑｏ｜＃ ｑｒｗ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｄｓｓｕｒｓｕｌｄｗｈ／＃ ｌｑ＃
my view, to conclude that the Russian authorities were deliberately attempting to 
undermine the British investigation. 

9.176  Ｗｋｌｕｇ／＃ｈｙｈｑ＃ｌｉ＃Ｌ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ／＃ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｖｗｌｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｅｏｈ＃ｖｗｈｓ＃ｗｒ＃
ｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｄｆｗｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｚｄ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｑｆｈｄｏ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｒｚｑ＃
involvement in Mr Litvinenko’s death. Standing alone, this evidence cannot justify this 
conclusion. 

Refusal of extradition requests 

9.177  Russia has refused requests made by the British authorities to extradite Mr Lugovoy 
and Mr Kovtun to face criminal charges in the UK. No inferences can be drawn from 
this. Article 61(1) of the Russian constitution provides that, “Ｄ＃ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃
Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｑｒｗ＃ｅｈ＃ｇｈｓｒｕｗｈｇ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｒｕ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｄｇｌｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｑｒｗｋｈｕ＃Ｖｗｄｗｈ１ﾴ＃

9.178  Moreover, as Professor Service pointedly observed:74 

ﾳＬｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒ＃ｖｘｕｓｕｌｖｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｕｈｉｘｖｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｐｓｏ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃
ｕｈｔｘｈｖｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｄｇｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｗｄｑｇ＃ｗｕｌｄｏ＃ｖｌｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＮ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｗｘｕｑｈｇ＃ｇｒｚｑ＃
ｈｙｈｕ｜＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｕｈｔｘｈｖｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｄｇｌｗｈ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎｌ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｆｌｗｌ｝ｈｑｖ＃
ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ１ﾴ＃

The careers of Mr Kovtun and Mr Lugovoy since 2006 

9.179  Professor Service had this to say about the careers in Russia of Mr Lugovoy and 
Mr Kovtun in the years following Mr Litvinenko’s death:75 

ﾳＤ＃ｚｄｏｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｒｗｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｅｘｌｏｗ＃ｄｕｒｘｑｇ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒｌ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ１＃Ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｇｌｇ＃
ｑｒｗ＃ｈ｛ｄｆｗｏ｜＃ｄｙｒｌｇ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｄｗｗｈｑｗｌｒｑ／＃ｋｈ＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｄ＃ｉｈｚ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｌｑｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｅｕｒｄｇｆｄｖｗ＃ｐｈｇｌｄ１＃Ｋｌｖ＃ｓｄｕｗｑｈｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒｌ＃ｅ｜＃ｆｒｑｗｕｄｖｗ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｓｄｕｄｇｈｇ＃ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ＃ｄｗ＃ｈｙｈｕ｜＃
ｒｓｓｒｕｗｘｑｌｗ｜１＃Ｋｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｚｈｏｆｒｐｈｇ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｏｌｅｈｕｄｏ＃Ｇｈｐｒｆｕｄｗｌｆ＃Ｓｄｕｗ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃ｅｈｆｄｐｈ＃ｒｑｈ＃
ｒｉ＃ ｌｗｖ＃ｖｘｆｆｈｖｖｉｘｏ＃ｆｄｑｇｌｇｄｗｈｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｇｘｐｄ＃ｈｏｈｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃５３３：＞＃ｋｈ＃ｄｓｓｈｄｕｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ＷＹ＃
ｆｋｄｗ＃ ｖｋｒｚｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｋｄｖ＃ ｕｈｆｈｑｗｏ｜＃ ｅｈｈｑ＃ ｄｓｓｒｌｑｗｈｇ＃ ｄｑ＃ ｄｇｙｌｖｈｕ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｄ＃ ｗｈｏｈｙｌｖｌｒｑ＃ ｖｈｕｌｈｖ＃
ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｖｓｌｈｖ１＃

Ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｕｈｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒｌ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｖｌｑｆｈ＃５３３９＃ｖｈｈｐ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ＃ｘｑｌｐｄｊｌｑｄｅｏｈ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃
ｋｌｊｋ０ｏｈｙｈｏ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｄｓｓｕｒｙｄｏ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒｌ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｍｒｌｑｈｇ＃］ｋｌｕｒｑｒｙｖｎｌﾶｖ＃Ｏｌｅｈｕｄｏ＃
Ｇｈｐｒｆｕｄｗｌｆ＃Ｓｄｕｗ｜／＃ｐｒｕｈｒｙｈｕ／＃ｌｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｄ＃ｖｌｊｑ＃ｒｉ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒｌﾶｖ＃ｄｏｌｈｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｈｑｗｕｄｏ＃
ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｓｄｕｗ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｖｌｑｆｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｄｕｏ｜＃４＜＜３ｖ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｄｆｗｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｓｖｈｘｇｒ０
ｆｕｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｒｏｈｕｄｗｈｇ＃ｒｓｓｒｖｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｚｋｒｈｙｈｕ＃ｌｖ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｌｐｈ１＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒｌ＃
ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｓｕｒｐｌｑｈｑｗ／＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｏ｜０ｕｈｖｓｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｊｘｕｈ１ﾴ＃

9.180  Professor Service expanded on these points in the course of his oral evidence.76 He 
emphasised that Mr Lugovoy’s membership of the Liberal Democratic Party did not 
mean that he was a political opponent of President Putin in any substantive sense. 
Professor Service also drew attention to the importance that President Putin placed 
on television as a source of public information and the control that he therefore sought 
to exercise over it. Professor Service observed that, in those circumstances, the fact 

74 INQ019146 (page 25 paragraph 79)
75 INQ019146 (pages 25-26 paragraphs 79-80)
76 Service 28/51-55; 28/100-102 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/28_51-55.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/28_100-102.pdf
http:evidence.76
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that President Putin had allowed Mr Lugovoy, ﾳｄ＃ｓｕｒｐｌｑｈｑｗ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｕｒｏｈ＃ｒｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ＷＹﾴ＃
was a telling indication that he ﾳｋｄｖ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｉｄｙｒｘｕ＃ｖｋｒｚｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗﾴ. 

9.181  In fact, during the course of the Inquiry’s open hearings an event took place in Russia 
that provided unambiguous evidence of the esteem in which President Putin holds 
Mr Lugovoy. In March 2015, President Putin awarded a state honour to Mr Lugovoy. 
A Reuters report carrying the headline ﾳＵｘｖｖｌｄﾶｖ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｋｒｑｒｘｕｖ＃ｖｘｖｓｈｆｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
ｓｒｌｖｒｑｌｑｊﾴ stated as follows:77 

ﾳＵｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃Ｙｏｄｇｌｐｌｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｚｄｕｇｈｇ＃ｄ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｋｒｑｒｘｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｐｄｑ＃ｖｘｖｓｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃
Ｅｕｌｗｄｌｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｘｖｌｑｊ＃ｕｄｇｌｒｄｆｗｌｙｈ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃Ｎｕｈｐｏｌｑ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆ＃Ｄｏｈ｛ｄｑｇｈｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
ｌｑ＃Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｑｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｄ＃ｇｈｆｄｇｈ＃ｄｊｒ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｐｈｇｄｏ＃ﾵｉｒｕ＃ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｗｋｈｕｏｄｑｇﾶ／＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇ＃
ｇｈｊｕｈｈ／＃ｚｄｖ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃ｗｒ＃Ｄｑｇｕｈｌ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｉｒｕ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｑｗｕｌｅｘｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｙｈｏｒｓｌｑｊ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄﾶｖ＃
Ｓｄｕｏｌｄｐｈｑｗ／＃ｄｆｆｒｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｆｌｗｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｓｒｖｗｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｅｘｏｏｈｗｌｑ１ﾴ＃

9.182  Mr Emmerson QC submitted that the fact that the award to Mr Lugovoy had been 
made:78 

ﾳ１１１＃ ｒｑ＃Ｇｄ｜＃５５＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｌｖ＃ Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜／＃ ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ ｄ＃ ｖｘｅｖｗｄｑｗｌｄｏ＃ ｄｐｒｘｑｗ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃
ｆｄｏｏｈｇ＃ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜ﾶｖ＃ ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｐｈｑｗ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ／＃ ｌｖ＃
ｆｏｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｅｒｗｋ＃ｄ＃ｓｕｒｙｒｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｅ｜＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｏｈｄｕｈｖｗ＃ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ｐｈｖｖｄｊｈ＃
ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｖ＃ｋｌｐｖｈｏｉ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜１ﾴ＃

9.183  I have already expressed my conclusion that Mr Lugovoy, with Mr Kovtun, poisoned 
Mr Litvinenko. Whether President Putin knew about this at the time is a matter to 
which I shall come. However, I do accept that Mr Lugovoy’s award, given in particular 
its timing and public nature, can only be interpreted as a deliberate sign of public 
support made to him by President Putin. 

9.184  Where does this analysis lead? There is clear evidence, as I have said, that the 
Russian State in general, and President Putin in particular, has supported Mr Lugovoy 
in the years since 2006. There is less evidence relating to Mr Kovtun, but it would 
certainly appear to be the case that he has suffered no ill consequences as a result 
of the allegations made against him in this country in connection with Mr Litvinenko’s 
death. 

9.185  It can be inferred from these facts that the Russian State approves of Mr Litvinenko’s 
killing, or at least that it wishes to signal approval for it. 

9.186  It would be a further step, however, to conclude that the conduct of the Russian State 
towards Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun since Mr Litvinenko’s death demonstrates that it 
was actually responsible in some way for his death. In my judgement, that would be a 
step too far. Taken on its own, this evidence does not support that conclusion. 

77 Mascall 22/130 
78 Emmerson 22/1-2 

The Litvinenko Inquiry
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Chapter 11:  Conclusions regarding Russian 

State responsibility 

9.187  The open evidence that I have set out above establishes a strong circumstantial case 
that the Russian State was responsible for Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

9.188  I draw attention in particular to the following points. 

9.189  I have found that Mr Litvinenko was killed by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun. They had 
no personal animus against Mr Litvinenko. I am sure that they killed him on behalf of 
others. 

9.190  Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun are both Russian citizens, who were living in Russia in 
2006. They were both former members of Russian armed forces. Mr Lugovoy had 
been a member of the KGB and latterly the Federal Protection Service. Mr Kovtun 
ｋｄｇ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｄｕｐ｜１＃

9.191  The evidence of Mr Glushkov and others raises questions as to a possible relationship 
between Mr Lugovoy (who was clearly the leader of the two men) and the FSB in the 
years up to and including 2006. 

9.192  The fact that MrLitvinenko was poisoned with polonium 210 that had been manufactured 
in a nuclear reactor suggests that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun were acting for a state 
body, rather than (say) a criminal organisation. 

9.193  Although it cannot be said that the polonium 210 with which Mr Litvinenko was 
poisoned must have come from the Avangard facility in Russia, it certainly could have 
come from there. 

9.194  There were powerful motives for organisations and individuals within the Russian 
State to take action against Mr Litvinenko, including killing him. Mr Litvinenko was, as a 
result of his actions both before and after leaving Russia, regarded as having betrayed 
the FSB. Moreover, according to Mr Lugovoy, the FSB had received information that 
Mr Litvinenko was working for British intelligence. Mr Litvinenko was an associate 
of leading opponents of the Putin regime, and he had repeatedly targeted President 
Putin himself with highly personal public criticism. 

9.195  I note in this context that Mr Kovtun told D3 during their conversation in Hamburg that 
Mr Litvinenko was to be poisoned rather than shot because, “It is meant to set an 
ｈ｛ｄｐｓｏｈﾴ. 

9.196  There is evidence suggesting that in the years prior to Mr Litvinenko’s death the 
Russian State had been involved in the killing of a number of opponents of President 
Putin’s administration, including those, like Mr Litvinenko, who had publicly blamed 
the FSB for the 1999 apartment bombings. The pattern was of killings both inside and 
outside Russia. There was evidence of poisons, including radioactive poisons, being 
used in some cases. Professor Dombey expressed the view that the FSB had tested 
radioactive poisons on humans, including in one case on a prisoner. 

9.197  Although the strict terms of the 2006 laws did not permit the FSB to take action against 
extremists (as opposed to terrorists) outside the borders of Russia, the evidence of 
Professor Service was that the laws had a wider effect. He said that: “the authorities 
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ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｉｘｇｊｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｌｖｗｌｑｆｗｌｒｑ＃＾ｌ１ｈ１＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｖｗｌｑｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｈ｛ｗｕｈｐｌｖｗｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｈｕｕｒｕｌｖｗｖ｀＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｆｕｈｄｗｈ＃ｄ＃ｑｈｚ＃ｉｈｈｏｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｗｒ＃ｉｈｈｏ＃ｉｕｈｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｆｗ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｆｒｑｖｗｕｄｌｑｗ１ﾴ＃

9.198  Since 2006 President Putin has supported and protected Mr Lugovoy, notwithstanding 
the fact that Mr Lugovoy has been publicly accused of killing Mr Litvinenko. During the 
course of the Inquiry hearings, President Putin awarded Mr Lugovoy an honour for 
services to the fatherland. Whilst it does not follow that Mr Lugovoy must have been 
acting on behalf of the Russian State when he killed Mr Litvinenko, the way in which 
President Putin has treated Mr Lugovoy is certainly consistent with that hypothesis. 
Moreover, President Putin’s conduct towards Mr Lugovoy suggests a level of approval 
for the killing of Mr Litvinenko. 

9.199  In my judgement, these matters amount to strong circumstantial evidence of Russian 
State responsibility for the killing of Mr Litvinenko. Having additionally taken into 
ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ／＃ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｄｖ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｖ１＃

9.200  When Mr Lugovoy poisoned Mr Litvinenko (as I have found that he did), it is probable 
that he did so under the direction of the FSB. I would add that I regard that as a strong 
probability. I have found that Mr Kovtun also took part in the poisoning; I conclude 
therefore that he was also acting under FSB direction, possibly indirectly through 
Mr Lugovoy but probably to his knowledge. 

The Litvinenko Inquiry
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Chapter 12:  Russian State responsibility – 

involvement of Nikolai Patrushev 

and President Vladimir Putin 

9.201  Ｐ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｎｌｏｏｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｊｌｙｈｖ＃ｕｌｖｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｒｑｈ＃
further issue. At what level of seniority was the plan to kill Mr Litvinenko authorised? 
Was Mr Patrushev, the then head of the FSB, aware of the operation? Was President 
Putin aware of the operation? 

9.202  A number of the witnesses who gave evidence during the open sessions of the Inquiry 
expressed strong views as to President Putin’s direct involvement in Mr Litvinenko’s 
ｇｈｄｗｋ１＃Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｓｈｕｋｄｓｖ＃ｚｒｕｗｋ＃ｕｈｆｄｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｄｏｏｈｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｄｖ＃
Mr Litvinenko himself, in the deathbed statement to which I have referred above. 

9.203  Yuri Shvets was asked whether, on the assumption that Mr Litvinenko had been killed 
in an operation that had been authorised by a Russian State organisation, such an 
operation could have taken place without Mr Putin’s knowledge. He answered as 
follows:79 

ﾳＬ＃ ｖｗｕｒｑｊｏ｜＃ ｅｈｏｌｈｙｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｌｗ＃ ｆｒｘｏｇｑﾶｗ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｇｒｑｈ＃ ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ Ｙｏｄｇｌｐｌｕ＃ Ｓｘｗｌｑﾶｖ＃ ｎｑｒｚｏｈｇｊｈ／＃
ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｎｈ｜＃ｗｕｄｇｌｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＮＪＥ１＃Ｄｑ｜＃ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ／＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｌｙｄｑｒｙ＃
ｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ／＃ｅｈｉｒｕｈ＃ｌｖｖｘｌｑｊ＃ｄｑ＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｖｖｄｖｖｌｑｄｗｈ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜ｅｒｇ｜＃
ｈｏｖｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｒｕ＃ｒｘｗｖｌｇｈ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ／＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｆｒｙｈｕｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｆｄｖｈ１＃
Ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ＮＪＥ＃ｕｘｏｈ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｑｈ／＃ｆｒｙｈｕ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｅｄｆｎ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｆｒｙｈｕｌｑｊ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｅｄｆｎ＃ｌｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｈｗ＃
ｄｓｓｕｒｙｄｏ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃｜ｒｘｕ＃ｖｘｓｈｕｌｒｕ／＃ｈｖｓｈｆｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｗｋｈ｜＃ｖｄ｜＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｇｈｙｈｏｒｓｌｑｊ＃
ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｗｕｘｆｗｘｕｈ／＃ｖｗｕｄｌｊｋｗ＃ｏｌｑｈ＃ｖｗｕｘｆｗｘｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｏｈｄｇｈｕｖｋｌｓ／＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｒｖｖ＃ﾱ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃
ｒｑｈ＃ｖｌｑｊｏｈ＃ｅｒｖｖ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｐｄｎｈｖ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｗ＃ｇｈｆｌｖｌｒｑｖ１＃Ｖｒ＃Ｌ＃ｕｘｏｈ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｅｄｖｌｆｄｏｏ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｓｒｖｖｌｅｌｏｌｗ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｇｈｆｌｖｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｖｖｄｖｖｌｑｄｗｈ＃Ｖｄｖｋｄ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜ｅｒｇ｜＃ｈｏｖｈ＃ｒｘｗｖｌｇｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃
ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｄｓｓｕｒｙｄｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｒｓ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗ｜＃ｒｉ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ／＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｌｖ＃
Ｙｏｄｇｌｐｌｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ１ﾴ＃

9.204  Mr Goldfarb’s evidence touched on the same issue.80 He said that, if it was assumed 
(as I have now found) that Mr Litvinenko was poisoned by Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun, 
and (as I have also now found) that the operation was sponsored by a Russian State 
organisation, ﾳｗｋｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑ＃ｑｄｕｕｒｚｖ＃ｇｒｚｑ＃＾ｗｒ｀＃ｚｋｒ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｖｗｕｘｆｗｘｕｈｖ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃
ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｖｈ＃ｗｋｄｗﾴ１ Mr Goldfarb stated that he regarded it as an ﾳｌｑｈｙｌｗｄｅｏｈ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑﾴ＃
that, ﾳｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｄｑ＃ｅｈ＃ｑｒ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｈｏｖｈ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑﾴ. He explained the reasoning that led him 
to this conclusion in some detail, which I will set out below: 

ﾳＲｑｈ＃ｌｖ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ｐｈｑｗｌｒｑｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃＼ｘｕｌ＃Ｖｋｙｈｗｖ＃ｋｈｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｕｄｇｌｗｌｒｑｄｏｏ｜＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｖｒｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃
ｄｆｗｌｙｈ＃ｐｈｄｖｘｕｈｖ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｒｙｌｈｗ＃ｗｌｐｈｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｖｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｌｊｋｈｖｗ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｄｏ＃ｏｈｙｈｏ／＃
ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｑｈ１＃

Ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ ｗｚｒ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ ｌｖ＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ｄ＃ｆｌｙｌｏｌｄｑ＃ｄｊｈｑｆ｜＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ ｌｖ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃
ｄｗｒｐｌｆ＃ｌｑｇｘｖｗｕ｜／＃ｐｌｑｌｖｗｕ｜／＃Ｕｒｖｄｗｒｐ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｕｄｑｖｉｈｕ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ｗｒ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｕｈｔｘｌｕｈ＃
ｄｑ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｄｊｈｑｆ｜＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗ｜／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｖｈ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｗｕｄｑｖｉｈｕ＃
ｌｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｄｇｐｌｑｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ１＃Ｖｒ＃ｌｗ＃ｅｕｌｑｊｖ＃ｘｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｙｈｏ＃ｄｅｒｙｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｌｈｕｄｕｆｋ｜＃
ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ１＃

79 Shvets 24/116-117 
80 Goldfarb 26/130-133; 27/116-120 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/24_116-117.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/26_130-133.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/27_116-120.pdf
http:issue.80
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Ｐｕ＃Ｓｄｗｕｘｖｋｈｙ／＃ｚｋｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｌｐｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｈｄｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ／＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｖｌｑｊｏｈ０ｋｄｑｇｈｇｏ｜＃
ｒｕｇｈｕ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｌｕｌ｜ｈｑｎｌｒ／＃ｚｋｒ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｋｈｄｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｗｒｐｌｆ＃ｈｑｈｕｊ｜／＃ｗｒ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｋｌｐ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃
ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ１＃Ｋｈ＃ﾫ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｑｈｈｇｈｇ＃ﾱ＃ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃ｓｕｒｅｄｅｏ｜＃ｄ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｑ＃ｈ｛ｓｈｕｗ／＃ｅｘｗ＃
ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃ｐ｜＃ｊｘｈｖｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｆｄｖｈ１＃

Ｖｒ＃ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｗｚｒ１＃

Ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ ｗｋｕｈｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｑｒｅｒｇ｜＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ ｋｌｈｕｄｕｆｋ｜＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｌｑｌｗｌｄｗｈ＃ ｖｘｆｋ＃ ｄｑ＃
ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ ｆｒｙｈｕｌｑｊ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｅｄｆｎ／＃ｄｖ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｖｋｙｈｗｖ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ﾫ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ ｉｒｕ＃ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ＃
ｕｈｄｖｒｑｖ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ｖｓｈｆｌｆ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｈｙｈｕ｜ｅｒｇ｜＃ｎｑｒｚｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ／＃ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｄ＃ ｏｒｑｊ＃
ｋｌｖｗｒｕ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑｖｋｌｓ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ／＃Ｐｕ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃Ｌｗﾶｖ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｄｏ１＃

… 

Ｑｒｅｒｇ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｕｌｊｋｗ＃ｐｌｑｇ／＃ｎｑｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｗｋｌｑｊｖ＃ｕｘｑ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ／＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｖｈ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄｑ＃
ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｖｘｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃ｄ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｆｏｒｖｈ＃ｏｒｒｎ＃ｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃
ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｉｄｆｗ１＃Ｌｗﾶｖ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｍｘｖｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｘｑｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｖｈｇ＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｄｑ＃ｘｑｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｖｈｇ＃
ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｖｓｈｆｌｆｄｏｏ｜＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｌｑｊ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｖｖｘｈ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｌｖ＃ｙｈｕ｜＃ｆｏｒｖｈ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｄｏｏ｜＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ１＃
ﾫ＃Ｌ＃ｒｑｆｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｖｒｐｈｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗﾶｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｕｌｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｄｖｖｌｒｑ／＃ｑｒｗ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｕｌｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｖ／＃
ｌｗﾶｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｕｌｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｄｖｖｌｒｑ１＃

Ｄｑｇ＃ｑｄｏｏ｜／＃ｌｑ＃ｒｑｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｚｌｎｌｏｈｄｎｖ＃ｆｄｅｏｈ＾ｖ｀／＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｄｐｈｕｌｆｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ／＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃
Ｇｄｑｌｈｏ＃Ｉｕｌｈｇ／＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｎｑｒｚｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑﾶｖ＃ｄｗｗｈｑｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｗｄｌｏ／＃ｚｈ／＃ｐｈｄｑｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＸＶ＃
ｄｇｐｌｑｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ｇｒｘｅｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｋｄｓｓｈｑｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑﾶｖ＃ｎｑｒｚｏｈｇｊｈ＞＃
ｄｑｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｑｕｐ＃ｗｋｄｗ／＃Ｌ＃ｕｈｉｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｈｐｈｑｗ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄｌｕｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ＷＹ＃ｗｋｕｈｈ＃
ｇｄ｜ｖ＃ｄｊｒ／＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｏｐ＃ｒｑ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ＷＹ＃ｉｈｄｗｘｕｌｑｊ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ／＃ｄ＃ｏｒｑｊ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚ／＃
ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｋｌｐ＃ ｗｈｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｋｒｚ＃ ｗｋｈ｜＃ｄｑｑｈ｛＃Ｆｕｌｐｈｄ／＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｖｄｌｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗｈｕ＝＃ ﾵｗｋｈ＃
ｕｈｄｖｒｑ＃ｚｋ｜＃ｌｗ＃ｚｒｕｎｈｇ＃ｖｒ＃ｖｐｒｒｗｋｏ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃Ｌ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｄｏｏ｜＃ｐｌｆｕｒｐｄｑｄｊｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｚｋｒｏｈ＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ１ﾶ＃

Ｗｋｈ＃ｐｒｐｈｑｗ＃｜ｒｘ＃ｇｈｏｈｊｄｗｈ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｕｘｆｗｘｕｈｖ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｕｘｆｗｘｕｈｖ＃ｖｆｕｈｚ＃ｘｓ／＃ｈｖｖｈｑｗｌｄｏｏ｜／＃
ｗｋｄｗﾶｖ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ１＃Ｖｒ＃ｌｑ＃ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｗ＃ｖｌｗｘｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｏｌｎｈ＃ｗｋｌｖ／＃ｒｑｏ｜＃＾Ｌ｀＃ｆｄｑ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｖｘｕｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
ｈｙｈｕ｜ｗｋｌｑｊ＃ｌｖ＃ｇｒｑｈ＃ｓｈｕｉｈｆｗｏ｜／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖ＃ｎｌｑｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｙｈｌｑ＃ｄｖ＃Ｇｄｑｌｈｏ＃Ｉｕｌｈｇ＃
ｖｄｌｇ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｎｑｒｚｌｑｊ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑﾶｖ＃ｄｗｗｈｑｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｗｄｌｏ／＃ｋｈ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｐｌｆｕｒｐｄｑｄｊｈｇ＃ｌｗ１ﾴ＃

9.205  In formal court proceedings, opinions such as those that were set out above from 
Mr Shvets and Mr Goldfarb would not be admissible as evidence because Mr Shvets 
and Mr Goldfarb are not independent expert witnesses. In this Inquiry, however, I 
am not bound by the strict procedural rules that apply in court proceedings, and I do 
not go so far as to reject these opinions as without value. That said, I must clearly 
approach what they have said with some care. Although both men are knowledgeable 
ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｈｏｇ＃ ｒｉ＃ Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ ｋｌｖｗｒｕ｜＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｓｒｏｌｗｌｆｖ／＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｋｒｕｚｈｏｏ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｕｌｊｋｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｒｅｖｈｕｙｈ81 that 
neither could (nor, no doubt, would) claim to be impartial observers of the events 
surrounding Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

9.206  But importantly, the evidence of Mr Shvets and Mr Goldfarb does not stand alone. I 
also received evidence on these issues from Professor Service, who is an independent 
expert witness. 

9.207  I should make clear that Professor Service was not instructed to address in his report 
the core issues relating to the attribution of responsibility for Mr Litvinenko’s death. 
But parts of both his written evidence, and in particular his oral evidence, did touch on 

81 Horwell 33/72 

The Litvinenko Inquiry

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/33_72.pdf
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＃

the question of the likely involvement of Mr Patrushev and Mr Putin on the hypothesis 
that Mr Litvinenko was killed in an operation sponsored by the FSB. 

9.208  Professor Service said during his oral evidence that if Mr Litvinenko had been killed 
by the FSB, it was ﾳｌｑｆｒｑｆｈｌｙｄｅｏｈﾴ that Mr Patrushev would not have had knowledge 
(and I take him to mean advance knowledge) of the operation.82 This evidence was 
in line with the view that Professor Service had expressed in his report that, despite 
the lack of irrefutable evidence, he found it hard to believe that Mr Patrushev had 
not been, ﾳｖｒｐｈｋｒｚ＃ ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｖｒｐｈ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ ｎｌｏｏｌｑｊｖ＃ ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ ｌｑ＃
ｐ｜＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗﾴ 83 – that is, the deaths of various of Mr Putin’s opponents to which I have 
referred at paragraphs 9.129 – 9.155 above. 

9.209  The question that logically follows is whether, if Mr Patrushev had advance knowledge 
of an FSB operation to kill Mr Litvinenko, he shared that information with Mr Putin. On 
this issue, Professor Service was far more cautious. 

9.210  Ｓｕｒｉｈｖｖｒｕ＃Ｖｈｕｙｌｆｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｕｈｖｈｕｙｈｇ＃ｒｙｈｕｖｌｊｋｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃
policy to himself. He also drew attention to the close links between President Putin 
and Mr Patrushev, and to the latter’s long service as head of the FSB between 1999 
and 2008. ﾳＷｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｅｈﾴ, Professor Service stated: ﾳｗｋｄｗ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏｏ｜＃
ｈｑｇｒｕｖｈｇ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｊｈｑｆ｜＃ｊｒｗ＃ｘｓ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ｗｋｕｒｘｊｋ＃ｗｒ＃５３３９＃ｄｑｇ＃ｅｈ｜ｒｑｇ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃
Ｓｄｗｕｘｖｋｈｙ＃ｄｖ＃ｌｗｖ＃Ｇｌｕｈｆｗｒｕ＃ｎｑｈｚ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｋｌｖ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗﾶｖ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑｖ１ﾴ 84 

9.211  Professor Service expressed the further view that he considered it to be very unlikely 
that President Putin restricted himself to providing a general sanction to Mr Patrushev’s 
broad line of action – he thought it likely, rather, that Mr Putin exercised, at the very 
least, some oversight of Mr Patrushev’s activities. 

9.212  But that simply begs the question of what level of oversight Mr Putin exercised over 
the FSB. Professor Service readily accepted that he lacked the evidence to draw any 
ｕｐ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｌｖｖｘｈ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｋｒｕｗｉｄｏｏ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｙｄｌｏｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃
him regarding the working relationship between Mr Putin and Mr Patrushev in the 
following terms:85 

ﾳﾫ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｌｖ＃ｑｒ＃ｄｙｄｌｏｄｅｏｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ｋｒｚ＃ｐｘｆｋ＃ ｌｑｌｗｌｄｗｌｙｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ ｏｈｉｗ＃ ｗｒ＃Ｓｄｗｕｘｖｋｈｙ＃
ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ１＃Ｇｌｇ＃Ｓｄｗｕｘｖｋｈｙ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｈ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑﾶｖ＃ｓｈｕｐｌｖｖｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｇｙｄｑｆｈＢ＃
Ｒｕ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｋｈ＃ｐｈｕｈｏ｜＃ｑｈｈｇ＃ｖｄｑｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｄ＃ｊｈｑｈｕｄｏ＃ｒｓｈｕｄｗｌｒｑｄｏ＃ｖｗｕｄｗｈｊ｜Ｂ＃Ｄｑｇ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃
ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑｖｋｌｓ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｓｄｗｕｘｖｋｈｙ＃ｘｑｇｈｕｊｒ＃ｆｋｄｑｊｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｒｘｕｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃
ｆｒｏｏｄｅｒｕｄｗｌｒｑＢ＃Ｗｋｈｖｈ＃ｔｘｈｖｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｆｒｑｖｗｌｗｘｗｈ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｐｓｒｕｗｄｑｗ＃ｑｈ｛ｘｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｎｑｒｚｑ＃ｘｑｎｑｒｚｑｖ＃
ｄｅｒｘｗ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ｓｒｚｈｕ＃ｖｌｑｆｈ＃＼ｈｏｗｖｌｑ＃ｖｗｈｓｓｈｇ＃ｇｒｚｑ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃ｒｉｆｈ１ﾴ＃

9.213  Professor Service did draw attention in his report to one possible reason why 
Mr Patrushev might have concealed an FSB operation to assassinate Mr Litvinenko 
from Mr Putin, namely that the operation was part of a deliberate campaign by Kremlin 
insiders to weaken Mr Putin’s power. Professor Service referred to this theory that had 
been advanced by some commentators, but he did not endorse it himself.86 I observe 
that it would also seem unlikely, given the duration and closeness of Mr Patrushev’s 
ｗｌｈｖ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｓｘｗｌｑ／＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｄ＃ｓｄｕｗ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄ＃ｓｏｒｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ１＃

82 Service 28/90-91
83 INQ019146 (page 27 paragraph 85)
84 INQ019146 (pages 26-27 paragraph 83)
85 INQ019146 (page 12 paragraph 37)
86 INQ019146 (page 6 paragraph 18) 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/28_90-91.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
http:himself.86
http:operation.82
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9.214  As I have indicated, Professor Service did not address the express question of 
whether, if Mr Patrushev did order an FSB operation to kill Mr Litvinenko, it is likely 
that he would have sought President Putin’s approval for such an operation. However, 
drawing on the logic of his analysis relating to other matters,87 it appears to me that 
Professor Service’s view on this issue is that Mr Patrushev probably would have told 
President Putin about such an operation, but that the evidence available to him in 
relation to this issue is so lacking that he regards the answer to be, at least at present, 
unprovable. 

9.215  Ｗｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｉｘｏｏ＃ｄｆｆｒｘｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｌｖ＃ｄｙｄｌｏｄｅｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ／＃Ｌ＃ｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥ＃
operation to kill Mr Litvinenko was probably approved by Mr Patrushev and also by 
President Putin. 

87 INQ019146 (page 8 paragraph 26); Service 28/69-70 
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Part 10: Summary of conclusions 

10.1  Alexander Litvinenko was born in Voronezh, Russia on 4 December 1962. He was 
ｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｒｐｐｌｗｗｈｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｖｗｄｗｈ＃Ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃＋ＮＪＥ，＃ｄｑｇ＃ｏｄｗｗｈｕｏ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｉｈｇｈｕｄｏ＃Ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃
Service (FSB). He was dismissed in 1998 after he made public allegations of illegal 
activity within the FSB. 

10.2  Mr Litvinenko left Russia in 2000. He arrived in the UK with his wife and son on 
1 November 2000. Mr Litvinenko was granted asylum in 2001 and became a British 
citizen in October 2006. 

10.3  In 2006 Mr Litvinenko was living with his family at 140 Osier Crescent, Muswell 
Hill, London. He was a journalist and author. He also undertook investigatory work, 
including preparing due diligence reports on Russian individuals and companies. 

10.4  On the evening of 1 November 2006, the sixth anniversary of his arrival in the UK, 
Mr Litvinenko fell ill. He was admitted to Barnet General Hospital on 3 November, 
and was subsequently transferred to University College Hospital in central London 
on 17 November. His condition declined. He became unconscious on 23 November. 
At 8.51pm Mr Litvinenko suffered a cardiac arrest. Resuscitation was commenced 
but terminated when it became clear that he would not regain spontaneous cardiac 
output. Mr Litvinenko was pronounced dead at 9.21pm on 23 November 2006. 

10.5  Throughout the time that Mr Litvinenko was in hospital, the doctors had been unable 
successfully to diagnose his condition. In fact, the cause of his illness only became 
clear several hours before his death when tests on samples of his blood and urine 
ｖｈｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｄｗｒｐｌｆ＃Ｚｈｄｓｒｑｖ＃Ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋｐｈｑｗ＃ｄｗ＃Ｄｏｇｈｕｐｄｖｗｒｑ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｖｈｑｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃
his body of extremely high levels of the radioactive isotope polonium 210. Subsequent 
examination of Mr Litvinenko’s body and detailed testing of samples taken from it 
ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｇｌｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｖｘｏｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｈｇ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３１＃

10.6  As to the medical cause of Mr Litvinenko’s death, I am sure of the following matters: 

a.  Mr Litvinenko died at 9.21pm on 23 November 2006 in University College Hospital, 
having suffered a cardiac arrest from which medical professionals were unable 
to resuscitate him 

b.  The cardiac arrest was the result of an acute radiation syndrome from which 
Mr Litvinenko was suffering 

c.  The acute radiation syndrome was caused by Mr Litvinenko ingesting 
approximately 4.4Gbq of polonium 210 on 1 November 2006 

10.7  There is abundant evidence that Mr Litvinenko met Andrey Lugovoy and his associate 
Dmitri Kovtun for tea at the Pine Bar of the Millennium Hotel in Mayfair during the 
afternoon of 1 November 2006. The forensic evidence shows that the Pine Bar was 
heavily contaminated with polonium 210. The highest readings were taken from 
the table where Mr Litvinenko was sitting and from the inside of one of the teapots. 
No comparable levels of contamination were found in any of the other places that 
Mr Litvinenko visited that day. 

10.8  I am sure that Mr Litvinenko ingested the fatal dose of polonium 210 whilst drinking 
tea in the Pine Bar of the Millennium Hotel during the afternoon of 1 November 2006. 
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10.9  I have carefully considered the possibility that Mr Litvinenko ingested the fatal 
dose of polonium 210 as the result of an accident. I have also considered whether 
Mr Litvinenko might have taken the poison deliberately, in order to commit suicide. 

10.10  I am sure that Mr Litvinenko did not ingest the polonium 210 either by accident or to 
commit suicide. I am sure, rather, that he was deliberately poisoned by others. 

10.11  I am sure that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun placed the polonium 210 in the teapot at 
the Pine Bar on 1 November 2006. I am also sure that they did this with the intention 
of poisoning Mr Litvinenko. 

10.12  I am sure that the two men had made an earlier attempt to poison Mr Litvinenko, also 
using polonium 210, at the Erinys meeting on 16 October 2006. 

10.13  I am sure that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun knew that they were using a deadly poison 
(as opposed, for example, to a truth drug or a sleeping draught), and that they intended 
to kill Mr Litvinenko. I do not believe, however, that they knew precisely what the 
chemical that they were handling was, or the nature of all its properties. 

10.14  I am sure that Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun were acting on behalf of others when they 
poisoned Mr Litvinenko. 

10.15  When Mr Lugovoy poisoned Mr Litvinenko, it is probable that he did so under the 
direction of the FSB. I would add that I regard that as a strong probability. I have found 
that Mr Kovtun also took part in the poisoning. I conclude therefore that he was also 
acting under FSB direction, possibly indirectly through Mr Lugovoy but probably to his 
knowledge. 

10.16  The FSB operation to kill Mr Litvinenko was probably approved by Mr Patrushev and 
also by President Putin. 
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Appendix 1: The history of the Inquiry and  
procedures adopted  

The police investigation 

1.  On 23 November 2006, Alexander Litvinenko died at University College Hospital in 
central London. 

2.  Before Mr Litvinenko’s death, the police had already commenced an investigation into 
his apparent poisoning. 

3.  Once the investigation established that Mr Litvinenko had been poisoned with 
polonium 210, which was discovered on the day of his death, the priority of the 
investigation became the operation to protect public health. It became important to 
identify members of the public who may have been contaminated. The Metropolitan 
Police Service (MPS) worked with the Health Protection Agency (now known as Public 
Health England) on this. 

4.  Ｌｐｐｈｇｌｄｗｈｏ｜＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ／＃ｒｙｈｕ＃５３３＃ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｇ＃
with the investigation. More than 60 scenes were examined and assessed. These 
ｌｑｆｏｘｇｈｇ＃ ｋｒｗｈｏｖ／＃ ｒｉｆｈｖ／＃ ｕｈｖｗｄｘｕｄｑｗｖ／＃ ｑｌｊｋｗｆｏｘｅｖ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｅｄｕｖ／＃ ｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃ ｓｕｈｐｌｖｈｖ／＃
public transport vehicles, aeroplanes, a football stadium and hospitals. More than 40 
requests were made for mutual legal assistance to more than 15 countries. 

5.  On 22 May 2007, the MPS/Crown Prosecution Service (the CPS) considered that there 
ｚｄｖ＃ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｋｄｕｊｈ＃Ｄｑｇｕｈ｜＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｐｘｕｇｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ１＃
An application was made to City of Westminster Magistrates’ Court for the issue of a 
warrant for Mr Lugovoy’s arrest. 

6.  Ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ／＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ＰＳＶ２ＦＳＶ＃ ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ ｚｄｖ＃ ｖｘｉｆｌｈｑｗ＃
evidence also to charge Dmitri Kovtun with the murder of Mr Litvinenko. An application 
was made to City of Westminster Magistrates’ Court on 4 November 2011 for the 
issue of a warrant for Mr Kovtun’s arrest. 

7.  In addition to the issue of these warrants, Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun have been placed 
on international lists of wanted persons. They both remain wanted for Mr Litvinenko’s 
murder. However, they have both remained within the Russian Federation, from which 
they cannot be extradited as they are both Russian citizens. 

8.  Because they are both still wanted for Mr Litvinenko’s murder, the criminal investigation 
by the MPS continues. 

9.  The MPS also provided assistance to the inquest proceedings and the Inquiry 
ｓｕｒｆｈｈｇｌｑｊｖ＃ ＋ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｇｘｕｈｖ＃ ｌｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｄｕｈ＃ ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｇｈｖｆｕｌｅｈｇ＃ｅｈｏｒｚ，１＃Ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
ＰＳＶ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｆｗｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃Ｆｒｕｒｑｈｕﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｇｇｌｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｆｕｌｐｌｑｄｏ＃ｌｑｙｈｖｗｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｇｘｗｌｈｖ１＃
The evidence collated by the MPS formed the majority of the evidence available to the 
inquest. Further, after the establishment of the Inquiry, the Commissioner of Police 
ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｈｗｕｒｓｒｏｌｖ＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｆｒｑｖｈｑｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｑｗｌｑｘｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｖｖｌｖｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｄ＃
similar role. 
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The inquest proceedings  

10.  The Coroner for the district within which the body of a deceased person is lying is 
required by statute to hold an inquest when there is reasonable cause to suspect that 
the deceased had died a violent or unnatural death. At the time of Mr Litvinenko’s 
death, the Coroners Act 1988 was in force. This has since been replaced by the 
Coroners and Justice Act 2009. Some of the terminology has changed, but the 
fundamental principles remain the same. 

11.  A Coroner’s inquest is a process for investigating the factual circumstances of a death. 
Ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｄ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋ＝＃

a.  Who the deceased was 

b.  When and where the death occurred 

c.  How the deceased came by his or her death 

d.  The particulars required by the Registration Acts to be registered concerning the 
death 

12.  The proceedings and evidence at a Coroner’s inquest are aimed solely at ascertaining 
the answers to these questions. Expressions of opinion on any other matter – for 
example, determining criminal or civil liability – are not allowed. However, the Coroner 
does have the power to investigate not just the main cause of death, but also “any 
ｄｆｗｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｒｐｌｖｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｏ｜＃ｏｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｇｈｄｗｋﾴ. 

13.  Accordingly, on 30 November 2006, the then Coroner for Inner North London (Dr 
Andrew Reid) formally opened an inquest into Mr Litvinenko’s death, and then 
immediately adjourned it pending the continuation of the police investigation which 
ｚｄｖ＃ｄｏｕｈｄｇ｜＃ｘｑｇｈｕｚｄ｜１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｔｘｈｖｗ＃ｕｈｐｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｄｇｍｒｘｕｑｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｑｈｄｕｏ｜＃ｙｈ＃｜ｈｄｕｖ＃ｚｋｌｏｖｗ＃
there was thought to be a prospect that criminal proceedings might be brought. 

14.  On 13 October 2011, the Coroner conducted a pre-inquest hearing to consider 
whether the inquest should remain adjourned. He noted the position in relation to 
the criminal investigation, namely that the MPS had made submissions to the CPS, 
and that the CPS had concluded its consideration of the case. The extradition of one 
person from Russia had been requested and declined. The CPS had indicated that, 
although it would wish to proceed with a prosecution, this was not currently possible 
ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒ＃ｌｐｓｈｇｌｐｈｑｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｔｘｈｖｗ＃ｗｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｓｏｄｆｈ１＃Ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｒｕｒｑｈｕ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｈｇ＃
that there was no realistic prospect of any named individual returning to the United 
Kingdom (UK) either voluntarily or under legal compulsion pursuant to an order for 
extradition. The Coroner had received submissions from interested persons and 
potentially interested persons asking him to resume the inquest, and in the absence 
of objection from the CPS or MPS, he decided that the inquest should be resumed. 

15.  The Coroner announced that he had appointed counsel and solicitors to the Inquest. 
He stated his intention that the inquest team would provide continuity of representation 
should a judge subsequently be appointed to act as Deputy Assistant Coroner to 
conduct the inquest. 

16.  The Coroner also addressed the issue of disclosure. He reached a clear conclusion that 
the scope of the disclosure exercise should extend to all material as to Mr Litvinenko’s 
personal and professional history that might affect the evaluation of the circumstances 
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in which polonium 210 was administered to his body, how such administration occurred, 
and all relevant wider circumstances. These criteria for disclosure were deliberately 
widely drawn, because on the material that he had to date, there was no proper basis 
to exclude from the disclosure exercise any of the competing theories advanced by 
different interested persons. 

17.  The Coroner listed those whom he considered at that time to be properly interested 
persons under the Coroners Rules 1984, namely: 

a. Marina Litvinenko and her son Anatoly 

b. Mr Litvinenko’s children by a previous marriage 

c. Mr Lugovoy 

d. Mr Kovtun 

e. Ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｒｐｐｌｖｖｌｒｑｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃Ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｈｗｕｒｓｒｏｌｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｌｈｉ＃Ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃Ｓｒｏｌｆｈ＃

f. Boris Berezovsky 

18.  Finally, the Coroner indicated that he recognised powerful arguments in favour of 
appointing a more senior member of the judiciary to conduct the inquest.  However, 
the decision to make such an appointment was ultimately a matter for the Lord 
Chancellor and Lord Chief Justice and the decision would to a degree be contingent 
on the product of disclosure. 

19.  In early January 2012, Lee Hughes was appointed Secretary to the inquest. 

20.  On 16 February 2012, the Deputy Coroner (Dr Shirley Radcliffe) wrote to the Secretary 
of State for Justice requesting the nomination of a senior member of the judiciary to 
conduct the inquest. 

21.  Ｒｑ＃５＜＃Ｉｈｅｕｘｄｕ｜＃５３４５／＃ ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｈｆｕｈｗｄｕ｜＃ｒｉ＃Ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ／＃ ｌｑ＃ｓｕｌｑｆｌｓｏｈ／＃ｄ＃ｖｈｑｌｒｕ＃
member of the judiciary should be so appointed. 

22.  Ｒｑ＃６＃Ｄｘｊｘｖｗ＃５３４５／＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｈｆｕｈｗｄｕ｜＃ｒｉ＃Ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｉｒｕｐｄｏｏ｜＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｒｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃
Lord Chief Justice to act as Deputy Assistant Coroner to conduct the inquest. 

23.  On 7 August 2012, the Deputy Coroner accordingly appointed me as Deputy Assistant 
Coroner. 

24.  On 20 September 2012, I conducted a pre-inquest hearing, the transcript of which is 
available on the Inquiry website. The primary aim of the hearing was to give a public 
update in respect of procedural matters. At that hearing, the Secretary of State for the 
Home Department applied for interested person status. This was granted. 

25.  On 2 November 2012, I conducted a further pre-inquest hearing, the transcript of this 
hearing is also available on the Inquiry website. This hearing was intended to give 
a further public update in respect of procedural matters, and also to ensure that the 
ｑｈ｛ｗ＃ ｓｕｈ０ｌｑｔｘｈｖｗ＃ ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊ＃ ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ ｈｉｉｈｆｗｌｙｈｏ｜＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｈｉｆｌｈｑｗｏ｜＃ ｇｈｄｏ＃ ｚｌｗｋ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｖｘｅｖｗｄｑｗｌｙｈ＃
legal matters with which it was to be concerned. These issues were listed in written 
directions given following the hearing. 
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26.  On 13 December 2012, I held that further pre-inquest hearing. On 17 January 2013, I 
gave a ruling on the issues argued at the hearing, including on whether or not certain 
issues should remain included in the scope of the inquest. The ruling on the scope 
of the inquest can be found on the Inquiry website. A list of issues was subsequently 
published. 

27.  On 17 December 2012, solicitors acting for the Investigative Committee of the Russian 
Federation (ICRF) applied for interested person status. The application was made on 
the basis that the ICRF was the Russian federal state agency responsible for the 
pre-trial investigation of the suspected murder of Mr Litvinenko and the suspected 
attempted murders of Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun. By active participation in the inquest, 
according to the application, the ICRF hoped to contribute to and to advance both my 
and its own understanding of the causes and circumstances of Mr Litvinenko’s death. 
Ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｏｄｚ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｓｈｕｐｌｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＬＦＵＩ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｕｒｙｌｇｈ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｏｈｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｈ／＃ｄｖ＃
an interested person the ICRF would wish to provide as much of the information from 
its investigation as Russian law would allow and as the investigator recognised as 
permissible. On 31 January 2013, I granted interested person status to the ICRF. 

28.  On 21 December 2012, solicitors acting for Marina Litvinenko asked for a listing for full 
argument of her application that the Russian Federation be designated an interested 
person in the inquest. A submission to that effect had been made at the hearing on 
20 September 2012, and repeated at the hearing on 13 December 2012. The Russian 
Federation had not itself applied for interested person status. On 24 January 2013, 
I gave a provisional ruling on the issue and invited further written submissions. On 
25 March 2013, I gave a ruling refusing the application that the Russian Federation 
be designated an interested person. 

Government disclosure and public interest 

immunity 

29.  On 11 January 2012, the Solicitor to the Inquest made a written request for disclosure 
of documentation by the government. Disclosure was requested of documents held 
by all UK government departments and agencies relating to the circumstances of 
Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃ｇｈｄｗｋ１＃Ｖｓｈｆｌｆ＃ ｕｈｔｘｈｖｗｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｇｒｆｘｐｈｑｗｖ＃ ｕｈｏｄｗｌｑｊ＃ ｗｒ＃
the circumstances of Mr Litvinenko’s poisoning and death; the history of any contact 
between Mr Litvinenko and any UK government departments or agencies; and any 
records of risks and/or threats to him prior to his death, together with any action taken 
or considered in response. 

30.  In response to this request, the government collated material and made it available 
ｉｒｕ＃ｌｑｖｓｈｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｘｑｖｈｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｒｏｌｆｌｗｒｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｔｘｈｖｗ１＃Ｄｆｆｈｖｖ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｊｕｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｉｒｕ＃
inspection of this collated material in late August 2012. The process of collating further 
material and making it available to the inquest team continued thereafter. In making 
this material available for inspection, the government made it clear that it reserved its 
position both as to the relevance of the material, and as to the making of applications 
for public interest immunity (PII) in relation to it. This was done with the intention of 
ensuring that the progress of this investigation was not delayed, whilst at the same 
time preserving the government’s position in relation to disclosure in the event that I 
determined that some or all of the material reviewed was relevant to the inquest and 
should be disclosed to interested persons. 
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31.  For the hearing on 13 December 2012, counsel to the inquest prepared an open and 
a closed version of a note concerning the material which had been made available 
by the government for inspection. The notes expressed a provisional view about that 
material, as the process of making the material available and inspecting the material 
ｚｄｖ＃ ｆｒｑｗｌｑｘｌｑｊ１＃ Ｆｒｘｑｖｈｏ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｑｔｘｈｖｗ＃ ｑｒｗｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｄ＃ ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ ｓｕｒｓｒｕｗｌｒｑ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
material was of a sensitive nature. The government had made it clear that it was 
very likely that it would object to the disclosure of the material to interested persons 
on grounds of PII. However, it was possible to state high level conclusions as to the 
effect of the government material. These related solely to the effect of the government 
material taken alone. 

32.  Counsel to the inquest expressed the view that the government material did establish 
a prima facie case as to the culpability of the Russian State in Mr Litvinenko’s death. 
However, it did not establish a prima facie case as to the culpability of the British State 
in itself carrying out (by its servants or agents) the poisoning of Mr Litvinenko, or in 
failing to take reasonable steps to protect him from a real and immediate risk to his 
life. It did not establish a prima facie case as to the involvement of Mr Berezovsky, 
Ｖｓｄｑｌｖｋ＃ ｐｄｄ＃ ｄｑｇ２ｒｕ＃ ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ ｆｕｌｐｌｑｄｏ＃ ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｄｗｌｒｑｖ／＃ Ｐｄｕｌｒ＃ Ｖｆｄｕｄｐｈｏｏｄ／＃ ｒｕ＃ Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑ＃
groups, in Mr Litvinenko’s death. It did not establish a prima facie case as to the 
making by Alexander Talik of threats to kill Mr Litvinenko, or as to any more general 
involvement on his part in Mr Litvinenko’s death. Counsel to the inquest said that a 
conclusion to the effect that the government material did not establish a prima facie 
case in respect of any particular issue was not to be interpreted as meaning that there 
was no evidence at all on that issue contained in the government material. 

33.  Ｒｑ＃５＜＃Ｍｄｑｘｄｕ｜＃５３４６／＃Ｌ＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｑ｜＃ＳＬＬ＃ｆｈｕｗｌｆｄｗｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｖｈｕｙｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃
15 February 2013, and for a consequent timetable for the determination of any PII 
issues. 

34.  On 7 February 2013, the then Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth 
Ｄｉｉｄｌｕｖ＃＋ｗｋｈ＃Ｕｗ＃Ｋｒｑ＃Ｚｌｏｏｌｄｐ＃Ｋｄｊｘｈ＃ＰＳ，＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｄ＃ｆｈｕｗｌｆｄｗｈ＃ｆｏｄｌｐｌｑｊ＃ＳＬＬ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｖｓｈｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃
sample of documents selected from the material made available by the government 
for inspection. 

35.  On 26 February 2013, I conducted a public hearing to consider the PII application, at 
which all interested persons had the opportunity to make submissions, as well as a 
number of media organisations who were legally represented. The transcript of this 
hearing is available on the Inquiry website. Following legal submissions made at that 
hearing, on 27 February 2013 I ruled that: 

a.  I had jurisdiction to hold a private hearing at which to consider the merits of the 
PII claim 

b.  Rather than hold a private hearing in which to address the adequacy of the 
ＳＬＬ＃ ｆｈｕｗｌｆｄｗｈ／＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｖｓｈｆｌｆｄｏｏ｜＃ ｚｋｈｗｋｈｕ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｆｏｄｌｐ＃ ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｖｋｒｘｏｇ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃
particularised without defeating the claim under consideration, I would continue 
with the private hearing to consider the merits of the PII claim. If in the course 
of that hearing it became clear that the claim could be further particularised in 
a manner that would not jeopardise the claim, and that I would be assisted by 
further submissions from the interested persons, then I would reconvene the 
public hearing 
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c.  It was neither necessary nor appropriate to appoint special counsel or PII advocates 
to represent the interests of interested persons in the disclosure proceedings 

36.  There was then a private hearing of the application, from which the public and most 
of the interested persons were excluded, at which I considered the merits of the PII 
claim in more detail. 

37.  On 17 May 2013, I gave my ruling on the PII application, which is available on the 
Inquiry website. I rejected part of the PII claim, and concluded that some of the 
information that was covered by the PII claim could and should be disclosed. 

38.  Ｉｌｕｖｗ／＃ Ｌ＃ ｆｒｑｆｏｘｇｈｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｄ＃ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ ｏｌｑｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ ｈｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ ｏｌｑｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃
enquiry to which the documents that were the subject of the PII claim related. Those 
lines of enquiry included amongst others: 

a.  The possible involvement of Russian State agencies in the death of Mr Litvinenko 

b.  The properties and uses of polonium 210 

c.  UK authorities’ knowledge and/or assessment of threats or risks to Mr Litvinenko’s 
life in 2000-2006 

d. Ｇｈｆｌｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｑｄｊｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｕｌｖｎ＃

Ｖｒｐｈ＃ ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ ｏｌｑｈｖ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｈｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ Ｌ＃ ｆｒｑｆｏｘｇｈｇ＃ ｆｒｘｏｇ＃ ｅｈ＃ ｖｌｐｌｏｄｕｏ｜＃ ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃
redacted in anticipation of a challenge to my ruling. 

39.  Second, a description could be given of the types of sensitivity which underpinned the 
PII claim, and this was set out in my ruling. 

40.  Third, my ruling was able to state: 

a.  That I had considered the PII claim brought in relation to the material relevant to 
the issue of the possible involvement of Russian State agencies in Mr Litvinenko’s 
death and had upheld the claim 

b.  That I had considered the PII claim brought in relation to the material relevant to 
the preventability issue and had upheld the claim 

c.  That I had considered the PII claim brought in relation to the material relevant 
ｗｒ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｖｖｘｈ＃＋ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｕｈｇｄｆｗｈｇ，＃ｄｑｇ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｇｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃ｊｌｖｗｖ＃
could and should be given in respect of those issues 

d.  The terms of the gists which should be given (which were redacted) 

e.  That I had upheld the PII claim in respect of further material relating to other 
issues 

41.  On 31 May 2013, the Foreign Secretary commenced an application for judicial review 
of the parts of my decision represented by the redacted parts of that ruling. In October 
2013, a Divisional Court of the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court (constituted 
by Lord Justice Goldring, Lord Justice Treacy and Mr Justice Mitting) conducted 
substantive hearings of this application in public and private hearings. 
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42.  On 27 November 2013, the Divisional Court allowed the Foreign Secretary’s judicial 
review application and quashed my decision to order gists. The court made no formal 
public decision regarding the lines of enquiry which I had concluded could be publicly 
ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ１＃

The steps to an inquiry 

43.  In my PII ruling on 17 May 2013, I made some provisional observations about the 
ｓｕｒｆｈｇｘｕｄｏ＃ｆｒｑｖｈｔｘｈｑｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｘｏｌｑｊ１＃Ｌ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｆｋｒｌｆｈ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃
considering issues such as preventability and Russian State responsibility on the 
basis only of the available open evidence and disregarding the relevant material 
which was known to exist but which had been the subject of a successful PII claim, 
and withdrawing those issues from scope. Either way, that could lead to me failing to 
discharge my duty to undertake a full, fair and fearless inquiry into the circumstances 
of Mr Litvinenko’s death. However, I considered that it would arguably be better to 
withdraw these issues from the scope of the inquest than to consider them on an 
incomplete, inadequate and potentially misleading basis, which might be unfair to 
interested persons or others who might be implicated including the Russian State. 
I therefore invited submissions on whether I should ask the government to consider 
exercising the power to order an inquiry under the Inquiries Act 2005, which would be 
able to hear evidence that could not be publicly disclosed. 

44.  On 4 June 2013, following the receipt of submissions on this topic, I wrote to the 
then Lord Chancellor and Secretary of State for Justice (Rt Hon Christopher Grayling 
ＰＳ，１＃Ｌ＃ｖｈｗ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｐ｜＃ｕｐ＃ｙｌｈｚ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋｈｇ＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕｌｈｖ＃Ｄｆｗ＃５３３８＃
was necessary if Mr Litvinenko’s death were to be properly investigated. I asked for 
consideration to be given urgently to the exercise of the power to establish such an 
inquiry. 

45.  On 17 July 2013, the Secretary of State for the Home Department (Rt Hon Theresa 
May MP) replied to my letter conveying the government’s response to my request. 
The Secretary of State said that the factors militating against establishing an inquiry 
at present substantially outweighed those in favour. Accordingly, the government had 
decided not to establish an inquiry at that time. 

46.  On 9 September 2013, Marina Litvinenko commenced an application for judicial 
review of the Home Secretary’s decision. 

47.  Before that application could be heard, the Divisional Court had heard and decided 
the Foreign Secretary’s application for judicial review of my PII ruling. Following the 
Divisional Court’s PII decision, I asked for further submissions on the consequences 
of that decision for the scope of the inquest. 

48.  On 18 December 2013, I gave a ruling on whether the issues of preventability and 
Russian State responsibility should remain within the scope of the inquest. I decided 
that both issues should be withdrawn. 

49.  On 21 and 22 January 2014, a Divisional Court of the Queen’s Bench Division of the 
High Court (constituted by Lord Justice Richards, Lord Justice Treacy and Mr Justice 
Mitting) heard Marina Litvinenko’s application for judicial review. This took account of 
my decision on 18 December 2013 to withdraw those two issues from the scope of 
the inquest. 
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50.  On 11 February 2014, the Divisional Court allowed Marina Litvinenko’s application for 
judicial review and quashed the Home Secretary’s decision. Accordingly, the Home 
Secretary was required to make a further decision on whether to establish an inquiry. 

51.  On 22 July 2014, the Home Secretary announced the government’s decision to 
establish an inquiry under the Inquiries Act 2005 to investigate Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

52.  On 31 July 2014, the Inquiry was formally set up. On that date, I held a short hearing at 
which the inquest was suspended, in accordance with the provisions of the Coroners 
and Justice Act 2009, and formally opened the Inquiry. The Terms of Reference can 
be found in Appendix 2. 

53.  On 5 September 2014, I published the List of Issues which the Inquiry would consider. 
This list can be found at Appendix 3. 

The opening of the Inquiry and procedural 

hearings 

54.  At a short hearing on 31 July 2014, the formal setting up date of the Inquiry, I made a 
statement setting out the history of the events which had led up to the establishment of 
the Inquiry. I also set out procedural matters which would be dealt with in forthcoming 
directions hearings. 

55.  Open directions hearings were held on 5 September 2014, 16 October 2014, 
14 November 2014, 17 December 2014 and 20 January 2015. 

56.  In addition, preparation for the closed substantive hearings required a number of 
closed directions hearings to be held. 

Core participants 

57.  On 31 July 2014, I invited applications for core participant status under rule 5 of the 
Inquiry Rules 2006. 

58.  On 5 September 2014, I announced that applications had been received from Marina 
and Anatoly Litvinenko, the MPS, the Home Secretary (on her own behalf and as a 
representative of the government), The Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE plc) 
and Mr Scaramella. 

59.  Mr Scaramella’s application was refused, for which reasons were given in a written 
ruling dated 9 October 2014. 

60.  I granted the other applications. 

61.  The solicitors for the ICRF, which had been an interested person in the inquest, wrote 
to me to indicate that it would be making no application for core participant status in 
the Inquiry. 

62.  During March 2015, after the substantive hearings had already been under way for a 
substantial period of time, Mr Kovtun expressed a wish to take part in the Inquiry by 
giving oral evidence and by becoming a core participant. I summarise these events 
below. 
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Funding applications 

63.  On 31 July 2014, I also invited applications for funding under the Inquiries Act 2005. 
Under section 40 of the Inquiries Act 2005, such funding may be made available to 
allow certain persons having a connection to the Inquiry to receive legal representation 
at public expense. 

64.  On 5 September 2014, I announced that applications for funding had been received 
from Marina Litvinenko and Anatoly Litvinenko, and from Mr Scaramella. 

65.  I granted the application by Marina Litvinenko and Anatoly Litvinenko in principle, with 
ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｆｌｖｈ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｚｄｕｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｑｄｏｌｖｈｇ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｖｘｅｐｌｖｖｌｒｑｖ１＃

66.  I refused Mr Scaramella’s application as it did not meet the criteria set out in section 
40(3) of the Inquiries Act 2005. 

67.  Later, during the course of the substantive hearings, a further application for funding 
was received from Mr Scaramella, who travelled from Italy to London on two occasions 
to give evidence to the Inquiry. I allowed this later application. 

68.  I also received and allowed applications from a number of other witnesses for expenses 
and legal costs. 

Closed evidence – restriction notices 

69.  On 31 July 2014, I explained that the most important feature of the Inquiry, and the 
reason why I asked that it be established, was that it would permit me to consider 
closed evidence and hold closed hearings, from which the public, most of the core 
participants and the press would be excluded. It would not have been possible to hold 
such hearings at all during an inquest. I considered the reason why it was of great 
importance to be able to hold at least some closed hearings was that the government 
held some documents that were relevant to Mr Litvinenko’s death, but which were 
of such sensitivity that they could not be used in open court. Had the proceedings 
remained as an inquest, those documents would have had to be excluded from my 
enquiries, in accordance with my PII rulings and the decision of the Divisional Court. 

70.  Because of the sensitivity of the government evidence, it was inevitable that at least 
ｖｒｐｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｄｏ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｐｄｌｑ＃ｖｈｆｕｈｗ１＃Ｅｘｗ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｄｏｚｄ｜ｖ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｌｗ＃
ｆｏｈｄｕ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｌｑｗｈｑｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｐｄｎｈ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｐ｜＃ｑｄｏ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｖｌｒｑ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｖｖｘｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃Ｖｗｄｗｈ＃
responsibility, together with as much as possible of my reasoning in that regard. 

71.  I announced that, on 7 July 2014, the Home Secretary had made a restriction notice 
under section 19 of the Inquiries Act 2005, the effect of which was to require that 
ｖｓｈｆｌｈｇ＃ｖｈｑｖｌｗｌｙｈ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏ＃ｚｄｖ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｈｇ＃ｒｑｏ｜＃ｌｑ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃ｖｈｖｖｌｒｑ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｋｒｐｈ＃
Secretary may make further restriction notices. 

72.  A second restriction notice was made by the Home Secretary on 4 November 2014. 
Ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｈｆｒｑｇ＃ｕｈｖｗｕｌｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｑｒｗｌｆｈｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｄｐｈｑｇｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃５４＃Ｍｄｑｘｄｕ｜＃５３４８１＃Ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃
restriction notices were made by the government on 9 March 2015 and 29 June 2015. 
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Anonymity – restriction orders  

73.  In the course of the inquest proceedings, applications had been made for anonymity 
orders in respect of a number of proposed witnesses whose evidence was to be 
adduced although not necessarily orally. 

74.  On 29 January 2013, I gave directions about the making of any anonymity applications. 

75.  On 27 February 2013, the MPS applied for anonymity in respect of three witnesses 
known as D1, D2 and C1. 

76.  On 14 March 2013, I conducted a hearing at which these applications were considered. 
For reasons which included the need by the representatives of media organisations 
to receive more information before they could usefully make submissions on the 
applications, the applications were adjourned. 

77.  On 11 June 2013, I conducted a further hearing to consider these anonymity 
applications, and a further anonymity application made by AWE plc in respect of a 
witness known as A3. 

78.  On 11 July 2013, I granted the application in relation to A3, but refused the applications 
in relation to D1, D2 and C1. Because the applications were based in part on material 
which could not be made public, the written ruling had a closed addendum dealing 
with that material. 

79.  On 4 October 2013, I conducted a further hearing to consider anonymity applications 
in relation to witnesses known as C2, C3, D3, D6 and D7, together with a residual 
issue in relation to D1, D2 and C1 as to whether there should be disclosure of the 
contents of the closed addendum in relation to them. 

80.  On 26 November 2013, I granted the application in relation to D3. Because the 
witnesses C2, C3, D6 and D7 formed part of a group that also included D3, and 
ｌｇｈｑｗｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｐｈｐｅｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｊｕｒｘｓ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃Ｇ６＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ ｏｌｎｈｏ｜＃ ｗｒ＃ ｏｈｄｇ＃ｗｒ＃
ｗｋｈ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃Ｇ６／＃Ｌ＃ｄｏｖｒ＃ｊｕｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｓｓｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈｐ＃ｄｏｗｋｒｘｊｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃
individual merits of the applications in relation to them would not have warranted the 
grant of an anonymity order. 

81.  On the same day, I also ruled that none of the contents of the closed addendum in 
relation to D1, D2 and C1 should be made public at that time. 

82.  Ｒｑ＃８＃Ｖｈｓｗｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３４７／＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｇｌｕｈｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃
the Inquiry, all core participants and the media agreed that for the purposes of the 
Inquiry I should adopt the anonymity orders I had already made during the inquest 
proceedings. Accordingly, on 9 October 2014 a restriction order was made repeating 
the anonymity orders which had been made during the inquest. 

83.  On 14 November 2014, a further restriction order was made granting anonymity in 
relation to a witness known as A1. 

84.  On 27 November 2014, a further restriction order was made granting anonymity in 
relation to a witness known as D9. 

85.  Further applications were made in respect of these witnesses that, if they gave oral 
evidence to the Inquiry, they should be screened from the public and the press. In 
relation to all of the witnesses who were granted anonymity, I made a further order 
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providing that if they were required to attend and give evidence at the public hearing 
of the Inquiry, their physical appearance would be concealed from the public, the 
media and core participants, but not from me, counsel to the Inquiry, counsel for the 
core participants or security cleared Inquiry staff. Further orders were made directing 
that their physical appearance need not be concealed from any other person whom I 
directed. 

86.  On 9 October 2015, I made a further restriction order granting anonymity in relation to 
a witness known as witness G. By the time of this order, I did not envisage a need to 
take any further oral evidence. 

Broadcasting 

87.  Under existing legislation, broadcasting was not permitted by law of any of the inquest 
proceedings. Following the establishment of the Inquiry, broadcasting would be 
permitted of such parts of the Inquiry proceedings and to the extent which I considered 
appropriate. 

88.  On 31 July 2014, I permitted broadcast of the formal opening of the Inquiry. 
Arrangements were made with one broadcast company for a video feed to be made 
available to other broadcasters. 

89.  On 5 September 2014, I heard submissions about whether I should permit the 
broadcast of the Inquiry’s proceedings, particularly the evidence which the Inquiry was 
to receive. In addition, I heard submissions about whether the Inquiry’s proceedings 
should be streamed live over the Internet. 

90.  On 7 November 2014, I gave a written provisional ruling inviting further submissions 
on certain aspects of the issue of live streaming of the Inquiry’s proceedings over the 
Internet. 

91.  On 14 November 2014, I heard further submissions on that issue. Those submissions 
included evidence from the MPS about the responses given by some prospective 
witnesses to the idea that their evidence might be broadcast, and the effect that might 
have on some witnesses’ willingness to give evidence to the Inquiry. 

92.  On 26 November 2014, I gave a written ruling giving reasons for my decision not to 
permit live streaming of the proceedings of the Inquiry when it took evidence. Different 
considerations applied to the opening and closing statements by counsel to the Inquiry 
and by core participants’ legal representatives, which I would permit to be broadcast. 

Text based communications from the hearing 

rooms 

93.  On 12 September 2014, I published a protocol concerning the use of live text based 
communications in the hearing rooms. 

94.  This provided that, in general, any member of a legal team, or member of the press, or 
member of the public was free to use a mobile electronic device in the hearing rooms 
to send and receive text based communications whilst the Inquiry was sitting, provided 
that the device in question was used in silent mode and there was no disruption to 
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proceedings. This was in practice superseded by the arrangements set out in the 
protocol described in paragraph 98 below. 

95.  I made clear that mobile devices were not to be used in the hearing rooms at any 
time to make or receive telephone calls, to take photographs or to undertake audio or 
video recording. 

Public access to hearings 

96.  For the substantive hearings, the Inquiry used Court 73 in the Royal Courts of Justice 
as the main hearing room, together with Court 66 as an additional media annex/ 
ｒｙｈｕｒｚ＃ｕｒｒｐ１＃Ｓｕｒｆｈｈｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｌｑ＃Ｆｒｘｕｗ＃：６＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｕｈｏｄ｜ｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃Ｆｒｘｕｗ＃９９＃ｅ｜＃ｄ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃ｆｌｕｆｘｌｗ＃
videolink, and screens in Court 66 reproduced documents and the live transcript 
shown on the display screens in Court 73. 

97.  Normally, members of the media and the public were freely admitted to both hearing 
rooms. However, because there was a risk that some of the sensitive information 
protected by restriction notices or restriction orders might be disclosed, inadvertently 
or otherwise, during the course of the open hearings, all open hearings were conducted 
under one of the sets of measures set out in a protocol issued on 9 December 2014. 

98.  Under the default measures: 

a.  The public and press would be afforded unrestricted access to the main hearing 
room, subject to physical capacity constraints 

b.  Proceedings in the main hearing room would be relayed to the media annex by 
means of a video feed that was delayed by 5 minutes 

c.  The use of mobile electronic devices in the main hearing room would be prohibited 
to all persons other than me, legal representatives and security cleared Inquiry 
staff 

d.  The use of such devices would be permitted (on the terms set out in the protocol 
on the use of live text based communications in the hearing rooms) in the media 
annex 

e.  A transcript of proceedings would be posted on the Inquiry website at the end of 
each day 

99.  Under enhanced measures: 

a.  The public and press would be excluded from the main hearing room, although 
access would still be permitted for both the public and the press to the media 
annex 

b.  Proceedings in the main hearing room would be relayed to the media annex by 
means of a video feed that was delayed by 5 minutes 

c. The use of mobile electronic devices in the Inquiry room would be prohibited to 
all persons other than me, legal representatives and security cleared Inquiry staff 
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d.  The use of such devices would be permitted (on the terms set out in the protocol 
on the use of live text-based communications in the hearing rooms) in the media 
annex 

e.  A transcript of proceedings would be posted on the Inquiry website at the end of 
each day 

100.  The hearing was conducted under enhanced measures when evidence was taken 
from a small number of witnesses; Alex Goldfarb, Dean Attew and Akhmed Zakayev. 
Otherwise, the evidence was taken under default measures. 

101.  Ｌｑ＃ｄｇｇｌｗｌｒｑ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｈｑｋｄｑｆｈｇ＃ｐｈｄｖｘｕｈｖ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃ｄｇｒｓｗｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｐｒｇｌｈｇ＃ｉｒｕｐ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｈｄｆｋ＃
ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖ＃ｊｌｙｌｑｊ＃ｒｕｄｏ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｋｄｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｈｑｈｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ＃ｄｑｒｑ｜ｐｌｗ｜＃ｒｕｇｈｕ＃＋ｗｋｌｖ＃ｄｓｓｏｌｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃
A1, C2 and D6). Those who were not permitted to see the witness’ physical appearance 
were excluded from the main hearing room, and the relay of the proceedings from the 
main hearing room to the media annex was limited to audio only. 

Special advocate 

102.  On 27 February 2013, in the course of the PII application in the inquest proceedings, 
I had ruled that it was neither necessary nor appropriate to appoint special counsel 
or PII advocates to represent the interests of interested persons in the disclosure 
proceedings. 

103.  On 5 September 2014, an application was made on behalf of Marina and Anatoly 
Litvinenko for the appointment of a special advocate. 

104.  On 9 October 2014, I refused the application for reasons given in a written ruling on 
that date. 

Warning letters 

105.  Rule 13 of the Inquiry Rules 2006 provides: 

“(1)  Ｗｋｈ＃ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｖｈｑｇ＃ｄ＃ｚｄｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｏｈｗｗｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ﾱ＃

a.  ｋｈ＃ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｖ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ／＃ｒｕ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｅｈｈｑ／＃ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｌｖｐ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃
ｓｕｒｆｈｈｇｌｑｊｖ＞＃ｒｕ＃

b.  ｄｅｒｘｗ＃ｚｋｒｐ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｌｖｐ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ ｌｑｉｈｕｕｈｇ＃ ｉｕｒｐ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｅｈｈｑ＃ｊｌｙｈｑ＃
ｇｘｕｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｓｕｒｆｈｈｇｌｑｊｖ＞＃ｒｕ＃

c.  ｚｋｒ＃ｐｄ｜＃ｅｈ＃ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｌｖｐ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ／＃ｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｌｑｗｈｕｌｐ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ１＃

(2)  Ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｈｆｌｓｌｈｑｗ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｄ＃ ｚｄｕｑｌｑｊ＃ ｏｈｗｗｈｕ＃ ｐｄ｜＃ ｇｌｖｆｏｒｖｈ＃ ｌｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｕｈｆｒｊｑｌｖｈｇ＃ ｏｈｊｄｏ＃
ｕｈｓｕｈｖｈｑｗｄｗｌｙｈ１＃

(3)  Ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｓｄｑｈｏ＃ｐｘｖｗ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｌｑｆｏｘｇｈ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｈ｛ｓｏｌｆｌｗ＃ｒｕ＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｆｕｌｗｌｆｌｖｐ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃
ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ／＃ｒｕ＃ｌｑ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｌｑｗｈｕｌｐ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ／＃ｘｑｏｈｖｖ＃ﾱ＃

(a)  ｗｋｈ＃ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ＃ｋｄｖ＃ｖｈｑｗ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑ＃ｄ＃ｚｄｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｏｈｗｗｈｕ＞＃ｄｑｇ＃

(b)  the person has been given a reasonable opportunity to respond to the 
ｚｄｕｑｌｑｊ＃ｏｈｗｗｈｕ１ﾴ＃
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106.  By rule 14, the contents of a warning letter are to be treated as subject to the obligations 
ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｖｈｗ＃ｒｘｗ＃ｌｑ＃ｕｘｏｈ＃４７＋４，１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑﾶｖ＃ｒｅｏｌｊｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｆｒｑｇｈｑｆｈ＃
under this rule ends when the inquiry report is signed, and all other obligations of 
ｆｒｑｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃ｕｘｏｈ＃ｈｑｇ＃ｚｋｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗ＃ｌｖ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｖｋｈｇ１＃

107.  The fact that a possible criticism has been included in a warning letter, whether 
written under rule 13(1) or 13(3), does not necessarily mean that the criticism will 
be adopted in the inquiry proceedings or in any report. The procedural provision is 
intended to afford the individual a fair opportunity to prepare for giving evidence or to 
draw attention to reasons why the criticism should not be made. Accordingly, I do not 
propose to publish the content of warning letters. 

108.  However, in accordance with rule 13, warning letters were sent as appropriate to 
people who were covered by the provisions of rule 13. 

The substantive hearings 

109.  On 27 January 2015, the Inquiry’s substantive hearings commenced. Opening 
statements were made by counsel to the Inquiry, counsel for Marina and Anatoly 
Litvinenko, counsel for the Home Secretary and counsel for AWE plc. 

110.  The Inquiry hearing lasted for a total of 34 days. Evidence was taken on 30 of those 
days. A total of 62 witnesses gave oral evidence. A number of witnesses giving 
oral evidence attended the Inquiry on more than one occasion to do so. Five of the 
witnesses gave evidence from overseas by videolink. In addition, witness statements 
of a further 20 witnesses were read, together with a further witness statement from a 
witness who had already given oral evidence (Marina Litvinenko). 

111.  In addition, a large quantity of documents was adduced in evidence. Some of these 
documents were referred to and discussed by witnesses, but I simply put other 
documents into evidence because it was not necessary for them to be discussed with 
a witness. 

112.  It was originally envisaged that the Inquiry’s open hearings would conclude before 
Easter. However, the overall length of the Inquiry hearings was prolonged by the 
actions of Mr Kovtun, who is the subject of one of the two arrest warrants issued in 
respect of Mr Litvinenko’s death. 

113.  During the course of March 2015, the solicitor to the Inquiry received a number of 
communications from a man who said he was Mr Kovtun. He said that he was willing 
to take part in the Inquiry and in particular to give evidence by videolink. He also 
indicated that he wished to apply for core participant status. These developments 
ｚｈｕｈ＃ｑｒｗｌｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｆｒｕｈ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｌｓｄｑｗｖ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｕｈｖｖ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｘｅｖｗｄｑｗｌｙｈ＃ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊ＃
on 19 March 2015. 

114.  On 30 March 2015, I indicated that I was minded to grant Mr Kovtun core participant 
ｖｗｄｗｘｖ／＃ ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｋｌｖ＃ ｉｘｏｏｏｌｑｊ＃ ｄ＃ ｑｘｐｅｈｕ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｆｒｑｇｌｗｌｒｑｖ１＃ Ｐｕ＃ Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ ｋｄｇ＃ ｗｒ＃ ｊｌｙｈ＃ ｄ＃
ｆｒｑｇｈｑｗｌｄｏｌｗ｜＃ｘｑｇｈｕｗｄｎｌｑｊ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｄｐｈ＃ｐｄｑｑｈｕ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｏｏ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｆｒｕｈ＃ｓｄｕｗｌｆｌｓｄｑｗｖ１＃Ｋｈ＃ｋｄｇ＃
to provide a detailed witness statement, including a response to nine questions put 
to him in Russia by Major General of Justice Krasnov, and a tenth question which 
was added in a letter dated 5 March 2015 from the Inquiry secretariat to Mr Kovtun. 
Further, he had to disclose any documents and other written material which he had 
said in media interviews was relevant to the issues being considered by the Inquiry. I 
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｛ｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｄｗｈ＃ｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑﾶｖ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｅｈ＃ｗｄｎｈｑ／＃ｑｄｐｈｏ｜＃５：＃Ｍｘｏ｜＃５３４８＞＃
Mr Kovtun would have to make himself available for two or three days. 

115.  In the days leading up to 27 July 2015, Mr Kovtun and the Russian authorities began 
to raise a number of legal issues about whether Mr Kovtun could, under Russian and 
international law, lawfully give evidence to the Inquiry. On that date, Mr Kovtun did 
not make himself available to give evidence. I considered the matters which had been 
said by Mr Kovtun and by the Russian authorities, and decided to give Mr Kovtun a 
ｑｄｏ＃ｒｓｓｒｕｗｘｑｌｗ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｏｌｙｈ＃ｘｓ＃ｗｒ＃ｋｌｖ＃ｄｖｖｈｕｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｋｈ＃ｚｄｑｗｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｖｖｌｖｗ＃ｐｈ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃
by adjourning the hearing until 28 July 2015. 

116.  On 28 July 2015, the Inquiry’s agent in Moscow reported that he had spoken to Mr 
Kovtun that morning, and that Mr Kovtun had said that he would not be attending 
ｗｒ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｅ｜＃ｙｌｇｈｒｏｌｑｎ１＃Ｄｆｆｒｕｇｌｑｊｏ｜／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｑｄｏ＃ｌｗｈｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｚｌｗｑｈｖｖ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｚｈｕｈ＃
taken that day. 

117.  On 30 and 31 July 2015, closing submissions were made by counsel for the MPS and 
counsel for Marina Litvinenko and Anatoly Litvinenko. Closing statements were made 
by counsel to the Inquiry and by me, bringing the Inquiry’s substantive hearings to an 
end. 

Closed hearings 

118.  On 27 January 2015, when the substantive hearings commenced, it was envisaged 
that they would be completed by Easter. On that date, I indicated that at some point 
in the future, there would be closed hearings at which I would consider the material 
subject to the restriction notices. Counsel to the Inquiry indicated in their opening 
statement that these would take place after the open hearings had concluded. 

119.  On 31 July 2015, in their closing statement counsel to the Inquiry announced that 
the closed hearings had taken place. The conclusion of the open hearings that day 
accordingly completed all of the Inquiry’s hearings. 

Miscellaneous procedural matters 

120.  On 30 March 2015, I heard submissions on a number of legal matters which were 
relevant to the approach which I should take in reaching my conclusions. 

121.  I considered the question of whether and what standard of proof I should apply. There 
was a consensus that I should adopt the approach taken by Sir William Gage in the 
Baha Mousa Public Inquiry, which had been set out in a ruling of 7 May 2010. That had 
itself adopted＞＃ﾳｗｋｈ＃ｈ｛ｌｅｏｈ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｙｄｕｌｄｅｏｈ＃ｖｗｄｑｇｄｕｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｒｒｉ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｓｓｏｌｈｇ＃＾ｅ｜＃Ｇｄｐｈ＃Ｍｄｑｈｗ＃
Ｖｐｌｗｋ｀＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｋｌｓｐｄｑ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜ﾴ１＃At paragraph 28 of his ruling, Sir William concluded: 

ﾳＩｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｄｖｒｑｖ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｈｑｇｈｄｙｒｘｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｈ｛ｓｏｄｌｑ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｆｒｑｆｏｘｇｈｇ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｗ＃ｌｖ＃
ｕｌｊｋｗ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｐｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｓｓｕｒｄｆｋ＃ｐ｜＃ｗｄｖｎ＃ｅ｜＃ｌｑｌｗｌｄｏｏ｜＃ｄｇｒｓｗｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｌｙｌｏ＃ｖｗｄｑｇｄｕｇ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｒｒｉ＃ｌｑ＃
ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｉｄｆｗｖ／＃ｅｘｗ＃ｌｑｇｌｆｄｗｌｑｊ＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｓｓｕｒｓｕｌｄｗｈ＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃Ｌ＃ｄｐ＃ｖｘｕｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃
ｑｇｌｑｊ１＃Ｄｖ＃Ｌ＃ｋｄｙｈ＃ｖｄｌｇ／＃Ｌ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ｕｈｆｒｕｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｏｈｙｈｏ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｄｗｌｖｉｄｆｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃Ｌ＃ｑｇ＃ｈｖｗｄｅｏｌｖｋｈｇ＃
ｌｑ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｑｇｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｉｄｆｗ１＃Ｗｋｘｖ／＃Ｌ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｑｈｆｈｖｖｄｕ｜＃ｗｋｄｗ＃Ｌ＃ｑｇ＃ｄ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃
ｓｕｒｙｈｇ＃ｒｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｄｏｄｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｒｅｄｅｌｏｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｄ＃ｋｌｊｋｈｕ＃ｖｗｄｑｇｄｕｇ＃ｚｋｈｕｈ＃ｄｓｓｕｒｓｕｌｄｗｈ１＃Ｌ＃
ｇｒ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｗｋｌｑｎ＃ｌｗ＃ｚｌｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｑｈｆｈｖｖｄｕ｜＃ｈ｛ｓｕｈｖｖｏ｜＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｉｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｈ｛ｓｕｈｖｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄｖ＃ﾵｌｑｋｈｕｈｑｗ＃
ｌｐｓｕｒｅｄｅｌｏｌｗｌｈｖﾶ＃ｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ﾵｅｄｕｈﾶ＃ｅｄｏｄｑｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｕｒｅｄｅｌｏｌｗｌｈｖ１ﾴ＃
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122.  I agreed and adopted that approach. 

123.  On the same date, I also heard submissions on the question of whether I should or 
should not draw adverse inferences from the silence of any individual concerned in 
the events which the Inquiry was investigating, or their refusal to participate, and 
in particular the silence or refusal of Mr Lugovoy, Mr Kovtun or authorities of the 
Russian State. There was a consensus that there was no need or basis for adopting 
the approach taken in the criminal courts to such silence. I took the view that a failure 
to participate or to give evidence has the obvious consequence that I would make 
ｑｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｉｄｆｗ＃ｚｌｗｋｒｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｅｈｑｈｗ＃ｒｕ＃ｒｗｋｈｕｚｌｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｄ＃ｆｒｑｗｕｌｅｘｗｌｒｑ１＃

124.  Further, counsel to the Inquiry made submissions to me about the approach that 
should be taken to credibility generally if, on analysis of the evidence (including any 
relevant closed evidence), it were to become apparent that some witnesses had not 
given an accurate account of events in oral evidence. Counsel to the Inquiry submitted 
that I should be guided by the principles which underlie the direction commonly given 
to juries in criminal cases who have to consider what they make of the evidence given 
by a witness whom they consider has lied. Such a direction is commonly known as a 
Lucas direction, after Ｕ＃ｙ＃Ｏｘｆｄｖ＃＾４＜；４｀＃ＴＥ＃：５３. I did not consider it necessary to rule 
on that submission. 

125.  On the same date I also considered the interplay between sections 2(1) and (2) of the 
Inquiries Act 2005. These provide that an inquiry panel is not to rule on and has no 
power to determine any person’s civil or criminal liability; but an inquiry panel is not to 
be inhibited in the discharge of its functions by any likelihood of liability being inferred 
from facts that it determines or recommendations that it makes. I considered that it 
ｚｄｖ＃ｇｌｉｆｘｏｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｇｈｄｏ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｅｖｗｕｄｆｗ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｓｏｄ｜＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｗｚｒ＃ｖｈｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃
made no formal ruling on the issue. 

126.  Ｉｌｑｄｏｏ｜／＃Ｌ＃ｆｏｄｕｌｈｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｓｓｕｒｄｆｋ＃Ｌ＃ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｉｄｆｈ＃ｅｈｗｚｈｈｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｒｓｈｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｄｑｇ＃ ｑｇｌｑｊｖ１＃ Ｌ＃ ｖｄｌｇ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ Ｌ＃ ｚｒｘｏｇ＃ ｓｈｕｉｒｕｐ＃ ｄ＃ ｊｏｒｅｄｏ＃ ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｌｖ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｗｋｈ＃
evidence adduced both in the open and the closed hearings. It followed that any 
facts as found and recorded in the open section of the report will have been informed 
both by the evidence that I heard in the open hearings and by the relevant closed 
hearings. I stated that I would provide a single report to the Home Secretary, but the 
consequence of the restriction notices and orders that had been made meant that 
parts would not be published if to do so would be to damage national security or 
international relations. 

127.  On 24 July 2015, I considered submissions on an issue which had arisen under 
the Crime (International Co-operation) Act 2003. Evidence had been obtained from 
Russia pursuant to a request made under that Act for the purposes of the criminal 
investigation and any criminal proceedings. This evidence included the records of the 
interviews conducted in Russia with Mr Lugovoy and Mr Kovtun. 

128.  In addition, the Russian authorities had given permission for that evidence to be used 
in the inquest proceedings. After the ICRF was granted interested person status in the 
inquest, it was formally represented at hearings in the inquest proceedings; at open 
Inquiry hearings, its English solicitors were routinely present. The Russian authorities 
were aware of the fact that the Inquiry was established to take over from the inquest 
in the investigation of Mr Litvinenko’s death, and of the inclusion in the Inquiry’s Terms 
of Reference that it should take into account the investigations that had already taken 
place within the inquest proceedings. In addition, in September 2014 I had directed 
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that the inquest evidence would be adduced in the Inquiry in accordance with the 
Inquiry’s Terms of Reference. 

129.  Notwithstanding their awareness of the status of the inquest and Inquiry proceedings, 
the Russian authorities did not expressly extend permission for that evidence to be 
ｘｖｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜１＃Ｗｋｈ＃ｓｄｕｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｋｒｐｈ＃Ｒｉｆｈ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｈｄｏｖ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕｖ＃ｘｑｇｈｕ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｄｆｗ＃
wrote to its Russian counterparts both before and after the commencement of the 
Inquiry’s substantive hearings, but no response was forthcoming then, or at any time 
before the originally scheduled end of the Inquiry’s substantive open hearings. 

130.  Ｒｑ＃４：＃Ｍｘｏ｜＃５３４８／＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｚｄｖ＃ｑｒｗｌｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｋｒｐｈ＃Ｒｉｆｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｄ＃ｕｈｖｓｒｑｖｈ＃ｚｋｌｆｋ＃ｌｗ＃
had received on 15 July 2015 from the Russian authorities, declining permission for 
the evidence to be used in the Inquiry proceedings. 

131.  On 24 July 2015, I heard submissions on the consequences of this response. I 
concluded that section 9 of the Crime (International Co-operation) Act 2003 precluded 
ｗｋｈ＃ｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ ｖｘｆｋ＃ｐｄｗｈｕｌｄｏ＃ ｉｒｕ＃ ｄｑ｜＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ ｓｘｕｓｒｖｈ＃ ｗｋｄｑ＃ ｗｋｄｗ＃ ｖｓｈｆｌｈｇ＃ ｌｑ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｕｈｔｘｈｖｗ／＃
namely the original criminal investigation and any subsequent prosecution, without 
the consent of the Russian authorities. Accordingly, those records of interview could 
not be used by the Inquiry. 

132.  I invited further submissions on whether, on the proper construction of the relevant 
statutory provisions, I could admit evidence as to the content of the interviews from 
ｗｋｈ＃ ＰＳＶ＃ ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ ｚｋｒ＃ ｚｈｕｈ＃ ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗ＃ ｄｗ＃ ｗｋｈ＃ ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｖ／＃ ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ ｒｅｗｄｌｑｈｇ＃ ｅ｜＃
the MPS during their trip to Moscow, evidence as to the level of cooperation of the 
Russian authorities in arranging the interviews, and evidence as to attempts made by 
ｄ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｕｈｖｖｘｕｈ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｓｕｈｗｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｊｌｙｈ＃ｄｑ＃ｌｑｄｆｆｘｕｄｗｈ＃ｗｕｄｑｖｏｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｚｋｄｗ＃
was said in the course of the interviews. 

133.  On 25 September 2015, following consideration of further submissions, I gave a 
written ruling further concluding that it would not be permissible for me either to admit 
in evidence notes about the content of the interviews, or to hear evidence from the 
ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｆｒｑｗｈｑｗ１＃Ｅｘｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｗｄｗｘｗｒｕ｜＃ｓｕｒｙｌｖｌｒｑｖ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｓｕｈｆｏｘｇｈ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｄｇｐｌｖｖｌｒｑ＃
of evidence as to the circumstances in which the interviews were carried out, provided 
that such evidence did not reveal the content of the interviews, either directly or by 
implication; nor did they preclude evidence as to the level of cooperation of the Russian 
ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈｌｕ＃ｄｗｗｈｐｓｗｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｓｕｒｇｘｆｈ＃ｗｕｄｑｖｆｕｌｓｗｖ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｇｌｇ＃ｑｒｗ＃ｕｈｈｆｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｗｕｘｈ＃
ｆｒｑｗｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｖ／＃ｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｑｒｗｈｖ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ＰＳＶ＃ｒｉｆｈｕｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｐｄｗｗｈｕｖ１＃
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Appendix 2: Terms of Reference 

1.  Subject to paragraphs 2 and 3 below, the Chairman is to conduct an investigation into 
the death of Alexander Litvinenko in order to: 

(i)  ascertain, in accordance with section 5 (1) of the Coroners and Justice Act 2009, 
who the deceased was; how, when and where he came by his death; and the 
particulars (if any) required by the Births and Deaths Registration Act 1953 to be 
registered concerning the death; 

(ii) identify, so far as is consistent with section 2 of the Inquiries Act 2005, where 
responsibility for the death lies; and 

(iii) make such recommendations as may seem appropriate. 

2.  That investigation is to take into account the investigations which have already been 
conducted by the Assistant Coroner for the Inner North London [Sir Robert Owen]. 

3.  In the light of the Assistant Coroner’s views, expressed in his ruling of 17 May 2013, 
(see paragraph 13 of the Judicial Review judgment dated 11 February 2014) that 
there is no material within the relevant documents to suggest that, at any material 
time, Alexander Litvinenko was or ought to have been assessed as being at a real and 
immediate threat to his life, the inquiry will not address the question of whether the UK 
authorities could or should have taken steps which would have prevented the death. 
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Appendix 3: List of Issues  

A. Background 

1.  Alexander Litvinenko’s life in Russia 

a.  Personal life 

b.  Career in KGB/FSK/FSB 

c.  Relationship with Boris Berezovsky 

d.  Circumstances of departure from Russia and travel to UK, September – 
November 2000 

2.  Alexander Litvinenko’s personal life in UK 

3.  Alexander Litvinenko’s work from November 2000 

a.  Work for Boris Berezovsky 

b.  Publications 

c.  Work with/for Mitrokhin Commission in Italy 

d.  Ｚｒｕｎ＃ｉｒｕ＃ＸＮ＃ｖｈｆｘｕｌｗ｜＃ｕｐｖ＃

e.  Alleged work for UK/Spanish intelligence agencies 

f.  Any other UK/overseas work 

4.  Alexander Litvinenko’s involvement in political campaigning, media appearances, 
relationship with dissident/émigré community, 2000 – 2006 

5.  Actual/threatened/perceived threats to and attacks against Alexander Litvinenko/ 
Boris Berezovsky/Akhmed Zakayev, 2000 – 2007 

B. Circumstances of Alexander Litvinenko’s death 

6.   Narrative of Alexander Litvinenko’s life/lifestyle during October 2006 

7.   Alexander Litvinenko’s movements/meetings on 1 November and subsequent 
deteriorating health 

8.   Medical treatment/hospitalisation/attempts to diagnose 

9.   Police interviews 

10.   Immediate circumstances of death 

C. Post mortem/toxicology evidence 

11.  Evidence from pathologists/toxicologists 
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D. Responsibility for death 

12.  Source of the Po-210 apparently ingested by Alexander Litvinenko 

a.  Properties/uses of Po-210 

b.  Ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｄｑｄｏ｜ｖｌｖ＃ｒｉ＃Ｓｒ０５４３＃ｖｄｐｓｏｈｖ＃

c.  Legitimate trade in/international carriage of Po-210 

d.  Apparent documentary evidence of consignment of Po-210 at Yaroslavl, 
August 2006 

13.  Andrey Lugovoy and Dmitri Kovtun – backgrounds; movements October/November 
2006; public statements since November 2006 

a.  Andrey Lugovoy background 

b.  Dmitri Kovtun background 

c.  Visit by Andrey Lugovoy and Dmitri Kovtun to London 16 to 18 October 2006 

(i) Narrative – travel/movements/purpose of visit/meetings etc 

d.  Visit by Andrey Lugovoy to London 25 to 28 October 2006 

(i) Narrative – travel/movements/purpose of visit/meetings etc 

e.  Dmitri Kovtun’s visit to Hamburg 28 to 31 October 2006 

(i) Narrative – travel/movements/purpose of visit/meetings etc 

(ii) Evidence of apparent recruitment attempt for poison plan 

f.  Visit by Andrey Lugovoy and Dmitri Kovtun to London 31 October to 
3 November 2006 

(i) Narrative – travel/movements/purpose of visit/meetings etc 

g.  Andrey Lugovoy – public statements since 2006/polygraph test 

h.  Dmitri Kovtun – public statements since 2006 

14.  Traces of Po-210 in London and Hamburg 

a.  Ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｆｒｑｗｈ｛ｗ２ｐｈｗｋｒｇｒｏｒｊ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｈｖｗｌｑｊ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｓｒ０５４３＃

b.  Evidence of Po-210 traces 

(i)  Traces in London apparently associated with events 16 to 18 October 2006 

(ii) Traces in London apparently associated with events 25 to 28 October 2006 

(iii) Traces in Hamburg apparently associated with events 28 to 31 October 2006 

(iv) Traces in London  apparently associated with events 31 October to 
3 November 2006 
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15.  Radiation poisoning suffered by Andrey Lugovoy, Dmitri Kovtun and others 

16.  Alexander Litvinenko’s alleged involvement in blackmail 

17.  Possible involvement of Boris Berezovsky in Alexander Litvinenko’s death 

18.  Possible involvement of Russian state agencies in Alexander Litvinenko’s death 

19.  Possible involvement of UK intelligence agencies in Alexander Litvinenko’s death 

20.  Ｓｒｖｖｌｅｏｈ＃ ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｐｈｑｗ＃ ｒｉ＃ ｒｕｊｄｑｌｖｈｇ＃ ｆｕｌｐｈ２Ｖｓｄｑｌｖｋ＃ ｐｄｄ＃ ｌｑ＃Ｄｏｈ｛ｄｑｇｈｕ＃ Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒﾶｖ＃
death 

21.  The possible involvement of other third parties in Alexander Litvinenko’s death, 
including Mario Scaramella, Chechen groups and others, for example, Alexander Talik 
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Appendix 4: Chronology  

Date Evidence Source 

4 December 1962 Alexander Litvinenko (AL) born in 
Voronezh, Russia 

Marina Litvinenko 3/19 

1980-5 AL attended Ordzhonikidze training 
centre for Interior Ministry Forces in 
North Ossetia. Graduated as lieutenant 
in or about 1985 

Marina Litvinenko 3/24 

1983 ＤＯ＃ｐｄｕｕｌｈｇ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｚｌｉｈ＃

1985 ＤＯﾶｖ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｆｋｌｏｇ／＃Ｄｏｈ｛ｄｑｇｈｕ／＃ｚｄｖ＃ｅｒｕｑ＃ Marina Litvinenko 3/15 

1988 AL joined Committee for State Security 
＋ＮＪＥ，＃ｄｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃

INQ017734 (page 3); 
Marina Litvinenko 
3/24-25 

1991 AL’s daughter, Sonya, was born 

1991 AL was posted to KGB headquarters in 
Moscow 

Marina Litvinenko 
3/27-28; INQ017734 
(page 3) 

16 June 1993 ＤＯ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｗ＃Ｐｄｕｌｑｄ＃Ｗｖ｜ｅｌｑ＃＋ＰＯ，＃ Marina Litvinenko 3/6 

1994 ＤＯ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｐｈｗ＃Ｅｒｕｌｖ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃＋ＥＥ，＃ Berezovsky 25/6-7 

1 June 1994 Anatoly Litvinenko (Anatoly) was born Marina Litvinenko 3/12 

7 June 1994 AL tasked with investigating attempted 
assassination of BB 

INQ017734 (page 3); 
Berezovsky 25/6-7 

14 October 1994 AL married ML INQ017734 (page 2); 
Marina Litvinenko 3/12 

1994 AL transferred to Anti-Terrorist Centre 
of KGB 

INQ017734 (page 3); 
Marina Litvinenko 
3/27-29; 4/80 

March 1995 AL prevented police from arresting and 
taking BB into custody 

Berezovsky 25/7 

January 1996 AL present at siege of Pervomayskoye 
and involved in freeing hostages 

INQ017734 (page 4); 
Marina Litvinenko 
3/31-32 

August 1997 AL joined Department for the 
Investigation and Prevention of 
Organised Crime (URPO) division 
within the Federal Security Service 
(FSB) 

INQ017734 (page 5); 
Marina Litvinenko 3/41 

28 February 1998 AL visited BB and informed him of the 
plot to assassinate him 

INQ017734 (page 
6); Marina Litvinenko 
3/55-56 
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21 March 1998 AL, Viktor Shebalin (VShe), Andrei 
Ponkin (APon) and others told BB of 
plot to assassinate him 

INQ017734 (page 6); 
Marina Litvinenko 
3/55-56 

19/20 April 1998 Interview with AL, Alexander Gusak 
(AGus) and APon was recorded 

INQ017734 (page 7); 
Marina Litvinenko 
3/69-70 

July 1998 AL told Vladimir Putin (VP), Head of 
FSB about order to assassinate BB 

INQ017734 
(pages 8-9); Marina 
Litvinenko 3/71-72 

17 November 1998 AL attended and spoke at press 
conference, accompanied by VS, APon 
and Mikhail Trepashkin (MT). Extracts 
of taped interview televised shortly 
afterwards 

INQ017734 
(pages 9-10); Marina 
Litvinenko 3/80-82 

December 1998 AL and colleagues dismissed or AL 
resigned from FSB. AL commenced 
work as consultant for BB and 
continued until March 1999 

INQ017734 
(pages 10,13); Marina 
Litvinenko 3/82-83; 
3/91 

25 March 1999 AL arrested and charged with 
ｈ｛ｆｈｈｇｌｑｊ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗ｜＃ｄｖ＃ｄｑ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ１＃
Detained in Lefortovo prison for eight 
months 

INQ017734 (page 11); 
Marina Litvinenko 
3/84; 3/86 

26 November 1999 AL acquitted at trial. Rearrested 
in courtroom and charged with 
manhandling suspects and stealing 
goods. Sent to Butyrka prison 

INQ017734 
(pages 11-12); Marina 
Litvinenko 3/87-88 

late 1999-early 2000 AL released from prison and charges 
against him dropped 

INQ017734 (page 12); 
Marina Litvinenko 3/88 

spring 2000 Third set of charges brought against 
AL and closed trial set to take place in 
Yaroslavl. AL was warned not to leave 
town without permission and passport 
taken from him pending trial 

INQ017734 (page 
12); Marina Litvinenko 
3/90-91 

September 2000 AL told ML he was going to visit 
relatives in Nalchik. However, after 
arriving in Nalchik, AL crossed border 
into Georgia 

Marina Litvinenko 
3/94-97 

17 October 2000 ＰＯ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｄｑｄｗｒｏ｜＃ｈｚ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｄｏｄｊｄ／＃Ｖｓｄｌｑ＃ INQ017734 (page 14); 
Marina Litvinenko 3/96 

late October 2000 ＰＯ＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｄｑｄｗｒｏ｜＃ｈｚ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｐｄｏｄｊｄ＃
to Antalya, Turkey, accompanied 
by Yuri Felshtinsky (YF). AL was 
already in Antalya and was joined by 
Alex Goldfarb (AGol) 

INQ017734 (page 14); 
Marina Litvinenko 
3/102 
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31 October/ 
1 November 2000 

AL, ML, Anatoly and AGol bought 
ｗｌｆｎｈｗｖ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｌｊｋｗｖ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｌｖｗｄｑｅｘｏ＃ｗｒ＃Ｗｅｏｌｖｌ＃
ｚｌｗｋ＃ｆｒｑｑｈｆｗｌｑｊ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ｌｑ＃Ｋｈｄｗｋｕｒｚ１＃
They arrived at Heathrow airport and 
AL, ML and Anatoly claimed asylum 

INQ017734 (page 15); 
Marina Litvinenko 
3/107-108 

November 2000 Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒｖ＃ｐｒｙｈｇ＃ｌｑｗｒ＃ｄｗ＃ｌｑ＃
Kensington, paid for by BB 

Marina Litvinenko 
3/114 

May 2001 Litvinenkos granted asylum and 
ｌｑｇｈｑｌｗｈ＃ｏｈｄｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｕｈｐｄｌｑ＃ｌｑ＃ＸＮ１＃Ｗｋｈ｜＃
changed surname and took name of 
Carter 

INQ017734 (page 15); 
Marina Litvinenko 
3/110-111 

2001 AL and YF wrote Ｅｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃Ｘｓ＃Ｕｘｖｖｌｄ＃
in Russian and English, which was 
published in 2002 

INQ017734 (page 18); 
Marina Litvinenko 
3/131-132 

2001-2002 AL wrote The Gang from the Lubyanka INQ017734 (page 19); 
Marina Litvinenko 
4/133 

21/22 March 2002 AL and ML repeatedly visited by 
Victor Kirov, purportedly from Russian 
Embassy 

Marina Litvinenko 
4/18-20; HMG000307 

2002 Litvinenkos moved to 
140 Osier Crescent, Muswell Hill 

Marina Litvinenko 
3/114-116 

12 October 2002 MT sent email to AL informing him that 
VShe had told MT that AL would be 
sentenced to ‘out of court elimination’ 
after publishing his books 

INQ015572; 
Marina Litvinenko 
4/20-23 

2003 AL became friends with Akhmed 
Zakayev (AZ) and Anna Politkovskaya 
(APol) 

INQ017734 
(pages 19-20) 

late 2003 ＤＯ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｌｑｗｕｒｇｘｆｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｄｕｌｒ＃Ｖｆｄｕｄｐｈｏｏｄ＃
(MS) and agreed to assist in enquiries 
that MS was conducting for Mitrokhin 
Commission. AL and MS met in 
Naples and London on several 
occasions regarding work for Mitrokhin 
Commission between January 2004 
and April 2006 

Scaramella 15/93-94; 
27/57-58 

2004 Arson attacks on Litvinenkos’ home at 
140 Osier Crescent, and also on AZ’s 
home on Osier Crescent 

Marina Litvinenko 
4/24-26 

2004 AL started consultancy work with UK 
intelligence services 

Marina Litvinenko 
3/146-155 

October 2004 Andrey Lugovoy (Lugovoy) came to 
London to watch a football match and 
met up with AL, although Lugovoy 
stated this was in 2005 

INQ002470 (pages 
2-3); INQ016593 
(pages 10-11); 
INQ001788 (page 15) 
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late 2004/early 2005 AL started work with Spanish 
intelligence services 

Marina Litvinenko 
3/155-157 

2005 AL contacted by Roman Shubin, 
an investigator from the Ukranian 
Ｓｕｒｖｈｆｘｗｒｕﾶｖ＃Ｒｉｆｈ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃ｗｋｈ＃
Kuchma tapes 

INQ017734 (page 22) 

last quarter of 2005 AL took Lugovoy to meet Garym Evans 
ｄｗ＃ＵＬＶＦﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃

Evans 7/31 

23 January 2006 AL and ML attended BB’s 60th birthday 
party, at which Lugovoy was also 
present. Lugovoy and AL subsequently 
struck up business relationship 

INQ017734 (page 30); 
INQ018999; Marina 
Litvinenko 4/15-16 

ｕｖｗ＃ｔｘｄｕｗｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃５３３９＃ RISC tasked AL with making enquiries 
into Russian agriculture minister, 
Alexei Gordeyev (AGor), on behalf of 
Stolichnaya vodka 

Quirke 11/70-74 

6 March 2006 VP signed Federal Law no.35-FZ of 
2006 On Counteraction of Terrorism 

INQ019146 
(pages 20-21 
paragraph 64) 

April/May 2006 Lugovoy and AL attended a meeting 
with Daniel Quirke and Cliff Knuckey at 
ＵＬＶＦﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｕｈｊｄｕｇｌｑｊ＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃
AL’s enquiries into AGor 

Quirke 11/79-82 

April/May 2006 AL met with Dr Julia Svetlichnaya on 
several occasions 

Svetlichnaya 25/91; 
25/94 

May 2006 AL started working with Dean Attew 
(DA) 

Attew 13/17 

18 June 2006 Break in at 25 Grosvenor Street Attew 13/67 

June 2006 DA met Lugovoy and AL at Heathrow 
airport 

Attew 13/45-47 

June/July 2006 AL and Lugovoy met with Tim Reilly 
＋ＷＵ，＃ｄｗ＃Ｈｕｌｑ｜ｖﾶ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃

Reilly 10/63; 10/68 

second half of 
June 2006 

ＥＥ＃ｕｈｇｘｆｈｇ＃ｑｄｑｆｌｄｏ＃ｖｘｓｓｒｕｗ＃ｗｒ＃ＤＯ＃ Marina Litvinenko 
3/125-127; Cotlick 
25/37-38; 25/41-43 

June/July 2006 AL told Yuri Shvets (YS) that he had 
ｅｈｈｑ＃ｕｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ＥＥ＃ｅｈｆｄｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｖｒｐｈ＃
intrigues 

Shvets 24/56-57 

5 July 2006 AL published article on Ｆｋｈｆｋｈｑｓｕｈｖｖ＃
website accusing VP of being a 
paedophile 

BLK000134; 
Marina Litvinenko 
3/139-140 

27 July 2006 Federal Law of 25 July 2002 On 
Counteracting Extremist Activity 
amended and received presidential 
approval 

INQ019146 (page 21 
paragraph 65) 
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July 2006 Lugovoy and wife visited AL at his 
home whilst ML and Anatoly on holiday 

Marina Litvinenko 
4/16-17 

August 2006 DA commissioned AL to undertake 
enquiries into Russian targets, 
including Victor Ivanov (VI) 

Attew 13/25-26 

late summer 2006 TR’s evidence was that AL and BB had 
a big row about BB’s failure to follow 
AL’s advice. DA also knew they had 
fallen out 

Reilly 10/23-26, Attew 
13/23 

September 2006 AL, AZ and AZ’s son travelled to Spain Marina Litvinenko 
4/32-33 

19 September 2006 YS sent his completed report on VI to 
AL 

Shvets 24/72 

around 21 September 
2006 

AL told YS he had passed the report to 
the client 

Shvets 24/73 

between 21 and 
30 September 2006 

AL told YS that he had already passed 
YS’ report on VI to AL’s Russian source 

Shvets 24/73 

late September/early 
October 2006 

AL and BB were reconciled Reilly 10/23-26; Attew 
13/23 

7 October 2006 APol was murdered Marina Litvinenko 4/33 

13 October 2006 Litvinenkos granted British citizenship 
and attended citizenship ceremony at 
Haringey civic centre. AL and Anatoly 
subsequently attended memorial for 
APol at Houses of Parliament 

INQ017734 (page 16); 
Marina Litvinenko 
3/112-113; 4/34 

16 October 2006 10.48am. Lugovoy and Kovtun arrived 
ｄｗ＃Ｊｄｗｚｌｆｎ＃ｒｑ＃Ｗｕｄｑｖｄｈｕｒ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ＸＱ６６６＃
from Moscow (aircraft EI-DDK 734) 

Mascall 9/4-6 

DC Scott stopped Lugovoy and Kovtun 
at Gatwick Airport 

Scott 9/38-40 

10.59-11.37am. AL travelled by bus 
and tube to Green Park 

Mascall 9/83-84 

11.45am. Lugovoy called Alexander 
Shadrin (AS) 

Shadrin 14/174-175 

11.46am. Lugovoy called AL Shadrin 14/175 

Lugovoy and Kovtun checked in at 
Best Western Hotel, Shaftesbury 
Avenue (rooms 107 and 308) 

Krgo 9/53; 9/56; 
9/63-64 

3.00-3.40pm. AL, Lugovoy and Kovtun 
attended meeting with TR at Erinys, 25 
Grosvenor Street 

Reilly 10/81-85; 
Mascall 9/123 

AL, Lugovoy and Kovtun went to itsu, 
Piccadilly (bill 4.22pm) 

Mascall 9/101 
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6.04pm. AL boarded bus at Tottenham 
Court Road 

Mascall 9/84 

Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｑｇ＃Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｙｌｖｌｗｈｇ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃
EC03/CPL, 58 Grosvenor Street 

Davison 14/119; 
Shadrin 14/175-180 

AL ate dinner at home, felt sick and 
vomited once 

Marina Litvinenko 
4/34-37 

Lugovoy, Kovtun and AS had dinner at 
Pescatori restaurant (bill 10.39pm) 

Mascall 9/113-115; 
Shadrin 14/179-181 

Lugovoy and Kovtun went to Dar 
Marrakesh cafe (bill 11.05pm) 

Mascall 9/115-116 

17 October 2006 1.37pm. Lugovoy and Kovtun checked 
out of Best Western Hotel 

Krgo 9/60-61 

1.50pm. Lugovoy and Kovtun checked 
in at Parkes Hotel, Shaftesbury Avenue 
(rooms 23 and 25) 

Rondoni 10/187; 
Mascall 9/121 

3.00pm-5.30pm. Lugovoy and Kovtun 
attended meeting with AS at CPL, 58 
Grosvenor Street 

Mascall 11/126; 
Davison 14/119; 
Shadrin 14/181 

AL, Lugovoy and Kovtun attended 
meeting with Daniel Quirke at RISC, 
Cavendish Place 

Quirke 11/87-99 

Alexey Valuev met Lugovoy at Parkes 
Hotel 

Valuev 11/127-130 

AL, Lugovoy and Kovtun went to 
Golden Dragon Chinese restaurant, 
Gerrard Street (bill 9.49pm) 

Mascall 11/132 

Lugovoy and Kovtun went to Cafe 
Boheme, Old Compton Street 

Mascall 11/136 

10.41pm. AL travelled home by bus 
from Tottenham Court Road 

Mascall 11/136 

Lugovoy and Kovtun went to Hey Jo 
nightclub, Jermyn Street 

Mascall 11/137 

18 October 2006 About 3.00am. Lugovoy and Kovtun 
returned to Parkes Hotel 

Mascall 11/137 

10.00am. Lugovoy and Kovtun 
checked out of Parkes Hotel 

Rondoni 10/193-194 

Lugovoy and Kovtun returned from 
Ｏｒｑｇｒｑ＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｒｑ＃Ｗｕｄｑｖｄｈｕｒ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃
UN444 (aircraft EI-DNM) 

Mascall 9/5-6 

19 October 2006 AL spoke at Frontline Club regarding 
the death of APol 

INQ017734 (page 20) 
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25 October 2006 10.54pm. Lugovoy arrived at Heathrow 
ｒｑ＃ＥＤ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃；：８＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃＋ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃
Ｊ０ＥＱＺ［，＃

Mascall 12/4-5; 12/11 

11.35pm. Lugovoy called Vladimir 
Voronoff (VV) 

Mascall 12/26 

26 October 2006 12.10am. Lugovoy checked in at 
Sheraton Park Lane Hotel (room 848) 

Mascall 12/7-8 

8.29am. Lugovoy called AS Shadrin 14/188 

10.09am. Lugovoy called AL Mascall 12/63-64 

10.30am-2.00pm. Lugovoy was driven 
by chauffeur in Mercedes E-class 
to Arkady Patarkatsishvili (APat)’s 
house for meeting with APat, VV and 
Marti Pompadour 

Bonetti 12/35-42; 
Patarkatsishvili 
12/57-58 

11.51am-12.30pm. AL travelled by bus 
and tube to Tottenham Court Road 

Mascall 12/67 

6.00-7.30pm. Chauffeur drove Lugovoy 
from APat’s house back to Sheraton 
Hotel 

Bonetti 12/43-45 

7.35pm. Lugovoy called AL Mascall 12/65 

Lugovoy and AL met at Palm Court 
bar, Sheraton Hotel (bill 7.50pm) 

Mascall 12/68 

10.09-10.58pm. AL travelled by tube to 
East Finchley 

Mascall 12/69-70 

27 October 2006 11.30am. Lugovoy attended meeting 
with AS at EC03/CPL, 58 Grosvenor 
Street (meeting lasted 3-4 hours) 

Davison 14/120; 
Shadrin 14/188; 
Mascall 12/72-76 

2.21pm. AL called Lugovoy Mascall 12/78 

5.06pm. AL purchased two sim cards Mascall 12/81-83 

Lugovoy and AL met at Palm Court 
bar, Sheraton Hotel (bill 5.21pm) 

Mascall 12/84 

6.36pm. AL travelled home by tube Mascall 12/84 

Lugovoy attended meeting with BB at 
Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ／＃Ｇｒｚｑ＃Ｖｗｕｈｈｗ＃

Mascall 8/63
68; 16/42-43; 
Glushkov 17/4-20; 
Berezovsky 25/23 

Lugovoy met VV for dinner Mascall 12/86-89 

28 October 2006 5.34am. Lugovoy checked out of 
Sheraton Hotel 

Mascall 12/8 

9.10am. Lugovoy left London on 
ＥＤ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃；：５＃ｗｒ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃＋ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃
Ｊ０ＥＱＺ［，＃

Mascall 12/5; 12/91-92 
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Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｈｚ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃ｗｒ＃Ｋｄｐｅｘｕｊ＃
ｒｑ＃Ｄｈｕｒｒｗ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃ＵＤ；８９９６＃

Mascall 24/2 

Kovtun was collected from Hamburg 
airport by Marina Wall 

Mascall 24/3; Marina 
Wall 32/60 

Kovtun stayed at Marina Wall’s house Mascall 24/3; Marina 
Wall 32/61 

29 October 2006 Kovtun stayed at Elenora Wall’s house Mascall 24/6; Elenora 
Wall 32/76-78 

30 October 2006 Marina Wall took Kovtun to aliens 
ｕｈｊｌｖｗｕｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃

Mascall 24/7-8 

Kovtun met D3 at Tarantella restaurant Mascall 24/9; D3 
30/54-55 

7.14pm. D7 called C2 D7 30/152 

Ｎｒｙｗｘｑ＃ｖｗｄ｜ｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃Ｇ６ﾶｖ＃ｄｗ＃ Mascall 24/8; D3 
30/59-60 

31 October 2006 AL/YS submitted due diligence report 
on Kirill Shubskiy 

Attew 13/30-31 

7.11am. Tatiana Lugovoya and Maxim 
Ｅｈｊｄｎ＃ｄｕｕｌｙｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃Ｋｈｄｗｋｕｒｚ＃ｒｑ＃ＥＤ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃
881 from Moscow (aircraft G-EUUG) 

Mascall 13/171-172; 
13/187 

AL visited DA at Titon, 25 Grosvenor 
Street 

Attew 13/51-52 

4.00pm. AL had a meeting at 
Waterstones, Piccadilly. He drank hot 
chocolate and ate some croissants 

Hyatt 5/47-48 

4.36pm. Tatiana Lugovoya checked in 
at Millennium Hotel 

Mascall 13/191-192 

Maxim Begak checked in at Regency 
Hotel (room 404) 

Mascall 13/188 

AL visited AZ’s house during evening. 
He took sweets for AZ’s children and 
drank tea with AZ 

Hyatt 5/50 

6.35pm. Lugovoy, Svetlana, Galina 
and Igor Lugovoy and Viacheslav 
Sokolenko (VSok) arrived at Heathrow 
ｒｑ＃ＥＤ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃；：６＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃＋ｄｌｕｆｕｄｉｗ＃
G-BNWB) 

Mascall 13/192-193 

7.14pm. D7 called C2 C2 24/31 

8.03pm. Lugovoy and others arrived at 
Millennium Hotel 

Mascall 16/13 
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8.20pm. Lugovoy checked in at 
Millennium Hotel (Lugovoy and 
Svetlana and Igor Lugovoy – room 
441, Tatiana and Galina Lugovoya – 
room 101, VSok – room 382) 

Mascall 16/17-19 

MS arrived at Stansted on Easyjet 
ｌｊｋｗ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｑｄｓｏｈｖ＃

Scaramella 15/123 

9.03pm. Lugovoy called AL Mascall 16/23 

MS checked in at Thistle Hotel, Victoria Scaramella 15/123 

1 November 2006 7.25am. Kovtun arrived at Gatwick 
ｒｑ＃Ｊｈｕｐｄｑｚｌｑｊｖ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃７Ｘ：６７５＃ｉｕｒｐ＃
Hamburg 

Mascall 13/176; 
16/26-27 

8.33am. Kovtun arrived at Millennium 
Hotel (room 382) 

Mascall 16/30 

MS attended International Maritime 
Organisation (IMO) conference at 
International Coffee Organisation 
(ICO), London 

Scaramella 
15/102-125 

10.00am. MS called AL Mascall 16/59 

10.26am. Svetlana, Tatiana, Galina 
and Igor Lugovoy and VSok went on 
Big Bus Company sightseeing tour 

Mascall 16/36-38 

Lugovoy collected football tickets from 
Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ／＃Ｇｒｚｑ＃Ｖｗｕｈｈｗ＃

Mascall 16/203; 
Berezovsky 25/23 

11.33am. Kovtun used Lugovoy’s 
phone to call C2 

Mascall 16/51; C2 
24/33 

Lugovoy called AL Mascall 16/52 

12.00-3.30pm. Lugovoy and Kovtun 
attended meeting with AS at EC03/ 
CPL, 58 Grosvenor Street 

Davison 14/124; 
Shadrin 14/191; 
Gorokov 13/149-150; 
Mascall 16/45;16/49 

MS had lunch at Pizza Hut Scaramella 15/125 

12.29-1.34pm. AL travelled by bus and 
tube to Oxford Circus 

Mascall 16/64 

MS printed off email at internet cafe on 
Wardour Street 

Scaramella 
15/125-126 

５１３３ｓｐ１＃ＤＯ＃ｅｕｌｈ｜＃ｙｌｖｌｗｈｇ＃ＧＤ＃ｄｗ＃Ｗｌｗｒｑ／＃
25 Grosvenor Street 

Attew 13/53; Mascall 
16/67-69; Hyatt 5/4-5 

AL visited Alexander Tabunov at 
market stall in St James’ market, 
Piccadilly 

Tabunov 13/135-136; 
Mascall 16/69; 
Hyatt 5/6-7 

2.32pm & 2.55pm. AL called Lugovoy Mascall 16/71 
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3.00pm. AL met MS at Eros statue, 
Piccadilly Circus 

Scaramella 
15/124-125; Mascall 
16/58-59; Hyatt 5/7 

3.10-3.40pm. AL and MS went to itsu, 
Piccadilly; AL ate some food 

Scaramella 15/129; 
Mascall 16/74 

About 3.30pm. Lugovoy and Kovtun 
arrived back at Millennium Hotel 

Mascall 16/87 

3.32pm. Lugovoy visited gentlemen’s 
lavatories at Millennium Hotel 

Mascall 16/90 

3.45pm. Kovtun visited gentlemen’s 
lavatories at Millennium Hotel 

Mascall 16/90 

MS returned to ICO for IMO 
conference 

Scaramella 15/136 

About 4.00pm. AL arrived at 
Millennium Hotel 

Shadrin 14/195; 
Mascall 16/87 

4.00pm. Lugovoy called VV Shadrin 14/195 

4.00-4.30pm. Meeting with Lugovoy, 
Kovtun and AL at Pine Bar, Millennium 
Hotel 

Andrade 16/118-131; 
Mascall 16/152; 
Hyatt 5/9-25 

Kovtun went to his room (382), 
Millennium Hotel 

Mascall 16/214 

Lugovoy and family, VSok, 
Maxim Begak and Alexey Valuev went 
to Aberdeen Steakhouse, Coventry 
Street 

Mascall 16/211-213 

AL used photocopier at Berezovsky’s 
ｒｉｆｈ／＃Ｇｒｚｑ＃Ｖｗｕｈｈｗ＃

Voronkov 16/197; 
Berezovsky 25/15-16; 
Hyatt 5/29-31 

AL got a lift home with Yaragi Abdul 
and AZ in AZ’s car 

Abdul 17/87-105; 
Hyatt 5/31-38 

Lugovoy and family, VSok, Maxim 
Begak and Alexey Valuev attended 
football match at Emirates stadium 

Mascall 16/214 

AL became ill during night and started 
to vomit 

Marina Litvinenko 
4/49-51; Hyatt 5/40 

2 November 2006 ML called Yuri Prikazchikov Marina Litvinenko 4/52 

７１３３ｓｐ１＃Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｕｕｌｙｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃
EC03/CPL, 58 Grosvenor Street 

Davison 14/134 

5.20pm. Lugovoy, Kovtun and Igor 
Ｏｘｊｒｙｒ｜＃ｄｕｕｌｙｈｇ＃ｄｗ＃ｒｉｆｈｖ＃ｒｉ＃ＨＦ３６２＃
CPL, 58 Grosvenor Street 

Davison 14/129 

5.47pm. C2 called Lugovoy’s phone C2 24/37 
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7.00pm. Lugovoy went to Pescatori 
restaurant 

Mascall 17/78 

3 November 2006 1.55am. Ambulance attended call out 
to AL, Osier Crescent 

Cole 17/119-122; 
Ｖｆｋｒｈｏｇ＃４：２４５５０４５７＃

About 12.30pm. Lugovoy and others 
ｈｚ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃Ｋｈｄｗｋｕｒｚ＃ｒｑ＃ＥＤ＃ｌｊｋｗ＃；：７＃ｗｒ＃
Moscow (aircraft G-BZHA) 

Mascall 13/171-172; 
17/82-83 

About 2.00pm. Yuri Prikazchikov 
visited AL, Osier Crescent 

Prikazchikov 
17/110-115; Marina 
Litvinenko 4/54-55 

4.10pm. Ambulance attended call out 
to AL, Osier Crescent 

Baxter 17/126-127 

MS returned to Naples from London Scaramella 15/140 

AL admitted to Barnet Hospital Virchis 18/5 

17 November 2006 AL transferred to University College 
Hospital 

Virchis 18/72 

22 November 2006 Urine test results suggested that AL 
suffering from polonium poisoning 

Timmons 22/7 

23 November 2006 Ｉｘｕｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｈｖｗｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ＤＯﾶｖ＃ｘｕｌｑｈ＃ｆｒｑｕｐｈｇ＃
he had been poisoned with polonium. 
At 8.51pm, AL was pronounced dead 

Timmons 22/10; 
Down 18/144 
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 Appendix 5: Dramatis personae  

Title Forename Surname 

A1 Nuclear forensic scientist and senior 
ｆｄｖｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ／＃ｉｒｕｐｈｕｏ｜＃ｈｐｓｏｒ｜ｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃
Atomic Weapons Establishment. 
Involved in identifying and analysing 
contaminated material 

C2 Born in Albania, moved to Germany 
in 1994 and started work at Il Porto 
restaurant in Hamburg in 1995/6. 
Moved to UK in August 2001 and now 
UK citizen 

D3 Staff manager at Il Porto. Hired Dmitri 
Kovtun in 1996 and remained friends 
after ceased working at Il Porto 

D4 Owner of Il Porto 

D6 Worked at Il Porto with C2, D7 and 
Kovtun 

D7 Kosovan Albanian. Travelled to 
Germany in 1993 and worked at Il 
Porto as assistant chef from 1996 to 
July 2006. Remained friends with C2 

Mr Yaragi Abdul Present in Akhmed Zakayev’s car 
when Zakayev collected AL from 
Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｒｑ＃４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃
2006 

Mr Sergey Abeltsev Russian MP who commented on AL’s 
death in a speech in the Duma 

Mr Roman Abramovich Russian businessman and former 
business associate of Mr Berezovsky 

Mr Noberto Andrade Head barman at the Pine Bar, the 
Millennium Hotel 

Professor Christopher Andrew Professor of Modern and 
Contemporary History, University of 
Cambridge. Co-authored publications 
with Oleg Gordievsky and Vasili 
Mitrokhin 

Mr Movladi Atlangeriev Chechen national who allegedly had “a 
ｏｒｑｊ＃ｄｖｖｒｆｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｚｌｗｋ＃ｗｋｈ＃ＩＶＥﾴ１ Came 
to UK in June 2007, possibly to attempt 
to assassinate Mr Berezovsky. Was 
arrested and deported 
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Mr Dean Attew Director of Titon International (a 
subsidiary of Erinys International) 
with John Holmes. Tasked AL with 
preparing due diligence reports on 
Russian individuals 

Mr Charles Balfour Chairman of Continental Petroleum Ltd 

Mr David Barlow Head of Transport Compliance sub
programme, Head of Profession of the 
Transport Inspection and Enforcement 
Specialism and a Superintending 
Ｌｑｖｓｈｆｗｒｕ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｒｉｆｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｑｘｆｏｈｄｕ＃
Regulation 

Mr Nikolay Barsukov FSB investigator who charged AL 
following 1998 press conference 

Mr Andrey Batmanov Former Head of Consular Department, 
Russian Embassy, London 

Mr Nicholas Baxter Paramedic, attended AL on 
3 November 2006 and took him to 
Barnet Hospital 

Mr Maxim Begak Tatiana Lugovoya’s boyfriend 

Lord Timothy Bell Founder of Bell Pottinger, 
ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｕｈｏｄｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｕｐ１＃Ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃
commissioning AL’s death bed 
photograph 

Mr Boris Berezovsky Russian dissident, oligarch, benefactor 
and friend of AL. Critic of President 
Putin. Claimed asylum in UK in 2000. 
(Deceased) 

Dr Stuart Black Scientist and senior lecturer 
specialising in environmental 
radioactivity. Involved in identifying and 
analysing contaminated material 

Mr Bruno Bonetti Chauffeur. Drove Andrey Lugovoy 
from Sheraton Hotel to Arkady 
Patarkatsishvili’s house in Leatherhead 
and back again 

Mr Vladimir Bukovsky Russian dissident. Released to the 
West in 1976. Formed very strong 
friendship in the UK with AL 

Professor Ray Bull Expert witness. Professor of Criminal 
Investigation and Forensic Psychology. 
Expert on witness testimony and 
investigative interviewing techniques 
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Mr Bruce Burgess Polygraph examiner. Conducted 
polygraph test on Lugovoy in Moscow 
on 22 April 2012 

Mr Tristam Burgess Polygraph examiner. Assisted Bruce 
Burgess in conducting polygraph test 
on Lugovoy in Moscow on 
22 April 2012 

Mr Byron Senior manager of Harvest and Hicks 

Mr Anthony Carter Alias adopted by Anatoly Litvinenko 
when granted asylum in the UK 

Mr Edwin Redwald Carter Alias adopted by Alexander Litvinenko 
when granted asylum in the UK 

Mrs Marie Anne Carter Alias adopted by Marina Litvinenko 
when granted asylum in the UK 

Dr Nathaniel Cary Consultant forensic pathologist, 
performed post mortem on AL 

Ms Julia Cole Ambulance technician, attended AL on 
3 November 2006 

Mr Michael Cotlick Personal assistant to Berezovsky 

Mr Alan Cowell British journalist, senior correspondent 
for New York Times and author of The 
Terminal Spy 

Dr Dean Creer AL’s consultant at Barnet Hospital 

Mr Duncan Cunningham Customer in Pine Bar, Millennium 
Hotel, on 1 November 2006 

Professor Paul Dargan Professor of clinical toxicology and 
consultant physician at Guy’s Hospital 
poisons unit 

Mrs Dariya Davison Executive assistant to Alexander 
Shadrin 

Professor Norman Dombey Professor of Theoretical Physics at 
Sussex University 

Mr Sergei Dorenko Broadcaster who conducted an 
interview with AL about order to kill 
Berezovsky 

Dr James Down Intensive care consultant, pronounced 
AL dead on 23 November 2006 

Mr Yuri Dubov Ｓｕｈｖｈｑｗ＃ｄｗ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｌｑ＃Ｍｘｏ｜＃
2010 when he received T-shirt from 
Lugovoy 

Mr Umar Dzhabrailov Chechen businessman. Alleged FSB 
kidnap target 
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Mr Garym Evans Director of investigations at RISC. 
Managed AL and met with him on 
several occasions in latter half of 2005 
but did not task AL with any enquiries 

Mr Yuri Felshtinsky Russian dissident, author and 
historian. Assisted AL in leaving Russia 

Mr Raphael Filinov Delivered T-shirt from Lugovoy to 
Berezovsky, July 2010 

Mr Paul Fitzgerald Ｈｑｗｕ｜＃ｆｏｈｄｕｄｑｆｈ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｄｗ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃
Embassy in Moscow. Reviewed 
Kovtun’s visa application dated 
2 October 2006 

Mr Mark Franchetti Presenter of BBC 2’s Ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｚｒｕｏｇ. 
Ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｈｇ＃ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ＮＪＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃Ｐｕ＃
Kondaurov in 2007 

Dr Nicholas Gent Consultant in health protection 
within HPA’s Emergency Response 
Department. Involved in identifying and 
analysing contaminated material 

Dame Elizabeth Gloster High Court judge who heard case 
of Berezovsky v Abramovich [2012] 
EWHC 2463 (Comm). Appointed a 
Lady Justice of Appeal in 2013 

Mr Nikolai Glushkov Russian dissident, friend of 
Berezovsky. Reported seeing Lugovoy 
ｄｑｇ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜＃ｄｗ＃Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃
on a date between 26 October and 
1 November 2006 

Mr Ahmed Gochiyaev Suspect in 1999 Moscow apartment 
bombings. Rented basements in 
buildings involved 

Mr Alex Goldfarb Russian dissident. Head of 
International Foundation for Civil 
Liberties. Close friend of Berezovsky 
and AL. Assisted AL in leaving Russia 

Mr Vladimir Golovlev A founder of the Liberal Russia party, 
shot in Moscow in 2002 

Mr Alexei Gordeyev Agriculture minister of the Russian 
Federation in 2006. RISC tasked 
AL with investigating Gordeyev and 
Russian government’s apparent 
corruption and involvement with 
Stolichnaya vodka dispute 

Mr Oleg Gordievsky Ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ｖｈｑｌｒｕ＃ＮＪＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ／＃ｇｈｉｈｆｗｈｇ＃
and came to live in UK in 1985 
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Mr Nikolay Gorokov Former project manager at EC03 
Capital Limited, worked with Dr 
Shadrin. Saw Lugovoy and Kovtun on 
31 October at 58 Grosvenor Street, 
subsequently saw Lugovoy in Dr 
Ｖｋｄｇｕｌｑﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｒｑ＃４＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３３９＃

Mr Alexander Gusak AL’s immediate superior in 1996 

Mr Vladimir Gusinsky Russian media tycoon and former 
Chairman of Board, majority 
shareholder in ZAO Media Most, which 
owned Russian NTV channel 

Mr Paolo Guzzanti Italian journalist. Chairman of 
Parliamentary Mitrokhin Commission 

Dr John Harrison Radiation protection scientist, HPA. 
Involved in identifying and analysing 
contaminated material 

Dr Rebecca Hatjiosif General Practitioner at AL’s local 
surgery 

Professor John Henry Former consultant physician to 
National Poisons Information Service 
and Professor of Accident and 
Emergency Medicine at St Mary’s 
Hospital. Saw AL at UCH. (Deceased) 

Ms Inna Hohne Kovtun’s ex-wife. Married in 1991 and 
divorced 1995 

Mr Drew Holiner Expert in Russian Law 

Mr John Holmes Director of Titon International (a 
subsidiary of Erinys International) with 
Dean Attew 

Mr Ivan House Ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑｖ＃ｘｑｌｗ＃

Mr Keith Hunter CEO of RISC, met AL on several 
occasions but not directly involved in 
giving work to AL 

Mr Brent Hyatt Detective Inspector in 2006. 
Interviewed AL in hospital 

Mr Lecha Islamov Prisoner in Lefortovo prison in 
Moscow. Died of suspected poisoning 
in 2004 

Mr Sergei Ivanov Deputy Head of FSB in 1998, Russian 
Defence Minister, March 2001 to 
February 2007. Deputy Prime Minister, 
November 2005 to February 2007 

Mr Viktor Ivanov President Vladimir Putin’s assistant in 
2006 
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DCI Mike Jolly Detective Sergeant in 2006. Involved 
in investigation of AL’s murder 

President Ramzan Kadyrov Former President of Chechnya 

Mr A P Kamyshnyikov ＩＶＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｚｋｒ＃ｄｏｏｈｊｈｇｏ｜＃ｊｄｙｈ＃ＤＯ＃
order to kill Berezovsky 

Mr Ibn Khattab Islamist guerrilla leader killed by 
poisoned letter in 2004 

Mr Mikhail Khodorkovsky Former CEO of Yukos. Opposed Putin 
and Kremlin. Imprisoned from 2003 to 
2013, currently exiled in Switzerland 

General Evgeny Khokholkov Head of URPO in 1997/8 when AL 
and colleagues received order to kill 
Berezovsky 

Mr Viktor Kirov Purportedly from Russian Embassy. 
Repeatedly visited AL at his home in 
2001/2. AL alleged that Kirov was the 
Russian agent in charge of monitoring 
him 

Mr Paul Knott Ｒｉｆｌｄｏ＃ｄｗ＃Ｅｕｌｗｌｖｋ＃Ｈｐｅｄｖｖ｜＃ｌｑ＃Ｐｒｖｆｒｚ＃

Mr Cliff Knuckey Managing Director of RISC. First 
met AL in 2004 when he investigated 
ｕｈｅｒｐｅｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ＤＯ＃ｄｑｇ＃］ｄｎｄ｜ｈｙﾶｖ＃
homes. Decided RISC should use AL 
as a source in 2005 

Mr Kondaurov Ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ＮＪＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｌｑｗｈｕｙｌｈｚｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃
Mark Franchetti in 2007 

Mr Igor Korol Semion Mogilevich’s ‘Lieutenant’ 

Mr Alexander Korzhakov Former KBG general and head of FSS 
from 1993 to 1996 whilst Lugovoy 
worked for FSS 

Mr Nikolay Kovalyev Head of FSB in 1998 

Mr Sergei Kovalyov Russian human rights activist and 
politician, and former Soviet dissident 
and political prisoner. In 2002, 
organised commission to investigate 
1999 Moscow apartment bombings 

Mr Dmitri Kovtun Suspected of causing the death of AL 

Mr Goran Krgo Manager, Best Western Shaftesbury 
Hotel 

Mr Leonid Kuchma President of Ukraine from 19 July 1994 
to 23 January 2005 

Mr Vladimir Kumarin (aka 
Barsukov) 

Leader of Tambov criminal gang in St 
Petersburg 
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Mr David Leppard Journalist to whom AL gave an 
interview from his bed in UCH 

Mr Evgheniy Limarev Former employee of SVR (Russian 
foreign intelligence service), worked at 
Balashika KGB/SVR training centre. 
Former director of Belconti, owned by 
Nordex 

Mr Vlad Listyev Popular TV presenter and head of 
OTR television station. Murdered in 
March 1995 

Mr Alexander (aka 
Sasha) 

Litvinenko The deceased subject of the Report 

Mr Alexander Litvinenko AL’s elder son 

Mr Anatoly Litvinenko Son of AL and a core participant in the 
Inquiry 

Mrs Marina Litvinenko Wife of AL and a core participant in the 
Inquiry 

Mr Maxim Litvinenko Half-brother of AL 

Mrs Natalia Litvinenko First wife of AL 

Mrs Nina Litvinenko Mother of AL 

Ms Sonya Litvinenko Daughter of AL 

Mr Walter Litvinenko Father of AL 

Mr Yuri Livshitz Leader of a criminal group in Russia 
who allegedly attempted to illegally 
transfer licences and bribed Russian 
ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃

Mr Andrey Lugovoy Suspected of causing the death of AL 

Miss Galina Lugovoya Daughter of Lugovoy 

Mr Igor Lugovoy Son of Lugovoy 

Mrs Svetlana Lugovoya Wife of Lugovoy 

Miss Tatiana Lugovoya Daughter of Lugovoy 

Mr Alexander Malyshev Leader of Tambov criminal group in 
St Petersburg 

Mr Mikhail Marov AL’s lawyer in Russia 

DI Craig Mascall Detective Inspector involved in 
investigating AL’s death 

Mr Nikolai Melnychenko Former bodyguard to Leonid Kuchma, 
ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｄｓｓｌｑｊ＃Ｓｕｈｖｌｇｈｑｗｌｄｏ＃Ｒｉｆｈ＃

Mr George Menzies AL’s solicitor. Involved in drafting 
deathbed statement 
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Mrs Valentina Michenina Friend of Marina Litvinenko. Took 
sample of AL’s hair 

Mr Vasili Mitrokhin Former KGB archivist who defected to 
the UK in 1992 

Mr Semion Mogilevich Head of Nordex energy company. One 
of FBI’s ‘Ten Most Wanted Fugitives’ 
and was investigated by ECPP 

Mr Nigel Moughton Ｈｑｗｕ｜＃Ｆｏｈｄｕｄｑｆｈ＃Ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｄｗ＃ｗｋｈ＃
British Embassy in Moscow in 2006. 
Interviewed Lugovoy on 6 June 2006 
regarding visa application 

Mr Akram Murtazaev Russian journalist involved in the 
writing of the book The Gang from the 
Lubyanka 

Professor Amit Nathwani Consultant haematologist and AL’s 
consultant at UCL 

Mr Boris Nemtsov Russian politician and critic of 
President Putin. Assassinated 
27 February 2015 in Moscow 

Mr David Nicholson Team Leader for Radioactive 
Substances Regulations in London 
and South East England and technical 
specialist for the Environment Agency’s 
Ｋｈｄｇ＃Ｒｉｆｈ＃Ｕｄｇｌｒｄｆｗｌｙｈ＃Ｖｘｅｖｗｄｑｆｈｖ＃
Team. Gave evidence on regulation of 
storage and use of polonium 210 

Mr Gennadiy Onishchenko Former Russian chief public health 
ｒｉｆｈｕ＃

Mr Arkady (aka 
Badri) 

Patarkatsishvili Georgian businessman, friend and 
business partner of Berezovsky. 
Employed Lugovoy to provide personal 
security. Met with Lugovoy and 
Vladimir Voronoff at wife’s home in late 
October 2006 

Mr Nikolai Patrushev Head of FSB in 2006 

Mr Alexander Perepilichny Russian businessman who died under 
mysterious circumstances in the UK 
ｌｑ＃Ｑｒｙｈｐｅｈｕ＃５３４５／＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｈｈｌｑｊ＃ｉｕｒｐ＃
Russia in 2009 

Mr Radoslaw 
Michal 

Pietras Marina Wall’s boyfriend 

Mr Sergei Ploshkin Ｖｘｓｈｕｌｒｕ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃Ｄｏｈ｛ｈｌ＃Ｓｒｗｈｐｎｌｑ＃

Ms Anna Politkovskaya Russian political journalist (deceased) 
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Mr Marti Pompadour Attended meeting on 26 October 2006 
with Patarkatsishvili, Lugovoy and 
Voronoff 

Mr Andrei Ponkin Former URPO colleague of AL 

Mr Alexei Potemkin Major in the FSB. Alleged part of the 
transportation chain for polonium used 
to poison AL 

Mr Yuri Prikazchikov Ｕｘｖｖｌｄｑ０ｔｘｄｏｌｈｇ＃ｇｒｆｗｒｕ１＃Ｖｄｚ＃ＤＯ＃ｒｑ＃
3 November 2006 at Marina 
Litvinenko’s request 

Mr Romano Prodi Former Prime Minister of Italy. 
Mitrokhin Commission alleged he was 
“ＮＪＥﾶｖ＃ｐｄｑ＃ｌｑ＃Ｌｗｄｏ｜” 

President Vladimir Putin Formerly Head of FSB, now President 
of Russia 

Mr Daniel Quirke Investigator at RISC. Managed AL from 
February/March 2006 when Garym 
Evans left. Tasked AL with enquiries 
into Mr Gordeyev (Russian Agriculture 
Ｐｌｑｌｖｗｈｕ，＃ｌｑ＃ｕｖｗ＃ｔｘｄｕｗｈｕ＃ｒｉ＃５３３９＃

Mr Tim Reilly Consultant to Erinys UK. Met AL 
frequently between mid 2006 and 
November 2006. Met with Lugovoy 
and AL in June/July and on 16 October 
2006 

Ms Giuliana Rondoni Front of House Manager, Parkes Hotel 

Mr Evgeny Savostianov President Yeltsin’s Deputy Chief of 
Staff 

Mr Mario Scaramella Consultant to Mitrokhin Commission 
and worked for Environmental Crime 
Prevention Programme with AL’s 
assistance 

Ms Emma Ｖｆｋｒｈｏｇ＃ Ambulance technician, attended AL on 
3 November 2006 

DC Spencer Scott Detective Constable at Gatwick Airport. 
Stopped and questioned Lugovoy and 
Kovtun on 16 October 2006 on arrival 
at Gatwick 

Mr Igor Sechin Deputy Chief of President Putin’s 
Administration from December 1999 to 
May 2008 

Professor Robert Service Expert witness. Professor of Russian 
History at Oxford University 

Dr Alexander Shadrin Acting CEO of Continental Petroleum 
Ltd 
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Mr Yuri Shchekochikhin Journalist who wrote about corruption 
in URPO. Died of apparent poisoning 
in 2003 

Mr Victor Shebalin Former colleague of AL in FSB 

Mr Roman Shubin Investigator from the Ukranian 
Ｓｕｒｖｈｆｘｗｒｕﾶｖ＃Ｒｉｆｈ１＃Ｌｑｙｒｏｙｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃
investigating ‘Kuchma tapes’ 

Mr Kirill Shubskiy Subject of due diligence report which 
AL and Yuri Shvets submitted to Titon 
International on 31 October 2006 

Mr Egor Shuppe Berezovsky’s son-in-law 

Mr Yuri Shvets Worked on due diligence reports with 
AL in mid 2006 

Mr Martin Sixsmith British radio and television presenter, 
author of The Litvinenko File 

Mr Alan Slater Former Detective Sergeant and part 
of team sent to Moscow to interview 
Lugovoy and Kovtun in December 
2006 

Mr Viacheslav Sokolenko Business associate of Lugovoy. 
Travelled to London with Lugovoy and 
family on 31 October 2006 

Dr Julia Svetlichnaya PhD student in 2006 researching 
radical politics, met AL on several 
occasions between April and May 2006 

Dr Benjamin Swift Forensic pathologist. Assisted Dr Cary 
with AL’s post mortem 

Mr Alexander Tabunov Friend of AL. Worked on a market stall 
in St James’s, Piccadilly in 2006 

Mr Alexander Talik Russian living in Naples, alleged 
ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃

Mr Brian Tarpey Detective Inspector involved in 
interviews of Lugovoy and Kovtun in 
Moscow in 2006 

Mr Alexander Tarrenets Former deputy director of security for 
Transaero 

Mr Khanpasha Terkibayev Alleged FSB ‘agent provocateur’. 
Took part in Moscow theatre hostage 
crisis in 2002. Interviewed by Anna 
Politkovskaya who alleged FSB 
involvement. Killed in car crash 
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Mr Vladimir Terluk Russian who moved to UK in 1999 
and sought asylum. Gave information 
in 2003 to AL which suggested that 
Berezovsky may be in danger. Second 
defendant in libel claim by Berezovsky 
in 2007 

Mr Clive Timmons Former Detective Superintendent, 
involved in investigating AL’s poisoning 

Ms Elena Tregubova Writer and journalist, critic of President 
Putin. Survived murder attempt in 
February 2004 and had protection from 
Lugovoy, organised by Berezovsky. 
Spoke to Lugovoy twice on 1 
November 2006 

Mr Mikhail Trepashkin Ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ＩＶＥ＃ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｉｕｌｈｑｇ＃ｒｉ＃ＤＯ＃

Mr Anatoly Ｗｕｒｐｒｙ＃ Head of Moscow Regional Directorate 
of FSB 

Ms Gemma Trout Ward Sister, Barnet Hospital. In charge 
of haematology ward T16 south on 
which AL was a patient 

Mr Roman Tsepov Died in 2004 with similar symptoms to 
AL 

Mr Alexey Valuev Son of Vladimir Valuev, friend of 
Lugovoy. Saw Lugovoy on 17 October 
and 1 November 

Mr Andrei Vasiliev Editor of the Russian newspaper 
Kommersant 

Dr Andres Virchis Consultant haematologist and AL’s 
consultant at Barnet Hospital 

Mr Vladimir Voronkov Ｅｈｕｈ｝ｒｙｖｎ｜ﾶｖ＃ｒｉｆｈ＃ｐｄｑｄｊｈｕ＃

Mr Vladimir Voronoff Business associate of Lugovoy in 
London 

Dr Elenora Wall Kovtun’s ex-mother-in-law and Marina 
Wall’s mother 

Ms Marina Wall Kovtun’s ex-wife. Married in 1996 and 
separated in 2002 

Mr Zelinkhan Yandarbiev Chechen Vice President killed in 2004 

Mr Boris Yeltsin President of Russia from July 1991 to 
December 1999 

Mr Viktor Yuschenko Ukranian presidential candidate 
poisoned in 2004 
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Mr Sergei Yushenkov Russian MP who co-sponsored an 
inquiry into AL’s corruption allegations 
against URPO. Shot and killed in 
Moscow in 2003 

Mr Akhmed Zakayev Ｈ｛ｌｏｈｇ＃ｉｒｕｐｈｕ＃ｖｈｑｌｒｕ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏ２＃
government minister in Chechen 
Republic of Ichkeria and close friend 
and neighbour of AL 

Mr Vladimir Zhironovsky Leader of the Liberal Democratic 
Party in Russia who described AL as a 
scoundrel and a traitor 
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AWE Atomic Weapons Establishment 

BA British Airways 

BBC British Broadcasting Corporation 

CCTV closed-circuit television 

CEO Ｆｋｌｈｉ＃Ｈ｛ｈｆｘｗｌｙｈ＃Ｒｉｆｈｕ＃

CIA Central Intelligence Agency (US) 

CP core participant 

CPL Continental Petroleum Limited 

CPR cardiopulmonary resuscitation 

CPS Crown Prosecution Service 

CQT Control Question Technique 

DC Detective Constable 

DCI Detective Chief Inspector 

DI Detective Inspector 

DNA deoxyribonucleic acid 

DS Detective Sergeant 

ECG electrocardiograph 

ECPP Environmental Crime Prevention Programme 

EU European Union 

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation (US) 

FPS Federal Protection Service (RF) 

FSB Federal Security Service (RF) 

FSK Federal Counterintelligence Service (RF) 

G8 Group of 8 forum 

GBq gigabecquerel 

GOS Government of Spain 

GP General Practitioner 

GRU Military Intelligence Directorate (RF) 

HMG Her Majesty’s Government 

HPA Health Protection Agency 

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency 

ICO International Coffee Organisation 

ICRF Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation 

ICU intensive care unit 
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IMO International Maritime Organisation 

IP interested person 

KeV kiloelectron volt 

KGB Committee for State Security (USSR) 

MI5 Security Service (UK) 

MI6 Secret Intelligence Service (UK) 

MP Member of Parliament 

MPS Metropolitan Police Service 

NCND ｑｈｌｗｋｈｕ＃ｆｒｑｕｐ＃ｑｒｕ＃ｇｈｑ｜＃

ORT Public Russian Television Channel 

PHE Public Health England 

PII public interest immunity 

Po-210 polonium 210 

RCJ Royal Courts of Justice 

RF Russian Federation 

RSR Russian State responsibility 

RTR Russian Television and Radio 

SPAG Saint Petersburg Real Estate Holding Company 

SVR Foreign Intelligence Service (RF) 

UCH University College Hospital 

UEFA Union of European Football Associations 

UK United Kingdom 

URPO Department for Investigation and Prevention of Organised Crime (RF) 

US United States 

USA United States of America 

USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
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Appendix 7: Restriction Notices and Orders 

RESTRICTION NOTICE No. 1 

Introduction  

1 This Restriction Notice is made under section 19 of the Inquiries Act 2005 (“the Act”).  

2 For the purposes of this Restriction Notice, references to:  

a.  “the Inquiry” are references to the “Alexander Litvinenko Inquiry”; 

b.  “the Chairman” is a reference to the person appointed by the Minister to chair the 
Inquiry under section 4 of the Act, namely Sir Robert Owen; 

c.  “the Minister” is a reference to the Secretary of State for the Home Department 
ｄｑｇ／＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｗｗｌｑｊ＃ｘｓ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜／＃ｗｒ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃
nominated by the Minister; 

d.  “Core Inquiry Team” is a reference to the Chairman, counsel to the Inquiry, the 
solicitor to the Inquiry and such other persons as are agreed between the Minister 
ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｕｌｗｌｑｊ＞＃

e.  “HMG advisers” is a reference to counsel and solicitors, instructed on behalf of Her 
Ｐｄｍｈｖｗ｜ﾶｖ＃Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｑｒｐｌｑｄｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃
the Minister; 

f.  “relevant witnesses” are references to witnesses whom the Chairman directs 
should be called to give evidence in a closed hearing as described in paragraphs 
9 to 12 below; and 

g.  “open rulings, judgments or reports” are references to rulings, judgments or 
reports produced by the Chairman in the course, or at the conclusion, of the 
Inquiry which may be released to the public without risking harm to the public 
interest. 

h.  “Closed hearings” are hearings of the Inquiry to which paragraphs 9 to 14 below 
apply. 

This Restriction Notice is to be read as imposing no restriction on the disclosure of 
any document or information: 

a.  between members of the Core Inquiry Team for purposes connected with the 
Inquiry; or 

b.  to the Minister or HMG advisers. 
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Restrictions on the Disclosure or Publication of Evidence or Documents 
given, produced or provided to the Inquiry 

4  The restrictions referred to at paragraphs 5 and 7 below are imposed: 

(i)  as being required by the rule of law known as public interest immunity; and/or 

(ii)  because the Minister, acting in accordance with section 19(3)(b) of the Act 
and having had regard, in particular, to the matters set out in s19(4) of the Act, 
ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｖ＃ｌｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｌｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｉｘｏｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ２ｒｕ＃
necessary in the public interest that such restrictions should be imposed. 

5  Otherwise than as is permitted by this Notice, no person, whether a member of the 
Core Inquiry Team or otherwise, may disclose or publish to any other person the 
Ｖｆｋｈｇｘｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｑｒｗｌｆｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｒｆｘｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃
in the Schedule to this Notice (“the Schedule material”). The Schedule to this Notice 
and the Schedule material are or refer to material which (i) was the subject of the 
Ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃Ｌｑｗｈｕｈｖｗ＃Ｌｐｐｘｑｌｗ｜＃ｆｈｕｗｌｆｄｗｈ＃ｌｖｖｘｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｖｈｆｕｈｗｄｕ｜＃ｒｉ＃Ｖｗｄｗｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃Ｉｒｕｈｌｊｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃
Commonwealth Affairs and dated 7 February 2013 or (ii) had previously been shown 
to HM Assistant Coroner for Inner North West London during the course of the inquest 
into the death of Alexander Litvinenko. 

6  HMG advisers may disclose the contents of parts of the material referred to in the 
Schedule to this Notice to such other individuals and for such purposes as are 
ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｕｌｗｌｑｊ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｑｌｖｗｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ１＃

7  Save with the written agreement of the Minister, no reference shall be made by the 
Chairman to the Schedule material in any open ruling, judgment or report arising out 
of the Inquiry, or otherwise, unless it has been removed from the scope of this Notice 
by means of a letter under paragraph 15 below. 

Restrictions on Attendance at the Inquiry or part of the Inquiry 

8  The restrictions referred to at paragraphs 9, 12, 13 and 14 below are imposed: 

(i)  as being required by the rule of law known as public interest immunity; and/or 

(ii)  because the Minister, acting in accordance with section 19(3)(b) of the Act 
and having had regard, in particular, to the matters set out in s19(4) of the Act, 
ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｖ＃ｌｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｌｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｉｘｏｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ２ｒｕ＃
necessary in the public interest that such restrictions should be imposed. 

9  Save with the written consent of the Minister, no person, other than the Core Inquiry 
Team, HMG advisers and any relevant witness, may attend any hearing of the Inquiry 
at which any of the Schedule material is to be considered or referred to, or at which 
ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ／＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｍｘｇｊｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ／＃ｄｑ｜＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｕｌｖｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃
to such material. 

10  Hearings at which such material may be considered or referred to, and which are 
subject to such restrictions, are to be referred to as “closed hearings”. 

11  The Minister may give consent, in accordance with paragraph 8 above, to the 
ｄｗｗｈｑｇｄｑｆｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｖ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋ＃＜／＃
where the person concerned is a legal representative of the witness, the Chairman 
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indicates in writing that the attendance of the person is necessary, and arrangements 
are in place which the Minister considers adequate to ensure that the public interest 
in preventing the disclosure of the Schedule material is not damaged. 

12  No person shall produce or show to any witness any of the Schedule material, or 
ask any questions which tend to reveal the existence or content of such material, 
otherwise than in accordance with a procedure formulated by the Core Inquiry Team 
and agreed in writing by the Minister. 

13  The Chairman shall ensure that no transcript of the evidence given at a closed hearing 
is made available to any person other than the Minister, members of the Core Inquiry 
Team or HMG advisers. 

14  The Chairman shall ensure that no reference is made to the substance of the evidence 
given at a closed hearing of the Inquiry in any open ruling, judgment or report arising 
out of the Inquiry, or otherwise. 

Amendments to this Restriction Notice 

15  By letter to the Chairman under this paragraph the Minister may remove from the 
scope of this Notice any document or information referred to in the Schedule. 

16  The Chairman may invite the Minister to amend this Restriction Notice at any time 
upon providing the Minister with a draft of the proposed amendment and written 
reasons for it. 

17  The Minister may amend this Restriction Notice at any time. 

7 July 2014 (as amended 21 January 2015) 
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RESTRICTION NOTICE No. 2  

Introduction  

1 This Restriction Notice is made under section 19 of the Inquiries Act 2005 (“the Act”).  

2 For the purposes of this Restriction Notice, references to:  

a.  “the Inquiry” are references to the “Alexander Litvinenko Inquiry”; 

b.  “the Chairman” is a reference to the person appointed by the Minister to chair the 
Inquiry under section 4 of the Act, namely Sir Robert Owen; 

c.  “the Minister” is a reference to the Secretary of State for the Home Department 
ｄｑｇ／＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｗｗｌｑｊ＃ｘｓ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜／＃ｗｒ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃
nominated by the Minister; 

d.  “Core Inquiry Team” is a reference to the Chairman, counsel to the Inquiry, the 
solicitor to the Inquiry and such other persons as are agreed between the Minister 
ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｕｌｗｌｑｊ＞＃

e.  “HMG advisers” is a reference to counsel and solicitors, instructed on behalf of Her 
Ｐｄｍｈｖｗ｜ﾶｖ＃Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｑｒｐｌｑｄｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃
the Minister; 

f.  “relevant witnesses” are references to witnesses whom the Chairman directs 
should be called to give evidence in a closed hearing as described in paragraphs 
9 to 12 below; and 

g.  “open rulings, judgments or reports” are references to rulings, judgments or 
reports produced by the Chairman in the course, or at the conclusion, of the 
Inquiry which may be released to the public without risking harm to the public 
interest. 

h.  “Closed hearings” are hearings of the Inquiry to which paragraphs 9 to 14 below 
apply. 

3  This Restriction Notice is to be read as imposing no restriction on the disclosure of 
any document or information: 

a.  between members of the Core Inquiry Team for purposes connected with the 
Inquiry; or 

b.  to the Minister or HMG advisers. 

Restrictions on the Disclosure or Publication of Evidence or Documents 
given, produced or provided to the Inquiry 

4  The restrictions referred to at paragraphs 5 and 7 below are imposed: 

(i)  as being required by the rule of law known as public interest immunity; and/or 

(ii)  because the Minister, acting in accordance with section 19(3)(b) of the Act 
and having had regard, in particular, to the matters set out in s19(4) of the Act, 
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ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｖ＃ｌｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｌｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｉｘｏｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ２ｒｕ＃
necessary in the public interest that such restrictions should be imposed. 

5  Otherwise than as is permitted by this Notice, no person, whether a member of the 
Core Inquiry Team or otherwise, may disclose or publish to any other person the 
Ｖｆｋｈｇｘｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｑｒｗｌｆｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｒｆｘｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃
in the Schedule to this Notice (“the Schedule material”). 

6  HMG advisers may disclose the contents of parts of the material referred to in the 
Schedule to this Notice to such other individuals and for such purposes as are 
ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｕｌｗｌｑｊ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｑｌｖｗｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ１＃

7  Save with the written agreement of the Minister, no reference shall be made by the 
Chairman to the Schedule material in any open ruling, judgment or report arising out 
of the Inquiry, or otherwise, unless it has been removed from the scope of this Notice 
by means of a letter under paragraph 15 below. 

Restrictions on Attendance at the Inquiry or part of the Inquiry 

8  The restrictions referred to at paragraphs 9, 12, 13 and 14 below are imposed: 

(i)  as being required by the rule of law known as public interest immunity; and/or 

(ii)  because the Minister, acting in accordance with section 19(3)(b) of the Act 
and having had regard, in particular, to the matters set out in s19(4) of the Act, 
ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｖ＃ｌｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｌｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｉｘｏｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ２ｒｕ＃
necessary in the public interest that such restrictions should be imposed. 

9  Save with the written consent of the Minister, no person, other than the Core Inquiry 
Team, HMG advisers and any relevant witness, may attend any hearing of the Inquiry 
at which any of the Schedule material is to be considered or referred to, or at which 
ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ／＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｍｘｇｊｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ／＃ｄｑ｜＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｕｌｖｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃
to such material. 

10  Hearings at which such material may be considered or referred to, and which are 
subject to such restrictions, are to be referred to as “closed hearings”. 

11  The Minister may give consent, in accordance with paragraph 8 above, to the 
ｄｗｗｈｑｇｄｑｆｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｖ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋ＃＜／＃
where the person concerned is a legal representative of the witness, the Chairman 
indicates in writing that the attendance of the person is necessary, and arrangements 
are in place which the Minister considers adequate to ensure that the public interest 
in preventing the disclosure of the Schedule material is not damaged. 

12  No person shall produce or show to any witness any of the Schedule material, or 
ask any questions which tend to reveal the existence or content of such material, 
otherwise than in accordance with a procedure formulated by the Core Inquiry Team 
and agreed in writing by the Minister. 

13  The Chairman shall ensure that no transcript of the evidence given at a closed hearing 
is made available to any person other than the Minister, members of the Core Inquiry 
Team or HMG advisers. 
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14  The Chairman shall ensure that no reference is made to the substance of the evidence 
given at a closed hearing of the Inquiry in any open ruling, judgment or report arising 
out of the Inquiry, or otherwise. 

Amendments to this Restriction Notice 

15  By letter to the Chairman under this paragraph the Minister may remove from the 
scope of this Notice any document or information referred to in the Schedule. 

16  The Chairman may invite the Minister to amend this Restriction Notice at any time 
upon providing the Minister with a draft of the proposed amendment and written 
reasons for it. 

17  The Minister may amend this Restriction Notice at any time. 

4 November 2014 (as amended 21 January 2015) 
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RESTRICTION NOTICE No. 3  

Introduction  

1 This Restriction Notice is made under section 19 of the Inquiries Act 2005 (“the Act”).  

2 For the purposes of this Restriction Notice, references to:  

a.  “the Inquiry” are references to the “Alexander Litvinenko Inquiry”; 

b.  “the Chairman” is a reference to the person appointed by the Minister to chair the 
Inquiry under section 4 of the Act, namely Sir Robert Owen; 

c.  “the Minister” is a reference to the Secretary of State for the Home Department 
ｄｑｇ／＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｗｗｌｑｊ＃ｘｓ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜／＃ｗｒ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃
nominated by the Minister; 

d.  “Core Inquiry Team” is a reference to the Chairman, counsel to the Inquiry, the 
solicitor to the Inquiry and such other persons as are agreed between the Minister 
ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｕｌｗｌｑｊ＞＃

e.  “HMG advisers” is a reference to counsel and solicitors, instructed on behalf of Her 
Ｐｄｍｈｖｗ｜ﾶｖ＃Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｑｒｐｌｑｄｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃
the Minister; 

f.  “relevant witnesses” are references to witnesses whom the Chairman directs 
should be called to give evidence in a closed hearing as described in paragraphs 
9 to 12 below; and 

g.  “open rulings, judgments or reports” are references to rulings, judgments or 
reports produced by the Chairman in the course, or at the conclusion, of the 
Inquiry which may be released to the public without risking harm to the public 
interest. 

h.  “Closed hearings” are hearings of the Inquiry to which paragraphs 9 to 14 below 
apply. 

3  This Restriction Notice is to be read as imposing no restriction on the disclosure of 
any document or information: 

a.  between members of the Core Inquiry Team for purposes connected with the 
Inquiry; or 

b.  to the Minister or HMG advisers. 

Restrictions on the Disclosure or Publication of Evidence or Documents 
given, produced or provided to the Inquiry 

4  The restrictions referred to at paragraphs 5 and 7 below are imposed: 

(i)  as being required by the rule of law known as public interest immunity; and/or 

(ii)  because the Minister, acting in accordance with section 19(3)(b) of the Act 
and having had regard, in particular, to the matters set out in s19(4) of the Act, 
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ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｖ＃ｌｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｌｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｉｘｏｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ２ｒｕ＃
necessary in the public interest that such restrictions should be imposed. 

5  Otherwise than as is permitted by this Notice, no person, whether a member of the 
Core Inquiry Team or otherwise, may disclose or publish to any other person the 
Ｖｆｋｈｇｘｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｑｒｗｌｆｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｒｆｘｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃
in the Schedule to this Notice (“the Schedule material”). 

6  HMG advisers may disclose the contents of parts of the material referred to in the 
Schedule to this Notice to such other individuals and for such purposes as are 
ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｕｌｗｌｑｊ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｑｌｖｗｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ１＃

7  Save with the written agreement of the Minister, no reference shall be made by the 
Chairman to the Schedule material in any open ruling, judgment or report arising out 
of the Inquiry, or otherwise, unless it has been removed from the scope of this Notice 
by means of a letter under paragraph 15 below. 

Restrictions on Attendance at the Inquiry or part of the Inquiry 

8  The restrictions referred to at paragraphs 9, 12, 13 and 14 below are imposed: 

(i)  as being required by the rule of law known as public interest immunity; and/or 

(ii)  because the Minister, acting in accordance with section 19(3)(b) of the Act 
and having had regard, in particular, to the matters set out in s19(4) of the Act, 
ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｖ＃ｌｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｌｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｉｘｏｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ２ｒｕ＃
necessary in the public interest that such restrictions should be imposed. 

9  Save with the written consent of the Minister, no person, other than the Core Inquiry 
Team, HMG advisers and any relevant witness, may attend any hearing of the Inquiry 
at which any of the Schedule material is to be considered or referred to, or at which 
ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ／＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｍｘｇｊｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ／＃ｄｑ｜＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｕｌｖｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃
to such material. 

10  Hearings at which such material may be considered or referred to, and which are 
subject to such restrictions, are to be referred to as “closed hearings”. 

11  The Minister may give consent, in accordance with paragraph 8 above, to the 
ｄｗｗｈｑｇｄｑｆｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｖ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋ＃＜／＃
where the person concerned is a legal representative of the witness, the Chairman 
indicates in writing that the attendance of the person is necessary, and arrangements 
are in place which the Minister considers adequate to ensure that the public interest 
in preventing the disclosure of the Schedule material is not damaged. 

12  No person shall produce or show to any witness any of the Schedule material, or 
ask any questions which tend to reveal the existence or content of such material, 
otherwise than in accordance with a procedure formulated by the Core Inquiry Team 
and agreed in writing by the Minister. 

13  The Chairman shall ensure that no transcript of the evidence given at a closed hearing 
is made available to any person other than the Minister, members of the Core Inquiry 
Team or HMG advisers. 
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14  The Chairman shall ensure that no reference is made to the substance of the evidence 
given at a closed hearing of the Inquiry in any open ruling, judgment or report arising 
out of the Inquiry, or otherwise. 

Amendments to this Restriction Notice 

15  By letter to the Chairman under this paragraph the Minister may remove from the 
scope of this Notice any document or information referred to in the Schedule. 

16  The Chairman may invite the Minister to amend this Restriction Notice at any time 
upon providing the Minister with a draft of the proposed amendment and written 
reasons for it. 

17  The Minister may amend this Restriction Notice at any time. 

9 March 2015 
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RESTRICTION NOTICE No. 4 

Introduction  

1 This Restriction Notice is made under section 19 of the Inquiries Act 2005 (“the Act”).  

2 For the purposes of this Restriction Notice, references to:  

a.  “the Inquiry” are references to the “Alexander Litvinenko Inquiry”; 

b.  “the Chairman” is a reference to the person appointed by the Minister to chair the 
Inquiry under section 4 of the Act, namely Sir Robert Owen; 

c.  “the Minister” is a reference to the Secretary of State for the Home Department 
ｄｑｇ／＃ｄｉｗｈｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｖｈｗｗｌｑｊ＃ｘｓ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜／＃ｗｒ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃
nominated by the Minister; 

d.  “Core Inquiry Team” is a reference to the Chairman, counsel to the Inquiry, the 
solicitor to the Inquiry and such other persons as are agreed between the Minister 
ｄｑｇ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｄｖ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｕｌｗｌｑｊ＞＃

e.  “HMG advisers” is a reference to counsel and solicitors, instructed on behalf of Her 
Ｐｄｍｈｖｗ｜ﾶｖ＃Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ／＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｘｆｋ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃Ｊｒｙｈｕｑｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉｆｌｄｏｖ＃ｄｖ＃ｄｕｈ＃ｑｒｐｌｑｄｗｈｇ＃ｅ｜＃
the Minister; 

f.  “relevant witnesses” are references to witnesses whom the Chairman directs 
should be called to give evidence in a closed hearing as described in paragraphs 
9 to 12 below; and 

g.  “open rulings, judgments or reports” are references to rulings, judgments or 
reports produced by the Chairman in the course, or at the conclusion, of the 
Inquiry which may be released to the public without risking harm to the public 
interest. 

h.  “Closed hearings” are hearings of the Inquiry to which paragraphs 9 to 14 below 
apply. 

3  This Restriction Notice is to be read as imposing no restriction on the disclosure of 
any document or information: 

a.  between members of the Core Inquiry Team for purposes connected with the 
Inquiry; or 

b.  to the Minister or HMG advisers. 

Restrictions on the Disclosure or Publication of Evidence or Documents 
given, produced or provided to the Inquiry 

4  The restrictions referred to at paragraphs 5 and 7 below are imposed: 

(i)  as being required by the rule of law known as public interest immunity; and/or 

(ii)  because the Minister, acting in accordance with section 19(3)(b) of the Act 
and having had regard, in particular, to the matters set out in s19(4) of the Act, 

The Litvinenko Inquiry
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ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｖ＃ｌｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｌｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｉｘｏｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ２ｒｕ＃
necessary in the public interest that such restrictions should be imposed. 

5  Otherwise than as is permitted by this Notice, no person, whether a member of the 
Core Inquiry Team or otherwise, may disclose or publish to any other person the 
Ｖｆｋｈｇｘｏｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｑｒｗｌｆｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｌｑｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｇｒｆｘｐｈｑｗｖ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃
in the Schedule to this Notice (“the Schedule material”). 

6  HMG advisers may disclose the contents of parts of the material referred to in the 
Schedule to this Notice to such other individuals and for such purposes as are 
ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｚｕｌｗｌｑｊ＃ｅ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｐｌｑｌｖｗｈｕ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ１＃

7  Save with the written agreement of the Minister, no reference shall be made by the 
Chairman to the Schedule material in any open ruling, judgment or report arising out 
of the Inquiry, or otherwise, unless it has been removed from the scope of this Notice 
by means of a letter under paragraph 15 below. 

Restrictions on Attendance at the Inquiry or part of the Inquiry 

8  The restrictions referred to at paragraphs 9, 12, 13 and 14 below are imposed: 

(i)  as being required by the rule of law known as public interest immunity; and/or 

(ii)  because the Minister, acting in accordance with section 19(3)(b) of the Act 
and having had regard, in particular, to the matters set out in s19(4) of the Act, 
ｆｒｑｖｌｇｈｕｖ＃ｌｗ＃ｗｒ＃ｅｈ＃ｆｒｑｇｘｆｌｙｈ＃ｗｒ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｌｑｔｘｌｕ｜＃ｉｘｏｏｏｌｑｊ＃ｌｗｖ＃ｗｈｕｐｖ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｄｑｇ２ｒｕ＃
necessary in the public interest that such restrictions should be imposed. 

9  Save with the written consent of the Minister, no person, other than the Core Inquiry 
Team, HMG advisers and any relevant witness, may attend any hearing of the Inquiry 
at which any of the Schedule material is to be considered or referred to, or at which 
ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｌｖ／＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｍｘｇｊｐｈｑｗ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｆｋｄｌｕｐｄｑ／＃ｄｑ｜＃ｖｌｊｑｌｆｄｑｗ＃ｕｌｖｎ＃ｒｉ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｈｑｆｈ＃ｅｈｌｑｊ＃ｐｄｇｈ＃
to such material. 

10  Hearings at which such material may be considered or referred to, and which are 
subject to such restrictions, are to be referred to as “closed hearings”. 

11  The Minister may give consent, in accordance with paragraph 8 above, to the 
ｄｗｗｈｑｇｄｑｆｈ＃ｄｗ＃ｄ＃ｆｏｒｖｈｇ＃ｋｈｄｕｌｑｊ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｈｕｖｒｑｖ＃ｒｗｋｈｕ＃ｗｋｄｑ＃ｗｋｒｖｈ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｓｄｕｄｊｕｄｓｋ＃＜／＃
where the person concerned is a legal representative of the witness, the Chairman 
indicates in writing that the attendance of the person is necessary, and arrangements 
are in place which the Minister considers adequate to ensure that the public interest 
in preventing the disclosure of the Schedule material is not damaged. 

12  No person shall produce or show to any witness any of the Schedule material, or 
ask any questions which tend to reveal the existence or content of such material, 
otherwise than in accordance with a procedure formulated by the Core Inquiry Team 
and agreed in writing by the Minister. 

13  The Chairman shall ensure that no transcript of the evidence given at a closed hearing 
is made available to any person other than the Minister, members of the Core Inquiry 
Team or HMG advisers. 
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14  The Chairman shall ensure that no reference is made to the substance of the evidence 
given at a closed hearing of the Inquiry in any open ruling, judgment or report arising 
out of the Inquiry, or otherwise. 

Amendments to this Restriction Notice 

15  By letter to the Chairman under this paragraph the Minister may remove from the 
scope of this Notice any document or information referred to in the Schedule. 

16  The Chairman may invite the Minister to amend this Restriction Notice at any time 
upon providing the Minister with a draft of the proposed amendment and written 
reasons for it. 

17  The Minister may amend this Restriction Notice at any time. 

29 June 2015 

The Litvinenko Inquiry
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RESTRICTION ORDER  

Witness Anonymity and Screening 

1  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｑｒ＃ｇｌｖｆｏｒｖｘｕｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｗｈｑｇｖ＃
to identify the individuals referred to in paragraph 2 below, who were the subject 
of anonymity orders made in the course of the Litvinenko inquest, and they shall 
continue to be referred to using the initials listed in paragraph 2. 

2  The individuals in question are: 

a. A3 

b. C2 

c. C3 

d. D3 

e. D6 

f. D7 

3  In the event that A3 is required to attend and give evidence at the public hearing of 
the Inquiry, his physical appearance will be concealed from the public, the media and 
core participants, but not from the Chairman, Counsel to the Inquiry or Counsel for 
the core participants. 

4  Until further order, there shall be no disclosure or publication of any information that 
ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｗｈｑｇｖ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｉ｜＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｇｌｙｌｇｘｄｏｖ＃ｕｈｉｈｕｕｈｇ＃ｗｒ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｌｑｔｘｈｖｗ＃ｓｕｒｆｈｈｇｌｑｊｖ＃ｄｖ＃
D1, D2 and C1 as the individuals who were previously referred to in that way; this is 
to ensure that until further order there shall be no reference to the fact that they had 
applied for anonymity. For the avoidance of doubt, this order does not prevent the 
disclosure or publication of the identities of those individuals in the absence of any link 
to their previous pseudonyms. 

This Order is made under section 19(1) of the Inquiries Act 2005 and binds all members of 
the public, including Core Participants. 

Ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｗｕｌｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｖｓｈｆｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗ＃ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ｗｒ＃
the terms of section 20(6) of the Inquiries Act 2005. 

Any person affected by this Order may apply in accordance with section 20 of the Inquiries 
Act 2005 to vary its terms. 

Sir Robert Owen 

9 October 2014 
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RESTRICTION ORDER  

Witness Anonymity and Screening 

1  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｑｒ＃ｇｌｖｆｏｒｖｘｕｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｗｈｑｇｖ＃
to identify the individual referred to in these proceedings as A1. In the event that A1 is 
required to attend and give evidence at the public hearing of the Inquiry, her physical 
appearance will be concealed from the public, the media and core participants, but 
not from the Chairman, Counsel to the Inquiry or Counsel for the core participants. 

2  In the event that the individuals referred to in these proceedings as C2, C3, D3, 
D6 and D7 are required to attend and give evidence at the public hearing of the 
Inquiry, their physical appearance will be concealed from the public, the media and 
core participants, but not from the Chairman, Counsel to the Inquiry or Counsel for 
the core participants. 

This Order is made under section 19(1) of the Inquiries Act 2005 and binds all members of 
the public, including Core Participants. 

Ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｗｕｌｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｖｓｈｆｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗ＃ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ｗｒ＃
the terms of section 20(6) of the Inquiries Act 2005. 

Any person affected by this Order may apply in accordance with section 20 of the Inquiries 
Act 2005 to vary its terms. 

Sir Robert Owen 

14 November 2014 

The Litvinenko Inquiry
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RESTRICTION ORDER 

Witness Anonymity and Screening 

1  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｑｒ＃ｇｌｖｆｏｒｖｘｕｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｗｈｑｇｖ＃
to identify the individual who will be referred to henceforth in these proceedings as 
D9. D9’s identity is stated in the Annex to this Order, which will be served on core 
participants only. In the event that D9 is required to attend and give evidence at the 
public hearing of the Inquiry, his physical appearance will be concealed from the 
public, the media and core participants, but not from the Chairman, Counsel to the 
Inquiry, Counsel for the core participants or security cleared inquiry staff. 

2  The screening orders dated 9 October 2014 (made in relation to A3) and 14 November 
2014 (made in relation to A1 and also in relation to C2, C3, D3, D6 and D7) are varied 
so that in the event the said individuals give evidence, their physical appearance will 
not be concealed from security cleared inquiry staff. 

This Order is made under section 19(1) of the Inquiries Act 2005 and binds all members of 
the public, including Core Participants. 

Ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｗｕｌｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｖｓｈｆｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗ＃ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ｗｒ＃
the terms of section 20(6) of the Inquiries Act 2005. 

Any person affected by this Order may apply in accordance with section 20 of the Inquiries 
Act 2005 to vary its terms. 

Sir Robert Owen 

27 November 2014 
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RESTRICTION ORDER  

Witness Anonymity and Screening 

The screening orders dated 9 October 2014 (made in relation to A3), 14 November 2014 
(made in relation to A1 and also in relation to C2, C3, D3, D6 and D7) and 27 November 
2014 (made in relation to D9) are varied so that in the event that the said individuals give 
evidence, their physical appearance need not be concealed from any other person whom 
the Chairman directs. 

This Order is made under section 19(1) of the Inquiries Act 2005 and binds all members of 
the public, including Core Participants. 

Ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｗｕｌｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｖｓｈｆｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗ＃ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ｗｒ＃
the terms of section 20(6) of the Inquiries Act 2005. 

Any person affected by this Order may apply in accordance with section 20 of the Inquiries 
Act 2005 to vary its terms. 

Sir Robert Owen 

28 January 2015 

The Litvinenko Inquiry
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RESTRICTION ORDER  

Evidence of Witness G 

Further to an application for anonymity received from Witness G, I made a provisional ruling 
in favour of granting him this by means of a Restriction Order. That provisional ruling is dated 
25 September 2015 and was provided to Core Participants and media representatives on 
that date so that they might make submissions upon it. I received no such submissions and 
I now make the following order for the reasons set out in the provisional ruling. 

1  Ｗｋｈｕｈ＃ｖｋｄｏｏ＃ｅｈ＃ｑｒ＃ｇｌｖｆｏｒｖｘｕｈ＃ｒｕ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｒｉ＃ｄｑ｜＃ｌｑｉｒｕｐｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｗｋｄｗ＃ｌｇｈｑｗｌｈｖ＃ｒｕ＃ｗｈｑｇｖ＃
to identify Witness G. 

2  Other than with the express written permission of the Chairman, there shall be no 
disclosure or publication of the further evidence given by Witness G referred to in the 
provisional ruling. 

This Order is made under section 19(1) of the Inquiries Act 2005 and binds all members of 
the public, including Core Participants. 

Ｌｑ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｆｄｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｓｘｅｏｌｆ＃ｄｘｗｋｒｕｌｗｌｈｖ／＃ｗｋｈ＃ｕｈｖｗｕｌｆｗｌｒｑｖ＃ｖｓｈｆｌｈｇ＃ｌｑ＃ｗｋｌｖ＃Ｒｕｇｈｕ＃ｗｄｎｈ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗ＃ｖｘｅｍｈｆｗ＃ｗｒ＃
the terms of section 20(6) of the Inquiries Act 2005. 

Any person affected by this Order may apply in accordance with section 20 of the Inquiries 
Act 2005 to vary its terms. 

Sir Robert Owen 

9 October 2015 
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Appendix 8: Key documents  

Reference Description 

(Analytical documents) 

INQ017934 Radiation schedules 

INQ017809 Telephone call schedules 

INQ020044 Telephone call data 31 October – 3 November 2006 

INQ017900 3D model images showing contamination at the itsu restaurant, 
Piccadilly 

INQ017906 3D model images showing contamination at the Millennium Hotel, 
room 382 

INQ017911 3D model images showing contamination at the Pine Bar, 
Millennium Hotel 

INQ017917 3D model images showing contamination at the Sheraton Hotel, 
room 848 

INQ017922 ６Ｇ＃ｐｒｇｈｏ＃ｌｐｄｊｈｖ＃ｖｋｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｆｒｑｗｄｐｌｑｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｄｗ＃７ｗｋ＃ｒｒｕ／＃
25 Grosvenor Street 

INQ017926 3D model images showing contamination at the Best Western Hotel, 
room 107 

INQ017931 3D model images showing contamination at the Best Western Hotel, 
room 308 

INQ018235 Maps showing locations of interest 

INQ018243 Maps showing the movements of Alexander Litvinenko on 
November 2006 

INQ018252 Maps showing the movements of Andrey Lugovoy and Dmitri Kovtun 
on 1 November 2006 

＋Ｈ｛ｓｈｕｗ＃ｕｈｓｒｕｗｖ／＃ｓｄｗｋｒｏｒｊ｜／＃ｐｈｇｌｆｄｏ＃ｄｑｇ＃ｖｆｌｈｑｗｌｆ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ，＃
INQ019031 Expert report by Professor Ray Bull, 4 December 2014 

INQ019146 Expert report by Professor Robert Service, 8 January 2015 

INQ020316 Supplemental report by Professor Robert Service, 4 March 2015 

INQ020998 Corrections to report by Professor Robert Service, 19 March 2015 

BLK000001 Ｆｒｕｒｑｈｕﾶｖ＃Ｌｑｗｈｕｌｐ＃Ｆｈｕｗｌｆｄｗｈ＃ｒｉ＃ｗｋｈ＃Ｉｄｆｗ＃ｒｉ＃Ｇｈｄｗｋ／＃＜＃Ｉｈｅｕｘｄｕ｜＃５３３：＃
INQ003002 Witness statement of Dr Nathaniel Cary, 20 July 2007 

INQ003187 Witness statement of Dr Benjamin Swift, 2 October 2007 

INQ015541 GP medical notes of Alexander Litvinenko 

INQ006741 Ｅｄｕｑｈｗ＃Ｋｒｖｓｌｗｄｏ＃ｐｈｇｌｆｄｏ＃ｏｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｄｏｈ｛ｄｑｇｈｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＃
INQ006652 University College London Hospitals medical notes of 

Alexander Litvinenko 

INQ007478 Witness statement of A1, 18 January 2007 

315  

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017934x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017809x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ020044x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017900x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017906x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017911x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017917x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017922x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017926x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017931x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ018235x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ018243x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ018252x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019031x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ019146x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ020316x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ020998x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2015/04/BLK000001wb.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ003002x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ003187x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2015/04/INQ015541wb.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2015/04/INQ006741wb.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/2015/04/INQ006652wb.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ007478x.pdf
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INQ007516 Witness statement of A1, 18 April 2007 

INQ007523 Witness statement of A1, 4 May 2007 

INQ016403 Witness statement of A1, 26 June 2013 

INQ022423 Witness statement of A1, 26 September 2015 

INQ020222 Autoradiograph of one strand of hair 

INQ017269 HPA joint paper titled Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ＃５４３＃ｄｖ＃ｄ＃ｓｒｌｖｒｑ, 6 March 2007 

INQ014961 HPA joint report titled Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ＝＃Ｈｖｗｌｐｄｗｈｇ＃ｕｄｇｌｄｗｌｒｑ＃ｇｒｖｈｖ＃ｄｑｇ＃
ｈ｛ｓｈｆｗｈｇ＃ｋｈｄｏｗｋ＃ｈｉｉｈｆｗｖ＃ｉｒｏｏｒｚｌｑｊ＃ｌｑｗｄｎｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ０５４３, 26 April 
2007 

INQ016745 PHE joint report titled Ｗｋｈ＃ｈｙｌｇｈｑｆｈ＃ｉｒｕ＃ｗｋｈ＃ｘｖｈ＃ｒｉ＃Ｓｒｏｒｑｌｘｐ０５４３＃ｗｒ＃
ｓｒｌｖｒｑ＃Ｐｕ＃Ｏｌｗｙｌｑｈｑｎｒ, 5 February 2014 

(Evidence of Alexander and Marina Litvinenko) 

INQ002076 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 18 November 2006 (1 of 18) 

INQ002433 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 18 November 2006 (2 of 18) 

INQ002450 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 18 November 2006 (3 of 18) 

INQ002470 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 18 November 2006 (4 of 18) 

INQ016528 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 18 November 2006 (5 of 18) 

INQ016538 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 18 November 2006 (6 of 18) 

INQ016549 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 18 November 2006 (7 of 18) 

INQ016559 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 18 November 2006 (8 of 18) 

INQ016570 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 18 November 2006 (9 of 18) 

INQ016582 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 19 November 2006 (10 of 18) 

INQ016593 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 19 November 2006 (11 of 18) 

INQ016604 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 19 November 2006 (12 of 18) 

INQ016615 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 19 November 2006 (13 of 18) 

INQ016627 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 20 November 2006 (14 of 18) 

INQ016638 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 20 November 2006 (15 of 18) 

INQ016642 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 20 November 2006 (16 of 18) 

INQ016652 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 20 November 2006 (17 of 18) 

INQ016661 Interview of Alexander Litvinenko, 20 November 2006 (18 of 18) 

INQ017399 Statement by Alexander Litvinenko, 21 November 2006 

INQ019299 Photograph of Alexander Litvinenko in his hospital bed 

INQ017734 Witness statement of Marina Litvinenko, 27 March 2013 
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https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016403x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ022423x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ020222x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ017269x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ014961x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ016745x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ002076x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ002433x.pdf
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(Evidence of Andrey Lugovoy and Dmitri Kovtun) 

INQ013787 Security report by DC Spencer Scott at Gatwick Airport, 
16 October 2006 

INQ002058 Declaration by Andrey Lugovoy, 23 November 2006 

INQ002696 Declaration by Dmitri Kovtun, 23 November 2006 

INQ001886 Transcript of the press conference of Andrey Lugovoy and 
Dmitri Kovtun, 31 May 2007 

INQ001788 Witness statement of Andrey Lugovoy in the Terluk case, 4 March 
2011 

INQ001842 Witness statement of Andrey Lugovoy in the Terluk case, 
26 October 2011 

INQ021208 Witness statement of Dmitri Kovtun, 2 June 2015 

https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ013787x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ002058x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ002696x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ001886x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ001788x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ001842x.pdf
https://www.litvinenkoinquiry.org/files/INQ021208x.pdf
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Appendix 9: List of witnesses  

Surname Forename Title Called/ 
Read 

Hearing day 

A1 Called 2; 20 

C2 Called 24 

D3 Read 30 

D6 Called 30 

D7 Read 30 

Abdul Yaragi Mr Called 17 

Andrade Noberto Mr Called 16 

Attew Dean Mr Called 13 

Barlow David Mr Called 23 

Baxter Nicholas Mr Read 17 

Bell Timothy Lord Called 6 

Berezovsky Boris Mr Read 25 

Black Stuart Dr Called 19 

Bonetti Bruno Mr Called 12 

Bukovsky Vladimir Mr Called 26 

Bull Ray Professor Called 21 

Burgess Bruce Mr Called 21 

Burgess Tristam Mr Called 21 

Cary Nathaniel Dr Called 2 

Cole Julia Ms Read 17 

Cotlick Michael Mr Called 25 

Cunningham Duncan Mr Called 16 

Davison Dariya Mrs Called 14 

Dombey Norman Professor Called 23 

Down James Dr Read 18 

Evans Garym Mr Called 7 

Felshtinsky Yuri Mr Called 23 

Fitzgerald Paul Mr Called 8 

Gent Nicholas Dr Called 19 

Glushkov Nikolai Mr Called 17 

Goldfarb Alex Mr Called 5; 26; 27 

Gorokov Nikolay Mr Called 13 
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Guzzanti Paolo Mr Called 29 

Harrison John Dr Called 19 

Hatjiosif Rebecca Dr Read 2 

Henry John Professor Read 18 

Hohne Inna Ms Read 32 

Holmes John Mr Called 7 

Hunter Keith Mr Called 11 

Hyatt Brent DI Called 4; 5 

Jolly Mike DCI Called 32 

Knuckey Cliff Mr Read 7 

Kovtun Dmitri Mr Read 32 

Krgo Goran Mr Called 9 

Limarev Evgheniy Mr Called 15 

Litvinenko Anatoly Mr Called 4 

Litvinenko Marina Mrs Called 3; 4 

Litvinenko Maxim Mr Read 32 

Litvinenko Walter Mr Read 32 

Mascall Craig DI Called 2; 8; 9; 11; 12; 13; 
16; 17; 22; 23; 24; 
29; 30 

Menzies George Mr Called 6 

Michenina Valentina Mrs Called 18 

Moughton Nigel Mr Called 8 

Nathwani Amit Professor Called 18 

Nicholson David Mr Called 23 

Patarkatsishvili Arkady (Badri) Mr Read 12 

Prikazchikov Yuri Mr Called 17 

Quirke Daniel Mr Called 11 

Reilly Tim Mr Called 10 

Rondoni Giuliana Ms Called 10 

Scaramella Mario Mr Called 15; 27 

Ｖｆｋｒｈｏｇ＃ Emma Ms Read 17 

Scott Spencer DC Called 9 

Service Robert Professor Called 28 

Shadrin Alexander Dr Called 14 

Shvets Yuri Mr Called 24 
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Slater Alan Mr Called 22 

Svetlichnaya Julia Dr Called 25 

Swift Benjamin Dr Called 2 

Tabunov Alexander Mr Called 13 

Tarpey Brian Mr Called 22 

Timmons Clive Mr Called 22 

Tregubova Elena Ms Read 29 

Trout Gemma Ms Called 18 

Valuev Alexey Mr Read 11 

Virchis Andres Dr Called 18 

Voronkov Vladimir Mr Called 16 

Voronoff Vladimir Mr Called 14 

Wall Elenora Dr Read 32 

Wall Marina Ms Read 32 

Zakayev Akhmed Mr Called 26 
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Appendix 10: List of Inquiry staff and  
counsel 

Counsel to the Inquiry 

Lead Counsel to the Inquiry Robin Tam QC 

Counsel to the Inquiry Hugh Davies OBE QC 

Counsel to the Inquiry Andrew O’Connor QC 

Solicitor to the Inquiry 

Solicitor to the Inquiry Martin Smith 

Assistant Solicitor Ｄｅｌｊｄｌｏ＃Ｖｆｋｒｏｈｈｏｇ＃

Paralegal Amy Nicholls 

Secretariat 

Secretary to the Inquiry Lee Hughes CBE 

Deputy Secretary Frances Currie 

Ｓｕｈｖｖ＃Ｒｉｆｈｕ＃ Mike Wicksteed 
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  Appendix 11:  List of core participants and 
legal representatives 

Marina Litvinenko and Anatoly Litvinenko 

Counsel Ben Emmerson QC and Adam Straw 

Solicitor Elena Tsirlina (Blokh Solicitors) 

The Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis 

Counsel Richard Horwell QC and Saba Naqshbandi  

Solicitor Jenny Leonard and Prit Mandair (Directorate of Legal Services)  

Secretary of State for the Home Department 

Counsel Neil Garnham QC, Melanie Cumberland and Robert Wastell 

Solicitor Paul Bishop and Catherine Turtle (Government Legal Department) 

AWE plc 

Counsel David Evans QC and Alasdair Henderson 

Solicitor Simon Ramsden (Government Legal Department) 

Dmitri Kovtun 

Counsel none appointed 

Solicitor none appointed 
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In addition, the following were designated interested persons in the inquest proceedings 
which preceded the Inquiry but did not participate in the Inquiry itself. 

Boris Berezovsky 

Counsel Hugo Keith QC  

Solicitor Lucy Middleton (Carter Ruck)  

Andrey Lugovoy 

Counsel Tim Owen QC and Alison Macdonald 

Solicitor Yuri Botiuk (Pinsent Masons LLP) 

Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation 

Counsel Patrick Gibbs QC and Claire Dobbin  

Solicitor Louis Castellani and Melanie Hart (Harbottle & Lewis LLP)  
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